DISSENTING STATEMENT OF
COMMISSIONER MIGNON L. CLYBURN

Re: Restoring Internet Freedom, WC Docket No. 17-108.

Why I must dissent

I dissent. I dissent from this fiercely-spun, legally-lightweight, consumer-harming, corporate-enabling Destroying Internet Freedom Order.

I dissent, because I am among the millions outraged. Outraged, because the FCC pulls its own teeth, abdicating responsibility to protect the nation’s broadband consumers. Some may ask why are we witnessing such an unprecedented groundswell of public support, for keeping the 2015 net neutrality protections in place? Because the public can plainly see, that a soon-to-be-toothless FCC, is handing the keys to the internet – the internet, one of the most remarkable, empowering, enabling inventions of our lifetime – over to a handful of multi-billion dollar corporations. And if past is prologue, those very same broadband internet service providers, that the majority says you should trust to do right by you, will put profits and shareholder returns above, what is best for you.

Each of us raised our hands when we were sworn in as FCC Commissioners, took an oath and promised to uphold our duties and responsibilities ‘to make available, so far as possible, to all the people of the United States, without discrimination… a rapid, efficient, Nation-wide, and world-wide wire and radio communication service with adequate facilities at reasonable charges.’ Today the FCC majority officially abandons that pledge and millions have taken note.

I do not believe that there are any FCC or Congressional offices immune to the deluge of consumer outcry. We are even hearing about state and local offices fielding calls and what is newsworthy is that at last count, five Republican Members of Congress went on the record in calling for a halt of today’s vote. Why such a bipartisan outcry? Because the large majority of Americans are in favor of keeping strong net neutrality rules in place. The sad thing about this commentary, it pains me to say, is what I can only describe as the new norm at the FCC: A majority that is ignoring the will of the people. A majority that will stand idly by while the people they are committed to serve lose.

We have heard story after story of what net neutrality means to consumers and small businesses from places as diverse as Los Angeles’ Skid Row and Marietta, Ohio. I hold in my hand letters that plead with the FCC to keep our net neutrality rules in place but what is striking and in keeping with the new norm, despite the millions of comments, letters, and calls received, this Order cites, not even one consumer comment. That speaks volumes about the direction the FCC is heading. That speaks volumes about just who is being heard at the FCC.

Sole proprietors, whose entire business model, depends on an open internet, are worried that the absence of clear and enforceable net neutrality protections will result in higher costs and fewer benefits because you see: they are not able to pay tolls for premium access. Even large online businesses have weighed in, expressing concern about being subject to added charges as they simply try to reach their own customers. Engineers have submitted comments including many of the internet’s pioneers, sharing with the FCC majority, the fundamentals of how the internet works because from where they sit, there is no way that an item like this would ever see the light of day, if the majority understood the platform some of them helped to create.

I have heard from innovators, worried that we are standing up a mother-may-I regime, where the broadband provider becomes arbiter of acceptable online business models. And yes, I have heard from consumers, who are worried given that their broadband provider has already shown that they will charge inscrutable below-the-line fees, raise prices unexpectedly, and put consumers on hold for hours at a time. Who will have their best interests at heart in a world without clear and enforceable rules overseen by an agency with clear enforcement authority? A toothless FCC?
There has been a darker side to all of this over the past few weeks. Threats and intimidation. Personal attacks. Nazis cheering. Russian influence. Fake comments. Those are unacceptable. Some are illegal. They all are to be rejected. But what is also not acceptable, is the FCC’s refusal to cooperate with state attorney general investigations, or allow evidence in the record that would undercut a preordained outcome.

Many have asked, what happens next? How will all of this – net neutrality, my internet experience, look after today? My answer is simple. When the current protections are abandoned, and the rules that have been officially in place since 2015 are repealed, we will have a Cheshire cat version of net neutrality. We will be in a world where regulatory substance fades to black, and all that is left is a broadband provider’s toothy grin and those oh so comforting words: we have every incentive to do the right thing. What they will soon have, is every incentive to do their own thing.

Now the results of throwing out your net neutrality protections, may not be felt right away. Most of us will get up tomorrow morning and over the next week, wade through hundreds of headlines, turn away from those endless prognosticators, and submerge ourselves in a sea of holiday bliss. But what we have wrought will one day be apparent and by then, when you really see what has changed, I fear, it may be too late to do anything about it, because there will be no agency empowered to address your concerns. This item insidiously ensures the FCC will never be able to fully grasp the harm it may have unleashed on the internet ecosystem. And that inability might lead decisionmakers to conclude, that the next internet startup that failed to flourish and attempted to seek relief, simply had a bad business plan, when in fact what was missing was a level playing field online.

Particularly damning is what today’s repeal will mean for marginalized groups, like communities of color, that rely on platforms like the internet to communicate, because traditional outlets do not consider their issues or concerns, worthy of coverage. It was through social media that the world first heard about the police shooting in Ferguson, Missouri, because legacy news outlets did not consider it important until the hashtag started trending. It has been through online video services, that a targeted entertainment ecosystem has thrived, where stories are finally being told because those same programs were repeatedly rejected by mainstream distribution and media outlets. And it has been through secure messaging platforms, where activists have communicated and organized for justice without gatekeepers with differing opinions blocking them.

Where will the next significant attack on internet freedom come from? Maybe from a broadband provider allowing its network to congest, making a high-traffic video provider ask what more can it pay to make the pain stop. That will never happen you say? Well it already has. The difference now, is the open question of what is stopping them? The difference after today’s vote, is that no one will be able to stop them.

Maybe several providers will quietly roll out paid prioritization packages that enable deep-pocketed players to cut the queue. Maybe a vertically-integrated broadband provider decides that it will favor its own apps and services. Or some high-value internet-of-things traffic will be subject to an additional fee. Maybe some of these actions will be cloaked under nondisclosure agreements and wrapped up in mandatory arbitration clauses so that it will be a breach of contract to disclose these publicly or take the provider to court over any wrongdoing. Some may say “of course this will never happen.” But after today’s vote, what will be in place to stop them?

What we do know, is that broadband providers did not even wait for the ink to dry on this Order before making their moves. One broadband provider, who had in the past promised to not engage in paid prioritization, has now quietly dropped that promise from its list of commitments on its website. What’s next? Blocking or throttling? That will never happen? After today’s vote, exactly who is the cop on the beat that can or will stop them?
And just who will be impacted the most? Consumers and small businesses, that’s who. The internet continues to evolve and has become ever more critical for every participant in our 21st century ecosystem: government services have migrated online, as have educational opportunities and job notices and applications, but at the same time, broadband providers have continued to consolidate, becoming bigger. They own their own content, they own media companies, and they own or have an interest in other types of services.

Why are millions so alarmed? Because they understand the risks this all poses and even those who may not know exactly what Title II authority is, know that they will be at risk without it.

I have been asking myself repeatedly, why the majority is so singularly-focused on overturning these wildly-popular rules? Is it simply because they felt that the 2015 net neutrality order, which threw out over 700 rules and dispensed with more than 25 provisions, was too heavy-handed? Is this a ploy to create a “need” for legislation where there was none before? Or is it to establish uncertainty where little previously existed?

Is it a tactic to undermine the net neutrality protections adopted in 2015 that are currently parked at the Supreme Court? You know, the same rules that were resoundingly upheld by the D.C. Circuit last year? No doubt, we will see a rush to the courthouse, asking the Supreme Court to vacate and remand the substantive rules we fought so hard for over the past few years, because today, the FCC uses legally-suspect means to clear the decks of substantive protections for consumers and competition.

It is abundantly clear why we see so much bad process with this item: because the fix was already in. There is no real mention of the thousands of net neutrality complaints filed by consumers. Why? The majority has refused to put them in the record while maintaining the rhetoric that there have been no real violations. Record evidence of the massive incentives and abilities of broadband providers to act in anti-competitive ways are missing from the docket? Why? Because those in charge have refused to use the data and knowledge the agency does have, and has relied upon in the past to inform our merger reviews. As the majority has shown again and again, the views of individuals do not matter, including the views of those who care deeply about the substance, but are not Washington insiders.

There is a basic fallacy underlying the majority’s actions and rhetoric today: the assumption of what is best for broadband providers, is best for America. Breathless claims about unshackling broadband services from unnecessary regulation, are only about ensuring that broadband providers, have the keys to the internet. Assertions that this is merely a return to some imaginary status quo ante, cannot hide the fact, that this is the very first time, that the FCC, has disavowed substantive protections for consumers online.

I have made it clear that I am no lawyer, so while I make some policy points below, I will attach a more legally-oriented appendix to my statement.

**Chicken Little Rises Again**

Two years ago, the FCC minority predicted that the sky was going to fall. Not literally, but that all manner of harms would befall the internet ecosystem as a result of the FCC’s reclassification of broadband. Just like the minority in 2010 predicted that the much more modest net neutrality rules would hamstring the internet as we know it, no concrete harms were ever shown.

It is telling that the draft cites deep regulatory uncertainty as justification for repealing the 2015 Open Internet Order, and includes sparse citations to the record. To be fair, we have seen self-serving statements from broadband providers that our net neutrality rules have somehow hamstring them from bringing “innovative” new offerings to market before. But they never did tell us what those offerings would have been at any real level of detail. My view is that if there indeed were innovative offerings that would have garnered any real consumer interest, the better course would have been to make those ideas public, and let consumers badger the contrarian FCC into submission. Indeed, providers actually did bring to market sponsored data and zero-rating plans that the FCC closely reviewed. But, since no detailed
plans of these other phantom offerings that were allegedly foreclosed by our rules were made public, my sense is that those offerings were as real as rainbow-maned unicorns.

As I mentioned in my dissent to the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM), the majority’s reliance on broadband providers assertions of reductions in investment is highly-flawed. Nothing in this item convinces me that investment has dropped as a result of our net neutrality policies. I’d suggest taking a look at my dissent from the NPRM on this point, and incorporate that dissent by reference here generally, since the majority has failed to take my concerns into account.¹

For one, even a Statistics 101 student knows that correlation does not equal causation. Simply identifying an effect lends no insight into what caused it. So too with capital expenditures. To suggest that net neutrality rules shifted billions of dollars in capital beggars the imagination, and the record offers no proof that investment trends match the regulatory landscape. The purported “natural experiment” research approach in the draft also fails because it does not seek to isolate differences between the past and present. For as dynamic a market as the majority suggests the broadband market is, and as interested in economic rigor as they claim to be, it would be good policymaking to attempt to isolate the relevant variables.

And to make it even more ridiculous, the broadband capital expenditures trend articulated by those believing investment has dropped, follows the capital expenditures trend in the nation more broadly. The Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis tracks Gross Private Domestic Investment, a component of the gross domestic product that tracks capital expenditures across all industries in the United States. If you believe the information submitted by broadband providers in the record, that information tracks the Fed’s assessment of investment in the broader economy. This suggests that any alleged decrease in investment by broadband providers could be due to macroeconomic factors that influenced the overall economy, rather than the 2015 Open Internet rules.

### Misreading Regulatory History

This item’s justification for rolling back our light-touch Title II approach is grounded primarily in assertions that this is simply returning to the regulatory status quo ante. The item even cites precedent going as far back as 1998 for the proposition that the FCC has always considered internet service an information service. Well, take a walk back with me down the halls of FCC Past.

It is the 1960’s and 70’s when packet-switched precursors to internet access were uniformly considered Title II services. The FCC was thoughtfully considering packet-switched networks as early as 1966 when it launched the first Notice of Inquiry into the interdependence of computers and common carrier telecommunications services. Now, all telecom geeks know that the ARPANET was the precursor to the commercial internet, but what you may not know is how close we came to having it owned by AT&T. In the early 1970s, AT&T was approached with a proposition: buy ARPANET and operate it as a public, common carrier service. AT&T declined, because it did not fit with their business objectives. It was over a decade later before AT&T developed its own packet-switching solution.

So, the logical thing to do was commercialize the offering itself. Some key ARPANET players thus founded Telenet Corporation and, in 1973, applied for a FCC license to operate the nascent service on a common carrier basis, offering functionality like database access and electronic mail. In 1974, the FCC approved Telenet’s application and began offering the service, filing its first tariff on August 15, 1975.

What does this show? That the FCC majority is being disingenuous in its retelling of regulatory history, particularly as it relates to internet and packet-switched services. This majority is not “returning” to a time where packet-switched networking, and the internet access variant, in particular, were regulated
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as Title I services. Indeed, the item is internally inconsistent since it admits that Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) services were regulated as Title II services until 2005. Even after 2005, and to this day, hundreds of wireline carriers continue to offer broadband as a Title II service.

It was not until the early 2000s that the FCC began deregulating internet transmission. Up until that point, broadband providers were required to line share and unbundle their networks, which allowed vibrant retail competition for internet access over the incumbent networks. It was only when as a policy matter the FCC decided to collapse the protocol stack and rely wholly on intermodal competition for fixed services, that it had to decide what to do with the transmission component that was clearly a telecommunications service.

These are issues with which the FCC has struggled mightily, and I am sure will continue to struggle with in the future. But painting the FCC’s past approach to internet access as a deregulatory nirvana fails to grapple with the truth of our regulatory past.

Re-Re-Classification

As I have said before, it makes no sense to take regulatory protections away from a transmission medium that consumers use to connect to the world and go about their business. It makes even less sense when you realize that voice service, which contains many of the same transmission properties, is treated as a Title II service.

While much of the item is focused on whether broadband has this “capability” or not, whether that capability is “offered” to consumers or not, I believe it is instructive just to bring it up a level and compare the FCC’s historic classification of voice service with broadband service. Again, it makes absolutely no sense that broadband is about to be a Title I service, while voice service is a Title II service. And, as I noted in my dissent to the NPRM, there is not a single modern service that the majority would characterize as a telecommunications service, effectively reading that definition out of the statute. Hundreds of computer scientists who filed in the record agree that this reclassification is nonsensical and does not match up with the underlying internet technology. This can easily be lost in the regulatory-gobbledygook that I will let the lawyers deal with, but I think it is illuminating to make a few points about this.

From a consumer perspective, both voice and broadband serve to connect people and information. For a voice service, you type in the person’s name on your smartphone, hit the dial button, and in a matter of milliseconds, the phone network does a series of database dips and passing of signaling information to figure out the best network routing for your phone call. The network connects the two phones, and now you can speak back and forth. Now, let’s compare what happens in the broadband context. To visit a website, you type in the name of the website on your smartphone, hit the enter key, and in a matter of milliseconds, the broadband network does a series of database dips and passing of signaling information to figure out what is the best network routing for your web session. The network connects your computer with the server, and now you can send data back and forth.

Consumers use both of these services to connect to people and information. It is akin to counting angels dancing on a head of a pin to single out a database that transforms identifiers into addresses (DNS or Domain Name System) and an efficient routing mechanism (caching) in the broadband context to say that this somehow transforms the transmission of information into something else. Why not single out the Local Exchange Routing Guide, a database for voice service that transforms identifiers into addresses, as a reason to reclassify voice as an information service? Or why not use virtual connection caching, a mechanism for more efficient routing on Time Division-Multiplexing (TDM) networks, as a reason to reclassify voice as an information service? On the consumer side, does a call to a voice-menu that allows you to pay your credit-card bill somehow turn your telephone service into an information service? Does a call to dial-a-forecast number? No. I believe this exposes this as an outcome-oriented decision, devoid of any reasonable mooring in technology or consumer expectations.
And this becomes even more clear as the FCC majority clears the decks of all the authority it could use to address these problems. It neuters section 706 of the Act, a provision which the D.C. Circuit has said can reasonably be interpreted as a substantive grant of authority. It refuses to exercise ancillary authority, or the Commission’s Title III authority. All of this has far-reaching consequences for the future of the internet, and particularly for mobile broadband.

Unprotected Mobility

Since the prior Administration’s first open internet proceeding in 2010, I have called upon my colleagues to protect consumers’ access to mobile broadband services with the same rules that we imposed on fixed broadband services. A substantial percentage of consumers, especially those in vulnerable communities, rely solely on mobile services for their communications needs and the lack of competition in the commercial mobile wireless industry too often leaves them vulnerable.2

Seven years later, those circumstances have not changed even though every year, the percentage of mobile only households increases. In 2010, it was 30%; at the end of 2016 it was 50.5%.3 According to the Pew Research Center, the share of Americans that own smartphones is now 77%, up from just 35% in the first survey of smartphone ownership conducted in 2011.4 And the commercial wireless market has become even more consolidated, leaving consumers with fewer competitive options than they had in 2010. The U.S. Department of Justice, or DOJ, uses the well-known Herfindahl-Hirschman index (HHI) to measure market concentration, and classifies markets with an HHI of less than 1500 as unconcentrated and markets with an HHI of over 2500 as highly concentrated. In 2010, the HHI index for the commercial wireless market was 2868.5 Now it is over 3100.6 Since the percentage of consumers who rely solely on mobile for their communications needs is increasing every year, and the commercial wireless industry is becoming increasingly consolidated, the need to protect mobile broadband consumers is even greater now than it was in 2010.

The majority’s decision to now reclassify mobile broadband is based upon a misguided analysis of the law and the relevant record evidence. Congress did not lock in the meaning of the phrase “public switched network,” as referring to the public switched telephone network more than 22 years ago. If it had, it would not have included the words immediately following that phrase “as such terms are defined by regulation by the Commission.” That language is an express delegation of authority from Congress to the Commission and it allows the agency to adopt a different definition for the public switched network when the facts warrant such a change. In 2015, the Commission determined that mobile broadband is interconnected to the “public switched network” because, through the use of VoIP, messaging, and similar applications, it effectively gives subscribers the capability to communicate with all North
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American Numbering Plan (NANP) endpoints as well as with all users of the Internet.”7 The D.C. Circuit upheld this determination as reasonable and went on to explain that the record had additional evidence of applications “that would allow a mobile broadband (or other computer) user to employ a service enabling her to receive telephone calls to her IP address.”8 The majority’s order does not point to any changed circumstance that could reasonably refute the FCC’s decision that mobile broadband is interconnected to the public switched network or the D.C. Circuit’s rationale for upholding the Open Internet Order on this issue. The majority simply refuses to address them.9 The majority’s finding that mobile broadband service does not interconnect with the public switched telephone network also ignores record evidence to the contrary. A number of engineers and other parties filed comments explaining why the PSTN and IP networks should not be viewed as two completely separate networks.10 In fact, the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) explained that technical developments, such as the E.164 Uniform Resource Identified and the 5G Evolved Packet Core enable mobile broadband services to directly connect with the PSTN.11 Although the majority discusses this EFF filing,12 it refuses to acknowledge this evidence means mobile broadband internet access services “provide interconnection to the public switched network using the NANP”13 and that invalidates its determination that mobile broadband does not interconnect with the PSTN.

The majority also errs by expressly deciding not to exercise its Title III authority. Although the majority concedes that the Commission has authority to impose open internet conduct rules on mobile broadband service licensees, it declines to do so because of its view that this would lead to imposing regulatory burdens on mobile licensees that are not placed on fixed broadband services. I do not see how the majority can properly reach that conclusion until it has reviewed the more than 47,000 complaints that the National Hispanic Media Coalition’s (NHMC) FOIA request revealed. This is another reason why the Commission should have delayed its vote on this item. Before expressly declining to exert Title III authority, the Commission should have reviewed those complaints to determine if commercial wireless licensees are blocking, throttling or engaging in other unreasonable conduct regarding mobile broadband services.

A Destructive Future

And when the current rules are laid to waste, we may be left with no one to protect consumers. This Order loudly crows about handing over authority of broadband to the FTC, an agency with no technical expertise in telecommunications and one that may not have authority over broadband providers in the first instance. But don’t just take my word for it: even one of the FTC’s own Commissioners has articulated these very concerns.

On the latter point we are still playing a waiting game, which is why I asked my colleagues to delay the vote until we knew for sure whether the FTC could even exercise its limited role in the net

8 U.S. Telecom Ass’n v. FCC, 825 F.3d 674, 722 (D.C. Cir. 2016) (describing Apple’s Continuity that allows an iPhone user with mobile voice service to call an iPad user with mobile broadband service and Google Voice and Hangouts services that allow mobile broadband users to receive calls from telephone users).
9 Restoring Internet Freedom Order, n. 301 (“We do not here address whether IP-based services or applications such as Wi-Fi Calling or VoLTE would meet the definition of “interconnected service” under section 332 and the Commission’s rules. We disagree with OTI New America’s argument that the growing availability of Wi-Fi Calling provided by mobile carriers that also offer mobile broadband Internet access service supports the classification of mobile broadband Internet access service as a commercial mobile service.”)
10 See, e.g., Scott Jordan Reply at 29-35; OTI New America at 54; Internet Engineers at 11.
12 Restoring Internet Freedom Order at para. 76 & n. 287, para. 78 & n. 293.
13 Restoring Internet Freedom Order at para. 80.
neutrality space. Unfortunately, my request was denied, and we have plowed ahead with a wildly unpopular decision that will ensure that regulatory authority is entrusted to an agency that is unable to enact the strong prophylactic protections that are necessary to protect consumers and competition in an online world.

Even if the court were to come back and say that the FTC actually has authority to address the non-common carrier activities of these providers, the FTC could still be vulnerable. Courts may deny the FTC’s efforts to impose antitrust remedies on broadband providers because the industry is ostensibly regulated by the FCC. Indeed, *Verizon v. Trinko* contains language that suggests that where there is an ostensible remedy for harm under the Communications Act, the courts will not go out of their way to find an antitrust violation. So, the very fact that the FCC disclaims authority might also undermine the FTC’s authority as well.

And if the FTC were to apply its substantive authority, the result may not that friendly to consumers or competition. Recall that the FTC must act after harm has already occurred, and must do so through litigation. This means no clear rules of the road for broadband, and that a startup or sole proprietor will likely be long gone before its complaint is adjudicated. This also means that most consumer harms are unlikely to reach the attention of the FTC, since their standard is that consumer injury must be “substantial” in order to state a claim under the FTC Act.

In short, we are trading in clear protections for uncertain ones, rock-solid legal authority for a shaky one, and robust enforcement authority for a weaker one. And I will note that some of the people who have criticized the FCC’s authority in this context have also criticized the FTC for their “overreach.” My fear is that this is yet another ploy to roll out the red carpet for broadband providers, while putting consumers in the long queue for the side door. Welcome to a regulatory-free zone.

**Federalism**

If you’re wondering why the FCC is preempting state consumer protection laws in this item without notice, let me help you with a simple jingle that you can easily commit to memory: If it benefits industry, preemption is good; if it benefits consumers, preemption is bad.

How else can we explain the now-majority’s loud dissent when the last Administration attempted to open markets through preemption of laws that unduly restricted municipal broadband? How is it that the now-majority was shocked that state’s rights were being countermanded when it came to creating the Lifeline Broadband Provider certification process? But when it comes to ensuring that states cannot enact broadband privacy protections, net neutrality protections, or other consumer protections, it somehow becomes urgent for the FCC majority to step in and preempt states from doing so.

Just how much notice was given for this state preemption position from a then minority that cried process fouls every other meeting? None. This is contrary to the Administrative Procedure Act, and a Reagan-era Executive Order that requires “notice and an opportunity for appropriate participation in the proceedings” whenever federalism issues are presented. It is unfortunate that the FCC majority was vocal and vociferous about their request for adequate notice, but those concerns seem to have now fallen by the wayside.

But industry rightly should have been concerned because when the FCC has refused to act in the past, states and localities often move on their own. Just look at issues like broadband privacy or contribution reform, where states are soldiering ahead where the federal government is unwilling to act. I expect that the FCC’s preemption actions here will be challenged, and doubt that they will be defensible.

**Universal Service?**

Reclassification will do more than wreak havoc on our rules. It will also undermine our universal service construct for years to come, something which the Order implicitly acknowledges.
Right now, we have a universal service framework which allows us to support voice service, and requires these voice service providers to deploy broadband-capable facilities. The 10th Circuit has upheld this as reasonable. But as legacy voice goes the way of the dodo, we no longer have a supported telecommunications service, something that sections 214 and 254 of the Act require. And heaven forbid a disgruntled auction loser in our Connect America Fund or Mobility Fund auctions challenges the results because the auction winner is not deploying a telecommunications service. Mark my words, as our communications networks continue to transition away from legacy voice service and towards services which the Commission refuses to recognize as common carrier services, our universal service construct will become weaker. As legacy voice continues to shrink, so does the foundation of our universal service mechanism. Eventually, it will all come toppling down.

This impending implosion cannot be made clearer than in the Lifeline context. In 2016, the Commission boldly moved into the 21st century with a certification construct that would have allowed broadband-only Lifeline service. Unfortunately, in 2017, we have a FCC majority that refuses to use that construct to allow providers into the program, and has in fact proposed to use its legal authority to limit participation to facilities-based providers. This Order reaffirms that path, and suggests that the majority is not moving from its conclusion that over 70% of the market for Lifeline will be decimated under this Commission’s watch. The majority continues to remain silent as to how we can enable a broadband-only Lifeline offering. I suspect there will be none which puts this agency out of compliance with its primary directive “to make available, so far as possible, to all the people of the United States, without discrimination… adequate facilities at reasonable charges.”

In Memoriam

As I close my eulogy of our 2015 net neutrality rules, carefully crafted rules that struck an appropriate balance in providing consumer protections and enabling opportunities and investment, I take ironic comfort in the words of then Commissioner Pai from 2015, because I believe this will ring true about this Destroying Internet Freedom Order:

I am optimistic, that we will look back on today’s vote as an aberration, a temporary deviation from the bipartisan path, that has served us so well. I don’t know whether this plan will be vacated by a court, reversed by Congress, or overturned by a future Commission. But I do believe that its days are numbered.

Amen to that, Mr. Chairman. Amen to that.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1. The open Internet drives the American economy and serves, every day, as a critical tool for America’s citizens to conduct commerce, communicate, educate, entertain, and engage in the world around them. The benefits of an open Internet are undisputed. But it must remain open: open for commerce, innovation, and speech; open for consumers and for the innovation created by applications developers and content companies; and open for expansion and investment by America’s broadband providers. For over a decade, the Commission has been committed to protecting and promoting an open Internet.

2. Four years ago, the Commission adopted open Internet rules to protect and promote the “virtuous cycle” that drives innovation and investment on the Internet—both at the “edges” of the network, as well as in the network itself. In the years that those rules were in place, significant investment and groundbreaking innovation continued to define the broadband marketplace. For example, according to US Telecom, broadband providers invested $212 billion in the three years following adoption of the rules—from 2011 to 2013—more than in any three year period since 2002.

3. Likewise, innovation at the edge moves forward unabated. For example, 2010 was the first year that the majority of Netflix customers received their video content via online streaming rather than via DVDs in red envelopes. Today, Netflix sends the most peak downstream traffic in North America of any company. Other innovative service providers have experienced extraordinary growth—Etsy reports that it has grown from $314 million in merchandise sales in 2010 to $1.35 billion in merchandise sales in 2013. And, just as importantly, new kinds of innovative businesses are busy being born. In the video space alone, in just the last sixth months, CBS and HBO have announced new plans for streaming their content free of cable subscriptions; DISH has launched a new package of channels that includes ESPN, and Sony is not far behind; and Discovery Communications founder John Hendricks has announced a new over-the-top service providing bandwidth-intensive programming. This year, Amazon took home two Golden Globes for its new series “Transparent.”

4. The lesson of this period, and the overwhelming consensus on the record, is that carefully-tailored rules to protect Internet openness will allow investment and innovation to continue to flourish. Consistent with that experience and the record built in this proceeding, today we adopt carefully-tailored rules that would prevent specific practices we know are harmful to Internet openness—blocking, throttling, and paid prioritization—as well as a strong standard of conduct designed to prevent the deployment of new practices that would harm Internet openness. We also enhance our transparency rule to ensure that consumers are fully informed as to whether the services they purchase are delivering what they expect.

5. Carefully-tailored rules need a strong legal foundation to survive and thrive. Today, we provide that foundation by grounding our open Internet rules in multiple sources of legal authority—including both section 706 of the Telecommunications Act and Title II of the Communications Act. Moreover, we concurrently exercise the Commission’s forbearance authority to forbear from application of 27 provisions of Title II of the Communications Act, and over 700 Commission rules and regulations. This is a Title II tailored for the 21st century, and consistent with the “light-touch” regulatory framework that has facilitated the tremendous investment and innovation on the Internet. We expressly eschew the future use of prescriptive, industry-wide rate regulation. Under this approach, consumers can continue to
enjoy unfettered access to the Internet over their fixed and mobile broadband connections, innovators can continue to enjoy the benefits of a platform that affords them unprecedented access to hundreds of millions of consumers across the country and around the world, and network operators can continue to reap the benefits of their investments.

6. Informed by the views of nearly 4 million commenters, our staff-led roundtables, numerous ex parte presentations, meetings with individual Commissioners and staff, and more, our decision today—once and for all—puts into place strong, sustainable rules, grounded in multiple sources of our legal authority, to ensure that Americans reap the economic, social, and civic benefits of an open Internet today and into the future.

II. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

7. The benefits of rules and policies protecting an open Internet date back over a decade and must continue.14 Just over a year ago, the D.C. Circuit in Verizon v. FCC struck down the Commission’s 2010 conduct rules against blocking and unreasonable discrimination.15 But the Verizon court upheld the Commission’s finding that Internet openness drives a “virtuous cycle” in which innovations at the edges of the network enhance consumer demand, leading to expanded investments in broadband infrastructure that, in turn, spark new innovations at the edge.16 The Verizon court further affirmed the Commission’s conclusion that “broadband providers represent a threat to Internet openness and could act in ways that would ultimately inhibit the speed and extent of future broadband deployment.”17

8. Threats to Internet openness remain today. The record reflects that broadband providers hold all the tools necessary to deceive consumers, degrade content, or disfavor the content that they don’t like.18 The 2010 rules helped to deter such conduct while they were in effect. But, as Verizon frankly told the court at oral argument, but for the 2010 rules, it would be exploring agreements to charge certain content providers for priority service.19 Indeed, the wireless industry had a well-established record of

---

14 See, e.g., National Arts and Cultural Organizations Comments at 3 (“[B]roadband Internet service has inspired tremendous innovation, which has in turn enabled individual artists and arts organizations to reach new audiences, cultivate patrons and supporters, collaborate with peers, stimulate local economies and enrich cultural and civic discourse.”); Common Cause Comments at 3-8 (arguing that the open Internet promotes free speech and civic engagement); Letter from Lauren M. Wilson, Policy Counsel, Free Press to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28, 10-127 (filed Jan. 13, 2015) (Free Press et al. Jan. 13, 2015 Ex Parte Letter) (describing the important role the open Internet plays in the work of public interest, social justice, and activist groups); Higher Education and Libraries Comments at ii (“Libraries and institutions of higher education depend upon an open Internet to carry out their missions and to serve their communities.”); Engine Advocacy Comments at 3-13 (arguing that an open Internet has been essential to promoting entrepreneurship, economic growth, and innovation). Unless otherwise noted, all citations to comments in this item refer to comments filed in GN Docket No. 14-28. “Remand PN Comments” is used to denote comments that were filed in response to the Feb. 19, 2014 Public Notice released by the Wireline Competition Bureau. See New Docket Established to Address Open Internet Remand, GN Docket No. 14-28, Public Notice, 29 FCC Rcd 1746 (Wireline Comp. Bur. 2014). “Comments” or “Reply” are used to denote comments filed in response to the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking released by the Commission on May 15, 2014. See Protecting and Promoting the Open Internet, GN Docket No. 14-28, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 29 FCC Rcd 5561 (2014) (2014 Open Internet NPRM).


16 Id. at 659.

17 Id. at 645.

18 See infra Section III.B.

19 Verizon Oral Arg. Tr. at 31 (“I’m authorized to state by my client [Verizon] today that, but for these rules, we would be exploring those commercial arrangements, but this order prohibits those, and in fact would shrink the types of services that will be available on the Internet.”). But see Letter from William H. Johnson, Vice President & Associate General Counsel, Verizon, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28 at 1 (filed Feb. 11, 2015) (Verizon Feb. 11 Ex Parte Letter) (arguing that “[t]he ‘commercial arrangements’ referenced by counsel
trying to keep applications within a carrier-controlled “walled garden” in the early days of mobile applications. That specific practice ended when Internet Protocol (IP) created the opportunity to leap the wall. But the Commission has continued to hear concerns about other broadband provider practices involving blocking or degrading third-party applications.

9. Emerging Internet trends since 2010 give us more, not less, cause for concern about such threats. First, mobile broadband networks have massively expanded since 2010. They are faster, more broadly deployed, more widely used, and more technologically advanced. At the end of 2010, there were about 70,000 devices in the U.S. that had LTE wireless connections. Today, there are more than 127 million.\footnote{Fierce Wireless, 1H2014: LTE Share 33% of all Mobile Connections in the U.S. and Canada vs. 4% Worldwide, (Sept. 2014), http://www.fiercewireless.com/press-releases/1h2014-lte-share-33-all-mobile-connections-us-and-canada-vs-4-worldwide (reporting remarkable growth with 16 million LTE connections at the end of June 2012; 63 million LTE connections as of June 2013; 127 million LTE connections as of June 2014).
}

We welcome this tremendous investment and innovation in the mobile marketplace. With carefully-tailored rules in place, that investment can continue to flourish and consumers can continue to enjoy unfettered access to the Internet over their mobile broadband connections. Indeed, mobile broadband is becoming an increasingly important pathway to the Internet independent of any fixed broadband connections consumers may have, given that mobile broadband is not a full substitute for fixed broadband connections.\footnote{See, e.g., Section 6002(B) of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993; Annual Report and Analysis of Competitive Market Conditions With Respect to Mobile Wireless, Including Commercial Mobile Services, WT Docket No. 13-135, Seventeenth Report, 29 FCC Rcd 15311 (Wireless Tel. Bur. 2014) (17th Mobile Wireless Report); Robert F. Roche and Liz Dale, Annual Wireless Survey Results: A Comprehensive Report from CTIA Analyzing the U.S. Wireless Industry (June 2014); Inquiry Concerning the Deployment of Advanced Telecommunications Capability to All Americans in a Reasonable and Timely Fashion, and Possible Steps to Accelerate Such Deployment Pursuant to Section 706 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, as Amended by the Broadband Data Improvement Act, GN Docket No. 14-126, 2015 Broadband Progress Report and Notice of Inquiry, FCC 15-10, at para. 120 (rel. Feb. 4, 2015) (2015 Broadband Progress Report) (“We recognize that many households subscribe to both fixed and mobile services because they use fixed and mobile services in fundamentally different ways and, as such, view fixed and mobile services as distinct product offerings.”).}

dominant form of traffic on the Internet. These video services directly confront the video businesses of
the very companies that supply them broadband access to their customers.\textsuperscript{23}

10. The Commission, in its May Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, asked a fundamental
question: “What is the right public policy to ensure that the Internet remains open?”\textsuperscript{24} It proposed to
enhance the transparency rule, and follow the Verizon court’s blueprint by relying on section 706 to adopt
a no-blocking rule and a requirement that broadband providers engage in “commercially reasonable”
practices. The Commission also asked about whether it should adopt other bright-line rules or different
standards using other sources of Commission authority, including Title II. And if Title II were to apply,
the Commission asked about how it should exercise its authority to forbear from Title II obligations. It
asked whether mobile services should also be classified under Title II.

11. Three overarching objectives have guided us in answering these questions, based on the
vast record before the Commission: America needs more broadband, better broadband, and open
broadband networks. These goals are mutually reinforcing, not mutually exclusive. Without an open
Internet, there would be less broadband investment and deployment. And, as discussed further below, all
three are furthered through the open Internet rules and balanced regulatory framework we adopt today.\textsuperscript{25}

12. In enacting the Administrative Procedure Act (APA), Congress instructed expert agencies
congducting rulemaking proceedings to “give interested persons an opportunity to participate in the rule
making through submission of written data, views, or arguments.”\textsuperscript{26} It is public comment that cements an
agency’s expertise. As was explained in the seminal report that led to the enactment of the APA:

The reason for [an administrative agency’s] existence is that it is expected to bring to its
task greater familiarity with the subject than legislators, dealing with many subjects, can
have. But its knowledge is rarely complete, and it must always learn the frequently
clashing viewpoints of those whom its regulations will affect.\textsuperscript{27}

13. Congress could not have imagined when it enacted the APA almost seventy years ago
that the day would come when nearly 4 million Americans would exercise their right to comment on a
proposed rulemaking. But that is what has happened in this proceeding and it is a good thing. The
Commission has listened and it has learned. Its expertise has been strengthened. Public input has
“improve[d] the quality of agency rulemaking by ensuring that agency regulations will be ‘tested by
exposure to diverse public comment.’”\textsuperscript{28} There is general consensus in the record on the need for the

\textsuperscript{23} See Public Knowledge, Benton Foundation, and Access Sonoma Broadband (Public Knowledge) Comments at
52-53 (discussing exemption of Xfinity online video application on Xbox from Comcast’s data cap without similar
exemption for unaffiliated over-the-top video services).

\textsuperscript{24} 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5562, para. 2.

\textsuperscript{25} Consistent with the Verizon court’s analysis, this Order need not conclude that any specific market power exists in
the hands of one or more broadband providers in order to create and enforce these rules. Thus, these rules do not
address, and are not designed to deal with, the acquisition or maintenance of market power or its abuse, real or
potential. Moreover, it is worth noting that the Commission acts in a manner that is both complementary to the
work of the antitrust agencies and supported by their application of antitrust laws. See generally 47 U.S.C. § 152(b)
(“[N]othing in this Act . . . shall be construed to modify, impair, or supersede the applicability of any of the antitrust
laws.”). Nothing in this Order in any way precludes the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice or the
Commission itself from fulfilling their respective responsibilities under Section 7 of the Clayton Act (15 U.S.C.
§18), or the Commission’s public interest standard as it assesses prospective transactions.

\textsuperscript{26} 5 U.S.C. § 553(c).

\textsuperscript{27} Attorney General’s Committee, Final Report of the Attorney General Committee at 102 (1941),

\textsuperscript{28} Small Refiner Lead Phase-Down Task Force v. EPA, 705 F.2d 506, 547 (D.C. Cir. 1983) (quoting BASF
Wyandotte Corp. v. Costle, 598 F.2d 637, 641 (1st Cir. 1979)).
Commission to provide certainty with clear, enforceable rules. There is also general consensus on the need to have such rules. Today the Commission, informed by all of those views, makes a decision grounded in the record. The Commission has considered the arguments, data, and input provided by the commenters, even if not in agreement with the particulars of this Order; that public input has created a robust record, enabling the Commission to adopt new rules that are clear and sustainable.

A. Strong Rules That Protect Consumers from Past and Future Tactics that Threaten the Open Internet

1. Clear, Bright-Line Rules

14. Because the record overwhelmingly supports adopting rules and demonstrates that three specific practices invariably harm the open Internet—Blocking, Throttling, and Paid Prioritization—this Order bans each of them, applying the same rules to both fixed and mobile broadband Internet access service.

15. No Blocking. Consumers who subscribe to a retail broadband Internet access service must get what they have paid for—access to all (lawful) destinations on the Internet. This essential and well-accepted principle has long been a tenet of Commission policy, stretching back to its landmark decision in Carterfone, which protected a customer’s right to connect a telephone to the monopoly telephone network. Thus, this Order adopts a straightforward ban:

A person engaged in the provision of broadband Internet access service, insofar as such person is so engaged, shall not block lawful content, applications, services, or non-harmful devices, subject to reasonable network management.

16. No Throttling. The 2010 open Internet rule against blocking contained an ancillary prohibition against the degradation of lawful content, applications, services, and devices, on the ground that such degradation would be tantamount to blocking. This Order creates a separate rule to guard against degradation targeted at specific uses of a customer’s broadband connection:

A person engaged in the provision of broadband Internet access service, insofar as such person is so engaged, shall not impair or degrade lawful Internet traffic on the basis of Internet content, application, or service, or use of a non-harmful device, subject to reasonable network management.

17. The ban on throttling is necessary both to fulfill the reasonable expectations of a customer who signs up for a broadband service that promises access to all of the lawful Internet, and to avoid gamesmanship designed to avoid the no-blocking rule by, for example, rendering an application effectively, but not technically, unusable. It prohibits the degrading of Internet traffic based on source, destination, or content. It also specifically prohibits conduct that singles out content competing with a broadband provider’s business model.

18. No Paid Prioritization. Paid prioritization occurs when a broadband provider accepts payment (monetary or otherwise) to manage its network in a way that benefits particular content, applications, services, or devices. To protect against “fast lanes,” this Order adopts a rule that establishes that:

A person engaged in the provision of broadband Internet access service, insofar as such

---

30 To be clear, the protections of the no-blocking and no-throttling rules apply to particular classes of applications, content and services as well as particular applications, content, and services.
person is so engaged, shall not engage in paid prioritization.

“Paid prioritization” refers to the management of a broadband provider’s network to directly or indirectly favor some traffic over other traffic, including through use of techniques such as traffic shaping, prioritization, resource reservation, or other forms of preferential traffic management, either (a) in exchange for consideration (monetary or otherwise) from a third party, or (b) to benefit an affiliated entity.31

19. The record demonstrates the need for strong action. The Verizon court itself noted that broadband networks have “powerful incentives to accept fees from edge providers, either in return for excluding their competitors or for granting them prioritized access to end users.”32 Mozilla, among many such commenters, explained that “[p]rioritization . . . inherently creates fast and slow lanes.”33 Although there are arguments that some forms of paid prioritization could be beneficial, the practical difficulty is this: the threat of harm is overwhelming,34 case-by-case enforcement can be cumbersome for individual consumers or edge providers, and there is no practical means to measure the extent to which edge innovation and investment would be chilled. And, given the dangers, there is no room for a blanket exception for instances where consumer permission is buried in a service plan—the threats of consumer deception and confusion are simply too great. 35

2. No Unreasonable Interference or Unreasonable Disadvantage to Consumers or Edge Providers

20. The key insight of the virtuous cycle is that broadband providers have both the incentive and the ability to act as gatekeepers standing between edge providers and consumers. As gatekeepers, they can block access altogether; they can target competitors, including competitors to their own video services; and they can extract unfair tolls. Such conduct would, as the Commission concluded in 2010, “reduce the rate of innovation at the edge and, in turn, the likely rate of improvements to network infrastructure.”36 In other words, when a broadband provider acts as a gatekeeper, it actually chokes consumer demand for the very broadband product it can supply.

31 Unlike the no-blocking and no-throttling rules, there is no “reasonable network management” exception to the paid prioritization rule because paid prioritization is inherently a business practice rather than a network management practice.
32 Verizon, 740 F.3d at 645-46.
33 Mozilla Comments at 20.
34 See, e.g., Free Press Comments at 50 (“In packet-switching, if there is no congestion, there is no meaning to priority.”).
35 AT&T Reply at 3 (proposing “a distinction between paid prioritization that is not directed by end users, and prioritization arrangements that are user-driven” and that “the Commission should not categorically foreclose such consumer-driven choices”). All Commission rules are subject to waiver requests and that principle applies to the open Internet rules. See 47 C.F.R. § 1.925; Blanca Telephone Co. v. FCC, 743 F.3d 860, 864 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (“When evaluating an agency’s interpretation and application of a general, discretionary waiver standard ‘[o]ur review . . . is extremely limited.’”) (quoting BDPCS, Inc. v. FCC, 351 F.3d 1177, 1181 (D.C. Cir. 2003)). As Public Knowledge has recognized, “the Commission must not only permit such Petitions and waiver applications, but genuinely consider their merits [however,] the Commission has broad discretion with regard to what standard it will apply.” Letter from Gene Kimmelman, President, Public Knowledge to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28, 10-127, at 2 (filed Nov. 7, 2014) (Public Knowledge Nov. 7, 2014 Ex Parte Letter). The Order requires any applicant to demonstrate that the proposed paid prioritization practice “would provide some significant public interest benefit and would not harm the open nature of the Internet.” It is very important to understand that a party seeking a waiver is banned from an inappropriate practice. Its only recourse is to seek a waiver, and that waiver request would not be decided until the Commission, after public comment and its own investigation, reaches a decision.
21. The bright-line bans on blocking, throttling, and paid prioritization will go a long way to preserve the virtuous cycle. But not all the way. Gatekeeper power can be exercised through a variety of technical and economic means, and without a catch-all standard, it would be that, as Benjamin Franklin said, “a little neglect may breed great mischief.”

Thus, the Order adopts the following standard:

*Any person engaged in the provision of broadband Internet access service, insofar as such person is so engaged, shall not unreasonably interfere with or unreasonably disadvantage (i) end users’ ability to select, access, and use broadband Internet access service or the lawful Internet content, applications, services, or devices of their choice, or (ii) edge providers’ ability to make lawful content, applications, services, or devices available to end users. Reasonable network management shall not be considered a violation of this rule.*

22. This “no unreasonable interference/disadvantage” standard protects free expression, thus fulfilling the congressional policy that “the Internet offer[s] a forum for a true diversity of political discourse, unique opportunities for cultural development, and myriad avenues for intellectual activity.”

And the standard will permit considerations of asserted benefits of innovation as well as threatened harm to end users and edge providers.

### 3. Enhanced Transparency

23. The Commission’s 2010 transparency rule, upheld by the *Verizon* court, remains in full effect:

*A person engaged in the provision of broadband Internet access service shall publicly disclose accurate information regarding the network management practices, performance, and commercial terms of its broadband Internet access services sufficient for consumers to make informed choices regarding use of such services and for content, application, service, and device providers to develop, market, and maintain Internet offerings.*

24. Today’s Order reaffirms the importance of ensuring transparency, so that consumers are fully informed about the Internet access they are purchasing and so that edge providers have the information they need to understand whether their services will work as advertised. To do that, the Order builds on the strong foundation established in 2010 and enhances the transparency rule for both end users and edge providers, including by adopting a requirement that broadband providers always must disclose promotional rates, all fees and/or surcharges, and all data caps or data allowances; adding packet loss as a measure of network performance that must be disclosed; and requiring specific notification to consumers that a “network practice” is likely to significantly affect their use of the service. Out of an abundance of caution and in response to a request by the American Cable Association, we also adopt a temporary exemption from these enhancements for small providers (defined for the purposes of the temporary exception as providers with 100,000 or fewer subscribers), and we direct our Consumer & Governmental Affairs Bureau to adopt an Order by December 15, 2015 concerning whether to make the exception permanent and, if so, the appropriate definition of “small.” Lastly, we create for all providers a “safe harbor” process for the format and nature of the required disclosure to consumers, which we believe will result in more effective presentation of consumer-focused information by broadband providers.

### 4. Scope of the Rules

25. The open Internet rules described above apply to both fixed and mobile broadband Internet access service. Consistent with the 2010 Order, today’s Order applies its rules to the consumer-

---

37 Benjamin Franklin, *Poor Richard’s Almanac* (1757).
39 47 C.F.R. § 8.3.
facing service that broadband networks provide, which is known as “broadband Internet access service” (BIAS) and is defined to be:

A mass-market retail service by wire or radio that provides the capability to transmit data to and receive data from all or substantially all Internet endpoints, including any capabilities that are incidental to and enable the operation of the communications service, but excluding dial-up Internet access service. This term also encompasses any service that the Commission finds to be providing a functional equivalent of the service described in the previous sentence, or that is used to evade the protections set forth in this Part.

26. As in 2010, BIAS does not include enterprise services, virtual private network services, hosting, or data storage services. Further, we decline to apply the open Internet rules to premises operators to the extent they may be offering broadband Internet access service as we define it today.

27. In defining this service we make clear that we are responding to the Verizon court’s conclusion that broadband providers “furnish a service to edge providers” (and that this service was being treated as common carriage per se). As discussed further below, we make clear that broadband Internet access service encompasses this service to edge providers. Broadband providers sell retail customers the ability to go anywhere (lawful) on the Internet. Their representation that they will transport and deliver traffic to and from all or substantially all Internet endpoints includes the promise to transmit traffic to and from those Internet endpoints back to the user.

28. Interconnection. BIAS involves the exchange of traffic between a broadband Internet access provider and connecting networks. The representation to retail customers that they will be able to reach “all or substantially all Internet endpoints” necessarily includes the promise to make the interconnection arrangements necessary to allow that access.

29. As discussed below, we find that broadband Internet access service is a “telecommunications service” and subject to sections 201, 202, and 208 (along with key enforcement provisions). As a result, commercial arrangements for the exchange of traffic with a broadband Internet access provider are within the scope of Title II, and the Commission will be available to hear disputes raised under sections 201 and 202 on a case-by-case basis: an appropriate vehicle for enforcement where disputes are primarily over commercial terms and that involve some very large corporations, including companies like transit providers and Content Delivery Networks (CDNs), that act on behalf of smaller edge providers.

30. But this Order does not apply the open Internet rules to interconnection. Three factors are critical in informing this approach to interconnection. First, the nature of Internet traffic, driven by massive consumption of video, has challenged traditional arrangements—placing more emphasis on the use of CDNs or even direct connections between content providers (like Netflix or Google) and last-mile broadband providers. Second, it is clear that consumers have been subject to degradation resulting from commercial disagreements, perhaps most notably in a series of disputes between Netflix and large last-

---

\(^{40}\) We note that our use of the term “broadband” in this Order includes but is not limited to services meeting the threshold for “advanced telecommunications capability,” as defined in Section 706 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, as amended. 47 U.S.C. § 1302(b). Section 706 defines that term as “high-speed, switched, broadband telecommunications capability that enables users to originate and receive high-quality voice, data, graphics, and video telecommunications using any technology.” 47 U.S.C. § 1302(d)(1). The 2015 Broadband Progress Report specifically notes that “advanced telecommunications capability,” while sometimes referred to as “broadband,” differs from the Commission’s use of the term “broadband” in other contexts. 2015 Broadband Progress Report at n.1 (rel. Feb. 4, 2015).

\(^{41}\) See Letter from Sarah J. Morris, Senior Policy Counsel, Open Technology Institute, New America Foundation to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 10-127, 14-28 (filed Oct. 30, 2014), Attach. MLab, ISP
mile broadband providers. But, third, the causes of past disruption and—just as importantly—the potential for future degradation through interconnection disputes—are reflected in very different narratives in the record.

31. While we have more than a decade’s worth of experience with last-mile practices, we lack a similar depth of background in the Internet traffic exchange context. Thus, we find that the best approach is to watch, learn, and act as required, but not intervene now, especially not with prescriptive rules. This Order—for the first time—provides authority to consider claims involving interconnection, a process that is sure to bring greater understanding to the Commission.

32. **Reasonable Network Management.** As with the 2010 rules, this Order contains an exception for reasonable network management, which applies to all but the paid prioritization rule (which, by definition, is not a means of managing a network):

   *A network management practice is a practice that has a primarily technical network management justification, but does not include other business practices. A network management practice is reasonable if it is primarily used for and tailored to achieving a legitimate network management purpose, taking into account the particular network architecture and technology of the broadband Internet access service.*

33. Recently, significant concern has arisen when mobile providers’ have attempted to justify certain practices as reasonable network management practices, such as applying speed reductions to customers using “unlimited data plans” in ways that effectively force them to switch to price plans with less generous data allowances. For example, in the summer of 2014, Verizon announced a change to its “unlimited” data plan for LTE customers, which would have limited the speeds of LTE customers using grandfathered “unlimited” plans once they reached a certain level of usage each month. Verizon briefly described this change as within the scope of “reasonable network management,” before changing course and withdrawing the change.

34. With mobile broadband service now subject to the same rules as fixed broadband service, the Order expressly recognizes that evaluation of network management practices will take into account the additional challenges involved in the management of mobile networks, including the dynamic conditions under which they operate. It also recognizes the specific network management needs of other technologies, such as unlicensed Wi-Fi networks.

35. **Non-Broadband Internet Access Service Data Services.** The 2010 rules included an exception for “specialized services.” This Order likewise recognizes that some data services—like facilities-based VoIP offerings, heart monitors, or energy consumption sensors—may be offered by a broadband provider but do not provide access to the Internet generally. The term “specialized services” can be confusing because the critical point is not whether the services are “specialized;” it is that they are not broadband Internet access service. IP-services that do not travel over broadband Internet access service, like the facilities-based VoIP services used by many cable customers, are not within the scope of the open Internet rules, which protect access or use of broadband Internet access service. Nonetheless, these other non-broadband Internet access service data services could be provided in a manner that undermines the purpose of the open Internet rules and that will not be permitted. The Commission expressly reserves the authority to take action if a service is, in fact, providing the functional equivalent of broadband Internet access service or is being used to evade the open Internet rules. The Commission will vigilantly watch for such abuse, and its actions will be aided by the existing transparency requirement that non-broadband Internet access service data services be disclosed.

5. Enforcement

36. The Commission may enforce the open Internet rules through investigation and the processing of complaints (both formal and informal). In addition, the Commission may provide guidance through the use of enforcement advisories and advisory opinions, and it will appoint an ombudsperson. In order to provide the Commission with additional understanding, particularly of technical issues, the Order delegates to the Enforcement Bureau the authority to request a written opinion from an outside technical organization or otherwise to obtain objective advice from industry standard-setting bodies or similar organizations.

B. Promoting Investment with a Modern Title II

37. Today, our forbearance approach results in over 700 codified rules being inapplicable, a “light-touch” approach for the use of Title II. This includes no unbundling of last-mile facilities, no tariffing, no rate regulation, and no cost accounting rules, which results in a carefully tailored application of only those Title II provisions found to directly further the public interest in an open Internet and more, better, and open broadband. Nor will our actions result in the imposition of any new federal taxes or fees; the ability of states to impose fees on broadband is already limited by the congressional Internet tax moratorium.

38. This is Title II tailored for the 21st Century. Unlike the application of Title II to incumbent wireline companies in the 20th Century, a swath of utility-style provisions (including tariffing) will not be applied. Indeed, there will be fewer sections of Title II applied than have been applied to Commercial Mobile Radio Service (CMRS), where Congress expressly required the application of Sections 201, 202, and 208, and permitted the Commission to forbear from others. In fact, Title II has never been applied in such a focused way.

39. History demonstrates that this careful approach to the use of Title II will not impede investment. First, mobile voice services have been regulated under a similar light-touch Title II approach since 1994 — and investment and usage boomed. For example, between 1993 and 2009 (while voice was the primary driver of mobile revenues), the mobile industry invested more than $271 billion in building out networks, during a time in which industry revenues increased by 1300 percent and subscribership grew over 1600 percent. Moreover, more recently, Verizon Wireless has invested tens of billions of dollars in deploying mobile wireless services since being subject to the 700 MHz C Block open access rules, which overlap in significant parts with the open Internet rules we adopt today. But that is not all. Today, key provisions of Title II apply to certain enterprise broadband services that AT&T has

---


described as “the epicenter of the broadband investment” the Commission seeks to promote. Title II has been maintained by more than 1000 rural local exchange carriers that have chosen to offer their DSL and fiber broadband services as common carrier offerings. And, of course, wireline DSL was regulated as a common-carrier service until 2005—including a period in the late ‘90s and the first five years of this century that saw the highest levels of wireline broadband infrastructure investment to date.

40. In any event, recent events have demonstrated that our rules will not disrupt capital markets or investment. Following recent discussions of the potential application of Title II to consumer broadband, investment analysts have issued reports concluding that Title II with appropriate forbearance is unlikely to alter broadband provider conduct or have any negative effect on their value or future profitability. Executives from large broadband providers have also repeatedly represented to investors that the prospect of regulatory action will not influence their investment strategies or long-term profitability; indeed, Sprint has gone so far to say that it “does not believe that a light touch application of Title II, including appropriate forbearance, would harm the continued investment in, and deployment of, mobile broadband services.” Finally, the recent AWS auction, conducted under the prospect of Title II regulation, generated bids (net of bidding credits) of more than $41 billion—further demonstrating that robust investment is not inconsistent with a light-touch Title II regime.

C. Sustainable Open Internet Rules

41. We ground our open Internet rules in multiple sources of legal authority—including both section 706 and Title II of the Communications Act. The Verizon court upheld the Commission’s use of

47 See, e.g., Philip Cusick et al., Net Neutrality: Prepared for Title II but We Take Less Negative View, J.P. Morgan, (Nov. 11, 2014) (“We wouldn’t change any of the fundamental assumptions on cable companies under our coverage under Title II, and shares are likely to rebound over time.”); Paul Gallant, Title II Appears Likely Outcome at FCC, but Headline Risk May Exceed Real Risk, Guggenheim Securities, LLC, (Dec. 8, 2014) (“We would not view a Title II decision by the FCC as changing the existing Washington framework for cable broadband service. The marketplace reality under Title II would be far less problematic for cable/telcos than most believe.”); Paul de Sa et al., Bernstein Research, (Nov. 17, 2014) (“We think net neutrality is largely irrelevant for fundamental value drivers. But headline noise in the coming months will likely result in fears about price regulation, increasing volatility and perhaps temporarily depressing cable & telco equity values.”).
section 706 as a substantive source of legal authority to adopt open Internet protections. But it held that, “given the Commission’s still-binding decision to classify broadband providers . . . as providers of ‘information services,’” open Internet protections that regulated broadband providers as common carriers would violate the Act. Rejecting the Commission’s argument that broadband providers only served retail consumers, the Verizon court went on to explain that “broadband providers furnish a service to edge providers, thus undoubtedly functioning as edge providers’ ‘carriers,’” and held that the 2010 no blocking and no unreasonable discrimination rules impermissibly “obligated [broadband providers] to act as common carriers.”

42. The Verizon decision thus made clear that section 706 affords the Commission substantive authority, and that open Internet protections are within the scope of that authority. And this Order relies on section 706 for the open Internet rules. But, in light of Verizon, absent a classification of broadband providers as providing a “telecommunications service,” the Commission could only rely on section 706 to put in place open Internet protections that steered clear of regulating broadband providers as common carriers per se. Thus, in order to bring a decade of debate to a certain conclusion, we conclude that the best path is to rely on all available sources of legal authority—while applying them with a light touch consistent with further investment and broadband deployment. Taking the Verizon decision’s implicit invitation, we revisit the Commission’s classification of the retail broadband Internet access service as an information service and clarify that this service encompasses the so-called “edge service.”

43. Exercising our delegated authority to interpret ambiguous terms in the Communications Act, as confirmed by the Supreme Court in Brand X, today’s Order concludes that the facts in the market today are very different from the facts that supported the Commission’s 2002 decision to treat cable broadband as an information service and its subsequent application to fixed and mobile broadband services. Those prior decisions were based largely on a factual record compiled over a decade ago, during an earlier time when, for example, many consumers would use homepages supplied by their broadband provider. In fact, the Brand X Court explicitly acknowledged that the Commission had previously classified the transmission service, which broadband providers offer, as a telecommunications service and that the Commission could return to that classification if it provided an adequate justification. Moreover, a number of parties who, in this proceeding, now oppose our reclassification of broadband Internet access service, previously argued that cable broadband should be deemed a telecommunications service. As the record reflects, times and usage patterns have changed and it is clear that broadband providers are offering both consumers and edge providers straightforward transmission capabilities that the Communications Act defines as a “telecommunications service.”

44. The Brand X decision made famous the metaphor of pizza delivery. Justice Scalia, in dissent, concluded that the Commission had exceeded its legal authority by classifying cable-modem service as an “information service.” To make his point, Justice Scalia described a pizzeria offering delivery services as well as selling pizzas and concluded that, similarly—broadband providers were offering “telecommunications services” even if that service was not offered on a “stand-alone basis.”

45. To take Justice Scalia’s metaphor a step further, suppose that in 2014, the pizzeria owners discovered that other nearby restaurants did not deliver their food and thus concluded that the pizza-delivery drivers could generate more revenue by delivering from any neighborhood restaurant (including

50 Verizon, 740 F.3d at 650.
51 Id. at 653.
53 Id. at 986, 1001.
54 See infra para. 314 & n.823.
55 Id. at 1005 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
56 Id. at 1007-09.
their own pizza some of the time). Consumers would clearly understand that they are being offered a
delivery service.

46. Today, broadband providers are offering stand-alone transmission capacity and that
conclusion is not changed even if, as Justice Scalia recognized, other products may be offered at the same
time. The trajectory of technology in the decade since the Brand X decision has been towards greater and
greater modularity. For example, consumers have considerable power to combine their mobile broadband
connections with the device, operating systems, applications, Internet services, and content of their
choice. Today, broadband Internet access service is fundamentally understood by customers as a
transmission platform through which consumers can access third-party content, applications, and services
of their choosing.

47. Based on this updated record, this Order concludes that the retail broadband Internet
access service available today is best viewed as separately identifiable offers of (1) a broadband Internet
access service that is a telecommunications service (including assorted functions and capabilities used for
the management and control of that telecommunication service) and (2) various “add-on” applications,
content, and services that generally are information services. This finding more than reasonably interprets
the ambiguous terms in the Communications Act, best reflects the factual record in this proceeding, and
will most effectively permit the implementation of sound policy consistent with statutory objectives,
including the adoption of effective open Internet protections.

48. This Order also revisits the Commission’s prior classification of mobile broadband
Internet access service as a private mobile service, which cannot be subject to common carrier regulation,
and finds that it is best viewed as a commercial mobile service or, in the alternative, the functional
equivalent of commercial mobile service. Under the statutory definition, commercial mobile services
must be “interconnected with the public switched network (as such terms are defined by regulation by the
Commission).” 47 U.S.C. § 332(d)(2). Consistent with that delegation of authority to define these terms, and with the
Commission’s previous recognition that the public switched network will grow and change over time, this
Order updates the definition of public switched network to reflect current technology, by including
services that use public IP addresses. Under this revised definition, the Order concludes that mobile
broadband Internet access service is interconnected with the public switched network. In the alternative,
the Order concludes that mobile broadband Internet access service is the functional equivalent of
commercial mobile service 58 because, like commercial mobile service, it is a widely available, for profit
mobile service that offers mobile subscribers the capability to send and receive communications,
including voice, on their mobile device.

49. By classifying broadband Internet access service under Title II of the Act, in our view the
Commission addresses any limitations that past classification decisions placed on the ability to adopt
strong open Internet rules, as interpreted by the D.C. Circuit in the Verizon case.

50. Having classified broadband Internet access service as a telecommunications service, we
respond to the Verizon court’s holding, supporting our open Internet rules under the Commission’s Title
II authority and removing any common carriage limitation on the exercise of our section 706 authority.
For mobile broadband services, we also ground the open Internet rules in our Title III authority to protect
the public interest through the management of spectrum licensing.

D. Broad Forbearance

51. In finding that broadband Internet access service is subject to Title II, we simultaneously
exercise the Commission’s forbearance authority to forbear from 30 statutory provisions and render over

58 Section 332 of the Act defines “private mobile service” as “any mobile service . . . that is not a commercial mobile
service or the functional equivalent of a commercial mobile service, as specified by regulation by the Commission.”
700 codified rules inapplicable, to establish a light-touch regulatory framework tailored to preserving those provisions that advance our goals of more, better, and open broadband. We thus forbear from the vast majority of rules adopted under Title II. We do not, however, forbear from sections 201, 202, and 208 (or from related enforcement provisions), which are necessary to support adoption of our open Internet rules. We also grant extensive forbearance, minimizing the burdens on broadband providers while still adequately protecting the public.

52. In addition, we do not forbear from a limited number of sections necessary to ensure consumers are protected, promote competition, and advance universal access, all of which will foster network investment, thereby helping to promote broadband deployment.

53. **Section 222: Protecting Consumer Privacy.** Ensuring the privacy of customer information both directly protects consumers from harm and eliminates consumer concerns about using the Internet that could deter broadband deployment. Among other things, section 222 imposes a duty on every telecommunications carrier to take reasonable precautions to protect the confidentiality of its customers’ proprietary information. We take this mandate seriously. For example, the Commission recently took enforcement action under section 222 (and section 201(b)) against two telecommunications companies that stored customers’ personal information, including social security numbers, on unprotected, unencrypted Internet servers publicly accessible using a basic Internet search. This unacceptably exposed these consumers to the risk of identity theft and other harms.

54. As the Commission has recognized, “[c]onsumers’ privacy needs are no less important when consumers communicate over and use broadband Internet access than when they rely on [telephone] services.” Thus, this Order finds that consumers concerned about the privacy of their personal information will be more reluctant to use the Internet, stifling Internet service competition and growth. Application of section 222’s protections will help spur consumer demand for those Internet access services, in turn “driving demand for broadband connections, and consequently encouraging more broadband investment and deployment,” consistent with the goals of the 1996 Act.

55. **Sections 225/255/251(a)(2): Ensuring Disabilities Access.** We do not forbear from those provisions of Title II that ensure access to broadband Internet access service by individuals with

---

59 Specifically, we do not forbear from the enforcement authorities set forth in sections 206, 207, 208, 209, 216, and 217. To preserve existing CALEA obligations that already apply to broadband Internet access service, we also decline to forbear from section 229. 47 U.S.C. § 229. See also 47 C.F.R. §§ 1.20000 et seq.


62 Appropriate Framework for Broadband Access to the Internet Over Wireline Facilities et al., CC Docket Nos. 02-33, 01-337, 95-20, 98-10, WC Docket Nos. 04-242, 05-271, Report and Order and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 20 FCC Rcd 14853, 14930, para. 148 (2005) (Wireline Broadband Classification Order); see also id. at 14931, para. 149 & n.447 (noting that “long before Congress enacted section 222 of the Act, the Commission had recognized the need for privacy requirements associated with the provision of enhanced services and had adopted CPNI-related requirements in conjunction with other Computer Inquiry obligations”).


64 2007 CPNI Order, 22 FCC Rcd at 6957, para. 59; see also FCC, Connecting America: The National Broadband Plan at 55 (National Broadband Plan) (explaining that without privacy protections, new innovation and investment in broadband applications and content may be held back, and these applications and content, in turn, are likely the most effective means to advance many of Congress’s goals for broadband).
disabilities. All Americans, including those with disabilities, must be able to reap the benefits of an open Internet, and ensuring access for these individuals will further the virtuous cycle of consumer demand, innovation, and deployment. This Order thus concludes that application of sections 225, 255, and 251(a)(2) is necessary to protect consumers and furthers the public interest, as explained in greater detail below.\footnote{As explained in greater detail below, this Order does, however, forbear in part from the application of TRS contribution obligations that otherwise would apply to broadband Internet access service. Section 251(a)(2) precludes the installation of “network features, functions, or capabilities that do not comply with the guidelines and standards established pursuant to section 255 or 256.” \textit{See infra} Section V.}

56. \textbf{Section 224: Ensuring Infrastructure Access.} For broadband Internet access service, we do not forbear from section 224 and the Commission’s associated procedural rules (to the extent they apply to telecommunications carriers and services and are, thus, within the Commission’s forbearance authority).\footnote{See, \emph{e.g.}, Letter from Kathryn Zachem, Senior Vice President, Comcast, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28, 10-127 at 25 n.107 (filed Dec. 24, 2014) (Comcast Dec. 24, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter); Letter from Matthew Brill, Counsel for NCTA, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 21 (Dec. 23, 2014) (NCTA Dec. 23, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter); \textit{see also}, \emph{e.g.}, Letter from Marvin Ammori and Julie Samuels, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28 at 1 (filed Nov. 12, 2014) (“Title II forbearance should be implemented in such a way so as to encourage continued deployment and investment in networks by for example preserving pole attachment rights.”).} Section 224 of the Act governs the Commission’s regulation of pole attachments. In particular, section 224(f)(1) requires utilities to provide cable system operators and telecommunications carriers the right of “nondiscriminatory access to any pole, duct, conduit, or right-of-way owned or controlled” by a utility.\footnote{47 U.S.C. § 224(f)(1).} Access to poles and other infrastructure is crucial to the efficient deployment of communications networks including, and perhaps especially, new entrants.

57. \textbf{Section 254: Promoting Universal Broadband.} Section 254 promotes the deployment and availability of communications networks to all Americans, including rural and low-income Americans—furthering our goals of more and better broadband. With the exception of 254(d), (g), and (k) as discussed below, we therefore do not find the statutory test for forbearance from section 254 (and the related provision in section 214(e)) is met. We recognize that supporting broadband-capable networks is already a key component of Commission’s current universal service policies. The Order concludes, however, that directly applying section 254 provides both more legal certainty for the Commission’s prior decisions to offer universal service subsidies for deployment of broadband networks and adoption of broadband services and more flexibility going forward.

58. We partially forbear from section 254(d) and associated rules insofar as they would immediately require mandatory universal service contributions associated with broadband Internet access service.\footnote{The first sentence of section 254(d) authorizes the Commission to impose universal service contributions requirements on telecommunications carriers—and, indeed, goes even further to require “[e]very telecommunications carrier that provides interstate telecommunications services” to contribute. 47 U.S.C. § 254(d).}

59. Below, we first adopt three bright-line rules banning blocking, throttling, and paid prioritization, and make clear the no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard by which the Commission will evaluate other practices, according to their facts. These rules are grounded in multiple sources of statutory authority, including section 706 and Titles II and III of the Communications Act. Second, based on a current factual record, we reclassify broadband Internet access service as a telecommunications service under Title II. And, third, guided by our goals of more, better, and open broadband, we exercise our forbearance authority to put in place a “light touch” Title II regulatory framework that protects consumers and innovators, without deterring investment.
III. REPORT AND ORDER ON REMAND: PROTECTING AND PROMOTING THE OPEN INTERNET

A. History of Openness Regulation

60. These rules are the latest in a long line of actions by the Commission to ensure that American communications networks develop in ways that foster economic competition, technological innovation, and free expression. Ever since the landmark 1968 Carterfone decision, the Commission has recognized that communications networks are most vibrant, and best able to serve the public interest, when consumers are empowered to make their own decisions about how networks are to be accessed and utilized. Openness regulation aimed at safeguarding consumer choice has therefore been a hallmark of Commission policy for over forty years.

61. In Carterfone, the Commission confronted AT&T’s practice of preventing consumers from attaching any equipment not supplied by AT&T to their home telephones, even if the attachment did not put the underlying network at risk. Finding AT&T’s “foreign attachment” provisions unreasonable and unlawful, the Commission ruled that AT&T customers had the right to connect useful devices of their choosing to their home telephones, provided these devices did not adversely affect the telephone network.

62. Carterfone and subsequent regulatory actions by the Commission severed the market for customer premises equipment (CPE) from that for telephone service. In doing so, the Commission allowed new participants and new ideas into the market, setting the stage for a wave of innovation that produced technologies such as the answering machine, fax machine, and modem—thereby removing a barrier to the development of the packet switched network that would eventually become the Internet.

63. Commitment to robust competition and open networks defined Commission policy at the outset of the digital revolution as well. In a series of influential decisions, known collectively as the Computer Inquiries, the Commission established a flexible regulatory framework to support

69 Carterfone, 13 FCC 2d 420.
70 Carterfone, 13 FCC 2d at 421, 427. These “foreign attachment” provisions effectively allowed the company to extend its monopoly over phone service to the telephone equipment market as well. After AT&T prohibited use of the Carterfone, the product’s manufacturer brought an antitrust action against AT&T and certain other telephone companies. The district court, applying the doctrine of primary jurisdiction, asked the Commission to determine the reasonableness and validity of the tariff and telephone companies’ practices. The manufacturer also filed a formal complaint against certain of the telephone companies, and the Commission consolidated the two proceedings. Id. at 421-22.
71 Carterfone, 13 FCC 2d at 423-424 (“[O]ur conclusion here is that a customer desiring to use an interconnecting device . . . should be able to do so, so long as the interconnection does not adversely affect the telephone company's operations or the telephone system’s utility for others.”).
72 As the Commission implicitly recognized, allowing AT&T to preclude adoption of even non-harmful third-party devices forestalled the development of a competitive telephone technology market, harming innovators and consumers alike. See id. at 424 (“No one entity need provide all interconnection equipment for our telephone system any more than a single source is needed to supply the parts for a space probe.”); Amendment of Section 64.702 of the Commission’s Rules and Regulations (Second Computer Inquiry), Docket No. 20828, Final Decision, 77 FCC 2d 384, 439 para. 141 (1980) (Computer II).
development of the nascent information economy. The *Computer Inquiries* decisions separated the market for information services from the underlying network infrastructure, and imposed firm nondiscrimination rules for network access.\(^{75}\) This system prevented network owners from engaging in anticompetitive behavior and spurred the development and adoption of new technologies.\(^{76}\)

64. The principles of open access, competition, and consumer choice embodied in *Carterfone* and the *Computer Inquires* have continued to guide Commission policy in the Internet era. As former Chairman Michael Powell noted in 2004, “ensuring that consumers can obtain and use the content, applications and devices they want . . . is critical to unlocking the vast potential of the broadband Internet.”\(^{77}\) In recognition of this fact, in 2005, the Commission unanimously approved the Internet Policy Statement, which laid out four guiding principles designed to encourage broadband deployment and “preserve and promote the open and interconnected nature of the Internet.”\(^{78}\) These principles sought to ensure that consumers had the right to access and use the lawful content, applications, and devices of their choice online, and to do so in an Internet ecosystem defined by competitive markets.\(^{79}\)

65. From 2005 to 2011, the principles embodied in the Internet Policy Statement were incorporated as conditions by the Commission into several merger orders and a key 700 MHz license, including the SBC/AT&T, Verizon/MCI, and Comcast/NBCU mergers and the Upper 700 MHz C block open platform requirements.\(^{80}\) Commission approval of these transactions was expressly conditioned on compliance with the Internet Policy Statement.\(^{81}\) During this time, open Internet principles were also

---


76. Robert Cannon, *The Legacy of the Federal Communications Commission’s Computer Inquiries*, 55 Fed. Comm. L.J. 167, 169, 204-205 (2003) (arguing that the rules established in the *Computer Inquiries* “have been wildly successful” and were “a necessary precondition for the success of the Internet”).


79. Subject to “reasonable network management,” the principles were intended to ensure consumers had the right to (1) “access the lawful Internet content of their choice;” (2) “run applications and use services of their choice;” (3) “connect their choice of legal devices that do not harm the network;” and (4) enjoy “competition among network providers, application and service providers, and content providers.” *Internet Policy Statement*, 20 FCC Rcd at 14987-88, para. 4.


81. *SBC/AT&T Merger Order*, 20 FCC Rcd at 18392, para. 211 & Appx. F; *Verizon/MCI Merger Order*, 20 FCC Rcd at 18537, para. 221; *Comcast/NBCU Merger Order*, 26 FCC Rcd at 4275, para. 94 & n.213; *700 MHz Second Report and Order*, 22 FCC Rcd at 15364, paras. 203-204; 47 C.F.R. § 27.16. Additionally, the Commission used the *Internet Policy Statement* principles as a yardstick to evaluate other large-scale transactions, such as an Adelphia/Time Warner/Comcast licensing agreement, and the AT&T/BellSouth merger. *Applications for Consent*
applied to particular enforcement proceedings aimed at addressing anti-competitive behavior by service providers.\textsuperscript{82}

66. In June 2010, following a D.C. Circuit decision invalidating the Commission’s exercise of ancillary authority to provide consumers basic protections in using broadband Internet services, the Commission initiated a \textit{Notice of Inquiry} to “seek comment on our legal framework for broadband Internet service.”\textsuperscript{83} The \textit{Notice of Inquiry} recognized that “the current legal classification of broadband Internet service is based on a record that was gathered a decade ago.”\textsuperscript{84} It sought comment on three separate alternative legal frameworks for classifying and regulating broadband Internet service: (1) as an information service, (2) as a telecommunications service “to which all the requirements of Title II of the Communications Act would apply,” and (3) solely as to the “Internet connectivity service,” as a telecommunications service with forbearance from most Title II obligations.\textsuperscript{85} The \textit{Notice of Inquiry} sought comment on both wired and wireless broadband Internet services, “as well as on other factual and legal issues specific to . . . wireless services that bear on their appropriate classification.”\textsuperscript{86}

67. In December 2010, the Commission adopted the \textit{Open Internet Order},\textsuperscript{87} a codification of the policy principles contained in the \textit{Internet Policy Statement}. The \textit{Open Internet Order} was based on broadly accepted Internet norms and the Commission’s long regulatory experience in preserving open and dynamic communications networks.\textsuperscript{88} The \textit{Order} adopted three fundamental rules governing Internet service providers: (1) no blocking; (2) no unreasonable discrimination; and (3) transparency.\textsuperscript{89} The no-blocking rule and no-unreasonable discrimination rules prevented broadband service providers from deliberately interfering with consumers’ access to lawful content, applications, and services, while the

\textit{to the Assignment and/or Transfer of Control of Licenses, Adelphia Communications Corporation, (and Subsidiaries, Debtors-In-Possession), Assignors, to Time Warner Cable Inc. (Subsidiaries), Assignees, Adelphia Communications Corporation, (and Subsidiaries, Debtors-In-Possession), Assignors and Transferors, to Comcast Corporation (Subsidiaries), Assignees and Transferees, Comcast Corporation, Transferor, to Time Warner Inc., Transferee, Time Warner Inc., Transferee, to Comcast Corporation, Transferee, MB Docket No. 05-192, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 21 FCC Rcd 8203, 8299, para. 223 (2006); AT&T Inc. and BellSouth Corporation Application for Transfer of Control, WC Docket No. 06-74, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 22 FCC Rcd 5662, 5727-28, para. 119 (2007) (AT&T/BellSouth Merger Order).}

\textsuperscript{82} These actions resulted in a 2005 consent decree by DSL service provider Madison River requiring it to discontinue its practice of blocking Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) telephone calls, and a 2008 Order against Comcast for interfering with peer-to-peer file sharing, which the Commission found “contravene[d] . . . federal policy” by “significantly impede[ring] consumers’ ability to access the content and use the applications of their choice.” \textit{Madison River Communications}, File No. EB-05-110, Order, 20 FCC Rcd 4295 (Enforcement Bur. 2005) (Madison River Order); \textit{Formal Complaint of Free Press and Public Knowledge Against Comcast Corporation for Secretly Descrating Peer-to-Peer Applications; Broadband Industry Practices; Petition of Free Press et al. for Declaratory Ruling that Descrating an Internet Application Violates the FCC's Internet Policy Statement and Does Not Meet an Exception for “Reasonable Network Management,”} File No. EB-08-1518, WC Docket No. 07-52, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 23 FCC Rcd 13028, 13054, 13057, paras. 44, 49 (2008) (\textit{Comcast Order}).

\textsuperscript{83} Framework for Broadband Internet Service, GN Docket No. 10-127, Notice of Inquiry, 25 FCC Rcd 7866, 7867, para. 2 (2010) \textit{(Broadband Framework NOI),} citing Comcast Corp. v. FCC, 600 F.3d 642 (D.C. Cir. 2010). The D.C. Circuit held that the Commission could not rely solely on ancillary authority in taking enforcement action against Comcast. \textit{Id.} at 652. Further, the court held that another potential source of authority, section 706 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, likewise could not support the Commission’s action because the Commission was bound in \textit{Comcast} by a prior determination that section 706 did not constitute such a grant of authority. \textit{Id.} at 658-59.

\textsuperscript{84} \textit{Broadband Framework NOI}, 25 FCC Rcd at 7867, para. 1.

\textsuperscript{85} \textit{Id.} at 7867, para. 2.

\textsuperscript{86} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{87} 2010 \textit{Open Internet Order}, 25 FCC Rcd 17905.

\textsuperscript{88} \textit{Id.} at 17906, para. 1; 2014 \textit{Open Internet NPRM}, 29 FCC Rcd at 5568, para. 21.

\textsuperscript{89} 2010 \textit{Open Internet Order}, 25 FCC Rcd at 17906, para. 1.
transparency rule promoted informed consumer choice by requiring disclosure by service providers of critical information relating to network management practices, performance, and terms of service.\textsuperscript{90}

68. The antidiscrimination rule contained in the \textit{Open Internet Order} operated on a case-by-case basis, with the Commission evaluating the conduct of fixed broadband service providers based on a number of factors, including conformity with industry best practices, harm to competing services or end users, and impairment of free expression.\textsuperscript{91} This no unreasonable discrimination framework applied to commercial agreements between fixed broadband service providers and third parties to prioritize transmission of certain traffic to their subscribers.\textsuperscript{92} The \textit{Open Internet Order} also specifically addressed paid prioritization arrangements.\textsuperscript{93} It did not entirely rule out the possibility of such agreements, but made clear that such “pay for priority” deals and the associated “paid prioritization” network practices were likely to be problematic in a number of respects. Paid prioritization “represented a significant departure from historical and current practice” that threatened “great harm to innovation” online, particularly in connection with the market for new services by edge providers.\textsuperscript{94} Paid priority agreements were also viewed as a threat to non-commercial end users, “including individual bloggers, libraries, schools, advocacy organizations, and other speakers” who would be less able to pay for priority service.\textsuperscript{95} Finally, paid prioritization was seen giving fixed broadband providers “an incentive to limit the quality of service provided to non-prioritized traffic.”\textsuperscript{96} As a result of these concerns, the Commission explicitly stated in the \textit{Open Internet Order} that it was “unlikely that pay for priority would satisfy the ‘no unreasonable discrimination’ standard.”\textsuperscript{97}

69. In order to maintain flexibility, the Commission tailored the rules contained in the \textit{Open Internet Order} to fit the technical and economic realities of the broadband ecosystem. To this end, the restrictions on blocking and discrimination were made subject to an exception for “reasonable network management,” allowing service providers the freedom to address legitimate needs such as avoiding network congestion and combating harmful or illegal content.\textsuperscript{98} Additionally, in order to account for then-perceived differences between the fixed and mobile broadband markets, the \textit{Open Internet Order} exempted mobile service providers from the anti-discrimination rule, and only barred mobile providers from blocking “consumers from accessing lawful websites” or “applications that compete with the provider’s voice or video telephony services.”\textsuperscript{99} Lastly, the \textit{Open Internet Order} made clear that the rules did not prohibit broadband providers from offering specialized services such as VoIP; instead, the Commission announced that it would continue to monitor such arrangements to ensure that they did not pose a threat to Internet openness.\textsuperscript{100}

70. Verizon subsequently challenged the \textit{Open Internet Order} in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit, arguing, among other things, that the \textit{Open Internet Order} exceeded the Commission’s regulatory authority and violated the Act.\textsuperscript{101} In January 2014, the D.C. Circuit upheld the Commission’s determination that section 706 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 granted the Commission authority to regulate broadband Internet service providers,\textsuperscript{102} and that the Commission had
demonstrated a sound policy justification for the Open Internet Order. Specifically, the court sustained the Commission’s findings that “absent rules such as those set forth in the Open Internet Order, broadband providers represent a threat to Internet openness and could act in ways that would ultimately inhibit the speed and extent of future broadband deployment.”¹⁰³

71. Despite upholding the Commission’s authority and the basic rationale supporting the Open Internet Order, the court struck down the no-blocking and antidiscrimination rules as at odds with section 3(51) of the Communications Act, holding that it prohibits the Commission from exercising its section 706 authority to impose common carrier regulation on a service not classified as a “telecommunications service,” and section 332(c)(2), which prohibits common carrier treatment of “private mobile services.”¹⁰⁴ The D.C. Circuit vacated the no-blocking and antidiscrimination rules because it found that they impermissibly regulated fixed broadband providers as common carriers,¹⁰⁵ which conflicted with the Commission’s prior classification of fixed broadband Internet access service as an “information service” rather than a telecommunications service.¹⁰⁶ Likewise, the court found that the no-blocking rule as applied to mobile broadband conflicted with the Commission’s earlier classification of mobile broadband service as a private mobile service rather than a “commercial mobile service.”¹⁰⁷ The Verizon court held that the “no unreasonable discrimination” standard adopted in the Open Internet Order was insufficiently distinguishable from the “nondiscrimination” standard applicable to common carriers.¹⁰⁸ Central to the court’s rationale was its finding that, as formulated in the Open Internet Order, both rules improperly limited fixed broadband Internet access providers’ ability to engage in “individualized bargaining.”¹⁰⁹

¹⁰³ Id. at 645.
¹⁰⁴ Id. at 656-59. Common carriage, which applies to certain entities like telephone service providers, imposes restrictions on the degree to which a service provider can enter into individualized agreements with similarly-situated customers. Id. at 651-52.
¹⁰⁵ Verizon, 740 F.3d at 655-58 (vacating the Commission’s rule prohibiting “unreasonable discrimination” by fixed broadband providers on the theory that it “so limited broadband providers’ control over edge providers’ transmissions that [it] constitute[d] common carriage per se” and finding that the no-blocking rules “would appear on their face” to impose common carrier obligations on fixed and mobile broadband providers); see also 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5600-01, para. 114.
¹⁰⁸ Verizon, 740 F.3d at 656.
¹⁰⁹ In making its determination, the Verizon court relied on a previous decision in which it upheld the Commission’s data roaming requirements against a common carrier challenge. Cellco P’ship v. FCC, 700 F.3d 534 (D.C. Cir.
72. Following the D.C. Circuit’s ruling, on May 15, 2014 the Commission issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (2014 Open Internet NPRM) to respond to the lack of conduct-based rules to protect and promote an open Internet following the D.C. Circuit’s opinion in Verizon v. FCC. The Commission began the NPRM with a fundamental question: “What is the right public policy to ensure that the Internet remains open?” While the NPRM put forth various proposals, it sought broad comment on alternative paths to the right public policy solution—including areas such as the proper scope of the rules; the best ways to define, prevent, and treat violations of practices that may threaten an open Internet (including paid prioritization); enhancements to the transparency rule; and the appropriate source of legal authority to support new open Internet rules.

73. The Commission took many steps to facilitate public engagement in response to the 2014 Open Internet NPRM—including the establishment of a dedicated email address to receive comments, a mechanism for submitting large numbers of comments in bulk via a Comma Separated Values (CSV) file, and the release of the entire record of comments and reply comments as Open Data in a machine-readable format, so that researchers, journalists, and other parties could analyze and create visualizations of the record. In addition, Commission staff hosted a series of roundtables covering a variety of topics related to the open Internet proceeding, including events focused on different policy approaches to protecting the open Internet, mobile broadband, enforcement issues, technology, broadband economics, and the legal issues surrounding the Commission’s proposals.

74. The public seized on these opportunities to comment, submitting an unprecedented 3.7 million comments by the close of the reply comment period on September 15, 2014, with more

2012). The Verizon court emphasized that, unlike the data roaming rules at issue in Celco, which explicitly left room for individualized negotiations, the Open Internet Order did not attempt to “ensure that [the] reasonableness standard remains flexible.” Celco, 700 F.3d at 548; Verizon, 740 F.3d at 657.

10 See generally 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd 5561.
11 Id. at 5563, para. 2.
12 Id. at 5563, para 4. The Commission proposed to “retain the definitions and scope of the 2010 rules,” adopting the text of the 2010 no-blocking rule under a revised rationale, and enhancing the transparency rule that remained in place after Verizon. Id. at 5564-65, para. 10. The 2014 Open Internet NPRM also proposed to add a separate layer of protection against anti-competitive conduct by service providers that would otherwise be permissible under the no-blocking rule. This new rule would require that service providers “adhere to an enforceable legal standard of commercially reasonable practices” in the provision of broadband Internet access service. Id.
submissions arriving after that date. This record-setting level of public engagement reflects the vital nature of Internet openness and the importance of our getting the answer right in this proceeding. Quantitative analysis of the comment pool reveals a number of key insights. For example, by some estimates, nearly half of all comments received by the Commission were unique. While there has been some public dispute as to the percentage of comments taking one position or another, it is clear that the majority of comments support Commission action to protect the open Internet. Comments regarding the continuing need for open Internet rules, their legal basis, and their substance formed the core of the overall body of comments. In particular, support for the reclassification of broadband Internet access under Title II, opposition to fast lanes and paid prioritization, and unease regarding the market power of broadband Internet access service providers were themes frequently addressed by commenters. In offering this summary, we do not mean to overlook the diversity of views reflected in the impressively large record in this proceeding. Most of all, we are grateful to the public for using the power of the open Internet to guide us in determining how best to protect it.

B. The Continuing Need for Open Internet Protections

75. In its remand of the Commission’s Open Internet Order, the D.C. Circuit affirmed the underlying basis for the Commission’s open Internet rules, holding that “the Commission [had] more than adequately supported and explained its conclusion that edge provider innovation leads to the expansion and improvement of broadband infrastructure.” The court also found “reasonable and grounded in substantial evidence” the Commission’s finding that Internet openness fosters the edge provider innovation that drives the virtuous cycle. The record on remand continues to convince us that broadband providers—including mobile broadband providers—have the incentives and ability to engage in practices that pose a threat to Internet openness, and as such, rules to protect the open nature of the Internet remain necessary. Today we take steps to ensure that the substantial benefits of Internet openness continue to be realized.


122 An initial analysis of 800,000 comments performed by the Sunlight Foundation estimated that “less than 1 percent of comments were clearly opposed to net neutrality.” Bob Lannon & Andrew Pendleton, What Can We Learn From 800,000 Public Comments on the FCC’s Net Neutrality Plan? (Sept. 2, 2014), http://sunlightfoundation.com/blog/2014/09/02/what-can-we-learn-from-800000-public-comments-on-the-fccs-net-neutrality-plan/. A subsequent study of reply comments found that “[n]on-form-letter submissions had a similar sentiment distribution as comments in the first round, at less than 1% opposed to net neutrality.” Andrew Pendleton & Bob Lannon, One Group Dominates the Second Round of Net Neutrality Comments (Dec. 16, 2014), http://sunlightfoundation.com/blog/2014/12/16/one-group-dominates-the-second-round-of-net-neutrality-comments/.

123 Knight Foundation, Decoding the Net Neutrality Debate at 15.

124 Verizon, 740 F.3d at 644.

125 Id.
1. **An Open Internet Promotes Innovation, Competition, Free Expression, and Infrastructure Deployment**

76. In the 2014 *Open Internet NPRM*, we sought comment on and expressed our continued commitment to an important principle underlying the Commission’s prior policies—that the Internet’s openness promotes innovation, investment, competition, free expression, and other national broadband goals.

The record before us convinces us that these findings, made by the Commission in 2010 and upheld by the D.C. Circuit, remain valid. If anything, the remarkable increases in investment and innovation seen in recent years—while the rules were in place—bear out the Commission’s view. For example, in addition to broadband infrastructure investment, there has been substantial growth in the digital app economy, video over broadband, and VoIP, as well as a rise in mobile e-commerce.

---

126 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5570, para. 25.

127 See, e.g., AARP Comments at 9 (explaining that pro-innovation and pro-competition regulatory certainty is needed to protect the exponential economic growth and economic benefits enabled by the Internet); Bright House Networks (Bright House) Comments at 1-2 (discussing the positive trend in investment and enhancement of Internet access services and competitive choices that took place under the prior open Internet rules); Communications Workers of America & National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (CWA & NAACP) Comments at 4 (“The ‘virtuous circle’ . . . has led to nearly $230 billion in capital expenditures by the leading network and edge providers over the three-year period since the *Open Internet Order* took effect (2011 to 2013). Network providers were responsible for a full 84 percent of these capital expenditures, or $193 billion.”); Internet Innovation Alliance Reply at 7 (explaining that private capital investment in broadband networks has also grown under the open Internet rules); Online Publishers Association Comments at 3-4 (“For content innovation to continue flourishing online . . . the Commission should, consistent with the 2010 *Open Internet Order*, adopt open Internet principles that continue to encourage investment and innovation in content creation. . . .”).

128 In the 2015 *Broadband Progress Report*, the Commission explained that “[b]roadband networks continue to grow due to significant investments by private industry. Some reports indicate that broadband providers invest tens of billions of dollars each year to further extend the reach of their networks, with providers spending a total $1.3 trillion since 1996 and $75 billion in 2013 alone.” 2015 *Broadband Progress Report* at para. 139. Additionally, the Commission noted that “[f]rom December 2011 to December 2013, Americans without access to a fixed 25 Mbps/3 Mbps broadband service or higher declined approximately 11 percentage points for the United States as a whole, declined 12 percentage points in rural areas, and declined 11 percentage points in urban areas.” Id. at para. 84. See also, e.g., AT&T Comments at 9 (“U.S. investment in broadband networks shows no signs of slowing: USTelecom reports that broadband capital expenditures rose from $64 billion in 2009 to $68 billion in 2012. AT&T has [devoted] more than $20 billion annually to capital investment.”); CenturyLink Comments at 4-5 (stating that “AT&T, Verizon, and CenturyLink, alone, report annual capital investment (of which the vast majority is for broadband network build-out) over the last three years in the approximate average amounts of $20 billion, $16 billion, and $3 billion, respectively. On the cable side, Comcast, Time Warner and Charter report annual broadband network investment of approximate average amounts of $5 billion, $3 billion, and $2 billion, respectively, over this same time period . . . . Moreover, a University of Pennsylvania report shows that per capita network investment in the United States is more than twice that of Europe.”); NCTA Comments at 7-8 (“Broadband providers in the U.S. have invested an astounding $1.2 trillion in private capital since 1996 to develop and deploy advanced broadband networks. Over the past two decades, the broadband industry has invested an average of $70 billion a year in our nation’s wired and wireless broadband networks. And this investment is only accelerating; in fact, since 2012, broadband providers in the United States have laid more high-speed fiber cables than in any similar period since 2000.”); Public Knowledge Comments at 25 (“[I]n June 2013, the number of [wireless] connections with downstream speeds of at least 10 Mbps increased by 118% over June 2012, to 103 million connections, including 45 million mobile connections. The most recent FCC data on Internet access service shows that the number of mobile Internet subscription connections with speeds over 200 kbps in at least one direction increased by 18% year over year to 181 million.”).

129 See, e.g., Internet Innovation Alliance Reply at 7; Iridescent Networks Comments at 5 (explaining that “[t]he spread of mobile broadband and the extensive usage on the mobile networks is increasing at incredibly accelerating rates”); Massachusetts Department of Telecommunications and Cable (MDTC) Comments at 2 (noting that according to the Census Bureau of the U.S. Department of Commerce, “there was an estimated $71.2 billion dollars in retail e-commerce sales in the first quarter of 2014”); Roku Comments at iv, 3 & n.3 (stating that “Internet video
Internet adoption has also increased since 2010. Both within the network and at its edges, investment and innovation have flourished while the open Internet rules were in force.

77. The record before us also overwhelmingly supports the proposition that the Internet’s openness is critical to its ability to serve as a platform for speech and civic engagement, and that it can help close the digital divide by facilitating the development of diverse content, applications, and services. The record also supports the proposition that the Internet’s openness continues to enable a “virtuous [cycle] of innovation in which new uses of the network—including new content, applications, services, and devices—lead to increased end-user demand for broadband, which drives network improvements, which in turn lead to further innovative network uses.” End users experienced the

---

130 See, e.g., Internet Innovation Alliance Reply at 7 (“In January, the well-respected Pew Center noted that 87 percent of Americans now use the Internet, up 8 percent from 2010, marking another ‘explosive adoption’ of Internet usage.”) (citing Susannah Fox and Lee Rainie, The Web at 25 in the U.S. 4, Pew Research Internet Project (2014)); see also 2015 Broadband Progress Report at para. 92 (explaining that from December 31, 2011 to December 31, 2013 “[a]doption grew 23 percentage points for fixed 25 Mbps/3 Mbps broadband service or higher (7 percent to 30 percent), 20 percentage points for fixed 3 Mbps/768 kbps service or higher (45 percent to 65 percent) and 6 percentage points for fixed 768 kbps/200 kbps service or higher (68 percent to 74 percent”).

131 See, e.g., Asian Americans Advancing Justice (AAJC ) Comments at 1-2 (explaining that a free and open Internet is critical for a variety of reasons including: “level[ing] the playing field for free speech, including for small and marginalized communities [and] empower[ing] our community to organize politically and promote civic engagement”); American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) Comments at 2 (arguing that “[t]he equitable provision of high quality access to a free and open Internet, and especially the closing of the digital divide, represents one of the most important free speech challenges of the information age. As information technology advances apace, the meaningful exercise of our constitutional rights – including the freedoms of speech, assembly, press and the right to petition government – has become literally dependent on broadband internet access”); Open Media and Information Companies Initiative (Open MIC) Comments at 3 (noting that “Open Internet principles also promote free speech, civic participation, democratic engagement and marketplace competition, as well as robust broadband adoption and participation in the Internet community by minorities and other socially and economically disadvantaged groups”).

132 See, e.g., AOL Comments at 2 (explaining that “[t]he Internet’s openness has fostered innovation and investment—both in advancements in network deployment and the services that ride upon them—creating . . . a virtuous circle, where richer and more diverse content on the ‘edge’ jump-starts demand, which brings about infrastructure investment, which brings about even richer and more diverse content”); CWA and NAACP Comments at 1 (“Preserving an open and free Internet consistent with the need to promote job-creating investment and closing the digital divide in our nation’s high speed networks is critical to safeguard our nation’s economic, social, and democratic fabric and future.”); European Digital Rights Comments at 2 (warning that “[a]n end to net neutrality in the USA will come at severe costs to innovation and competition, privacy and freedom of communication”); Online Publishers Association Comments at 3-4 (“For content innovation to continue flourishing online . . . and for broadband to serve more social objective[s], the Commission should adopt open Internet principles that continue to encourage investment and innovation in content creation, and ensure that the Internet is an open platform that supports consumer choice and the open exchange of ideas and information.”).
benefits of Internet openness that stemmed from the Commission’s 2010 open Internet rules—increased consumer choice, freedom of expression, and innovation.134

2. Broadband Providers Have the Incentive and Ability to Limit Openness

78. Broadband providers function as gatekeepers for both their end user customers who access the Internet, and for various transit providers, CDNs, and edge providers attempting to reach the broadband provider’s end-user subscribers.135 As discussed in more detail below, broadband providers (including mobile broadband providers) have the economic incentives and technical ability to engage in practices that pose a threat to Internet openness by harming other network providers, edge providers, and end users.

a. Economic Incentives and Ability

79. In the 2014 Open Internet NPRM, we sought to update the record with information about new and continuing incentives for broadband providers to limit Internet openness. As explained in detail in the Open Internet Order, broadband providers not only have the incentive and ability to limit openness, but they had done so in the past.136 The D.C. Circuit found that the Commission “adequately supported as economic growth, innovation, competition, free expression, and broadband investment and deployment are “closely tied to the Internet’s openness, which enables a ‘virtuous circle’ of innovation”;

Higher Education and Libraries Comments at 5 (explaining that Internet openness is an essential driver of the “virtuous circle,” and “[t]he unimpeded flow of knowledge, information, and interaction across the Internet enables the circle of innovation, user demand, and subsequent broadband expansion that have generated the dramatic social, cultural, and economic benefits acknowledged by the Commission, the courts, and the nation as a whole”); Online Publishers Association Comments at 1 (“An open Internet enables innovators to create and offer new content, applications and services, and it allows development and distribution of new technologies by a broad range of sources, including broadband providers that operate the network.”); WTA – Advocates for Rural Broadband (WTA) Comments at 1 (arguing that “Internet openness will be promoted and enhanced as service providers are encouraged and enabled to invest in the deployment of higher and higher broadband capacities that enable their customers to obtain faster and more affordable access to new content, applications and services”).

134 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rd at 5570, para. 25; see also, e.g., ACLU Comments at 2 (“The equitable provision of high quality access to a free and open internet, and especially the closing of the digital divide, represents one of the most important free speech challenges of the information age. As information technology advances apace, the meaningful exercise of our constitutional rights- including the freedoms of speech, assembly, press and the right to petition government – has become literally dependent on broadband internet access.”); Al Franken, Edward J. Markey, Bernie Sanders, Ben Cardin, Sheldon Whitehouse, Cory Booker, Kirsten Gillibrand, Charles E. Schumer, Richard Blumenthal, Elizabeth Warren, and Ron Wyden (US Senators) Comments at 1 (“An open Internet has become the world’s most successful platform for innovation, job-creation and entrepreneurialism. An open Internet enables freedom of expression and the sharing of ideas around the world. An open Internet is driving economic growth throughout the United States.”); Comcast Comments at 2 (explaining that substantial benefits such as economic growth, innovation, competition, free expression, and broadband investment and deployment are “closely tied to the Internet’s openness, which enables a ‘virtuous circle’ of innovation”); Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) Comments at 1 (“An open, neutral, and fast Internet has helped spark an explosion of free expression, innovation, and political change.”).

135 See, e.g., COMPTEL Comments at 2-3 (explaining that broadband providers serve as gatekeepers to transit providers and CDNs that deliver content to the broadband providers’ end users); Open Technology Institute at the New America Foundation and Benton Foundation (OTI) Comments at 11 (“[V]ertical integration, which provides greater incentive to block competitors, and . . . increasing horizontal consolidation, . . . increases the power of large ISPs and their resulting leverage as gatekeepers.”); Smithwick & Belendiuk Comments at 2 (“A handful of gatekeepers, the Internet Service Providers (‘ISPs’), control access to broadband customers.”); Vonage Comments at 16 (stating that “concentration in the broadband market exacerbates broadband providers’ ability to act as gatekeepers and their natural incentive to favor their own services over competitive edge services”).

136 See 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rd at 17915-26, paras. 20-37. As the Commission explained in the Open Internet Order, examples such as the Madison River case, the Comcast-Bit Torrent case, and various mobile wireless Internet providers restricting customers’ use of competitive payment applications, competitive voice
and explained” that, absent open Internet rules, “broadband providers represent a threat to Internet openness and could act in ways that would ultimately inhibit the speed and extent of future broadband deployment.” The record generated in this proceeding convinces us that the Commission’s conclusion in the Open Internet Order—that providers of broadband have a variety of strong incentives to limit Internet openness—remains valid today.

80. Broadband providers’ networks serve as platforms for Internet ecosystem participants to communicate, enabling broadband providers to impose barriers to end-user access to the Internet on one hand, and to edge provider access to broadband subscribers on the other. This applies to both fixed and mobile broadband providers. Although there is some disagreement among commenters, the record provides substantial evidence that broadband providers have significant bargaining power in negotiations with edge providers and intermediaries that depend on access to their networks because of their ability to control the flow of traffic into and on their networks. Another way to describe this significant bargaining power is in terms of a broadband provider’s position as gatekeeper—that is, regardless of the competition in the local market for broadband Internet access, once a consumer chooses a broadband provider, that provider has a monopoly on access to the subscriber. Many parties demonstrated that both mobile and fixed broadband providers are in a position to function as a gatekeeper with respect to edge providers. Once the broadband provider is the sole provider of access to an end user, this can

applications, and remote video applications, indicate that broadband providers have the technical ability to act on incentives to harm the open Internet. Id. at 17925, para. 35 & n.107. The D.C. Circuit also found that these examples buttressed the Commission’s conclusion that broadband providers’ incentives and ability to restrict Internet traffic could interfere with the Internet’s openness. Verizon, 740 F.3d at 648-49. See also, e.g., EFF Comments at 23 (noting that AT&T blocked Apple’s FaceTime iPhone and iPad applications over AT&T’s mobile data network in 2012); WGAW Comments at 14 (describing the situation where Comcast exempted its own online video service from data caps when streamed to an Xbox). It is not surprising that, during a decade in which the Commission vowed to keep the Internet open, that Commission policy served as a deterrent to additional bad acts. See, e.g., Internet Association Comments at 13 (“Broadband Internet access providers have long had the ability to engineer choke points into their networks in order to slow traffic from certain sources. Advances in network technologies, however, have provided them with an unprecedented ability to discriminate among sources and types of Internet traffic in real time and with little cost.”); Roku Comments at 14 (explaining that market power of broadband providers allows them to favor certain content with faster delivery or higher performance); AARP Comments at 47 (“The market power possessed by broadband providers in retail markets for broadband Internet access also translates into market power with regard to edge providers who need to reach their subscribers/users.”); Consumer Federation of America (CFA) Comments at 3 (“Competition is much weaker in the network segment of the digital platform than in the edge segments, which means network owners face less pressure to innovate; have the ability to influence industrial structure to favor their interests at the expense of the public interest; can use vertical leverage (where they are integrated) to gain competitive advantage over independent edge entrepreneurs; and have the ability to extract rents, where they possess market power or where switching costs are high.”). We are not persuaded by arguments to the contrary, as explained infra. But see AT&T Comments at 18 (“[T]he Commission appears to misunderstand the technical capabilities of broadband Internet access providers. In particular, the Commission’s assumption that providers have the ability to engage in end-to-end prioritization of Internet traffic is incorrect in the vast majority of cases.”); CenturyLink Comments at 11 (“[B]roadband providers are not able to sustain broadband price increases above competitive levels. If they did so, customers would simply choose another option.”).

See, e.g., Mozilla Comments at 25; COMPTEL Comments at 23; Free Press Comments at 44. But see Letter from Kathleen Grillo, Senior Vice President, Verizon, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, Attach. at 18-23 (filed Jan. 15, 2015) (Verizon Jan.15, 2015 Ex Parte Letter) (arguing that the [gatekeeper] theory does not apply to mobile broadband); Letter from Jonathan Banks, Senior Vice President, Law & Policy,
influence that network’s interactions with edge providers, end users, and others. As the Commission and
the court have recognized, broadband providers are in a position to act as a "gatekeeper" between end
users’ access to edge providers’ applications, services, and devices and reciprocally for edge providers’
access to end users. Broadband providers can exploit this role by acting in ways that may harm the open
Internet, such as preferring their own or affiliated content, demanding fees from edge providers, or
placing technical barriers to reaching end users. Without multiple, substitutable paths to the consumer,
and the ability to select the most cost-effective route, edge providers will be subject to the broadband
provider’s gatekeeper position. The D.C. Circuit noted that the Commission “convincingly detailed”
broadband providers’ market position, which gives them “the economic power to restrict edge-provider
traffic and charge for the services they furnish edge providers,” and further stated that the Commission
reasonably explained that “this ability to act as a ‘gatekeeper’ distinguishes broadband providers from
other participants in the Internet marketplace who have no similar ‘control [over] access to the Internet for
their subscribers and for anyone wishing to reach those subscribers.’” The ability of broadband
providers to exploit this gatekeeper role could be mitigated if consumers multi-homed (i.e., bought
broadband service from multiple networks). However, multi-homing is not widely practiced and imposes
significant additional costs on consumers. The gatekeeper role could also be mitigated if a consumer

USTelecom, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 2-3 (filed Feb. 18, 2015) (USTelecom
Feb. 18, 2015 Ex Parte Letter) (arguing that the gatekeeper theory is inapplicable to broadband in general because
the Commission made its original arguments on this context of voice services subject to a calling party
network pays regime, and reliance on switching costs as a justification was irrelevant to those original findings).

See, e.g., Ad Hoc Comments at 8-9 (discussing the incentive of broadband providers to demand paid
prioritization fees); Bauer, Clark & Claffy Reply at 4 (“Access ISPs presumptively have market power as a
[gatekeeper], and can impose both technical and economic harms as part of a business negotiation, or favor their
own higher-level services.”); Microsoft Comments at 10 (explaining that broadband providers can use their power as
gatekeepers “to pressure edge providers into entering such arrangements and demand increasingly higher rates and
greater concessions from edge providers over time”); Netflix Comments at 12 (stating that its dispute with Comcast
shows how a broadband provider can use its position as gatekeeper “to harm edge providers, its own customers, and
the virtuous circle by discriminating at interconnection and peering points”); Roku Comments at 8 (noting that
preferences for affiliated content pose imminent threats to consumer choice and competition); see also infra Section
C.1.c; para. 81 (discussing the relationship between switching costs and broadband providers’ gatekeeper position).

See, e.g., Ad Hoc Comments at 13; Bauer, Clark & Claffy Comments at 4 (arguing that one way to limit
broadband providers’ gatekeeper power is “to require ISPs to provide adequate means for edge providers and off-net
users to reach their customers over interconnection and transit links”).

See Verizon, 740 F.3d at 646 (quoting 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17919, 17935, paras. 24, 50).
We find, for example, that even though edge providers may possess bargaining power, they do not have the same
ability as broadband providers to control the flow of traffic or block access to the Internet. See, e.g., 2010 Open
Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17918, para. 24 & n.66 (explaining that a broadband provider can act as a gatekeeper
even if some edge providers would have bargaining power in negotiations with broadband providers over access or
prioritization fees). See also infra Section F.1-2. We note that Judge Silberman expressed concern over relying on
the terminating monopoly and gatekeeper concepts because terminating monopolies are not largely discussed
outside of Commission jurisprudence, and “[t]he gatekeeper effect is a tool that facilitates the exercise of market
power over sellers; it is not market power itself.” Verizon, 740 F.3d at 663 & n.7 (Silberman, J., concurring in part
dissenting in part). However, our reliance on these terms for our determinations today focuses on how this
unique “gatekeeper” position of broadband providers in combination with other realities about broadband
availability and access affects broadband providers’ incentives and abilities to harm the open nature of the Internet.
As explained further below, the Commission’s discussion of these terms is especially important in combination with
switching costs and limited retail broadband competition for fixed broadband. With respect to mobile, the presence
of some additional retail competition is not enough to alter our conclusion here. See infra Section 3.

See, e.g., Ad Hoc Comments at 12 (noting that “[a]t this point in time, there is no evidence to suggest that a
sizable number of consumers actually procure Internet access service from multiple ISPs simultaneously or that they
would be able to switch seamlessly from one ISP to another in order to receive content from a provider imposing
restrictions or burdensome charges on edge providers”). Level 3 Comments at 3 (“[T]he largest mass-market retail
ISPs stand in a uniquely favorable place in the Internet ecosystem: they control access to several million users who
could easily switch broadband providers. But, as discussed further below, the evidence suggests otherwise.

81. The broadband provider’s position as gatekeeper is strengthened by the high switching costs consumers face when seeking a new service. Among the costs that consumers may experience are: high upfront device installation fees; long-term contracts and early termination fees; the activation fee when changing service providers; and compatibility costs of owned equipment not working with the new service. Bundled pricing can also play a role, as “single-product subscribers are four times more likely to churn than triple-play subscribers.” These costs may limit consumers’ willingness and ability to switch carriers, if such a choice is indeed available. Commenters also point to an information problem, whereby consumers are unsure about the causes of problems or limitations with their services—for example, whether a slow speed on an application is caused by the broadband provider or the edge provider—and as such consumers may not feel that switching providers will resolve their Internet access issues. Additionally, consumers on unlimited data plans may be confused by slowed data speeds

cannot be reached through alternate routing. In Internet terms, these mass-market customers are ‘single-homed,’ meaning they draw service from a single ISP. This contrasts with enterprise users, who are frequently ‘multi-homed,’ meaning that they can access the Internet through more than one ISP.”). But see Layton Reply at 20-21 (arguing that pre-paid mobile services may be purchased in exchange for, or in supplement to, a family broadband plan, which is a form of multi-homing); Verizon Jan. 15, 2015 Ex Parte Letter Attach. at 29 (arguing that customers multi-home when purchasing both mobile wireless and fixed service, allowing consumers to “substitute across those providers”). However, many customers view fixed and mobile broadband services as distinct product offerings. See supra para. 9; 2015 Broadband Progress Report at para. 120 (“We recognize that many households subscribe to both fixed and mobile services because they use fixed and mobile services in fundamentally different ways and, as such, view fixed and mobile services as distinct product offerings.”) and Public Knowledge Comments at 18-19 (arguing that mobile broadband is not a substitute for fixed broadband services, so its increased adoption does not “change the essential points” about broadband providers’ position as gatekeepers).

145 See, e.g., Access Comments at 15; Consumers Union Comments at 14; People of the State of Illinois and People of the State of New York (Illinois and New York) Comments at 11; Public Knowledge Comments at 17.
146 Applications of AT&T Inc. and DIRECTV for Consent to Assign or Transfer Control of Licenses and Authorizations, MB Docket No. 14-90, Katz Decl. at 28, n.57 (filed June 11, 2014) (quoting AT&T internal report).
147 See, e.g., Consumers Union Comments at 14 (referring to a January 2014 Consumer Reports article that reported that “high switching costs continue to serve as barriers to customers freely changing carriers”); see also, e.g., ACLU Comments at 4 (explaining that although they present problems in both the mobile and fixed contexts, “concentration and consumer lock-in are particularly acute in the fixed broadband market”); EFF Comments at 1 (warning that “switching costs and consumer lock-in further undermine the ability of marketplace forces to prevent non-neutral practices”). In the 2015 Broadband Progress Report, the Commission noted that approximately 55 million Americans live in areas unserved by terrestrial-fixed broadband meeting the 25 Mbps/3 Mbps benchmark. In addition, people living in rural and on Tribal lands are disproportionately lacking access to broadband at this increased benchmark speed. Data show that 25 Mbps/3 Mbps is available to 92 percent of Americans living in urban areas, 47 percent of Americans in rural areas, and 37 percent of Americans on Tribal lands. 2015 Broadband Progress Report at 79. This data suggests that meaningful alternative broadband options may be largely unavailable to many Americans, further limiting the ability to switch providers. Based on the submissions from various commenters, it appears that between 65% and 70% of households have at most two options for high speed Internet access. See, e.g., Common Cause Comments at 2; Access Comments at 14. When we look to the new standard articulated in the 2015 Broadband Progress Report, the data suggest that only 12 percent of households have 3 or more options for 25 Mbps/3 Mbps broadband service; 27 percent of households have two provider options for this service; and 45 percent of households have only single provider option for these services. Approximately 16 percent of households reside in areas without a single provider of fixed broadband services. See 2015 Broadband Progress Report at 83.
148 See, e.g., Cogent Reply at 24-26 (advocating for enhanced disclosure requirements that would provide customers with information such as performance data for speeds of popular edge-provider content); Utilities Telecom Council Reply at 13 (explaining that “the unstructured and open nature of the Internet provides tremendous opportunities for innovation and growth, yet it also prevents end users from fully understanding the current or potential limitations of any particular service offering”).
because broadband providers have not adequately communicated contractually-imposed data management practices and usage thresholds. Switching costs are also a critical factor that negatively impacts mobile broadband consumers, in particular due to the informational uncertainties mentioned below, among other reasons. Ultimately, when consumers face this kind of friction in switching to meaningful competitive alternatives, it decreases broadband provider’s responsiveness to consumer demands and limits the provider’s incentives to improve their networks. Additionally, 45 percent of households have only a single provider option for 25 Mbps/3 Mbps broadband service, indicating that 45 percent of households do not have any choices to switch to at this critical level of service.

82. Broadband providers may seek to gain economic advantages by favoring their own or affiliated content over other third-party sources. Technological advances have given broadband providers the ability to block content in real time, which allows them to act on their financial incentives to do so in order to cut costs or prefer certain types of content. Data caps or allowances, which limit the amount and type of content users access online, can have a role in providing consumers options and differentiating services in the marketplace, but they also can negatively influence customer behavior and the development of new applications. Similarly, broadband providers have incentives to charge for prioritized access to end users or degrade the level of service provided to non-prioritized content. When bandwidth is limited during peak hours, its scarcity can cause reliability and quality concerns, which increases broadband providers’ ability to charge for prioritization. Such practices could result in so-called “tolls” for edge providers seeking to reach a broadband provider’s subscribers, leading to reduced innovation at the edge, as well as increased rates for end users, reducing consumer demand, and further disrupting the virtuous cycle. Commenters expressed considerable concern regarding the harmful

149 See, e.g., COMPTEL Comments at 18 (explaining that some carriers offering unlimited data plans may need to limit speeds of customers using more than 5GB of data per month); iClick2Media Comments at 2 (describing a concern that an end user may pay “for one thing and is given something else that is suppose[d] to be comparable but is not i.e. paying for an unlimited plan but throttling the End user[s] speed down if they reach a certain point”).
150 See infra paras. 97-99.
151 See, e.g., Consumers Union Comments at 13; see also, e.g., ACLU Comments at 5 (arguing that the “logical corollary to this incentive and ability is the potential for broadband providers’ to engage in content-based regulation of edge providers’ applications, services, devices or programming”).
153 See, e.g., Internet Association Comments at 15; Consumers Union Comments at 3 (agreeing that “vertically integrated providers can restrict access to affiliated content or block, degrade, or otherwise act contrary to open Internet principles with respect to delivery of unaffiliated online video to their broadband subscribers”); Roku Comments at 8 (noting that such preference for affiliated content poses imminent threats to consumer choice and competition); Vermont Public Service Board and Vermont Public Service Department (Vermont) Reply at 5 (warning that paid prioritization arrangements, for example, can allow broadband providers to “to skew the playing field in favor of their own preferred services, products, information, and partners”); OTI Comments at 28-29 (explaining that mobile carriers have demonstrated that they have the incentives and inclination to block or throttle to favor their own services).
154 See, e.g., Internet Association Comments at 3.
155 See Public Knowledge Comments at 48; see also Consumers Union Reply at 2 (explaining that “even if providers do not block content outright, providers can still utilize their market power to harm consumers in more subtle ways, such as by lowering data caps or exempting their own services from such caps”); Roku Comments at 1-2 (“[T]hrottling is only the most transparent of a long list of discriminatory actions that an ISP with market power can undertake. To promote and protect an open Internet, the FCC’s rules and policies must guard against a broader list of discriminatory conduct that has the effect of restricting, degrading, or otherwise interfering with consumer access to lawfully available content or services.”). For a more comprehensive discussion, see infra Section C.2.
156 See Fiber to the Home Council Americas (FTTH) Comments at 4.
157 See, e.g., Microsoft Comments at 10 (“Preferential transmission arrangements are particularly concerning because broadband access providers can use their [gatekeeper position] to pressure edge providers into entering such arrangements and demand increasingly higher rates and greater concessions from edge providers over time.”); Access Comments at 8 (commenting that with regard to prioritization, broadband providers have incentives that
effects of paid prioritization on Internet openness. Further, as discussed above, a broadband provider’s incentive to favor affiliated content or the content of unaffiliated firms that pay for it to do so, to block or degrade traffic, to charge edge providers for access to end users, and to disadvantage non-prioritized transmission all increase when end users are less able to respond by switching to rival broadband providers.

83. In addition to the harms outlined above, broadband providers’ behavior has the potential to cause a variety of other negative externalities that hurt the open nature of the Internet. Broadband providers have incentives to engage in practices that will provide them short term gains but will not adequately take into account the effects on the virtuous cycle. In the Open Internet Order, the Commission found that the unaccounted-for harms to innovation are negative externalities, and are likely to be particularly large because of the rapid pace of Internet innovation, and wide-ranging because of the role of the Internet as a general purpose technology. Further, the Commission noted that a broadband provider may hesitate to impose costs on its own subscribers, but it will typically not take into account the effect that reduced edge provider investment and innovation has on the attractiveness of the Internet to end users that rely on other broadband providers—and will therefore ignore a significant fraction of the cost of forgone innovation. The record supports our view that these negative externality problems have not disappeared, and in some cases, may be more prevalent. In order to mitigate these negative results, the Commission needs to act to promote Internet openness.

84. A final point on this question of economic incentives and ability is worth noting. Broadband providers have the ability to act as gatekeepers even in the absence of “the sort of market concentration that would enable them to impose substantial price increases on end users.” We therefore need not consider whether market concentration gives broadband providers the ability to raise prices. The Commission came to this conclusion in the Open Internet Order, and we conclude the same here. As the Commission noted in the Open Internet Order, threats to Internet-enabled innovation, growth, and competition do not depend on broadband providers having market power with respect to their end users. In Verizon, the court agreed, explaining that “broadband providers’ ability to impose restrictions on edge providers simply depends on end users not being fully responsive to the imposition of

could lead to “invest[ing] in infrastructure to disproportionately improve the priority option, cease investment in infrastructure that helps the network as a whole, create artificial scarcity, or even degrade the quality of the current non-priority infrastructure to make prioritized options seem more attractive.”); EFF Comments at 1 (noting that broadband providers “have economic incentives to leverage their ownership of the transmission infrastructure at the expense of the open and neutral Internet”); Media Alliance Comments at 2 (agreeing that there are “short-term incentives for network providers to block or disadvantage particular providers or classes of providers, charge for prioritized access to end users, or degrade or decline the level of service provided to non-prioritized content”).

158 See infra Section C.1.c.
159 2010 Open Internet Order 25 FCC Rcd at 17919-20, para. 25.
160 Id. at 17920, para. 25, n.68.
161 See, e.g., Senator Ron Wyden Comments at 6 (“The risks identified by the Commission in 2010 have not gone away; if anything, the Internet is even more important to social and economic interactions and the market conditions are even more threatening.”); see also ACLU Comments at 7 (discussing the Commission’s explanation of negative externalities in the Open Internet Order, and explaining that “[i]deally, competitive pressures would encourage demand growth at all points in the broadband market. Unfortunately, given the oligopolistic nature of the local broadband market, many providers can collect the overcharge represented by a paid prioritization or similar agreement while not taking the hit from lowered demand flowing from poorer or more expensive internet service.”); Mozilla Comments at 21 (arguing that “[p]aid prioritization has a distinct degrading effect on other access service traffic, an effect that creates complex incentives for network operators. It also represents a visceral deviation from the end-to-end, best efforts history of the Internet, meaning that as a practical matter, it’s impossible to understand ex ante the full effects and potential negative externalities that could arise.”).
162 See Verizon, 740 F.3d at 648 (citing 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17923, para. 32).
163 See 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17923, para. 32, n.87.
such restrictions.” As we have concluded in this section, this remains true today.

b. Technical Ability

85. As the Commission explained in the Open Internet Order, past instances of abuse indicate that broadband providers have the technical ability to act on incentives to harm the open Internet. Broadband providers have a variety of tools at their disposal that can be used to monitor and regulate the flow of traffic over their networks—giving them the ability to discriminate should they choose to do so. Techniques used by broadband providers to identify and select traffic may include approaches based on packet payloads (using deep packet inspection), network or transport layer headers (e.g., port numbers or priority markings), or heuristics (e.g., the size, sequencing, and/or timing of packets). Using these techniques, broadband providers may apply network practices to traffic that has a particular source or destination, that is generated by a particular application or by an application that belongs to a particular class of applications, that uses a particular application- or transport-layer protocol, or that is classified for special treatment by the user, application, or application provider. Application-specific network practices depend on the broadband provider’s ability to identify the traffic associated with particular uses of the network. Some of these application-specific practices may be reasonable network management, e.g., tailored network security practices. However, some of these techniques may also be abused. Deep packet inspection, for example, may be used in a manner that may harm the open Internet, e.g., to limit access to certain Internet applications, to engage in paid prioritization, and even to block certain content. Similarly, traffic control algorithms can be abused, e.g., to give certain packets favorable placement in queues or to send packets along less congested routes in a manner contrary to end user preferences. Use of these techniques may ultimately affect the quality of service that users

164 Verizon, 740 F.3d at 648. We note further that, of course, our reclassification of broadband Internet access service as a “telecommunications service” subject to Title II below likewise does not rely on such a test or any measure of market power. Indeed, our reclassification decision is based on whether BIAS meets the statutory definition of a “telecommunications service,” and not any additional economic circumstances.

165 We note, however, that in areas where there are limited competitive alternatives, this may exacerbate other problems such as the ability to switch from one provider to another. See 2015 Broadband Progress Report at para. 83 (indicating that data show that only 12 percent of households have 3 or more options for 25 Mbps/3 Mbps broadband service; 27 percent of households have two provider options for this service; and 45 percent of households have only a single provider option for these services).

166 See supra Section III.B.2.a.


168 Id. at 19 (discussing application-based congestion management).

169 See Jon Peha Comments at 3; NetAccess Futures Comments at 13-14 (noting that these mechanisms are “indispensable for network function or reasonable network management, [but all] of these mechanisms can also be abused, to the detriment of Open Internet principles”).

170 See Internet Association Comments at 14; see also Tumblr Reply at 6-7 (warning that “[w]hether broadband providers engage in blocking, discrimination, or access fees through deep packet inspection, or engage in functionally equivalent practices through underinvestment at points of interconnection, consumers and edge providers will still be harmed, and innovation and free expression will still be stifled”). But see NCTA Comments at 15 (claiming that “[e]ven if broadband providers had an incentive to degrade their customers’ online experience in some circumstances, they have no practical ability to act on such an incentive”).

171 See NetAccess Futures Comments at 16; Jon Peha Comments at 3 (filed July 15, 2014) (explaining that “[m]ethods to discriminate among traffic classes once traffic has been categorized include separation of traffic into separate real or virtual channels, and use of traffic control algorithms for functions such as packet scheduling, packet dropping, or routing that discriminate”) (emphasis in original); OTI Comments at 18 (arguing that “[i]t does not matter either to consumers or to applications providers if the carriers abuse their power through interference that takes advantage of deep packet inspection in routers in their network or through interconnection abuse—the resulting harms are the same”).
receive, which could effectively force edge providers to enter into paid prioritization agreements to prevent poor quality of content to end users.

3. Mobile Broadband Services

86. We have discussed above the incentives and ability of broadband providers to act in ways that limit Internet openness, regardless of the specific technology platform used by the provider. A significant subject of discussion in the record, however, concerned mobile broadband providers specifically, and we therefore believe it is appropriate to address here the incentive and ability that these providers have to limit Internet openness. As the Commission noted in the Open Internet Order, “[c]onsumer choice, freedom of expression, end-user control, competition, and the freedom to innovate without permission are as important when end users are accessing the Internet via mobile broadband as via fixed.”

However, the Commission also noted the nascency of the mobile broadband industry, citing the recent development of “app” stores, and what it characterized at the time as “new business models for mobile broadband providers, including usage-based pricing.” Furthermore, the Commission at that time found that “[m]obile broadband speeds, capacity, and penetration [were] typically much lower than for fixed broadband” and noted that carriers had only begun to offer 4G service.

87. Citing these factors, as well as greater consumer choice, “meaningful recent moves toward openness in and on mobile broadband networks,” and the operational constraints faced by mobile broadband providers, the Commission applied its open Internet rules to mobile broadband, but distinguished between fixed and mobile broadband in some regards: while it applied the same transparency rule to both fixed and mobile network providers, it adopted a different no-blocking standard for mobile broadband Internet access service, and excluded mobile broadband from the unreasonable discrimination rule. In the 2014 Open Internet NPRM, the Commission tentatively concluded that it should maintain the same approach going forward, but recognized that there have been significant changes since 2010 in the mobile marketplace. The Commission sought comment on whether those changes should lead it to revisit the treatment of mobile broadband services.

88. Today, we find that changes in the mobile broadband marketplace warrant a revised approach. We find that the mobile broadband marketplace has evolved, and continues to evolve, but is no longer in a nascent stage. As discussed below, mobile broadband networks are faster, more broadly deployed, more widely used, and more technologically advanced than they were in 2010. We conclude that it would benefit the millions of consumers who access the Internet on mobile devices to apply the same set of Internet openness protections to both fixed and mobile networks.

89. Network connection speed and data consumption have exploded. For 2010, Cisco reported an average mobile network connection speed of 709 kbps. Since that time there has been
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massive expansion of mobile broadband networks, providing vastly increased download speeds. For 2013, Cisco reported an average mobile connection speed of 2,058 kbps.\(^\text{183}\) This increase in speed is partially due to the deployment of faster network technologies. Currently, mobile broadband networks provide coverage and services using a variety of 3G and 4G technologies, including, most importantly, LTE.\(^\text{184}\) As a consequence of the growing deployment of next generation networks, there has been an increase of more than 200,000 percent in the number of LTE subscribers, from approximately 70,000 in 2010\(^\text{185}\) to over 140 million in 2014.\(^\text{186}\) Concurrent with these substantial changes in mobile broadband deployment and download speeds, mobile data traffic has exploded, increasing from 388 billion MB in 2010 to 3.23 trillion MB in 2013.\(^\text{187}\) AT&T reports that its wireless data traffic has grown 100,000 percent between 2007 and 2014 and 20,000 percent over the past five years.\(^\text{188}\) T-Mobile states that “data usage continues to expand exponentially, with year-to-year increases of roughly 120 percent.”\(^\text{189}\)

90. As consumers use smartphones and tablets more, they increasingly rely on mobile broadband as a pathway to the Internet. The Internet Association argues that mobile Internet access is essential, since many Americans “are wholly reliant on mobile wireless for Internet access.”\(^\text{190}\) In addition, evidence shows that consumers in certain demographic groups, including low income and rural consumers and communities of color, are more likely to rely on mobile as their only access to the Internet.\(^\text{191}\) Citing data from the Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project, OTI states that “[t]he share of Americans relying exclusively on their smartphone[s] to access the Internet is far higher among Hispanics, Blacks, and adults aged 18-29, and households earning less than $30,000 a year.”\(^\text{192}\) According to data from the National Health Interview Survey, 44 percent of households were “wireless-only” during January-June 2014, compared to 31.6 percent during January-June 2011.\(^\text{193}\) These data also show that 59.1 percent of adults living in poverty reside in wireless-only households, relative to 40.8

\(^\text{183}\) Cisco, Cisco Visual Networking Index: Forecast Highlights (2014), http://www.cisco.com/web/solutions/sp/vni/vni_forecast_highlights/index.html. These connection speeds are inclusive of all types of devices, while speeds for smartphones may be higher. Cisco reported an average connection speed of 9,942 kbps for smartphones in 2013. \(\text{Id.}\)

\(^\text{184}\) Long-Term Evolution (LTE) is a high-speed packet switched mobile broadband network technology. Starting in 2014, some operators introduced LTE-Advanced, mainly by using carrier aggregation and more capable devices.


\(^\text{189}\) T-Mobile Reply at 5.

\(^\text{190}\) Letter from Abigail Slater, Vice President Legal and Regulatory Policy, Internet Association to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 1 (filed Oct. 13, 2014).

\(^\text{191}\) OTI Comments at 33-34.

\(^\text{192}\) Id. at 33.

percent of higher income adults. Additionally, rural consumers and businesses often have access to fewer options for Internet service, meaning that these customers may have limited alternatives when faced with restrictions to Internet openness imposed by their mobile provider. Furthermore, just as consumer reliance on mobile broadband has grown, edge providers increasingly rely on mobile broadband to reach their customers. Microsoft states, for example, that, “with ‘the pressure . . . only increasing to either go mobile or go home,’ edge providers frequently introduce new edge services on mobile platforms first, and the success or failure of these edge providers’ businesses often depends in large part on their mobile offerings.”

91. Furthermore, the technology underlying today’s mobile broadband networks, as compared to those deployed in 2010, not only provides operators with a greater ability to manage their networks consistent with the rules we adopt today, but also gives those operators a greater ability to engage in conduct harmful to the virtuous cycle in the absence of open Internet rules. As discussed above, certain behaviors by broadband providers may impose negative externalities on the Internet ecosystem, resulting in less innovation from edge providers. We find that the same is true today for mobile wireless broadband providers, particularly as mobile broadband technology has become more widespread and mobile broadband services have become more integrated into the economy.

92. In view of the evidence showing the evolution of the mobile broadband marketplace, we conclude that it would best serve the public interest to revise our approach for mobile broadband services and apply the same openness requirements as those applied to providers of fixed broadband services. The Commission has long recognized that the Internet should remain open for consumers and innovators alike, regardless of the different technologies and services through which it may be accessed. Although the Commission found in 2010 that conditions at that time warranted a more limited application of open Internet rules to mobile broadband services, it nevertheless recognized the importance of freedom and openness for users of mobile broadband networks, finding that “consumer choice, freedom of expression, end-user control, competition, and the freedom to innovate without permission are as important when end users are accessing the Internet via mobile broadband as via fixed.” In contrast to the state of the
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194 Id. at 2. Living in poverty is defined as being below the U.S. Census Bureau’s household income poverty thresholds. Higher income is defined as having an income of 200 percent of the poverty threshold or greater. Id. at 7.

195 See 17th Mobile Wireless Report, 29 FCC Rcd at 15338, para. 55 (presenting data that, as of January 2014, 92.0 percent of non-rural U.S. POPs lived in a census block covered by 4 or more mobile broadband providers, while the figure was 39.6 percent for rural U.S. POPs). One should note however, that the number of providers in a census block represent network coverage, which does not necessarily reflect the number of choices available to a particular individual or household. Coverage calculations based on Mosaik data, while useful for measuring developments in mobile wireless coverage, have certain limitations that likely overstate the extent of mobile wireless coverage. See id. at 15333, para. 45 n.69.

196 Microsoft Comments at 21.

197 See, e.g., OTI Comments at 57-59 (arguing that “[t]here is nothing about the technology of today’s increasingly prevalent 4G wireless data networks that should preclude compliance with open Internet protections, including the extension of basic Carterfone protections to mobile broadband Internet access networks. Although mobile 4G/LTE technologies have advanced considerably since 2010, they have evolved in a manner that make open platforms and a non-discrimination rule far more feasible to implement than the Commission anticipated four years ago.”).
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mobile broadband marketplace when the Commission adopted the 2010 open Internet rules, the evidence in the record today shows how mobile broadband services have evolved to become essential, critical means of access to the Internet for millions of consumers every day. Because of this evolution and the widespread use of mobile broadband services, maintaining a regime under which fewer protections apply in a mobile environment risks creating a substantively different Internet experience for mobile broadband users as compared to fixed broadband users. Broadband users should be able to expect that they will be entitled to the same Internet openness protections no matter what technology they use to access the Internet. We agree with arguments made by a large number of commenters that applying a consistent set of requirements will help ensure that all consumers can benefit from full access to an open and robust Internet.\textsuperscript{202} We note that evidence in the record indicates that mobile broadband providers themselves have recognized the importance of open Internet practices for mobile broadband consumers.\textsuperscript{203}

\begin{itemize}
\item Despite their support of open Internet principles, several of the nationwide mobile providers oppose broader openness requirements for mobile broadband, arguing that additional rules are unnecessary in the mobile broadband market. T-Mobile, for example, argues that “robust retail competition in the mobile broadband market already constrains mobile provider behavior.”\textsuperscript{204} Verizon comments that “consumer choice and competition also have ensured a differentiated marketplace in which providers routinely develop innovative offerings designed to outcompete competitors’ offerings.”\textsuperscript{205} AT&T contends that additional rules are unnecessary as mobile broadband providers are already investing in the networks, innovating, reducing prices, and thriving.\textsuperscript{206} CTIA contends that “the robust competitive conditions in the mobile broadband marketplace are a defining differentiator” and that “any new open Internet framework should account for the competitive mobile dynamic.”\textsuperscript{207}
\end{itemize}

94. Based upon the significant changes in mobile broadband since 2010 discussed above, including the increased use of mobile broadband and the greater ability of mobile broadband providers to engage in conduct harmful to the virtuous cycle, we are not persuaded that maintaining fewer open Internet protections for consumers of mobile broadband services would serve the public interest. Contrary to provider arguments that applying a broader set of openness requirements will stifle innovation and chill investment, we find that the rules we adopt today for all providers of services will promote innovation, investment, and competition. As we discuss above, an open Internet enables a virtuous cycle where new uses of the network drive consumer demand, which drives network improvements, which

\begin{itemize}
\item See, e.g., CDT Comments at 28; Consumers Union Comments at 11-14; Cox Comments at 8-11; Frontier Comments at 8-10; Internet Association Reply at 5-7; Microsoft Comments at 19-27; Mozilla Reply at 20-21; NCTA Comments at 69-70; OTI Comments at 27-28; Public Knowledge Comments at 23-24; Time Warner Cable (TWC) Comments at 27-28; Vonage Comments at 30-33.
\item CTIA Comments at 11-13.
\item T-Mobile Reply at 2.
\item Verizon Reply at 27; see also Verizon Jan. 15, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter Attach. at 6-8.
\item AT&T Reply at 60-79.
\item Letter from Scott K. Bergmann, Vice Pres. Reg. Affairs, CTIA to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 1 (filed Nov. 6, 2014); see also Letter from Scott K. Bergmann, Vice Pres. Reg. Affairs, CTIA to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 2 (CTIA Feb. 10, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter) (“Today, the mobile broadband market is even more competitive than it was in 2010: Data from the Commission’s just-released \textit{Seventeenth Report} shows that 82% of Americans can choose among four or more mobile broadband providers.”). However, we note that this data cited from the \textit{17th Mobile Wireless Report} represent network coverage, which does not necessarily reflect the number of choices available for purchase by a particular individual household. Coverage calculations are based on Mosaik data, which have certain limitations that likely overstate the extent of mobile wireless coverage. Furthermore, as discussed above, the ability of broadband providers to threaten the open Internet does not depend on them having market power over their end users. \textit{See also infra} para. 98 (citing some recent examples of consolidation in the wireless industry); \textit{Policies Regarding Mobile Spectrum Holdings}, WT Docket No. 12-269, Report and Order, 29 FCC Rcd. 6133, 6156-57, para. 46 (2014) (describing past consolidation of the wireless industry, including in terms of factors beyond only the number of competitors, such as market shares and spectrum holdings).
\end{itemize}
result in further innovative uses. We agree with commenters that “mobile is a key component” of the virtuous cycle.\textsuperscript{208} OTI comments that “a variety of economic analyses suggest that the Internet’s openness is a key driver of its value . . . . Other economic studies have found that non-neutral conditions in the broadband market might maximize profits for broadband providers but would ultimately minimize consumer welfare . . . . There is significant evidence that a vibrant and neutral online economy is critical for a healthy technology industry, which is a significant creator of jobs in the U.S.”\textsuperscript{209} We find that these arguments apply to mobile broadband providers as well as to fixed, and apply even though there may be more competition among mobile broadband providers.

95. We note that the Commission’s experience with applying open platform rules to Upper 700 MHz C Block licensees,\textsuperscript{210} including Verizon Wireless, has shown that openness principles can be applied to mobile services without inhibiting a mobile provider’s ability to compete and be successful in the marketplace. We find that it is reasonable to conclude that, even with broader application of Internet openness requirements, mobile broadband providers will similarly continue to compete and develop innovative products and services. We also expect that the force of consumer demand that led mobile broadband providers to invest in their networks over the past four years will likely continue to drive substantial investments in mobile broadband networks under the open Internet regime we adopt today.\textsuperscript{211}

96. Although mobile providers generally argue that additional rules are not necessary to deter practices that would limit Internet openness, concerns related to the openness practices of mobile broadband providers have arisen. As we noted in the \textit{2014 Open Internet NPRM}, in 2012, the Commission reached a $1.25 million settlement with Verizon for restricting tethering apps on Verizon smartphones, based on openness requirements attached to Verizon’s Upper 700 MHz C Block licenses.\textsuperscript{212} Also in 2012, consumers complained when they encountered problems accessing Apple’s FaceTime application on AT&T’s network.\textsuperscript{213} More recently, significant concern has arisen when mobile providers’ have attempted to justify certain practices as reasonable network management practices, such as applying speed reductions to customers using “unlimited data plans” in ways that effectively force them to switch to price plans with less generous data allowances.\textsuperscript{214} As Consumers Union observes, many mobile broadband provider practices are non-transparent, because customers receive “no warning or explanation of when their speeds will be slowed down.”\textsuperscript{215} Other commenters such as OTI also cite mobile providers’ blocking of the Google Wallet e-payment application.\textsuperscript{216} Although providers claimed that the blocking was justified based on security concerns, OTI notes that “this carrier behavior raised anticompetitive concerns when AT&T, Verizon and T-Mobile later unveiled their own mobile payment application, a competitor to Google Wallet . . . .”\textsuperscript{217} Microsoft also describes further potential for abuse based on its experience in other countries without open Internet protections, claiming, for example, that “several broadband access providers around the world have interfered or degraded Skype traffic on their

\begin{footnotes}
\item[208] Mozilla Reply at 22.
\item[209] OTI Comments at 4-5.
\item[210] \textit{700 MHZ Second Report and Order}, 22 FCC Red at 15359, para. 60; 47 C.F.R. § 27.16.
\item[211] See Microsoft Comments at 6.
\item[215] Consumers Union Reply at 9.
\item[216] WGAW Comments at 15. \textit{But see} CTIA Reply at 17.
\item[217] OTI Comments at 29-30.
\end{footnotes}
A recent survey of European Internet users found that respondents reported experiencing problems with “blocking of internet content.” Mobile services notably accounted for a significant percentage of negative experiences reported in the survey. OTI argues that, even with competition, mobile providers have an interest in seeking rents from edge providers and “in securing a competitive advantage for their own competing apps, content and services.” We agree, and find that the rules we adopt today for mobile network providers will help guard against future incidents that have the potential to affect Internet openness and undermine a mobile broadband consumer’s right to access a free and open Internet.

In addition, we agree with those commenters that argue that mobile broadband providers have the incentives and ability to engage in practices that would threaten the open nature of the Internet, in part due to consumer switching costs. Switching costs are a significant factor in enabling the ability of mobile broadband providers to act as gatekeepers. Microsoft states that “for the large number of applications that are available only in the mobile context, mobile broadband access providers today can be an edge provider’s only option for reaching a particular end user,” and argues that, because of high switching costs, few mobile broadband consumers routinely switch providers. Therefore, Microsoft argues, “even if there is more than one mobile broadband access provider in a specific market, there may not be effective competitive alternatives (for edge providers or consumers) and these mobile broadband access providers retain the ability to act in a manner that undermines the competitive neutrality of the online marketplace.”

The level of wireless churn, when viewed in conjunction with data on consumer satisfaction, is consistent with the existence of important switching costs for customers. Based on results from surveys, OTI and Consumers Union argue that switching costs have depressed mobile wireless churn rates, meaning that customers may remain with their service providers even when they are dissatisfied. Consumers Union cites a February 2015 Consumer Reports survey showing that “27
percent of mobile broadband consumer[s] who are dissatisfied with their mobile broadband service provider are reluctant to switch carriers” due to several factors. That many customers stay with their mobile wireless providers, despite expressing dissatisfaction with their current provider and despite the availability of alternate plans from other providers, suggests the presence of significant barriers to switching. Furthermore, this has been a period of market and spectrum consolidation, which has decreased the choices available to consumers in many parts of the country. For example, Vonage argues that “recent mergers between AT&T and Leap, and T-Mobile and MetroPCS have reduced the ability of wireless end users to switch to competing providers in the event of potential discrimination against the edge services they may want to access.” Choices may be particularly limited in rural areas, both because fewer service providers tend to operate in these regions and because consumers may encounter difficulties in porting their numbers from national to local service providers.

99. Switching costs may arise due to a number of factors that affect mobile consumers. For example, consumers may face costs due to informational uncertainty, particularly in the context of concerns over open Internet restrictions. The provision of wireless service involves the interaction between the wireless network operator, the various edge providers, the customer’s handset or other equipment, and the conditions present in the specific location the customer wishes to use the service. In this environment, it can be very difficult for customers to ascertain the source of a service disruption, and hence whether switching wireless providers would solve the problem. Additionally, product differentiation can make it difficult for consumers to compare plans, which may also increase switching.

Attach. at 10-11 (arguing that recent levels of churn show that many consumers can switch). Although a number of consumers may well be satisfied with their mobile broadband service, the surveys cited by OTI and Consumers Union also suggest that there are significant numbers of dissatisfied customers who feel they cannot switch. These consumers are likely to have difficulty responding to broadband provider polices that disrupt the open Internet. OTI/Consumers Union Ex Parte Letter at 4.

Paul de Sa, Ian Chun, and Julia Zhen present an analysis of the price plans available from AT&T, Sprint, T-Mobile, and Verizon Wireless during the summer of 2014, concluding that “it almost always makes economic sense for ‘perfectly rational’ subscribers to change carriers, as there are generally cheaper plans available from rival carriers to attract switchers.” The authors argue that the low observed switching rates, despite the availability of these plans, “suggest[] that many other factors aside from price are relevant drivers of churn, consistent with [the authors’] view of substantial demand inertia.” Paul de Sa, Ian Chun, and Julia Zheng, Bernstein Research, A Different Way to Compare Mobile Pricing (Or Does Discounting Matter?) at 5 (August 21, 2014) (Aug. 2014 de Sa Pricing Report) (emphasis in original).


See supra note 195; OTI/Consumers Union Ex Parte Letter at 2 (“Phone number portability is administered so that it works well only for national carriers, since consumers often don’t have the option to keep their number when moving from a national to non-national carrier.”).

See Public Knowledge Comments at 18 (“Switching providers incurs uncertainty costs because it is very difficult for consumers to assess the quality of a new service in advance. However, allowing paid prioritization and other blocking systems can create additional sources of uncertainty that magnify access networks’ market power. In particular, customers may not be able to ascertain the sources of internet access problems, and therefore may attribute quality of service issues to edge providers instead of network operators. Regardless of what party might be responsible for the situation, ‘[t]he fact that the quality of the network services is opaque to consumers under discrimination, confers additional market power to access networks.’”).
Finally, customers may face a variety of hassle-related and financial switching costs. Disconnecting an existing service and activating a new one may involve early termination fees (ETFs), coordinating with multiple members of a family plan, billing set-up, transferring personal files, and porting phone numbers, each of which may create delays or difficulties for customers. As part of this process, some customers may need to replace their equipment, which may not be compatible with their new mobile service provider’s network. OTI and Consumers Union argue that moving multiple members of a shared or family plan may be particularly expensive, since “not only do groups face the cost of multiple ETFs, but frequently the contract termination dates become nonsynchronous due to the addition of new lines and individuals upgrading their devices at different points in time.” Furthermore, OTI and Consumers Union argue that these costs affect an increasingly large proportion of consumers, since the penetration of shared plans has increased such that the majority of AT&T and Verizon Wireless

---

231 New America OTI/Consumers Union Ex Parte Letter at 4. Wireless service providers are differentiated in terms of their network performance, coverage, device lineups, and plan features, among other things. See 17th Mobile Wireless Report, para 168. See also CTIA Feb. 10, 2015 Ex Parte Letter Attach. at 19 (“In 2013 alone, the four major carriers offered nearly 700 combinations of smartphone plans, and a family of five had in excess of 250 choices to select from.”).

232 OTI/Consumers Union Ex Parte Letter at 2 (“Of course, subscribers can switch carriers, but relatively few do primarily because of the multiple strategies that carriers use to create both the perception and the reality of substantial financial penalties, loss of time and uncertainties about retaining your data or even, in some cases, your phone number.”) (emphasis in original).

233 See, e.g., Microsoft Comments at 24 (In the U.S., “[p]art of the reason churn is so low is because customers sign two-year contracts with high early termination fees. Another is that many customers are on family or enterprise plans, which are often more ‘sticky’ and make it more difficult for customers to switch carriers.”). But see AT&T Reply at 60-65 (noting that “many innovative service plans provide the option of eliminating early termination fees” and that “this recent shift in the industry away from ETFs has significantly reduced the cost of switching providers and enabled customers to act immediately when a competitor introduces a more attractive service offering”). However, although there have been recent promotions by some providers regarding ETFs and some developments in secondary markets for contracts and devices, ETFs continue to affect a large proportion of customers who do not elect to purchase their phones up front, and switching costs remain due to the other factors discussed above. A majority of nationwide mobile broadband providers charge ETFs, which currently range from approximately $350 to $650, based on the type of plan and the number of members in the plan. Typically, the ETFs are pro-rated based on an average 2-year contract plus the cost of an associated handset (which can amount to as much as $650 for a high end phone such as an iPhone 6). Furthermore, it is not clear that ETF promotions will continue to always be available. See 17th Mobile Wireless Report, 29 FCC Rcd at 15382, para. 145; OTI/Consumers Union Ex Parte Letter at 2 (arguing that T-Mobile’s ETF offer is “a temporary marketing strategy”); see infra note 235.

234 See, e.g., Free Press Comments at 31-32, n.47 (arguing that differences in network technologies and frequency bands can lead to handset incompatibilities, meaning customers must purchase new equipment); Aug. 2014 de Sa Pricing Report at 2 (“In general, other carriers’ phones (at least for iPhones) cannot easily be ported to Verizon or Sprint, and Sprint phones cannot be brought to a competitor.”). Should customers require that their devices be unlocked, they may be subject to ETFs, per CTIA’s Consumer Code. CTIA, Consumer Code for Wireless Service, http://www.ctia.org/policy-initiatives/voluntary-guidelines/consumer-code-for-wireless-service (last visited Feb. 12, 2015).

235 OTI/Consumers Union Ex Parte Letter at 3. But see CTIA Feb.10, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 3 (disagreeing with New America and Consumers Union’s assertions about high switching costs and the effects of family plans, citing to ETF buyout offers). We discuss some caveats to ETF buyout promotions above. Furthermore, because ETF rebates can take months to process, they may not be adequate switching incentives for credit- and liquidity-constrained customers. This may be particularly true when dealing with multiple ETFs at once, as in a family or shared plan. T-Mobile, ETF Reimbursement FAQs, https://www.switch2t-mobile.com/ (last visited Feb. 12, 2015); Sprint, It’s a T-Mobile Triple Threat, http://www.sprint.com/landings/tmobile-buyback/index.html (last visited Feb. 12, 2015); Verizon, Switch and Save, http://www.verizonwireless.com/landingpages/switch-and-save/ (last visited Feb. 12, 2015). See also Simon Flannery and Jon Mark Warren, AT&T and Verizon, US Wireless: The Trouble with Churn at 3 (Aug. 7, 2013) (“Family/Shared plans promote lower churn because of the lower per-line cost, the networking effect (friends and family on the same network), and the difficulty of coordinating a carrier change.”).
customers now have shared plans.\textsuperscript{236}

100. AT&T, T-Mobile, and Verizon argue that the factors that led the Commission to adopt a more limited set of openness rules for mobile in 2010 remain valid today. They argue that mobile broadband networks should not be viewed as mature as mobile technologies continue to develop and evolve.\textsuperscript{237} They also contend that the extraordinary growth in use of mobile broadband services requires that providers have more flexibility to be able to handle the increased traffic and ensure quality of service for subscribers. T-Mobile, for example, asserts that “while mobile networks are more robust and offer greater speeds and capacity than they did when the 2010 rules were enacted, they also face greater demands; their need for agile and dynamic network management tools has actually increased.”\textsuperscript{238}

101. We recognize that mobile service providers must take into account factors such as mobility and reliance on spectrum. As discussed more fully below in the context of each of the rules, however, we find that the requirements we adopt today are sufficiently tailored to provide carriers with the flexibility they need to accommodate these conditions. Moreover, as described further below, we conclude that retaining an exception to the no-blocking rule, the no-throttling rule, and the no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard we adopt today for reasonable network management will allow sufficient flexibility for mobile service providers.

4. The Commission Must Act to Preserve Internet Openness

102. Given that broadband providers—both fixed and mobile—have both the incentives and ability to harm the open Internet, we again conclude that the relatively small incremental burdens imposed by our rules are outweighed by the benefits of preserving the open nature of the Internet, including the continued growth of the virtuous cycle of innovation, consumer demand, and investment.\textsuperscript{239} We note, for example, that the disclosure requirements adopted in this order are widely understood, have industry-based definitions, and are commonly used in commercial Service Level Agreements by many broadband providers.\textsuperscript{240} Open Internet rules benefit investors, innovators, and end users by providing more certainty to each regarding broadband providers’ behavior, and helping to ensure the market is conducive to optimal use of the Internet. Open Internet rules are also critical for ensuring that people living and working in rural areas can take advantage of the substantial benefits that the open Internet has to offer.\textsuperscript{241}

\textsuperscript{236} Id at 3. OTI and Consumers Union report that nearly 70 percent of AT&T’s and 61 percent of Verizon Wireless’s postpaid subscribers had shared plans as of the fourth quarter of 2014, compared to 33 percent and 46 percent, respectively, in the fourth quarter of 2013. Id.

\textsuperscript{237} Verizon Reply at 28; CTIA Comments at 7, 25; Mobile Future Comments at 11-12; AT&T Reply at 84-86.

\textsuperscript{238} T-Mobile Reply at 2.

\textsuperscript{239} 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17928, para. 39 (noting that there are some costs to implementing open Internet rules, such as additional disclosures about broadband provider practices, but these costs are not overly burdensome, and they are outweighed by the substantial benefits provided by the rules). Below, we further discuss the costs associated with enhanced transparency. See infra Section C.3.b(i). See also, e.g., AOL Comments at 2 (explaining that “[t]he Internet’s openness has fostered innovation and investment—both in advancements in network deployment and the services that ride upon them—creating . . . a virtuous circle, where richer and more diverse content on the ‘edge’ jump-starts demand, which brings about infrastructure investment, which brings about even richer and more diverse content’”); Open MIC Comments at 3 (noting that “[o]pen Internet principles also promote free speech, civic participation, democratic engagement and marketplace competition, as well as robust broadband adoption and participation in the Internet community by minorities and other socially and economically disadvantaged groups”).

\textsuperscript{240} See infra Section III.C.3.b.i.; see also infra para. 112 (supporting the idea that the burdens should not be overwhelming because many broadband providers still voluntarily continue to abide by the 2010 no-blocking rule, even though they are no longer legally required to do so).

\textsuperscript{241} See, e.g., Center for Rural Strategies Reply at 1 (arguing that “entrepreneurs, artists, educators, activists, healthcare providers, and devoted community members . . . deserve a fair playing field. The Open Internet has given us the opportunity to revitalize Rural America’s local economies, share our culture with global audiences, and amplify rural voices in debates shaping our society. But we are at risk of losing this valuable tool, even when 14.5
In minority communities where many individuals’ only Internet connection may be through a mobile device, robust open Internet rules help make sure these communities are not negatively impacted by harmful broadband provider conduct. \textsuperscript{242} Such rules additionally provide essential safeguards to ensure that the Internet flourishes as a platform for education and research. \textsuperscript{243}

103. The Commission’s historical open Internet policies and rules have blunted the incentives, discussed above, to engage in behavior harmful to the open Internet. \textsuperscript{244} Commenters who argue that rules are not necessary overlook the role that the Commission’s rules and policies have played in fostering that result. \textsuperscript{245} Without rules in place to protect the open Internet, the overwhelming incentives broadband providers have to act in ways that are harmful to investment and innovation threaten both broadband networks and edge content. \textsuperscript{246} Paid prioritization agreements, for example, have the potential to distort the market by causing prices not to reflect efficient cost recovery and by altering consumer choices for content and edge providers. \textsuperscript{247} The record reflects the view that paid arrangements for priority treatment,
such as broadband providers discriminating among content providers or prioritizing one provider’s or its own content over others, likely damage the open Internet, harming competition and consumer choice. Additionally, blocking and throttling harm a consumer’s right to access lawful content, applications, and services, and to use non-harmful devices.

C. Strong Rules That Protect Consumers from Practices That Can Threaten the Open Internet

104. We are keenly aware that in the wake of the Verizon decision, there are no rules in place to prevent broadband providers from engaging in conduct harmful to Internet openness, such as blocking a consumer from accessing a requested website or degrading the performance of an innovative Internet application. While many providers have indicated that, at this time, they do not intend to depart from the previous rules, an open Internet is too important to consumers and innovators to leave unprotected. Therefore, we today reinstate strong, enforceable open Internet rules. As in 2010, we believe that conduct-based rules targeting specific practices are necessary.

105. No-Blocking. First, we adopt a bright-line rule prohibiting broadband providers from blocking lawful content, applications, services, or non-harmful devices. This “no-blocking” principle has long been a cornerstone of the Commission’s policies. While first applied in the Internet context as

---

248 See, e.g., Access Comments at 8 (commenting that broadband providers have incentives that could lead to “invest[ing] in infrastructure to disproportionately improve the priority option, cease investment in infrastructure that helps the network as a whole, create artificial scarcity, or even degrade the quality of the current non-priority infrastructure to make prioritized options seem more attractive”); MDTC Comments at 3-4; see also AARP Comments at 17 (stating that individualized bargaining “will institutionalize pay-for priority schemes and undermine innovation and investment”); Illinois and New York Comments at 11-12 (arguing that individualized prioritization agreements could complicate meaningful disclosures by making them overly difficult for consumers to understand).

249 See infra Sections III.C.1.a-b.

250 See supra Section IV.B. We acknowledge other laws address behavior similar to that which our rules are designed to prevent; however, as discussed below, we do not find existing laws sufficient to adequately protect consumers’ access to the open Internet. For example, some parties have suggested that existing antitrust laws would address discriminatory conduct of an anticompetitive nature. See ICLE Comments at 39; Citizens Against Government Waste Comments at 2; Hurwitz Comments at 7-8; see also infra Section III.G. We also note that certain “no blocking” obligations continue to apply to the use of Upper 700 MHz C Block licenses. See 47 C.F.R. § 27.16.

251 See, e.g., Comcast Comments at 15 (“As reflected in the existing disclosures of all major broadband providers, including Comcast, there is widespread support and a public commitment from broadband providers to maintain open Internet policies and practices.”); Letter from Forty-Three Municipal Broadband Internet Providers to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28, 10-127 at 1 (filed Feb. 10, 2015) (“Accordingly, we follow the Commission’s 2005 Open Internet principles and do not block, throttle, or discriminate among types of Internet traffic; nor do we charge Internet edge providers for priority delivery on our networks. We also comply with the requirement in the Commission’s 2010 transparency rule for a unitary set of disclosures covering our service characteristics and network management practices.”); see also AT&T Statement on the U.S. Court of Appeals D.C. Circuit Open Internet Decision, AT&T Public Policy Blog (Jan. 14, 2014) http://www.attpublicpolicy.com/fcc/att-statement-on-the-u-s-court-of-appeals-d-c-circuit-open-internet-decision (“As the FCC assesses the impact of today’s court decision, AT&T can assure all of our customers and stakeholders that our commitment to protect and maintain an open Internet will not change.”); Time Warner Cable Issues Statement on Today’s Decision by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit, Business Wire (Jan. 14, 2014), http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20140114006474/en/Time-Warner-Cable-Issues-Statement-Today%E2%80%99s-Decision#VOzuW4vF98H (“Time Warner Cable has been committed to providing its customers the best service possible, including unfettered access to the web content and services of their choice. This commitment, which long precedes the FCC rules, will not be affected by today’s court decision.”).

252 Internet Policy Statement, 20 FCC Rcd at 14987-88, para. 4. See also, e.g., Connect America Fund et al., WC Docket No. 10-90 et al., Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 26 FCC Rcd 17663, 17903, para. 734 (2011) (USF/ICC Transformation Order), aff’d sub nom. In re FCC 11-161, 753 F.3d 1015 (10th Cir. 2014) (reiterating that call blocking is impermissible in intercarrier compensation disputes); Establishing Just and
part of the Commission’s *Internet Policy Statement*, the no-blocking concept dates back to the Commission’s protection of end users’ rights to attach lawful, non-harmful devices to communications networks.\(^2\)

106. **No-Throttling.** Second, we adopt a separate bright-line rule prohibiting broadband providers from impairing or degrading lawful Internet traffic on the basis of content, application, service, or use of non-harmful device. This conduct was prohibited under the commentary to the no-blocking rule adopted in the 2010 *Open Internet Order*.\(^2\) However, to emphasize the importance of this concept we delineate under a separate rule a ban on impairment or degradation, to prevent broadband providers from engaging in behavior other than blocking that negatively impacts consumers’ use of content, applications, services, and devices.

107. **No Paid Prioritization.** Third, we respond to the deluge of public comment expressing deep concern about paid prioritization.\(^2\) Under the rule we adopt today, the Commission will ban all paid prioritization subject to a narrow waiver process.

108. **No-Unreasonable Interference/Disadvantage Standard.** In addition to these three bright-line rules, we also set forth a no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard, under which the Commission can prohibit practices that unreasonably interfere with the ability of consumers or edge providers to select, access, and use broadband Internet access service to reach one another, thus causing harm to the open Internet. This no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard will operate on a case-by-case basis and is designed to evaluate other current or future broadband Internet access provider policies or practices—not covered by the bright-line rules—and prohibit those that harm the open Internet.

109. **Transparency Requirements.** We also adopt enhancements to the existing transparency rule to more effectively serve end-user consumers, edge providers of broadband products and services, and the Internet community. These enhanced transparency requirements are modest in nature, and we decline to adopt requirements proposed in the NPRM that raised concern for smaller broadband providers in particular, such as disclosures as to the source of congestion.

---

\(^{253}\) See, e.g., *Carterfone*, 13 FCC 2d at 424; *Computer II*, 77 FCC 2d at 388.

\(^{254}\) *2010 Open Internet Order*, 25 FCC Red at 17943, para. 66 (“We make clear that the no-blocking rule bars broadband providers from impairing or degrading particular content, applications, services, or non-harmful devices.”).

\(^{255}\) Consumers and small entities generally expressed concern that these arrangements are harmful and should be prevented by the Commission. See, e.g., Anita Barfield Comments at 1 (“Net neutrality is important to me because I do not want my ISP to be able to prioritize the content I see, [and] I am concerned about having my access to information blocked and other content prioritized.”); David Galzerano Comments at 1 (“In ending net neutrality and allowing companies to purchase priority rights when it comes to data transmission, you would not only be eliminating choice and freedom of information for all - which was the pioneering spirit behind the founding of the Internet - you would be relegating ALL data from Independent and rural operators to a second-class state, as these operators would NEVER be able to purchase priority status for any of their data.”); Derek Bass Comments at 1 (“Our long-term economy depends on the free, open access to the internet that we currently have. Allowing privileged corporations fast-track priority will impede innovation and stifle the free exchange of ideas needed to sustain our economy.”); Doug Cottrill Comments at 1 (“Companies that are willing and able to pay more should NOT be able to get higher priority for their content, nor should information be slowed down or blocked because of different pricing structures controlled by telecommunications companies.”).
1. Clear, Bright Line Rules

110. The record in this proceeding reveals that three practices in particular demonstrably harm the open Internet: blocking, throttling, and paid prioritization. For the reasons described below, we find each of these practices is inherently unjust and unreasonable, in violation of section 201(b) of the Act, and that these practices threaten the virtuous cycle of innovation and investment that the Commission intends to protect under its obligation and authority to take steps to promote broadband deployment under section 706 of the 1996 Act. We accordingly adopt bright-line rules banning blocking, throttling, and paid prioritization by providers of both fixed and mobile broadband Internet access service.256

   a. Preventing Blocking of Lawful Content, Applications, Services, and Non-harmful Devices

111. We continue to find, for the same reasons the Commission found in the 2010 Open Internet Order and reiterated in the 2014 Open Internet NPRM, that “the freedom to send and receive lawful content and to use and provide applications and services without fear of blocking is essential to the Internet’s openness.”257 Because of broadband providers’ incentives to block competitors’ content, the need to protect a consumer’s right to access lawful content, applications, services, and to use non-harmful devices is as important today as it was when the Commission adopted the first no-blocking rule in 2010.258

112. In the 2014 Open Internet NPRM, the Commission tentatively concluded that it should re-adopt the text of the vacated no-blocking rule.259 The record overwhelmingly supports the notion of a no-blocking principle and re-adopting the text of the original rule.260 Further, we note that many

---

256 See infra Section III.C.1.
258 See supra Section III.B. See also Broadband Internet Technical Advisory Group, Port Blocking at 2 (2013) http://www.bitag.org/documents/Port-Blocking.pdf, (“Because Port blocking can affect how particular Internet applications function, its use has the potential to be anti-competitive, discriminatory, otherwise motivated by non-technical factors, or construed as such.”); Body of European Regulators for Electronic Communications, A View of Traffic Management and Other Practices Resulting in Restrictions to the Open Internet in Europe at 8-9 (May 29, 2012), http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/sites/digital-agenda/files/Traffic%20Management%20Investigation%20BEREC_2.pdf (“Among the restrictions related to specific types of traffic, the most frequently reported restrictions are the blocking and/or throttling of peer-to-peer (P2P) traffic, on both fixed and mobile networks, and the blocking of Voice over IP (VoIP) traffic, mostly on mobile networks.”). But see WISPA Comments at 22 (“[T]here is no evidence that small businesses are blocking lawful content, applications, services or non-harmful devices, or that their existing network management practices are unreasonable. Small businesses have no business incentive to block content; their main objective is to provide rural Americans with full access to all lawful broadband content and at reasonable and very competitive costs.”).
259 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5593, para. 89.
260 A broad cross-section of broadband providers, edge providers, public interest organizations, and individuals support this approach. See, e.g., COMPTEL Reply at 4 (stating that “the record reflects broad agreement that the Commission should adopt a no-blocking rule”); IFTA Comments at 10 (supporting the re-adoptions of a stand-alone no-blocking rule); Engine Advocacy Comments at 2 (supporting efforts to adopt “strict no-blocking and non-discrimination rules”); OTI Comments at 11 (noting that as the broadband market becomes more consolidated, “[t]here is therefore an even greater need for explicit protections against the blocking of lawful content online”); Cogent Comments at 13 (“an ISP blocking access to lawful Internet content is the antithesis of an open Internet”); Cox Comments at 5; MMTC Comments at 11; Letter from Barbara van Schewick to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 09-191, 14-28, Attach. at 7 (filed Sept. 19, 2014) (van Schewick Sept. 19, 2014 Ex Parte Letter) (stating a rule to protect against blocking “is part of all network neutrality proposals; this is the one rule on which all network neutrality proponents agree”). But see TechFreedom Comments at 15-16 (“If [broadband providers] are truly nefarious . . . then public outcry by the affected subscribers should likely be sufficient to convince the ISP to change its practices.”).
broadband providers still voluntarily continue to abide by the 2010 no-blocking rule, even though they have not been legally required to do so by a rule of general applicability since the Verizon decision.\footnote{See, e.g., CenturyLink, \textit{High Speed Internet Service Management}, \url{http://www.centurylink.com/Pages/AboutUs/Legal/InternetServiceManagement/} (last visited Jan. 29, 2015) ("CenturyLink does not block, prioritize, or degrade any Internet sourced or destined traffic based on application, source, destination, protocol, or port unless it does so in connection with a security practice described in the security policy section below"); RCN, \textit{FCC Network Management Disclosure}, \url{http://www.rcn.com/images/pdfs/rcn-net-management-disclosure.pdf} (last visited Jan. 29, 2015) ("We do not block any lawful content, applications, services, or your use of non-harmful devices."); Verizon, \textit{Terms and Conditions Network Management Guide}, \url{https://www.verizon.com/about/terms/networkmanagementguide/} (last visited Jan. 29, 2015) ("Verizon Online does not affirmatively manage congestion on the network through mechanisms such as real-time throttling, blocking, or dropping of specific end user traffic.").}

After consideration of the record and guidance from the D.C. Circuit, we adopt the following no-blocking rule applicable to both fixed and mobile broadband providers of broadband Internet access service:

\textit{A person engaged in the provision of broadband Internet access service, insofar as such person is so engaged, shall not block lawful content, applications, services, or non-harmful devices, subject to reasonable network management.}

Similar to the 2010 no-blocking rule, the phrase “content, applications, and services” again refers to all traffic transmitted to or from end users of a broadband Internet access service, including traffic that may not fit clearly into any of these categories.\footnote{\textit{Id.} at n.202.} Further, the no-blocking rule adopted today again applies to transmissions of lawful content and does not prevent or restrict a broadband provider from refusing to transmit unlawful material, such as child pornography or copyright-infringing materials.\footnote{\textit{Id.} at 17942-43, para. 65 \& n.202 (noting that a “broadband provider may require that devices conform to widely accepted and publicly-available standards applicable to its services” and that this rule is not intended to alter existing rules giving end users the right to attach devices to an MVPD system).} Today’s no-blocking rule also entitles end users to connect, access, and use any lawful device of their choice, provided that the device does not harm the network.\footnote{\textit{Id.} at 17943-44, para. 67; see also \textit{id.} at 17919-20, paras. 25, 26. We note that during oral argument in the Verizon case, Verizon told the court that “in paragraph 64 of the Order the Agency also sets forth the no charging of edge providers rule as a corollary to the no blocking rule, and that’s a large part of what is causing us our harm here.” In response, Judge Silberman stated, “if you were allowed to charge, which are you assuming you're allowed to charge because of the anti-common carrier point of view, if somebody refused to pay then just like in the dispute between C[B]S and Warner, Time Warner . . . you could refuse to carry.” Verizon’s counsel responded: “[r]ight.” Verizon Oral Arg. Tr. at 28.} The no-blocking rule prohibits network practices that block a specific application or service, or any particular class of applications or services, unless it is found to be reasonable network management. Finally, as with the 2010 no-blocking rule, today’s no-blocking rule prohibits broadband providers from charging edge providers a fee to avoid having the edge providers’ content, service, or application blocked from reaching the broadband provider’s end-user customer.\footnote{\textit{Id.} at 17942, para. 64.}

\footnote{\textit{2014 Open Internet NPRM}, 29 FCC Rcd at 5596-98, paras. 97-104.} Rejection of the Minimum Level of Access Standard. The 2014 Open Internet NPRM proposed that the no-blocking rule would prohibit broadband providers from depriving edge providers of a minimum level of access to the broadband provider’s subscribers and sought comment on how to define that minimum level of service.\footnote{See, e.g., Mozilla Comments at 15 (warning that defining a no-blocking rule in terms of establishing a minimum level of service is not likely “to prove effective and workable in practice”); USTelecom Comments at 50 (“the
For example, some parties note the uncertainty created by an indefinite standard.\textsuperscript{268} Other parties observe that in creating any such standard of service for no-blocking, the Commission risks jeopardizing innovation.\textsuperscript{269} We agree with these arguments and many others in the record expressing concern with the proposed minimum level of access standard.

115. The no-blocking rule we adopt today prohibits broadband providers from blocking access to lawful Internet content, applications, services, and non-harmful devices.\textsuperscript{270} We believe that this approach will allow broadband providers to honor their service commitments to their subscribers without relying upon the concept of a specified level of service to those subscribers or edge providers under the no-blocking rule. We further believe that the separate no-throttling rule discussed below provides appropriate protections against harmful conduct that degrades traffic but does not constitute outright blocking.\textsuperscript{271}

116. Application of the No-Blocking Rule to Mobile. In 2010, the Commission limited the no-blocking rule for mobile to lawful websites and applications that competed with a provider’s voice or video telephony services, subject to reasonable network management.\textsuperscript{272} The 2014 Open Internet NPRM, citing “the operational constraints that affect mobile broadband services, the rapidly evolving nature of the mobile broadband technologies, and the generally greater amount of consumer choice for mobile broadband services than for fixed,”\textsuperscript{273} proposed to retain the 2010 no-blocking rule. The Commission sought comment on this proposal.\textsuperscript{274}

117. For the reasons set forth above,\textsuperscript{275} including consumer expectations, the Commission’s experience with open Internet regulations in the 700 MHz C Block, and the advances in the mobile broadband industry since 2010, we conclude instead that the same no-blocking rule should apply to both fixed and mobile broadband Internet access services.\textsuperscript{276} Accordingly, as with fixed service, a consumer’s Commission should not impose a minimum level of service for free obligation”); Letter from Catherine J.K. Sandoval, Commissioner, California Public Utilities Commission, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, 10-127, Attach. at 14 (filed Oct. 14, 2014) (Sandoval Ex Parte Letter) (“[A]ny of the minimum level of access standards the FCC proposes would be insufficient to support the needs of a diversity of Internet users including Critical Infrastructure.”).

\textsuperscript{268} See, e.g., Microsoft Comments at 19 (“[A] clear no blocking rule—rather than some vague, loosely defined standard for measuring a prescribed ‘minimum level of service’—is critical to maintaining a vibrant and open Internet.”); National Public Radio, Inc. (NPR) Comments at 9 (“Given the rapid evolution of technology, defining a ‘minimum level of service’ by regulatory fiat would likely become an ongoing undertaking rife with disputes, invariably resulting in repeated judicial intervention.”).

\textsuperscript{269} Information Technology & Innovation Foundation (ITIF) Comments at 22 (stating that the Commission “does not need to define and enforce a ‘minimum level of service’” because it “would be a difficult exercise and may well stifle beneficial practices” such as the use of “latency-insensitive ‘scavenger class’ of traffic”); IL and NY Comments at 9 (“A ‘minimum level of access’ necessarily implies that a higher or preferential level of service will become available, creating the very two-tiers of service that the Proposed Rules are intended to prevent.”).

\textsuperscript{270} 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5597, para. 101 (asking if the Commission should “define the minimum level of access from the perspective of end users, edge providers, or both”).

\textsuperscript{271} See infra Section III.C.1.b; Access Comments at 6 (drawing a distinction between outright blocking and slowing or throttling end-user access to certain content, services, or applications).

\textsuperscript{272} 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17956-57, 17959-60, paras. 94-95, 99.

\textsuperscript{273} 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5594, para. 91.

\textsuperscript{274} Id. at 5598, para. 105.

\textsuperscript{275} See supra Section III.B.3.

\textsuperscript{276} See American Association of Law Libraries (AALL) Comments at 3; ADT Comments at 9; NMR Comments at 30; Voices for Internet Freedom Comments at 6; EFF Comments at 24 (“Mobile device owners should enjoy the same levels of control and choice for networked applications on their mobile devices as they do on their laptops and desktops.”); Higher Education and Libraries Comments at 18-19; OTI Comments at 62; Sandvine Comments at 9 (arguing that reasonable network management permits mobile operators to treat traffic differently than fixed networks do); i2Coalition Comments at 41; TIA Comments at 20-21; but see AT&T Comments at 19; Cisco
mobile broadband provider cannot block a consumer from accessing lawful content, applications, services, or non-harmful devices, regardless of whether the content, applications, services, or devices compete with a provider’s own offerings, subject to reasonable network management.

118. All national mobile broadband providers, among others, opposed the application of the broader no-blocking rule to mobile broadband, arguing, for example, that mobile broadband providers need the ability to block unwanted traffic and spam. They also argue that the particular challenges of managing a mobile broadband network, for example the unknown effects of apps, require additional flexibility to block traffic. As discussed below, we recognize that additional flexibility may be required in mobile network management practices, but find that the reasonable network management exception we adopt today allows sufficient flexibility: the blocking of harmful or unwanted traffic remains a legitimate network management purpose, and is permissible when pursued through reasonable network management practices.

b. Preventing Throttling of Lawful Content, Applications, Services, and Non-harmful Devices

119. In the 2014 Open Internet NPRM, the Commission proposed that degradation of lawful content or services below a specified level of service would violate a no-blocking rule. While certain broadband Internet access provider conduct may result in degradation of an end user’s Internet experience that is tantamount to blocking, we believe that this conduct requires delineation in an explicit rule rather than through commentary as part of the no-blocking rule. Thus, we adopt a separate no-throttling rule applicable to both fixed and mobile providers of broadband Internet access service:

A person engaged in the provision of broadband Internet access service, insofar as such person is so engaged, shall not impair or degrade lawful Internet traffic on the basis of Internet content, application, or service, or use of a non-harmful device, subject to reasonable network management.

Comments at 22; CTIA Comments at 17 (citing capacity constraints); Mobile Future Reply at 2-3; Verizon Comments at 43-44; Sprint Reply at 23; T-Mobile Comments at 11.

277 In evaluating the reasonable network management exception to the no-blocking rule, the Commission will drawing upon its experience with the no-blocking rule in the 700 MHz C Block. See 700 MHz Second Report and Order, 22 FCC Rcd at 15370-72, paras. 222-26; see also Verizon Wireless to Pay $1.25 Million to Settle Investigation into Blocking of Consumers’ Access to Certain Mobile Broadband Applications, News Release, July 31, 2012, http://www.fcc.gov/document/verizon-wireless-pay-125-million-settle-investigation (regarding tethering applications for C Block network customers).

278 AT&T Reply at 34-35; Sprint Reply at 22-23; T-Mobile Comments at 11, 13 (arguing that “[w]ireless broadband providers need flexibility to address network security and reliability risks, as well as other threats to public safety and the consumer experience”); Verizon Comments at 43-44;CTIA Comments at 17-18.

279 See, e.g., Verizon Comments at 4; Interisle Consulting Group Comments 27 (“[I]f blocking were banned, then spammers would be able to dramatically increase the volume of traffic they send. Other security problems could also be worsened.”).

280 See, e.g., Verizon Comments at 44 (“The Open Internet Order appropriately recognized that the download and use of a mobile application presents unique network management issues.”).


282 See infra Section III.D.4.

283 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5593, para. 89 (“So long as broadband providers do not degrade lawful content or service to below a minimum level of access, they would not run afoul of the proposed rule.”).

284 See, e.g., Letter from the Honorable Henry A. Waxman to Tom Wheeler, Chairman, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, (filed Oct. 3, 2014) (Waxman Oct. 3, 2014 Ex Parte Letter) (proposing separate no blocking and no-throttling rules); WGAW Comments at 22 (noting that throttling may in some cases constitute a “more subtle practice[] that achieve[s] the goal of blocking”); Mozilla Reply at 3 (“There is general agreement that these rules should include a rule that prevents access network operators from blocking ordinary, lawful traffic, and some form of a nondiscrimination rule on limiting, throttling, or prioritizing traffic.”).
120. With the no-throttling rule, we ban conduct that is not outright blocking, but inhibits the delivery of particular content, applications, or services, or particular classes of content, applications, or services. Likewise, we prohibit conduct that impairs or degrades lawful traffic to a non-harmful device or class of devices. We interpret this prohibition to include, for example, any conduct by a broadband Internet access service provider that impairs, degrades, slows down, or renders effectively unusable particular content, services, applications, or devices, that is not reasonable network management. For purposes of this rule, the meaning of “content, applications, and services” has the same as the meaning given to this phrase in the no-blocking rule. Like the no-blocking rule, broadband providers may not impose a fee on edge providers to avoid having the edge providers’ content, service, or application throttled. Further, transfers of unlawful content or unlawful transfers of content are not protected by the no-throttling rule. We will consider potential violations of the no-throttling rule under the enforcement provisions outlined below.

121. We find that a prohibition on throttling is as necessary as a rule prohibiting blocking. Without an equally strong no-throttling rule, parties note that the no-blocking rule will not be as effective because broadband providers might otherwise engage in conduct that harms the open Internet but falls short of outright blocking. For example, the record notes the existence of numerous practices that broadband providers can engage in to degrade an end user’s experience.

122. Because our no-throttling rule addresses instances in which a broadband provider targets particular content, applications, services, or non-harmful devices, it does not address a practice of slowing down an end user’s connection to the Internet based on a choice made by the end user. For instance, a broadband provider may offer a data plan in which a subscriber receives a set amount of data at one speed tier and any remaining data at a lower tier. If the Commission were concerned about the particulars of a data plan, it could review it under the no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard. In contrast, if a broadband provider degraded the delivery of a particular application (e.g., a disfavored VoIP service) or class of application (e.g., all VoIP applications), it would violate the bright-line no-throttling rule. We note that user-selected data plans with reduced speeds must comply with our transparency rule, such that the limitations of the plan are clearly and accurately communicated to the subscriber.

123. The no-throttling rule also addresses conduct that impairs or degrades content, applications, or services that might compete with a broadband provider’s affiliated content. For example, if a broadband provider and an unaffiliated entity both offered over-the-top applications, the no-throttling rule would prohibit broadband providers from constraining bandwidth for the competing over-the-top services.

---

285 See, e.g., Letter from Barbara van Schewick, Professor of Law and (by courtesy) Electrical Engineering, Stanford Law School, et al., to Marlene Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28, 10-127 Attach. at 4 (filed Feb. 18, 2015) (van Schewick Feb. 18, 2015 Ex Parte Letter) (“[T]he no-throttling rule should explicitly ban discrimination against applications AND classes of applications (so-called ‘application-specific’ discrimination.”). See infra Section III.D.3; see also Waxman Oct. 3, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 10, n.32 (“The term ‘throttling’ is not limited to the technique of slowing down or delaying Internet packets, but more broadly refers to methods that can be used to differentiate, or ‘shape’ Internet traffic.”).

286 See supra Section III.C.1.a.

287 See supra para. 113.

288 Id.; see also 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17943-44, para. 67; see also id. at 17919-20, paras. 25, 26.

289 See, e.g., Cogent Comments at 17 (“There are numerous practices a last-mile broadband ISP can undertake short of outright blocking an edge provider that can degrade an end user’s experience with—and thus likelihood to seek out in the future—services offered by a particular edge provider.”); NARUC Comments at 6 (“[L]imiting, or otherwise degrading broadband access for users . . . is an unfair practice that ‘may reduce the Internet’s value to consumers.’”); see also supra Section III.B.


291 See infra Sections III.C.2; III.D.4.
offering to prevent it from reaching the broadband provider’s end user in the same manner as the affiliated application.\textsuperscript{293}

124. As in the 2010 Open Internet Order, we continue to recognize that in order to optimize the end-user experience, broadband providers must be permitted to engage in reasonable network management practices. We emphasize, however, that to be eligible for consideration under the reasonable network management exception, a network management practice that would otherwise violate the no-throttling rule must be used reasonably and primarily for network management purposes, and not for business purposes.\textsuperscript{294}

c. No Paid Prioritization

125. In the 2014 Open Internet NPRM, the Commission sought comment on suggestions to impose a flat ban on paid prioritization services, including whether all paid prioritization practices, or some of them, could be treated as \textit{per se} violations of the commercially-reasonable standard or any other standard based on any source of legal authority.\textsuperscript{295} For reasons explained below, we conclude that paid prioritization network practices harm consumers, competition, and innovation, as well as create disincentives to promote broadband deployment and, as such, adopt a bright-line rule against such practices. Accordingly, today we ban arrangements in which the broadband service provider accepts consideration (monetary or otherwise) from a third party to manage the network in a manner that benefits particular content, applications, services, or devices. We also ban arrangements where a provider manages its network in a manner that favors the content, applications, services or devices of an affiliated entity.\textsuperscript{296} Any broadband provider that engages in such practices will be subject to enforcement action, including forfeitures and other penalties.\textsuperscript{297} We adopt the following rule banning paid prioritization arrangements:

\begin{quote}
A person engaged in the provision of broadband Internet access service, insofar as such person is so engaged, shall not engage in paid prioritization.
\end{quote}

“Paid prioritization” refers to the management of a broadband provider’s network to directly or indirectly favor some traffic over other traffic, including through use of techniques such as traffic shaping, prioritization, resource reservation, or other forms of preferential traffic management, either (a) in exchange for consideration (monetary or otherwise) from a third party, or (b) to benefit an affiliated entity.

126. The paid prioritization ban we adopt today is based on the record that has developed in this proceeding. The record is rife with commenter concerns regarding preferential treatment

\textsuperscript{293} Vimeo Comments at 11 (citing a 2011 study noting that “A rebuffering rate of 1% (i.e., a video pauses for 1 out of every 100 seconds) results in 5% less video watched overall. There is a ‘2-second rule’ for video watching: People are willing to wait 2 seconds for a video to load, but the rate of abandonment increases significantly thereafter if the video doesn’t load. Viewer patience is influenced by the expectation of speed from the viewing platform and the perceived value of the content. Bad viewing experiences lead not just to abandonment of a particular video, but also to a lower rate of watching other videos.”); Golden Frog Comments at 5-6 (discussing allegations of anti-competitive behavior by broadband service providers, including those involving blocking and throttling).

\textsuperscript{294} See infra Section III.D.3. While not within the definition of “throttling” for purposes of our no-throttling rule, the slowing of subscribers’ content on an application agnostic basis, including as an element of subscribers’ purchased service plans, will be evaluated under the transparency rule and the no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard.

\textsuperscript{295} See 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5609, para. 138.

\textsuperscript{296} We consider arrangements of this kind to be paid prioritization, even when there is no exchange of payment or other consideration between the broadband Internet access service provider and the affiliated entity.

\textsuperscript{297} Other forms of traffic prioritization, including practices that serve a public safety purpose, may be acceptable under our rules as reasonable network management. See infra Section III.D.3.
arrangements, with many advocating a flat ban on paid prioritization.\textsuperscript{298} Commenters assert that permitting paid prioritization will result in the bifurcating of the Internet into a “fast” lane for those willing and able to pay and a “slow” lane for everyone else.\textsuperscript{299} As several commenters observe, allowing for the purchase of priority treatment can lead to degraded performance—in the form of higher latency, increased risk of packet loss, or, in aggregate, lower bandwidth—for traffic that is not covered by such an arrangement.\textsuperscript{300} Commenters further argue that paid prioritization will introduce artificial barriers to

\textsuperscript{298} See, e.g., Internet Association Comments at 16; Y Combinator Comments at 3; Reddit Comments at 11; Ben Holt Comments at 1; Consumers Union Comments at 5; AALL Comments at 3; AAPD Comments at 4.

\textsuperscript{299} See, e.g., Higher Education and Libraries Comments at 12 (“Many institutions that serve the public interest, such as libraries, colleges and universities, may not be able to afford to pay extra fees simply for the transmission of their content and could find their Internet traffic relegated to chokepoints.”); Rural Broadband Policy Group Comments at 9 (“Allowing Internet service providers to sell fast lanes to those who can afford them would permit the redlining of rural towns and customers who cannot pay for the fast lanes.”); Vimeo Comments at 9-10 (stating that “[i]f broadband providers can make marginal revenue from priority access fees, they will have little incentive to maintain a high-quality ‘standard lane’ experience for edge providers unwilling or unable to pay”); Public Knowledge Comments at 37 (“Because the fast lane will produce premium revenue for ISPs, ISPs have every incentive to construct a slow lane that performs poorly enough to justify extra payments from those edge services who can afford to do so.”); Engine Advocacy Reply at 5 (“[P]aid prioritization schemes, once implemented, will result in Internet fast lanes for well-heeled incumbents, relegating startups and the economic growth they create to the slow lane.”).

\textsuperscript{300} See Mozilla Comments at 20 (“Prioritization is inherently a zero-sum practice, and inherently creates fast and slow lanes and prevents a level playing field.”); Mozilla Reply at 15; Sandvine Comments at 9 (“At a moment in time, there is a fixed amount of bandwidth available to all applications, content, etc. on a given network. If one application has paid for more of that bandwidth (and this is how the priority is achieved) then there is less ‘best efforts’ bandwidth remaining for all other applications and content.”). \textit{But see} ADTRAN Reply at ii, 6, 16 (arguing that the zero-sum game theory is incorrect because it ignores the fact that broadband providers’ capacity is not static); Letter from Justin (Gus) Hurwitz, Assistant Professor, University of Nebraska College of Law, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 1 (filed Nov. 3, 2014) (asserting that prioritization is not “zero sum”).
entry, distort the market, harm competition,\textsuperscript{301} harm consumers,\textsuperscript{302} discourage innovation,\textsuperscript{303} undermine public safety and universal service,\textsuperscript{304} and harm free expression.\textsuperscript{305} Vimeo, for instance, argues that paid prioritization “would disadvantage user-generated video and independent filmmakers” that lack the resources of major film studios to pay priority rates for dissemination of content.\textsuperscript{306} Engine Advocacy meanwhile asserts that “[s]ome unfunded early startups may not be able to afford [to pay for priority treatment] (particularly if the product would be data-intensive) and will not start a company,” resulting in “reduce[d] entrepreneurship.” Commenters assert that if paid prioritization became widespread, it would make reliance on consumers’ ordinary, non-prioritized access to the Internet an increasingly unattractive and competitively nonviable option.\textsuperscript{308} The Commission’s conclusion is supported by a well-

\textsuperscript{301} See, e.g., Ad Hoc Comments at 19-20; Mozilla Reply at 16 (arguing that paid prioritization creates perverse incentives because “underinvestment in infrastructure is more appealing if the result is increased sales of a prioritized offering balancing out any loss in direct subscribers”); CDT Comments at 6 (“By degrading some traffic or prioritizing other traffic, broadband providers could effectively play favorites in the online marketplace, distorting competition among online content and applications.”); Letter from Edyael Casaperalta, Rural Broadband Policy Group Coordinator, National Rural Assembly, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28 and 10-127, at 3 (filed Oct. 20, 2014) (expressing concern that permitting paid prioritization and a “fast lane” will place rural companies at a competitive disadvantage); Letter from Austin C. Schlick, Director, Communications Law, Google, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28, 10-127 (filed Nov. 5, 2014) (asserting that paid prioritization “could create incentives for providers to maintain scarcity and congestion on their networks, in order to sell services that avoid these artificial conditions”); Vonage Reply at 5-6.

\textsuperscript{302} See, e.g., CCIA Reply at 17-18 (asserting that paid prioritization will harm consumers because these fees will be passed through to consumers); COMPTEL Comments at 10; Higher Education and Libraries Comments at 12 (asserting that “it is likely that those who are able to pay for preferential treatment will pass along their costs to their consumers and/or subscribers. In some cases, libraries and other public institutions may be among these subscribers who would then be forced to pay more for services they may broker on behalf of their patrons”); Internet Association Comments at 17; AOL Comments at 6-7; Free Press Comments at 25; Vermont Reply at 8; Letter from Erin P. Fitzgerald, Rural Wireless Association to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 1 (filed Nov. 14, 2014) (noting that “widespread paid prioritization arrangements could further adversely impact competition and harm consumers”). But see Hance Haney Comments at 9 (“Scholars have observed that as states have reduced in-state long-distance access fees, ‘the market induces carriers to pass-through most of the reduction in access rates.’ There appears to be no reason to believe that a similar dynamic wouldn’t occur in the context of a two-sided broadband market.”).

\textsuperscript{303} See, e.g., Internet Association Comments at 17; Engine Advocacy Comments at 5 (explaining that if a startup’s site does not load as quickly or its application is not as reliable, it will be harmed because “[u]ser[s] will switch to competitors whose services receive better treatment, [u]ser[s] will spend less money on e-commerce sites or view fewer pages on sites that garner advertising revenue through the number of page-views, and chill initial capital investment”); Linear Air Reply at 3-4; National Venture Capital Association Comments at 2.

\textsuperscript{304} See, e.g., Sandoval \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 2 (asserting that paid prioritization undermines public safety and universal service, and increases barriers to adopting Internet-based applications such as Internet-enabled demand response communications electric and gas utilities use to prevent power blackouts, forestall the need to build fossil-fueled power plants, promote environmental sustainability, and manage energy resources).

\textsuperscript{305} See, e.g., Illinois and NY Comments at 6 (asserting that “[i]f broadband providers can discriminate among content, they can effectively pick winners and losers, interfering with the public’s ability to freely educate itself about political, cultural, and social issues – education that is critical to our democracy”); Ad Hoc Comments at 20 (asserting that paid prioritization would distort consumers’ choices among content and edge providers); Church World Service \textit{et al.} Reply at 1; Independent Filmmaker Organizations Reply at 3-6; City of Los Angeles Comments at 5.

\textsuperscript{306} Vimeo Comments at 12 (capitalization omitted).

\textsuperscript{307} Engine Advocacy Comments at 7.

\textsuperscript{308} See, e.g., CDT Comments at 18; Reddit Comments at 7; Y Combinator Comments at 2-3; Tumblr Reply at 8 (“[E]ven if a ‘slow’ lane remains reasonably fast, marginal differences in upload and streaming speeds moving forward would deter people from using slower services, and severely punish companies that cannot pay for prime access.”); Vimeo Comments at 11 (“[M]erely having a ‘fast-lane’ for paid traffic will alter consumers’ perception of the standard for speed, [because w]hen consumers become accustomed to receiving video at a certain delivery rate,
established body of economic literature,\textsuperscript{309} including Commission staff working papers.\textsuperscript{310}

127. It is well-established that broadband providers have both the incentive and ability to engage in paid prioritization.\textsuperscript{311} In its Verizon opinion, the D.C. Circuit noted that providers “have powerful incentives to accept fees from edge providers, either in return for excluding their competitors or for granting them prioritized access to end users.”\textsuperscript{312} Indeed, at oral argument Verizon’s counsel announced that “but for [the 2010 Open Internet Order] rules we would be exploring [such] commercial arrangements.”\textsuperscript{313} While we appreciate that several broadband providers have claimed that they do not engage in paid prioritization\textsuperscript{314} or that they have no plans to do so,\textsuperscript{315} such statements do not have the force of a legal rule that prevents them from doing so in the future. The future openness of the Internet should not turn on the decision of a particular company. We are concerned that if paid prioritization practices were to become widespread, the damage to Internet openness could be difficult to reverse. We agree that “[u]nwraveling a web of discriminatory deals after significant investments have been made, business plans have been built, and technologies have been deployed would be a complicated undertaking both logistically and politically.”\textsuperscript{316} Further, documenting the harms could prove challenging, as it is impossible to identify small businesses and new applications that are stifled before they become

that rate will become the \textit{de facto} standard and everything else will be perceived as substandard. Consumers are unlikely to know (or care) about why a particular video takes two seconds to load or is constantly buffering, and will abandon those edge providers that they perceive as providing a slower and thus less enjoyable experience.”); Kickstarter Comments at 3-4 (“Users will not accept slow load times and choppy videos.”).

\textsuperscript{309} The access provided by the core network is an intermediate input into the myriad of final products produced by edge providers. While it is granted that for a firm selling final goods, price discrimination can be both profitable and enhance welfare, it has been argued that the reverse is also true when intermediate goods are considered. See Michael L. Katz, \textit{Price Discrimination and Monopolistic Competition}, 52 Econometrica 1453, 1453-71 (1984); Michael L. Katz, \textit{Non-Uniform Pricing, Output and Welfare under Monopoly}, 50 Rev. of Economic Studies 37, 37-56 (1983); Michael L. Katz, \textit{The Welfare Effects of Third-Degree Price Discrimination in Intermediate Good Markets}, 77 American Economic Rev. 154, 154-167 (1987); and Yoshihiro Yoshida, \textit{Third Degree Price Discrimination in Input Markets: Output and Welfare}, 90 American Economic Rev. 240, 240-246 (2000).


\textsuperscript{311} See supra Section III.B.2.a.

\textsuperscript{312} Verizon, 740 F.3d at 645-46 (holding that the Commission has adequately supported and explained its conclusions that open Internet protections, broadband providers “represent a threat to Internet openness and could act in ways that would ultimately inhibit the speed and extent of future broadband deployment”).

\textsuperscript{313} Verizon Oral Arg. Tr. at 31 (“I’m authorized to state by my client [Verizon] today that but for these rules we would be exploring those commercial arrangements, but this order prohibits those, and in fact would shrink the types of services that will be available on the Internet.”).

\textsuperscript{314} See, e.g., AT&T Comments at 30-31; Verizon Comments at 37; Sandvine Comments at 3 (“[T]o the best of our knowledge, none of the innovative service plans that Sandvine has helped implement across our customer base have involved payments between operators and edge providers for traffic priority—so-called Pay for Priority.”); Letter from Randal S. Milch, Executive Vice President, Public Policy and General Counsel, Verizon, to Chairman Patrick J. Leahy, Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate (Oct. 29, 2014) (Verizon Letter to Leahy). Further, these broadband providers argue that they have no incentive to engage in paid prioritization arrangements, as their own business plans depend upon an open Internet. See, e.g., Verizon Comments at 5-10; Comcast Comments at 5-6; AT&T Comments at 21; Cox Comments at i; TWC Comments at 2; Charter Comments at 9; Cequel Reply at 3 (explaining that it “could not block an edge-based content provider without diminishing the value of its Internet service and losing customers to the formidable competitors it faces”).

\textsuperscript{315} For example, we note that in Verizon’s letter to Chairman Leahy, the company states “[a]s we have said before, and affirm again here, Verizon has no plans to engage in paid prioritization of Internet traffic.” Verizon Letter to Leahy at 1. However, in contrast to this statement, at oral argument in the Verizon case, counsel for Verizon explained that the company would pursue such arrangements if not for the 2010 Open Internet rules which prevented them. See supra note 313.

\textsuperscript{316} CDT Comments at 5.
commercially viable.\textsuperscript{317} Prioritizing some traffic over others based on payment or other consideration from an edge provider could fundamentally alter the Internet as a whole by creating artificial motivations and constraints on its use, damaging the web of relationships and interactions that define the value of the Internet for both end users and edge providers, and posing a risk of harm to consumers, competition, and innovation.\textsuperscript{318} Thus, because of the very real concerns about the chilling effects that preferential treatment arrangements could have on the virtuous cycle of innovation, consumer demand, and investment, we adopt a bright-line rule banning paid prioritization arrangements.\textsuperscript{319}

128. In arguing against such a ban, ADTRAN asserts that it would “cement the advantages enjoyed by the largest edge providers that presently obtain the functional equivalent of priority access by constructing their own extensive networks that interconnect directly with the ISPs.”\textsuperscript{320} We reject this argument. CDT correctly observes that “[e]stablished entities with substantial resources will always have a variety of advantages” over less established ones,\textsuperscript{321} notwithstanding any rules we adopt. We do not seek to disrupt the legitimate benefits that may accrue to edge providers that have invested in enhancing the delivery of their services to end users. On the contrary, such investments may contribute to the virtuous cycle by stimulating further competition and innovation among edge providers, to the ultimate benefit of consumers. We also clarify that the ban on paid prioritization does not restrict the ability of a broadband provider and CDN to interconnect.\textsuperscript{322}

129. We find that a flat ban on paid prioritization has advantages over alternative approaches identified in the record.\textsuperscript{323} Prohibiting this practice outright will help to foster broadband network

\textsuperscript{317}See, e.g., CDT Comments at 5; Etsy Comments at 8 ("[U]nder the proposed rules] many new startups that would have been founded will die in their infancy or never be created. How do you account for all the innovations that would never come to market because of these new rules?"); Reddit Comments at 9-10 ("If the Chairman’s proposal had been law in 2005, reddit might not have gotten off the ground."); CodeCombat Comments at 5-7; Heyzap Comments at 2-3.

\textsuperscript{318}See, e.g., ACLU Comments at 7 ("Were paid prioritization or other differential treatment permitted, edge providers with a first mover advantage would be able to entrench their market position on the edge, and then to pass along any overcharge imposed by broadband providers to consumers in their fees. The big content, application or device providers would be able to afford greater, faster or better access to broadband consumers while newer competitors would be put at an ever-growing disadvantage.").

\textsuperscript{319}Some commenters argue that consumer disclosures about such practices are sufficient. See, e.g., Bright House Comments at 29. However, the average consumer does not have the time or specialized knowledge to sort through the implications, and regardless, in many areas of the country, consumers simply do not have multiple, equivalent choices. See Illinois and NY Comments at 11-12. Further, as discussed above, switching costs can be a substantial deterrent. See supra Section III.B.2.

\textsuperscript{320}ADTRAN Reply at 18.

\textsuperscript{321}CDT Comments at 5; see also Intel Reply at 10 ("Absent persuasive evidence of anti-competitive conduct, companies that are disadvantaged by such innovation deserve no special assistance or protection. To do otherwise would frustrate competition and innovation, harming American consumers and business.").

\textsuperscript{322}Letter from Scott Blake Harris, Counsel to Akamai, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28 (filed Feb. 9, 2015) (requesting that “the final Open Internet Order should expressly state that CDN services do not constitute ‘prioritization’ as that term has been used in this proceeding”).

\textsuperscript{323}For example, AOL proposes to permit individual negotiations for priority services, but would prohibit them where the broadband provider is affiliated with an upstream edge provider; has market power; and also charges end users (i.e., no double-charging). AOL Comments at 5-8. AT&T proposes, as one option for addressing paid prioritization, the imposition of “additional transparency, no-blocking, and nondiscrimination rules on fixed broadband Internet access providers that do not agree voluntarily to refrain from entering into paid prioritization arrangements.” AT&T Comments at 37-38; see also American Cable Association (ACA) Reply at 18 (stating that AT&T’s proposal “appears to offer both adequate protections to edge providers and end users, while giving broadband ISPs the needed flexibility to manage their networks and create innovative service offerings”). Comcast proposes a rebuttable presumption against “paid prioritization” arrangements that would entirely preclude “exclusive arrangements and arrangements that prioritize a broadband provider’s own affiliated Internet content vis-à-vis
investment by setting clear boundaries of acceptable and unacceptable behavior. It will also protect consumers against a harmful practice that may be difficult to understand, even if disclosed. In addition, this approach relieves small edge providers, innovators, and consumers of the burden of detecting and challenging instances of harmful paid prioritization. Given the potential harms to the virtuous cycle, we believe it is more appropriate to impose an \textit{ex ante} ban on such practices, while entertaining waiver requests under exceptional circumstances.

130. Under our longstanding waiver rule, the Commission may waive any rule “in whole or in part, for good cause shown.” General waiver of the Commission’s rules is appropriate only if special circumstances warrant a deviation from the general rule, and such a deviation will serve the public interest. In some cases, however, the Commission adopts specific rules concerning the factors that will be used to examine a waiver or exemption request. We believe that such guidance is appropriate here to make clear the very limited circumstances in which the Commission would be willing to allow paid prioritization. Accordingly, we adopt a rule concerning waiver of the paid prioritization ban that establishes a balancing test, as follows:

\begin{quote}
The Commission may waive the ban on paid prioritization only if the petitioner demonstrates that the practice would provide some significant public interest benefit and would not harm the open nature of the Internet.
\end{quote}

131. In support of any waiver request, the applicant therefore must make two related showings. First, the applicant must demonstrate that the practice will have some significant public interest benefit, such as providing evidence that the practice furthers competition, innovation, consumer demand, or investment. Second, the applicant must demonstrate that the practice does not harm the nature of the open Internet, including, but not limited to, providing evidence that the practice:

\begin{itemize}
\item does not materially degrade or threaten to materially degrade the broadband Internet access service of the general public;
\item does not hinder consumer choice;
\end{itemize}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[324] See, e.g., eBay Comments at 4-5; CCIA Comments 31-32; CCIA Reply at 15-16 (expressing concern that the commercially reasonable standard will necessarily increase the costs of seeking relief from unlawful conduct, and will thus contravene the Commission’s stated goal of providing meaningful enforcement measures to small businesses); Kickstarter Comments at 3 (“We would have no real recourse if we were offered an unfair price. Using our small legal team or hiring outside counsel to prove that an offered deal was ‘commercially unreasonable’ . . . would take far too long and cost far too much to be a feasible option.”); CCIA Reply at 13-14 (“Putting the onus on edge providers, most of whom lack regulatory and legal experience anywhere comparable to that of [broadband providers], to show anticompetitive conduct through individual administrative proceedings will almost certainly lead to a situation where edge providers (particularly startups and smaller companies) cannot avail themselves of the protections provided in this rulemaking.”); Netflix Comments at 10 (“Weighing the cost of an administrative proceeding and the uncertainty of success, many edge providers likely will choose to forego engagement with the Commission.”); Y Combinator Comments at 3 (“No startup has the funds and lawyers and economists to take on billion-dollar ISPs in an FCC action based on the vague legal standards in the proposal. Indeed, the startup ecosystem needs a bright-line, per se rule against discrimination.”); Free Press Comments at 136 (“This regime would shift the burden to prove such practices commercially unreasonable onto Internet users and edge providers who can least afford to bear that burden.”); MobileWorks Reply at 6.
\item[325] 47 C.F.R. § 1.3.
\item[327] See, e.g., 47 C.F.R. § 79.1(f) (“Procedures for exemptions [from closed captioning requirements] based on economically burdensome standard.”).
\end{footnotes}
• does not impair competition, innovation, consumer demand, or investment; and
• does not impede any forms of expressions, types of service, or points of view.

132. An applicant seeking waiver relief under this rule faces a high bar. We anticipate granting such relief only in exceptional cases.328

2. No Unreasonable Interference or Unreasonable Disadvantage Standard for Internet Conduct

133. In the 2014 Open Internet NPRM, the Commission tentatively concluded that it should adopt a rule requiring broadband providers to use “commercially reasonable” practices in the provision of broadband Internet access service, and sought comment on this approach.329 The Commission also sought comment on whether there were alternative legal standards that the Commission should consider,330 or whether it should adopt a rule that prohibits unreasonable discrimination and, if so, what legal authority and theories it should rely upon to do so.331 In addition, the Commission sought comment on how it can ensure that the rule it adopts sufficiently protects against harms to the open Internet, including broadband providers’ incentives to disadvantage edge providers or classes of edge providers in ways that would harm Internet openness.332

134. The Commission sought comment on what factors it should adopt to ensure commercially reasonable practices that will protect and promote Internet openness, and tentatively concluded that a review of the totality of the circumstances should be preserved to ensure that rules can be applied evenly and fairly in response to changing circumstances.333 The Commission also recognized that there have been significant changes in the mobile marketplace since 2010, and sought comment on whether and, if so, how these changes should affect the Commission’s treatment of mobile services under the rules.334

135. Preventing Unreasonable Interference or Unreasonable Disadvantage that Harms Consumers and Edge Providers. The three bright-line rules that we adopt today prohibit specific conduct that harms the open Internet. The open nature of the Internet has allowed new products and services to flourish and has broken down geographic barriers to communication, allowing information to flow freely.

328 For instance, several commenters argue that paid prioritization arrangements could improve the provision of telemedicine services. See, e.g., California Telehealth Network (CTN) Reply at 7, 9 (explaining that as full motion synchronous video conferencing becomes more necessary for digital diagnosis and treatment, as required by many telehealth services, the total bandwidth consumption in the Internet ecosystem for telehealth will grow, encouraging investment and deployment); AALL Comments at 2 (“Health sciences libraries also provide Internet access to images that support telemedicine, particularly in remote areas where Internet service can be disproportional or uneven and to reach the underserved.”); MMTC Comments at 11 (arguing that the Commission should employ a “rebuttable presumption against paid prioritization . . . while ensuring that such presumption can be overcome by business models that sufficiently protect consumers and have the potential to benefit consumer welfare,” such as telemedicine applications). We note that telemedicine services might alternatively be structured as “non-BIAS data services,” which are beyond the reach of the open Internet rules. See infra Section III.D.3.

329 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5602, para. 116. The Commission also tentatively concluded that it should operate separately from the proposed no-blocking rule, i.e., conduct acceptable under the no-blocking rule would still be subject to independent examination under the “commercially reasonable” standard, and sought comment on this approach. Id. at 5602, para. 117.

330 Id. at 5603, para. 119.

331 Id. at 5604, para. 121.

332 Id.

333 Id. at 5604-05, paras. 122-23.

334 Id. at 5583-84, para. 62. Specifically, the Commission sought comment on whether, under the commercially reasonable rule, mobile networks should be subject to the same totality-of-the circumstances test as fixed broadband, and whether the Commission should apply the commercially reasonable legal standard to mobile broadband. Id. at 5609, para. 140.
We believe the rules we adopt today will alleviate many of the concerns identified in the record regarding broadband provider practices that could upset these positive outcomes. However, while these three bright-line rules comprise a critical cornerstone in protecting and promoting the open Internet, we believe that there may exist other current or future practices that cause the type of harms our rules are intended to address. For that reason, we adopt a rule setting forth a no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard, under which the Commission can prohibit, on a case-by-case basis, practices that unreasonably interfere with or unreasonably disadvantage the ability of consumers to reach the Internet content, services, and applications of their choosing or of edge providers to access consumers using the Internet.

136. It is critical that access to a robust, open Internet remains a core feature of the communications landscape, but also that there remains leeway for experimentation with innovative offerings. Based on our findings that broadband providers have the incentive and ability to discriminate in their handling of network traffic in ways that can harm the virtuous cycle of innovation, increased end-user demand for broadband access, and increased investment in broadband network infrastructure and technologies, we conclude that a no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard to protect the open nature of the Internet is necessary. We adopt this standard to prohibit practices in the broadband Internet access provider’s network that harm Internet openness, similar to the approach proposed by the Higher Education coalition and the Center for Democracy and Technology. Specifically, we require that

*Any person engaged in the provision of broadband Internet access service, insofar as such person is so engaged, shall not unreasonably interfere with or unreasonably disadvantage (i) end users’ ability to select, access, and use broadband Internet access service or the lawful Internet content, applications, services, or devices of their choice, or (ii) edge providers’ ability to make lawful content, applications, services, or devices available to end users. Reasonable network management shall not be considered a violation of this rule.*

137. This “no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage” standard will be applied to carefully balance the benefits of innovation against harm to end users and edge providers. It also protects free expression, thus fulfilling the congressional policy that the Internet “offer[s] a forum for true diversity of political discourse, unique opportunities for cultural development, and myriad avenues for intellectual activity.” As the Commission found in 2010, and the Verizon court upheld, “[r]estricting edge providers’ ability to reach end users, and limiting end users’ ability to choose which edge providers to patronize, would reduce the rate of innovation at the edge and, in turn, the likely rate of improvements to network infrastructure. Similarly, restricting the ability of broadband providers to put the network to innovative uses may reduce the rate of improvements to network infrastructure.” Under the standard that we adopt today, the Commission can protect against harm to end users’ or edge providers’ ability to

---

335 See supra Section III.B.2.
336 See, e.g., Higher Education and Libraries Comments at 23-24 (proposing a standard more directly related to the “unique and open character of the Internet,” what they termed “Internet reasonable”); CDT Comments at 19; CDT Reply at 3.
337 As in the no throttling rule, we include classes of content, applications, services, or devices.
339 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17911, para. 14; see also Higher Education and Libraries Comments at 23 (stating that “the Internet itself is fundamentally an ecosystem that supports a myriad of personal, institutional, community, and commercial relationships and interests,” and, as with any other ecosystem, “if the conditions that foster those relationships and interests are negatively impacted, the system as a whole is subject to collapse”).
use broadband Internet access service to reach one another. Compared to the no unreasonable discrimination standard adopted by the Commission in 2010, the standard we adopt today is specifically designed to protect against harms to the open nature of the Internet. We note that the standard we adopt today represents our interpretation of sections 201 and 202 in the broadband Internet access context and, independently, our interpretation—upheld by the Verizon court—that rules to protect Internet openness promote broadband deployment via the virtuous cycle under section 706 of the 1996 Act.

a. Factors to Guide Application of the Rule

138. We adopt our tentative conclusion to follow a case-by-case approach, considering the totality of the circumstances, when analyzing whether conduct satisfies the no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard to protect the open Internet. Below we discuss a non-exhaustive list of factors we will use to assess such practices. In adopting this standard, we enable flexibility in business arrangements and ensure that innovation in broadband and edge provider business models is not unduly curtailed. We are mindful that vague or unclear regulatory requirements could stymie rather than encourage innovation, and find that this approach combined with the factors set out below will provide sufficient certainty and guidance to consumers, broadband providers, and edge providers—particularly smaller entities that might lack experience dealing with broadband providers—while also allowing parties flexibility in developing new services.

We note that in addition to the following list, there may be other considerations relevant to determining whether a particular practice violates the no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard. This approach of adopting a rule of general conduct, followed by guidance as to how to apply it on a case-by-case basis, is not novel. The Commission took a similar approach in 2010 when it adopted the “no unreasonable discrimination” rule, which was followed by a discussion of four factors (end-user control, use-agnostic discrimination, standard practices, and transparency). Indeed, for this new rule, we are providing at least as much guidance, if not more, as we did in 2010 for the application of the no unreasonable discrimination rule.

139. End-User Control. A practice that allows end-user control and is consistent with promoting consumer choice is less likely to unreasonably interfere with or cause an unreasonable

340 See, e.g., Akamai Comments at 11 (“[T]he Commission should take only those actions that are necessary and narrowly tailored to promote competition, innovation, and the growth of broadband networks that inure to benefit the public.”).

341 See 47 U.S.C. §§ 201, 202, 208; see also Section IV; AT&T Corp. v. Business Telecom, Inc.; Sprint Comms. Company, L.P. v. Business Telecom, Inc., EB-01-MD-001, EB-01-MD-002, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 16 FCC Rcd 12312 (2001) (granting in part a complaint filed under section 208 that a telecommunications service provider’s access rates were and are unjust and unreasonable under section 201(b) of the Act).

342 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5608, para. 136; CDT and ALA Reply at 2.

343 This is in contrast to the inflexibility that the Verizon court found was a flaw in the 2010 unreasonable discrimination standard. See supra note 109. We also note that this approach addresses concerns in the record that “[a] ‘general conduct rule,’ applied on a case-by-case basis with the only touchstone being whether a given practice ‘harms’ consumers or edge providers, may lead to years of expensive litigation to determine the meaning of ‘harm’ (for those who can afford to engage in it).” Letter from Corynne McSherry, Intellectual Property Director, EFF, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 1 (filed Feb. 19, 2015) (EFF Feb. 19, 2015 Ex Parte Letter). Understanding that such an unfocused approach could harm the results of our rule, we “spell out, in advance, the contours and limits of [the] rule,” as was suggested in the record. See, e.g., id.

344 See, e.g., Akamai Comments at 10; CALinnovates Reply at 19 (stating that “regulatory clarity may significantly affect the calculus of current and potential investors”); Higher Education and Libraries Reply at 11-14 (asserting that a clearly articulated standard focused on preserving the existing Internet would set expectations and provide guidance to the market, but would avoid hard and fast rules that might be too rigid for a rapidly changing broadband ecosystem); CDT and ALA Reply at 2.

345 CDT and ALA Reply at 2. We also note that this Order permits parties to seek advisory opinions regarding application of the Commission’s open Internet rules. We view these processes as complementary methods by which parties can seek guidance as to how the open Internet rules apply to particular conduct. See infra Section III.E.

disadvantage affecting the end user’s ability to use the Internet as he or she sees fit. The Commission has long recognized that enabling consumer choice is the best path toward ensuring competitive markets, economic growth, and technical innovation. It is therefore critical that consumers’ decisions, rather than those of service providers, remain the driving force behind the development of the Internet. To this end, practices that favor end-user control and empower meaningful consumer choice are more likely to satisfy the no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard than those that do not. However, as was true in 2010, we are cognizant that user control and network control are not mutually exclusive, and that many practices will fall somewhere on a spectrum from more end-user-controlled to more broadband provider-controlled. Further, there may be practices controlled entirely by broadband providers that nonetheless satisfy the no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard. In all events, however, we emphasize that such practices should be fully transparent to the end user and effectively reflect end users’ choices.

140. Competitive Effects. As the Commission has found previously, broadband providers have incentives to interfere with and disadvantage the operation of third-party Internet-based services that compete with the providers’ own services. Practices that have anti-competitive effects in the market for applications, services, content, or devices would likely unreasonably interfere with or unreasonably disadvantage edge providers’ ability to reach consumers in ways that would have a dampening effect on innovation, interrupting the virtuous cycle. As such, these anticompetitive practices are likely to harm consumers’ and edge providers’ ability to use broadband Internet access service to reach one another. Conversely, enhanced competition leads to greater options for consumers in services, applications, content, and devices, and as such, practices that would enhance competition would weigh in favor of promoting consumers’ and edge providers’ ability to use broadband Internet access service to reach one another. In examining the effect on competition of a given practice, we will also review the extent of an entity’s vertical integration as well as its relationships with affiliated entities.

141. Consumer Protection. The no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard is intended to serve as a strong consumer protection standard. It prohibits broadband providers from employing any deceptive or unfair practice that will unreasonably interfere with or disadvantage end-user consumers’ ability to select, access, or use broadband services, applications, or content, so long as the

---

347 Id. at 17944, para. 71; see also EFF Feb. 19, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 2 (suggesting that the Commission should take into consideration “whether the practice preserves user choice”).

348 See supra Section III.A; see also, e.g., Verizon Comments at 16-17; Syntonic Reply at 5-6; van Schewick Feb. 18, 2015 Ex Parte Letter, Attach. at 14 (“Letting users, not network providers, choose which applications will be successful is an important part of the mechanism that produces innovation under uncertainty. At the same time, letting users choose how they want to use the network enables them to use the Internet in a way that creates more value for them (and for society) than if network providers made this choice for them.”).

349 See Netflix Comments at 5 (“Through an open Internet, the consumer, not the ISP or the edge provider, picks the winners and the losers.”); Vonage Comments at 13 (“Allowing ISPs to select winners and losers will certainly chill investment and innovation in startups because they will lack the ability to develop a following among users without getting past the ISP gatekeeper.”); AT&T Comments at 27-30 (distinguishing beneficial user-directed prioritization agreements from harmful paid-prioritization agreements initiated by service providers); Ad Hoc Comments at 22-23. Notably, under section 230(b) of the Communications Act, increased user control is an express objective of modern telecommunications policy. 47 U.S.C. § 230(b)(3) (directing policymakers “to encourage the development of technologies which maximize user control over what information is received by individuals . . . who use the Internet and other interactive computer services”).


351 See supra Section III.B.2.a; 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Red at 17916, para. 22. The Commission adopted a similar restriction to address harms raised by the Comcast-NBCU transaction. See Comcast/NBCU Merger Order, 26 FCC Red at 4275, para. 94 (“[N]either Comcast nor Comcast-NBCU shall prioritize affiliated Internet content over unaffiliated Internet content.”).

352 See, e.g., Verizon Comments at 35; Free State Reply at 3 (“The welfare of consumers should be the focus and deciding criterion for Commission broadband policy.”); Free State Reply at 12.
services are lawful, subject to the exception for reasonable network management. For example, unfair or deceptive billing practices, as well as practices that fail to protect the confidentiality of end users’ proprietary information, will be unlawful if they unreasonably interfere with or disadvantage end-user consumers’ ability to select, access, or use broadband services, applications, or content, so long as the services are lawful, subject to the exception for reasonable network management. While each individual case will be evaluated on its own merits, this rule is intended to include protection against fraudulent practices such as “cramming” and “slamming” that have long been viewed as unfair and disadvantageous to consumers.

142. Effect on Innovation, Investment, or Broadband Deployment. As the Verizon court recognized, Internet openness drives a “virtuous cycle” in which innovations at the edges of the network enhance consumer demand, leading to expanded investments in broadband infrastructure that, in turn, spark new innovations at the edge.\(^{353}\) As such, practices that stifle innovation, investment, or broadband deployment would likely unreasonably interfere with or unreasonably disadvantage end users’ or edge providers’ use of the Internet under the legal standard we set forth today.\(^{354}\)

143. Free Expression. As Congress has recognized, the Internet “offer[s] a forum for a true diversity of political discourse, unique opportunities for cultural development, and myriad avenues for intellectual activity.”\(^{355}\) Practices that threaten the use of the Internet as a platform for free expression would likely unreasonably interfere with or unreasonably disadvantage consumers’ and edge providers’ ability to use BIAS to communicate with each other, thereby causing harm to that ability. Further, such practices would dampen consumer demand for broadband services, disrupting the virtuous cycle, and harming end user and edge provider use of the Internet under the legal standard we set forth today.\(^{356}\)

144. Application Agnostic. Application-agnostic (sometimes referred to as use-agnostic) practices likely do not cause an unreasonable interference or an unreasonable disadvantage to end users’ or edge providers’ ability to use BIAS to communicate with each other.\(^{357}\) Application-agnostic practices

\(^{353}\)\textit{Verizon}, 740 F.3d at 659.

\(^{354}\)See, e.g., EFF Feb. 19, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 2 (suggesting that the Commission should take into consideration “whether and how the practice impacts the cost of …innovation”); Letter from Vimeo, LLC, et al. to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28 (filed Feb. 19, 2014) (asking that the general conduct rule take into consideration whether a challenged practice “keeps application development and innovation costs low”); see also Akamai Reply at 2 (“Innovative traffic platforms and networks have thus been key in facilitating the virtuous circle through which increased broadband Internet usage drives increased investment by service and content providers, which in turn drives further usage.”); Nokia Reply at 5 (“It is important that the Commission recognize that operators and infrastructure providers are a critical element of this virtuous cycle of innovation.”); Nokia Reply at 8 (“Value creation in all segments of the broadband marketplace is a critical component of maintaining the level of innovation seen in the last decade.”).

\(^{355}\)47 U.S.C. § 230(a)(3); see also \textit{Reno v. ACLU}, 521 U.S. 844, 853 (1997) (“No single organization controls any membership in the Web, nor is there any single centralized point from which individual Web sites or services can be blocked from the Web.”) (internal citation omitted).

\(^{356}\)See, e.g., AAJC Comments at 2; ACLU Comments at 2 (“As information technology advances apace, the meaningful exercise of our constitutional rights—including the freedoms of speech, assembly, press and the right to petition government—has become literally dependent on broadband Internet access.”); American Public Media Group Comments at 3; CDT Comments at 5; OTI Comments at 3; see also EFF Feb. 19, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 2 (suggesting that the Commission should take into consideration “whether and how the practice impacts the cost of free speech”). We also note that the no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard does not unconstitutionally burden any of the First Amendment rights held by broadband providers because broadband providers are conduits, not speakers, with respect to broadband Internet access services. \textit{See infra} Section VI.A.

\(^{357}\)A network practice is application-agnostic if it does not differentiate in treatment of traffic, or if it differentiates in treatment of traffic without reference to the content, application, or device. A practice is application-specific if it is not application-agnostic. Application-specific network practices include, for example, those applied to traffic that has a particular source or destination, that is generated by a particular application or by an application that belongs to a particular class of applications, that uses a particular application- or transport-layer protocol, or that has
do not interfere with end users’ choices about which content, applications, services, or devices to use, nor do they distort competition and unreasonably disadvantage certain edge providers. As such, they likely would not cause harm by unreasonably interfering with or disadvantage end users or edge providers’ ability to communicate using BIAS.

145. **Standard Practices.** In evaluating whether a practice violates our no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard to protect Internet openness, we will consider whether a practice conforms to best practices and technical standards adopted by open, broadly representative, and independent Internet engineering, governance initiatives, or standards-setting organization. Consideration of input from technical advisory groups accounts for the important role these organizations have to play in developing communications policy. We make clear, however, that we are not delegating authority to interpret or implement our rules to outside bodies.

b. Application to Mobile

146. As discussed earlier, because of changes that have occurred in the mobile marketplace since 2010, including the widespread deployment of 4G LTE networks and the significant increase in use of mobile broadband Internet access services, we find that it is appropriate to revise our approach for mobile broadband and apply the same openness protections to both fixed and mobile broadband Internet access services, including prohibiting mobile broadband providers from engaging in practices that harm Internet openness. We find that applying the no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard to mobile broadband services will help ensure that consumers using mobile broadband services are protected against provider practices that would unreasonably restrict their ability to access a free and open Internet.

147. AT&T, T-Mobile, and Verizon oppose application of a “commercially reasonable practices” rule to mobile broadband networks. They argue that competition in the mobile broadband market already ensures that service providers have no incentive to discriminate. CTIA argues that applying a commercial reasonable standard would deter innovation and limit the ability of providers to differentiate themselves in the marketplace because providers would have to factor in the risk of complaints and investigations. Nokia argues that the Commission should ensure that its rules allow a range of service options. Free State recommends that if the Commission adopts a legally enforceable standard, it should establish a presumption that mobile network management practices benefit consumer particular characteristics (e.g., the size, sequencing, and/or timing of packets). See 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17938, para. 56 (application-specific); id. at 17945, para. 73 (application-agnostic); BITAG Congestion Report at 19 (discussing which traffic is subject to congestion management); see also, e.g., Van Schewick Sept. 19, 2014 Ex Parte Letter, Attach. at 24; Mozilla Reply at 22; i2 Coalition Comments at 43; OTI Comments at iv. We note, however, that there do exist circumstances where application-agnostic practices raise competitive concerns, and as such may violate our standard to protect the open Internet. See infra para. 153.

358 See 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17945-46, para. 73; Van Schewick Sept. 19, 2014 Ex Parte Letter, Van Schewick April 17 Ex Parte Letter, Attach. at 3-4; OTI Comments at iv (asserting that the Commission should allow application-agnostic discrimination); see also CDT Comments at 7; Common Cause Comments at 8-9; EFF Feb. 19, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 2 (suggesting that the Commission should take into consideration “whether the practice is application agnostic”); but see ITIF Comments at 17, n.36 (“While Comcast’s current transparent, application agnostic network management practices are likely preferable over application specific congestion management, in some cases application specific management may be necessary.”).

359 See 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17946, para. 74.

360 See Comcast Comments at 70 (noting the benefits of government-industry collaboration in telecommunications policymaking); ITIF Comments at 20; Verizon Comments at 17; WISPA Comments at 35; Mozilla Reply at 22; MDTC Comments at 5-6; see also 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17946, para. 74.

361 See infra Section III.D.

362 AT&T Reply at 74-75; T-Mobile Reply at 7; Verizon Reply at 32-33.


364 Nokia Reply at 8.
welfare and that presumption could only be overcome “by actual evidence of anticompetitive conduct.”

148. We find that even if the mobile market were sufficiently competitive, competition alone is not sufficient to deter mobile providers from taking actions that would limit Internet openness. As noted above, there have been incidents where mobile providers have acted in a manner inconsistent with open Internet principles and we find that there is a risk that providers will continue to have the incentive to take actions that would favor their own content or services. We also agree with commenters that mobile providers’ need for flexibility to manage their network can be accommodated through the reasonable network management exception.

149. In addition, we find that applying the no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard to mobile broadband will not affect providers’ ability to differentiate themselves in the marketplace. We have crafted the standard we adopt today to prohibit these practices that harm Internet openness while still permitting innovation and experimentation. Nothing in the standard restricts carriers from developing new services or implementing new business models.

c. Rejection of the “Commercially Reasonable” Standard

150. Based on the record before us, we are persuaded that adopting a legal standard prohibiting commercially unreasonable practices is not the most effective or appropriate approach for protecting and promoting an open Internet. Internet openness involves many relationships that are not business-to-business and serves many purposes that are noncommercial. Commenters also expressed concerns that the commercially reasonable standard would involve a multifactor framework that was not focused on the goals of this open Internet proceeding. In addition, some commenters expressed concern that the legal standard would require permission before innovation, thus creating higher barriers to entry and attendant transaction costs. Smaller edge providers expressed concern that they do not have the resources to fight against commercially unreasonable practices, which could result in an unfair playing field before the Commission. Still others argued that the standard would permit paid

365 Free State Reply at 3.
366 See supra Section III.B.2.
367 CDT Comments at 28.
368 See, e.g., CDT Comments at 19; Free Press Comments at 8-9; Public Knowledge Comments at 31; MLB Advanced Media Comments at 2-3; Microsoft Comments at 13-14; Internet Association Comments at 16; Sandoval Ex Parte Letter at 2 (asserting that the commercial reasonableness rule would deter investment and Internet applications, such as Internet-enabled “Smart beds,” which read a patient’s vital signs and send aggregated data on available beds to mass casualty and disaster planners who use this information to determine which hospital has an available bed in a burn unit).
369 See, e.g., AARP Comments at 35-38; ADTRAN Comments at 26-28; Internet Association Comments at 16.
370 See, e.g., Ad Hoc Comments at 21-22 (a commercially reasonable standard “will necessarily be complex, inexact, and massively fact-driven”); Consumers Union Reply at 2-3 (commercially reasonable standard is vague and unenforceable, and allows individualized negotiations to be left to private parties with motivations that may not necessarily be in the interest of consumers); eBay Comments at 4-5.
371 See, e.g., Tumblr Reply at 10 (“Tumblr cannot afford to engage in what would likely be multi-year challenges against the biggest broadband providers, with large legal teams experienced in telecommunications law, simply to secure access for its users equal to that of its current, and future, competitors with deeper resources.”); Etsy
 prioritization, which could disadvantage smaller entities and individuals.\textsuperscript{373} Given these concerns, we decline to adopt our proposed rule to prohibit practices that are not commercially reasonable. Instead, as discussed above, we adopt a governing standard that looks to whether consumers or edge providers face unreasonable interference or unreasonable disadvantages, and makes clear that the standard is not limited to whether a practice is agreeable to commercial parties.

\textbf{d. Sponsored Data and Usage Allowances}

151. While our bright-line rule to treat paid prioritization arrangements as unlawful addresses technical prioritization, the record reflects mixed views about other practices, including usage allowances and sponsored data plans. Sponsored data plans (sometimes called zero-rating) enable broadband providers to exclude edge provider content from end users' usage allowances. On the one hand, evidence in the record suggests that these business models may in some instances provide benefits to consumers, with particular reference to their use in the provision of mobile services. Service providers contend that these business models increase choice and lower costs for consumers.\textsuperscript{374} Commenters also assert that sophisticated approaches to pricing also benefit edge providers by helping them distinguish themselves in the marketplace and tailor their services to consumer demands.\textsuperscript{375} Commenters assert that such sponsored

\textsuperscript{373} See, e.g., Illinois and NY Comments at 5-84; CCIA Reply at 17; i2Coalition Comments at 10 ("Start-ups that require priority service may not be able to bring their product to market without significant outside investment and investors will be affected by the increased equity needs of entrepreneurs."); AAJC Comments at 5 ("A commercially reasonable standard where certain forms of prioritization are allowed benefits those with financial resources. Such prioritization would negatively impact many minority entrepreneurs who come from historically disadvantaged communities with lower incomes and educational opportunities . . . .").

\textsuperscript{374} See, e.g., T-Mobile Reply at 17 (asserting that its Music Freedom program, which allows consumers to stream music without it counting against their data plan, is “innovative” and “pro-consumer” and that “Music Freedom does not discriminate among streaming music services”); Verizon Reply at 27-28 (contending that T-Mobile’s Music Freedom, along with other similar initiatives, are evidence that consumer choice and competition “have ensured a differentiated marketplace”); CTIA Reply at 36; Sandvine Comments at 3-4, 7 (arguing that zero-rated applications have helped some people who otherwise could not afford access to some of their favorite services); Telefonica Reply at 7; Cequel Reply at 2, 6-7 ("Usage-based billing is not only a fair method of pricing, it is necessary for Suddenlink to bring broadband services to the often-remote communities that it serves. . . . If the FCC were to restrict usage-based billing, it would be restricting the future of broadband services in the very rural areas where it is trying to extend service."); Verizon Reply at 22 (asserting that usage-based pricing provides a way for consumers who are not heavy users to keep their costs down); ITIF Reply at 16 (arguing that zero rating arrangements “are likely welfare-enhancing, offering a service that meets consumer demand at a lower price point” and noting that they may be structured in an “application neutral” manner that “allow[s] consumers to continue to access new innovations at the edge"); Verizon Comments at 30-31, 34 (asserting that arrangements that address only pricing could make service cheaper for end users, enabling them to access more content when and where they want it, and could provide a way for interested content providers to promote and encourage use of their services"); Free State Reply at 3-4, 13; Syntonic Wireless Reply at 9; GAO Report at 26 (explaining that participants in all eight groups agreed that they would be more likely to access content that does not count toward their data limits than content that does).  

\textsuperscript{375} See, e.g., USTelecom Reply at 46-47; Verizon Comments at 29-36; Ericsson Comments at 6-8, 14; ICLE & TechFreedom Comments at 16-41; ITIF Comments at 13-15; ARIES Comments at 7-10; ADTRAN Reply at 5-13; Qualcomm Comments at 8-9; Sandvine Comments at 6-8; Free State Reply at 14-15 (”[T]he reality is that in order for the ‘next Google’ or the ‘next Facebook’ to compete against those well-entrenched giants, the putative new entrant might well be looking to negotiate some arrangement with a service provider that will give it a fighting chance of competing with the entrenched giants by differentiating itself.”); Syntonic Wireless Reply at 9-10 (explaining that sponsored content is a way to differentiate one’s product from the competition, and thus adds an additional plane of competition within edge provider markets); AT&T Reply at 77-78; CTIA Reply at 34-35 (”As the CEO of music streaming site Grooveshark remarked when T-Mobile added the company to the list of supported
data arrangements also support continued investment in broadband infrastructure and promote the virtuous cycle, and that there exist spillover benefits from sponsored data practices that should be considered. On the other hand, some commenters strongly oppose sponsored data plans, arguing that “the power to exempt selective services from data caps seriously distorts competition, favors companies with the deepest pockets, and prevents consumers from exercising control over what they are able to access on the Internet,” again with specific reference to mobile services. In addition, some commenters argue that sponsored data plans are a harmful form of discrimination. The record also reflects concerns that such arrangements may hamper innovation and monetize artificial scarcity.

services, Music Freedom helps make little-known offerings available to a wider customer base[.]”); Telefonica Reply at 7; Letter from Susie Kim Riley, CEO, Aquo, Harjot Saluja, CEO, DataMi, Scott Schill, Producer, BBA Studios, Sam Gadodia, CEO LotusFlare, Gary Greenbaum, CEO, Syntonic, and Mike Nasco, CEO, Wazco, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28 et al., at 1 (filed Jan. 22, 2015) (“Sponsored data and zero-rating arrangements hold great promise for content and edge providers, whether they are new entrants or incumbents, who can use them to promote innovative offerings, attract new customers, and grow a robust subscriber base.”).

See, e.g., Verizon Comments at 31; Alcatel-Lucent Comments at 23-24 (asserting that sponsored data plans give consumers the opportunity to experience better service at no personal cost, which could facilitate a consumer experiencing the value of higher-tier service and adopting that higher-tier going forward and that “[t]his increased consumer adoption would benefit the entire broadband ecosystem”); AT&T Reply at 77-79 (sponsored data plans can promote Internet openness by encouraging consumers to explore mobile online applications and content that they might otherwise not use); Verizon Reply at 22 (explaining that usage-based pricing promotes broadband adoption by “enabling customers to pay only for the services they wish to use, without having to subsidize higher-end users”); CWA/NAACP Comments at 16-18; National Minority Organization Comments at 9; Free State Reply at 4, 13; CenturyLink Comments at 5-7 (“A two-sided market approach ensures that the costs of content and applications causing greater bandwidth consumption are ultimately passed on to the subscribers who use those services, ensures that adequate pricing signals are communicated to edge providers and, overall, produces the optimal economic outcome.”).

See, e.g., Verizon Comments at 31; Alcatel-Lucent Comments at 23-24 (asserting that sponsored data plans give consumers the opportunity to experience better service at no personal cost, which could facilitate a consumer experiencing the value of higher-tier service and adopting that higher-tier going forward and that “[t]his increased consumer adoption would benefit the entire broadband ecosystem”); AT&T Reply at 77-79 (sponsored data plans can promote Internet openness by encouraging consumers to explore mobile online applications and content that they might otherwise not use); Verizon Reply at 22 (explaining that usage-based pricing promotes broadband adoption by “enabling customers to pay only for the services they wish to use, without having to subsidize higher-end users”); CWA/NAACP Comments at 16-18; National Minority Organization Comments at 9; Free State Reply at 4, 13; CenturyLink Comments at 5-7 (“A two-sided market approach ensures that the costs of content and applications causing greater bandwidth consumption are ultimately passed on to the subscribers who use those services, ensures that adequate pricing signals are communicated to edge providers and, overall, produces the optimal economic outcome.”).

See Sandvine Comments at 6-7; Roslyn Layton Reply at 4 (“[A] content provider may want to subsidize the delivery of its content so that it can maximize viewing and viewers. We see this in the case of a health provider which wants to ensure that low-income pregnant women watch a series of pre-natal videos, a preventative form of health care that improves infant and mother outcomes. Similarly a health care provider would be willing to subsidize a mobile subscription of its members to encourage adoption of preventative health care and monitoring tools. The cost of avoiding an adverse health event is well worth the price of a broadband subscription. The health care member benefits with better health outcome and the health care provider reduces costs.”).

See, e.g., CFA Comments at 39 (describing AT&T’s sponsored data plan on its mobile network as a form of discrimination); Consumers Union Comments at 13 (explaining that “[e]xempting certain affiliated services from data caps does not provide consumers with a meaningful choice. Instead, it pushes them to watch affiliated content out of fear that doing otherwise will count against their monthly caps and result in either overage charges or slower speeds”).

See, e.g., Public Knowledge Comments at 21 (recounting concerns about harming innovation in relation to AT&T’s “sponsored data” plan and T-Mobile’s recently announced “Music Freedom” service); id. at 53 (arguing that “AT&T’s Sponsored Data program allows it to monetize artificial scarcity and creates a disincentive to increase caps over time”); WGAW Reply at 36-37 (explaining that sponsored data services require “content providers and applications to pay for the data usage, but does nothing to address the capacity constraints so widely touted as
152. We are mindful of the concerns raised in the record that sponsored data plans have the potential to distort competition by allowing service providers to pick and choose among content and application providers to feature on different service plans. At the same time, new service offerings, depending on how they are structured, could benefit consumers and competition. Accordingly, we will look at and assess such practices under the no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard, based on the facts of each individual case, and take action as necessary.

153. The record also reflects differing views over some broadband providers’ practices with respect to usage allowances (also called “data caps”). Usage allowances place limits on the volume of data downloaded by the end user during a fixed period. Once a cap has been reached, the speed at which the end user can access the Internet may be reduced to a slower speed, or the end user may be charged for excess data. Usage allowances may benefit consumers by offering them more choices over a greater range of service options, and, for mobile broadband networks, such plans are the industry norm today, in part reflecting the different capacity issues on mobile networks. Conversely, some commenters have expressed concern that such practices can potentially be used by broadband providers to disadvantage competing over-the-top providers. Given the unresolved debate concerning the benefits and drawbacks of data allowances and usage-based pricing plans, we decline to make blanket findings about these practices and will address concerns under the no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage on a case-by-case basis.

381 See supra para. 151; see also Public Knowledge Comments at 21, 53-54.

382 See, e.g., CWA/NAACP Comments at 18-19; CFA Comments at 39 (expressing concern regarding Comcast’s exemption of Xfinity online video app on Xbox and TiVo from data caps in 2012); Consumers Union Comments at 8; NPR Comments at 11; Nokia Comments at 8-10 (stating that “[t]he existence of data caps impacts content and OTT companies because these entities see a decline in traffic to their websites, applications, and other service platforms as the month progresses due to rationing by the consumer”); Public Knowledge Comments at 48-60 (asserting that usage-based billing could enable broadband providers to create metered and unmetered lanes, supposedly no different than the fast and slow lanes feared with paid prioritization); Roku Comments at 8; Telecommunications for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing et al Comments at iii, 15 (urging the Commission “to consider the disproportionate impact of data caps on people who are deaf or hard of hearing, who depend on data-intensive applications for basic communications”); T-Mobile Reply at 14-16 (describing consumer benefits of its “Simple Choice” plan); Writers Guild of America East and AFL-CIO Comments at 25; Tumblr Reply at 2.


384 See, e.g., T-Mobile Reply at 14-16 (noting that customers on T-Mobile’s Simple Choice plan “can choose plans with unlimited high-speed data, or an allotment of high-speed data with unlimited data at 2G speeds after their allotment is used” and arguing that such plans are designed to “allow subscribers to decide what price they want to pay for what service, and still use as much mobile data as they want without incurring overage charges . . .”).

385 See, e.g., Public Knowledge Comments at 51-52; Consumer’s Union Reply at 5 (“If the largest mobile carriers exempt certain uses from their data caps, the effect is to push consumers to watch affiliated content out of fear that doing otherwise will count against their monthly caps.”).

386 Regarding usage-based pricing plans, there is similar disagreement over whether these practices are beneficial or harmful for promoting an open Internet. Compare Bright House Comments at 20 (“Variable pricing can serve as a useful technique for reducing prices for low usage (as Time Warner Cable has done) as well as for fairly apportioning greater costs to the highest users.”) with Public Knowledge Comments at 58 (“Pricing connectivity according to data consumption is like a return to the use of time. Once again, it requires consumers keep meticulous track of what they are doing online. With every new web page, new video, or new app a consumer must consider how close they are to their monthly cap. . . . Inevitably, this type of meter-watching freezes innovation.”), and ICLE & TechFreedom Policy Comments at 32 (“The fact of the matter is that, depending on background conditions, either usage-based pricing or flat-rate pricing could be discriminatory.”).
3. Transparency Requirements to Protect and Promote Internet Openness

154. In this section, we adopt enhancements to the existing transparency rule, which covers both content and format of disclosures by providers of broadband Internet access service. As the Commission has previously noted, disclosure requirements are among the least intrusive and most effective regulatory measures at its disposal.\textsuperscript{387} We find that the enhanced transparency requirements adopted in the present Order serve the same purposes as those required under the 2010 Open Internet Order: providing critical information to serve end-user consumers, edge providers of broadband products and services, and the Internet community. The transparency rule, including the enhancements adopted today, also will aid the Commission in enforcing the other open Internet rules and in ensuring that no service provider can evade them through exploitation of narrowly-drawn exceptions for reasonable network management or through evasion of the scope of our rules.

155. In the 2014 Open Internet NPRM, we tentatively concluded that we should enhance the existing transparency rule for end users, edge providers, the Internet community, and the Commission to have the information they need to understand the services they receive and to monitor practices that could undermine the open Internet.\textsuperscript{388} The NPRM sought comment on a variety of possible enhancements, including whether to require tailored disclosures for specific constituencies (end users, edge providers, the Internet community); ways to make the content and format of disclosures more accessible and understandable to end users; specific changes to disclosures for network practices that would benefit edge providers; whether there are more effective or more comprehensive ways to measure network performance; whether to require providers to disclose meaningful information regarding source, location, speed, packet loss, and duration of congestion; and whether and how any enhancements should apply to mobile broadband providers in a manner different from their application to fixed broadband providers.\textsuperscript{389}

156. Based on the record compiled in response to those proposals, below we set forth targeted, incremental enhancements to the existing transparency rule. We first recap the existing transparency rule, which forms the baseline off of which we build today. Having established that baseline, we describe specific enhancements—including refinements and expansions in the required disclosures of commercial terms, performance characteristics, and network practices; adoption of a requirement that broadband providers notify end users directly if their individual use of a network will trigger a network practice, based on their demand prior to a period of congestion, that is likely to have a significant impact on the use of the service. We then address a request to exempt small providers from enhancements to the transparency rule, discuss the relationship of the enhancements to the existing transparency rule, and note the role that we anticipate further guidance from Commission staff will continue to play in applying the transparency rule in practice. Lastly, we adopt a voluntary safe harbor (but not a requirement) for a standalone disclosure format that broadband providers may use in meeting the existing requirement to disclose information that meets the needs of end users.

\textsuperscript{387} See 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5585, para. 66; see also, e.g., Howard Beales, Richard Craswell & Steven C. Salop, The Efficient Regulation of Consumer Information, 24 J. L. & Econ. 491 at 513 (1981); Howard Beales, Richard Craswell & Steven C. Salop, Information Remedies for Consumer Protection, 71 Am. Econ. Rev. 410 at 411 (Papers & Proceedings, May 1981); Alissa Cooper, How Regulation and Competition Influence Discrimination in Broadband Traffic Management: A Comparative Study of Net Neutrality in the United States and United Kingdom, at Section 2.4.3 (Sept. 2013), http://www.alissacooper.com/phd-thesis/ (“A policy of requiring ISPs to publicly disclose the details of their traffic management practices, whether combined with additional regulation or not, has enjoyed widespread support.”) (Cooper Thesis); see also Letter from Kathleen Grillo, Senior Vice President, Federal Regulatory Affairs, Verizon, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 12-269, 14-28, at 1 (filed Mar. 24, 2014) (arguing that “the Commission should rely primarily on consumer choice, competition, and transparency to guide Commission policy”) (emphasis added).

\textsuperscript{388} 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5586, para. 67.

\textsuperscript{389} Id. at 5586-92, paras. 68, 72, 76, 80, 83, 84-85.
a. **The Existing Transparency Rule**

157. The D.C. Circuit in *Verizon* upheld the transparency rule, which remains in full force, applicable to both fixed and mobile providers.\footnote{See *Verizon*, 740 F.3d at 659. In the 2014 Open Internet NPRM, we concluded that “we have ample authority not only for our existing transparency rules, but also for the enhanced transparency rules we propose today, whether the Commission ultimately relies on section 706, Title II, or another source of legal authority.” See 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5585, para. 65.} In enhancing this rule, we build off of the solid foundation established by the *Open Internet Order*. In that Order, the Commission concluded that effective disclosure of broadband providers’ network management practices, performance, and commercial terms of service promotes competition, innovation, investment, end-user choice, and broadband adoption.\footnote{See 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17938-39, para. 56 (concluding that effective disclosures will include information concerning: (1) network practices, including, for example, congestion management and security measures; (2) performance characteristics, including a general description of system performance (such as speed and latency); and (3) commercial terms, including pricing, privacy policies, and redress options).} As a result, the Commission adopted a transparency rule requiring both fixed and mobile providers to “publicly disclose accurate information regarding the network management practices, performance, and commercial terms” of their broadband Internet access service.\footnote{Id. at 17937, para. 54; see also 47 C.F.R. § 8.3.} The rule specifies that such disclosures be “sufficient for consumers to make informed choices regarding the use of such services and for content, application, service, and device providers to develop, market, and maintain Internet offerings.”\footnote{47 C.F.R. § 8.3.}

158. The 2010 *Open Internet Order* went on to provide guidance on both the information to be disclosed and the method of disclosure.\footnote{See 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17938-40, 17959, paras. 56-57, 98.} Within each category of required disclosure (network management practices, performance characteristics, and commercial terms), the *Open Internet Order* described the type of information to be disclosed. For example, under performance characteristics, the Commission specified, among other things, disclosure of “expected and actual access speed and latency” as well as the “impact of specialized services.”\footnote{Id. at 17939, para. 56.} All disclosures were required to be made “timely and prominently[,] in plain language accessible to current and prospective end users and edge providers, the Commission, and third parties who wish to monitor network management practices for potential violations of open Internet principles.”\footnote{FCC Enforcement Bureau and Office of General Counsel Issue Advisory Guidance for Compliance with Open Internet Transparency Rule, GN Docket No. 09-191, WC Docket No. 07-52, Public Notice, 26 FCC Rcd 9411 (2011) (2011 Advisory Guidance).}

159. In 2011 and 2014, Commission staff provided guidance on interpreting the transparency rule. For example, in addition to other points, the 2011 guidance issued by the Enforcement Bureau and Office of General Counsel (2011 *Advisory Guidance*) described the means by which fixed and mobile broadband providers should meet the requirement to disclose actual performance of the broadband Internet access services they offer and to disclose network management practices, performance, characteristics, and commercial terms “at the point of sale.”\footnote{Id.} The 2011 *Advisory Guidance* also clarified the statement in the *Open Internet Order* that effective disclosures “will likely include some or all of the” information listed in paragraphs 56 and 98, but also that the list was “not necessarily exhaustive, nor is it a safe harbor,” and that “there may be additional information, not included [in paragraphs 56 and 98], that should be disclosed for a particular broadband service to comply with the rule in light of relevant circumstances.”\footnote{Id.; see also 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17939, para. 56.} Acknowledging the concern of some providers that “they could be liable for failing to disclose additional types of information that they may not be aware are subject to disclosure,” the 2011...
Advisory Guidance stated that disclosure of the information described in those paragraphs “will suffice for compliance with the transparency rule at this time.”

160. In an advisory issued in July 2014 (2014 Advisory Guidance), the Enforcement Bureau explained that the transparency rule “prevents a broadband Internet access provider from making assertions about its service that contain errors, are inconsistent with the provider’s disclosure statement, or are misleading or deceptive.” Accurate disclosures “ensure that consumers—as well as the Commission and the public as a whole—are informed about a broadband Internet access provider’s network management practices, performance, and commercial terms.” As the 2014 Advisory Guidance recognized, the transparency rule “can achieve its purpose of sufficiently informing consumers only if advertisements and other public statements that broadband Internet access providers make about their services are accurate and consistent with any official disclosures that providers post on their websites or make available in stores or over the phone.” Thus, “a provider making an inaccurate assertion about its service performance in an advertisement, where the description is most likely to be seen by consumers, could not defend itself against a Transparency Rule violation by pointing to an ‘accurate’ official disclosure in some other public place.” Allowing such defenses would undermine the core purpose of the transparency rule.

161. Today, we build off of this baseline: the transparency rule requirements established in 2010, and interpreted by the 2011 and 2014 Advisory Guidance. We also take this opportunity to make two clarifications to the existing rule. First, all of the pieces of information described in paragraphs 56 and 98 of the Open Internet Order have been required as part of the current transparency rule, and we will continue to require the information as part of our enhanced rule. The only exception is the requirement to disclose “typical frequency of congestion,” which we no longer require since it is superseded by more precise disclosures already required by the rule, such as actual performance. Second, the requirement that all disclosures made by a broadband provider be accurate includes the need to maintain the accuracy of these disclosures. Thus, whenever there is a material change in a provider’s disclosure of commercial terms, network practices, or performance characteristics, the provider has a duty to update the disclosure in a manner that is “timely and prominently disclosed in plain language accessible to current and prospective end users and edge providers, the Commission, and third parties who wish to monitor network management practices for potential violations of open Internet principles.” For these purposes, a “material” change is any change that a reasonable consumer or edge provider would consider important to their decisions on their choice of provider, service, or application.

b. Enhancing the Transparency Rule

162. We adopt the tentative conclusion in the 2014 Open Internet NPRM to enhance the existing transparency rule in certain respects. We conclude that enhancing the existing transparency rule as described below will better enable end-user consumers to make informed choices about broadband services by providing them with timely information tailored more specifically to their needs, and will similarly provide edge providers with the information necessary to develop new content, applications,

---

399 2011 Enforcement Advisory Guidance, 26 FCC Rcd at 9416.  
401 Id.  
402 Id.  
403 Id.  
405 Id. We decline, however, to adopt a specific timeframe concerning the updating of disclosures following a material change (e.g., 24 hours). See 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5593, para. 88 (“In what timeframe should the Commission require providers to report . . . changes in their traffic management policies to the Commission?”).
services, and devices that promote the virtuous cycle of investment and innovation. \footnote{See, e.g., Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, Enhancing Competition in Telecommunications: Protecting and Empowering Consumers, Directorate for Science, Technology and Industry, Committee for Information, Computer and Communications Policy at 4 (2008), \url{http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/25/2/40679279.pdf} (stating that informed consumers “are necessary to stimulate firms to innovate, improve quality and compete in terms of price. In making well-informed choices between suppliers, consumers not only benefit from competition, but they initiate and sustain it.”); Comcast Comments at 15-16 (noting that some of the transparency enhancements suggested in the NPRM could support the “virtuous circle”); EFF Comments at 26 (discussing the importance of information from broadband providers in order to develop new applications and protocols); iClick2Media Comments at 19 (noting that greater communication with end users would allow end users to become active in the virtuous circle); Koning Comments at 18 (noting that without transparency, forms of Internet encryption widely used today “would not be possible”).}  

(i) **Enhancements to Content of Required Disclosures**  

As noted above, the existing transparency rule requires specific disclosures with respect to network practices, performance characteristics, and commercial terms. \footnote{2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17938-39, para. 56.} \footnote{2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5586-87, para. 69.} As we noted in the 2014 Open Internet NPRM, the Commission has continued to receive numerous complaints from consumers suggesting that broadband providers are not providing information that end users and edge providers need to receive. \footnote{Id.} We noted that consumers continue to express concern that the speed of their service falls short of advertised speeds, that billed amounts are greater than advertised rates, and that consumers are unable to determine the source of slow or congested service. \footnote{Id.} In addition, we noted that end users are often surprised that broadband providers slow or terminate service based on “excessive use” or based on other practices, and that consumers report confusion regarding data thresholds or caps. \footnote{Id.} Further, the need for enhanced transparency is bolstered by the needs of certain user groups who rely on broadband as their primary avenue for communications, such as people with disabilities. \footnote{See, e.g., TDI Comments at 2-4.} These enhancements will also serve edge providers. The record supports our conclusions that more specific and detailed disclosures are necessary to ensure that edge providers can “develop, market, and maintain Internet offerings.”\footnote{See, e.g., EFF Comments at 26; Microsoft Comments at 31; Telecommunications for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing Comments at 3; Vonage Comments at 28.} Such disclosures will also help the wider Internet community monitor provider practices to ensure compliance with our Open Internet rules and providers’ own policies.  

164. **Commercial Terms.** The existing transparency rule defines the required disclosure of “commercial terms” to include pricing, privacy policies, and redress options. While we do not take additional action concerning the requirement to disclose privacy policies and redress options, the record demonstrates need for specific required disclosures about price and related terms. In particular, we specify the disclosures of commercial terms for prices, other fees, and data caps and allowances as follows:  

- **Price** – the full monthly service charge. Any promotional rates should be clearly noted as such, specify the duration of the promotional period, and note the full monthly service charge the consumer will incur after the expiration of the promotional period. \footnote{See Charter Comments at 23 (noting that Charter’s website “explains when promotional rates will revert to standard rates”).}  

- **Other Fees** – all additional one time and/or recurring fees and/or surcharges the consumer may incur either to initiate, maintain, or discontinue service, including the
name, definition, and cost of each additional fee. These may include modem rental fees, installation fees, service charges, and early termination fees, among others.

- **Data Caps and Allowances** – any data caps or allowances that are a part of the plan the consumer is purchasing, as well as the consequences of exceeding the cap or allowance (e.g., additional charges, loss of service for the remainder of the billing cycle).

To be clear, these disclosures may have been required in certain circumstances under the existing transparency rule in order to provide information “sufficient for consumers to make informed choices.” Here, we now require that this information always be disclosed. In addition, per the current rule, disclosures of commercial terms shall also include the provider’s privacy policies (“[f]or example, whether network management practices entail inspection of network traffic, and whether traffic information is stored, provided to third parties, or used by the carrier for non-network management purposes”) and redress options (“practices for resolving end-user and edge provider complaints and questions”).

165. **Performance Characteristics.** The existing transparency rule requires broadband providers to disclose accurate information regarding network performance for each broadband service they offer. This category includes a service description (“[a] general description of the service, including the service technology, expected and actual access speed and latency, and the suitability of the service for real-time applications”) and the impact of specialized services (“[i]f applicable, what specialized services, if any, are offered to end users, and whether and how any specialized services may affect the last-mile capacity available for, and the performance, or broadband Internet access service”).

166. With respect to network performance, we adopt the following enhancements:

- The existing transparency rule requires disclosure of actual network performance. In adopting that requirement, the Commission mentioned speed and latency as two key measures. Today we include packet loss as a necessary part of the network performance disclosure.

- We expect that disclosures to consumers of actual network performance data should be reasonably related to the performance the consumer would likely experience in the

---

414 See IL and NY Comments at 11-12 (“[T]he transaction costs [to the consumer] of changing service in order to avoid pay-for-priority or individualized agreements can be substantial. They include early-termination fees, installation fees, finding an alternative broadband Internet service provider and comparing speeds . . . .”). The Commission agrees that the magnitude of these fees bears on consumer decision-making when choosing or switching providers. As a result, the provision of explicit information regarding these fees by providers both promotes competition and assists in consumer decision making.

415 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17939, para. 56.

416 Id.; 2011 Advisory Guidance, 26 FCC Rcd 9411.

417 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17939, para. 56.

418 See Id. at 17939, para. 56; 2011 Advisory Guidance, 26 FCC Rcd at 9414.

419 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17939, para. 56.

420 See, e.g., AARP Comments at 49 (stating that information regarding packet loss could be useful to consumers if accessible); EFF Comments at 29 (calling for inclusion of packet loss in disclosures); Online Publishers Association Comments at 8-9 (supporting the inclusion of packet loss in disclosures); TechAmerica Comments at 5-6 (supporting the inclusion of packet loss); see also BITAG Congestion Report at 12 (discussing delay intolerant applications).
geographic area in which the consumer is purchasing service.\footnote{See, e.g., Cogent Remand PN Comments at 13 (“Without more localized data, consumers will not have meaningful information on which to base choices concerning local broadband service, and broadband providers will not be incentivized to offer higher quality services in all areas.”); See Letter from Dr. Jeremy Gillula, Electronic Frontier Foundation, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 1 (filed Oct. 30, 2014) (“We also suggested that if a national ISP has significantly different performance in different geographical areas, then the ISP should be required to report its metrics separately for each of those areas.”); id. at 3 (“[I]t would be useful if mobile broadband ISPs provided additional disclosures (particularly metrics like throughput and packet loss) broken down by geographical area . . ..”).}

- We also expect that network performance will be measured in terms of average performance over a reasonable period of time and during times of peak usage.\footnote{See also Letter from Scott K. Bergmann, Vice Pres. Reg. Affairs, CTIA to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 2 (filed Jan. 15, 2015). The enhancements to the transparency rule we adopt today do not include such a requirement. See, e.g., WGAW Comments at 18 (calling for disclosure of actual speeds at peak times); see also FCC’s Office of Engineering and Technology and Consumer & Governmental Affairs Bureau, 2014 Measuring Broadband America Fixed Broadband Report: A Report on Consumer Fixed Broadband Performance in the US at 5 (2014), http://data.fcc.gov/download/measuring-broadband-america/2014/2014-Fixed-Measuring-Broadband-America-Report.pdf (stating that download and upload speeds are measured by average throughput over a 5 second time window, and defining the peak usage period for fixed broadband as between 7:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m. local time). Given that the performance of mobile broadband networks is subject to a greater array of factors than fixed networks, we note that disclosure of a range of speeds may be more appropriate for mobile broadband consumers.}

- We clarify that, for mobile broadband providers, the obligation in the existing transparency rule to disclose network performance information for “each broadband service” refers to separate disclosures for services with each technology (e.g., 3G and 4G). Furthermore, with the exception of small providers, mobile broadband providers today can be expected to have access to reliable actual data on performance of their networks representative of the geographic area in which the consumer is purchasing service—through their own or third-party testing—that would be the source of the disclosure.\footnote{Per the 2011 Advisory Guidance, those mobile broadband providers that “lack reasonable access” to reliable information on their network performance metrics may disclose a “Typical Speed Range (TSR)” to meet the requirement to disclose actual performance. See 2011 Advisory Guidance, 26 FCC Rcd at 9415. In any event, we expect that mobile broadband providers’ disclosure of actual performance data will be based on accepted industry practices and principles of statistical validity.}

\footnote{We recognize that parties have expressed concern about providing disclosures about network performance on a real-time basis. See Letter from Scott K. Bergmann, Vice Pres. Reg. Affairs, CTIA to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 2 (filed Jan. 15, 2015). The enhancements to the transparency rule we adopt today do not include such a requirement. See, e.g., WGAW Comments at 18 (calling for disclosure of actual speeds at peak times); see also FCC’s Office of Engineering and Technology and Consumer & Governmental Affairs Bureau, 2014 Measuring Broadband America Fixed Broadband Report: A Report on Consumer Fixed Broadband Performance in the US at 5 (2014), http://data.fcc.gov/download/measuring-broadband-america/2014/2014-Fixed-Measuring-Broadband-America-Report.pdf (stating that download and upload speeds are measured by average throughput over a 5 second time window, and defining the peak usage period for fixed broadband as between 7:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m. local time). Given that the performance of mobile broadband networks is subject to a greater array of factors than fixed networks, we note that disclosure of a range of speeds may be more appropriate for mobile broadband consumers.}

\footnote{Participation in the Measuring Broadband America (MBA) program continues to be a safe harbor for fixed broadband providers in meeting the requirement to disclose actual network performance. The 2011 Advisory Guidance further stated that fixed providers that choose not to participate in MBA may measure and disclose performance of their broadband offerings using the MBA’s methodology, internal testing, consumer speed data, or other data, including reliable, relevant data from third-party sources. See 2011 Advisory Guidance, 26 FCC Rcd at 9415. Various software-based broadband performance tests are available as potential tools for end users and companies to estimate actual broadband performance. See, e.g., FCC, Speed Test App, http://www.fcc.gov/measuring-broadband-america/mobile (last visited Feb. 24, 2015); Ookla, Speedtest.net http://www.speedtest.net (last visited Feb. 24, 2015); MLab, Internet Measurement Tools, http://www.measurementlab.net/tests (last visited Feb. 24, 2015); Assia, CloudCheck, http://forum.cloudcheck.net (last visited Feb. 24, 2015). See also Letter from Gerard J. Waldron, counsel to Adaptive Spectrum and Signal Alignment, Inc. (ASSIA), to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28 (filed Jan. 28, 2015) (discussing a particular application, CloudCheck, which ASSIA reports “measures and monitors broadband speeds and throughout, and . . . can report to consumers and other interested parties information about the performance of . . .”).}}
We decline to otherwise codify specific methodologies for measuring the “actual performance” required by the existing transparency rule. We find that, as in 2010, there is benefit in permitting measurement methodologies to evolve and improve over time, with further guidance from Bureaus and Offices—like in 2011—as to acceptable methodologies.\(^{425}\) We delegate authority to our Chief Technologist to lead this effort.

167. In addition, the existing rule concerning performance characteristics requires disclosure of the “impact” of specialized services, including “what specialized services, if any, are offered to end users, and “whether and how any specialized services may affect the last-mile capacity available for, and the performance of, broadband Internet access service.”\(^{426}\) As discussed below, today we more properly refer to these services as “non-BIAS data services.” Given that the Commission will closely scrutinize offerings of non-BIAS data services and their impact on competition, we clarify that in addition to the requirements of the existing rule concerning what was formerly referred to as “specialized services,” disclosure of the impact of non-BIAS data services includes a description of whether the service relies on particular network practices and whether similar functionality is available to applications and services offered over broadband Internet access service.\(^{427}\)

168. The 2014 Open Internet NPRM tentatively concluded that we should require that broadband providers disclose meaningful information regarding the source, location, timing, speed, packet loss, and duration of network congestion.\(^{428}\) As discussed above, we continue to require disclosure of actual network speed and latency (as in 2010), and also require disclosure of packet loss. We decline at this time to require disclosure of the source, location, timing, or duration of network congestion, noting that congestion may originate beyond the broadband provider’s network and the limitations of a broadband provider’s knowledge of some of these performance characteristics.\(^{429}\) We also asked whether the Commission should expand its transparency efforts to include measurement of other aspects of service.\(^{430}\) We decline at this time to require disclosure of packet corruption or jitter, noting that commenters expressed concerns regarding the difficulty of defining metrics for such

consumers’ internet connectivity”). As noted above, we anticipate that the measurement methodology used for the MBA project will continue to be refined, which in turn will enhance the effectiveness of network performance disclosures generally. See, e.g., ACA Comments at 36 (stating that the MBA program is achieving its aims); CenturyLink Comments at 25-27 (noting the significant transparency through MBA participation); Frontier Comments at 7 (suggesting making greater use of the MBA program).

\(^{425}\) We expect that acceptable methodologies will be grounded in commonly accepted principles of scientific research, good engineering practices, and transparency. See FCC’s Office of Engineering and Technology and Consumer & Governmental Affairs Bureau, Measuring Broadband America Policy on Openness and Transparency, http://www.fcc.gov/measuring-broadband-america/openness-transparency-policy (last visited Feb. 21, 2015).

\(^{426}\) 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rd on 17939, para. 56.

\(^{427}\) See infra Section III.D.3.; see also BITAG Congestion Report at 43 (discussing transparency).

\(^{428}\) See 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rd on at 5591, para. 83.

\(^{429}\) Short-term congestion occurs whenever instantaneous demand exceeds capacity. See BITAG Congestion Report at 4-5. Since demand often consists of the aggregation of a large number of users’ traffic, it is technologically difficult to determine the sources of each component of the aggregate traffic. See, e.g., ACA Comments at 40; AT&T Comments at 88; Charter Comments at 27 (noting that ISPs can monitor only a portion of the transmission path); Letter from Steven F. Morris, Vice Pres. and Gen. Counsel, NCTA, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 2 (filed Jan. 21 2015) (“As the Commission has acknowledged, the performance experienced by a consumer is affected by many factors beyond the control of an ISP.”); Cox Comments at 20-21; WISPA Comments at 16 (“In addition, the source of congestion at a given time may not be clear to the broadband provider, especially if the congestion results from events occurring outside the local broadband network. As a result, broadband providers will simply default to general language listing all of the possible sources of congestion, which solves no purpose other than to make disclosure requirements confusing and meaningless.”).

\(^{430}\) See 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rd on at 5588, para. 73.
169. **Network Practices.** The existing transparency rule requires disclosure of network practices, including specific disclosures related to congestion management, application-specific behavior, device attachment rules, and security.\(^{432}\) Today, in recognition of significant consumer concerns presented in the record, we further clarify that disclosure of network practices shall include practices that are applied to traffic associated with a particular user or user group, including any application-agnostic degradation of service to a particular end user.\(^{433}\) We also clarify that disclosures of user-based or application-based practices should include the purpose of the practice, which users or data plans may be affected, the triggers that activate the use of the practice, the types of traffic that are subject to the practice, and the practice’s likely effects on end users’ experiences.\(^{434}\) While some of these disclosures

\(^{431}\) See, e.g., AT&T Comments at 89 (“[R]equiring more technical disclosures would not yield meaningful benefits to edge providers or device manufacturers, because there is no single industry-accepted meaning or method of measurement for broadband metrics like corruption and jitter.”). Furthermore, corrupted packets may be included in the packet loss performance characteristic.

\(^{432}\) 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Red at 17938-39, para. 56 (elaborating upon each of these subcategories as follows: (1) congestion management (“If applicable, descriptions of congestion management practices; types of traffic subject to practices; purposes served by practices; practices’ effects on end users’ experience; criteria used in practices, such as indicators of congestion that trigger a practice, and the typical frequency of congestion; usage limits and the consequences of exceeding them; and references to engineering standards, where appropriate”); (2) application-specific behavior (“If applicable, whether and why the provider blocks or rate-controls specific protocols or protocol ports, modifies protocol fields in ways not prescribed by the protocol standard, or otherwise inhibits or favors certain applications or classes of applications”); (3) device attachment rules (“If applicable, any restrictions on the types of devices and any approval procedures for devices to connect to the network”); and (4) security (“If applicable, practices used to ensure end-user security or security of the network, including types of triggering conditions that cause a mechanism to be invoked (but excluding information that could reasonably be used to circumvent network security)”; see id. at 17959, para. 98 (specifying certain application-approval and device-attachment disclosures by mobile broadband providers, explaining that the transparency rule requires them: “to disclose their third-party device and application certification procedures, if any; to clearly explain their criteria for any restrictions on use of their network; and to expeditiously inform device and application providers of any decisions to deny access to the network or of a failure to approve their particular devices or applications”). Additionally, “mobile broadband providers should follow the guidance the Commission provided to licensees of the upper 700 MHz C Block spectrum regarding compliance with their disclosure obligations, particularly regarding disclosure to third-party application developers and device manufacturers of criteria and approval procedures (to the extent applicable). For example, these disclosures include, to the extent applicable, establishing a transparent and efficient approval process for third parties, as set forth in Rule 27.16(d).” Id. As discussed above, this information remains part of the transparency rule, with the exception of the requirement to disclose the “typical frequency of congestion.”

\(^{433}\) For example, a broadband Internet access service provider may define user groups based on the service plan to which users are subscribed, the volume of data that users send or receive over a specified time period of time or under specific network conditions, or the location of users. See infra Sections III.C.1.b; III.D.4. See also BITAG Congestion Report at 18 (discussing user-based congestion management); Microsoft Comments at 31 (discussing the need to disclose congestion thresholds that trigger traffic shaping and the consequences of traffic shaping).

\(^{434}\) See infra Section III.D.4. See also BITAG Congestion Report at 43 (discussing what should be required in disclosures of congestion management policies); Broadband Internet Technical Advisory Group, Port Blocking at 22-23 (2013) [http://www.bitag.org/documents/Port-Blocking.pdf](http://www.bitag.org/documents/Port-Blocking.pdf) (discussing recommendations for disclosure of ISP port blocking policies); Microsoft Comments at 31 (recommending disclosure of “types of edge services or protocols (if any) the broadband access provider filters, prioritizes, or otherwise treats in a non-neutral manner, relative to other types of traffic”); EFF Comments at 29 (requesting “clear warnings about any fast lanes, premium services, blocking or filtering that the user will not have a simple and practical way to avoid”); Kentucky Public Library Association Comments at 1 (“Consumers should be aware of the ISP’s guidelines on what kind of content qualifies as spam and what level of congestion would necessitate limiting certain customer’s bandwidth.”); Online Publishers Association Comments at 9 (noting importance of information “about any network management practices that may impede [consumers’] ability to access to content or services); Roku Comments at iii (noting that any
may have been required in certain circumstances under the existing transparency rule, here we clarify that this information should always be disclosed. These disclosures with respect to network practices are necessary: for the public and the Commission to know about the existence of network practices that may be evaluated under the rules, for users to understand when and how practices may affect them, and for edge providers to develop Internet offerings.

170. The 2014 Open Internet NPRM asked whether we should require disclosures that permit end users to identify application-specific usage or to distinguish which user or device contributed to which part of the total data usage.\footnote{See 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5588, para. 73.} We decline at this time to require such disclosures, noting that collection of application-specific usage by a broadband provider may require use of deep packet inspection practices that may pose privacy concerns for consumers.\footnote{See, e.g., NCTA Comments at 50 (“Such a requirement likely would necessitate significant use of deep packet inspection in an attempt to determine the user or device responsible for originating or receiving particular Internet traffic.”); EFF Comments at 32 (expressing privacy concerns about disclosure of application-specific information).}

(ii) Enhancements to the Means of Disclosure

171. The existing transparency rule requires, at a minimum, the prominent display of disclosures on a publicly available website and disclosure of relevant information at the point of sale.\footnote{2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17939-40, para. 57. Broadband providers must actually disclose information required for consumers to make an “informed choice” regarding the purchase or use of broadband services at the point of sale. It is not sufficient for broadband providers simply to provide a link to their disclosures. See supra Section III.C.3.a.} We enhance the rule to require a mechanism for directly notifying end users if their individual use of a network will trigger a network practice, based on their demand prior to a period of congestion, that is likely to have a significant impact on the end user’s use of the service. The purpose of such notification is to provide the affected end users with sufficient information and time to consider adjusting their usage to avoid application of the practice.

(iii) Small Businesses

172. The record reflects the concerns of some commenters that enhanced transparency requirements will be particularly burdensome for smaller providers.\footnote{See, e.g., ACA Comments at 32-39; Competitive Carrier Association (CCA) Comments at 8-9 (“Expanding the current disclosure requirements would also be particularly burdensome on smaller carriers); WISPA Comments at 15-16; WTA Comments at 8 (“WTA is very concerned about the increased costs and uncertain benefits of the proposed enhanced transparency requirements for smaller carriers and their customers.”); Letter from Erin P. Fitzgerald, Assistant Regulatory Counsel, Rural Wireless Association, Inc., to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28 at 1 (filed Nov. 14, 2014) (RWA Nov. 14, 2014 Ex Parte Letter) (“While RWA members have developed procedures to comply with the Commission’s 2010 transparency and disclosure rules,[footnote omitted] engaging in a similar endeavor to comply with new and/or more stringent rules would be costly and further strain rural carriers’ limited resources.”); Letter from Stephen E. Coran, Counsel to the Wireless Internet Service Providers Association, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28 at 8 (filed Feb. 3, 2015) (“To avoid the significant effects that would result from the Commission’s proposed rules, the Commission should exempt small businesses from any new transparency and reporting obligations.”).} ACA, for example, suggests that smaller providers be exempted from the provision of such disclosures.\footnote{See 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5588, para. 73.} ACA states that its member companies are complying with the current transparency requirements, which “strike the right balance between edge provider and consumer needs for pertinent information and the need to provide ISPs with practices or policies that exempt traffic from data caps should be specifically disclosed); TechAmerica Comments at 5 (supporting the disclosure of any blocking); Vonage Comments at 27-28 (requesting disclosure of all network management practice that degrade service capacity); WGAW Comments at 18 (asking for details on congestion management policies).}

\footnote{See ACA Comments at 39-40 (“any enhanced disclosure rule regarding network congestion . . . should exclude ‘small providers’”).}
some flexibility in how they disclose pertinent information.”440 We believe that the transparency enhancements adopted today are modest in nature. For example, we have declined to require certain disclosures proposed in the 2014 Open Internet NPRM such as the source of congestion, packet corruption, and jitter in recognition of commenter concerns with the benefits and difficulty of making these particular disclosures. We also do not require “real-time” disclosures. These proposed disclosures appear to form the bulk of ACA’s concerns.441 Nevertheless, we take seriously the concerns that ACA raises and those of smaller broadband providers generally.

173. Out of an abundance of caution, we grant a temporary exemption for these providers, with the potential for that exemption to become permanent. It is unclear, however, how best to delineate the boundaries of this exception. Clearly, it should include those providers likely to be most disproportionately affected by new disclosure requirements. ACA “acknowledge[s] that Congress and the Commission have defined ‘small’ in various ways.”442 One metric to which ACA points is the approach that the Commission used in its 2013 Rural Call Completion Order, which excepted providers with 100,000 or fewer subscriber lines, aggregated across all affiliates, from certain recordkeeping, retention, and reporting rules.443 We adopt this definition for purposes of the temporary exemption that we adopt today. Accordingly, we hereby adopt a temporary exemption from the enhancements to the transparency rule for those providers of broadband Internet access service (whether fixed or mobile) with 100,000 or fewer broadband subscribers as per their most recent Form 477, aggregated over all the providers’ affiliates.444

174. Yet we believe that both the appropriateness of the exemption and the threshold require further deliberation. Accordingly, the exemption we adopt is only temporary. We delegate to the Consumer & Governmental Affairs Bureau (CGB) the authority to determine whether to maintain the exemption and, if so, the appropriate threshold for it. We direct CGB to seek comment on the question and to adopt an Order announcing whether it is maintaining an exemption and at what level by no later than December 15, 2015. Until such time, notwithstanding any approval received by the Office of Management & Budget for the enhancements adopted today, such enhancements will not apply to providers of broadband Internet access service with 100,000 or fewer subscribers.

175. To be clear, all providers of broadband Internet access service, including small providers, remain subject to the existing transparency rule adopted in 2010. The temporary exemption adopted today, and any permanent exemption adopted by CGB, applies only to the enhanced disclosures described above. As ACA states in its request for an exemption for small providers, “[i]rrespective of which definition of small that is chosen by the Commission, exempt ISPs would still be required to comply with the transparency requirements contained in Section 8.3 of the Commission’s rules today.”445

441 Id. at 5-6 (“ACA also discussed the lack of record support for the imposition of any enhanced transparency requirements for small ISPs, particularly proposals to maintain a separate set of Open Internet disclosures tailored to the needs of edge providers and to disclose, on a real-time basis, information about network congestion and the lack of demonstrable benefits that would accrue from such reporting”). See also id. at 6 (reporting on an ex parte meeting in which a representative of an ACA member “confirmed that real-time network congestion disclosures would be highly burdensome for a small ISP”).
442 Id. at 5.
443 See Rural Call Completion, WC Docket No. 13-39, Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 28 FCC Rcd 16154 (2013) (Rural Call Completion Order). We also note that one of the entities requesting relief from enhanced transparency rules – RWA – is comprised of member companies serving fewer than 100,000 mobile subscribers. RWA Nov. 14, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 1.
444 Cf. Rural Call Completion Order, 28 FCC Rcd at 16164, para. 19.
(iv) Safe Harbor for Form of Disclosure to Consumers

176. The existing transparency rule requires disclosures sufficient both to enable “consumers to make informed choices regarding use of [broadband] services” and “content, application, service, and device providers to develop, market, and maintain Internet offerings.” As in 2010, a central purpose of the transparency rule remains to provide information useful to both constituencies. As we noted in the 2014 Open Internet NPRM, we are concerned that disclosures are not consistently provided in a manner that adequately satisfies the divergent informational needs of all affected parties. For example, disclosures at times are ill-defined; do not consistently measure service offerings, making comparisons difficult; or are not easily found on provider websites. In the 2014 Open Internet NPRM, we therefore proposed requiring separate disclosure statements to meet both the basic informational needs of consumers and the more technical needs of edge providers.

177. The record reflects concerns, however, as to a requirement to offer tailored disclosures. For example, ACA states that disclosures tailored to edge providers “would require small ISPs, who manage their own networks and may only have a handful of network operators, engineers, and head end staff to make onerous expenditures of both personnel hours and financial resources.” Bright House “question[s] the feasibility of creating disclosures tailored to the varied and potentially unique needs of the hundreds of such providers, particularly with no reciprocal obligation.” Similarly, Tech Freedom and the International Center for Law and Economics assert that “requiring ISPs to tailor their disclosures to the various parties the ISPs deal with (i.e., consumers, edge providers, the Internet community, and the FCC) greatly increases the burden of complying with these disclosures, especially as such disclosures must be periodically updated to reflect changes to ISPs’ network management practices.” In light of these concerns, we decline to require separate disclosures at this time.

178. In declining to mandate separate disclosures, however, we do not intend to diminish the existing requirement for disclosure of information sufficient for both end users and edge providers. The Commission has not established that a single disclosure would always satisfy the rule; rather, it merely stated broadband providers “may be able” to satisfy the transparency rule through a single disclosure. We are especially concerned that in some cases a single disclosure statement may be too detailed and technical to meet the needs of consumers, rather than a separate consumer-focused disclosure. As noted in the 2014 Open Internet NPRM, both academic research and the Commission’s experience with consumer issues have demonstrated that the manner in which providers display information to consumers can have as much impact on consumer decisions as the information itself. A stand-alone format has proven effective in conveying useful information in other contexts. We also note that the OIAC and OTI have proposed the use of a label to disclose the most important information to users of broadband service. In addition, the United Kingdom’s largest Internet service providers agreed to produce a comparable table of traffic management information called a Key Facts Indicator.

446 See 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17937, para. 54.
447 See, e.g., Mayor de Blasio et al. Comments at 1 (“Currently, the lack of clear, accurate information results in confusion with respect to key service features like download and upload speeds, pricing and usage restrictions.”).
448 See 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5586, para. 68.
450 Bright House Comments at 14.
451 Tech Freedom Comments at 12.
452 See 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5587-88, para. 72.
453 See id. at 5588 n.171.
454 See Open Internet Advisory Committee, Open Internet Label Study (Aug. 20, 2013), at http://transition.fcc.gov/egb/oiac/Transparency-Label-Study.pdf (OIAC Label Study); see also New America Foundation Broadband Truth-in-Labeling proposal:
Therefore, we are establishing a voluntary safe harbor for the format and nature of the required disclosure to consumers. To take advantage of the safe harbor, a broadband provider must provide a consumer-focused, standalone disclosure. We decline, however, to mandate the exact format for such disclosures at this time. Rather, we seek the advice of our Consumer Advisory Committee, which is composed of both industry and consumer interests, including those representing people with disabilities. We find that the Committee’s experience with consumer disclosure issues makes it an ideal body to recommend a disclosure format that should be clear and easy to read—similar to a nutrition label—to allow consumers to easily compare the services of different providers. We believe the CAC is uniquely able to recommend a disclosure format that both anticipates and addresses provider compliance burdens while ensuring the utility of the disclosures for consumers.

We direct the CAC to formulate and submit to the Commission a proposed disclosure format, based on input from a broad range of stakeholders, within six months of the time that its new membership is reconstituted, but, in any event, no later than October 31, 2015. The disclosure format must be accessible to persons with disabilities. We expect that the CAC will consider whether to propose the same or different formats for fixed and mobile broadband providers. In addition, we expect that the CAC will consider whether and how a standard format for mobile broadband providers will allow providers to continue to differentiate their services competitively, as well as how mobile broadband providers can effectively disclose commercial terms to consumers regarding myriad plans in a manner that is not administratively burdensome. The Commission delegates authority to the Wireline Competition Bureau, Wireless Telecommunications Bureau, and Consumer & Governmental Affairs Bureau to issue a Public Notice announcing whether the proposed format or formats meet its expectations for the safe harbor for making consumer-facing disclosures. If the format or formats do not meet such expectations, the Bureaus may ask the CAC to consider changes and submit a revised proposal for the Bureaus’ review within 90 days of the Bureaus’ request.

Broadband providers that voluntarily adopt this format will be presumed to be in compliance with the requirement to make transparency disclosures in a format that meets the needs of consumers. Providers that choose instead to maintain their own format—for example, a unitary disclosure intended both for consumers and edge providers—will bear the burden, if challenged, of explaining how a single disclosure statement meets the needs of both consumers and edge providers. To be clear, use of the consumer disclosure format is a safe harbor with respect to the format of the required disclosure to consumers. A broadband provider meeting the safe harbor could still be found to be in violation of the rule, for example, if the content of that disclosure (e.g., prices) is misleading or inaccurate, or the provider makes misleading or inaccurate statements in another context, such as advertisements or other statements to consumers. Moreover, broadband providers using the safe harbor should continue to provide the more detailed disclosure statement for the benefit of edge providers.


The Committee’s purpose is to make recommendations to the Commission regarding consumer issues within Commission’s jurisdiction and to facilitate the participation of consumers (including people with disabilities and underserved populations, such as Native Americans and persons living in rural areas) in proceedings before the Commission.

For example, the Committee has studied the value of standardized disclosures and their contents. See, e.g., FCC Consumer Advisory Committee, Recommendations Regarding Pre-Sale Consumer Disclosures (Aug. 4, 2010), at https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DOC-300826A1.pdf.

See, e.g., NCTA Comments at 51 (“If the Commission decides to pursue standardized disclosures, NCTA would welcome the opportunity to participate in the development of a voluntary program.”).
c. Enforcement and Relationship to the Existing Transparency Rule

182. Despite these enhancements to the existing transparency rule, we clarify that we are being specific in order to provide additional guidance. The transparency rule has always required broadband providers to disclose information “sufficient for consumers to make informed choices” and that test could, in particular circumstances, include the enhancements that we expressly adopt today. We also reiterate that under both the existing transparency rule and the enhancements adopted in this Order, all disclosures that broadband providers make about their network practices, performance, and commercial terms of broadband services must be accurate and not misleading.

183. In the 2014 Open Internet NPRM we also requested comment on how the Commission could best enforce the transparency rule. In particular, we noted that a key objective of the transparency rule is to enable the Commission to collect information necessary to access, report, and enforce the open Internet rules. For example, we sought comment on whether to require broadband providers to certify that they are in compliance with the required disclosures and/or submit reports containing descriptions of current disclosure practices, particularly if the existing flexible approach is amended to require more specific disclosures. Some commenters caution against measures that are unnecessary, susceptible to abuse, or burdensome. Others express support for stronger or more efficient enforcement mechanisms. At this time we decline to require certification by broadband providers. Should evidence be provided, however, that certification is necessary, we will revisit this issue at a later date.

184. We also remind providers that if their disclosure statements fail to meet the requirements established in 2010 and enhanced today, they may be subject to investigation and forfeiture. The Enforcement Bureau will closely scrutinize failure by providers to meet their obligations in fulfilling the transparency rule.

d. Role of Further Advisory Guidance

185. The 2011 and 2014 Advisory Guidance documents illustrate the role of further guidance from Commission staff in interpreting and applying the general requirements of the transparency rule. We anticipate that as technology, the marketplace, and the needs of consumers, edge providers, and other stakeholders evolve, further such guidance may be appropriate concerning the transparency rule, including with respect to the enhancements adopted today. The most immediate example concerns ongoing improvements and evolutions in the methodologies for measuring broadband providers’ actual performance, as discussed in further detail above. We also point out that broadband providers are able to seek advisory opinions from the Enforcement Bureau concerning any of the open Internet regulations, including the transparency rule.

---

460 See 47 C.F.R. § 8.3. Even where a particular category of information discussed above was not specified in the 2010 Open Internet Order that does not mean that disclosure of that information has not consistently been required under the transparency rule. If such information is necessary for a consumer to make an “informed choice” regarding the purchase or use of broadband service, disclosure of that information is a fundamental requirement of the transparency rule.

461 See 2014 Advisory Guidance, 29 FCC Rcd at 8607.

462 See 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5592-93, para. 87.

463 Id.

464 Id.

465 See, e.g., ACA Comments at v (“The Commission should, rather than adopt enhancements, continue to rely upon its complaints and enforcement procedures to address any material concerns about individual providers’ disclosures that may arise.”); Charter Comments at 34-35 (arguing that the proposed enhanced enforcement mechanisms are unnecessary and susceptible to abuse).

466 See, e.g., EFF Comments at 26-27; Microsoft Comments at 32-33.

467 See infra Section III.E.2.a(i).
D. Scope of the Rules

186. The open Internet rules we adopt today apply to fixed and mobile broadband Internet access service. We make clear, however, that while the definition of broadband Internet access service encompasses arrangements for the exchange of Internet traffic, the open Internet rules we adopt today do not apply to that portion of the broadband Internet access service.468

1. Broadband Internet Access Service

187. As discussed below, we continue to define “broadband Internet access service” (BIAS) as:

A mass-market retail service by wire or radio that provides the capability to transmit data to and receive data from all or substantially all Internet endpoints, including any capabilities that are incidental to and enable the operation of the communications service, but excluding dial-up Internet access service. This term also encompasses any service that the Commission finds to be providing a functional equivalent of the service described in the previous sentence, or that is used to evade the protections set forth in this Part.469

188. “Broadband Internet access service” continues to include services provided over any technology platform, including but not limited to wire, terrestrial wireless (including fixed and mobile wireless services using licensed or unlicensed spectrum), and satellite.470 “Broadband Internet access service” encompasses all providers of broadband Internet access service, as we delineate them here, regardless of whether they lease or own the facilities used to provide the service.471 “Fixed” broadband Internet access service refers to a broadband Internet access service that serves end users primarily at fixed endpoints using stationary equipment, such as the modem that connects an end user’s home router,

468 See infra Section III.D.4.
469 47 C.F.R. § 8.11(a); 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17932, para. 44; id. at 17935, para. 51 (finding that the market and regulatory landscape for dial-up Internet access service differed from broadband Internet access service); 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5581, para. 54. The Verizon decision upheld the Commission’s regulation of broadband Internet access service pursuant to section 706 and the definition of “broadband Internet access service” has remained part of the Commission’s regulations since adopted in 2010.
470 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17932, para. 44.
471 The Commission has consistently determined that resellers of telecommunications services are telecommunications carriers, even if they do not own any facilities. See, e.g., Regulation of Prepaid Calling Card Services, WC Docket No. 05-68, Declaratory Ruling and Report and Order, 21 FCC Rcd 7290, 7293-94, 7312, paras. 10, 65 (2006), vacated in part on other grounds sub nom. Qwest Servs. Corp. v. FCC, 509 F.3d 531 (D.C. Cir. 2007); NOS Communications, Inc., Affinity Network Inc. and NOSVA Limited Partnership, EB Docket No. 03-96, Order to Show Cause and Notice of Opportunity for Hearing, 18 FCC Rcd 6952, 6953-54, para. 3 (2003); Regulatory Policies Concerning Resale and Shared Use of Common Carrier Services and Facilities, Docket No. 20097, Report and Order, 60 FCC 2d 261, 265 para. 8 (1976) (“[A]n entity engaged in the resale of communications service is a common carrier, and is fully subject to the provisions of Title II.”), aff’d sub nom. AT&T v. FCC, 572 F.2d 17 (2d Cir. 1978). Further, as the Supreme Court observed in Brand X, “the relevant definitions do not distinguish facilities-based and non-facilities-based carriers.” Brand X, 545 U.S. at 997. We note that the rules apply not only to facilities-based providers of broadband service but also to resellers of that service. In applying these obligations to resellers, we recognize, as the Commission has in other contexts, that consumers will expect the protections and benefits afforded by providers’ compliance with the rules, regardless of whether the consumer purchase service from a facilities-based provider or a reseller. See, e.g., Revision of the Commission’s Rules to Ensure Compatibility with Enhanced 911 Emergency Calling Systems et al., CC Docket No. 94-102, IB Docket No. 99-67, Report and Order and Second Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 18 FCC Rcd 25340, 25380, para. 96 (2003). We note that a reseller’s obligation under the rules is independent from the obligation of the facilities-based provider that supplies the underlying service to the reseller, though the extent of compliance by the underlying facilities-based provider will be a factor in assessing compliance by the reseller.
computer, or other Internet access device to the network. The term encompasses the delivery of fixed broadband over any medium, including various forms of wired broadband services (e.g., cable, DSL, fiber), fixed wireless broadband services (including fixed services using unlicensed spectrum), and fixed satellite broadband services. “Mobile” broadband Internet access service refers to a broadband Internet access service that serves end users primarily using mobile stations. It also includes services that use smartphones or mobile-network-enabled tablets as the primary endpoints for connection to the Internet, as well as mobile satellite broadband services.

189. We continue to define “mass market” as “a service marketed and sold on a standardized basis to residential customers, small businesses, and other end-user customers such as schools and libraries.” To be clear, “mass market” includes broadband Internet access services purchased with support of the E-rate and Rural Healthcare programs, as well as any broadband Internet access service offered using networks supported by the Connect America Fund (CAF). To the extent that institutions of higher learning purchase mass market services, those institutions would be included within the scope of the schools and libraries portion of our definition. The term “mass market” does not include enterprise service offerings, which are typically offered to larger organizations through customized or individually-

---

473 See 47 U.S.C. § 153(34) (“The term ‘mobile station’ means a radio-communication station capable of being moved and which ordinarily does move.”); Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17934, para. 49.
474 We note that “public safety services,” as defined in section 337 of the Act, are excluded from the definition of mobile broadband Internet access service. See 47 U.S.C. § 337(f)(1).
475 We provide these definitions of “fixed” and “mobile” for illustrative purposes. In contrast to the Commission’s 2010 Open Internet Order, here we are applying the same regulations to both fixed and mobile broadband Internet access services.
476 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17932, para. 45.
477 In the 2010 Open Internet Order, the Commission found that “mass market” included broadband Internet access services purchased with support of the E-rate program. See 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17932, para. 45. Since that time, the Commission has extended universal service support for broadband services through the Lifeline and Rural Health Care programs. See Lifeline and Link Up Reform and Modernization; Lifeline and Link Up; Federal-State Joint Board on Universal Service; Advancing Broadband Availability Through Digital Literacy Training, WC Docket Nos. 11-42, 03-109, 12-23, CC Docket No. 96-45, Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 27 FCC Rcd 6656, 6795, para. 323 (2012) (adopting “a Low-Income Broadband Pilot Program . . . that will focus on testing the necessary amount of subsidies for broadband and the length of support”); Rural Health Care Support Mechanism, WC Docket No. 02-60, Report and Order, 27 FCC Rcd 16678 (2012). Thus, for the same reasons the Commission defined mass market services to include BIAS purchased with the support of the E-rate program in 2010, we now find that mass market also includes BIAS purchased with the support of Lifeline and Rural Health Care programs.
478 See Higher Education and Libraries Comments at 11 (noting that institutions of higher education are not “residential customers” or “small businesses” and uncertainty about whether institutions of higher education (and their libraries) are included in the term “schools” because the term is sometimes interpreted as applying only to K-12 schools).
negotiated arrangements, or special access services.\footnote{See 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17932, para. 45; AT&T/BellSouth Merger Order, 22 FCC Rcd at 5709-10, para. 85 (“[E]nterprise customers tend to be sophisticated and knowledgeable (often with the assistance of consultants), . . . contracts are typically the result of RFPs and are individually-negotiated (and frequently subject to non-disclosure clauses), . . . contracts are generally for customized service packages, and . . . the contracts usually remain in effect for a number of years.”).}

190. We adopt our tentative conclusion in the 2014 Open Internet NPRM that broadband Internet access service does not include virtual private network (VPN) services, content delivery networks (CDNs), hosting or data storage services, or Internet backbone services (to the extent those services are separate from broadband Internet access service).\footnote{The Commission has a separate, ongoing proceeding examining special access. See Special Access for Price Cap Local Exchange Carriers; AT&T Corporation Petition for Rulemaking to Reform Regulation of Incumbent Local Exchange Carrier Rates for Interstate Special Access Services, WC Docket No. 05-25, RM-10593, Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 27 FCC Rcd 16318 (2012) (Special Access Data Collection Order or Special Access Data Collection NPRM) (initiating special access data collection and seeking comment on a proposal to use the data to evaluate competition in the special access services market); Special Access for Price Cap Local Exchange Carriers; AT&T Corporation Petition for Rulemaking to Reform Regulation of Incumbent Local Exchange Carrier Rates for Interstate Special Access Services, WC Docket No. 05-25, RM-10593, Report and Order, 27 FCC Rcd 10557 (2012) (Pricing Flexibility Suspension Order) (suspending, on an interim basis, the Commission’s rules allowing the grant of pricing flexibility for special access services in areas subject to price cap regulation and, to identify a replacement framework, detailing a plan to collect data and information for a robust market analysis to gauge actual and potential competition for special access services); Special Access Rates for Price Cap Local Exchange Carriers; AT&T Corp. Petition for Rulemaking to Reform Regulation of Incumbent Local Exchange Carrier Rates for Interstate Special Access Services, WC Docket No. 05-25, RM-10593, Order and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 20 FCC Rcd 1994 (2005) (Special Access NPRM) (initiating a broad examination of the regulatory framework to apply to price cap local exchange carrier’s interstate special access services); see also Special Access for Price Cap Local Exchange Carriers; AT&T Corporation Petition for Rulemaking to Reform Regulation of Incumbent Local Exchange Carrier Rates for Interstate Special Access Services, WC Docket No. 05-25, RM-10593, Order on Reconsideration, 29 FCC Rcd 10899 (Wireline Comp. Bur. 2014) (finalizing the special access data collection pursuant to delegated authority).} The Commission has historically distinguished these services from “mass market” services and, as explained in the 2014 Open Internet NPRM, they “do not provide the capability to receive data from all or substantially all Internet endpoints.”\footnote{We do not disturb that finding here. Likewise, when a user employs, for example, a wireless router or a Wi-Fi hotspot to create a personal Wi-Fi network that is not intentionally offered for the benefit of others, he or she is not providing a broadband Internet access service under our definition.} We do not disturb that finding here. Likewise, when a user employs, for example, a wireless router or a Wi-Fi hotspot to create a personal Wi-Fi network that is not intentionally offered for the benefit of others, he or she is not providing a broadband Internet access service under our definition.

191. We again decline to apply the open Internet rules to premises operators —such as coffee shops, bookstores, airlines, private end-user networks (e.g. libraries and universities), and other businesses that acquire broadband Internet access service from a broadband provider to enable patrons to access the Internet from their respective establishments—to the extent they may be offering broadband Internet access service as we define it today.\footnote{We find, as we did in 2010, that a premises operator that provides Internet services to the public in the course of its business has a separate relationship with its patrons. See 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17935, para. 52. While we decline to apply the open Internet rules to premises operators to the extent they may offer broadband Internet access service, that decision does not affect other obligations that may apply to premises operators under the Act. See, e.g., 47 U.S.C. § 333; Warning: Wi-Fi Blocking is Prohibited, Public Notice, DA 15-113 (Enforcement Bur. Jan. 27, 2015); Marriott Int’l, Inc.; Marriott Hotel Servs, Inc., EB-IHD-13-00011303, Order and Consent Decree, 29 FCC Rcd 11760 (Enforcement Bur. 2014).}
purchases BIAS is an end user and that these services “are typically offered by the premise operator as an ancillary benefit to patrons.” Further, applying the open Internet rules to the provision of broadband service by premises operators would have a dampening effect on these entities’ ability and incentive to offer these services. As such, we do not apply the open Internet rules adopted today to premises operators. The record evinces no significant disagreement with this analysis.

192. Our definition of broadband Internet access service includes services “by wire or radio,” which encompasses mobile broadband service. Thus, our definition of broadband Internet access service also extends to the same services provided by mobile providers. As discussed above, the record demonstrates the pressing need to apply open Internet rules to fixed and mobile broadband services alike, and changes in the mobile marketplace no longer counsel in favor of treating mobile differently under the rules. Thus, we apply the open Internet rules adopted today to both fixed and mobile networks.

193. As we discuss more fully below, broadband Internet access service encompasses the exchange of Internet traffic by an edge provider or an intermediary with the broadband provider’s network. Below, we find that broadband Internet access service is a telecommunications service, subject to sections 201, 202, and 208 (along with key enforcement provisions). As a result, the Commission will be available to hear disputes regarding arrangements for the exchange of traffic with a broadband Internet access provider raised under sections 201 and 202 on a case-by-case basis: an appropriate vehicle for enforcement where disputes are primarily over commercial terms and that involve some very large corporations, including companies like transit providers and CDNs, that act on behalf of smaller edge providers. However, for reasons discussed more fully below, we exclude this portion of broadband Internet access service—interconnection with a broadband Internet access service provider’s network—from application of our open Internet rules. We note that this exclusion also extends to interconnection with CDNs.

2. Internet Traffic Exchange

194. In the 2010 Open Internet Order, the Commission applied its open Internet rules “only as far as the limits of a broadband provider’s control over the transmission of data to or from its broadband customers,” and excluded the exchange of traffic between networks from the scope of the rules. In the 2014 Open Internet NPRM, the Commission tentatively concluded that it should maintain this approach,

---

486 We reiterate the guidance in the 2010 Open Internet Order that although not bound by our rules, we encourage premises operators to disclose relevant restrictions on broadband service they make available to their patrons. See id.
487 CDT Comments at 26 n.61; Higher Education and Libraries Reply at 14-15. We note, however, that this exception does not affect other obligations that a premise operator may have independent of our open Internet rules. See TDI Comments at 14-15 (arguing that the enterprise or premise operator exception should not apply to blocking or prioritization undertaken in violation of disability law).
488 See supra Section III.B.3.
489 Although we adopt the same rules for both fixed and mobile services, we recognize that with respect to the reasonable network management exception, the rule may apply differently to fixed and mobile broadband providers. See infra Section III.D.4.
490 See infra Section III.D.2.
491 See infra Sections IV-V. We note that broadband Internet access services are also subject to sections 222, 224, 225, 254, and 255.
492 See infra paras. 202-206.
493 Letter from Scott Blake Harris, Counsel to Akamai Technologies, Inc. to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 1 (filed Feb. 9, 2015) (“Akamai agrees with [the tentative conclusion not to apply the open Internet rules to CDNs] and submits that it should be adopted in the final order.”).
494 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17993, para. 47 n.150, 17944, para. 67 n.209; see also id. at para. 47 (excluding content delivery network services and Internet backbone services (if those services are separate from broadband Internet access) from the definition of “broadband Internet access service”).
but explicitly sought comment on suggestions that the Commission should expand the scope of the open Internet rules to cover issues related to Internet traffic exchange.\textsuperscript{495}

\textbf{195.} As discussed below, we classify fixed and mobile broadband Internet access service as telecommunications services.\textsuperscript{496} The definition for broadband Internet access service includes the exchange of Internet traffic by an edge provider or an intermediary with the broadband provider’s network. We note that anticompetitive and discriminatory practices in this portion of broadband Internet access service can have a deleterious effect on the open Internet,\textsuperscript{497} and therefore retain targeted authority to protect against such practices through sections 201, 202, and 208 of the Act (and related enforcement provisions), but will forbear from a majority of the other provisions of the Act.\textsuperscript{498} Thus, we conclude that, at this time, application of the no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard and the prohibitions on blocking, throttling, and paid prioritization to the Internet traffic exchange arrangements is not warranted.

\textbf{196. \textit{Trends in Internet Traffic Exchange.}} Internet traffic exchange is typically based on commercial negotiations.\textsuperscript{499} Changes in consumer behavior, traffic volume, and traffic composition have resulted in new business models for interconnection. Since broadband Internet access service providers cannot, on their own, connect to every end point on the Internet in order to provide full Internet access to their customers, they historically paid third-party backbone service providers for transit. Backbone service providers interconnected upstream until traffic reached Tier 1 backbone service providers, which peered with each other and thereby provided their customer networks with access to the full Internet.\textsuperscript{500} In this hierarchical arrangement of networks, broadband Internet access providers negotiated with backbone service providers; broadband Internet access providers generally did not negotiate with edge providers to gain access to content.\textsuperscript{501} However, in recent years, new business models of Internet traffic exchange have emerged, premised on changes in traffic flows and in broadband Internet access provider networks.\textsuperscript{502} A number of factors drive these trends in Internet traffic exchange.

\textsuperscript{495} 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5582, 5614-15, paras. 59, 151-52. As a general matter, Internet traffic exchange involves the exchange of IP traffic between networks. An Internet traffic exchange arrangement determines which networks exchange traffic and the destinations to which those networks will deliver that traffic. In aggregate, Internet traffic exchange arrangements allow an end user of the Internet to interact with other end users on other Internet networks, including content or services that make themselves available by having a public IP address, similar to how the global public switched telephone network consists of networks that route calls based on telephone numbers. When we adopted the 2014 Open Internet NPRM, the Chairman issued a separate, written statement suggesting that “the question of interconnection (‘peering’) between the consumer’s network provider and the various networks that deliver to that ISP . . . is a different matter that is better addressed separately.” \textit{2014 Open Internet NPRM}, 29 FCC Rcd at 5647. While this statement reflected the Notice’s tentative conclusion concerning Internet traffic exchange, it in no way detracts from the fact that the Notice also sought comment on “whether we should change our conclusion,” whether to adopt proposals to “expand the scope of the open Internet rules to cover issues related to traffic exchange,” and how to “ensure that a broadband provider would not be able to evade our open Internet rules by engaging in traffic exchange practices that would be outside the scope of the rules as proposed.” \textit{Id.} at 5582, para. 59.

\textsuperscript{496} See infra Section IV.

\textsuperscript{497} See infra para. 205.

\textsuperscript{498} See infra Section V.

\textsuperscript{499} See, \textit{e.g.}, Verizon Reply at 57; CenturyLink Reply at 11.


\textsuperscript{501} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{502} See, \textit{e.g.}, Verizon Reply at 58 (explaining that “new arrangements [are] emerging on a regular basis to provide for efficient network planning and traffic delivery, as well as improved service for customers as their demands for Internet services continues to grow”); AT&T Reply at 96 (“For more than two decades, such interconnection has taken the form of ‘transit’ and ‘peering’ agreements, and in recent years, ‘on-net-only’ agreements have arisen in response to growing demands for video and other forms of media-rich content.”); \textit{see also} Werbach, Kevin D., \textit{The
197. Critically, the growth of online streaming video services has sparked further evolution of the Internet.\textsuperscript{503} Content providers have come to rely on the services of commercial and private CDNs, which cache content close to end users, providing increased quality of service and avoiding transit costs.\textsuperscript{504} While CDNs rely on transit to feed the array of CDN cache servers, they deliver traffic to broadband Internet access service providers via transit service or by entering into peering arrangements, directly interconnecting with broadband Internet access service providers.\textsuperscript{505}

198. In addition, several large broadband Internet access service providers, such as AT&T, Comcast, Time Warner Cable, and Verizon, have built or purchased their own backbones, giving them the ability to directly interconnect with other networks and edge providers and thereby lowering and eliminating payments to third-party transit providers. These interconnection arrangements are “peering,” involving the exchange of traffic only between the two networks and their customers, rather than paid transit, which provides access to the full Internet over a single interconnection.\textsuperscript{506} Peering gives the participants greater control over their traffic\textsuperscript{507} and any issues arising with the traffic exchange are limited to those parties, and not other parties over other interconnection links. Historically, broadband Internet access service providers paid for transit and therefore had an incentive to agree to settlement-free peering with a CDN to reduce transit costs;\textsuperscript{508} however, where large broadband Internet access service providers

---


\textsuperscript{503} See 2015 Broadband Progress Report at para. 32 (“Consumers increasingly are choosing higher quality video services that demand increased bandwidth, and projections show new video service options and substantial growth in this area.”). Currently, video is the dominant form of traffic on the Internet, with estimates that traffic from Netflix and YouTube constitutes approximately 50 percent of peak Internet download traffic. Sandvine Report: Netflix and Youtube Account for 50% of All North American Fixed Network Data, Sandvine (Nov. 11, 2013), \url{https://www.sandvine.com/pr/2013/11/11/sandvine-report-netflix-and-youtube-account-for-50-of-all-north-american-fixed-network-data.html} (stating also that video is very asymmetric and requires significant bandwidth). For instance, Netflix recommends a connection speed of at least 5 Mbps to watch its content in HD, while Google has reported that at least 2.5 Mbps is needed to sustain an average YouTube HD video playback at 720p resolution. Netflix, Internet Connection Speed Recommendations, \url{https://support.netflix.com/en/node/306} (last visited Mar. 3, 2015); see also Google Apps Administrator, Bandwidth Limits, \url{https://support.google.com/a/answer/1071518?hl=en} (last visited Jan. 5, 2015). Many project continued growth of online streaming video services on both fixed and mobile platforms. See, e.g., Letter from Jared Carlson, Director, Government Affairs and Public Policy, Ericsson, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28 and 12-354 (filed Oct. 16, 2014), Attach. Ericsson Mobility Report (June 2014) at 13 (stating that in 2013, video accounted for approximately 40% of mobile data traffic, and is projected to account for more than 50% of mobile data traffic by 2019); Cisco Visual Networking Index (June 2014), \url{http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/ip-ngn-ip-next-generation-network/white_paper_c11-481360.html} (finding that globally, IP video traffic will be 79 percent of all consumer Internet traffic in 2018, up from 66 percent in 2013).

\textsuperscript{504} See, e.g., Akamai Comments at 4 (“At any given time Akamai delivers between 15-30% of all web traffic, resulting in over two trillion interactions delivered daily.”).


\textsuperscript{506} Joint Application of Time Warner Cable and Comcast Corp., MB Docket 14-57, at 36 (filed April 8, 2014) (“Comcast and TWC have independently developed their own national core backbone infrastructure.”);

\textsuperscript{507} Verizon/MCI Merger Order, 20 FCC Rcd at 18495, para. 116 (“Based on the record evidence, we find that there likely are between six and eight Tier 1 Internet backbone providers based on the definition of Tier 1 backbones that has been used in the past: AT&T, MCI, Sprint, Level 3, Qwest, Global Crossing, and likely SAVVIS and Cogent.”).

\textsuperscript{508} See William Norton, The Evolution of the U.S. Internet Peering Ecosystem, Dr. Peering, \url{http://drpeering.net/white-papers/Ecosystems/Evolution-of-the-U.S.-Peering-Ecosystem.html} (“Peering has the benefit of lower latency, better control over routing, and may therefore lead to lower packet loss.”).

\textsuperscript{509} See, e.g., Verizon Reply at 58 (“In fact, today the majority of traffic destined for our end-user subscribers is delivered to Verizon over paid, direct connections with CDNs and large content providers, not over connections with our traditional, settlement-free peering partners.”); Body of European Regulators for Electronic
have their own national backbones and have settlement-free peering with other backbones, they may no longer have an incentive to agree to settlement-free peering with CDNs in order to avoid transit costs. As shown below in Chart 1, the evolution from reliance on transit to peering arrangements also means an evolution from a traffic exchange arrangement that provides access to the full Internet to a traffic exchange arrangement that only provides for the exchange of traffic from a specific network provider and its customers.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chart 1: Evolution in Transit Market</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transit in the 1990s</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Diagram showing transit and peering in the 1990s]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

199. **Recent Disputes.** Recently, Internet traffic exchange disputes have reportedly involved not de-peering, as was more frequently the case in the last decade, but rather degraded experiences caused by congested ports between providers. In addition, these disputes have evolved from conflicts that may

Communications, *An Assessment of IP Interconnection in the Context of Net Neutrality* at 47 (Dec. 6, 2012), [http://berec.europa.eu/eng/document_register/subject_matter/berec/download/0/1130-an-assessment-of-ip-interconnection-in-t_0.pdf](http://berec.europa.eu/eng/document_register/subject_matter/berec/download/0/1130-an-assessment-of-ip-interconnection-in-t_0.pdf) (BEREC Report); Netflix Petition to Deny, MB Docket No.14-57, Attach. A at 3 (Ken Florance states, “CDNs also can reduce the transit costs paid by terminating access networks (where such networks pay for transit), because more content is stored within or near the terminating access network and so does not need to be retrieved remotely.”).

509 J. Scott Marcus, *The Economic Impact of Internet Traffic Growth on Network Operators* at 4, WIK-Consult (Oct. 24, 2014), [http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2531782](http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2531782) (“Very few ISPs are able, however, to use peering to reach all Internet destinations. Even well-connected ISPs typically purchase transit from one or two other ISPs in order to reach destinations that are not covered by their own peering arrangements.”) (emphasis in original).
last a few days,\textsuperscript{510} to disputes that have been sustained for well over a year,\textsuperscript{511} and have gone from disputes between backbone service networks, to disputes between providers of broadband Internet access service and transit service providers, CDNs, or edge providers. The typical dispute has involved, on one side, a large broadband provider, and on the other side, a commercial transit provider (such as Cogent or Level 3) and/or a large CDN.\textsuperscript{512} Multiple parties point out, however, that interconnection problems can harm more than just the parties in a dispute.\textsuperscript{513} When links are congested and capacity is not augmented, the networks—and applications, large and small, running over the congested links into and out of those networks—experience degraded quality of service due to reduced throughput, increased packet loss, increased delay, and increased jitter.\textsuperscript{514} At the end of the day, consumers bear the harm when they experience degraded access to the applications and services of their choosing due to a dispute between a large broadband provider and an interconnecting party.\textsuperscript{515} Parties also assert that these disputes raise concerns about public safety and network reliability.\textsuperscript{516} To address these growing concerns, a number of parties have called for extending the rules proposed in the 2014 Open Internet NPRM to Internet traffic exchange practices.

200. The record reflects competing narratives. Some edge and transit providers assert that large broadband Internet access service providers are creating artificial congestion by refusing to upgrade


\textsuperscript{514} Id.; Letter from Michael J. Mooney, Senior Vice President and General Counsel, Regulatory Policy, Level 3, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, WC Docket No. 05-25, GN Docket Nos. 14-28, 09-191, at 2 (filed Nov. 19, 2014) (Level 3 Nov. 19, 2014 Ex Parte Letter) (explaining that congested interconnection points result in “dropped packets and a degraded consumer experience”); Sandoval Ex Parte Letter, Attach. at 22-24 (reporting slow connection speeds during the Comcast-Cogent traffic exchange dispute, and explaining that other applications that were affected included gaming, VPN, and VoIP (including compliance with 911 standards)).

\textsuperscript{515} OTI Consumer Harms Policy Paper at 1-5.

\textsuperscript{516} See, e.g., Sandoval Ex Parte Letter, Attach. at 24 (asserting, for example, that difficulties in using interconnected VoIP service amidst a broadband provider dispute with a server host or content provider raise grave concerns about public safety and network reliability).
interconnection capacity at their network entrance points for settlement-free peers or CDNs, thus forcing edge providers and CDNs to agree to paid peering arrangements.\textsuperscript{517} These parties suggest that paid arrangements resulting from artificially congested interconnection ports at the broadband Internet access service provider network edge could create the same consumer harms as paid arrangements in the last-mile, and lead to paid prioritization, fast lanes, degradation of consumer connections, and ultimately, stifling of innovation by edge providers.\textsuperscript{518} Further, edge providers argue that they are covering the costs of carrying this traffic through the network, bringing it to the gateway of the Internet access service, unlike in the past where both parties covered their own costs to reach the Tier 1 backbones where traffic would then be exchanged on a settlement-free basis.\textsuperscript{519} Edge and transit providers argue that the costs of adding interconnection capacity or directly connecting with edge providers are \textit{de minimis}.\textsuperscript{520} Further, they assert that traffic ratios “are arbitrarily set and enforced and are not reflective of how [broadband providers] sell broadband connections and how consumers use them.”\textsuperscript{521} Thus, these edge and transit providers assert that a focus on only the last-mile portion of the Internet traffic path will fail to adequately constrain the potential for anticompetitive behavior on the part of broadband Internet access service providers that serve as gatekeepers to the edge providers, transit providers, and CDNs seeking to deliver Internet traffic to the broadband providers’ end users.\textsuperscript{522}

\textsuperscript{517} See, e.g., Letter from Markham C. Erickson, Counsel to Netflix, Inc. to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, Attach. at 2 (filed Aug. 1, 2014) (Netflix Aug. 1, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter) (asserting that “[i]n the case of Comcast, Netflix purchased all available transit to reach Comcast’s network. Every single one of those transit links to Comcast was congested (even though the transit providers requested extra capacity). The only other available routes into Comcast’s network were those where Comcast required an access fee.”); Letter from Robert M. Cooper, Counsel to Cogent, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 1 (filed Mar. 19, 2014) (Cogent Mar. 19, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter); Letter from Joseph C. Cavender, Level 3, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 1 (filed May 13, 2014) (Level 3 May 13, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter) (asserting that “some of the biggest consumer broadband ISPs have allowed the interconnections between their networks and backbone providers like Level 3 to congest, causing packets to be dropped and harming their own users’ Internet experiences”); Netflix Comments at 14-15. But see Letter from Kathryn A. Zachem, Senior Vice President, Regulatory and State Legislative Affairs, Comcast, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28, 10-127, at 2 (filed Nov. 10, 2014) (Comcast Nov. 10, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter) (“Certainly Netflix would not have entered into direct agreements with Comcast, Verizon, Time Warner Cable, and AT&T unless doing so provided economic advantages over paying middlemen to reach these same companies—and of course, these arrangements have in turn reduced Netflix’s need for Cogent’s and other transit providers’ services, not only reducing Netflix’s costs but freeing up transit capacity for other entities.”).

\textsuperscript{518} See Internet Association Comments at 22; COMPTEL Comments at 25; Netflix Comments at 12 (arguing that its dispute with Comcast shows how a broadband provider “can use its terminating access monopoly to harm edge providers, its own customers, and the virtuous circle by discriminating at interconnection and peering points”); Netflix Reply at 6 (“From a consumer’s perspective, whether degradation occurs on the last mile or at the interconnection point to the last mile is a distinction without a difference. Both impede a consumer’s access to the online content she has requested.”); OTI Reply at 11-12; Cogent Mar. 19, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 1 (“While some large edge providers may be able to pay a toll to create a way around such congestions, smaller firms will not, thereby driving consumers to use better performing, vertically integrated content and stifling the investment and innovation that has been the hallmark of the Internet since its inception.”); Netflix Aug. 1, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter, Attach. at 1.

\textsuperscript{519} See, e.g., OTI Consumer Harms Policy Paper at 3 (“Cogent and Netflix argued that they paid their fair share by bringing the data to Comcast’s front door.”).

\textsuperscript{520} See, e.g., Cogent Mar. 19, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 1 (stating that “capital expenditures required to remedy congestion at interconnection points are extremely modest”); Level 3 Comments at 12 (“Adding and maintaining cross-connects in these locations is not a significant cost. Moreover, the cost of adding additional ports, if ones are needed, is quite modest. The costs of physical interconnection facilities do not come near to accounting for the amount of tolls sought by the large mass-market retail ISPs.”).

\textsuperscript{521} Netflix Aug. 1, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter, Attach. at 2.

\textsuperscript{522} See, e.g., ARC Comments at 15; AARP Comments at 18; Access Comments at 19; eBay Comments at 5; Letter from Michael A. Forscay, Counsel for WGAW, Inc. to Marlene H. Dortch, WC Docket No. 14-28, at 2 (filed July
In contrast, large broadband Internet access service providers assert that edge providers such as Netflix are imposing a cost on broadband Internet access service providers who must constantly upgrade infrastructure to keep up with the demand.\(^{523}\) Large broadband Internet access service providers explain that when an edge provider sends extremely large volumes of traffic to a broadband Internet access service provider—e.g., through a CDN or a third-party transit service provider—the broadband provider must invest in additional interconnection capacity (e.g., new routers or ports on existing routers) and middle-mile transport capacity in order to accommodate that traffic, exclusive of “last-mile” costs from the broadband Internet access provider’s central offices, head ends, or cell sites to end-user locations.\(^{524}\) Commenters assert that if the broadband Internet access service provider absorbs these interconnection and transport costs, all of the broadband provider’s subscribers will see their bills rise.\(^{525}\) They argue that this is unfair to subscribers who do not use the services, like Netflix, that are driving the need for additional capacity. Broadband Internet access service providers explain that settlement-free peering fundamentally is a barter arrangement in which each side receives something of value.\(^{526}\) These parties contend that if the other party is only sending traffic, it is not contributing something of value to the broadband Internet access service provider.

Mechanism to Resolve Traffic Exchange Disputes. As discussed, Internet traffic exchange agreements have historically been and will continue to be commercially negotiated. We do not believe that it is appropriate or necessary to subject arrangements for Internet traffic exchange (which are subsumed within broadband Internet access service) to the rules we adopt today. We conclude that it

---

\(^{523}\) See, e.g., Verizon Reply at 63; Letter from Robert C. Barber, AT&T to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, WC Docket No. 10-90, CC Docket No. 01-92, GN Docket No. 14-28, Attach. at 15-19 (filed July 30, 2014) (AT&T July 30, 2014 Ex Parte Letter); Jon Peha Comments at 11-12 (urging the Commission to consider greater transparency in interconnection); Level 3 Comments at 2 (stating that “establishing rules addressing ‘direct’ charges imposed by [broadband providers] on edge providers but not for ‘indirect’ charges levied on the edge providers’ [broadband providers] through interconnection is a roadmap for evasion of new Open Internet rules”); Cogent Comments at 7 (“Without addressing traffic exchanges between last-mile broadband [providers] and other networks, the Commission would perpetuate a loophole that would swallow the rule.”); Netflix Comments at 2-3 (asserting that “[f]ailing to address interconnection abuse by terminating [broadband providers] will undermine the efficacy of any open Internet or consumer protection rule that the Commission adopts”); id. at 11, 17-18; Netflix Reply at 9; Writers Guild of America, East Comments at 5 (stating that “as long as there are only one or two viable ISPs in any given market, and as long as those ISPs are free to make anti-competitive arrangements with edge providers and others that are positioned farther up the road and not on the ‘last mile,’ the bedrock principles of openness and nondiscrimination will be unenforceable”); COMPTel Comments at 26 (“The same economic forces that threaten the openness of [a] consumer’s last-mile broadband connection are present at the point of interconnection.”); id. at 26-30; WISPA Comments at 26; Level 3 Nov. 19, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 1-2.

\(^{524}\) See, e.g., Letter from Craig A. Gilley, Counsel for Mediacom Communications Corporation, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, MB Docket No. 10-71, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 2 (filed Jun. 12, 2014) (MediaCom Jun. 12, 2014 Ex Parte Letter) (stating that “[i]f the large edge providers that benefit the most from the investment that Mediacom and other ISPs make in their broadband networks, then there should be nothing wrong with requiring them to bear their fair share of the burden of such upgrades”). But see Netflix Aug. 1 Ex Parte Letter, Attach. at 2 (stating that Netflix “incurs the cost of moving Netflix content long distances, closer to the consumer, not the broadband Internet access provider”).

\(^{525}\) See, e.g., AT&T Reply at 105-106; Comcast Reply at 37; Mediacom Jun. 12, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 2 (“ISPs and consumers should not be the sole parties bearing the costs for network improvements required for consumers to access large edge provider services.”); Verizon Reply at 63 (“Instead of Netflix—and ultimately its users—bearing the costs of the capacity needed to accommodate the increased traffic caused by Netflix’s streaming video service, all of an ISP’s customers would have to pay more, even if they never use Netflix or stream movies at all.”).

\(^{526}\) See AT&T July 30, 2014 Ex Parte Letter, Attach. at 3 (explaining that peering is a “commercially negotiated barter transaction” where “parties’ perceived value of arrangement is equal”); AT&T Reply at 95, n.343.
would be premature to adopt prescriptive rules to address any problems that have arisen or may arise.\(^{527}\) It is also premature to draw policy conclusions concerning new paid Internet traffic exchange arrangements between broadband Internet access service providers and edge providers, CDNs, or backbone services.\(^{528}\) While the substantial experience the Commission has had over the last decade with “last-mile” conduct gives us the understanding necessary to craft specific rules based on assessments of potential harms, we lack that background in practices addressing Internet traffic exchange.\(^{529}\) For this reason, we adopt a case-by-case approach, which will provide the Commission with greater experience. Thus, we will continue to monitor traffic exchange and developments in this market.\(^{530}\)

203. At this time, we believe that a case-by-case approach is appropriate regarding Internet traffic exchange arrangements between broadband Internet access service providers and edge providers or intermediaries—an area that historically has functioned without significant Commission oversight.\(^{531}\) Given the constantly evolving market for Internet traffic exchange, we conclude that at this time it would be difficult to predict what new arrangements will arise to serve consumers’ and edge providers’ needs

---

\(^{527}\) See, e.g., Verizon Reply at 59-60 (“The breadth and variety of the voluntary Internet interconnection agreements . . . reflect that the market for Internet interconnection has been and continues to be a resounding success. Although there are occasionally bumps in the road as content providers and networks grapple with the effects of newer business models, new services, shifting traffic flows, or growing volume—such as the introduction of Netflix’s streaming video service in 2007 and the rapid growth of that traffic in subsequent years—the players in the Internet ecosystem have been able to resolve issues through negotiations for new types of interconnection arrangements rather than in contentious, drawn-out proceedings before the Commission.”); AT&T Reply at 98-99; TWC Comments at 23, 30; Verizon Comments at 70-73; CEA Comments at 11. But see, e.g., Level 3 Comments at 15 (stating the Commission should adopt an interconnection rule where “large mass-market retail ISPs must interconnect with content companies and backbone providers without charging them a toll, but those content and backbone companies must also do their fair share of the work to deliver content to the ISP”); Netflix Comments at 17 (stating the Commission should adopt a rule that “terminating ISPs cannot charge data sources for interconnection and must provide adequate no-fee interconnection to wholesalers and Internet services so consumers experience the broadband speeds for which they have paid”); Letter from Joshua Stager, Counsel for Open Technology Institute to Marlene H. Dortch, WC Docket No. 14-28, at 2 (filed Dec. 22, 2014) (“If the Order is unclear, ISPs may believe they must provide access to all. This is not technically feasible and the result could be access for none, which would decrease the performance, scalability, reliability and security of the Internet.”).

\(^{528}\) For instance, Akamai expresses concern that adoption of rules governing interconnection could be used as a justification by some broadband providers to refuse direct interconnection to CDNs and other content providers generally, on the theory that connecting with any CDN necessitates connecting with all CDNs, regardless of technical feasibility. We do not intend such a result by our decision today to assert authority over interconnection. See Letter from Scott Blake Harris, Counsel to Akamai, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No.14-28, at 1 (filed Feb. 20, 2015) (“If the Order is unclear, ISPs may believe they must provide access to all. This is not technically feasible and the result could be access for none, which would decrease the performance, scalability, reliability and security of the Internet.”).

\(^{529}\) See, e.g., Cox Comments at 16 (“Internet traffic-exchange arrangements . . . present a distinct and significantly more complex set of issues than the delivery of Internet content and services over a single network operator’s last-mile facilities.”).


\(^{531}\) We note, however, that the Commission has looked at traffic exchange in the context of mergers and, sometimes imposed conditions on traffic exchange. See, e.g., Comcast/NBCU Merger Order, 26 FCC Rcd 4238; Verizon/MCI Merger Order, 20 FCC Rcd 18433.
going forward, as usage patterns, content offerings, and capacity requirements continue to evolve.\textsuperscript{532} Thus, we will rely on the regulatory backstop prohibiting common carriers from engaging in unjust and unreasonable practices. Our “light touch” approach does not directly regulate interconnection practices. Of course, this regulatory backstop is not a substitute for robust competition. The Commission’s regulatory and enforcement oversight, including over common carriers, is complementary to vigorous antitrust enforcement.\textsuperscript{533} Indeed, mobile voice services have long been subject to Title II’s just and reasonable standard and both the Commission and the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice have repeatedly reviewed mergers in the wireless industry. Thus, it will remain essential for the Commission, as well as the Department of Justice, to continue to carefully monitor, review, and where appropriate, take action against any anti-competitive mergers, acquisitions, agreements or conduct, including where broadband Internet access services are concerned.

204. Broadband Internet access service involves the exchange of traffic between a last-mile broadband provider and connecting networks.\textsuperscript{534} The representation to retail customers that they will be able to reach “all or substantially all Internet endpoints” necessarily includes the promise to make the interconnection arrangements necessary to allow that access. As a telecommunications service, broadband Internet access service implicitly includes an assertion that the broadband provider will make just and reasonable efforts to transmit and deliver its customers’ traffic to and from “all or substantially all Internet endpoints” under sections 201 and 202 of the Act. In any event, BIAS provider practices with respect to such arrangements are plainly “for and in connection with” the BIAS service.\textsuperscript{535} Thus, disputes involving a provider of broadband Internet access service regarding Internet traffic exchange arrangements that interfere with the delivery of a broadband Internet access service end user’s traffic are subject to our authority under Title II of the Act.\textsuperscript{536}

205. We conclude that our actions regarding Internet traffic exchange arrangements are reasonable based on the record before us, which demonstrates that broadband Internet access providers have the ability to use terms of interconnection to disadvantage edge providers and that consumers’ ability to respond to unjust or unreasonable broadband provider practices are limited by switching

\textsuperscript{532}See, e.g., Akamai Comments at 7 (stating that “the projected exponential growth of Internet traffic” will make the ability of market participants to develop innovative traffic exchange solutions “increasingly important to the robust functioning of the Internet”); Cox Reply at 21-22; NCTA Comments at 81 (“[T]he constantly evolving and technically complicated nature of these agreements is all the more reason for the Commission to allow market forces to determine their terms.”).

\textsuperscript{533}See generally 47 U.S.C § 152(b) (“nothing in this Act . . . shall be construed to modify, impair, or supersede the applicability of any of the antitrust laws”).

\textsuperscript{534}We disagree with commenters who argue that arrangements for Internet traffic exchange are private carriage arrangements, and thus not subject to Title II. See, e.g., Letter from William H. Johnson, Verizon, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28, 10-127, at 7-8 (filed Dec. 17, 2014) (Verizon Dec. 17, 2014 Ex Parte Letter); Letter from Matt Wood, Free Press, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28, 10-127, at 2 (filed Feb. 11, 2015). As we explain below in today’s Declaratory Ruling, Internet traffic exchange is a component of broadband Internet access service, which meets the definition of “telecommunications service.” See infra para. 338.


\textsuperscript{536}We note that the Commission has forborne from application of many of the requirements of Title II to broadband Internet access service. See infra Section V.
costs. These findings are limited to the broadband Internet access services we address today. When Internet traffic exchange breaks down—regardless of the cause—it risks preventing consumers from reaching the services and applications of their choosing, disrupting the virtuous cycle. We recognize the importance of timely review in the midst of commercial disputes. The Commission will be available to hear disputes raised under sections 201 and 202 on a case-by-case basis. We believe this is an appropriate vehicle for enforcement where disputes are primarily between sophisticated entities over commercial terms and that include companies, like transit providers and CDNs, that act on behalf of smaller edge providers. We also observe that section 706 provides the Commission with an additional, complementary source of authority to ensure that Internet traffic exchange practices do not harm the open Internet. As explained above, we have decided not to adopt specific regulations that would detail the practices that would constitute circumvention of the open Internet regulations we adopt today. Instead, and in a manner similar to our treatment of non-BIAS services, we will continue to monitor Internet traffic exchange arrangements and have the authority to intervene to ensure that they are not harming or threatening to harm the open nature of the Internet.

206. The record also reflects a concern that our decision to adopt this regulatory backstop violates the Administrative Procedure Act. We disagree. To be clear, consistent with the NPRM’s proposal, we are not applying the open Internet rules we adopt today to Internet traffic exchange. Rather, certain regulatory consequences flow from the Commission’s classification of BIAS, including the traffic

537 See supra Sections III.B.2.a, III.C.

538 We observe that should a complaint arise regarding BIAS provider Internet traffic exchange practices, practices by edge providers (and their intermediaries) would be considered as part of the Commission’s evaluation as to whether BIAS provider practices were “just and reasonable” under the Act. See Letter from Robert M. Cooper, Counsel for Cogent, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28, 10-127, at 2 (filed Feb. 11, 2015) (“Cogent takes no issue with having its interconnection practices subject to the same standards as mass market broadband Internet access providers.”); Verizon Dec. 17, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 3 (asserting that “Netflix, Cogent, and numerous other Internet players make decisions on their own networks that affect the speeds or performance that end users experience”); Letter from Kathryn A. Zachem, Senior Vice President, Comcast to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28, 10-127 at 5 (filed Jan. 23, 2015) (“[W]here the Commission has sought to regulate only one party to an interconnection arrangement, the resulting effect is ineffectual and an invitation to arbitrage. Indeed, recent efforts to regulate interconnection in the voice arena—including both the Commission’s adoption of rules governing non-access traffic exchanged between LECs and CMRS carriers and pending proposals regarding IP-to-IP interconnection—recognize that the public interest typically is best served by the imposition of at least certain reciprocal obligations on both parties to an interconnection arrangement.”); Letter from Samuel L. Feder, on behalf of Charter, GN Docket Nos. 14-28, 10-127, 07-245, at 1-2 (filed Feb. 4, 2015) (“[T]he Commission [should] not regulate Internet interconnection, but if it does so (whether via rules or on a case-by-case basis), it should make clear that it will police the actions of edge providers and others in the Internet ecosystem equally to those of ISPs.”).

539 See infra paras. 210-212.

540 Verizon claims that “in light of the Commission’s past statements on interconnection, to suddenly regulate [interconnection] agreements for the first time in a final rule in this proceeding would violate the notice and comment requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act” and that even issuing a Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking would not allow the Commission to impose Title II regulations on interconnection services. Verizon Dec. 17, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 3; Letter from Matthew A. Brill, Counsel for NCTA, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 8 (filed Jan. 14, 2015) (NCTA Jan. 14, 2015 Ex Parte Letter) (“[T]he NPRM does not provide notice of any proposal to adopt any new Internet traffic-exchange regulations pursuant to Title II . . . . Nowhere did the Commission remotely indicate that it was considering classifying the distinct wholesale Internet traffic-exchange services that ISPs provide to other network owners as Title II telecommunications services. The Administrative Procedure Act therefore bars the Commission from subjecting such arrangements to regulation under Title II.”). The dissenting statements likewise assert that the 2014 Open Internet NPRM did not provide notice of the possibility that the Commission would assert authority over interconnection. See, e.g., O’Rielly Dissent at 10.
exchange component, as falling within the “telecommunications services” definition in the Act. 541 In all events, the 2014 Open Internet NPRM provided clear notice about the possibility of expanding the scope of the open Internet rules to cover issues related to traffic exchange. 542 It also made clear that the Commission was considering whether to reclassify retail broadband services. 543 In addition, the 2014 Open Internet NPRM asked: “how can we ensure that a broadband provider would not be able to evade our open Internet rules by engaging in traffic exchange practices that would be outside the scope of the rules as proposed?” 544 As discussed above, our assertion of authority over Internet traffic exchange practices addresses that question by providing us with the necessary case-by-case enforcement tools to identify practices that may constitute such evasion and address them. Further, to the extent that any doubts remain about whether the 2014 Open Internet NPRM provided sufficient notice, the approach adopted today is also a logical outgrowth of the original proposal included in the 2014 Open Internet NPRM. 545 The numerous submissions in the record at every stage of the proceeding seeking to influence the Commission in its decision to adopt policies regulating Internet traffic exchange illustrate that the Commission not only gave interested parties adequate notice of the possibility of a rule, but that parties considered Commission action on that proposal a real possibility. 547

3. Non-BIAS Data Services

207. In the 2014 Open Internet NPRM, the Commission tentatively concluded that it should not apply its conduct-based rules to services offered by broadband providers that share capacity with...

541 See Syncor Int’l v. Shalala, 27 F.3d 90, 94 (D.C. Cir. 1997) (distinguishing that a change in interpretative rule depends on whether interpretation is of a rule or a statute, since in the latter case agency does not claim to be exercising authority to make positive law).

542 See 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5582, para. 59; id. at 5615, paras. 151-152. Section 553 provides that “[g]eneral notice of proposed rulemaking shall be published in the Federal Register,” and that “[a]fter notice required by this section, the agency shall give interested persons an opportunity to participate in the rule making” through submission of comments. 5 U.S.C. § 553(b), (c). The Commission published the NPRM in the Federal Register on July 1, 2014. 79 Fed. Reg. 37448 (July 1, 2014).

543 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5615, para. 151 (“We seek comment on whether and, if so how, the Commission should separately identify and classify a broadband service that is furnished by broadband providers’ to edge providers in order to protect and promote Internet openness.”) id. at para. 149 (“We now seek further and updated comment on whether the Commission should revisit its prior classification decisions and apply Title II to broadband Internet access service (or components thereof.”).

544 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5582, para. 59.

545 Public Service Comm’n of D.C. v. FCC, 906 F.2d 713, 718 (D.C. Cir. 1990). Contra NCTA Jan. 14, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 8, n.28 (“[T]he NPRM explained that the Commission understood the latter proposals to ‘include the flow of Internet traffic on the broadband providers’ own network, and not how it gets to the broadband providers’ networks.’ . . . The Commission cannot now assert that regulating the exchange of Internet traffic between two networks is a logical outgrowth of the NPRM, given that it expressly disclaimed any such intent.”) (emphasis included in original).

546 See, e.g., COMPTEL Comments at 9-10; eBay Comments 5; Level 3 Comments at 12-14; Netflix Comments at 11-12; Writers Guild of America, West Comments at 17; AT&T Reply at 93; CenturyLink Reply at 10; Comcast Reply at 38; Cox Reply at 20; Verizon Reply at 57; NCTA Dec. 23, 2013 Ex Parte Letter at 22-25; Cox Feb. 4 Ex Parte Letter at 1-2.

547 See, e.g., N.E. Md. Waste Disposal Auth. v. EPA, 358 F.3d 936, 952 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (per curiam) (rejecting a notice challenge when the record revealed that multiple parties had in fact anticipated the possibility of the agency’s action); Alto Dairy v. Veneman, 336 F.3d 560, 570 (7th Cir. 2003) (notice adequate where industry insiders would have understood proposals under consideration even though they were “gobbledygook to an outsider”); Small Refiner Lead Phase-Down Task Force v. EPA, 705 F.2d 506, 547-48 (D.C. Cir. 1983); BASF Wyandotte Corp. v. Costle, 598 F.2d 637, 644 (1st Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 444 U.S. 1096 (1980); Rybachek v. EPA, 904 F.2d 1276, 1287-88 (9th Cir. 1990) (imposing mandatory requirement based on strong recommendations in public comments was “logical outgrowth” of case-by-case requirement originally proposed); see also Letter from Markham C. Erickson, Counsel for COMPTEL, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 8-10 (filed Feb. 19, 2015).
broadband Internet access service over providers’ last-mile facilities, while closely monitoring the
development of these services to ensure that broadband providers are not circumventing the open Internet
rules.\footnote{See 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5582, para. 60; see also 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17966, para. 114. ("We would also be concerned by any marketing, advertising, or other messaging by broadband providers suggesting that one or more specialized services, taken alone or together, and not provided in accordance with our open Internet rules, is ‘Internet’ service or a substitute for broadband Internet access service.").} After reviewing the record, we believe the best approach is to adopt this tentative conclusion to
permit broadband providers to offer these types of services while continuing to closely monitor their
development and use.\footnote{See, e.g., Bright House Comments at 19 ("The Commission should certainly be free to continue monitoring specialized services, but there is no basis for expanding the scope of the rule to cover specialized services."); Utilities Telecom Council Reply at 3 ("UTC encourages the Commission to clarify that specialized services are outside of the scope of the Commission’s Open Internet rules and that broadband Internet service providers may provide priority access via specialized services and during emergencies.").} While the 2010 Open Internet Order and the 2014 Open Internet NPRM used
the term “specialized services” to refer to these types of services, the term “non-BIAS data services” is a
more accurate description for this class of services. While the services discussed below are not
broadband Internet access service, and thus the rules we adopt do not apply to these services, we
emphasize that we will act decisively in the event that a broadband provider attempts to evade open
Internet protections (e.g., by claiming that a service that is the equivalent of Internet access is a non-BIAS
data service not subject to the rules we adopt today).

208. We provide the following examples of services and characteristics of those services that,
at this time, likely fit within the category of services that are not subject to our conduct-based rules. As
indicated in the 2010 Open Internet Order, some broadband providers’ existing facilities-based VoIP and
Internet Protocol-video offerings would be considered non-BIAS data services under our rules.\footnote{2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17965, para. 112 ("These ‘specialized services,’ such as some broadband providers’ existing facilities-based VoIP and Internet Protocol-video offerings, differ from broadband Internet access service and may drive additional private investment in broadband networks and provide end users valued services, supplementing the benefits of the open Internet."); see also, e.g., CenturyLink Comments at 22-23 ("[S]pecialized services such as IPTV and facilities-based VoIP rightly fall outside the scope of the Commission’s Open Internet rules. These services should continue to be excluded from the rules."); Letter from Christopher S. Yoo to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28, 09-191, 10-127, at 1 (Sept. 22, 2014) ("[S]pecialized services are essential to many commonplace services such as IP video and voice over LTE.").} Further, the 2010 Open Internet Order also noted that connectivity bundled with e-readers, heart
monitors, or energy consumption sensors would also be considered other data services to the extent these
services are provided by broadband providers over last-mile capacity shared with broadband Internet
access service.\footnote{See, e.g., Sandvine Comments at 8; Syntonic Reply at 11; Letter from Brian Hendricks, Head of Technology
Policy and Government Relations, Nokia to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28 et al, at 1 (filed Dec. 12, 2014) ("[T]he ability to create specialized classes of services is critical to the development of technologies requiring very low latency, large throughput, and minimal packet loss including autonomous driving and streaming of live broadcast events."); Letter from William Johnson, Verizon, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 3 (filed Oct. 17, 2014) ("As technology evolves, future specialized services could include things like telediagnosis, connected car, Smart Grid, and a wide range of machine-to-machine services that are distinct from mass market Internet access."). See also General Motors, OnStar: Safe & Connected, Innovation: Design & Technology, \url{http://www.gm.com/vision/design_technology/onstar_safe_connected.html} (last visited Feb. 1, 2015); Amazon, Kindle, \url{https://www.amazon.com/gp/digital/fiona/kcp-landing-page?ie=UTF8&ref=klp_f_win} (last visited Feb. 1, 2015); WikimediaFoundation, Wikipedia Zero, \url{http://wikimediafoundation.org/wiki/Wikipedia_Zero} (last visited Feb. 1, 2015).} Additional examples of non-BIAS data services may include limited-purpose devices
such as automobile telematics, and services that provide schools with curriculum-approved applications
and content.\footnote{See, e.g., 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17933, para. 47 n.149.}
209. These services may generally share the following characteristics identified by the Open Internet Advisory Committee. First, these services are not used to reach large parts of the Internet. Second, these services are not a generic platform—but rather a specific “application level” service. And third, these services use some form of network management to isolate the capacity used by these services from that used by broadband Internet access services.

210. We note, however, that non-BIAS data services may still be subject to enforcement action. Similar to the Commission’s approach in 2010, if the Commission determines that a particular service is “providing a functional equivalent of broadband Internet access service, or . . . is [being] used to evade the protections set forth in these rules,” we will take appropriate enforcement action. Further, if the Commission determines that these types of service offerings are undermining investment, innovation, competition, and end-user benefits, we will similarly take appropriate action. We are especially concerned that over-the-top services offered over the Internet are not impeded in their ability to compete with other data services.

211. The record overwhelmingly supports our decision to continue treating non-BIAS data services differently than broadband Internet access service under the open Internet rules. This approach will continue to drive additional investment in broadband networks and provide end users with valued services without otherwise constraining innovation. Further, as noted by numerous commenters, since other data services were permitted in the 2010 Open Internet Order, we have seen little resulting evidence of broadband providers using these services to undermine the 2010 rules.

555 Further, we anticipate that consumers of competing over-the-top services will not be disadvantaged in their ability to access 911 service.
556 See, e.g., Verizon Comments at 76 (“Specialized services are by definition distinct from the customer’s broadband Internet access service – they merely supplement such service, increasing the range of options available to the consumer and expanding consumer welfare . . . As technology advances and turns concepts such as remote surgery, distance-learning, and the Internet of Things into realities, the ability to offer specialized services could be critical to promoting consumer interests and national policy priorities.”); ITIC Comments at 7 (“Specialized services should also be permitted so long as they do not adversely affect the provision of a robust and evolving basic Internet access tier to consumers or harm competition.”); TIA Reply at 12 (“[W]ith new cloud storage and services hosting capabilities and increased security and privacy features, the processing and transmission components of these services are increasingly intertwined, which would make the application of such rules [to specialized services] complex.”).
557 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17965, para. 112; Letter from Maggie McCready, Vice President Federal Regulatory Affairs, Verizon to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 2 (filed Dec. 5, 2014) (“Verizon Dec. Dec. 5, 2014 Ex Parte Letter”) (“These services are rapidly evolving and offer the promise of more choice for consumers.”); Letter from Henry Hultquist, AT&T, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28, 10-127, at 1 (filed Jan. 29, 2014) (“Without the opportunity to offer services like IP video, broadband providers would invest less and consumer would pay more for broadband Internet access.”); TIA Comments at 3 (“[T]here is no need for the FCC to change course away from simply monitoring the development of specialized services. These offerings, which may share the same last-mile connections as broadband Internet access service, can help spur investment in broadband facilities.”); MIT Media Lab Comments at 2-3 (“As long as non-discriminatory Internet access is available, we see no reason to prevent the addition of other specialized, for-fee services. Nor do we see the need to restrict a vibrant market in developing and implementing them.”); Comcast Reply at 8, n.17 (“[E]xtending open Internet rules to any services that do not meet the definition of mass market broadband Internet access could produce harmful results.”).
558 See, e.g., CEA Comments at 11-12 (“There has been no evidence that the specialized services exemption was used to circumvent the open Internet rules when they were in effect, and there is no basis to diverge from the approach the Commission took in 2010.”); CenturyLink Comments at 22-23 (“[T]here is no evidence of problems in implementing this exclusion.”); AT&T Reply at 110-11.
Nevertheless, non-BIAS data services still could be used to evade the open Internet rules. Due to these concerns, we will continue to monitor the market for non-BIAS data services to ensure that these services are not causing or threatening to cause harm to the open nature of the Internet. Since the 2010 Open Internet Order, broadband Internet access providers have been required to disclose the impact of non-BIAS data services on the performance of and the capacity available for broadband Internet access services. As discussed in detail above, we will continue to monitor the existence and effects of non-BIAS data services under the broadband providers’ transparency obligations.

We disagree with commenters who argue that the Commission should adopt a more-detailed definition for non-BIAS data services to safeguard against any such circumvention of the rules. Several commenters provided definitions of what they believe should constitute non-BIAS data services. Others, however, expressed concerns that a formal definition of non-BIAS data services risks potentially limiting future innovation and investment, ultimately negatively impacting consumer welfare. We share these concerns and thus decline to further define what constitutes “non-BIAS data services” or adopt additional policies specific to such services at this time. Again, however, we will closely monitor the development and use of non-BIAS data services and have authority to intervene if necessary.

---

559 See, e.g., Jon Peha Comments at 9-10 (stating that without defining “specialized services,” the non-BIAS data service exemption can create a loophole that can threaten the open Internet); European Digital Rights Comments at 4 (“Any definition of ‘specialised services’ must be robust enough to prevent a ‘back-door’ undermining of net neutrality.”); Letter from Harold Feld, Public Knowledge, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28, 10-127 at 24 (filed Dec. 19, 2014) (Public Knowledge Dec. 19, 2014 Ex Parte Letter) (“As new services evolve, the Commission must prevent ISPs from using specialized services as an excuse to delay upgrades and extract rents from new innovations.”); see also Open Internet Advisory Committee, Specialized Services Working Group, Video Set Top Box Case Study Summary, at 6 (2013), http://transition.fcc.gov/cgb/events/Specialized-Services-Set-Top-Box-5-7-13.pdf (noting how particular attributes of a service might characterize it as a non-BIAS data service or a Title VI IP-based cable service depending on the circumstances).

560 See, e.g., Microsoft Comments at 28 (“[M]onitoring will allow the Commission to respond to any concerns that arise in connection with specific practices without unduly hampering providers’ ability to innovate in the provision of specialized services generally.”).


562 See supra Section III.C.3.

563 See, e.g., Access Comments at 10 (“[A] strict definition of specialized services can mitigate the risks.”); Future of Music Coalition Reply at 5 (“Without narrow and clear definitions of ‘specialized services,’ development would slow and artists and the public would be deprived of potentially rewarding technologies.”). But see CCIA Reply at 18 (“[T]he so-called ‘Specialized Services’ exemption is cause for concern. CCIA has stated that no reasonable definition of ‘Specialized Services’ is possible, and that the Commission’s resources would be better devoted to locking down the ‘reasonable network management’ standard as the means by which BIAPs can justify any challenged conduct.”).

564 See, e.g., CDT Comments at 23 (“First, there should be a requirement that the service be truly specialized, in the sense of serving a specific and limited purpose. Second, there should be a technical requirement of logical separation – that is, wholly or significantly separate capacity – between the specialized traffic and the Internet traffic.”); Nokia Comments at 12 (“‘Specialised services’ are designed for specific content, applications, or services, or a combination thereof. Such services rely on traffic management or other networking techniques to ensure the desired or necessary level of network resources that determine subscriber experience (such as capacity, quality) with the aim to securing enhanced quality characteristics. They are delivered from end-to-end and are not marketed as or widely used as a substitute for Internet access service.”).

565 See, e.g., ETNO Comments at 4 (“We believe that the FCC chooses a future-proof path by not formally defining ‘specialized services.’”); MIT Media Lab Comments at 2-3 (“As long as non-discriminatory Internet access is available, we see no reason to prevent the addition of other specialized, for-fee services. Nor do we see the need to restrict a vibrant market in developing and implementing them.”); TIA Comments at 30 (“[S]pecialized services can help to spur investment in broadband facilities,” and “[r]egulatory intervention in this nascent area would suppress these innovative enhancements to consumer welfare.”).
these services are utilized in a manner that harms the open Internet.

4. Reasonable Network Management

214. The 2014 Open Internet NPRM proposed to retain a reasonable network management exception to the conduct-based open Internet rules, following the approach adopted in the 2010 Open Internet Order that permitted exceptions for “reasonable network management” practices to the no-blocking and no unreasonable discrimination rules. The 2014 Open Internet NPRM also tentatively concluded that the Commission should retain the definition of reasonable network management adopted as part of the 2010 rules that “[a] network management practice is reasonable if it is appropriate and tailored to achieving a legitimate network management purpose, taking into account the particular network architecture and technology of the broadband Internet access service.”

215. The record broadly supports maintaining an exception for reasonable network management. We agree that a network management exception to the no-blocking rule, the no-throttling rule, and the no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard is necessary for broadband providers to optimize overall network performance and maintain a consistent quality experience for consumers while carrying a variety of traffic over their networks. Therefore, the no-blocking rule, the no-throttling rule, and the no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard will be subject to reasonable network management for both fixed and mobile providers of broadband Internet access service. In addition to retaining the exception, we retain the definition of reasonable network management with slight modifications:

A network management practice is a practice that has a primarily technical network management justification, but does not include other business practices. A network management practice is reasonable if it is primarily used for and tailored to achieving a legitimate network management purpose, taking into account the particular network architecture and technology of the broadband Internet access service.

216. For a practice to even be considered under this exception, a broadband Internet access service provider must first show that the practice is primarily motivated by a technical network management justification rather than other business justifications. If a practice is primarily motivated by such an other justification, such as a practice that permits different levels of network access for similarly situated users based solely on the particular plan to which the user has subscribed, then that practice will not be considered under this exception. The term “particular network architecture and technology” refers to the differences across broadband access platforms of any kind, including cable, fiber, DSL,

---

566 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5583, para. 61.
567 47 C.F.R. § 8.5.
568 47 C.F.R. § 8.11(d); 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17952, para. 82.
569 See, e.g., OTI Comments at 57 (“[R]egardless of its source of statutory authority, the Commission should apply its open Internet protections ‘subject to reasonable network management.’”); CenturyLink Comments at 23 (“There is also no evidence of a problem with implementing this exception following the Commission’s 2010 Open Internet Order.”); CDT Comments at 7.
570 As discussed above, the transparency rule does not include an exception for reasonable network management. We clarify, however, that the transparency rule “does not require public disclosure of competitively sensitive information or information that would compromise network security or undermine the efficacy of reasonable network management practices.” See 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd 5583, para. 61; 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17937-38, para. 55.
satellite, unlicensed Wi-Fi, fixed wireless, and mobile wireless.  

217. As noted above, reasonable network management is an exception to the no-blocking rule, no-throttling rule, and no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard, but not to the rule against paid prioritization. This is because unlike conduct implicating the no-blocking, no-throttling, or no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard, paid prioritization is not a network management practice because it does not primarily have a technical network management purpose. When considering whether a practice violates the no-blocking rule, no-throttling rule, or no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard, the Commission may first evaluate whether a practice falls within the exception for reasonable network management.

218. Evaluating Network Management Practices. The 2014 Open Internet NPRM proposed that the Commission adopt the same approach for determining the scope of network management practices considered to be reasonable as adopted in the 2010 Open Internet Order. We recognize the need to ensure that the reasonable network management exception will not be used to circumvent the open Internet rules while still allowing broadband providers flexibility to experiment and innovate as they reasonably manage their networks. We therefore elect to maintain a case-by-case approach. The case-by-case review also allows sufficient flexibility to address mobile-specific management practices because, by the terms of our rule, a determination of whether a network management practice is reasonable takes into account the particular network architecture and technology. We also note that our transparency rule requires disclosures that provide an important mechanism for monitoring whether providers are inappropriately exploiting the exception for reasonable network management.

219. To provide greater clarity and further inform the Commission’s case-by-case analysis, we offer the following guidance regarding legitimate network management purposes. We also note that, similar to the 2010 reasonable network management exception, broadband providers may request a declaratory ruling or an advisory opinion from the Commission before deploying a network management practice.

572 See 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17952, para. 82 (defining “particular network architecture and technology” as referring to “the differences across access platforms such as cable, DSL, satellite, and fixed wireless”).

573 Paid prioritization would be evaluated under the standards set forth in Section II.C.1.c supra.

574 For purposes of the open Internet rules, prioritization of affiliated content, applications, or services is also considered a form of paid prioritization. See supra Section III.C.1.c.

575 See 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5583, para. 61. The Commission decided to determine the scope of reasonable network management on a case-by-case basis in the Open Internet Order and we maintain those same factors today. See 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17952-56, paras. 84-92.

576 See, e.g., CDT Comments at 9 (“[R]ules in this area should not be rigid. They should not attempt to specify in advance which particular technical practices should be prohibited or allowed. Detailed technical choices are best left to network operators, since they are in the best position to understand the technical consequences and tradeoffs associated with different choices. Network operators also need appropriate flexibility to devise new tactics and respond to new threats.”); CenturyLink Comments at 23 (“The NPRM also correctly concludes that the Commission should retain the existing reasonable network management practices exception to its Open Internet rules and continue to develop the scope of that exception on a case-by-case basis. This exception is critical to ensuring that broadband providers have the flexibility to manage their networks in a way that maintains network security and integrity, addresses harmful traffic, and mitigates against the effects of congestion.”); ITIF Reply at 14 (“Applying strict neutrality rules, dictating traffic management in the lower layers of a wireless network, is largely unworkable.”); TIA Comments at 3 (advocating for “an expansive definition of ‘reasonable network management’ that reflects the nature and needs of contemporary broadband Networks”); Alcatel-Lucent Comments at 17 (“[T]he Commission should continue to allow reasonable network management practices coupled with disclosure policies that provide consumers with the appropriate level of transparency into these practices.”). But see CTIA Reply at 26 (noting that it would not be “sufficient to rely on a ‘reasonable network management’ exception to warrant application of [the no-blocking rule] – as described below, that approach would necessarily chill innovation and harm, not help, consumers”).

577 See supra Section III.C.3.
practice, but are not required to do so.\textsuperscript{578}

220. As with the network management exception in the 2010 Open Internet Order, broadband providers may implement network management practices that are primarily used for, and tailored to, ensuring network security and integrity, including by addressing traffic that is harmful to the network, such as traffic that constitutes a denial-of-service attack on specific network infrastructure elements.\textsuperscript{579} Likewise, broadband providers may also implement network management practices that are primarily used for, and tailored to, addressing traffic that is unwanted by end users.\textsuperscript{580} Further, we reiterate the guidance of the 2010 Open Internet Order that network management practices that alleviate congestion without regard to the source, destination, content, application, or service are also more likely to be considered reasonable network management practices in the context of this exception.\textsuperscript{581} In evaluating congestion management practices, a subset of network management practices, we will also consider whether the practice is triggered only during times of congestion and whether it is based on a user’s demand during the period of congestion.\textsuperscript{582}

221. We also recognize that some network management practices may have a legitimate network management purpose, but also may be exploited by a broadband provider. We maintain the guidance underlying the 2010 Open Internet Order’s case-by-case analysis that a network management practice is more likely to be found reasonable if it is transparent, and either allows the end user to control it or is application-agnostic.\textsuperscript{583}

222. As in 2010, we decline to adopt a more detailed definition of reasonable network management.\textsuperscript{584} For example, one proposal suggests that the Commission limit the circumstances in which network management techniques can be used so they would only be reasonable if they were used temporarily, for exceptional circumstances, and have a proportionate impact to solve a targeted problem.\textsuperscript{585} We acknowledge the advantages a more detailed definition of network management can have

\textsuperscript{578} See 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17952-53, para. 84, n.262 (citing 47 C.F.R. §1.2 which provides for “a declaratory ruling terminating a controversy or removing uncertainty”); see also infra Section III.E.2.a.ii.

\textsuperscript{579} See 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17954, para. 88; see also, e.g., Financial Service Roundtable Reply at 3 (stating that the open Internet rules should “allow ISPs to block cyber attacks or similar threats to information systems or networks that are transiting their systems, regardless of the traffic stream’s ultimate destination”); EFF Reply at 12 (stating that broadband providers’ “blocking content that would actually harm their network (e.g. DDOS attacks) . . . would obviously fall into the category of reasonable network management”).


\textsuperscript{581} See id. at 17954, para. 87 (stating that the principles guiding case-by-case evaluations of network management practices include “transparency, end user control, and use- (or application-) agnostic treatment”); id. at 17945, para. 73 (elaborating upon the concept of “use-agnostic” discrimination); see also Mozilla Reply at 22 (stating that the Commission’s conception of reasonable network management could “separate application-specific from application-agnostic discrimination”). As in the no throttling rule and the no unreasonable interference or unreasonable disadvantage standard, we include classes of content, applications, services, or devices.

\textsuperscript{582} See BITAG Congestion Report at 2, 14.

\textsuperscript{583} 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17954, para. 87. See BITAG Congestion Report at 45 (“User- and application- agnostic congestion management practices are useful in a wide variety of situations, and may be sufficient to accommodate the congestion management needs of network operators in the majority of situations. . . . [and] if application-based congestion management practices are used, those based on a user’s expressed preferences are preferred over those that are not.”); David D. Clark, John Wroclawski, Karen R. Sollins, and Robert Braden, Tussle in Cyberspace: Defining Tomorrow’s Internet, IEEE/ACM Transactions on Networking, vol. 13 no. 3 (2005) (“One of the most respected and cited of the Internet design principles is the end-to-end arguments, which state that mechanism should not be placed in the network if it can be placed at the end node, and that the core of the network should provide a general service, not one that is tailored to a specific application.”).

\textsuperscript{584} See BITAG Congestion Report at 2, 14.

\textsuperscript{585} 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17953, para. 85.
on long-term network investment and transparency, but at this point, there is not a need to place such proscriptive limits on broadband providers.\textsuperscript{586} Furthermore, a more detailed definition of reasonable network management risks quickly becoming outdated as technology evolves.\textsuperscript{587} Case-by-case analysis will allow the Commission to use the conduct-based rules adopted today to take action against practices that are known to harm consumers without interfering with broadband providers’ beneficial network management practices.\textsuperscript{588}

223. We believe that the reasonable network management exception provides both fixed and mobile broadband providers sufficient flexibility to manage their networks. We recognize, consistent with the consensus in the record, that the additional challenges involved in mobile broadband network management mean that mobile broadband providers may have a greater need to apply network management practices, including mobile-specific network management practices, and to do so more often to balance supply and demand while accommodating mobility.\textsuperscript{589} As the Commission observed in 2010, mobile network management practices must address dynamic conditions that fixed, wired networks

\textsuperscript{586} MIT Media Lab Comments at 13 (“[A] more stringent view of the limitation of network management . . . insure[s] that there are no artificial or industrially created synthetic control points placed between an application and the flow of bits associated with it.”). While some commenters note that there have not been any major technological changes in how broadband providers manage traffic since 2010, others indicate that broadband providers have acquired additional techniques that allow them to manage traffic in real-time. Compare Sandvine Comments at 12 (stating that there have not been any big technological changes in how service providers can manage traffic since 2010) with Internet Association Comments at 3 (“New technologies have granted broadband Internet access providers an unprecedented ability to discriminate and block content in real time.”).

\textsuperscript{587} Verizon Dec. 5, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 2.

\textsuperscript{588} Beneficial practices include protecting their Internet access services against malicious content or offering a service limited to offering “family friendly” materials to end users who desire only such content. \textit{2010 Open Internet Order}, 25 FCC Rcd at 17954-55, paras. 88-89.

\textsuperscript{589} See, \textit{e.g.}, AT&T Reply at 82 (“The unique challenges presented by mobile users and the unpredictable demands placed on mobile networks due to the inherent mobility of their users require a robust set of tools that can be used to mitigate the impact of potential congestion on consumers’ experience with a network.”); \textit{id.} at 80-83; OTI Comments at 57 (“A flexible approach to defining reasonable network management can accommodate exceptions appropriate to different technologies and platforms . . . without creating an arbitrary distinction and preference for mobile networks.”) (internal quotation marks omitted); T-Mobile Reply at 11 (“These important distinctions between fixed and mobile networks show that it would be inadvisable to impose new net neutrality rules, especially those designed for fixed networks, on mobile broadband networks.”); CDT Comments at 20 (“The allowance for reasonable network management provides ample flexibility for carriers to address any network management challenges that are specific to mobile wireless networks, so no broad exemption is warranted.”); Microsoft Comments at 27 (“[A]ny technical or operational differences between mobile and fixed networks can be accommodated by recognizing the meaning of ‘reasonable network management’ might vary depending on the particular type of network.”); Public Knowledge Comments at 24 (“[T]o the extent that a technical difference between wireless and wireline exist, reasonable network management policies can accommodate it.”); Mozilla Comments at 21 (“There remain technical distinctions between mobile and fixed networks, some of which—such as management of upload congestion—are inherent in the nature of the technologies.”); Vonage Comments at 32 (“Rather than adopt less protection, the Commission can instead distinguish between wireline and wireless under the principle of reasonable network management.”) TIA Comments at 11-15 (stating that the Commission must consider “the engineering realities of the distinctly different types of broadband platforms [wireline, cable, mobile]” when considering regulations, especially on network management”).
typically do not,\(^{590}\) such as the changing location of users\(^{591}\) as well as other factors affecting signal quality.\(^{592}\) The ability to address these dynamic conditions in mobile network management is especially important given capacity constraints many mobile broadband providers face.\(^{593}\) Moreover, notwithstanding any limitations on mobile network management practices necessary to protect the open Internet, we anticipate that mobile broadband providers will continue to be able to use a multitude of tools to manage their networks,\(^{594}\) including an increased number of network management tools available in 4G LTE networks.

224. We note in a similar vein that providers relying on unlicensed Wi-Fi networks have specific network management needs. For example, these providers can “face spectrum constraints and congestion issues that can pose particular network-management challenges” and also “must accept and manage interference from other users in the unlicensed bands.”\(^{595}\) Again, the Commission will take into account when and how network management measures are applied as well as the particular network architecture and technology of the broadband Internet access service in question, in determining if a network management practice is reasonable. For these reasons, we reject the argument that rules with exceptions only for reasonable network management practices would “tie the hands of operators and make it more challenging to meet consumers’ needs”\(^{596}\) or that “the mere threat of post hoc regulatory review . . . would disrupt and could chill optimal network management practices.”\(^{597}\) In recognizing the unique challenges, network architecture, and network management of mobile broadband networks (and others, such as unlicensed Wi-Fi networks), we conclude that the reasonable network management exception addresses this concern and strikes an appropriate balance between the need for flexibility and ensuring the Commission has the tools necessary to maintain Internet openness.

E. Enforcement of the Open Internet Rules

1. Background

225. Timely and effective enforcement of the rules we adopt in this Order is crucial to

---

\(^{590}\) 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17956, para. 94.

\(^{591}\) Letter from Scott Bergmann, Vice President—Regulatory Affairs, CTIA, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, (filed Oct. 6, 2014), Attach., Dr. Jeffrey H. Reed and Dr. Nishith D. Tripathi, Net Neutrality and Technical Challenges of Mobile Broadband Networks at 14 (CTIA Oct. 6, 2014 Ex Parte Letter) (arguing that as channel conditions degrade (such as when a mobile user moves toward the periphery of a cell site) “[e]ven to preserve a given data rate, the user may need 36 times more radio resources”).

\(^{592}\) See, e.g., TIA Reply at 8 (“The allocation [of radio resources] must factor in the number of active user devices, capabilities of these devices, capabilities of the base station in the area, prevailing channel conditions of different devices on the network, distance from the serving cell, and target QoS of different services to determine the amount of radio resources for individual users.”); Nokia Reply at 5 (“Mobile networks can be affected by physical obstructions, solar activity, electromagnetic disturbances, and distance to a much greater degree than wireline broadband networks.”); T-Mobile Comments at 5-7.


\(^{594}\) Verizon Reply at 33.

\(^{595}\) AT&T Reply at 89 (emphasis in original).
preserving an open Internet, enhancing competition and innovation, and providing clear guidance to consumers and other stakeholders. As has been the case since we adopted our original open Internet rules in 2010, we anticipate that many disputes that will arise can and should be resolved by the parties without Commission involvement. We encourage parties to resolve disputes through informal discussions and private negotiations whenever possible. To the extent disputes are not resolved, the Commission will continue to provide backstop mechanisms to address them. We also will proactively monitor compliance and take strong enforcement action against parties who violate the open Internet rules.

226. In the 2010 Open Internet Order, the Commission established a two-tiered framework for enforcing open Internet rules. The Commission allowed parties to file informal complaints pursuant to section 1.41 of our rules and promulgated new procedures to govern formal complaints alleging violations of the open Internet rules. This framework was not affected by the D.C. Circuit’s decision in Verizon. It therefore remains in effect and will apply to complaints regarding the rules we adopt in this Order. Informal complaints provide end users, edge providers, and others with a simple and efficient vehicle for bringing potential open Internet violations to the attention of the Commission. The formal complaint rules permit any person to file a complaint with the Commission alleging an open Internet rule violation and to participate in an adjudicatory proceeding to resolve the complaint. In addition to these mechanisms for resolving open Internet complaints, the Commission continuously monitors press reports and other public information, which may lead the Enforcement Bureau to initiate an investigation of potential open Internet rule violations.

227. In the 2014 Open Internet NPRM, the Commission sought comment on the efficiency and functionality of the complaint processes adopted in the 2010 Open Internet Order and on mechanisms we should consider to improve enforcement and dispute resolution. We tentatively concluded that our open Internet rules should include at least three fundamental elements: (1) legal certainty, so that broadband providers, edge providers, and end users can plan their activities based on clear Commission guidance; (2) flexibility to consider the totality of the facts in an environment of dynamic innovation; and (3) effective access to dispute resolution. We affirm the importance of these principles below and discuss several enhancements to our existing open Internet complaint rules to advance them. In addition, we adopt changes to our complaint processes to ensure that they are accessible and user-friendly to consumers, small businesses, and other interested parties, as well as changes to ensure that that our review of complaints is inclusive and informed by groups with relevant technical or other expertise.

2. Designing an Effective Enforcement Process
   a. Legal Certainty

228. We sought comment in the 2014 Open Internet NPRM on ways to design an effective enforcement process that provides legal certainty and predictability to the marketplace. In addition to our current complaint resolution framework, we requested input on what other forms of guidance would

---

599 47 C.F.R. § 1.41.
601 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17986, para. 153. In the 2010 Open Internet Order, the Commission established that parties could submit informal complaints pursuant to section 1.41 of the Commission’s rules and recommended that consumers, end users, and edge providers submit such complaints through the Commission’s website: http://esupport.fcc.gov/complaints.html. Id.
603 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5618-23, paras. 161-76.
604 Id. at 5619, para. 163. In addition, the Commission asked whether other elements should be considered and what forms of dispute resolution would be the best strategy to implement “data-driven decision-making.” Id.
605 Id. at 5619, paras. 163, 165.
be helpful. We solicited feedback on whether the Commission should: (1) establish an advisory opinion process, akin to “business review letters” issued by the Department of Justice (DOJ), and/or non-binding staff opinions, through which parties could ask the Commission for a statement of its current enforcement intentions with respect to certain practices under the new rules; and (2) publish enforcement advisories that provide additional insight into the application of the rules. Many commenters recognized the benefits of clear rules and greater predictability regarding open Internet protections.

(i) Advisory Opinions

229. We conclude that use of advisory opinions similar to those issued by DOJ’s Antitrust Division is in the public interest and would advance the Commission’s goal of providing legal certainty. Although the Commission historically has not used advisory opinions to promote compliance with our rules, we conclude that they have the potential to serve as useful tools to provide clarity, guidance, and predictability concerning the open Internet rules. Advisory opinions will enable companies to seek guidance on the propriety of certain open Internet practices before implementing them, enabling them to be proactive about compliance and avoid enforcement actions later. The Commission may use advisory opinions to explain how it will evaluate certain types of behavior and the factors that will be considered in determining whether open Internet violations have occurred. Because these opinions will be publicly available, we believe that they will reduce the number of disputes by providing guidance to the industry.

230. In this Order, we adopt rules promulgating basic requirements for obtaining advisory

606 Id. at 5619, para. 165.
607 Id. at 5619-20, paras. 165-66. The Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice has procedures under which entities concerned about the legality under the antitrust laws of proposed business conduct may seek a statement from the Division regarding its current enforcement intentions with respect to that conduct. See 28 C.F.R. § 50.6; Dep’t of Justice, Pilot Program Announced to Expedite Business Review Process (1992), http://justice.gov/atr/public/busreview/201659a.pdf (Dep’t of Justice Business Reviews). Other federal agencies have similar advisory opinion processes. For example, the Rules of Practice of the Federal Trade Commission provide that the Commission or its staff, in appropriate circumstances, may offer industry guidance in the form of an advisory opinion. See 16 C.F.R. §§ 1.1-1.4; Fed. Trade Comm’n, Guidance From Staff of the Bureau of Competition’s Health Care Division on Requesting and Obtaining an Advisory Opinion (2010), http://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/attachments/competition-advisory-opinions/advop-health.pdf.
608 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5620, para. 167.
609 See, e.g., Comcast Comments at 67 (“Comcast agrees with the Commission that any new enforcement procedures must ‘provide legal certainty . . . .’”); NCTA Comments at 67 (“The Commission . . . should continue to explore other ways of streamlining its enforcement procedures in a manner that provides ‘legal certainty’ to regulated entities.”); EFF Comments at 2 (The Commission “should enact clear and simple prescriptive rules . . . .”); Independent Film & Television Alliance Comments at 12 (“[T]he Commission must take the most effective actions available to it to ensure that the regulations it adopts . . . provide certainty to the public.”); Cox Comments at ii-iii (“In relying on traditional complaint-driven and agency-initiated enforcement mechanisms, the Commission’s rules also should maximize certainty and ensure options for streamlined dispute resolution.”).
610 We decline to adopt non-binding staff opinions in light of our decision to establish an advisory opinion process similar to the DOJ Antitrust Division’s business review letter approach, as well as existing voluntary mediation processes to resolve open Internet disputes that are available through the Enforcement Bureau’s Market Disputes and Resolutions Division. See infra Section III.E.2.a.i.
611 Parties also have the option to file a petition for declaratory ruling under section 1.2 of the Commission’s rules, 47 C.F.R. § 1.2. In contrast to declaratory rulings, advisory opinions may only relate to prospective conduct, and the Enforcement Bureau will not seek comment on advisory opinions via public notice. See id.
612 See, e.g., Dep’t of Justice, Introduction to Antitrust Division Business Reviews at 1 (last visited Oct. 29, 2014), http://www.justice.gov/atr/public/busreview/276833.pdf (“The business review procedure benefits both the Division and the business community because the Division can analyze and comment on the possible competitive impact of proposed business conduct, possibly avoiding lawsuits or other actions.”).
opinions, as well as limitations on their issuance. Any entity that is subject to the Commission’s jurisdiction may request an advisory opinion regarding its own proposed conduct that may implicate the rules we adopt in this Order, the rules that remain in effect from the 2010 Open Internet Order, or any other rules or policies related to the open Internet that may be adopted in the future.  

231. Requests for advisory opinions may be filed via the Commission’s website or with the Office of the Secretary and must be copied to the Commission staff specified in the rules. We delegate authority to issue advisory opinions to the Enforcement Bureau, which will coordinate with other Bureaus and Offices on the issuance of opinions. The Enforcement Bureau will have discretion to choose whether it will respond to the request. If the Bureau declines to respond to a request, it will inform the requesting party in writing. As a general matter, the Bureau will be more likely to respond to requests where the proposed conduct involves a substantial question of fact or law and there is no clear Commission or court precedent, or the subject matter of the request and consequent publication of Commission advice is of significant public interest. In addition, the Bureau will decline to respond to requests if the same conduct is the subject of a current government investigation or proceeding, including any ongoing litigation or open rulemaking.

232. Requests for advisory opinions must relate to prospective or proposed conduct that the requesting party intends to pursue. The Enforcement Bureau will not respond to hypothetical questions or inquiries about proposals that are mere possibilities. The Bureau also will not respond to requests for opinions that relate to ongoing or prior conduct, and the Bureau may initiate an enforcement investigation to determine whether such conduct violates the open Internet rules.

233. Requests for advisory opinions should include all material information sufficient for Commission staff to make a determination on the proposed conduct; however, staff will have discretion to ask parties requesting opinions, as well as other parties that may have information relevant to the request or that may be impacted by the proposed conduct, for additional information that the staff deems necessary to respond to the request. Because advisory opinions will rely on full and truthful disclosures by the requesting entities, requesters must certify that factual representations made to the Enforcement Bureau are truthful and accurate, and that they have not intentionally omitted any material information.

613 See, e.g., 28 C.F.R. § 50.6(2) (“The [DOJ’s Antitrust] Division will consider only requests with respect to proposed business conduct, which may involve either domestic or foreign commerce.”).

614 See infra Appx. A (§ 8.18).

615 As noted above, in addition to DOJ, other federal agencies also have an advisory opinion process. See supra note 607. The FTC specifies that it will consider requests for advisory opinions, where practicable, under the following circumstances: “(1) The matter involves a substantial or novel question of fact or law and there is no clear Commission or court precedent; or (2) The subject matter of the request and consequent publication of Commission advice is of significant public interest.” 16 C.F.R. § 1.1(a).

616 See, e.g., 16 C.F.R. § 1.1(b)(1) (the FTC will ordinarily consider requests for advisory opinions inappropriate where “[t]he same or substantially the same course of action is under investigation or is or has been the subject of a current proceeding involving the Commission or another governmental agency . . .”).

617 See, e.g., 28 C.F.R. § 50.6(2) (“The [DOJ’s Antitrust] Division will consider only requests with respect to proposed business conduct . . . .”) (emphasis added); 16 C.F.R. § 1.1(a) (“Any person, partnership, or corporation may request advice from the Federal Trade Commission with respect to a course of action which the requesting party proposes to pursue.”).

618 See, e.g., 28 C.F.R. § 50.6(5) (under the DOJ’s business review procedures, “[e]ach request must be accompanied by all relevant data including background information, complete copies of all operative documents and detailed statements of all collateral oral understandings, if any”).

619 See, e.g., id. (“All parties requesting the review letter must provide the DOJ Antitrust Division with whatever additional information or documents the Division may thereafter request in order to review the matter. . . . In connection with any request for review, the Division will also conduct whatever independent investigation it believes is appropriate.”).
Advisory opinions will expressly state that they rely on the representations made by the requesting party, and that they are premised on the specific facts and representations in the request and any supplemental submissions.

234. Although the Enforcement Bureau will attempt to respond to requests for advisory opinions expeditiously, we decline to establish any firm deadlines to rule on them or issue response letters. The Commission appreciates that if the advisory opinion process is not timely, it will be less valuable to interested parties. However, response times will likely vary based on numerous factors, including the nature and complexity of the issues, the magnitude and sufficiency of the request and the supporting information, and the time it takes for the requester to respond to staff requests for additional information. An advisory opinion will provide the Enforcement Bureau’s conclusion regarding whether or not the proposed conduct will comply with the open Internet rules. The Bureau will have discretion to indicate in an advisory opinion that it does not intend to take enforcement action based on the facts, representations, and warranties made by the requesting party. The requesting party may rely on the opinion only to the extent that the request fully and accurately contains all the material facts and representations necessary for the opinion and the situation conforms to the situation described in the request for opinion. The Enforcement Bureau will not bring an enforcement action against a requesting party with respect to any action taken in good faith reliance upon an advisory opinion if all of the relevant facts were fully, completely, and accurately presented to the Bureau, and where such action was promptly discontinued upon notification of rescission or revocation of the Commission’s or the Bureau’s approval.

235. Advisory opinions will be issued without prejudice to the Enforcement Bureau’s ability to reconsider the questions involved, or to rescind or revoke the opinion. Similarly, because advisory opinions issued at the staff level are not formally approved by the full Commission, they will be issued without prejudice to the Commission’s right to later rescind the findings in the opinion. Because advisory opinions will address proposed future conduct, they necessarily will not concern any case or controversy that is ripe for appeal.

236. The Enforcement Bureau will make advisory opinions available to the public. In order to provide meaningful guidance to other stakeholders, the Bureau will also publish the initial request for guidance and any associated materials. Thus, the rules that we adopt establish procedures for entities

---

620 See 18 U.S.C. § 1001; see also 47 C.F.R. § 1.17.
621 For example, the Department of Justice’s Antitrust Division states that it will “make its best effort” to resolve business review requests within 60 to 90 days after receiving all relevant information and documents sought by the Division. See Dep’t of Justice Business Reviews at 1-2.
622 See 16 C.F.R. § 1.3(b); see also 28 C.F.R. § 50.6(9) (“A business review letter states only the enforcement intention of the [DOJ Antitrust] Division as of the date of the letter, and the Division remains completely free to bring whatever action or proceeding it subsequently comes to believe is required by the public interest. As to a stated present intention not to bring an action, however, the Division has never exercised its right to bring a criminal action where there has been full and true disclosure at the time of presenting the request.”).
623 See, e.g., 28 C.F.R. § 50.6(9) (“A business review letter states only the enforcement intention of the [DOJ’s Antitrust] Division as of the date of the letter, and the Division remains completely free to bring whatever action or proceeding it subsequently comes to believe is required by the public interest.”); 16 C.F.R. § 1.3(b) (“Any advice given by the [Federal Trade] Commission is without prejudice to the right of the Commission to reconsider the questions involved and, where the public interest requires, to rescind or revoke the action.”).
624 See, e.g., American Exp. Co. v. U.S. Dep’t of Justice, 453 F. Supp. 47, 50 (S.D.N.Y. 1978) (“[28 C.F.R. § 50.6], by committing the Justice Department to state a position with respect to future enforcement plans, necessarily implies that the matter under review is not the subject of any currently pending enforcement proceedings. Rather, the opinion of the Justice Department is an ‘advisory opinion,’ a familiar term used in the legal lexicon to denote an opinion concerning a matter not yet ripe for judicial action and thus not yet before any court.”).
Many commenters support the use of advisory opinions as a means for the Commission to provide authoritative guidance to parties about the application of open Internet rules and the Commission’s enforcement intentions. In addition, some commenters suggest that review letters and staff opinions should be voluntary. We agree that solicitation of advisory opinions should be purely voluntary, and that failure to seek such an opinion will not be used as evidence that an entity’s practices are inconsistent with our rules.

The Wireless Internet Service Providers Association (WISPA) opposes the adoption of an advisory opinion process “because it assumes an inherent uncertainty in the rules and creates a ‘mother may I’ regime — essentially creating a system where a broadband provider must ask the Commission for permission when making business decisions.” According to WISPA, “[t]his system would increase regulatory uncertainty and stifle broadband providers from innovating new technologies or business methods. It also would be expensive for a small provider to implement, requiring legal and professional expertise.”

We find that WISPA’s concerns are misguided. Because requests for advisory opinions will be entirely voluntary, we disagree with the contention that their use would force broadband providers to seek permission before implementing new policies or technologies and thereby stifle innovation. In addition, we agree with other commenters that advisory opinions would provide more, not less, certainty regarding the legality of proposed business practices.

(ii) Enforcement Advisories

We conclude that the periodic publication of enforcement advisories will advance the

625 For example, trade secrets or commercial and financial information may merit confidential treatment. See 47 C.F.R. §§ 0.457, 0.459.
626 See, e.g., Comcast Comments at 69 (“Comcast . . . remains open to other potential mechanisms for providing guidance—such as a business-review-letter process, nonbinding staff opinions, or enforcement advisories.”); NCTA Comments at 67 (Less formal mechanisms of providing clarity on the Commission’s view of the law, including business review letters, non-binding staff opinions, or enforcement advisories “may well prove useful to regulated entities as they endeavor to comply with any new rules . . . .”); CDT Comments at 34 (“To facilitate the development of helpful guidance in the interpretation of the rules, the Commission should proceed with its suggestion in the NPRM to establish a business-review-letter approach similar to that of the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice. Such a process would provide a way for individual companies to resolve uncertainty they may face under the rules, while accelerating the growth of a body of precedent to which other industry participants might look. It could also foster useful discussions between broadband providers and Commission staff and a more regular and informed consideration of open-Internet policy issues.”) (internal citations omitted); Cox Comments at 29 (“Cox . . . supports the NPRM’s proposal to adopt additional dispute resolution mechanisms, such as expedited, non-binding staff review informed by input from the Broadband Internet Technical Advisory Group (‘BITAG’) and/or resolution by technical advisory groups like OIAC and BITAG.”).
627 See, e.g., CDT Comments at 33-34 (“[U]se of the business-review-letter process should be purely voluntary. There should be no expectation that broadband providers must seek permission from the Commission before changing or instituting new network management practices, and the decision by a broadband provider not to seek a business review letter should not result in any negative inference regarding the provider or its practices.”).
628 WISPA Comments at 33; see also ADTRAN Comments at ii (“[T]he proposed enforcement processes will exacerbate the uncertainty, delay deployment of new services and further deter investment. The use of case-by-case formal complaint procedures to develop a ‘common law’ of Internet regulation under the vague rules proposed in the NPRM will not timely provide any measure of certainty or guidance. And the alternative proposals present concerns about timeliness, protection of proprietary information, no real measure of certainty and inconsistency with the current limits on delegated authority.”); id. at 33-41.
629 WISPA Comments at 33.
630 Id. at 33-34.
631 See supra note 626.
Commission’s goal of promoting legal certainty regarding the open Internet rules. In the 2014 Open Internet NPRM, we inquired whether the Commission should issue guidance in the form of enforcement advisories that provide insight into the application of Commission rules. Enforcement advisories are a tool that the Commission has used in numerous contexts, including the current open Internet rules. We asked whether continued use of such advisories would be helpful where issues of potential general application come to the Commission’s attention, and whether these advisories should be considered binding policy of the Commission or merely a recitation of staff views.

241. Numerous commenters maintain that the Commission should continue to use enforcement advisories to offer clarity, guidance, and predictability concerning the open Internet rules. We agree. Enforcement advisories do not create new policies, but rather are recitations and reminders of existing legal standards and the Commission’s current enforcement intentions. We see no need to deviate from our current practice of issuing such advisories to periodically remind parties about legal standards regarding the open Internet rules.

b. Flexibility

(i) Means of enforcement and general enforcement mechanisms

242. We will preserve the Commission’s existing avenues for enforcement of open Internet rules—self-initiated investigation by the Enforcement Bureau, informal complaints, and formal complaints. Commenters agree with the value of retaining these three main mechanisms for commencing enforcement of potential open Internet violations, as this combination ensures multiple entry points to the Commission’s processes and gives both complainants and the Commission enforcement flexibility.

243. In addition, the Commission will continue to honor requests for informal complaints to remain anonymous, and will also continue to maintain flexible channels for reporting suspected violations, like confidential calls to the Enforcement Bureau. Although some commenters raise concerns about anonymous complaint filings, others stress the importance of having the option to request anonymity when filing an informal complaint. We note, however, that complainants who are not anonymous frequently have better success getting their concerns addressed because the service provider can then troubleshoot their specific concerns.

632 Since January 2010, the Enforcement Bureau has periodically published enforcement advisories “designed to educate businesses about and alert consumers to what’s required by FCC rules, the purpose of those rules and why they’re important to consumers, as well as the consequences of failures to comply.” Statement of P. Michele Ellison, Chief, Enforcement Bureau on Issuance of the Bureau’s First Enforcement Advisories, News Release (January 15, 2010), https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DOC-295749A1.pdf.
635 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5620, para. 167.
636 See, e.g., ADT Comments at 10-11; CenturyLink Comments at 36; Comcast Comments at 67; Hochhalter Comments at 34 (“Informal and formal complaint processes alike should be utilized. Both end users and edge providers can further enforcement efforts th[r]ough this process, and substantially lighten the FCC’s enforcement burden.”).
637 WISPA maintains that “any enforcement advisories should not be created in a vacuum and must be based on a public record following an opportunity for interested consumers and industry parties to submit comments.” WISPA Comments at 34. We disagree with the contention that public notice and comment should be a prerequisite for the Commission to issue an enforcement advisory. The Commission uses its rulemaking procedures when we are adopting rule changes that require notice and comment. Conversely, enforcement advisories are used to remind parties of existing legal standards.
638 See, e.g., ADT Comments at 10-11; Charter Comments at 34–35; CenturyLink Comments at 36; Comcast Comments at 67; Hochhalter Comments at 34 (“Informal and formal complaint processes alike should be utilized. Both end users and edge providers can further enforcement efforts th[r]ough this process, and substantially lighten the FCC’s enforcement burden.”).
639 See, e.g., Charter Comments at 34–35; NCTA Comments at 68.
640 See, e.g., Hochhalter Comments at 34–35.
641 See, e.g., Comcast Comments at 68.
244. We also adopt our tentative conclusion in the 2014 Open Internet NPRM that enforcement of the transparency rule should proceed under the same dispute mechanisms that apply to other rules contained in this Order. We believe that providing both complainants and the Commission with flexibility to address violations of the transparency rule will continue to be important and that the best means to ensure compliance with both the transparency rule and the other rules we adopt today is to apply a uniform and consistent enforcement approach.

245. Finally, we conclude that violations of the open Internet rules will be subject to any and all penalties authorized under the Communications Act and rules, including but not limited to admonishments, citations, notices of violation, notices of apparent liability, monetary forfeitures and refunds, cease and desist orders, revocations, and referrals for criminal prosecution. Moreover, negotiated Consent Decrees can contain damages, restitution, compliance requirements, attorneys’ fees, declaratory relief, and equitable remedies like injunctions, equitable rescissions, reformatory, and specific performance.

(ii) Case-by-Case Analysis

246. The 2014 Open Internet NPRM emphasized that the process for providing and promoting an open Internet must be flexible enough to accommodate the ongoing evolution of Internet technology. We therefore tentatively concluded that the Commission should continue to use a case-by-case approach, taking into account the totality of the circumstances, in considering alleged violations of the open Internet rules.

247. We affirm our proposal to continue to analyze open Internet complaints on a case-by-case basis. We agree with commenters that flexible rules, administered through case-by-case analysis, will

642 Commenters generally agree with this approach and have not offered any basis for the Commission to pursue a different enforcement regime with respect to the transparency rule. See, e.g., ADT Comments at 11.

643 Section 706 was enacted as part of the 1996 Telecommunications Act, and it is therefore subject to any and all penalties under the Act and our rules. See Verizon, 740 F.3d at 650 (“Congress expressly directed that the 1996 Act . . . be inserted into the Communications Act of 1934.”) (quoting AT&T Corp. v. Iowa Utilities Board, 525 U.S. 366, 377 (1999)).


645 47 C.F.R. § 1.89.


648 47 U.S.C. § 312(b).

649 47 C.F.R. § 1.91.


651 We are aware of concerns expressed by some commenters that penalties need to be predictable and fair. See, e.g., WISPA Comments at 37 (“The existing rules lack any recitation of the range of sanctions or financial penalties that the Commission is authorized to impose upon a finding of a rule violation.”). The Commission views its processes as ensuring predictable and fair enforcement. All forfeiture orders over $25,000 are reviewed by the full Commission for disposition, and all past enforcement actions are publicly available for guidance.

652 A number of commenters support this approach. See, e.g., TIA Comments at 3, 21; CenturyLink Comments at 35-36; CWA & NAACP Comments at 19-20; Verizon Comments, Attach. Katz Declaration at 24 (“Because no one has the ability to predict what will be the best network management practices and pricing and service models in the future, it is important that the Commission’s rule be flexible” and a “case-by-case (or rule-of-reason) approach can offer that flexibility.”); Comcast Comments at 67. One commenter argues that the Commission should promulgate general rules of conduct rather than relying on case-by-case adjudications. PA PUC Comments at Appx. B, 11. Other commenters expressed concerns about the cost of case-by-case adjudication. See, e.g., Future of Music Coalition Comments at 3; Meetup Comments at 7. We reject the suggestion that the Commission promulgate additional rules of conduct rather than relying on case-by-case adjudications. As for concerns about the cost of adjudications, as discussed below, we stress that our procedures will allow the
enable us to pursue meaningful enforcement, consider consumers’ individual concerns, and account for rapidly changing technology.\footnote{653}{TIA Comments at 3, 21.  \textit{See also} CenturyLink Comments at 36 (“[T]he ‘commercially reasonable’ nondiscrimination framework proposed in the NPRM ultimately relies heavily on the backstop of a rigorous \textit{ex post} process for reviewing and evaluating challenges to given practices on a case-by-case basis.  A strong reliance on such a backstop, as opposed to overly prescriptive rules, is the better policy approach.”) (internal citations omitted).}

(iii) Fact-finding processes

248. In the \textit{2014 Open Internet NPRM}, we sought comment about how to most effectively structure a flexible fact finding process in analyzing open Internet complaints. We asked what level of evidence should be required in order to bring a claim. With regard to formal complaint proceedings, we also asked what showing should be required for the burden of production to shift from the party bringing the claim to the defendant, as well as whether parties could seek expedited treatment.\footnote{654}{\textit{2014 Open Internet NPRM}, 29 FCC Rcd at 5621, para. 169.}

249.  \textit{Informal Complaints}. Our current rules permitting the filing of informal complaints include a simple and straightforward evidentiary standard. Under section 1.41 of our rules, “[r]equests should set forth clearly and concisely the facts relied upon, the relief sought, the statutory and/or regulatory provisions (if any) pursuant to which the request is filed and under which relief is sought, and the interest of the person submitting the request.”\footnote{655}{47 C.F.R. § 1.41.} Although our rules do not establish any specific pleading requirements for informal complaints, parties filing them should attempt to provide the Commission with sufficient information and specific facts that, if proven true, would constitute a violation of the open Internet rules.

250.  We find that our existing informal complaint rule offers an accessible and effective mechanism for parties—including consumers and small businesses with limited resources—to report possible noncompliance with our open Internet rules without being subject to burdensome evidentiary or pleading requirements. We conclude that there is no basis in the record for modifying the existing standard and decline to do so.

251.  \textit{Formal Complaints}. Our current open Internet formal complaint rules provide broad flexibility to adapt to the myriad potential factual situations that might arise. For example, as noted in the \textit{2010 Open Internet Order}, some cases can be resolved based on the pleadings if the complaint and answer contain sufficient factual material to decide the case. A simple case could thus be adjudicated in an efficient, streamlined manner. For more complex matters, the existing rules give the Commission discretion to require other procedures, including discovery, briefing, a status conference, oral argument, an evidentiary hearing, or referral to an administrative law judge (ALJ).\footnote{656}{47 C.F.R. § 8.14(e)-(g); \textit{see also} \textit{2010 Open Internet Order}, 25 FCC Rcd at 17987–88, para. 156 & n.490.} Similarly, the rules provide the Commission discretion to grant temporary relief where appropriate.\footnote{657}{See \textit{47 C.F.R.} § 8.14(e)(1).}

252.  In addition, our open Internet formal complaint process already contemplates burden shifting.\footnote{658}{As we noted in the \textit{2010 Open Internet Order}, our current processes permit the Commission to shift the burden of production where appropriate. \textit{See 2010 Open Internet Order}, 25 FCC Rcd at 17988, para. 157.} Generally, complainants bear the burden of proof and must demonstrate by a preponderance of the evidence that an alleged violation has occurred. A complainant must plead with specificity the basis of its claim and provide facts and documentation, when possible, to establish a \textit{prima facie} rule violation.\footnote{659}{\textit{Id.} at 17988, para. 157 & n.491.} Defendants must answer each claim with particularity and furnish facts, supported by documentation or affidavit, demonstrating that the challenged practice complies with our rules. commission to simplify and streamline the complaint process, and to shift the burden of production, where appropriate, in order to minimize the time and expense of complaint proceedings.}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \footnote{653}{TIA Comments at 3, 21.  \textit{See also} CenturyLink Comments at 36 (“[T]he ‘commercially reasonable’ nondiscrimination framework proposed in the NPRM ultimately relies heavily on the backstop of a rigorous \textit{ex post} process for reviewing and evaluating challenges to given practices on a case-by-case basis.  A strong reliance on such a backstop, as opposed to overly prescriptive rules, is the better policy approach.”) (internal citations omitted).}
  \item \footnote{654}{\textit{2014 Open Internet NPRM}, 29 FCC Rcd at 5621, para. 169.}
  \item \footnote{655}{47 C.F.R. § 1.41.}
  \item \footnote{656}{47 C.F.R. § 8.14(e)-(g); \textit{see also} \textit{2010 Open Internet Order}, 25 FCC Rcd at 17987–88, para. 156 & n.490.}
  \item \footnote{657}{See \textit{47 C.F.R.} § 8.14(e)(1).}
  \item \footnote{658}{As we noted in the \textit{2010 Open Internet Order}, our current processes permit the Commission to shift the burden of production where appropriate. \textit{See 2010 Open Internet Order}, 25 FCC Rcd at 17988, para. 157.}
  \item \footnote{659}{\textit{Id.} at 17988, para. 157 & n.491.}
\end{itemize}
Defendants do not have the option of merely pointing out that the complainant has failed to meet his or her burden; they must show that they are in compliance with the rules. The complainant then has an opportunity to respond to the defendant’s submission. The complainant then has an opportunity to respond to the defendant’s submission. We retain our authority to shift the burden of production when, for example, the evidence necessary to assess the alleged unlawful practice is predominately in the possession of the broadband provider. If a complaining party believes the burden of production should shift, it should explain why in the complaint. Complainants also must clearly state the relief requested. We conclude that we should retain our existing open Internet procedural rules and that all formal complaints that relate to open Internet disputes, including Internet traffic exchange disputes, will be subject to those rules. Although comparable to the section 208 formal complaint rules, the open Internet rules are less burdensome on complainants, who in this context are likely to be consumers or small edge providers with limited resources. Moreover, as described above, the open Internet procedural rules allow the Commission broader flexibility in tailoring proceedings to fit particular cases.

253. Several commenters stress the need for speedy resolution of complaints, given the rapid pace of Internet commerce and the potential consumer harms and market chilling effects deriving from slow resolution. While we share these concerns, we decline to adopt fixed, short deadlines for resolving formal complaints but pledge to move expeditiously. As noted in the 2010 Open Internet Order, the Commission may shorten deadlines or otherwise revise procedures to expedite the adjudication of complaints. Additionally, the Commission will determine, on the basis of the evidence before it, whether temporary relief should be afforded any party pending final resolution of a complaint and, if so, the nature of any such temporary relief. As noted above, some open Internet cases may be

660 Id. at 17988, para. 157.
661 See id.; see also Consumers Union Comments at 8 (arguing that users and edge providers “may not always be aware of all of the circumstances surrounding a particular practice or negotiation”).
665 The section 208 rules, for example, require complainants to submit information designations, proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law, and affidavits demonstrating the basis for complainant’s belief for unsupported allegations and why complainant could not ascertain facts from any source. See, e.g., 47 C.F.R. §§ 1.721(a) (5), (6), (10). The open Internet formal complaint rules do not contain similar requirements.
666 See supra Section III.E.2.b. For example, under the open Internet rules, the Commission may order an evidentiary hearing before an administrative law judge (ALJ) or Commission staff. See 47 C.F.R. §§ 8.14(c)(1), (g). The section 208 rules contain no such provision. In addition, unlike the section 208 rules, the open Internet rules do not contain numerical limits on discovery requests. Compare id. § 8.14(f) with id. § 1.729(a).
667 See, e.g., CFA Comments at 5; Cox Comments at 29; MMTC Comments at 12; WISPA comments at 37 (“[U]nless further information is required, the Commission should render a decision on any complaint within 60 days of the filing of the answer or any required supplemental information”); cf. COMPTEL Comments at 33-34 (proposing an expedited review process for informal complaints alleging violations of the Commission’s open Internet rules requiring complaints to be resolved in 90 days to “provide the necessary legal certainty for broadband providers, end users and edge providers to better plan their activities in light of clear Commission guidance”).
668 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17988, para. 158, n.494. Further, the rules permit parties to formal complaint proceedings to request expedited treatment under the Enforcement Bureau’s Accelerated Docket procedures. See 47 C.F.R. § 8.13(a)(7).
669 See 47 C.F.R. § 8.14(e)(1). The Supreme Court has affirmed the Commission’s authority to impose interim injunctive relief pursuant to section 4(i) of the Act. See United States v. Southwestern Cable Co., 392 U.S. 157, 180–181 (1968); see also 47 U.S.C. § 154(i) (“The Commission may perform any and all acts, make such rules and regulations, and issue such orders, not inconsistent with this chapter, as may be necessary in the execution of its functions.”); Implementation of the Telecommunications Act of 1996; Amendment of Rules Governing Procedures to Be Followed When Formal Complaints Are Filed Against Common Carriers, CC Docket No. 96-238, Report and Order, 12 FCC Rcd 22497, 22566, para. 159 & n.464 (1997) (stating that the Commission has authority under section 4(i) of the Act to award injunctive relief).
straightforward and suitable for decision in a 60 to 90-day timeframe. Other cases may be more factually and technologically complex, requiring more time for the parties to pursue discovery and build an adequate record, and sufficient time for the Commission to make a reasoned decision. Therefore, we find that the existing process—allowing parties to request expedited treatment—best fits the needs of potential open Internet formal complaints.

c. Effective Access to Dispute Resolution

254. In this section, we adopt the proposal from the 2014 Open Internet NPRM to establish an ombudsperson to assist consumers, businesses, and organizations with open Internet complaints and questions by ensuring these parties have effective access to the Commission’s processes that protect their interests. The record filed supports our conclusion that these parties would benefit from having an ombudsperson as a point of contact within the Commission for questions and complaints.

255. Comments in support of the establishment of an ombudsperson clearly demonstrate the range of groups a dedicated ombudsperson can serve. For example, the American Association of People with Disabilities expressed particular interest in the potential of the ombudsperson to monitor concerns regarding accessibility and the open Internet. In addition, the comments of Higher Education Libraries asked that libraries be amongst the groups served by the ombudsperson and those of the Alaska Rural Coalition expressed interest in the ombudsperson also being accessible to small carriers with concerns.

256. The Open Internet Ombudsperson will serve as a point of contact to provide assistance to individuals and organizations with questions or complaints regarding the open Internet to ensure that small and often unrepresented groups reach the appropriate bureaus and offices to address specific issues of concern. For example, the ombudsperson will be able to provide initial assistance with the Commission’s dispute resolution procedures by directing such parties to the appropriate templates for formal and informal complaints. We expect the ombudsperson will assist interested parties in less direct but equally important ways. These could include conducting trend analysis of open Internet complaints and, more broadly, market conditions, that could be summarized in reports to the Commission regarding how the market is functioning for various stakeholders. The ombudsperson may investigate and bring attention to open Internet concerns, and refer matters to the Enforcement Bureau for potential further investigation. The ombudsperson will be housed in the Consumer & Governmental Affairs Bureau, which will remain the initial informal complaint intake point, and will coordinate with other bureaus and offices, as appropriate, to facilitate review of inquiries and complaints regarding broadband services.

670 See 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5621, at para. 171.
671 See, e.g., American Association of People with Disabilities Comments at 5 (noting that an ombudsperson would allow the commission to better serve the needs of people with disabilities); COMPTEL Comments at 34 (stating support for the creation of an ombudsperson); Higher Education Libraries Comments at 20 (advocating for the inclusion of libraries in the list of groups the ombudsperson would serve); Hurwitz Comments at 4 (“The NPRM considers the creation of an ombudsperson; this proposal should be firmly embraced.”); MMTC Comments at 12 (asking that the ombudsperson serve consumers, including individuals from vulnerable populations).
672 American Association of People with Disabilities Comments at 5.
673 Higher Education Libraries Comments at 20.
674 Alaska Rural Coalition Comments at 17; see also WISPA Comments at 34 (supporting the creation of an ombudsman only if they are authorized to act on behalf of small carriers as well as consumers and edge providers).
675 See, e.g., Common Cause Comments at 11 (expressing concerns about the necessity of receiving pre-clearance by an ombudsperson); Kickstarter Comments at 2 (stating that working with an ombudsperson would be onerous); T-Mobile Comments at 26 (stating that there has been no showing of need to create an ombudsperson).
3. Complaint Processes and Forms of Dispute Resolution
   a. Complaint Filing Procedures

257. In the 2014 Open Internet NPRM, we sought comment on how open Internet complaints should be received, processed, and enforced. We asked if there were ways to improve access to our existing informal and formal complaint processes, especially for consumers, small businesses, and other entities with limited resources and knowledge of how our complaint processes work. We also asked whether the current enforcement and dispute resolution tools at the Commission’s disposal are sufficient for resolving violations of open Internet rules.

258. **Informal Complaints.** First, we will implement processes to make it easier to lodge informal open Internet complaints, including a new, more intuitive online complaint interface. The Commission recently launched a new Consumer Help Center, which provides a user-friendly, streamlined means to access educational materials on consumer issues and to file complaints. Consumers who seek to file an open Internet complaint should visit the Consumer Help Center portal and click the Internet icon for the materials or the online intake system for complaints. The complaint intake system is designed to guide the consumer efficiently through the questions that need to be answered in order to file a complaint. The Consumer Help Center will make available aggregate data about complaints received, including those pertaining to open Internet issues. Some data is currently available, with additional and more granular data to be provided over time. We believe these efforts will improve access to the Commission’s open Internet complaint processes.

259. **Formal Complaints.** With respect to formal complaints, we amend the Commission’s Part 8 open Internet rules to require electronic filing of all pleadings in open Internet formal complaint proceedings. Currently, parties to such proceedings must file hard copies of pleadings with the Office of the Secretary. This process is time-consuming for the parties and makes it difficult for the public to track case developments. Although members of the public may obtain copies of the pleadings from the Commission’s Reference Information Center, there is no way to search for or view pleadings electronically. Today’s actions modernize and reform these existing procedures.

260. In 2011, the Commission released a Report and Order revising Part 1 and Part 0 of its

---

676 See MMTC Comments at 14 (“As a general matter, the Commission’s primary focus should be to create a user-friendly form that easily can be completed and submitted by a consumer without the need for an attorney.”).
677 The Open Internet Ombudsperson will also be available to assist parties in filing informal complaints. See supra Section III.E.2.c.
678 The MMTC proposed applying, in the open Internet context, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) complaint process set out in Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as a way to “provide an excellent consumer-friendly means of resolving open Internet complaints rapidly, efficiently, and affordably.” Letter from David Honig, MMTC to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 09-51, 14-28, 09-191, MB Docket Nos. 14-109, 14-50, 09-182, 07-294, 04-256, Attach. at 6 (filed Dec. 12, 2014) (MMTC Ex Parte Letter); see also MMTC Comments at 13. Under that process, complainants, prior to seeking formal relief against a party, must submit their complaint to the EEOC, which reviews and attempts informal resolution, with subsequent formal complaints only authorized (by a “Right to Sue letter”) if informal resolution is not reached. We agree that the Title VII complaint process has benefits, including free-to-the-complainant complaint review and mediation and sequencing that encourages informal dispute resolution prior to formal lawsuits, among others. MMTC Ex Parte Letter Attach. at 2. We believe the Commission’s existing multimodal open Internet complaint processes contain these benefits as well, as they enable informal resolution of complaints and free mediation by the Enforcement Bureau’s Market Disputes Resolution Division.
680 The rule changes described in this section do not apply to open Internet informal complaints. Consumers will continue to have the ability to file informal complaints electronically with the Consumer & Governmental Affairs Bureau. The form for filing an informal complaint is available at https://consumercomplaints.fcc.gov/hc/en-us.
One aspect of the Part 1 Order was a requirement that docketing and electronic filing begin to be utilized in proceedings involving “[n]ewly filed Section 208 formal common carrier complaints and newly filed Section 224 pole attachment complaints before the Enforcement Bureau.” On November 12, 2014, the Commission released an order that amended its procedural rules governing formal complaints under section 208 and pole attachment complaints under section 224 to require electronic filing. We established within ECFS a “Submit a Non-Docketed Filing” module where all such complaints must be filed because staff must review a complaint for conformance with the Commission’s rules before the matter can receive its own unique ECFS proceeding number.

261. We now extend those rule changes to open Internet formal complaints. When filing such a complaint, as of the effective date of this Order, the complainant will be required to select “Open Internet Complaint: Restricted Proceeding” from the “Submit a Non-Docketed Filing” module in ECFS. The filing must include the complaint, as well as all attachments to the complaint. When using ECFS to initiate new proceedings, a complainant no longer will have to file its complaint with the Office of the Secretary unless the complaint includes confidential information.

262. Enforcement Bureau staff will review new open Internet formal complaints for conformance with procedural rules (including fee payment). As of the effective date of this Order, complainants no longer will submit a hard copy of the complaint with the fee payment as described in rule 1.1106. Instead, complainants must first transmit the complaint filing fee to the designated payment center and then file the complaint electronically using ECFS.

263. Assuming a complaint satisfies this initial procedural review, Enforcement Bureau staff then will assign an EB file number to the complaint (EB Identification Number), give the complaint its own case-specific ECFS proceeding number, and enter both the EB Identification Number and ECFS proceeding number into ECFS. At that time, Enforcement Bureau staff will post a Notice of Complaint Letter in the case-specific ECFS proceeding and transmit the letter (and the complaint) via e-mail to the...
defendant. On the other hand, if a filed complaint does not comply with the Commission’s procedural rules, Enforcement Bureau staff will serve a rejection letter on the complainant and post the rejection letter and related correspondence in ECFS. Importantly, the rejection letter will not preclude the complainant from curing the procedural infirmities and refiling the complaint.

264. As of the effective date of this Order, all pleadings, attachments, exhibits, and other documents in open Internet formal complaint proceedings must be filed using ECFS, both in cases where the complaint was initially filed in ECFS and in pending cases filed under the old rules. With respect to complaints filed prior to the effective date of this Order, Enforcement Bureau staff will assign an individual ECFS proceeding number to each existing proceeding and notify existing parties by email of this new ECFS number. This ECFS proceeding number will be in addition to the previously-assigned number. The first step in using ECFS is to input the individual case’s ECFS proceeding number or EB Identification Number. The new rules allow parties to serve post-complaint submissions on opposing parties via email without following up by regular U.S. mail. Parties must provide hard copies of submissions to staff in the Market Disputes Resolution Division of the Enforcement Bureau upon request.

265. Consistent with existing Commission electronic filing guidelines, any party asserting that materials filed in an open Internet formal complaint proceeding are proprietary must file with the Commission, using ECFS, a public version of the materials with any proprietary information redacted. The party also must file with the Secretary’s Office an unredacted hard copy version that contains the proprietary information and clearly marks each page, or portion thereof, using bolded brackets, highlighting, or other distinct markings that identify the sections of the filing for which a proprietary designation is claimed. Each page of the redacted and unredacted versions must be clearly identified as the “Public Version” or the “Confidential Version,” respectively. Both versions must be served on the same day.

b. Alternative Dispute Resolution

266. The Commission sought comment on various modes of alternative dispute resolution for resolving open Internet disputes. Currently, parties with disputes before the Commission are free to voluntarily engage in mediation, which is offered by the Market Disputes Resolution Division (MDRD) at no charge to the parties. This process has worked well and has led to the effective resolution of numerous complaints. We will take steps to improve awareness of this approach. In the 2014 Open Internet NPRM, we asked whether other approaches, such as arbitration, should be considered, in order to ensure access to dispute resolution by smaller edge providers and other entities without resources to engage in the Commission’s formal complaint process.

267. We decline to adopt arbitration procedures or to mandate arbitration for parties to open Internet complaint proceedings. Under the rules adopted today, parties are still free to engage in

---

691 Enforcement Bureau staff will not assign an EB file number or a separate ECFS docket number to a rejected complaint, but interested persons can locate the rejected complaint by searching for party names, dates, rule citation, or other relevant ECFS search criteria.

692 See infra Appx. A (revisions to §§ 8.13, 8.16).

693 See infra Appx. A (revisions to § 8.13). Parties using email service should be mindful that the Commission’s or the opposing party’s computer server may reject email attachments that are too large.

694 See infra Appx. A (revisions to § 8.13).

695 See 47 C.F.R. § 0.459(a)(2).

696 See infra Appx. A (revisions to § 8.16).

697 Id. Filers must ensure that proprietary information has been properly redacted and thus is not viewable. If a filer inadvertently discloses proprietary information, the Commission will not be responsible for that disclosure. Part I Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 1600-01, para. 17, n.49.

698 See infra Appx. A (revisions to § 8.16).

699 Id.
mediation and outside arbitration to settle their open Internet disputes, but alternative dispute resolution will not be required. Commenters generally do not favor arbitration in this context and recommend that the Commission not adopt it as the default method for resolving complaints. Commenters suggest that mandatory arbitration, in particular, may more frequently benefit the party with more resources and more understanding of dispute procedure, and therefore should not be adopted. We agree with these concerns and conclude that adoption of arbitration rules is not necessary or appropriate in this context.

c. Multistakeholder Processes and Technical Advisory Groups

268. In the 2014 Open Internet NPRM, the Commission sought comment on whether enforcement of open Internet rules—including resolution of open Internet disputes—could be supported by multistakeholder processes that enable the development of independent standards to guide the Commission in compliance determinations. The Commission also asked whether it should incorporate the expertise of technical advisory groups into these determinations.

269. We conclude that incorporating groups with technical expertise into our consideration of formal complaints has the potential to inform the Commission’s judgment and improve our understanding of complex and rapidly evolving technical issues. By requiring electronic filing of all pleadings in open Internet formal complaint proceedings, we will enable interested parties to more easily track developments in the proceedings and participate as appropriate. Although formal complaint proceedings are generally restricted for purposes of the Commission’s ex parte rules, interested parties may seek permission to file an amicus brief. The Commission “consider[s] on a case-by-case basis motions by non-

700. As a general matter, the Commission lacks the ability to subdelegate its authority over these disputes to a private entity, like a third-party arbitrator, see U.S. Telecom Ass’n v. FCC, 359 F.3d 554, 566 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (“While federal agency officials may subdelegate their decision-making authority to subordinates absent evidence of contrary congressional intent, they may not subdelegate to outside entities—private or sovereign—absent affirmative evidence of authority to do so”), and “may not require any person to consent to arbitration as a condition of entering into a contract or obtaining a benefit.” 5 U.S.C. § 575(a)(3). As noted in the 2014 Open Internet NPRM, however, mandatory third-party arbitration may be allowed so long as it is subject to de novo review by the Commission. See 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5622 n.354 (citing Comcast Corp., Petition for Declaratory Ruling that The America Channel is not a Regional Sports Network, File No. CSR-7108, Order, 22 FCC Rcd 17938, 17948, para. 4, n.13 (2007)); see also AAJC Comments at 4.

701. See, e.g., AAJC Comments at 2; Public Citizen and NACA Comments at 1; NASUA Comments at 17 (“consumers should not be required to submit to arbitration to resolve disputes with broadband providers”).

702. See, e.g., AAJC Comments at 1 (noting that “[i]n most cases, consumers must pay filing fees and the arbitrator’s costs, which can amount to thousands of dollars,” and the provider can select the arbitration location, making the process even costlier; further noting that arbitrated decisions are not reviewable and often not public, precluding consumers from uncovering potential biases in the process); Public Citizen and NACA Comments at 1-2.

703. Commenters generally support the idea of having greater input from associations and technical advisory groups in the Commission’s open Internet regulation. See, e.g., CFA Comments at 5; Layton Comments at 18; Mozilla Comments at 25-26; TechFreedom Comments at 99-100; WISPA Comments at 35. But see CCIA Comments at 32. They point out that such input can improve inclusivity and transparency, see, e.g., Layton Comments at 18; Mozilla Comments at 26; WISPA Comments at 35, and ensures that the Commission’s enforcement is sufficiently informed by the most up-to-date technical insights regarding network management and other features of Internet engineering. See, e.g., Comcast Comments at 70; Cox Comments at 29; ITIF Comments at 20; Layton Comments at 19 (“A multi-stakeholder model is also preferable when evidence is limited and technological change is swift.”); MDTC Comments at 1; NetAccess Futures Comments at 29.

704. See supra Section III.E.3.a.

parties wishing to submit amicus-type filings addressing the legal issues raised in [a] proceeding,” and grants such requests when warranted. Thus, for example, the Commission granted a motion for leave to file an amicus brief in a section 224 pole attachment complaint proceeding “in light of the broad policy issues at stake.”

270. To further advance the values underlying multistakeholder processes—inclusivity, transparency, and expertise—we also amend our Part 8 formal complaint rules by delegating authority to the Enforcement Bureau, in its discretion, to request a written opinion from an outside technical organization. As reviewing courts have established, “[a] federal agency may turn to an outside entity for advice and policy recommendations, provided the agency makes the final decisions itself.”

271. In this instance, given the potential complexity of the issues in open Internet formal complaint proceedings, it may be particularly useful to obtain objective advice from industry standard-setting bodies or other similar organizations. Providing Commission staff with this flexibility also will enable more informed determinations of technical Internet issues that reflect current industry standards and permit staff to keep pace with rapidly changing technology. Expert organizations will not be required to respond to requests from the Enforcement Bureau for opinions; however, any organization that elects to do so must provide the opinion within 30 days of the request—unless otherwise specified by the staff—in order to facilitate timely dispute resolution. We find that this approach will allow for the inclusivity the multistakeholder process offers, while also providing the predictability and legal certainty of the Commission’s formal dispute resolution process.

272. For informal complaints and investigations, the Enforcement Bureau’s efforts will continue to be informed by resolutions of formal complaints, and will also continue to be informed by the standards developed by existing multistakeholder, industry, and consumer groups. The Enforcement Bureau will also work with interested parties on an informal basis to identify ways to promote compliance with the open Internet rules.

707 If a party to the proceeding is a member of or is otherwise represented by an entity that requests leave to file an amicus brief, the entity must disclose that affiliation in its request.
709 U.S. Telecom Ass’n v. FCC, 359 F.3d 554, 568 (D.C. Cir. 2004).
710 See Charter Comments at 35-36 (recommending that the Commission “take full advantage of the multi-stakeholder forums that have helped to define the Internet and enable it to flourish.”); Cox Comments at 29 (supporting the NPRM’s proposal to adopt additional dispute resolution mechanisms that are informed by input from technical advisory groups); Mozilla Comments at 25-26 (recommending that technical bodies like the Open Internet Advisory Committee (OIA) and the Broadband Internet Technical Advisory Group (BITAG) be consulted on technical issues like reasonable network management); NetAccess Futures Comments at 29.
711 Whenever possible, the Enforcement Bureau should request advisory opinions from expert organizations whose members do not include any of the parties to the proceeding. If no such organization exists, the Enforcement Bureau may refer issues to an expert organization with instructions that representatives of the parties to the complaint proceeding may not participate in the organization’s consideration of the issues referred or the drafting of its advisory opinion.
712 Moreover, we note that the Commission cannot as a matter of law delegate its dispute resolution processes to outside organizations. See supra note 700. Accordingly, while we support the goals of Mozilla’s “three-phase” dispute resolution model, the Commission cannot go so far as to delegate leadership over open Internet disputes to outside multistakeholder groups. See Mozilla Comments at 26.
713 See, e.g., Comcast Comments at 70; ITIF Comments at 20; MDTC Comments at 1.
F. Legal Authority

273. We ground the open Internet rules we adopt today in multiple sources of legal authority—section 706, Title II, and Title III of the Communications Act. We marshal all of these sources of authority toward a common statutorily-supported goal: to protect and promote Internet openness as platform for competition, free expression and innovation; a driver of economic growth; and an engine of the virtuous cycle of broadband deployment.

274. We therefore invoke multiple, complementary sources of legal authority. As a number of parties point out, our authority under section 706 is not mutually exclusive with our authority under Titles II and III of the Act. Rather, we read our statute to provide several, alternative sources of authority that work in concert toward common ends. As described below, under section 706, the Commission has the authority to adopt these open Internet rules to encourage and accelerate the deployment of broadband to all Americans. In the Declaratory Ruling and Order below, we find, based on the current factual record, that BIAS is a telecommunications service subject to Title II and exercise our forbearance authority to establish a “light-touch” regulatory regime, which includes the application of sections 201 and 202. This finding both removes the common carrier limitation from the exercise of our affirmative section 706 authority and also allows us to exercise authority directly under sections 201 and 202 of the Communications Act in adopting today’s rules. Finally, these rules are also supported by our Title III authority to protect the public interest through spectrum licensing. In this section, we discuss the basis and scope of each of these sources of authority and then explain their application to the open Internet rules we adopt today.

1. Section 706 Provides Affirmative Legal Authority for Our Open Internet Rules.

275. Section 706 affords the Commission affirmative legal authority to adopt all of today’s open Internet rules. Section 706(a) directs the Commission to take actions that “shall encourage the deployment on a reasonable and timely basis of advanced telecommunications capability to all Americans.” To do so, the Commission may utilize “in a manner consistent with the public interest, convenience, and necessity, price cap regulation, regulatory forbearance, measures that promote competition in the local telecommunications market, or other regulating methods that remove barriers to infrastructure investment.” Section 706(b), in turn, directs that the Commission “shall take immediate

---

714 CDT Reply at 3 (suggesting the Commission consider an approach that “builds upon the recent D.C. Circuit decision and some of the strengths of Title II and Section 706.”); CFA Comments at 66 (“[T]he authorities overlap—a service can fall under more than one authority simultaneously—and are complementary (in the sense that they trigger different tools for different purposes). Therefore, there is no conflict between asserting the authority and developing the power under each of the Titles and sections of the Act. In fact ... it would be imprudent for the Commission not to pursue all of the authorities it has available.”); iClick2Media Comments at 10 (“By combining the power of 706, Title II and Title III the FCC is afforded the reasoning and the power granted to it to protect the Openness of the Internet for years to come.”); AARP Comments at 40 (“Title II and Section 706 are highly complementary.”).

715 CFA Comments at 68 (explaining that “recent court cases have made it clear that 706 and other authorities can be invoked simultaneously (although they need not be”); AOL Comments at 9 (“Section 706 and Title II need not be mutually exclusive.”).

716 47 U.S.C. § 1302(a). Section 706(a) provides in full:

The Commission and each State commission with regulatory jurisdiction over telecommunications services shall encourage the deployment on a reasonable and timely basis of advanced telecommunications capability to all Americans (including, in particular, elementary and secondary schools and classrooms) by utilizing, in a manner consistent with the public interest, convenience, and necessity, price cap regulation, regulatory forbearance, measures that promote competition in the local telecommunications market, or other regulating methods that remove barriers to infrastructure investment.

717 Id.
action to accelerate deployment of such capability by removing barriers to infrastructure investment and by promoting competition in the telecommunications market,” if it finds after inquiry that advanced telecommunications capability is not being deployed to all Americans in a reasonable and timely fashion.\textsuperscript{718} “Advanced telecommunications capability” is defined as “high-speed, switched, broadband telecommunications capability that enables users to originate and receive high-quality voice, data, graphics, and video telecommunications using any technology.”\textsuperscript{719} Sections 706(a) and (b) each provide an express, affirmative grant of authority to the Commission and the rules we adopt today fall well within their scope.

276. \textit{Section 706(a) and (b) Are Express Grants of Authority.} In \textit{Verizon}, the D.C. Circuit squarely upheld as reasonable the Commission’s reading of section 706(a) as an affirmative grant of authority.\textsuperscript{720} Finding that provision ambiguous, the court upheld the Commission’s interpretation as consistent with the statutory text,\textsuperscript{721} legislative history,\textsuperscript{722} and the Commission’s lengthy history of regulating Internet access.\textsuperscript{723}

277. Separately addressing section 706(b), the D.C. Circuit held, citing similar reasons, that the “Commission has reasonably interpreted section 706(b) to empower it to take steps to accelerate broadband deployment if and when it determines that such deployment is not “reasonable and timely.”\textsuperscript{724} The 10th Circuit, in upholding the Commission’s reform of our universal service and inter-carrier compensation regulatory regime, likewise concluded that the Commission reasonably construed section 706(b) as an additional source of authority for those regulations.\textsuperscript{725}

278. In January, the Commission adopted the 2015 \textit{Broadband Progress Report}, which determined that advanced telecommunications capability is not being deployed in a reasonable and timely manner to all Americans.\textsuperscript{726} That determination triggered our authority under section 706(b) to take immediate action, including the adoption of today’s open Internet rules, to accelerate broadband deployment to all Americans.

279. We interpret sections 706(a) and 706(b) as independent, complementary sources of affirmative Commission authority for today’s rules. Our interpretation of section 706(a) as a grant of express authority is in no way dependent upon our findings in the section 706(b) inquiry. Thus, even if

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{718} 47 U.S.C. § 1302(b).
\item \textsuperscript{719} Id. § 1302(d)(1).
\item \textsuperscript{720} \textit{Verizon}, 740 F.3d at 637 (“The question, then, is this: Does the Commission’s current understanding of section 706(a) as a grant of regulatory authority represent a reasonable interpretation of an ambiguous statute? We believe it does.”) A few commenters argue that the court incorrectly concluded that section 706(a) and (b) are express grants of authority. \textit{See}, e.g., TechFreedom Comments at 62-70 (arguing that section 706 is not an independent grant of authority and that the court erred in its \textit{Chevron} analysis); CenturyLink Comments at 53 (“Section 706(a) contains no grant of independent regulatory authority of any kind . . . .”). For the reasons discussed in the text, by the Commission in the 2010 \textit{Open Internet Order}, and the court in \textit{Verizon} and \textit{In re FCC}, we disagree.
\item \textsuperscript{721} \textit{Verizon}, 740 F.3d at 637-38. As the \textit{Verizon} court explained, for example, “Section 706(a)’s reference to state commissions does not foreclose such a reading” of section 706(a) as an express grant of authority. \textit{Id.} at 638. Nor, as one of the dissents suggests, (see Pai Dissent at 55), is the statute’s reference to “[s]tate commission” rendered meaningless by the Commission’s reaffirmation that BIAS is an interstate service for regulatory purposes. \textit{See infra} para 431. The Commission’s interpretation does not preclude all state commission action in this area, just that which is inconsistent with the federal regulatory regime we adopt today. \textit{See NARUC Broadband Data Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 5054-55.}
\item \textsuperscript{722} \textit{Id.} at 638-39.
\item \textsuperscript{723} \textit{Id.} (distinguishing \textit{FDA v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.}, 529 U.S. 120 (2000)) (“[W]hen Congress passed section 706(a) in 1996, it did so against the backdrop of the Commission’s long history of subjecting to common carrier regulation the entities that controlled the last-mile facilities over which end users accessed the Internet.”).
\item \textsuperscript{724} \textit{Verizon}, 740 F.3d at 640-43.
\item \textsuperscript{725} \textit{In re FCC 11-161}, 753 F.3d 1015, 1053 (10th Cir. 2014).
\item \textsuperscript{726} \textit{See 2015 Broadband Progress Report} at para. 4.
\end{itemize}
the Commission’s inquiry were to have resulted in a positive conclusion such that our section 706(b) authority were not triggered this would not eliminate the Commission’s authority to take actions to encourage broadband deployment under section 706(a).\textsuperscript{727}

280. We reject arguments that we lack rulemaking authority to implement section 706 of the 1996 Act.\textsuperscript{728} In Verizon, the D.C. Circuit suggested that section 706 was part of the Communications Act of 1934.\textsuperscript{729} Under such a reading, the Commission would have all its standard rulemaking authority under sections 4(i), 201(b) and 303(r) to adopt rules implementing that provision.\textsuperscript{730} Even if this were not the case, by its terms our section 4(i) rulemaking authority is not limited just to the adoption of rules pursuant to substantive jurisdiction under the Communications Act,\textsuperscript{731} and the Verizon court cited as reasonable the Commission’s view that Congress, in placing upon the Commission the obligation to carry out the purposes of section 706, “necessarily invested the Commission with the statutory authority to carry out those acts.”\textsuperscript{732}

281. The Open Internet Rules Fall Well Within the Scope of Our Section 706 Authority. In Verizon, the D.C. Circuit agreed with the Commission that while authority under section 706 may be broad, it is not unbounded.\textsuperscript{733} Both the Commission and the court have articulated its limits. First, section 706 regulations must be within the scope of the Commission’s subject matter jurisdiction over

\textsuperscript{727}See, e.g., Letter from Lawrence J. Spiwak, President, Phoenix Center for Advanced Legal & Economic Public Policy Studies, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, Attach. A, Phoenix Center Policy Bulletin No. 35, What are the Bounds of the FCC’s Authority over Broadband Service Providers? A Review of the Recent Case Law at 23 (filed Oct. 31, 2014) (Phoenix Center Oct. 31, 2014 Ex Parte Letter) (concluding that the Verizon court took the view that “706(a) is independent from 706(b), because the court seemed to say that the defined trigger of 706(b) is irrelevant to the Commission’s on-going (and independent) effort to promote broadband deployment under 706(a) under foreseeable market conditions”). Contrary to one of the dissenting statements, (see Pai Dissent at 56), Commission actions adopted pursuant to a negative section 706(b) determination would not simply be swept away by a future positive section 706(b) finding. The Commission takes such measures precisely to achieve section 706(b)’s goal of accelerating deployment. That they may succeed in achieving that goal so as to contribute to a positive section 706(b) finding does not subsequently render them unnecessary or unauthorized without any further Commission process. Throwing away such measures because they are working would be like “throwing away your umbrella in a rainstorm because you are not getting wet.” Shelby v. Holder, 133 S. Ct. 2612, 2650 (2013) (Ginsburg, J., dissenting). Even if that were not the case, independent section 706(a) authority would remain. We mention, however, two legal requirements that appear relevant. First, section 408 of the Act mandates that “all” FCC orders (other than orders for the payment of money) “shall continue in force for the period of time specified in the order or until the Commission or a court of competent jurisdiction issues a superseding order.” 47 U.S.C. § 408. Second, the Commission has a “continuing obligation to practice reasoned decisionmaking” that includes revisiting prior decisions to the extent warranted. Aeronautical Radio v. FCC, 928 F.2d 428 (D.C. Cir. 1991). We are aware of no reason why these requirements would not apply in this context.

\textsuperscript{728}See, e.g., Earl Comstock Reply at 18-33 (arguing that section 706 contained no affirmative authority for rulemaking).

\textsuperscript{729}See Verizon, 740 F.3d at 650 (stating that “Congress expressly directed that the 1996 Act . . . be inserted into the Communications Act of 1934”) (citation omitted).

\textsuperscript{730}47 U.S.C. § 154(i) (“The Commission may . . . make such rules and regulations . . . not inconsistent with this chapter, as may be necessary in the execution of its functions.”); 47 U.S.C. § 201(b) (“The Commission may prescribe such rules and regulations as may be necessary in the public interest to carry out the provisions of this chapter.”); 47 U.S.C. § 303(r) (“Except as otherwise provided in this chapter, the Commission from time to time, as public convenience, interest, or necessity requires, shall . . . [m]ake such rules and regulations and prescribe such restrictions and conditions, not inconsistent with law, as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this chapter”).

\textsuperscript{731}See 47 U.S.C. § 154(i).

\textsuperscript{732}Verizon, 740 F.3d at 638 (quoting 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17969, para. 120).

\textsuperscript{733}Verizon, 740 F.3d at 639-40.
“interstate and foreign communications by wire and radio.”

And second, any such regulations must be designed to achieve the purpose of section 706(a)—to “encourage the deployment on a reasonable and timely basis of advanced telecommunications capability to all Americans.”

282. In Verizon, the court firmly concluded that the Commission’s 2010 Open Internet Order regulations fell within the scope of section 706. It explained that the rules “not only apply directly to broadband providers, the precise entities to which section 706 authority to encourage broadband deployment presumably extends, but also seek to promote the very goal that Congress explicitly sought to promote.” Further, the court credited “the Commission’s prediction that the Open Internet Order regulations will encourage broadband deployment.” The same is true of the open Internet rules we adopt today. Our regulations again only apply to last-mile providers of broadband services—services that are not only within our subject matter jurisdiction, but also expressly within the terms of section 706. And, again, each of our rules is designed to remove barriers in order to achieve the express purposes of section 706. We also find that our rules will provide additional benefits by promoting competition in telecommunications markets, for example, by fostering competitive provision of VoIP and video services and informing consumers’ choices.

2. Authority for the Open Internet Rules Under Title II with Forbearance

283. In light of our Declaratory Ruling below, the rules we adopt today are also supported by our legal authority under Title II to regulate telecommunications services. For the reasons set forth below, we have found that BIAS is a telecommunications service and, for mobile broadband, commercial mobile services or its functional equivalent. While we forbear from applying many of the Title II regulations to this service, we have applied sections 201, 202, and 208 (along with related enforcement authorities). These provisions provide an alternative source of legal authority for today’s rules.

284. Section 201(a) places a duty on common carriers to furnish communications services subject to Title II “upon reasonable request” and “establish physical connections with other carriers”

---

734 Id. at 640 (citing 47 U.S.C. §152(a)). Some have read this to require that regulations under section 706 must be ancillary to existing Commission authority in Title II, III or VI of the Act. See Phoenix Center Oct. 31, 2014 Ex Parte Letter, Attach. A at 25 (“Section 706 is really another form of the Commission’s ancillary authority—that is, like any use of its traditional ancillary authority . . . Verizon requires the Commission to tie its use of Section 706 to a specific delegation of authority in Title II, Title III, or Title VI.”). We disagree. To be sure, with the Commission’s exercise of both section 706 and ancillary authority, regulations must be within the Commission’s subject matter jurisdiction. Indeed, this is the first prong of the test for ancillary jurisdiction. American Library Ass’n v. FCC, 406 F.3d 689, 703–04 (D.C. Cir. 2005). But we do not read the Verizon decision as applying the second prong—which requires that the regulation be sufficiently linked to another provision of the Act—to our exercise of section 706 authority. Section 706 “does not limit the Commission to using other regulatory authority already at its disposal, but instead grants it the power necessary to fulfill the statute’s mandate.” See Verizon, 740 F.3d at 641 (citing 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17972, para. 123).

735 Verizon, 740 F.3d at 640 (citing 47 U.S.C. § 1302(a)).

736 Id. at 643.

737 Id. at 644.

738 In response to parties expressing concerns that section 706 could be read to impose regulations on edge providers or others in the Internet ecosystem, see, e.g., Disney et al. Reply at 2; ITIF Comments at 9-10, we emphasize that today’s rules apply only to last-mile broadband providers. We reject calls from other commenters to exercise our section 706 authority to adopt open Internet regulations for edge providers. See, e.g., ACA Comments at 47-48; Cox Comments at 13 (“[F]rom the Commission’s perspective, it should not make any difference whether the entity engaging in blocking or other discrimination is a broadband provider or an edge provider that hosts its content online.”). Today’s rules are specifically designed to address broadband providers’ incentives and ability to erect barriers that harm the virtuous cycle. We see no basis for applying these rules to any other providers. See supra Section III.D.

739 See infra Section V.
where the Commission finds it to be in the public interest.\textsuperscript{740} Section 201(b) provides that “[a]ll charges, practices, classifications, and regulations for and in connection with such communication service, shall be just and reasonable, and any such charge, practice, classification, or regulation that is unjust or unreasonable is declared to be unlawful.”\textsuperscript{741} It also gives the Commission the authority to “prescribe such rules and regulations as may be necessary in the public interest to carry out the provisions of this chapter.”\textsuperscript{742} Section 202(a) makes it “unlawful for any common carrier to make any unjust or unreasonable discrimination in charges, practices, classifications, regulations, facilities, or services for or in connection with like communication service, directly or indirectly, by any means or device, or to make or give any undue or unreasonable preference or advantage to any particular person, class of persons, or locality, or to subject any particular person, class of persons, or locality to any undue or unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage.”\textsuperscript{743} As described below, these provisions provide additional independent authority for the rules we adopt today.

3. Title III Provides Additional Authority for Mobile Broadband Services

285. With respect to mobile broadband Internet access services, today’s open Internet rules are further supported by our authority under Title III of the Act to protect the public interest through spectrum licensing.\textsuperscript{744} While this authority is not unbounded, we exercise it here in reliance upon particular Title III delegations of authority.

286. Section 303(b) directs the Commission, consistent with the public interest, to “[p]rescribe the nature of the service to be rendered by each class of licensed stations and each station within any class.”\textsuperscript{745} Today’s conduct regulations do precisely this. They lay down rules about “the nature of the service to be rendered” by licensed entities providing mobile broadband Internet access service, making clear that this service may not be offered in ways that harm the virtuous cycle. Today’s rules specify the form this service must take for those who seek licenses to offer it. In providing such licensed service, broadband providers must adhere to the rules we adopt today.

287. This authority is bolstered by at least two additional provisions. First, as the D.C. Circuit has explained, section 303(r) supplements the Commission’s ability to carry out its mandates via rulemaking.\textsuperscript{746} Second, section 316 authorizes the Commission to adopt new conditions on existing licenses if it determines that such action “will promote the public interest, convenience, and necessity.”\textsuperscript{747} Nor do today’s rules work any fundamental change to those licenses.\textsuperscript{748} Rather we understand our rules to be largely consistent with the current operation of the Internet and the current practices of mobile broadband service providers.\textsuperscript{749}

\textsuperscript{740}47 U.S.C. § 201(a).
\textsuperscript{741}47 U.S.C. § 201(b).
\textsuperscript{742}Id.
\textsuperscript{743}47 U.S.C. § 202(a).
\textsuperscript{745}47 U.S.C. § 303(b).
\textsuperscript{746}Cellco, 700 F.3d at 543 (citing Motion Picture Ass’n of America v. FCC, 309 F.3d 796, 806 (D.C. Cir. 2002)).
\textsuperscript{747}47 U.S.C. § 316. The Commission also has ample authority to impose conditions to serve the public interest in awarding licenses in the first instance. See 47 U.S.C. §§ 309(a); 307(a). Indeed, the Commission has required 700 MHz C Block spectrum licensees to comply with open Internet conditions to advance the public interest in innovation and consumer choice. See 700 MHz Second Report and Order, 22 FCC Rcd at 15363, para. 201.
\textsuperscript{748}See Cellco, 700 F.3d at 543-44.
\textsuperscript{749}See, e.g., Verizon Comments at 3 (“Verizon has been clear with our customers that we will not block their access to any content, applications, services, or devices based on their source.”); Charter Comments at 1 (“Like other Internet Service Providers (ISPs), Charter does not block lawful content or engage in pay-for-prioritization.”);
4. Applying these Legal Authorities to Our Open Internet Rules

288. Bright line rules. Applying these statutory sources of authority, we have ample legal bases on which to adopt the three bright-line rules against blocking, throttling, and paid prioritization. To begin, we have found that broadband providers have the incentive and ability to engage in such practices—which disrupt the unity of interests between end users and edge providers and thus threaten the virtuous cycle of broadband deployment. As the D.C. Circuit found with respect to the 2010 conduct rules, such broadband provider practices fall squarely within our section 706 authority. The court struck down the 2010 conduct rules after finding that the Commission failed to provide a legal justification that would take the rules out of the realm of impermissibly mandating common carriage, but did not find anything impermissible about the need for such rules to protect the virtuous cycle.\(^{750}\) Given our classification of broadband Internet access service as a telecommunications service, the court’s rationale for vacating our 2010 conduct rules no longer applies and, for the reasons discussed above, we have legal justification to support our bright-line rules under section 706.\(^{751}\)

289. Our bright-line rules are also well grounded in our Title II authority. In Title II contexts, the Commission has made clear that blocking traffic generally is unjust and unreasonable under section 201.\(^{752}\) The Commission has likewise found it unjust and unreasonable for a carrier to refuse to allow non-harmful devices to attach to the network.\(^{753}\) And with respect to throttling, Commission precedent has likewise held that “no carriers . . . may block, choke, reduce or restrict traffic in any way.”\(^{754}\) We see no basis for departing from such precedents in the case of broadband Internet access services.\(^{755}\) As discussed above, the record here demonstrates that blocking and throttling broadband Internet access services harm consumers and edge providers, threaten the virtuous cycle, and deter broadband deployment.\(^{756}\) Consistent with our prior Title II precedents, we conclude that blocking and throttling of broadband Internet access services is an unjust and unreasonable practice under section 201(b).

290. Some parties have suggested that the Commission cannot adopt a rule banning paid

\(^{750}\) Verizon, 740 F.3d at 655-58.

\(^{751}\) The record generally affirms our authority to adopt bright-line rules under Section 706, absent a contrary statutory prohibition. See, e.g., Comcast Dec. 24, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 1-3; Waxman Oct. 3, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 9 ("Once broadband Internet access is reclassified, I believe the FCC can use its authorities under section 706 to adopt three bright-line rules: a ‘no blocking’ rule, a ‘no throttling’ rule, and a ‘no paid prioritization’ rule.").

\(^{752}\) See USF/ICC Transformation Order, 26 FCC Red at 17903 (“Commission precedent provides that no carriers, including interexchange carriers, may block, choke, reduce or restrict traffic in any way.”); id. at 17903, para. 734 (reiterating that call blocking is impermissible in intercarrier compensation disputes); Developing an Unified Intercarrier Compensation Regime; Establishing Just and Reasonable Rates for Local Exchange Carriers, WC Docket No. 07-135, CC Docket No. 01-92, Declaratory Ruling, 27 FCC Red 1351, 1354, para. 9 (Wireline Comp. Bur. 2012) (2012 Declaratory Ruling) (discussing call blocking in rural call completion context); Establishing Just and Reasonable Rates for Local Exchange Carriers; Call Blocking by Carriers, WC Docket No. 07-135, Declaratory Ruling and Order, 22 FCC Red 11629, 11629-31, paras. 1, 6 (Wireline Comp. Bur. 2007) (2007 Declaratory Ruling) (reiterating that call blocking is impermissible as a self-help measure to address intercarrier compensation dispute); see also Blocking Interstate Traffic in Iowa, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 2 FCC Red 2692 (1987) (denying application for review of Bureau order, which required petitioners to interconnect their facilities with those of an interexchange carrier in order to permit the completion of interstate calls over certain facilities).

\(^{753}\) See Carterfone, 13 FCC 2d at 424.

\(^{754}\) USF/ICC Transformation Order, 26 FCC Red at 17903, para. 734; 2007 Declaratory Ruling, 22 FCC Red at 11631, para 6; see also Rural Call Completion Order, 28 FCC Red at 16155-56, para. 29.

\(^{755}\) Commenters agree that the Commission should apply these precedents here. See, e.g., Free Press Comments at 44.; Public Knowledge Nov. 7, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 1; Waxman Oct. 3, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 9-10.

\(^{756}\) See supra Section III.C.1.
prioritization under Title II. We disagree and conclude that paid prioritization is an unjust and unreasonable practice under section 201(b). The unjust and unreasonable standards in sections 201 and 202 afford the Commission significant discretion to distinguish acceptable behavior from behavior that violates the Act. Indeed, the very terms “unjust” and “unreasonable” are broad, inviting the Commission to undertake the kind of line-drawing that is necessary to differentiate just and reasonable behavior on the one hand from unjust and unreasonable behavior on the other.

Acting within this discretion, the Commission has exercised its authority, both through adjudication and rulemaking, under section 201(b) to ban unjust and unreasonable carrier practices as unlawful under the Act. Although the particular circumstances have varied, in reviewing these precedents, we find that the Commission generally takes this step where necessary to protect competition and consumers against carrier practices for which there was either no cognizable justification for the action or where the public interest in banning the practice outweighed any countervailing policy concerns. Based on the record here, we find that paid prioritization presents just such a case, threatening harms to consumers, competition, innovation, and deployment that outweigh any possible countervailing justification of public interest benefit.

757 See, e.g., TWC Comments at 15 (“Against this backdrop, it is highly unlikely that Title II would support a flat ban on an entire category of potential business arrangements, such as paid prioritization.”); NCTA Comments at 28-29 (“Thus, far from supporting an outright ban on an entire class of prioritization arrangements between ISPs and edge providers, Section 202(a) would at most authorize the Commission to undertake a fact-specific, case-by-case analysis of the reasonableness of any particular prioritization arrangement . . .”); Alcatel-Lucent Comments at 10 (“Because Title II has never been interpreted to prohibit all forms of preferential treatment, the Commission could not rely upon its Title II authority to declare all forms of paid prioritization inherently unreasonable.”); CenturyLink Comments at 51.

758 As the D.C. Circuit has stated, for example, “the generality of these terms . . . opens a rather large area for the free play of agency discretion, limited of course by the familiar ‘arbitrary’ and ‘capricious’ standard in the Administrative Procedure Act.” Bell Atlantic Tel. Co. v. FCC, 79 F.3d 1195, 1202 (D.C. Cir. 1996). Stated differently, because both sections “set out broad standards of conduct,” it is up to the “Commission [to] give[] the standards meaning by defining practices that run afoul of carriers’ obligation, either by rulemaking or by case-by-case adjudication.” Personal Communications Industry Association’s Broadband Personal Communications Services Alliance’s Petition for Forbearance et al., WT Docket No. 98-100, GN Docket No. 94-33, MSD-92-14, Memorandum Opinion and Order and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 13 FCC Rcd 16857, para. 15 (1998).

759 We disagree with TWC’s suggestion that applying “Section 201(b) requires a contextual, case-specific analysis.” TWC Comments at 16. The Commission need not proceed through adjudication in announcing a broad ban on a particular practice. See, e.g., Rural Call Completion Order, 28 FCC Rcd at 16155-56, para. 29; Truth in Billing Rules, CC Docket No. 98-17, First Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 14 FCC Rcd 7492 (1999) (relying, in part, on section 201(b) in adopting truth-in-billing requirements). Indeed, the text of section 201(b) itself gives the Commission authority to “prescribe such rules and regulations as may be necessary in the public interest to carry out the provisions of this chapter.” 47 U.S.C. 201(b).


761 See supra paras. 126-128. NCTA contends that we cannot apply section 201(b) to ban paid prioritization because “no broadband providers have entered into such arrangements or even have plans to do so.” NCTA Comments at 29. Our open Internet rules, however, cannot take the status quo for granted, particularly where one provider has
201(b) in this case to ban paid prioritization is further bolstered by the directive in section 706 to take actions that will further broadband deployment.

292. Several commenters argue that we cannot ban paid prioritization under section 202(a), pointing to Commission precedents allowing carriers to engage in discrimination so long as it is reasonable. As discussed above, however, we adopt this rule pursuant to sections 201(b) and 706, not 202(a). And nothing about section 202(a) prevents us from doing so. We recognize that the Commission has historically interpreted section 202(a) to allow carriers to engage in reasonable discrimination, including by charging some customers more for better, faster, or more service. But those precedents stand for the proposition that such discrimination is permitted, not that it must be allowed in all cases. None of those cases of discrimination presented the kinds of harms demonstrated in the record here—harm that form the basis of our decision to ban the practice as unjust and unreasonable under section 201(b), not 202(a). Furthermore, none of those precedents involved practices that the Commission has twice found threatened to create barriers to broadband deployment that should be removed under section 706. In light of our discretion in interpreting and applying sections 201 and 202 and insofar as section 706(a) is “a ‘fail-safe’ that ‘ensures’ the Commission’s ability to promote advanced services,” we decline to interpret section 202(a) as preventing the Commission from exercising its authority under sections 201(b) and 706 to ban paid prioritization practices that harm Internet openness and deployment.

293. With respect to mobile broadband Internet access services, our bright-line rules are also grounded in the Commission’s Title III authority to ensure that spectrum licensees are providing service in a manner consistent with the public interest.

_told the D. C. Circuit that but for our 2010 rules, it would be pursuing such arrangements. See Verizon Oral Arg. Tr. at 31 (“I’m authorized to state by my client [Verizon] today that but for these rules we would be exploring those commercial arrangements, but this order prohibits those, and in fact would shrink the types of services that will be available on the Internet.”). Rather, we put in place rules that in our judgment will best protect consumers and promote competition into the future. Further, as explained above, if a provider can—in the rare case—demonstrate that a particular paid prioritization arrangement would have a cognizable public interest benefit and inflict no harm to the open nature of the Internet, it may be eligible for a waiver._

762 See, e.g., NCTA Comments 27-29; TWC Comments 14-16; Letter from William L. Kovacks, Chamber of Commerce to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28, at 3, n.13 (filed July 15, 2014); ITIF Comments at 9.


764 To be sure, section 202(a) prohibits “unreasonable discrimination” for “like” communications services. But this provision does not, on its face, deprive the Commission of the authority to take actions under other provisions of the Act against discrimination that may not constitute “unreasonable discrimination” under section 202(a).

765 Verizon, 740 F.3d at 639 (quoting 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17969, para. 120).

766 To the extent our prior precedents suggest otherwise, for the reasons discussed in the text, we disavow such an interpretation as applied to the open Internet context.
No-Unreasonable Interference/Disadvantage Standard. As with our bright-line rules, the no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard we adopt today is supported by our section 706 authority. Beyond the practices addressed by our bright-line rules, we recognize that broadband providers may implement unknown practices or engage in new types of practices in the future that could threaten harm by unreasonably interfering with the ability of end users and edge providers to use broadband Internet access services to reach one another. Such unreasonable interference creates a barrier that impedes the virtuous cycle, threatening the open nature of the Internet to the detriment of consumers, competition, and deployment. For conduct outside the three bright-line rules, we adopt the no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard to ensure that broadband providers do not engage in practices that threaten the open nature of the Internet in other or novel ways. This standard is tailored to the open Internet harms we wish to prevent, including harms to consumers, competition, innovation, and free expression—all of which could impair the virtuous cycle and thus deter broadband deployment, undermining the goals of section 706.768

The no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard is also supported by section 201 and 202 of the Act, which require broadband providers to engage in practices that are just and reasonable, and not unreasonably discriminatory.769 The prohibition on no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage represents our interpretation of these 201 and 202 obligations in the open Internet context—an interpretation that is informed by section 706’s goals of promoting broadband deployment.770 In other words, for BIAS, we will evaluate whether a practice is unjust, unreasonable, or unreasonably discriminatory using this no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard. We note, however, that this rule—on its own—does not constitute common carriage per se.771 The no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard, standing alone, contains no obligation to provide broadband service to any consumer or edge provider and would not, in its isolated application, necessarily preclude individualized negotiations so long as they do not otherwise unreasonably interfere with the ability of end users and edge providers to use broadband Internet access services to reach one another.772 Rather, particular practices or arrangements that are not barred by our rules against blocking, throttling, and paid prioritization will be evaluated based on the facts and circumstances they present using a series of factors specifically designed to protect the virtuous cycle of innovation and deployment.773 Thus, this is a rule

768 Such tailoring is critical to preserving the “unique and open character of the Internet.” Higher Education and Libraries Comments at 23-24; see also CDT Comments at 19; CDT Reply at 3 (“An innovative approach would be to articulate a new standard that is tailored to the particular aims of this proceeding and is based upon the compelling public policy and societal need underpinning an open Internet.”).


770 Given the generality of the terms in sections 201 and 202, the Commission has significant discretion when interpreting how those sections apply to the different services subject to Title II. See Orloff v. FCC, 352 F.3d 415, 420 (D.C. Cir. 2003) (“With respect to the Commission’s interpretation of § 202 as applied to CMRS, the ‘generality of these terms’—unjust, unreasonable—‘opens a rather large area for the free play of agency discretion . . .’”) (quoting Bell Atlantic Tel. Co. v. FCC, 79 F.3d 1195, 1202 (D.C. Cir. 1996)).

771 Not all requirements which apply to common carriers need impose common carriage per se. See Verizon, 740 F.3d at 652 (citing Cellco, 700 F.3d at 547 (“[C]ommon carriage is not all or nothing—there is a gray area in which although a given regulation might be applied to common carriers, the obligations imposed are not common carriage per se. It is in this realm—the space between per se common carriage and per se private carriage—that the Commission’s determination that a regulation does or does not confer common carrier status warrants deference.”)); Id. at 653 (citing NARUC v. FCC, 533 F.2d 601, 608 (D.C. Cir. 1976) (NARUC II) (“Since it is clearly possible for a given entity to carry on many types of activities, it is at least logical to conclude that one may be a common carrier with regard to some activities but not others.”)).

772 See Nat’l Assoc. of Regulatory Utility Comm’rs v. FCC, 525 F.2d 630, 641 (D.C. Cir. 1976) (NARUC I), cert. den. 425 U.S. 992 (1976) (“But a carrier will not be a common carrier where its practice is to make individualized decisions, in particular cases, whether and on what terms to deal.”) (citing Semon v. Royal Indemnity Co., 279 F.2d 737, 739-40 (5th Cir. 1960).

773 See supra paras. 138-145.
tied to particular harms. Broadband providers, having chosen to provide BIAS, may not do so in a way that harms the virtuous cycle.

296. For mobile broadband providers, the no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard finds additional support in the Commission’s Title III authority as discussed above. The Commission has authority to ensure that broadband providers, having obtained a spectrum license to provide mobile broadband service, must provide that service in a manner consistent with the public interest. This standard provides guidance on how the Commission will evaluate particular broadband practices, not otherwise barred by our bright-line rules, to ensure that they are consistent with the public interest.

297. **Transparency Rule.** The D.C. Circuit severed and upheld the Commission’s 2010 transparency rule in *Verizon*. While the majority did not expressly opine on the legal authority for the Commission’s prior transparency rule, we feel confident that like the 2010 transparency rule, the enhanced transparency rule we adopt today falls well within multiple, independent sources of the Commission’s authority. Beginning with section 706, the transparency rule ensures that consumers have sufficient information to make informed choices thereby facilitating competition in the local telecommunications market (to the extent competitive choices are available). Furthermore, these disclosures remove potential information barriers by ensuring that edge providers have the necessary information to develop innovative products and services that rely on the broadband networks to reach consumers, a crucial arc of the virtuous cycle of broadband deployment. Our transparency rule is also supported by Title II. The Commission has relied on section 201(b) in related billing contexts to ensure that carriers convey accurate and sufficient information about the services they provide to consumers. We do so here as well.

298. **Enforcement.** We also make clear that we have ample authority to enforce the rules we adopt today. Our rules today carry out the provisions of the Communications Act and are thus are

---

774. See supra Section III.F.3.

775. The Commission has broad authority to prescribe the nature of services to be rendered by licensed stations, consistent with the public interest. 47 U.S.C. § 303(b); *Cellco Partnership v. FCC*, 700 F.3d 534, 542 (D.C. Cir. 2012) (“Although Title III does not ‘confer an unlimited power,’ the Supreme Court has emphasized that it does endow the Commission with ‘expansive powers’ and a ‘comprehensive mandate to ‘encourage the larger and more effective use of radio in the public interest.’”) (internal citations omitted) (quoting *NBC v. United States*, 319 U.S. 190, 216, 219 (1943)).

776. To encourage deployment of “advanced telecommunications capability,” section 706(a) authorizes the Commission to engage in measures that “promote competition in the local telecommunications market.” 47 U.S.C. § 1302(a). And section 706(b) references “promoting competition in the telecommunications market” as among the immediate actions that Commission shall take to accelerate deployment of “advanced telecommunications capability” upon a determination that it is not being reasonably and timely deployed. 47 U.S.C. § 1302(b). We interpret these references to the “telecommunications market” to include the market for “advanced telecommunications capability.” In any event, having classified broadband Internet access services as “telecommunications services,” the Commission actions to promote competition among broadband Internet access services clearly promote competition in the “telecommunications market.”


778. For the reasons discussed above, we likewise rely on Title III to ensure that spectrum licensees provide mobile broadband Internet access service consistent with the public interest.

779. See, e.g., 47 U.S.C. §§ 201, 202, 303, 316. We discuss section 706 more specifically below.
covered by our Title IV and V authorities to investigate and enforce violations of these rules. With specific respect to section 706, as noted above, in Verizon, the D.C. Circuit suggested that section 706 was part of the Communications Act of 1934. Under such a reading, rules adopted pursuant to section 706 fall within our Title IV and V authorities. But even if this were not the case, we believe it reasonable to interpret section 706 itself as a grant of authority to investigate and enforce our rules. Our enforcement authority was not explicitly discussed in either the 2010 Open Internet Order or the Verizon case. As noted above, the court did cite as reasonable, however, the Commission’s view that Congress, in placing upon the Commission the obligation to carry out the purposes of section 706, “necessarily invested the Commission with the statutory authority to carry out those acts.” We believe it likewise reasonable to conclude that, having provided the Commission with affirmative legal authority to take regulatory measures to further section 706’s goals, Congress invested the Commission with the authority to enforce those measures as needed to ensure those goals are achieved. Indeed, some have suggested that the Commission could take enforcement action pursuant to section 706 itself, without adopting rules.

G. Other Laws and Considerations

299. In the 2014 Open Internet NPRM, the Commission tentatively concluded that it should retain provisions which make clear that the open Internet rules do not alter broadband providers’ rights or obligations with respect to other laws, safety and security considerations, or the ability of broadband providers to make reasonable efforts to address transfers of unlawful content and unlawful transfers of content. We affirm this tentative conclusion and reiterate today that our rules are not intended to expand or contract broadband providers’ rights or obligations with respect to other laws or safety and security considerations—including the needs of emergency communications and law enforcement, public safety, and national security authorities. Similarly, open Internet rules protect only lawful content, and are not intended to inhibit efforts by broadband providers to address unlawful transfers of content or transfers of unlawful content.

1. Emergency Communications and Safety and Security Authorities

300. In the 2010 Open Internet Order we adopted a rule that acknowledges the ability of broadband providers to serve the needs of law enforcement and the needs of emergency communications and public safety, national, and homeland security authorities. This rule remains in effect today. To make clear that open Internet protections coexist with other legal frameworks governing the needs of safety and security authorities, we retain this rule, which reads as follows:

Nothing in this part supersedes any obligation or authorization a provider of broadband Internet access service may have to address the needs of emergency communications or law

---

781 See Verizon, 740 F.3d at 650 (stating that “Congress expressly directed that the 1996 Act . . . be inserted into the Communications Act of 1934”) (citation omitted).
782 Moreover, as discussed above, to the extent that section 706 was not viewed as part of the Communications Act, we have authority under section 4(i) of the Communications Act to adopt rules implementing section 706. See supra Section III.F.1. Thus, even then the Commission’s rules, insofar as they are based on our substantive jurisdiction under section 706, nonetheless would be issued under the Communications Act.
783 Verizon, 740 F.3d at 638 (quoting 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17969, para. 120).
784 See Hurwitz Comments at 12 (arguing that the best path forward would be to adopt general policy guidelines that would be directly enforceable under the terms of section 706 through case-by-case adjudication). Thus, for all the reasons described above, we reject claims that we lack authority to enforce rules implementing section 706. See, e.g., Earl Comstock Reply at 18-33 (arguing that section 706 contained no affirmative authority for enforcement).
785 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5578, para. 160.
787 47 C.F.R. § 8.9. See Verizon, 740 F.3d at 659 (vacating only the “anti-discrimination and anti-blocking rules”). Today, we recodify this rule as 47 C.F.R. § 8.19. See infra Appx. A
enforcement, public safety, or national security authorities, consistent with or as permitted by applicable law, or limits the provider’s ability to do so.

301. In retaining this rule, we reiterate that the purpose of the safety and security provision is first to ensure that open Internet rules do not restrict broadband providers in addressing the needs of law enforcement authorities, and second to ensure that broadband providers do not use the safety and security provision without the imprimatur of a law enforcement authority, as a loophole to the rules.\footnote{See 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17964, paras. 108–110.} Application of the safety and security rule should be tied to invocation by relevant authorities rather than to a broadband provider’s independent notion of the needs of law enforcement.

302. The record is generally supportive of our proposal to reiterate that open Internet rules do not supersede any obligation a broadband provider may have—or limit its ability—to address the needs of emergency communications or law enforcement, public safety, or homeland or national security authorities (together, “safety and security authorities”).\footnote{See 47 U.S.C. § 1002(a).} Broadband providers have obligations under statutes such as the Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act,\footnote{See 50 U.S.C. §§ 1802(a)(4), 1804, 1805(c)(2).} the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act,\footnote{See 18 U.S.C. §§ 2518, 2705.} and the Electronic Communications Privacy Act\footnote{See supra Section III.C.2.} that could in some circumstances intersect with open Internet protections. Likewise, in connection with an emergency, there may be federal, state, tribal, and local public safety entities, homeland security personnel, and other authorities that need guaranteed or prioritized access to the Internet in order to coordinate disaster relief and other emergency response efforts, or for other emergency communications. Most commenters recognize the benefits of clarifying that these obligations are not inconsistent with open Internet rules.

303. Some commenters have proposed revisions to the existing rule which would expand its application to public utilities and other critical infrastructure operators.\footnote{Southern Company Services Comments at 5; Utilities Telecom Council Reply at 3–7.} Because we make sufficient accommodation for these concerns elsewhere, we choose not to modify this provision to include critical infrastructure.\footnote{See supra Section III.C.2.}

### 2. Transfers of Unlawful Content and Unlawful Transfers of Content

304. In the NPRM, we tentatively concluded that we should retain the definition of reasonable network management we previously adopted, which does not include preventing transfer of unlawful content or the unlawful transfer of content as a reasonable practice.\footnote{2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5578, para. 61.} We affirm this tentative conclusion and re-state that open Internet rules do not prohibit broadband providers from making reasonable efforts to address the transfer of unlawful content or unlawful transfers of content to ensure that open Internet rules are not used as a shield to enable unlawful activity or to deter prompt action against such activity. For example, the no-blocking rule should not be invoked to protect copyright infringement, which has adverse consequences for the economy, nor should it protect child pornography. We reiterate that our rules do not alter the copyright laws and are not intended to prohibit or discourage voluntary practices undertaken to address or mitigate the occurrence of copyright infringement.\footnote{2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17964-65, para. 111.} After consideration of the record, we retain this rule, which is applicable to both fixed and mobile broadband providers engaged in broadband Internet access service and reads as follows:

\begin{quote}
Nothing in this part prohibits reasonable efforts by a provider of broadband Internet access service to address copyright infringement or other unlawful activity.
\end{quote}
305. Some commenters contend that this rule promotes the widespread use of intrusive packet inspection technologies by broadband providers to filter objectionable content and that such monitoring poses a threat to customers’ privacy rights.\(^797\) Certainly, many broadband providers have the technical tools to conduct deep packet inspection of unencrypted traffic on their networks,\(^798\) and consumer privacy is a paramount concern in the Internet age. Nevertheless, we believe that broadband monitoring concerns are adequately addressed by the rules we adopt today, so we decline to alter this provision. This rule is limited to protecting “reasonable efforts . . . to address copyright infringement or other unlawful activity.”\(^799\) We retain the discretion to evaluate the reasonableness of broadband providers’ practices under this rule on a case-by-case basis. Consumers also have many tools at their disposal to protect their privacy against deep packet inspection—including SSL encryption, virtual private networks, and routing methods like TOR.\(^800\) Further, the complaint processes we adopt today add to these technical methods and advance consumer interests in this area.\(^801\)

IV. DECLARATORY RULING: CLASSIFICATION OF BROADBAND INTERNET ACCESS SERVICES

306. The Verizon court upheld the Commission’s use of section 706 as a substantive source of legal authority to adopt open Internet protections. But it held that, “[g]iven the Commission’s still-binding decision to classify broadband providers . . . as providers of ‘information services,’” open Internet protections that regulated broadband providers as common carriers would violate the Act.\(^802\) Rejecting the Commission’s argument that broadband providers only served retail consumers, the Verizon court went on to explain that “broadband providers furnish a service to edge providers, thus undoubtedly functioning as edge providers’ ‘carriers,’” and held that the 2010 no-blocking and no-unreasonable discrimination rules impermissibly “obligated [broadband providers] to act as common carriers.”\(^803\)

307. The Verizon decision thus made clear that section 706 affords the Commission with substantive authority and that open Internet protections are within the scope of that authority. And this Order relies on section 706 for the open Internet rules. But, in light of Verizon, absent a classification of broadband providers as providing a “telecommunications service,” the Commission may only rely on section 706 to put in place open Internet protections that steer clear of what the court described as common carriage per se regulation.

308. Taking the Verizon decision’s implicit invitation, we revisit the Commission’s classification of the retail broadband Internet access service as an information service\(^804\) and clarify that

---

\(^797\) i2Coalition Comments at 38; Access Comments at 7.
\(^798\) See Internet Association Comments at 14; Tumblr Reply at 6-7; Verizon, 740 F.3d at 646 (“[B]roadband providers have the technological ability to distinguish and discriminate against certain types of traffic.”); but see NCTA Comments at 15; ADTRAN Reply at 14.
\(^799\) See supra para. 304 (emphasis added).
\(^800\) i2Coalition Comments at 38.
\(^801\) See supra Section III.E.3.
\(^802\) Verizon, 740 F.3d at 650.
\(^803\) Id. at 653.
\(^804\) The Commission has previously classified cable modem Internet access service, wireline broadband Internet access service, and Broadband over Power Line (BPL)-enabled Internet access service as information services. The Commission has referred to these services as “wired” broadband Internet access services. See United Power Line Council’s Petition for Declaratory Ruling Regarding the Classification of Broadband Over Power Line Internet Access Service as an Information Service, WC Docket No. 06-10, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 21 FCC Rcd 13281, 13281-82, paras. 1-2 (2006) (BPL-Enabled Broadband Order); Appropriate Framework for Broadband Access to the Internet Over Wireline Facilities et al., CC Docket Nos. 02-33, 01-337, 95-20, 98-10, WC Docket Nos. 04-242, 05-271, Report and Order and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 20 FCC Rcd 14853, 14863-65, 14909-12 paras. 14-17, 103-06 (2005) (Wireline Broadband Classification Order and Broadband Consumer Protection Notice), aff’d sub nom. Time Warner Telecom, Inc. v. FCC, 507 F.3d 205 (3d Cir. 2007) (Time Warner); Inquiry Concerning High-Speed Access to the Internet Over Cable & Other Facilities; Internet Over Cable Declaratory
this service encompasses the so-called “edge service.” Based on the updated record, we conclude that retail broadband Internet access service is best understood today as an offering of a “telecommunications service.”

309. Below we discuss the history of the classification of broadband Internet access service, describe our rationale for revisiting that classification, and provide a detailed explanation of our reclassification of broadband Internet access service.

A. History of Broadband Internet Classification

310. Congress created the Commission “[f]or the purpose of regulating interstate and foreign commerce in communication by wire and radio so as to make available, so far as possible, to all people of the United States . . . a rapid, efficient, Nation-wide, and world-wide wire and radio communication service with adequate facilities at reasonable charges, for the purpose of promoting safety of life and property through the use of wire and radio communication.” Section 2 of the Communications Act grants the Commission jurisdiction over “all interstate and foreign communication by wire or radio.” As the Supreme Court explained in the radio context, Congress charged the Commission with “regulating a field of enterprise the dominant characteristic of which was the rapid pace of its unfolding” and therefore intended to give the Commission sufficiently “broad” authority to address new issues that arise with respect to “fluid and dynamic” communications technologies. No one disputes that Internet access services are within the Commission’s subject-matter jurisdiction and historically have been supervised by the Commission.

311. The Computer Inquiries. In 1966, the Commission initiated its Computer Inquiries “to ascertain whether the services and facilities offered by common carriers are compatible with the present and anticipated communications requirements of computer users.” In the decision known as Computer I, the Commission required “maximum separation” between large carriers that offered data transmission services subject to common carrier requirements and their affiliates that sold data processing services.

---


805 As discussed in greater detail below, our classification decision arises from our reconsideration of past interpretations and applications of the Act. We thus conclude that the classification decisions in this Order appropriately apply only on a prospective basis. See, e.g., Verizon v. FCC, 269 F.3d 1098 (D.C. Cir. 2001) (“In a case in which there is a substitution of new law for old law that was reasonably clear, a decision to deny retroactive effect is uncontroversial.”) (internal quotations omitted).


807 Id. § 152(a).

808 National Broadcasting Co., Inc. v. United States, 319 U.S. 190, 219-20 (1943). The Court added that “[i]n the context of the developing problems to which it was directed, the Act gave the Commission . . . expansive powers . . . [and] a comprehensive mandate.” Id.

809 See Comcast, 600 F.3d at 646-47.


312. Commenters disagree about the significance of the Computer Inquiries.\footnote{Compare AT&T Comments at 46-47 with i2coalition Comments at 17-18; Public Knowledge Comments at 77.} We believe the Computer Inquiries are relevant in at least two important respects. First, in Computer II the Commission distinguished “basic” from “enhanced” services, a distinction that Congress embraced when it adopted the Telecommunications Act of 1996. Basic services offered on a common carrier basis were subject to Title II; enhanced services were not.\footnote{Telecommunications Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-104, § 3(a)(2), 110 Stat. 56, 58-60 (1996), codified at 47 U.S.C. §§ 153(24), 153(50), 153(53).} When Congress enacted the definitions of “telecommunications service” and “information service” in the Telecommunications Act of 1996,\footnote{Brand X, 545 U.S. at 977; Wireline Broadband Classification Order, 20 FCC Rcd at 14871, para. 29.} it substantially incorporated the “basic” and “enhanced” service classifications.\footnote{The Commission’s definition of “adjunct to basic” services has been instrumental in determining which functions fall within the “telecommunications systems management” exception to the “information service” definition. See infra paras. 366-367.} Because the statutory definitions substantially incorporated the Commission’s terminology under the Computer Inquiries, Commission decisions regarding the distinction between basic and enhanced services—in particular, decisions regarding features that are “adjunct to basic” services—are relevant in this proceeding.\footnote{As discussed below, a large number of rural local exchange carriers (LECs) have also chosen to offer broadband transmission service as a telecommunications service subject to the provisions of Title II. See infra para. 425.}

313. Second, the Computer Inquiries disprove the claim that the Commission has never before mandatorily applied Title II to the transmission component of Internet access service.\footnote{See Computer II Final Decision, 77 FCC 2d at 475, para. 231; see also Wireline Broadband Classification Order, 20 FCC Rcd at 14866-68, para. 24.} From 1980 to 2005, facilities-based telephone companies were obligated to offer the transmission component of their enhanced service offerings—including broadband Internet access service offered via digital subscriber line (DSL)—to unaffiliated enhanced service providers on nondiscriminatory terms and conditions pursuant to tariffs or contracts governed by Title II.\footnote{See Computer II Final Decision, 77 FCC 2d at 475, para. 231; see also Wireline Broadband Classification Order, 20 FCC Rcd at 14866-68, para. 24.} There is no disputing that until 2005, Title II
applied to the transmission component of DSL service.\textsuperscript{820}

314. **Prior Classification Decisions.** Several commenters, as well as the dissenting statements, claim that an unbroken line of Commission and court precedent, dating back to the *Stevens Report* in 1998, \textsuperscript{821} supports the classification of Internet access service as an information service, and that this classification is effectively etched in stone.\textsuperscript{822} These commenters ignore not only the Supreme Court but our precedent demonstrating that the relevant statutory definitions are ambiguous, and that classifying broadband Internet access service as a telecommunications service is a permissible interpretation of the Act. Indeed, several of the most vocal opponents of reclassification previously argued that the Commission not only may, but should, classify the transmission component of broadband Internet access service as a telecommunications service.\textsuperscript{823}

315. To begin with, these commenters misconstrue the scope of the *Stevens Report*, which was a report to Congress concerning the implementation of universal service mandates, and not a binding Commission Order classifying Internet access services. Moreover, when the Commission issued that report, in 1998, broadband Internet access service was at “an early stage of deployment to residential customers” and constituted a tiny fraction of all Internet connections.\textsuperscript{824} Virtually all households with Internet connections used traditional telephone service to dial-up their Internet Service Provider (ISP), which was typically a separate entity from their telephone company.\textsuperscript{825} In the *Stevens Report*, the Commission stated that Internet access service as it was then typically being provided was an “information service.”\textsuperscript{826} The *Stevens Report* reserved judgment on whether entities that provided

\textsuperscript{820} See, e.g., *Wireline Broadband Classification Order*, 20 FCC Red at 14858, para. 5 (“Facilities-based wireline Internet access service providers are no longer required to separate out and offer the wireline broadband transmission component . . . of wireline broadband Internet access services as a stand-alone telecommunications service under Title II . . .”).
\textsuperscript{822} See, e.g., ACA Comments at 55-56 (citing the *Stevens Report*); AT&T Comments at 41-44.
\textsuperscript{823} See, e.g., Verizon Comments, GN Docket No. 00-185 at 2 (Dec. 1, 2000) (“The Act defines residential broadband access—whether provided by a local telephone company or a cable operator—as a telecommunications service subject to ‘common carrier’ regulation.”); Verizon Reply, GN Docket No. 00-185 at 18 (Jan. 10, 2001) (explaining that cable operators are “providing a telecommunications service by making available to the public a transparent, unenhanced transmission path that customers can use to reach any Internet service provider or destination on the Internet from their homes”); Qwest Comments, GN Docket No. 00-185 at 2-3 (Dec. 1, 2000) (“[T]he transport portion of cable modem service is a telecommunications service under the 1996 Act.”). Contemporaneously, Verizon and the United States Telecom Association argued in the *Gulf Power* litigation before the Supreme Court that cable modem service is a telecommunications service. See Amicus Brief of United States Telecom Ass’n and Verizon in *National Cable Television Ass’n v. Gulf Power Co.*, Nos. 00-832, 00-833, 2001 WL 345191, *22 (2001) (“[C]able-delivered high-speed Internet access does not fall within the Communications Act’s definition of an ‘information service’ . . . . Cable operators, of course, like DSL-providing telephone companies, may offer customers an ISP service, which is an ‘information service.’ . . . But they provide that service along with their telecommunications services, and, as the Commission’s orders establish, the two services are statutorily distinct and cannot be conflated.”) (emphasis in original) (citations omitted).
\textsuperscript{825} See *Stevens Report*, 13 FCC Rcd at 11540, para. 81 (“Internet access providers, typically, own no telecommunications facilities. Rather, in order to provide those components of Internet access services that involve information transport, they lease lines, and otherwise acquire telecommunications, from telecommunications providers.”).
\textsuperscript{826} See id. at 11536, para. 73; see also Brand X, 545 U.S. at 978 (“The [Stevens] Report classified ‘non-facilities-based’ ISPs—those that do not own the transmission facilities they use to connect the end user to the Internet—
Internet access over their own network facilities were offering a separate telecommunications service. The Commission further noted that “the question may not always be straightforward whether, on the one hand, an entity is providing a single information service with communications and computing components, or, on the other hand, is providing two distinct services, one of which is a telecommunications service.” A few months after sending the Stevens Report to Congress, the Commission concluded that “[a]n end-user may utilize a telecommunications service together with an information service, as in the case of Internet access.” In a follow-up order, the Commission affirmed its conclusion that “xDSL-based advanced services constitute telecommunications services as defined by section 3(46) of the Act.”

316. The courts addressed the statutory classification of broadband Internet access service in June 2000, when the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit held in AT&T Corp. v. City of Portland that cable modem service is a telecommunications service to the extent that the cable operator “provides its subscribers Internet transmission over its cable broadband facility,” and an information service to the extent the operator acts as a “conventional” ISP. The Ninth Circuit’s decision thus put cable companies’ broadband transmission service on a regulatory par with DSL transmission service.

---

soley as information service providers.”); Inquiry Concerning High-Speed Access to the Internet Over Cable & Other Facilities, GN Docket No. 00-185, Notice of Inquiry, 15 FCC Rcd 19287, 19297 para. 23 & n.45 (2000) (Cable Modem Notice of Inquiry) (“We note that the Commission has classified the end user services commonly provided by dial-up ISPs as information services.”) (citing the Stevens Report).

827 Stevens Report, 13 FCC Rcd at 11530, para. 60 (“[T]he matter is more complicated when it comes to offerings by facilities-based providers.”), 11535 n.140 (“We express no view in this Report on the applicability of this analysis to cable operators providing Internet access service.”); see also Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling, 17 FCC Rcd at 4824, para. 41 (“The [Stevens Report] did not decide the statutory classification issue in those cases where an ISP provides an information service over its own transmission facilities.”); Appropriate Framework for Broadband Access to Internet Over Wireline Facilities, Universal Service Obligations of Broadband Providers, CC Docket No. 02-33, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 17 FCC Rcd 3019, 3027-28, para. 14 (2002) (Wireline Broadband NPRM) (explaining that the Stevens Report recognized “that its analysis focused on ISPs as entities procuring inputs from telecommunications service providers”).

828 Stevens Report, 13 FCC Rcd at 11530, para. 60.


830 Deployment of Wireline Services Offering Advanced Telecommunications Capability, CC Docket No. 98-147, Order on Remand, 15 FCC Rcd 385, 388 para. 9 (1999) (Advanced Services Remand Order). The definition of telecommunications service is now in section 3(53) of the Act, 47 U.S.C. § 153(53). The Advanced Services Remand Order was vacated in part by the D.C. Circuit in WorldCom v. FCC, 246 F.3d 690 (D.C. Cir. 2001). Specifically, the D.C. Circuit vacated the remand of the Commission’s classification of DSL-based advanced services as “telephone exchange service” or “exchange access.” “Telephone exchange service” and “exchange access” are relevant in determining whether a provider is a “local exchange carrier.” See 47 U.S.C. §§ 153(32) (defining “local exchange carrier”), (20) (defining “exchange access”), (54) (defining “telephone exchange service”). It has no bearing on the classification of a particular service offering as a telecommunications or information service under the Act. As such, the further history of the Advanced Services Remand Order is inapposite to the Commission’s discussion of telecommunications and information services in that Order.

831 AT&T Corp. v. City of Portland, 216 F.3d 871, 877-79 (9th Cir. 2000) (City of Portland). But see Gulf Power Co. v. FCC, 208 F.3d 1263, 1275-78 (11th Cir. 2000) (holding that Internet access service is neither a cable service nor a telecommunications service), rev’d on other grounds sub nom. Nat’l Cable & Telecomms. Ass’n v. Gulf Power Co., 534 U.S. 327 (2002); MediaOne Group, Inc. v. County of Henrico, 97 F. Supp. 2d 712, 715 (E.D. Va. 2000) (concluding that cable modem service is a cable service), aff’d on other grounds, 257 F.3d 356 (4th Cir. 2001).

832 In 2001, SBC Communications and BellSouth acknowledged the significance of the Computer Inquiries, the Advanced Services Order, and the Ninth Circuit’s decision in City of Portland: “The Commission currently views the DSL-enabled transmission path underlying incumbent LEC broadband Internet services as a
Three months later, the Commission issued the *Cable Modem Notice of Inquiry*, which sought comment on whether cable modem service should be treated as a telecommunications service under Title II or an information service subject to Title I.\(^{833}\) In response, the Bell Operating Companies (BOCs) unanimously argued that the Commission lawfully could determine that cable modem service includes a telecommunications service. Verizon and Qwest argued that the transmission component of cable modem service is a telecommunications service.\(^{834}\) SBC Communications and BellSouth (both now part of AT&T) argued that the Commission should classify cable modem service as an integrated information service subject to Title I, but acknowledged that the Commission could lawfully find that cable modem service includes both a telecommunications service and an information service.\(^{835}\) Verizon, SBC, and BellSouth also agreed that the Commission could adopt a “middle ground” legal framework by finding that cable modem service is, in part, a telecommunications service, but grant relief from pricing and tariffs by either declaring all providers of broadband Internet access service to be nondominant or by forbearing from enforcing those obligations.\(^{836}\)

In March 2002, the Commission exercised its authority to interpret ambiguous language in the Act and addressed the classification of cable modem service in the *Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling*. The Commission stated that “[t]he Communications Act does not clearly indicate how cable modem service should be classified or regulated.”\(^{837}\) Based on a factual record that had been compiled at that time, the Commission described cable modem service as “typically includ[ing] many and sometimes all of the functions made available through dial-up Internet access service, including content, e-mail accounts, access to news groups, the ability to create a personal web page, and the ability to retrieve information from the Internet.”\(^{838}\) The Commission noted that cable modem providers often consolidated these functions “so that subscribers usually do not need to contract separately with another Internet access

\(^{833}\) 15 FCC Rcd at 19293, para. 15.

\(^{834}\) See supra note 823.

\(^{835}\) See SBC and BellSouth Comments, GN Docket No. 00-185, at 12 (filed Dec. 1, 2000) (arguing that classifying “the underlying broadband data transmission” as a Title II service “will survive review in courts”); id. at 26 (“The Commission has statutory authority to impose Title II regulations on cable modem providers.”); SBC and BellSouth Reply, GN Docket No. 00-185, at 13 (filed Jan. 10, 2001) (“[T]he Commission may resolve this question by concluding that cable Internet service providers do in fact offer both an ‘information service’ subject to Title I and a ‘telecommunications service’ subject to Title II.”) (emphasis in original); id. at 20 (“[T]he plain fact is that cable broadband service can be—and often is—used as a pure transport service, whatever other incidents may be bundled with it. A cable-modem subscriber is free to use the connection for nothing but noncable e-mail, for example, or for downloading content from non-cable (e.g., Disney or MSN) sites.”).

\(^{836}\) See Verizon Comments, GN Docket No. 00-185, at 26 (filed Dec. 1, 2000) (“[T]he Commission could maintain a nondiscrimination obligation on both cable operators and ILECs but eliminate pricing and tariffing regulation for broadband access services.”) (emphasis in original); SBC and BellSouth Comments, GN Docket No. 00-185, at 38-42 (arguing that the Commission “can opt for a middle-ground of less burdensome regulation under Title II” by declaring “all broadband Internet providers to be nondominant carriers, subject to minimal tariff and notice requirements” and by granting forbearance). Cable operators generally argued that the Commission should classify cable modem service as either a cable service or an information service, but not as a telecommunications service. \*See, e.g., Comcast Comments, GN Docket No. 00-185, at 11-18 (filed Dec. 1, 2000); AT&T Comments, GN Docket No. 00-185, at 6-20 (filed Dec. 1, 2000); Cox Comments, GN Docket No. 00-185, at 26-40 (filed Dec. 1, 2000).

\(^{837}\) *Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling*, 17 FCC Rcd at 4819, para. 32.

\(^{838}\) Id. at 4804, para. 10 (footnotes omitted).
provider to obtain discrete services or applications.”

The Commission identified a portion of cable modem service as “Internet connectivity,” which it described as establishing a physical connection to the Internet and operating or interconnecting with the Internet backbone, and sometimes including protocol conversion, Internet Protocol (IP) address number assignment, DNS, network security, caching, network monitoring, capacity engineering and management, fault management, and troubleshooting. The Ruling also noted that “[n]etwork monitoring, capacity engineering and management, fault management, and troubleshooting are Internet access service functions that . . . serve to provide a steady and accurate flow of information between the cable system to which the subscriber is connected and the Internet.” The Commission distinguished these functions from “Internet applications provided through cable modem services,” including “e-mail, access to online newsgroups, and creating or obtaining and aggregating content,” “home pages,” and “the ability to create a personal web page.”

The Commission found that cable modem service was “an offering . . . which combines the transmission of data with computer processing, information provision, and computer interactivity, enabling end users to run a variety of applications.” The Commission further concluded that, “as it [was] currently offered,” cable modem service as a whole met the statutory definition of “information service” because its components were best viewed as a “single, integrated service that enables the subscriber to utilize Internet access service,” with a telecommunications component that was “not . . . separable from the data processing capabilities of the service.” Significantly, the Commission did not address whether DNS or any other features of cable modem service fell within the telecommunications systems management exception to the definition of “information service” as there was no reason to do so. The Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling also included a notice of proposed rulemaking seeking comment on, among other things, whether the Commission should require cable operators to give unaffiliated broadband Internet access service providers access to cable broadband networks.

In October 2003, the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit vacated the Commission’s finding that cable modem service is an integrated information service. The court concluded that it was bound by the prior decision in City of Portland that “the transmission element of cable broadband service constitutes telecommunications service under the terms of the Communications Act.”

In 2005, the Supreme Court reversed the Ninth Circuit’s decision and upheld the Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling in Brand X. The Court held that the word “offering” in the Communications Act’s definitions of “telecommunications service” and “information service” is ambiguous, and that the Commission’s finding that cable modem service is a functionally integrated information service was a permissible, though perhaps not the best, interpretation of the Act.

---

839 Id. at 4806, para. 11 (footnotes omitted). The Commission defined cable modem service as “a service that uses cable system facilities to provide residential subscribers with high-speed Internet access, as well as many applications or functions that can be used with high-speed Internet access.” Id. at 4818-19, para. 31.
840 Id. at 4809-11, paras. 16-17 (citations omitted).
841 Id. at 4810-11, para. 17 (citations omitted).
842 Id. at 4811, para. 18 (citation omitted).
843 Id. at 4822, para. 38.
844 Id. at 4802, para. 7.
845 Id. at 4823, paras. 38-39.
847 Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling, 17 FCC Rcd at 4839-41, paras. 72-74.
848 Brand X Internet Services v. FCC, 345 F.3d 1120, 1132 (9th Cir. 2003).
849 Brand X, 545 U.S. at 1129.
850 See Brand X, 545 U.S. 967.
851 Id. at 986-1000.
Following Brand X, the Commission issued the Wireline Broadband Classification Order, which applied the “information services” classification at issue in the Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling to facilities-based wireline broadband Internet access services as well and eliminated the resulting regulatory asymmetry between cable companies and telephone companies offering wired Internet access service via DSL and other facilities.852 The Wireline Broadband Classification Order based this decision on a finding that “providers of wireline broadband Internet access service offer subscribers the ability to run a variety of applications” that fit the definition of information services, including those that enable access to email and the ability to establish home pages.853 The Commission therefore concluded that “[w]ireline broadband Internet access service, like cable modem service, is a functionally integrated, finished service that inextricably intertwines information-processing capabilities with data transmission such that the consumer always uses them as a unitary service.”854 The Commission also eliminated the Computer Inquiry requirements for wireline Internet access service.855 In 2006, the Commission issued the BPL-Enabled Broadband Order, which extended the information service classification to Internet access service provided over power lines.856

Subsequently, in 2007 the Commission released the Wireless Broadband Classification Order, which determined that wireless broadband Internet access service was likewise an information service under the Communications Act.857 The Wireless Broadband Classification Order also found that although “the transmission component of wireless broadband Internet access service is ‘telecommunications’ . . . the offering of the telecommunications transmission component as part of a functionally integrated Internet access service offering is not ‘telecommunications service’ under section 3 of the [Communications] Act.”858

The Wireless Broadband Classification Order also considered the application of section 332 of Title III to wireless broadband Internet access service and concluded that “mobile wireless broadband Internet access service does not meet the definition of ‘commercial mobile service’ within the meaning of section 332 of the Act as implemented by the Commission’s CMRS rules because such broadband service is not an ‘interconnected service,’ as defined in the Act and the Commission’s rules.”859

In 2010, the D.C. Circuit rejected the Commission’s attempt to enforce open Internet principles based on the Commission’s Title I ancillary authority in Comcast v. FCC.860 Following Comcast, the Commission issued a Notice of Inquiry (Broadband Classification NOI) that sought comment on the appropriate approach to broadband policy in light of the D.C. Circuit’s decision.861 Shortly thereafter, the Commission released the 2010 Open Internet Order. The 2010 Order was based in part on a revised understanding of the Commission’s Title I authority—as well as a variety of other statutory provisions including section 706—and was again challenged before the D.C. Circuit in Verizon v. FCC.862 Although the Verizon court accepted the Commission’s reinterpretation of section 706 as an independent grant of legislative authority over broadband services, the court nonetheless vacated the no-blocking and antidiscrimination provisions of the Order as imposing de facto common carrier status on

852 See Wireline Broadband Classification Order, 20 FCC Rcd at 14863-65, paras. 14-17, 14909-12, paras. 103-06.
853 Id. at 14860, para. 9.
854 Id.
855 Id. at 14875-98, paras. 41-85.
857 Wireless Broadband Classification Order, 22 FCC Rcd at 5901-02, para. 1.
858 Id.
859 Id. at 5916, para. 42.
860 Comcast, 600 F.3d at 661.
862 Verizon, 740 F.3d at 635-42.
provides of broadband Internet access service in violation of the Commission’s classification of those services as information services.\textsuperscript{863}

327. In response to the Verizon decision, the Commission released a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) seeking public input on the “best approach to protecting and promoting Internet openness.”\textsuperscript{864} Among other things, the 2014 Open Internet NPRM asked for discussion of the proper legal authority on which to base open Internet rules.\textsuperscript{865} The Commission proposed to rely on section 706 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, but at the same time stated that it would “seriously consider the use of Title II of the Communications Act as the basis for legal authority.”\textsuperscript{866} The NPRM sought comment on the benefits of both section 706 and Title II, and emphasized its recognition that “both section 706 and Title II are viable solutions.”\textsuperscript{867}

B. Rationale for Revisiting the Commission’s Classification of Broadband Internet Access Services

328. We now find it appropriate to revisit the classification of broadband Internet access service as an information service. The Commission has steadily and consistently worked to protect the open Internet for the last decade, starting with the adoption of the Internet Policy Statement up through its recent 2014 Open Internet NPRM following the D.C. Circuit’s Verizon decision.\textsuperscript{868} Although the Verizon court accepted the Commission’s interpretation of section 706 as an independent grant of authority over broadband services, it nonetheless vacated the no-blocking and antidiscrimination provisions of the Open Internet Order.\textsuperscript{869} As the Verizon decision explained, to the extent that conduct-based rules remove broadband service providers’ ability to enter into individualized negotiations with edge providers, they impose per se common carrier status on broadband Internet access service providers, and therefore conflict with the Commission’s prior designation of broadband Internet access services as information services.\textsuperscript{870} Thus, absent a finding that broadband providers were providing a “telecommunications service,” the D.C. Circuit’s Verizon decision defined the bounds of the Commission’s authority to adopt open Internet protections to those that do not amount to common carriage.

329. The Brand X Court emphasized that the Commission has an obligation to consider the wisdom of its classification decision on a continuing basis.\textsuperscript{871} An agency’s evaluation of its prior determinations naturally includes consideration of the law affecting its ability to carry out statutory policy objectives.\textsuperscript{872} As discussed above, the record in the Open Internet proceeding demonstrates that broadband providers continue to have the incentives and ability to engage in practices that pose a threat to Internet openness, and as such, rules to protect the open nature of the Internet remain necessary.\textsuperscript{873} To

\textsuperscript{863} Id. at 635-42, 656-59. The Court also found that that authority did not allow the Commission to subject information services or providers of private mobile services to treatment as common carriers. Id. at 650 (citing 47 U.S.C. § 153(51) and 47 U.S.C. § 332(c)(2)).

\textsuperscript{864} 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5563, para. 4.

\textsuperscript{865} Id.

\textsuperscript{866} Id.

\textsuperscript{867} Id.


\textsuperscript{869} Verizon, 740 F.3d at 635-42, 655-59.

\textsuperscript{870} Id. at 650-59.

\textsuperscript{871} Brand X, 545 U.S. at 981-82.


\textsuperscript{873} See supra Section III.B.
protect the open Internet, and to end legal uncertainty, we must use multiple sources of legal authority to protect and promote Internet openness, to ensure that the Internet continues to grow as a platform for competition, free expression, and innovation; a driver of economic growth; and an engine of the virtuous cycle of broadband deployment, innovation, and consumer demand. Thus, we now find it appropriate to examine how broadband Internet access services are provided today.

330. Changed factual circumstances cause us to revise our earlier classification of broadband Internet access service based on the voluminous record developed in response to the 2014 Open Internet NPRM. In the 2002 Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling, the Commission observed that “the cable modem service business is still nascent, and the shape of broadband deployment is not yet clear. Business relationships among cable operators and their service offerings are evolving.”\(^874\) However, despite the rapidly changing market for broadband Internet access services, the Commission’s decisions classifying broadband Internet access service are based largely on a factual record compiled over a decade ago, during this early evolutionary period.\(^875\) The premises underlying that decision have changed. As the record demonstrates and we discuss in more detail below, we are unable to maintain our prior finding that broadband providers are offering a service in which transmission capabilities are “inextricably intertwined” with various proprietary applications and services. Rather, it is more reasonable to assert that the “indispensable function” of broadband Internet access service is “the connection link that in turn enables access to the essentially unlimited range of Internet-based services.”\(^876\) This is evident, as discussed below, from: (1) consumer conduct, which shows that subscribers today rely heavily on third-party services, such as email and social networking sites, even when such services are included as add-ons in the broadband Internet access provider’s service; (2) broadband providers’ marketing and pricing strategies, which emphasize speed and reliability of transmission separately from and over the extra features of the service packages they offer; and (3) the technical characteristics of broadband Internet access service. We also note that the predictive judgments on which the Commission relied in the Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling anticipating vibrant intermodal competition for fixed broadband cannot be reconciled with current marketplace realities.\(^877\)

C. Classification of Broadband Internet Access Service

331. In this section, we reconsider the Commission’s prior decisions that classified wired and

---

\(^{874}\) Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling, 17 FCC Rcd at 4843-44, para. 83.

\(^{875}\) See Wireline Broadband Classification Order, 20 FCC Rcd at 14863, para. 14 (“[L]ike cable modem service . . . wireline broadband Internet access service combines computer processing, information provision, and computer interactivity with data transport, enabling end users to run a variety of applications (e.g., e-mail, web pages, and newsgroups).”) (citing the Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling and the Stevens Report); BPL-Enabled Broadband Order, 21 FCC Rcd at 13286, para. 9 (referencing prior classification of cable modem service and wireline broadband Internet access service); Wireless Broadband Classification Order, 22 FCC Rcd at 5911, para. 26 (stating that applications run by wireless broadband Internet access users are “identical to those provided by cable modem service, wireline broadband Internet access, or BPL-enabled Internet access” and therefore finding that wireless broadband Internet access service meets the definition of an information service).

\(^{876}\) CDT Comments at 11; see also Vonage Comments at 39 (“The pipe is the essential broadband experience and speed and capacity drive buying decisions.”); AARP Comments at v (“When a broadband subscriber uploads video to YouTube, updates their Facebook page, posts on their blog, or shares files, all that is needed from the broadband provider is pure transmission.”); Free Press Comments at 68 (“A broadband access provider performs one main function: transmitting Internet Protocol (IP) packets between the addresses of the user’s choosing.”).

\(^{877}\) See, e.g., Wireline Broadband Classification Order, 20 FCC Rcd at 14880-81, para. 50 (finding that “a wide variety of competitive and potentially competitive providers and offerings are emerging” in the broadband Internet access services market, and that “an emerging market, like the one for broadband Internet access, is more appropriately analyzed in view of larger trends in the marketplace, rather than exclusively through the snapshot data that may quickly and predictably be rendered obsolete as this market continues to evolve”).
wireless broadband Internet access service as information services,\textsuperscript{878} and conclude that broadband Internet access service is a telecommunications service subject to our regulatory authority under Title II of the Communications Act regardless of the technological platform over which the service is offered.\textsuperscript{879} We both revise our prior classifications of wired broadband Internet access service and wireless broadband Internet access service, and classify broadband Internet access service provided over other technology platforms. In doing so, we exercise the well-established power of federal agencies to interpret ambiguous provisions in the statutes they administer. The Supreme Court summed up this principle in \textit{Brand X}:

\begin{quote}
In \textit{Chevron}, this Court held that ambiguities in statutes within an agency’s jurisdiction to administer are delegations of authority to the agency to fill the statutory gap in reasonable fashion. Filling these gaps, the Court explained, involves difficult policy choices that agencies are better equipped to make than courts. If a statute is ambiguous, and the implementing agency’s construction is reasonable, \textit{Chevron} requires a federal court to accept the agency’s construction of the statute, even if the agency’s reading differs from what the court believes is the best statutory interpretation.\textsuperscript{880}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{878} See \textit{Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling}, 17 FCC Red at 4802, para. 7; \textit{Wireline Broadband Classification Order}, 20 FCC Red at 14862-65, 14909-12, paras. 12-17, 102-06; \textit{BPL-Enabled Broadband Order}, 21 FCC Red at 13281-82, paras. 1-2; \textit{Wireless Broadband Classification Order}, 22 FCC Red at 5909-10, para. 22.

\textsuperscript{879} A “telecommunications service” is “the offering of telecommunications for a fee directly to the public, or to such classes of users as to be effectively available directly to the public, regardless of the facilities used.” A “telecommunications” is “the transmission, between or among points specified by the user, of information of the user’s choosing, without change in the form or content of the information as sent and received.” 47 U.S.C. § 153(53). “Telecommunications” is “the transmission, between or among points specified by the user, of information of the user’s choosing, without change in the form or content of the information as sent and received.” Id. § 153(50).

\textsuperscript{880} \textit{Brand X}, 545 U.S. at 980 (citations omitted); see also \textit{id.} at 989 (“[W]here a statute’s plain terms admit of two or more reasonable ordinary usages, the Commission’s choice of one of them is entitled to deference.”).

\textsuperscript{881} \textit{id.} at 992; see also \textit{id.} at 991 (“[T]he term ‘offer’ can sometimes refer to a single, finished product and sometimes to the ‘individual components in a package being offered’ . . . .”); \textit{U.S. Telecom Ass’n v. FCC}, 295 F.3d 1326, 1332 (D.C. Cir. 2002) (“telecommunications carrier” is an ambiguous statutory term); \textit{Virgin Islands Tel. Comp. v. FCC}, 198 F.3d 921, 925-26 (D.C. Cir. 1999) (“telecommunications service” is an ambiguous term).

\textsuperscript{882} \textit{id.} at 989.

\textsuperscript{883} \textit{id.} at 1002-03 (internal citation and quotation marks omitted).
the best reading of the statute.” Justice Breyer concurred with Justice Thomas, stating that he “believe[d] that the Federal Communications Commission’s decision fell within the scope of its statutorily delegated authority,” although “perhaps just barely.” And in dissent, Justice Scalia, joined by Justices Souter and Ginsburg, found that the Commission had adopted “an implausible reading of the statute” and that “the telecommunications component of cable modem service retains such ample independent identity” that it could only reasonably be classified as a separate telecommunications service.

334. It is also well settled that we may reconsider, on reasonable grounds, the Commission’s earlier application of the ambiguous statutory definitions of “telecommunications service” and “information service.” Indeed, in Brand X, the Supreme Court, in the specific context of classifying cable modem service, instructed the Commission to reexamine its application of the Communications Act to this service “on a continuing basis”:

[If the agency adequately explains the reasons for a reversal of policy, “change is not invalidating, since the whole point of Chevron is to leave the discretion provided by the ambiguities of a statute with the implementing agency.” “An initial agency interpretation is not instantly carved in stone. On the contrary, the agency . . . must consider varying interpretations and the wisdom of its policy on a continuing basis,” for example, in response to changed factual circumstances, or a change in administrations . . . .]

335. More recently, in FCC v. Fox Television Stations, Inc., the Supreme Court emphasized that, although an agency must acknowledge that it is changing course when it adopts a new construction of an ambiguous statutory provision, “it need not demonstrate to a court’s satisfaction that the reasons for the new policy are better than the reasons for the old one . . . .” Rather, it is sufficient that “the new policy is permissible under the statute, that there are good reasons for it, and that the agency believes it to be better, which the conscious change of course adequately indicates.” We discuss in detail below why our conclusion that broadband Internet access service is a telecommunications service is well within our authority. Having determined that Congress gave the Commission authority to determine the appropriate classification of broadband Internet access service—and having provided sufficient justification of changed factual circumstances to warrant a reexamination of the Commission’s prior classification—we find, upon interpreting the relevant statutory terms, that broadband Internet access service, as offered today, includes “telecommunications,” and falls within the definition of a “telecommunications service.”

1. Scope

336. As discussed below, we conclude that broadband Internet access service is a

---

884 Id. at 985-86.
885 Id. at 1003 (Breyer, J., concurring).
886 Id. at 1005 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
887 Id. at 1008 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
888 Id. at 981; see also Chevron, U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837, 863 (1984) (“An initial agency interpretation is not instantly carved in stone.”). Accord Mary V. Harris Foundation v. FCC, 776 F.3d 21, 24 (D.C. Cir. 2015) (“What the Commission did in the past is of no moment, however, if its current approach reflects a permissible interpretation of the statute.”).
889 Brand X, 545 U.S. at 981 (citations omitted).
891 Id.; see also Verizon, 740 F.3d at 636-37 (“In the Open Internet Order, however, the Commission has offered a reasoned explanation for its changed understanding of section 706(a). . . . In these circumstances . . . we have no basis for saying that the Commission ‘casually ignored prior policies and interpretations or otherwise failed to provide a reasoned explanation’ for its changed interpretation.”).
telecommunications service. We define “broadband Internet access service” as a mass-market\textsuperscript{892} retail service by wire or radio that provides the capability to transmit data to and receive data from all or substantially all Internet endpoints, including any capabilities that are incidental to and enable the operation of the communications service, but excluding dial-up Internet access service.\textsuperscript{893} This term also encompasses any service that the Commission finds to be providing a functional equivalent of the service described in the previous sentence.\textsuperscript{894}

337. The term “broadband Internet access service” includes services provided over any technology platform, including but not limited to wire, terrestrial wireless (including fixed and mobile wireless services using licensed or unlicensed spectrum), and satellite.\textsuperscript{895} For purposes of our discussion, we divide the various forms of broadband Internet access service into the two categories of “fixed” and “mobile,” rather than between “wired” and “wireless” service. With these two categories of services—fixed and mobile—we intend to cover the entire universe of Internet access services at issue in the Commission’s prior broadband classification decisions\textsuperscript{896} as well as all other broadband Internet access

\begin{footnotes}
\item[892] By mass market, we mean services marketed and sold on a standardized basis to residential customers, small businesses, and other end-user customers such as schools and libraries. “Schools” would include institutions of higher education to the extent that they purchase these standardized retail services. See Higher Education and Libraries Comments at 11 (noting that institutions of higher education are not “residential customers” or “small businesses” and uncertainty about whether institutions of higher education (and their libraries) are included in the term “schools” because the term is sometimes interpreted as applying only to K-12 schools). For purposes of this definition, “mass market” also includes broadband Internet access service purchased with the support of the E-rate, and Rural Healthcare programs, as well as any broadband Internet access service offered using networks supported by the Connect America Fund (CAF), but does not include enterprise service offerings or special access services, which are typically offered to larger organizations through customized or individually negotiated arrangements. See Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17932, para. 45; supra para. 189 & n.477.
\item[893] As explained above, see supra note 40, our use of the term “broadband” in this Order includes but is not limited to services meeting the threshold for “advanced telecommunications capability.”
\item[894] 47 C.F.R. § 8.11(a); Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17932, para. 44; id. at 17935, para. 51 (finding that the market and regulatory landscape for dial-up Internet access service differed from broadband Internet access service); 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5581, para. 54. The Verizon decision upheld the Commission’s regulation of broadband Internet access service pursuant to section 706 and the definition of “broadband Internet access service” has remained part of the Commission’s regulations since adopted in 2010. Certain parties have raised issues in the record regarding the regulatory status of mobile messaging services, e.g., SMS/MMS. See, e.g., Twilio Comments at 7-8. We note that the rules we adopt today prohibit broadband providers from, for example, blocking messaging services that are delivered over a broadband Internet access service. We decline to further address here arguments regarding the status of messaging within our regulatory framework, but instead plan to address these issues in the context of the pending proceeding considering a petition to clarify the regulatory status of text messaging services. See Wireless Telecommunications Bureau Seeks Comment on Petition for Declaratory Ruling that Text Messaging and Short Codes are Title II Services or Title I Services Subject to Section 202 Non-Discrimination Rule, WT Docket No. 08-7, Public Notice, 23 FCC Rcd 262 (WTB 2008).
\item[895] In classifying wireless broadband Internet access as an information service, the Commission excluded broadband provided via satellite from classification. See Wireless Broadband Classification Order, 22 FCC Rcd at 5901, n.1. Thus, our action here expressly classifies the service for the first time. We observe that while our classification includes broadband Internet access services provided using capacity over fixed or mobile satellite or submarine cable landing facilities, our classification of these services as telecommunications services or CMRS does not require changes to the authorizations for satellite earth stations, satellite space stations, or submarine cable landing facilities.
\item[896] See Wireless Broadband Classification Order, 22 FCC Rcd at 5909-10, paras. 19, 22 (defining wireless broadband Internet access service as “a service that uses spectrum, wireless facilities and wireless technologies to provide subscribers with high-speed (broadband) Internet access capabilities” and classifying such service—“whether offered using mobile, portable, or fixed technologies”—as an information service); Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling, 17 FCC Rcd at 4818-19, para. 31 (stating that cable modem service is a “service that uses cable system facilities to provide residential subscribers with high-speed Internet access, as well as many applications or functions that can be used with high-speed Internet access”); Wireline Broadband Classification Order, 20 FCC Rcd
\end{footnotes}
services offered over other technology platforms that were not addressed by prior classification orders. We also make clear that our classification finding applies to all providers of broadband Internet access service, as we delineate them here, regardless of whether they lease or own the facilities used to provide the service. 897 “Fixed” broadband Internet access service refers to a broadband Internet access service that serves end users primarily at fixed endpoints using stationary equipment, such as the modem that connects an end user’s home router, computer, or other Internet access device to the network. 898 The term encompasses the delivery of fixed broadband over any medium, including various forms of wired broadband services (e.g., cable, DSL, fiber), fixed wireless broadband services (including fixed services using unlicensed spectrum), and fixed satellite broadband services. “Mobile” broadband Internet access service refers to a broadband Internet access service that serves end users primarily using mobile stations. 899 Mobile broadband Internet access includes, among other things, services that use smartphones or mobile-network-enabled tablets as the primary endpoints for connection to the Internet. 900 The term also encompasses mobile satellite broadband services.

338. In the Verizon opinion, the D.C. Circuit concluded that, in addition to the retail service provided to consumers, “broadband providers furnish a service to edge providers, thus undoubtedly functioning as edge providers ‘carriers.’” 901 It was because the court concluded that the Commission had treated this distinct service as common carriage, that it “remand[ed] the case to the Commission for further proceedings consistent with this opinion.” 902 We conclude now that the failure of the Commission’s analysis was a failure to explain that the “service to edge providers” is subsumed within the promise made to the retail customer of the BIAS service. For the reasons we review herein, the reclassification of BIAS necessarily resolves the edge-provider question as well. In other words, the Commission agrees that a two-sided market exists and that the beneficiaries of the non-consumer side either are or potentially could be all edge providers. 903 Because our reclassification decision treats BIAS

897 The Commission has consistently determined that resellers of telecommunications services are telecommunications carriers, even if they do not own any facilities. See, e.g., Regulation of Prepaid Calling Card Services, WC Docket No. 05-68, Declaratory Ruling and Report and Order, 21 FCC Rcd 7290, 7293-94, 7312, paras. 10, 65 (2006), vacated in part on other grounds sub nom. Qwest Servs. Corp. v. FCC, 509 F.3d 531 (D.C. Cir. 2007); NOS Communications, Inc., Affinity Network Inc. and NOSYA Limited Partnership, EB Docket No. 03-96, Order to Show Cause and Notice of Opportunity for Hearing, 18 FCC Rcd 6952, 6953-54, para. 3 (2003); Regulatory Policies Concerning Resale and Shared Use of Common Carrier Services and Facilities, Docket No. 20097, Report and Order, 60 FCC 2d 261, 265 para. 8 (1976) (“[A]n entity engaged in the resale of communications service is a common carrier, and is fully subject to the provisions of Title II of the Communications Act.”), aff’d sub nom. AT&T v. FCC, 572 F.2d 17 (2d Cir. 1978). Further, as the Supreme Court observed in Brand X, “the relevant definitions do not distinguish facilities-based and non-facilities-based carriers.” Brand X, 545 U.S. at 997.

898 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17908, para. 49.


900 We note that section 337(f)(1) of the Act excludes public safety services from the definition of mobile broadband Internet access service. 47 U.S.C. § 337(f)(1).

901 Verizon, 740 F.3d at 653.

902 Id. at 659.

903 Verizon, 740 F.3d at 653; Technology Policy Institute Comments at 11 (recognizing a two-sided market); CenturyLink Comments at 6 (“A two-sided market approach ensures that the costs of content and applications causing greater bandwidth consumption are ultimately passed on to the subscribers who use those services, ensures that adequate pricing signals are communicated to edge providers and, overall, produces the optimal economic outcome.”); id. at 5-7; Hance Haney Comments at 9 (recognizing a two-sided broadband market); Cox Comments at 5 (discussing emerging two-sided market arrangements); ACLU Comments at 7 (acknowledging the broadband market as a two-sided market); Bright House Comments at 27-28 (explaining that two-sided markets have long existed under Title II in the provision of long-distance service).
as a Title II service, Title II applies, as well, to the second side of the market, which is always a part of, and subsidiary to, the BIAS service. The Verizon court implicitly followed that analysis when it treated the classification of the retail end user service as controlling with respect to its analysis of the edge service; its conclusion that an edge service could not be treated as common carriage turned entirely on its understanding that the provision of retail broadband Internet access services had been classified as “information services.” The reclassification of BIAS as a Title II service thus addresses the court’s conclusion that “the Commission would violate the Communications Act were it to regulate broadband providers as common carriers.”

339. Many commenters, while holding vastly different views on our reclassification of BIAS, are united in the view we need not reach the regulatory classification of the service that the Verizon court identified as being furnished to the edge. We agree. Our reclassification of the broadband Internet access service means that we can regulate, consistent with the Communications Act, broadband providers to the extent they are “engaged” in providing the broadband Internet access service. As discussed above, a broadband Internet access service provider’s representation to its end-user customer that it will transport and deliver traffic to and from all or substantially all Internet endpoints necessarily includes the promise to transmit traffic to and from those Internet end points back to the user. Thus, the so-called “edge service” is secondary, and in support of, the promise made to the end user, and broadband provider practices with respect to edge providers—including terms and conditions for the transfer and delivery of traffic to (and from) the BIAS subscriber—impact the broadband provider’s provision of the Title II broadband Internet access service. For example, where an edge provider attempts to purchase favorable treatment for its traffic (such as through zero rating), that treatment would be experienced by the BIAS subscriber (such as through an exemption of the edge-provider’s data from a usage limit) and the impact on the BIAS subscriber, if any, would be assessed under Title II. That is, the legal question

904 Verizon, 740 F.3d at 650.
905 Id.
906 See, e.g., Letter from Matthew Wood, Policy Director, Free Press to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 10-127, 14-28, at 3 (filed Feb. 20, 2015) (“Recognition of [an] edge-facing service as a telecom service is decidedly not commanded by the D.C. Circuit’s decision in the Verizon case.”); Letter from Sarah Morris, Open Technology Institute, New America Foundation, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 10-127, 14-28, at 2 (filed Feb. 20, 2015); Letter from Austin C. Schlick, Director, Communications Law, Google, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 10-127, 14-28, at 1 (filed Feb. 20, 2015); Letter from Henry G. Hultquist, Vice President, AT&T, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 10-127, 14-28, at 7-9 (filed Feb. 18, 2015); Letter from William H. Johnson, Vice President and Associate General Counsel, Verizon, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28 at 2-3 (filed Oct. 17, 2014) (stating that “the fact that payment for [broadband] service may be split in some fashion between the edge provider and end user does not magically convert the service into two separate offerings”). We thus decline to adopt proposals identifying and classifying a separate service provided to edge providers that were presented in the record, and on which we sought comment, including those by Mozilla, the Center for Democracy and Technology, and Professors Wu and Narechania. See, e.g., Mozilla’s Petition to Recognize Remote Delivery Services in Terminating Access Networks and Classify Such Services Under Title II of the Communications Act, WC Docket No. 14-28, at 12 (filed May 5, 2014); Tejas Narechania and Tim Wu, Sender Side Transmission Rules for the Internet, Fed. Comm. L.J. (forthcoming 2014); Narechania/Wu Apr. 14, 2014 Ex Parte Letter. We believe that our actions here adequately address the concerns raised by these proposals, consistent with both law and fact.
908 See supra para. 204.
909 This is not a novel arrangement. Under traditional contract principles, Party A (a broadband provider) can contract with Party B (a consumer) to provide services to Party C (an edge provider). That the service is being provided to Party C does not, in any way, conflict with the legal conclusion that the terms and conditions under which that service is being provided are governed by the agreement—and here the regulatory framework—between Parties A and B. Most content that flows across the broadband provider’s “last-mile” network to the retail consumer does not involve a direct agreement between Parties B and C but, as the Verizon court observed, an edge provider, like Amazon, could enter into an agreement with a broadband provider, like Comcast. See Verizon, 740 F.3d at 653.
before the Commission turns on whether the provision of that service to the edge provider would be inconsistent with the provision of the retail service under Title II. That is because the same data is flowing between end user and edge consumer.\footnote{This conclusion does not contradict the economic view that a broadband provider is operating in a two-sided market. \textit{See, e.g., supra note 906}. A newspaper looks the same whether viewed by an advertiser or a subscriber, even though their economic relationship with the newspaper publisher is different. Here the operation of the broadband Internet access service is so intertwined with the edge service so as to compel the conclusion that the BIAS reclassification controls any service that is being provided to an edge provider.} In other words, to the extent that it is necessary to examine a separate edge service, that service is simply derivative of BIAS, constitutes the same traffic, and, in any event, fits comfortably within the command that practices provided “in connection with” a Title II service that must themselves be just and reasonable.\footnote{\textit{See 47 U.S.C. 201(b) (“All charges, practices, classifications, and regulations for and in connection with such communication service, shall be just and reasonable”); see also Truth-in-Billing and Billing Format, CC Docket No. 98-170, First Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 14 FCC Rcd 7492, 7503-06, para. 21-24 (1999) (finding that a carrier’s provision of misleading or deceptive billing information “in connection with” a telecommunications service is unjust and unreasonable in violation of section 201(b)); Empowering Consumers to Prevent and Detect Billing for Unauthorized Charges (“Cramming”): Consumer Information and Disclosure; Truth-in-Billing and Billing and Billing Format, CG Docket Nos. 11-116, 09-158, CC Docket No. 98-170, Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 27 FCC Rcd 4436, 4476-4479, paras. 114-122 (2011) (finding that the placement of third-party charges on bills for their own telecommunications services such that they are “often described to look like they are associated with a telecommunications service provided by the carrier” are subject to section 201(b)); NobelTel LLC, Apparent Liability for Forfeiture, File No. EB-TCD-12-0000412, Notice of Apparent Liability for Forfeiture, 27 FCC Rcd 11760, 11762-63, para. 6 (2012) (finding that “unfair and deceptive marketing practices by interstate common carriers constitute unjust and unreasonable practices under Section 201(b)”)).}  

340. Broadband Internet access service does not include virtual private network (VPN) services, content delivery networks (CDNs), hosting or data storage services, or Internet backbone services.\footnote{\textit{2010 Open Internet Order}, 25 FCC Rcd at 17933, para. 47; \textit{2014 Open Internet NPRM}, 29 FCC Rcd at 5581, para. 58; see also, \textit{e.g.}, Cox Comments at 8, 13-14; Nokia Comments at 11; Verizon Comments at 77-78.} The Commission has historically distinguished these services from “mass market” services and, as explained in the \textit{2014 Open Internet NPRM}, they “do not provide the capability to transmit data to and receive data from all or substantially all Internet endpoints.”\footnote{\textit{2014 Open Internet NPRM}, 29 FCC Rcd at 5581-82, para. 58. In classifying broadband Internet access service as a telecommunications service today, the Commission does not, and need not, reach the question of whether and how these services are classified under the Communications Act.} We do not disturb that finding here. Finally, we observe that to the extent that coffee shops, bookstores, airlines, private end-user networks such as libraries and universities, and other businesses acquire broadband Internet access service from a broadband provider to enable patrons to access the Internet from their respective establishments, provision of such service by the premise operator would not itself be considered a broadband Internet access service unless it was offered to patrons as a retail mass market service, as we define it here.\footnote{\textit{See 2010 Open Internet Order}, 25 FCC Rcd at 17935, para. 52.} Likewise, when a user employs, for example, a wireless router or a Wi-Fi hotspot to create a personal Wi-Fi network that is not intentionally offered for the benefit of others, he or she is not offering a broadband Internet access service, under our definition, because the user is not marketing and selling such service to residential customers, small business, and other end-user customers such as schools and libraries.

2. The Market Today: Current Offerings of Broadband Internet Access Service

341. We begin our analysis by examining how broadband Internet access service was and currently is offered. In the 2002 \textit{Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling}, the Commission observed that “the
cable modem service business is still nascent, and the shape of broadband deployment is not yet clear. Business relationships among cable operators and their service offerings are evolving.”

Despite the rapidly changing market for broadband Internet access services, the Commission’s decisions classifying broadband Internet access service are based largely on a factual record compiled over a decade ago, during this early evolutionary period. The record in this proceeding leads us to the conclusion that providers today market and offer consumers separate services that are best characterized as (1) a broadband Internet access service that is a telecommunications service; and (2) “add-on” applications, content, and services that are generally information services.

342. In the past, the Commission has identified a number of ways to determine what broadband providers “offer” consumers. In the Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling, for example, the Commission concluded that “the classification of cable modem service turns on the nature of the functions that the end user is offered.”

In the Wireline Broadband Classification Order, the Commission noted that “whether a telecommunications service is being provided turns on what the entity is ‘offering . . . to the public,’ and customers’ understanding of that service.” In the Wireless Broadband Classification Order, the Commission stated that “[a]s with both cable and wireline Internet access, [the] definition appropriately focuses on the end user’s experience, factoring in both the functional characteristics and speed of transmission associated with the service.” Similarly, in Brand X, both the majority and dissenting opinions examined how consumers perceive and use cable modem service, technical characteristics of the services and how it is provided, and analogies to other services.

a. Broadband Internet Access Services at Time of Classification

343. “Wired” Broadband Services. The Commission’s Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling described cable modem service as “typically includ[ing] many and sometimes all of the functions made available through dial-up Internet access service, including content, e-mail accounts, access to news groups, the ability to create a personal web page, and the ability to retrieve information from the Internet, including access to the World Wide Web.”

The Commission also identified functions provided with cable modem service that it called “Internet connectivity functions.” These included establishing a physical connection to the Internet and interconnecting with the Internet backbone, protocol conversion, Internet Protocol address number assignment, domain name resolution through DNS, network security, caching, network monitoring, capacity engineering and management, fault management, and

---

915 Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling, 17 FCC Rcd at 4843-44, para. 83.
916 Id. at 4822, para. 38 (emphasis added).
918 Wireless Broadband Classification Order, 22 FCC Rcd at 5909, para. 21.
919 Brand X, 545 U.S. at 989-990, 993; see also id. at 1005, 1008 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
920 Id. at 990 (“We think that [the transmission component of cable modem service and the finished service] are sufficiently integrated, because ‘[a] consumer uses the high-speed wire always in connection with the information-processing capabilities provided by Internet access, and because the transmission is a necessary component of Internet access.’”)
921 Id. at 991 (“[T]he entire question turns not on the language of the Act, but on the factual particulars of how Internet technology works and how it is provided, questions Chevron leaves to the Commission to resolve in the first instance.”)
922 Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling, 17 FCC Rcd at 4804, para. 10 (footnotes omitted).
923 Id. at 4809-11, para. 17. Earlier, in its 2001 AOL/Time Warner merger order describing the emerging high speed Internet access services offered through cable modems, the Commission found that “Internet access services consist principally of connectivity to the Internet provided to end users.” Applications for Consent to the Transfer of Control of Licenses and Section 214 Authorizations by Time Warner, Inc. and America Online, Inc., Transferors, to AOL Time Warner, Inc., Transferee, CS Docket No. 00-30, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 16 FCC Rcd 6547, 6572-73, paras. 62, 64 (2001) (describing contracts by cable operators with Road Runner, Excite@Home, and High-Speed Access Corp. to provide such connectivity).
troubleshooting. In addition, the Commission noted that “[n]etwork monitoring, capacity engineering and management, fault management, and troubleshooting are Internet access service functions that . . . serve to provide a steady and accurate flow of information between the cable system to which the subscriber is connected and the Internet.” The Ruling noted that “[c]omplementing the Internet access functions are Internet applications provided through cable modem service. These applications include traditional ISP services such as e-mail, access to online newsgroups, and creating or obtaining and aggregating content. The cable modem service provider will also typically offer subscribers a ‘first screen’ or ‘home page’ and the ability to create a personal web page.” The Commission explained that “[e]-mail, newsgroups, the ability for the user to create a web page that is accessible by other Internet users, and DNS are applications that are commonly associated with Internet access service,” and that “[t]aken together, they constitute an information service.” In the Wireline Broadband Classification Order, the Commission found that end users subscribing to wireline broadband Internet access service “expect to receive (and pay for) a finished, functionally integrated service that provides access to the Internet.”

344. The Commission’s subsequent wired broadband classification decisions did not describe wired broadband Internet access services with any greater detail.

345. Wireless Broadband Services. In 2007, the Commission described wireless broadband Internet access service as a service “that uses spectrum, wireless facilities and wireless technologies to provide subscribers with high-speed (broadband) Internet access capabilities.” The Commission noted that “many of the mobile telephone carriers that provide mobile wireless broadband service for mobile handsets offer a range of IP-based multimedia content and services—including ring tones, music, games, video clips and video streaming—that are specially designed to work with the small screens and limited keypads of mobile handsets. This content is typically sold through a carrier-branded, carrier-controlled portal.”

b. The Growth of Consumer Demand and Market Supply

346. The record in this proceeding reveals that, since we collected information to address the classification of cable modem service over a decade ago, the market for both fixed and mobile broadband Internet access service has changed dramatically. Between December 2000 and December 2013, the number of residential Internet connections with speeds over 200 kbps in at least one direction increased from 5.2 million to 87.6 million. In 2000, only 5 percent of American households had a fixed Internet

924 Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling, 17 FCC Rcd at 4809-11, paras. 16-17.
925 Id. at 4810-11, para. 17 (citations omitted).
926 Id. at 4811, para. 18 (emphasis added) (citations omitted).
927 Id. at 4822, para. 38 (emphasis added).
928 See Wireline Broadband Classification Order, 20 FCC Rcd at 17, para. 9 (discussing e-mail, websites, newsgroups, ability to create home pages, and “the ability to run a variety of applications”); BPL-Enabled Broadband Order, 21 FCC Rcd at 13286, para. 9 (“[The] characteristics of BPL-enabled Internet access service are similar to the characteristics that the Commission relied upon in classifying cable modem service and wireline broadband Internet access service as ‘information services.’”).
929 Wireless Broadband Classification Order, 22 FCC Rcd at 5909, para. 21.
930 Id. at 5908, para. 16 (footnotes omitted).
931 Industry Analysis Division, Common Carrier Bureau, High Speed Services for Internet Access: Subscribership as of December 31, 2000 (Aug. 2001) at 6, Tbl. 3; Industry Analysis and Technology Division, Wireline Competition Bureau, Internet Access Services: Status as of December 31, 2013 at 17, Tbl. 3 (Oct. 2014) (noting that the estimate for 2000 overstates residential connections because the residential data include small business connections before 2005); see also John B. Horrigan & Lee Rainie, The Broadband Difference: How Online Behavior Changes with High-Speed Internet Connections at Home, Pew Internet & American Life Project, 8 (2002) (“When the Pew Internet and American Life Project in June 2000 first asked Internet users about the type of home connection they had, 6% of Internet users had a high-speed connection at home.”) (The Broadband Difference).
access connection with speeds of over 200 kbps in at least one direction, as compared to approximately 72 percent of American households with this same connection today. Indeed, as of December 2013, 60 percent of households have a fixed Internet connection with minimum speeds of at least 3 Mbps/768 kbps. Moreover, between December 2009 and December 2013, the number of mobile handsets with a residential data plan with a speed of at least 200 kbps in one direction increased from 43.7 million to 159.2 million, a 265 percent increase. By November 2014, 73.6 percent of the entire U.S. age 13+ population was communicating with smart phones, a figure which has continued to rise rapidly over the past several years. Cisco forecasts that by 2019, North America will have nearly 90 percent of its installed base converted to smart devices and connections, and smart traffic will grow to 97 percent of the total global mobile traffic. In 2013, the United States and Canada were home to almost 200 million mobile subscriptions for smart phones, mobile PCs, tablets, and mobile routers. In 2014, that number was expected to increase by 20 percent, to 300 million subscriptions; by 2020, to 450 million, or a population penetration rate of almost 124 percent. In addition, the explosion in the deployment of Wi-Fi technology in the past few years has resulted in consumers increasingly using that technology to access third party content, applications, and services on the Internet, in connection with either a fixed broadband service or a mobile broadband service.

347. This widespread penetration of broadband Internet access service has led to the development of third-party services and devices and has increased the modular way consumers have come to use them. As more American households have gained access to broadband Internet access service, the market for Internet-based services provided by parties other than broadband Internet access providers has flourished. Consumers’ appetite for third-party services has also received a boost from the shift from dial-up to broadband, as a high-speed connection makes the Internet much more useful to consumers. The impact of broadband on consumers’ demand for third-party services is evident in the explosive growth of online content and application providers. In early 2003, a year after the Cable Modem

933 Industry Analysis Division, Common Carrier Bureau, High-Speed Services for Internet Access: Subscribership as of December 31, 2000 at 6, Tbl. 3 (Aug. 2001); U.S. Department of Commerce, Census Brief, Households and Families: 2000 at 1 (Sept. 2001) (reporting 105.5 million households; 5.2 million subscribers/105.5 households equals approximately 5 percent).
935 See id. at 34, Tbl. 13.
936 See id. at 17, Tbl. 3; see also Industry Analysis and Technology Division, Wireline Competition Bureau, Internet Access Services: Status as of June 30, 2011 at 82 (June 2012) (explaining the change in mobile reporting and thus our estimates are not directly comparable to estimates reported in earlier reporting periods). In addition, the mobile residential figures may overstate residential handsets because mobile filers report the number of “consumer” handsets that are not billed to a corporate, non-corporate business, government, or institutional customer account, and thus could include handsets for which the subscriber is reimbursed by their employee. See FCC Form 477 Filing Instructions at 26. http://transition.fcc.gov/form477/477inst.pdf.
940 For example, early studies showed that broadband users are far more likely than dial-up users to go online to seek out news, look for travel information, share computer files with others, create content, and download games and videos. The Broadband Difference at 2, 12.
Declaratory Ruling, there were approximately 36 million websites.\textsuperscript{941} Today there are an estimated 900 million.\textsuperscript{942} When the Commission assessed the cable modem service market in the Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling, the service at issue was offered with various online applications, including e-mail, newsgroups, and the ability to create a web page.\textsuperscript{943} The Commission observed that subscribers to cable modem services “usually did not need to contract separately” for “discrete services or applications” such as e-mail.\textsuperscript{944} Today, broadband service providers still provide various Internet applications, including e-mail, online storage, and customized homepages, in addition to newer services such as music streaming and instant messaging.\textsuperscript{945} But consumers are very likely to use their high-speed Internet connections to take advantage of competing services offered by third parties.

348. For example, companies such as Google and Yahoo! offer popular alternatives to the email services provided to subscribers as part of broadband Internet access service packages.\textsuperscript{946} According to Experian, Gmail and Yahoo! Mail were among the ten Internet sites most frequently visited during the week of January 17, 2015, with approximately 400 million and 350 million visits respectively.\textsuperscript{947} Some parties even advise consumers specifically not to use a broadband provider-based email address; because a consumer cannot take that email address with them if he or she switches providers, some assert that using a broadband provider-provided email address results in a disincentive to switch to a competitive provider due to the attendant difficulties in changing an email address.\textsuperscript{948} Third-party alternatives are also widely available for other services that may be provided along with broadband Internet access service.\textsuperscript{949} For example, firms such as Apple, Dropbox, and Carbonite\textsuperscript{950} provide “cloud-
based” storage; services like GoDaddy provide website hosting; users rely on companies such as WordPress and Tumblr to provide blog hosting; and firms such as Netvibes and Yahoo! provide personalized homepages. GigaNews and Google provide access to newsgroups, while many broadband providers have themselves ceased offering this service entirely.

349. More generally, both fixed and mobile consumers today largely use their broadband Internet access connections to access content and services that are unaffiliated with their broadband Internet access service provider. In this regard, perhaps the most significant trend is the growing popularity of third-party video streaming services. By one estimate, Netflix and YouTube alone account for 50 percent of peak Internet download traffic in North America. Other sites among the most popular in the United States include the search engines Google and Yahoo!; social networking sites Facebook and LinkedIn; e-commerce sites Amazon, eBay and Craigslist; the user-generated reference site Wikipedia; a diverse array of user-generated media sites including Reddit, Twitter, and Pinterest; and news sources such as nytimes.com and CNN.com. Overall, broadband providers themselves operate very few of the websites that broadband Internet access services are most commonly used to access.

350. Thus, as a practical matter, broadband Internet access service is useful to consumers today primarily as a conduit for reaching modular content, applications, and services that are provided by unaffiliated third parties. As the Center for Democracy & Technology puts it, “[T]he service that broadband providers offer to the public is widely understood today, by both the providers and their customers, as the ability to connect to anywhere on the Internet—to any of the millions of Internet endpoints—for whatever purposes the user may choose.” Indeed, the ability to transmit data to and from Internet endpoints has become the “one indispensable function” that broadband Internet access service uniquely provides.

c. Marketing

351. That broadband Internet access services today are primarily offerings of Internet connectivity and transmission capability is further evident by how these services are marketed and priced.

---

951 GoDaddy.com, GoDaddy – It’s Go Time, http://www.godaddy.com (last visited Dec. 31, 2014); see also AARP Comments at iv (“Web hosting is competitively provided, with U.S. broadband providers not even making the top 25 of U.S. web hosting services.”) (citing ICANN data); CDT Comments at 12 (noting that “some major broadband providers have ceased to offer free personal web page hosting to their subscribers”).


954 CDT Comments at 11.

955 Sandvine, Sandvine Report: Netflix and YouTube Account for 50% of All North American Fixed Network Data, (Nov. 11, 2013), https://www.sandvine.com/pr/2013/11/11/sandvine-report-netflix-and-youtube-account-for-50-of-all-north-american-fixed-network-data.html; see also Alcatel-Lucent Comments at 5 (“In the United States alone, Internet video consumption is expected to grow at least 12 times in the next 6 years, and managed video on-demand (“VoD”) services are expected to grow 28% per year until 2017.”).

956 As previously discussed, Google and Yahoo! also provide the popular email services Gmail and Yahoo! Mail, respectively. See supra para. 348.


959 CDT Comments at 9. CDT contrasts the current state of affairs with an earlier time “when Internet access service providers sought to differentiate themselves by offering ‘walled gardens’ of proprietary content and users looked to their access provider to serve as a kind of curator of the chaos of the Internet.” Id. at 9-10.

960 See id. at 11; see also AARP Comments at 11 (“[T]he broadband service that consumers rely on primarily today is pure transmission between their device and remote computing resources or content of their choice.”).
Commenters cite numerous examples of advertisements that emphasize transmission speed as the predominant feature that characterizes broadband Internet access service offerings. For example, Comcast advertises that its XFINITY Internet service offers “the consistently fast speeds you need, even during peak hours,” and RCN markets its high-speed Internet service as providing the ability “to upload and download in a flash.” Verizon claims that “[w]hatever your life demands, there’s a Verizon FiOS plan with the perfect upload/download speed for you,” while the name of Verizon’s DSL-based service is simply “High Speed Internet.” Furthermore, fixed broadband providers use transmission speeds to classify tiers of service offerings and to distinguish their offerings from those of competitors. AT&T U-Verse, for instance, offers four “Internet Package[s]” at different price points, differentiated in terms of the “Downstream Speeds” they provide. Verizon meanwhile asserts that “the 100% fiber-optic network that powers FiOS” enables “a level of speed and capacity that cable can’t always compete with—especially when it comes to upload speeds.” On the mobile side, mobile broadband providers similarly emphasize transmission speed as well as reliability and coverage as factors that characterize their mobile broadband Internet access service offering. AT&T, for example, claims that it has the “[n]ation’s most reliable 4G LTE network” and that what 4G LTE means is “speeds up to 10x faster than 3G.” Sprint advertises its “Sprint Spark” service as having its “fastest ever data speeds and stronger in-building signal.”

352. The advertisements discussed above link higher transmission speeds and service reliability with enhanced access to the Internet at large—to any “points” a user may wish to reach—not only to Internet-based applications or services that are provided in conjunction with broadband access. RCN, for instance, claims that its “110 Mbps High-Speed Internet” offering is “ideal for watching Netflix,” a third-party video streaming service. Verizon claims that FiOS’s “75/75 Mbps” speed “works well for uploading and sharing videos on YouTube and serious multi-user gaming” presumably by using the FiOS service to access any combination of third-party and Verizon-affiliated content and services the user chooses. AT&T notes that its 4G LTE service “lets you stream clear, crisp video faster than ever before, download songs in a few beats, apps almost instantly, and so much more.”

961 See, e.g., Public Knowledge Comments at Appx. A (compiling “[s]elected examples of [broadband provider] advertisements in July of 2014” to demonstrate that “ISPs advertise their services primarily in terms of the speed and reliability with which they can transmit data to and from third parties”); see also AARP Comments at 10-11; CDT Comments at 10-11.
964 See id. at Appx. A-6.
965 See, e.g., Verizon, Verizon | High Speed Internet, http://www.verizon.com/home/highspeedinternet (last visited Dec. 31, 2014) (“When you’re looking for all value and consistently fast speeds all the time, Verizon High Speed Internet is the answer.”); see also AT&T, AT&T DSL High Speed Internet, http://www.att.com/shop/internet/internet-service.html#fbid=5suMbb0rEF8 (last visited Dec. 31, 2014) (“Make AT&T your Internet provider and take your pick of broadband Internet speeds to suit every need.”).
967 Id. at A-6; see also Comcast, XFINITY vs. the Competition, http://www.comcast.com/compare/comcast-xfinity-vs-verizon-fios.html (last visited Jan. 5, 2015).
970 See 47 U.S.C. § 153(50) (definition of “telecommunications”).
Broadband providers also market access to the Internet through Wi-Fi. Comcast, for example, notes that with its XFinity Internet services, subscribers can enjoy “access to millions of hotspots nationwide and stay connected while away from home.” T-Mobile advertises the ability to place calls and send messages over Wi-Fi.

353. Fixed and mobile broadband Internet access service providers also price and differentiate their service offerings on the basis of the quality and quantity of data transmission the offering provides. AT&T U-Verse, for instance, offers four “Internet Package[s]” at different price points, differentiated in terms of the “Downstream Speeds” they provide. On the mobile side, monthly data allowances—i.e., caps on the amount of data a user may transmit to and from Internet endpoints—are among the features that factor most heavily in the pricing of service plans.

354. In short, broadband Internet access service is marketed today primarily as a conduit for the transmission of data across the Internet. The record suggests that fixed broadband Internet access service providers market distinct service offerings primarily on the basis of the transmission speeds associated with each offering. Similarly, mobile providers market their service offerings primarily on the basis of the speed, reliability, and coverage of their network. Marketing broadband services in this way leaves a reasonable consumer with the impression that a certain level of transmission capability—measured in terms of “speed” or “reliability”—is being offered in exchange for the subscription fee, even if complementary services are also included as part of the offer.

3. Broadband Internet Access Service Is a Telecommunications Service

355. We now turn to applying the statutory terms at issue in light of our updated understanding of how both fixed and mobile broadband Internet access services are offered. Three definitional terms are critical to a determination of the appropriate classification of broadband Internet access service. First, the Act defines “telecommunications” as “the transmission, between or among points specified by the user, of information of the user’s choosing, without change in the form or content of the information as sent and received.” Second, the Act defines “telecommunications service” as “the offering of telecommunications for a fee directly to the public, or to such classes of users as to be effectively available directly to the public, regardless of the facilities used.” Finally, “information service” is defined in the Act as “the offering of a capability for generating, acquiring, storing, transforming, processing, retrieving, utilizing, or making available information via telecommunications . . . , but does not include any use of any such capability for the management, control, or operation of a

---

976 See Public Knowledge Comments at Appx. A-1; see also id. at Appx. A-3, A-5 (similar advertisements from RCN and Time Warner Cable, respectively).
978 The marketing materials discussed here also indicate that broadband providers hold themselves out indifferently to the public when offering broadband Internet access service. Within particular service areas, broadband providers tend to offer uniform prices and services to potential customers. See, e.g., Public Knowledge Comments at 79; Free Press Comments at 64-65. As discussed above, these offers are widely available through advertisements and marketing materials. See supra paras. 351-353.
980 Id. § 153(53).
telecommunications system or the management of a telecommunications service.”

We observe that the critical distinction between a telecommunications and an information service turns on what the provider is “offering.” If the offering meets the statutory definition of telecommunications service, then the service is also necessarily a common carrier service.

356. In reconsidering our prior decisions and reaching a different conclusion, we find that this result best reflects the factual record in this proceeding, and will most effectively permit the implementation of sound policy consistent with statutory objectives. For the reasons discussed above, we find that broadband Internet access service, as offered by both fixed and mobile providers, is best seen, and is in fact most commonly seen, as an offering (in the words of Justice Scalia, dissenting in 

See supra at 37. We disagree with this line of reasoning. First, it

functions."

Although broadband providers in many cases provide broadband Internet access service along with information services, such as email and online storage, we find that broadband Internet access service is today sufficiently independent of these information services that it is a separate “offering.”

We also find that domain name service (DNS) and caching when provided with broadband Internet access services, fit squarely within the telecommunications systems management exception to the definition of “information service.”

Thus, when provided with broadband Internet access services, these integrated services do not convert broadband Internet access service into an information service.

---

981 Id. § 153(24).
982 See Universal Service First Report and Order, 12 FCC Rcd at 9177, para. 785 (“We find that the definition of ‘telecommunications services’ in which the phrase ‘directly to the public’ appears is intended to encompass only telecommunications provided on a common carrier basis.”); U.S. Telecom Ass’n v. FCC, 295 F.3d at 1328-29 (telecommunications carriers limited to common carriers); Cable & Wireless, PLC, Order, 12 FCC Rcd 8516, 8521, para. 13 (1997) (“[T]he definition of telecommunications services is intended to clarify that telecommunications services are common carrier services.”).
983 Brand X, 545 U.S. at 1008 (quoting Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling).
984 See Brand X, 545 U.S. at 1008 (Scalia, J., dissenting) (“[T]he telecommunications component of cable-modem service retains such ample independent identity that it must be regarded as being on offer—especially when seen from the perspective of the consumer.”); cf. AT&T Corp. et al., File Nos. E-98-41, E-98-42, E-98-43, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 13 FCC Rcd 21438 (1998), aff’d sub nom. U.S. West Communications, Inc. v. FCC, 177 F.3d 1057 (D.C. Cir. 1999) (analogizing the 1996 Act’s terms “offer” and “provide,” and finding that BOCs were unlawfully “providing” long distance service from Qwest in part based on evidence of marketing it as their own).
985 DNS is most commonly used to translate domain names, such as “nytimes.com,” into numerical IP addresses that are used by network equipment to locate the desired content. See Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling, 17 FCC Rcd at 4810, para. 17 n.74; see also Brand X, 545 U.S. at 987, 999.
986 Caching is the storing of copies of content at locations in a network closer to subscribers than the original source of the content. This enables more rapid retrieval of information from websites that subscribers wish to see most often. See Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling, 17 FCC Rcd at 4810, para. 17 n.76.
987 See 47 U.S.C. § 153(24) (“The term ‘information service’ . . . does not include any use of any such capability for the management, control, or operation of a telecommunications system of the management of a telecommunications service.”). Hereinafter, we refer to this exception as the “telecommunications systems management” exception.
988 One of the dissenting statements asserts that Congress could not have delegated to the Commission the authority to determine whether broadband Internet access service is a telecommunications service because “[h]ad Internet access service been a basic service, dominant carriers could have offered it (and all related computer-processing functionality) outside the parameters of the Computer Inquiries,” but “I cannot find a single suggestion that anyone in Congress, anyone at the FCC, anyone in the courts, or anyone at all thought this was the law during the passage of the Telecommunications Act” in 1996. See Pai Dissent at 37. We disagree with this line of reasoning. First, it

contradicts the Supreme Court’s 2005 holding in Brand X, where the Court explicitly acknowledged that the Commission had previously classified the transmission service, which broadband providers offer, as a telecommunications service and that the Commission could return to that classification if it provided an adequate justification. See supra paras. 332-334. Second, and underscoring the ambiguity that the Brand X court identified in finding that the Commission had Chevron deference in its classification of broadband Internet access service, the
357. The Commission Does Not Bear a Special Burden in This Proceeding. Opponents of classifying broadband Internet access service as a telecommunications service advocate a narrow reading of the Supreme Court’s decision in Brand X. They contend that the Court’s decision to affirm the classification of cable modem service as an information service was driven by specific factual findings concerning DNS and caching, and argue that the Commission may not revisit its decision unless it can show that the facts have changed. Opponents also cite a passage from the Supreme Court’s Fox decision suggesting that an agency must provide “a more detailed justification than what would suffice for a new policy on a blank slate” where the agency’s “new policy rests upon factual findings that contradict those which underlay its prior policy,” or “when its prior policy has engendered serious reliance interests that must be taken into account.”

358. We disagree with these commenters on both counts. The Fox court explained that in these circumstances, “it is not that further justification is demanded by the mere fact of policy change; but that a reasoned explanation is needed for disregarding facts and circumstances that underlay or were engendered by the prior policy.” As the D.C. Circuit more recently confirmed, “[t]his does not . . . equate to a ‘heightened standard’ for reasonableness.” The Commission need only show “that the new policy is permissible under the statute, that there are good reasons for it, and that the agency believes it to be better.” Above, we more than adequately explain our changed view of the facts and circumstances in the market for broadband Internet access services—which is evident from consumers’ heavy reliance on third-party services and broadband Internet access providers’ emphasis on speed and reliability of transmission separately from and over the extra features of the service packages they offer. Furthermore, our understanding of the facts of how the elements of broadband Internet access service work has not changed. No one has ever disputed what DNS is or how it works. The issue is whether it falls within the definition of “information service” or the telecommunications systems management exception. If the latter, as we find below, prior factual findings that DNS was inextricably intertwined with the transmission feature of cable modem service do not provide support for the conclusion that cable modem service is an integrated information service.

359. Moreover, opponents’ reading of Brand X ignores the reasoning and holding of the Court’s opinion overall. As discussed above, the Brand X opinion confirms that the Supreme Court viewed the statutory classification of cable modem service as a judgment call for the Commission to make. If the Commission had concluded that the transmission component of cable modem service was a telecommunications service, and provided a reasoned explanation for its decision, it is evident that the Court would have deferred to that finding.

989 See, e.g., Comcast Reply at 17-23; CenturyLink Comments at 46-47; USTelecom Comments at 24; NCTA Comments at 30-31; TWC Comments at 9-13; Letter from Michael E. Glover, Senior Vice Pres. and Dep. Gen. Counsel, Verizon to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28, 10-127, Attach at 11-12 (filed Oct. 29, 2014) (Verizon Title II White Paper); see also Brand X, 545 U.S. at 991 (observing that the question of whether cable modem service includes separate “offers” of telecommunications service and information service “turns not on the language of the Act, but on the factual particulars of how Internet technology works and how it is provided”).

990 See supra Section IV.C.2.

991 See infra paras. 366-367.

992 See Brand X, 545 U.S. at 985-86 (“[O]ur conclusion that it is reasonable to read the Communications Act to classify cable modem service solely as an ‘information service’ leaves untouched Portland’s holding that the Commission’s interpretation is not the best reading of the statute.”), 989 (explaining that because the term “offering”
360. In Fox, the Supreme Court also suggested that an agency may need to provide “a more detailed justification” for a change in policy when the prior policy “has engendered serious reliance interests.”997 Opponents of reclassification contend that broadband providers have invested billions of dollars to deploy new broadband network facilities in reliance on the Title I classification decisions and it would be unreasonable to change course now.998 We disagree. As a factual matter, the regulatory status of broadband Internet access service appears to have, at most, an indirect effect (along with many other factors) on investment.999 Moreover, the regulatory history regarding the classification of broadband Internet access service would not provide a reasonable basis for assuming that the service would receive sustained treatment as an information service in any event. As noted above, the history of the Computer Inquiries indicates that, at a minimum the regulatory status of these or similar offerings involved a highly regulated activity for many years.1000 The first formal ruling on the classification of broadband Internet access service came from the Ninth Circuit in 2000, which held that the best reading of the relevant statutory definitions was that cable modem service in fact includes a telecommunications service.1001 The Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling was expressly limited to cable modem service “as it [was] currently offered.”1002 The lawfulness of the Commission’s 2002 Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling remained unsettled until the Supreme Court affirmed it in 2005, and the Commission’s Wireline Broadband

in section 153(46) admits “of two or more reasonable ordinary usages, the Commission’s choice of one of them is entitled to deference”), 992 (“[T]he statute fails unambiguously to classify the telecommunications component of cable modem service as a distinct offering. This leaves federal telecommunications policy in this technical and complex area to be set by the Commission.”), 1002-03 (“The questions the Commission resolved in the order under review involve a subject matter [that] is technical, complex, and dynamic. The Commission is in a far better position to address these questions than we are.”) (internal citation and quotation marks omitted). See also id. at 1003 (Breyer, J., concurring) (“I join the Court’s opinion because I believe that the Federal Communications Commission’s decision falls within the scope of its statutorily delegated authority—that perhaps just barely.”).
997 Fox, 556 U.S. at 515.
999 See infra Section IV.C.5; see also, e.g., Free Press Comments at 116-20 (evaluating stock prices of major broadband provider companies one month, three months, and six months after the Broadband Classification NOI and showing that those stocks outperformed the broader market, except for Comcast, which was undergoing a merger); id. at 92-93 n.198 (“For example, shortly after former Chairman Genachowski announced his intention to apply common carriage to broadband access services . . . Landell Hobbs, then Time Warner Cable’s Chief Operating Officer, stated on an investor call that the Title II classification proposed by the Genachowski FCC ‘is a light regulatory touch. . . . [T]he FCC’s] focus is really to put them in a position where they can execute around their [N]ational [B]roadband [P]lan, not to rate regulate or crush investment in our sector. That’s not at all what we believe. So . . . yes, we will continue to invest[,]’ See JP Morgan Global Technology, Media and Telecom Conference: Time Warner Cable, Inc. Management Discussion (May 19, 2010) (emphasis added). A week after the former Chairman’s announcement, Comcast CEO Brian Roberts (a signatory of the May 2014 Broadband for America Letter) responded to questions about the FCC’s Third Way proposal before an audience at the 2010 Cable Show. He said that “the government is not a big worry,” and also said that he expected the industry to continue to invest and innovate. See Michelle Ow, Top MSOs Weigh in on Reclassification, SNL Kagan (May 12, 2010). Also, Lowell McAdam, then-CEO of Verizon Wireless, emphasized that the company had no plans to slow investment in its wireless broadband network as a result of the FCC’s move. See Niraj Sheth, Verizon in Talks to License 4G Spectrum to Rural Carriers, Wall Street Journal (May 13, 2010).”); USTelecom, Historical Broadband Provider Capex, http://www.ustelecom.org/broadband-industry-stats/investment/historical-broadband-provider-capex (last visited Jan. 5, 2015) (showing U.S. broadband providers’ capital expenditures continued to increase yearly after the Broadband Classification NOI).
1000 See supra paras. 311-313.
1001 AT&T Corp. v. City of Portland, 216 F.3d at 877-80.
1002 Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling, 17 FCC Rcd at 4802, para. 7.
Classification Order was not affirmed until two years later, in 2007.\footnote{Time Warner Telecom, Inc. v. FCC, 507 F.3d 205 (3d Cir. 2007).} In 2010, the Commission sought comment on reclassifying broadband Internet access services, and sought to refresh the record again in 2014.\footnote{Broadband Classification NOI, 25 FCC Rcd 7866; Wireline Competition Bureau Seeks to Refresh the Record in the 2010 Proceeding on Title II and Other Potential Legal Frameworks for Broadband Internet Access Service, GN Docket No. 10-127, Public Notice, 29 FCC Rcd 5856 (Wireline Comp. Bur. 2014).} While the Commission did classify wireless broadband Internet access service as an information service in 2007, the Comcast and Verizon decisions, in 2009 and 2014 respectively, called into doubt the Commission’s ability to rely upon its Title I ancillary authority to protect the public interest and carry out its statutory duties to promote broadband investment and deployment. The legal status of the information service classification thus has been called into question too consistently to have engendered such substantial reliance interests that our reclassification decision cannot now be sustained absent extraordinary justifications.\footnote{See FDA v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., 529 U.S. 120, 125, 160 (2000) (setting aside FDA decision, in 1996, to assert jurisdiction to regulate tobacco after repeatedly disavowing its authority to do so since its inception in 1914).} Finally, the forbearance relief we grant in the accompanying order in conjunction with our reclassification decision keeps the scope of our proposed regulatory oversight within the same general boundaries that the Commission earlier anticipated drawing under its Title I authority. We thus reject the claims that our action here unlawfully upsets reasonable reliance interests. In any event, we provide in this ruling a compelling explanation of why changes in the marketing, pricing, and sale of broadband Internet access service, as well as the technical characteristics of how the service is offered, now justify a revised classification of the service.\footnote{In response to arguments raised in the dissenting statements, we clarify that, even assuming, arguendo, that the facts regarding how BIAS is offered had not changed, in now applying the Act’s definitions to these facts, we find that the provision of BIAS is best understood as a telecommunications service, as discussed below, see infra Sections IV.C.3.b., IV.C.3.c., and disavow our prior interpretations to the extent they held otherwise.}

\textbf{a. Broadband Internet Access Service Involves Telecommunications}

361. **Broadband Internet Access Service Transmits Information of the User’s Choosing Between Points Specified by the User.** As discussed above, the Act defines “telecommunications” as “the transmission, between or among points specified by the user, of information of the user’s choosing, without change in the form or content of the information as sent and received.”\footnote{47 U.S.C. § 153(50).} It is clear that broadband Internet access service is providing “telecommunications.” Users rely on broadband Internet access service to transmit “information of the user’s choosing,” “between or among points specified by the user.”\footnote{Id.; see Barbara A. Cherry and Jon M. Peha, The Telecom Act of 1996 Requires the FCC to Classify Commercial Internet Access as a Telecommunications Service, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 5 (filed Dec. 22, 2014) (Cherry and Peha Dec. 22, 2014 Ex Parte) (“It is clear that IP Packet Transfer means transmission of information that is of the packet sender’s choosing, since the sender chooses what information to put in each packet. Moreover, it is the nature of IP Packet Transfer that the ‘form and content of the information’ is precisely the same when an IP packet is sent by the sender as when that same packet is received by the recipient.”).} Time Warner Cable asserts that broadband Internet access service cannot be a telecommunications service because—as end users do not know where online content is stored—Internet communications allegedly do not travel to “points specified by the user” within the statutory definition of “telecommunications.”\footnote{TWC Comments at 12; see also Letter from Christopher S. Yoo to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28, 09-191, 10-127, at 2-3 (filed Dec. 22, 2014) (Yoo Dec. 22, 2014 Ex Parte Letter) (asserting that broadband Internet access transmission does not take place between points specified by the user because physical locations are identified by an Internet Protocol address, and end users and applications generally use domain names and rely on a DNS service to map domain names onto IP addresses).} We disagree. We find that the term “points specified by the user” is ambiguous, and conclude that uncertainty concerning the geographic location of an endpoint of communication is irrelevant for the purpose of determining whether a broadband Internet access service is
providing “telecommunications.” Although Internet users often do not know the geographic location of edge providers or other users, there is no question that users specify the end points of their Internet communications.\footnote{See Cherry and Peha Dec. 22, 2014 Ex Parte at 5 (“In each IP packet, the sender places the IP address of the packet’s intended recipient. In some cases, the sender knows the recipient’s IP address already, and in some cases the sender must first look up the desired IP address. Either way, communications is clearly to a point specified by the user sending the packet.”); AT&TReply at 101 (stating that once traffic is delivered to AT&T via interconnection, “AT&T, just like any other ISP, delivers that traffic to its intended destination”). For example, in transmissions from the user to an edge provider, a user either directly specifies the domain name of the edge provider or utilizes a search engine to translate the domain name into an IP address associated with the edge provider, which is placed into the packet as its destination. For transmissions from an edge provider to a user, the edge provider places the user’s IP address into the packet as the destination IP address.} Consumers would be quite upset if their Internet communications did not make it to their intended recipients or the website addresses they entered into their browser would take them to unexpected web pages. Likewise, numerous forms of telephone service qualify as telecommunications even though the consumer typically does not know the geographic location of the called party. These include, for example, cell phone service,\footnote{Federal-State Joint Board on Universal Service, CC Docket No. 96-45, Report and Order, 12 FCC Rcd 8776, 9175, para. 780 (1997) (Universal Service First Report and Order), rev’d in part on other grounds Texas Office of Public Utility Counsel v. FCC, 183 F.3d 393 (5th Cir. 1999); see also 47 U.S.C. § 332(c)(1) (providers of commercial mobile radio service shall be treated as common carriers).} toll free 800 service,\footnote{Universal Service First Report and Order, 12 FCC Rcd at 9175, para. 780; see also AT&T Corp. v. Winback & Conserve Program, Inc., File No. E-97-02, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 16 FCC Rcd 16074, 16075, para. 2 (2001).} and call bridging service.\footnote{Request for Review by InterCall, Inc. of Decision of Universal Service Administrator, CC Docket No. 96-45, Order, 23 FCC Rcd 10731, 10734-35, para. 11 (2008).} In all of these cases, the user specifies the desired endpoint of the communication by entering the telephone number or, in the case of broadband Internet access service, the name or address of the desired website or application. More generally, we have never understood the definition of “telecommunications” to require that users specify—or even know—information about the routing or handling of their transmissions along the path to the end point, nor do we do so now. Further, that there is not a one-to-one correspondence between IP addresses and domain names, and that DNS often routes the same domain name to different locations based on its inference of which location is most likely to be the one the end user wants, does not alter this analysis.\footnote{See Yoo Dec. 22, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 2.} It is not uncommon in the toll-free arena for a single number to route to multiple locations, and such a circumstance does not transform that service to something other than telecommunications.\footnote{See, e.g., U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration Petition for Permanent Reassignment of Three Toll Free Suicide Prevention Hotline Numbers; Toll Free Service Access Codes, WC Docket No. 07-271, CC Docket No. 95-155, Memorandum Opinion and Order on Review, 24 FCC Rcd 13022, 13023, para. 2 (2009) (“The hotlines are routing mechanisms for hundreds of local suicide prevention organizations. When a person calls a hotline, the call is directly routed to a trained crisis counselor in the organization local to the caller who can assess the situation and determine the proper steps to follow to assist the caller.”).}

362. \textit{Information is Transmitted Without Change in Form or Content.} Broadband Internet access service may use a variety of protocols to deliver content from one point to another. However, the packet payload (i.e., the content requested or sent by the user) is not altered by the variety of headers that a provider may use to route a given packet. The information that a broadband provider places into a packet header as part of the broadband Internet access service is for the management of the broadband Internet access service and it is removed before the packet is handed over to the application at the
destination.  Broadband providers thus move packets from sender to recipient without any change in format or content, and "merely transferring a packet to its intended recipient does not by itself involve generating, acquiring, transforming, processing, retrieving, utilizing, or making available information." Rather, "it is the nature of [packet delivery] that the ‘form and content of the information’ is precisely the same when an IP packet is sent by the sender as when that same packet is received by the recipient.”

b. Broadband Internet Access Service is a “Telecommunications Service”

363. Having affirmatively determined that broadband Internet access service involves “telecommunications,” we also find that broadband Internet access service is a “telecommunications service.” A “telecommunications service” is the “offering of telecommunications for a fee directly to the public, . . . regardless of the facilities used.” We find that broadband Internet access service providers offer broadband Internet access service “directly to the public.” As discussed above, the record indicates that broadband providers routinely market broadband Internet access services widely and to the general public. Because a provider is a common carrier “by virtue of its functions,” we find that such offerings are made directly to the public within the Act’s definition of telecommunications service. We draw this conclusion based upon the common circumstances under which providers offer the service, and we reject the suggestion that we must evaluate such offerings on a narrower carrier-by-carrier or geographic basis. Further, that some broadband providers require potential broadband customers to

---

1017 Cherry and Peha Dec. 22, 2014 Ex Parte at 8; see also, e.g., NTCA Comments at 10 (“The transport, routing, conveyance, and exchange of data over networks is transparent, and involves no storage, transformation, or other manipulation of data.”); CDT Comments at 29 (“Broadband providers are not engaging in their own speech through the provision of Internet access. They are simply communications conduits.”); id. at 28-30; EFF Comments at 14 (“Many competitive providers offer content and services similar to what the ISPs might bundle with their transmission, e.g., email, web browsers, search engines, etc., but those services do not provide the transmission service itself. Even if a transport provider bundles these other services along with its transmission service, they remain distinct from that transmission component.”); Free Press Comments at 63 (“[N]othing in the offering of the service suggests that the ISP will be changing the form or content of the information. And the broadband service itself does not in fact change the form or content of the information. For if it did, many of the online services that are widely used would not function properly.”) (emphasis in original). A BIAS provider, when utilizing the Internet Protocol, may fragment packets into multiple pieces. However, such fragmentation does not change the form or content, as the pieces are reassembled before the packet is handed over to the application at the destination. See Internet Protocol, DARPA Internet Program Protocol Specification, RFC 791 (Sept. 1981), https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc791.
1018 Cherry and Peha Dec. 22, 2014 Ex Parte at 5; see also Internet Protocol, DARPA Internet Program Protocol Specification, RFC 791, para. 1.2 (Sept. 1981), https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc791 (“The internet protocol is specifically limited in scope to provide the functions necessary to deliver a package of bits (an internet datagram) from a source to a destination over an interconnected system of networks.”). For example, when a person sends an email, he or she expects that the content of the email, and any attachments, to be delivered to the recipient unaltered in content or form. We note that a user may choose to use an application, such as email, that is a separate information service offered by the BIAS provider. When this occurs, the provider of the information service may place information into the packet payload that changes the form or content. However, this change in form or content is purely implemented as part of the separable information service. The broadband provider, in transmitting the packet via BIAS, does not alter the form or content of the packet payload.
1020 See supra Section IV.C.2. See, e.g., Free Press Comments at 64-65; Public Knowledge Comments at 79.
1021 See NARUC I, 525 F.2d at 644 (citing Lone Star Steel Co. v. McGee, 380 F.2d 640, 648 (5th Cir. 1967) (whether an entity is a common carrier “depends not upon its corporate character or declared purposes, but upon what it does”) (citations omitted).
1022 See, e.g., Wireline Broadband Classification Order, 20 FCC Rcd at 14879-81, paras. 48-51 (declining to evaluate the market for broadband Internet access service on a local market basis, and instead finding that the
disclose their addresses and service locations before viewing such an offer does not change our conclusion.\textsuperscript{1023} The Commission has long maintained that offering a service to the public does not necessarily require holding it out to all end users.\textsuperscript{1024} Some individualization in pricing or terms is not a barrier to finding that a service is a telecommunications service.\textsuperscript{1025}

364. In addition, the implied promise to make arrangements for exchange of Internet traffic as part of the offering of broadband Internet access service does not constitute a private carriage arrangement.\textsuperscript{1026} First, in offering broadband Internet access service to its end-user customers, the broadband provider has voluntarily undertaken an obligation to arrange to transfer that traffic on and off its network.\textsuperscript{1027} Broadband providers hold themselves out to carry all edge provider traffic to the broadband provider’s end user customers regardless of source and regardless of whether the edge provider itself has a specific arrangement with the broadband provider.\textsuperscript{1028} Merely asserting that the traffic exchange component of the service may have some individualized negotiation does not alter the nature of the underlying service. Second, the record reflects that broadband providers assert that multiple routes to reach their networks are widely and readily available.\textsuperscript{1029} They cannot, at the same time, assert that all arrangements for delivering traffic to their end-user subscribers are individually negotiated with every edge provider.\textsuperscript{1030} Third, the record reflects that the majority of arrangements for traffic exchange are broadband Internet access market is “more appropriately analyzed in view of larger trends in the marketplace, rather than exclusively through the snapshot data that may quickly and predictably be rendered obsolete as [the] market continues to evolve”); \textit{Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling}, 17 FCC Rcd at 4809 n.69 (“We recognize that not all cable operators include all of these functions in their cable modem service offerings.”); \textit{id}. at 4822-23, para. 38 (basing cable modem classification on how service was offered generally, “regardless of whether every cable modem service provider offers each function that could be included in the service”).

\textsuperscript{1023} See Public Knowledge Comments at 79; but see Letter from Gary L. Phillips, General Attorney & Assoc. General Counsel, AT&T to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28, 10-127, at 6-7 (filed Feb. 2, 2015) (AT&T Feb. 2, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter) (asserting that broadband providers may decide on a case-by-case basis whether to service a particular end user, what connection speeds to offer, and at what price).

\textsuperscript{1024} See \textit{Federal-State Joint Bd. On Universal Serv.}, CC Docket No. 96-45, Order on Remand, 16 FCC Rcd 571, 573-74, paras. 7-10 (2000), \textit{aff’d U.S.Telecom Ass’n v. FCC}, 295 F.3d 1326, 1332-33 (D.C. Cir. 2002) (“[A] carrier offering its services only to a legally defined class of users may still be a common carrier if it holds itself out indiscriminately to serve all within that class.”); \textit{NARUC I}, 525 F.2d at 641 (“One may be a common carrier though the nature of the service rendered is sufficiently specialized as to be of possible use to only a fraction of the total population. And business may be turned away either because it is not of the type normally accepted or because the carrier’s capacity has been exhausted.”).

\textsuperscript{1025} See \textit{Orloff v. FCC}, 352 F.3d 415, 419-20 (D.C. Cir. 2003). To the extent our prior precedents might suggest otherwise, we disavow such an interpretation in this context.


\textsuperscript{1027} See, e.g., \textit{COMPTEL Feb. 19, 2015 Ex Parte} Letter at 8.

\textsuperscript{1028} See, e.g., Comcast Reply at 38 n. 131 (“Netflix could have chosen from a number of routes, including routes through various transit providers and CDNs, to reach Comcast’s network.”); Cox Reply at 21 (“ ISPs interconnect with a variety of transit and [CDN] providers, ensuring that edge providers have multiple cost effective routes to choose from to reach each ISP’s customers.”); TWC Reply at 16 (“With countless partners from which to choose, content providers are not faced with a gatekeeper limiting their use of peering, transit, and CDN arrangements.”); \textit{id}. at 18 (“TWC (like other ISPs) has substantial interconnection capacity available through a multiplicity of transit routes, and edge providers (rather than ISPs) control which routes their traffic will traverse.”); Suddenlink Reply at 7 (“In today’s market, there are multiple paths across the backbone and into and out of operator networks.”); AT&T Reply at 100-101 (explaining that there are often dozens of different ways to deliver traffic onto the ISP’s network).

\textsuperscript{1029} See supra note 1028.

\textsuperscript{1030} See, e.g., NCTA Comments at 80-81; Verizon Dec. 17, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 8-9; Comcast Comments at 36-37; \textit{see also Vitelco v. FCC}, 198 F.3d 921, 925 (1999) (“Noting that the Bureau had found that ‘AT&T–SSI would
informal handshake agreements without formalized terms and conditions that would indicate any kind of individualized negotiations.\textsuperscript{1031} We recognize that there are some interconnection agreements that do contain more individualized terms and conditions.\textsuperscript{1032} However, this circumstance is not inherently different from similarly individualized commercial agreements for certain enterprise broadband services, which the Commission has long held to be common carriage telecommunications services subject to Title II.\textsuperscript{1033} That the individualized terms may be negotiated does not change the underlying fact that a broadband provider holds the service out directly to the public. As discussed above, it must necessarily do so, in order to offer and provide its broadband Internet access service. Further, we note that these types of individualized negotiations are analogous to other telecommunications providers whose customer service representatives may offer variable terms and conditions to customers in circumstances where the customer threatens to switch service providers.\textsuperscript{1034} We therefore find that the implied representation that broadband Internet access service providers will arrange for transport of traffic on and off their networks as part of the BIAS offering does not constitute private carriage. As such, we find that broadband Internet access service is offered “directly to the public,” and falls within the definition of “telecommunications service.”\textsuperscript{1035}

c. Broadband Internet Access Service is Not an “Information Service”

365. We further find that broadband Internet access service is not an information service. The Act defines “information service” as “the offering of a capability for generating, acquiring, storing, transforming, processing, retrieving, utilizing, or making available information via telecommunications . . . but does not include any use of any such capability for the management, control, or operation of a telecommunications system or the management of a telecommunications service.”\textsuperscript{1036} To the extent that broadband Internet access service is offered along with some capabilities that would otherwise fall within the information service definition, they do not turn broadband Internet access service into a functionally integrated information service. To the contrary, we find these capabilities either fall within the telecommunications systems management exception or are separate offerings that are not inextricably integrated with broadband Internet access service, or both.

366. DNS Falls Within the Telecommunications Systems Management Exception to the Definition of Information Services. As the Supreme Court spotlighted in Brand X, the Commission predicated its prior conclusion that cable modem service was an integrated information service at least in

\textsuperscript{1031} See Letter from Chris Hutchins, Liberty Global, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, Attach. at 22 (filed Nov. 25, 2014) (“A survey by OECD, published in early 2013, reported that 99.51% of the 142,210 surveyed Peering agreements were ‘handshake agreements’ in which the parties agreed to commonly understood terms without creating a written document.”); Google Feb. 20, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 1-2.

\textsuperscript{1032} See, e.g., Letter from Kathryn A. Zachem, Senior Vice President, Regulatory and State Legislative Affairs, Comcast Corporation, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28, 10-127, at 8 (filed Jan. 30, 2015).

\textsuperscript{1033} See infra para. 424.

\textsuperscript{1034} Cf. Orloff v. FCC, 352 F.3d 415 (D.C. Cir. 2003) (allowing individualized negotiation under sections 201 and 202 of the Act).

\textsuperscript{1035} If an offering meets the definition of telecommunications service, then the service is also necessarily a common carrier service. See Universal Service First Report and Order, 12 FCC Rcd at 9178, para. 785 (“We find that the definition of ‘telecommunications services’ in which the phrase ‘directly to the public’ appears is intended to encompass only telecommunications provided on a common carrier basis.”); U.S. Telecom Ass’n v. FCC, 295 F.3d at 1328-29 (noting that telecommunications carriers are limited to common carriers); Cable & Wireless, PLC, Order, 12 FCC Rcd 8516, 8521, para. 13 (1997) (“[T]he definition of telecommunications services is intended to clarify that telecommunications services are common carrier services.”).

\textsuperscript{1036} 47 U.S.C. § 153(24).
part on the view that it “transmits data only in connection with the further processing of information.”
That was so, under the theory of the Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling, because “[a] user cannot reach a third-party’s Web site without DNS, which (among other things) matches the Web site address the end user types into his browser (or ‘clicks’ on with his mouse) with the IP address of the Web page’s host server.” The Commission had assumed without analysis that DNS, when provided with Internet access service, is an information service. The Commission credited record evidence that DNS “enable[s] routing” and that “[w]ithout this service, Internet access would be impractical for most users.” In his Brand X dissent, however, Justice Scalia correctly observed that DNS “is scarcely more than routing information, which is expressly excluded from the definition of ‘information service’” by the telecommunications systems management exception set out in the last clause of section 3(24) of the Act. Thus, in his view, such functions cannot be relied upon to convert what otherwise would be a telecommunications service into an information service. Therefore, consideration of whether DNS service falls within the telecommunications systems management exception could have been determinative in the Court’s outcome in Brand X, had it considered the question.

367. Although the Commission assumed in the Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling—sub silentio—that DNS fell outside the telecommunications systems management exception, Justice Scalia’s assessment finds support both in the language of section 3(24), and in the Commission’s consistently held view that “adjunct-to-basic” functions fall within the telecommunications systems management exception to the “information service” definition. Such functions, the Commission has

---

1037 Brand X, 545 U.S. at 998 (emphasis added); see generally Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling, 17 FCC Rcd at 4821-23, paras. 37-38.
1038 Brand X, 545 U.S. at 999; see Cable Modem Service Declaratory Ruling, 17 FCC Rcd at 4822-23, para. 38 n.153 (noting that “[n]early every cable modem subscriber . . . accesses the DNS that is provided as part of the service” in connection with cable modem service communications).
1039 Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling, 17 FCC Rcd at 4821-22, para. 37 n.147 (internal citation omitted) (emphasis in original).
1040 Brand X, 545 U.S. at 1012-13 (Scalia, J., dissenting) (citing 47 U.S.C. § 153(20) (defining “information service”)). The definition of “information service” has since been moved from subsection 20 to subsection 24 of section 3 but has not itself been revised. The telecommunications systems management exception in section 3(24) provides that the term “information service” “does not include” the use of any data processing, storage, retrieval or similar capabilities “for the management, control, or operation of a telecommunications system or the management of a telecommunications service.” 47 U.S.C. § 153(24).
1041 See Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling, 17 FCC Rcd at 4822, para. 38 n.150 (containing a passing reference to the telecommunications systems management exception). The Commission’s subsequent conclusions that wireline broadband services offered by telephone companies and broadband offered over power lines were unitary information services followed the same theory, also without any analysis of the telecommunications systems management exception. See Wireline Broadband Classification Order, 20 FCC Rcd at 14864, para. 15; BPL-Enabled Broadband Order, 21 FCC Rcd at 13284-87, paras. 5-9.
1042 See Implementation of the Non-Accounting Safeguards of Sections 271 and 272 of the Communications Act of 1934, as Amended, CC Docket No. 96-149, First Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 11 FCC Rcd 21905, 21958, para. 107 (1996) (Non-Accounting Safeguards Order), recon., 12 FCC Rcd 2297, 2298-99, para. 2 (1997). Throughout the history of computer-based communication, Title II covered more than just the simple transmission of data. Some features and services that met the literal definition of “enhanced service,” but did not alter the fundamental character of the associated basic transmission service, were considered “adjunct-to-basic” and treated as basic (i.e., telecommunications) services even though they went beyond mere transmission. See Computer II Final Decision, 77 FCC 2d at 421, para. 98; AT&T Corp. Petition for Declaratory Ruling Regarding Enhanced Prepaid Calling Card Services, Regulation of Prepaid Calling Card Services, WC Docket Nos. 03-133, 05-68, Order and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 20 FCC Rcd 4826, 4831, para. 16 (2005), aff’d, AT&T Corp. v. FCC, 454 F.3d 329 (D.C. Cir. 2006). Thus, the Commission’s definition of “basic services” (the regulatory predecessor to “telecommunications services”) includes, among other things, those intelligent features that run the network or improve its usefulness to consumers, such as a carrier’s use of “companding [compressing/expanding] techniques, bandwidth compression techniques, circuit switching, message or packet switching, error control
anyone would argue that such arrangements would turn traditional telephone service into an information service.

Consider also the role that telephone operators traditionally played in routing telephone calls. Traditional telephony required a telephone operator to route and place calls requested by the customer. We do not believe that anyone would argue that such arrangements would turn traditional telephone service into an information service.

By established Commission precedent, they include “speed dialing, call forwarding, [and] computer-provided directory assistance,” each of which shares with DNS the essential characteristic of using computer processing to convert the number or keystroke that the end user enters into another number capable of routing the communication to the intended recipient. Similarly, traditional voice telephone calls to toll free numbers, pay-per-call numbers, and ported telephone numbers require a database query to translate the dialed telephone number into a different telephone number and/or to otherwise determine how to route the call properly, and there is no doubt that the inclusion of that functionality does not somehow convert the basic telecommunications service offering into an information service.
Citing language from a staff decision to the effect that adjunct-to-basic functions do not include functions that are “useful to end users, rather than carriers,” AT&T argues that DNS must fall outside of the telecommunications systems management exception because “Internet access providers use DNS functionality not merely (or even primarily) to ‘manage’ their networks more efficiently, but to make the Internet as a whole easily accessible and convenient for their subscribers.” We disagree. The particular function at issue in the cited staff decision—the “storage and retrieval of information that emergency service personnel use to respond to E911 calls”—was not instrumental in placing calls or managing the communications network, but simply allowed certain telecommunications consumers (E911 answering centers and first responders) to identify the physical location of the distressed caller in order to render assistance, a benefit to be sure, but one unrelated to telecommunications. By contrast, DNS—like the speed dialing, call forwarding, and computer-provided directory assistance functions that already have been definitively classified as falling within the telecommunications systems management exception to section 3(24)—allows more efficient use of the telecommunications network by facilitating accurate and efficient routing from the end user to the receiving party.

AT&T’s other arguments regarding DNS also fail. Contrary to its suggestion, the fact that the analogous speed dialing, call forwarding, and computer-provided directory assistance functions that the Commission has designated as falling within the telecommunications systems management exception were adjunct to “legacy telephone (‘basic’) services” rather than to “Internet-based services” provides no basis to discard the logic of that analysis in the broadband context. Nor are we persuaded by AT&T’s observation that DNS systems provide additional “reverse look-up” functions (i.e., converting a numeric IP address into a domain name) that are “analogous to (though far more sophisticated than) ‘reverse directory assistance’” services that were deemed to be enhanced services in the legacy circuit-switched telephone service environment. Even assuming, arguendo, that such “reverse look-up” functions were analogous, we do not believe that the inclusion of such functionality would convert what was otherwise a telecommunications service into an information service. As the Supreme Court recognized, an entity may not avoid Title II regulation of its telecommunications service simply by packaging that service with an information service. As the Court explained, “a telephone company

---

1048 AT&T Reply at 39-40 (emphasis in original).
1050 See, e.g., Vimeo Reply at 10 (“DNS’ analog equivalents—the old-time switchboard, live operator, directory assistance, or a phone book—never made Ma Bell an ‘information service.’”); CDT Comments at 14.
1051 Notwithstanding the close resemblance between DNS and these features that the Commission previously has found to be within the telecommunications systems management exception, USTelecom contends that “DNS does not manage or control a telecommunications system or a telecommunications service.” USTelecom Reply at 32. As with call forwarding, speed dialing, and computer-provided directory assistance, however, DNS manages the network in the sense of facilitating efficient routing and call completion. In any event, even if DNS were not viewed as facilitating network management, it clearly would fall within the exception as a capability used for the “operation of a telecommunications system.” 47 U.S.C. § 153(24). Responding to assertions in one of the dissenting statements, (Pai Dissent at 36-37), we expressly find this rationale applies equally to other services that arguably serve the interests of subscribers, such as, for example, caching. While these services do provide a benefit to subscribers in the form of faster, more efficient service, they also serve to manage the network by facilitating efficient retrieval of requested information, reducing a broadband provider’s costs in the provision of the service. In addition, caching and other services which provide a benefit to subscribers, like DNS, also serve as a capability used for the operation of a telecommunications system by enabling the efficient retrieval of information.
1052 Id. at 38.
1053 Id. at 41.
1054 *Brand X*, 545 U.S. at 997-98 (citing *Federal-State Joint board on Universal Service*, 13 FCC Rcd 11501, 11530, para. 60 (1998)).
that packages voice mail with telephone service offers a transparent transmission path—telephone
service—that transmits information independent of the information-storage capabilities provided by voice
mail. For instance, when a person makes a telephone call, his ability to convey and receive information
using the call is only trivially affected by the additional voice-mail capability."1054 Likewise, we find that
to the extent a DNS “reverse look-up” functionality is included with the offering of broadband Internet
access service, the service itself—the transmission of data to and from all or substantially all Internet
endpoints—is only trivially dependent on, if at all, the “reverse look-up” function cited by AT&T. We
find that this analysis applies equally to the DNS “assist capabilities” cited by AT&T, in which the
provider’s DNS functionality may also be used occasionally to guess what a user meant when she
mistyped an address.1055

370. Although we find that DNS falls within the telecommunications systems management
exception, even if did not, DNS functionality is not so inextricably intertwined with broadband Internet
access service so as to convert the entire service offering into an information service. First, the record
indicates that “IP packet transfer does work just as well without DNS, but is simply less useful, just as a
telephone system is less useful without a phone book.”1056 Indeed, “[t]here is little difference between
DNS support offered by a broadband Internet access provider and the 411 directory service offered by
many providers of telephone service. Both allow a user to discover how to reach another party, but no
one argued that telephone companies were not providing a telecommunications service because they
offered 411.”1057 Second, the factual assumption that DNS lookup necessarily is provided by the
broadband Internet access provider is no longer true today, if it ever was. While most users rely on their
broadband providers to provide DNS lookup,1058 the record indicates that third-party-provided-DNS is
now widely available,1059 and the availability of the service from third parties cuts against a finding that
Internet transmission and DNS are inextricably intertwined, whether or not they were at the time of the
Commission’s earlier classification decisions.1060 In any event, the fact that DNS may be offered by a
provider of broadband Internet access service does not affect our conclusion that the telecommunications
is offered directly to the public.

---

1054 Brand X, 545 U.S. at 998.
1055 See AT&T Reply at 40-41. In the context of voice telephone service, the Commission has recognized that the
availability of reverse directory capability does not transform that service from a telecommunications service into an
information service. See, e.g., Regulation of Prepaid Calling Card Services, WC Docket No. 05-68, Declaratory
Ruling and Report and Order, 21 FCC Rcd 7290, 7294-96, paras. 11-17 (2006) (finding that the ability of callers to
access functions such as a reverse directory service did not convert calling card services from telecommunications
services into information services).
1057 Id. at 7.
1058 See AT&T Comments at 48; Comcast Comments at 58.
1059 See, e.g., AARP Comments at 11; CDT Comments at 14 (‘‘DNS service, much like e-mail, web-hosting, and the
other services discussed above, is available from third-party sources. Google Public DNS processes about 130
billion queries per day. OpenDNS likewise processes over 50 billion daily. Internet users are free to use the DNS
provider of their choice, and switching between them does not require altering any aspect of the Internet access
service itself. Users need only quickly update a single setting in their operating system’s Internet preferences to
point DNS requests to another server.”); Kendall Koning Comments at 29; Public Knowledge Comments at 78. To
be clear, we do not find that DNS is a telecommunications service (or part of one) when provided on a stand-alone
basis by entities other than the provider of Internet access service. In such instances, there would be no
telecommunications service to which DNS is adjunct, and the storage functions associated with stand-alone DNS
would likely render it an information service. See Petition for Declaratory Ruling that pulver.com’s Free World
Dialup Is Neither Telecommunications nor a Telecommunications Service, WC Docket No. 03-45, Memorandum
the telecommunications systems management exception are offered on a stand-alone basis, they are not
“transformed into telecommunications services”).
Accordingly, we now reconsider our prior analysis and conclude for two reasons that the bundling of DNS by a provider of broadband Internet access service does not convert the broadband Internet access service offering into an integrated information service. This is both because DNS falls within the telecommunications systems management exception to the definition of information service and because, regardless of its classification, it does not affect the fundamental nature of broadband Internet access service as a distinct offering of telecommunications.

Caching Falls Within the Telecommunications Systems Management Exception. Opponents of revisiting the Commission’s earlier classification decisions also point to caching as another feature of broadband Internet access service packages that the Commission relied upon to find such packages to be information services. In the Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling, the Commission described caching as “the storing of copies of content at locations in the network closer to subscribers than their original sources.” While the Commission noted the caching function in the Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling, it did not rely on the caching function (as opposed to the DNS capability) as a basis for its classification determination. When offered as part of a broadband Internet access service, caching, like DNS, is simply used to facilitate the transmission of information so that users can access other services, in this case by enabling the user to obtain “more rapid retrieval of information” through the network. Thus, it falls easily within the telecommunications systems management exception to the information service definition. We observe that this caching function provided by broadband providers as part of a broadband Internet service, is distinct from third party caching services provided by parties other than the provider of Internet access service (including content delivery networks, such as Akamai), which are separate information services.

See, e.g., CDT Comments at 15 (stating that “the services cited in the Cable Modem Order are all either wholly separable and available from third parties; so directed at routing and other critical network functionality as to be considered analogous to adjunct-to-basic services; or, in the case of DNS lookup, both”). We also observe that add-on services to DNS, such as DNS security extensions, do not convert BIAS into an information service. DNS security extensions provide authentication that the messages sent between DNS servers, and between a DNS server and a DNS client, are not altered. As such, DNS security extensions facilitate accurate DNS information, and, like DNS itself, are incidental to BIAS, and do not alter the fundamental character of BIAS. We accordingly disagree with the contrary interpretation of the role of DNS security extensions described in one of the dissenting statements. Pai Dissent at 35-37.

See, e.g., Bright House Reply at 6-7; AT&T Reply at 54.

Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling, 17 FCC Rcd at 4810 n.76.

Compare Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling, 17 FCC Rcd at 48909-10, para. 17 & n.76 (identifying caching as part of the Internet connectivity function) with id. at 4822, para. 38 (identifying other functionality—but not caching—as a basis for the ultimate information service classification). To the extent that Brand X can be read as reaching a different conclusion, we find the Court’s characterization of “caching” as enabling “subscribers [to] reach third-party Web sites via the World Wide Web, and browse their contents, [only] because their service provider offers the capability . . . acquiring, [storing] . . . retrieving [and] utilizing information” to be technically inaccurate. See Brand X, 545 U.S. at 999-1000 (internal quotations omitted).

Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling, 17 FCC Rcd at 4810 n.76. Caching is akin to a “store and forward technology [used] in routing messages through the network as part of a basic service.” See Computer II Final Decision, 77 FCC 2d at 421, para. 97 n.35 (emphasis omitted). See, e.g., CDT Comments at 14 (“Caching, too, meets the criteria for an adjunct-to-basic service that should not turn an otherwise telecommunications service into an information service. This function involves simply re-routing traffic to alternate copies of websites stored closer to the subscriber. Its purpose is to reduce network congestion and improve the perceived speed of users’ connections. It does not alter the information or provide access to information other than that requested by subscribers. In short, it is simply a technical tool to speed network performance.”).

Third party “content delivery networks” provide extensive caching services. See Akamai Comments at 3 (explaining that it deploys its technologies deep in the networks of last-mile broadband Internet providers and caches content locally, and stating that it has deployed approximately 150,000 servers in thousands of locations inside over 1,200 global networks located in over 650 cities and 92 countries); Akamai, Facts & Figures,
Other Features Within the Telecommunications Systems Management Exception.

Opponents raise, as well, a variety of new network-oriented, security-related computer processing capabilities that are used to address broader threats to their broadband networks and customers, including the processing of Internet traffic to check for worms and viruses and features that block access to certain websites. They claim that, as with DNS, a consumer cannot utilize the service without also receiving many of these security mechanisms. Whether or not a consumer necessarily must utilize security-related blocking functions when using a provider’s broadband Internet access service, we find that, like DNS and caching, such capabilities provide telecommunications systems management functions that do not transform what otherwise would be a telecommunications service into an information service. Some security functions, e.g., blocking denial of service attacks, fall within the telecommunications systems management exception because they are used exclusively for the management, control, or operation of the telecommunications system. Many such network security functions are analogs of outbound and inbound “call blocking” services, such as those blocking calls to 900 and 976 numbers and those blocking calls from telemarketers, that have always been considered adjunct-to-basic with respect to voice telephony. Other security functions—firewalls and parental controls, for example—either fall within the telecommunications systems management exception because they are used exclusively for management of the telecommunication service or are separable information services that are offered by providers other than providers of broadband Internet access service. Such security features simply filter out unwanted traffic, and do not alter the fundamental character of the underlying telecommunications service offered to users. All of these functions ensure that users can use other Internet applications and services without worrying about interference from third parties.

CTIA contends that the integration between transmission and processing that characterizes mobile broadband Internet access service requires that it be classified as an information service, and notes that such integration is essential “whether a user is browsing a website, engaged in mobile video conferencing, or undertaking any of the myriad other activities made possible by mobile broadband.”

See, e.g., AT&T Comments at 48-49 (explaining that it includes, as part of its residential broadband service, “security screening, spam protection, pop-up blockers, parental controls, email with virtually unlimited storage, instant messaging with enhanced voice communication, a streaming music service, access to programing content, on-the-go access to the entire national AT&T Wi-Fi Hot Spot network, and the att.net Toolbar for quick access back to a customer’s homepage, email, search, games, videos, music, and AT&T support tools”); Comcast Comments at 57; Verizon Comments at 59-60; NCTA Comments at 34-35; TWC Comments at 12 (stating that TWC also provides “highly valued tools such as security screening, spam protection, anti-virus and anti-botnet technologies, pop-up blockers, parental controls, online email and file storage, and a customizable home page for each user”); T-Mobile Comments at 20 (arguing that the transition to LTE and, more generally, to IP-based mobile networks exposes mobile networks to new and rapidly evolving security threats, and that “[s]uch threats require the use of network intelligence and visibility into real-time traffic patterns to improve detection of malicious attacks and accidental traffic floods, as well as scalable, distributed, and automated security tools for discovery and remediation of problems. These tools tightly integrate processing and transmission functions”); CenturyLink Comments at 44-45; Charter Comments at 14-15; ACA Comments at 54-60; USTelecom Comments at 26-27; USTelecom Reply at 29.

See, e.g., Non-Accounting Safeguards Order, 11 FCC Rcd at 21958, para. 107 n.245.

See, e.g., CDT Comments at 14-15 (“Like caching, [network security, network monitoring, capacity management, and troubleshooting] are intended to preserve a fast, uncongested, working network. They are most often largely invisible to consumers, in the sense that most consumers are unaware of how they relate to their connection; rather, these activities are simply part and parcel of running a network. To the extent that security services are aimed at securing subscribers’ computers and not the network itself, they are typically offered as optional services amid a sea of third-party anti-virus and anti-malware competitors.”).

CTIA Reply at 49.
telecommunications service into an information service, the functions CTIA describes fall within the telecommunications management exception because they serve to facilitate the transmission of information and allow mobile subscribers to make use of other Internet applications and services. Other commenters contend that broadband providers’ assignment of Internet Protocol (IP) addresses is also an information service that renders broadband Internet access service an information service. We disagree. IP address assignment is akin to telephone number assignment, making a user’s computer locatable by other users on the network. Thus, this function serves to enable the transmission of information for the use of other services. The fact that the end user’s equipment must periodically obtain an IP address from the broadband provider’s server does not change the fundamental purpose of the service. It is analogous to adjunct-to-basic services that the Commission has held fall squarely within the telecommunications systems management exception.

375. Finally, Comcast asserts that “with the rise of IPv6 as the eventual replacement for IPv4 as the protocol for identifying and routing Internet content, Comcast and other [providers] also now provide the functionality necessary to transform an IPv4 address into an IPv6 address (and vice versa),” a “processing function” it claims is “part and parcel of broadband Internet access service.” We conclude that, as with DNS functions, the IP conversion functionality is akin to traditional adjunct-to-basic services, which fall under the telecommunications systems management exception. As discussed above, such functions must be “incidental” to an underlying telecommunications service, and must not alter the fundamental character of the telecommunications service. We find that the conversion of IPv4 to IPv6 and vice versa does not alter the information being transmitted, but rather enables the transmission of the information, analogous to traditional voice telephone calls to toll free numbers, pay-per-call numbers, and ported telephone numbers that require a database query to translate the dialed telephone number into a different telephone number and/or to otherwise determine how to route the call properly. As with these traditional services, the inclusion of this functionality does not somehow convert the basic telecommunications service offering into an information service.

376. Broadband Internet Access Service Is Not Inextricably Intertwined With Add-On Information Services. Some commenters contend that broadband Internet access service must be a functionally integrated information service because it is offered in conjunction with information services, such as cloud-based storage services, email, and spam protection. We find that such services are not inextricably intertwined with broadband transmission service, but rather are a “product of the [provider’s] marketing decision not to offer the two separately.” The transmission service provided by broadband providers is functionally distinguishable from the Internet application add-ons they provide. Service

1071 See, e.g., TWC Comments at 12.
1073 See, e.g., Independent Documentary Association Reply at 9; Cherry and Peha Dec. 22, 2014 Ex Parte at 7.
1074 See supra note 1042.
1075 Comcast Reply at 22 (internal quotation omitted); see also Verizon Comments at 60-61.
1076 See supra note 1042.
1077 See supra note 1045.
1078 See, e.g., Verizon Comments at 59-60 (describing how it now integrates additional features into its broadband offerings, including “cloud-based services” and “caching servers and CDNs that store media content to enable consumers to access that content at faster speeds”); AT&T Comments at 48-49; TWC Comments at 12; NCTA Dec. 23, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 10-11.
1079 See Brand X, 545 U.S. at 1009, n.4 (Scalia, J., dissenting); see also, e.g., Free Press Comments at 66-67; AARP Comments at 11; CDT Comments at 10; Cherry and Peha Dec. 22, 2014 Ex Parte at 6, 8.
1080 See, e.g., WGAW Reply at 33 (“While BIAS sometimes bundle this telecommunications capability with true information services—such as email services, web-hosting, newsgroups, or anti-virus software—those services are not fundamental to the BIAS service itself. Consumers can and often do obtain those information services from third parties. But more importantly, the BIAS service’s functionality would in no way be diminished if a provider
providers cannot avoid the scope of Title II merely by bundling broadband Internet access service with information services. As the Supreme Court majority in Brand X recognized, citing the Stevens Report, “a company ‘cannot escape Title II regulation’” of a telecommunications service “simply by packaging that service with voice mail” or similar information services.

377. We find that these services identified in the record—email, cloud-based storage, and spam protection—are separable information services. We conclude that e-mail accounts and cloud-based storage provided along with broadband Internet access services are akin to voicemail services offered along with traditional telephone service. As the Court found, “a telephone company that packages voicemail with telephone service offers a transparent transmission path—telephone service—that transmits information independent of the information-storage capabilities provided by voicemail. . . . [W]hen a person makes a telephone call, his ability to convey and receive information using the call is only trivially affected by the additional voice-mail capability.” Likewise, the broadband Internet access service that consumers purchase is only trivially affected, if at all, by the e-mail and cloud-based storage functionalities that broadband providers may offer with broadband Internet access service. Finally, security functions such as spam blocking are add-ons to separable information services such as email, and are themselves separable information services.

378. It is also notable that engineers view the Internet in terms of network “layers” that perform distinct functions. Each network layer provides services to the layer above it. Thus the lower layers, including those that provide transmission and routing of packets, do not rely on the services provided by the higher layers. In particular, the transmission of information of a user’s choosing (which is a service offered by lower layers) does not depend on add-on information services such as cloud-based storage services, email, or spam protection (which are services offered at the application layer). Also, application layer services that fall within the telecommunications management exception (e.g., DNS, caching, or security services offered as part of broadband Internet access service) similarly do not depend on add-on information services. As such, add-on information services are separated from the functions, like DNS, that facilitate transmission, and are not “inextricably intertwined” with broadband Internet access services.

379. Other recent developments also show that consumers’ use of today’s Internet to access content and applications is not inextricably intertwined with the underlying transmission component. For instance, consumers are increasingly accessing content and applications on the Internet using Wi-Fi-only devices that take advantage of Wi-Fi-only hotspots not provided by the consumer’s underlying broadband service provider. Similarly, consumers can sometimes use Wi-Fi-enabled smartphones not only to access the Internet via their service provider’s mobile broadband network or Wi-Fi hotspots, but also

failed to provide any of those services, and it is unclear that most subscribers would even notice their absence.”)

CDT Comments at 11; Free Press Comments at 66-67; AARP Comments at 11.

1081 Brand X, 545 U.S. at 997-98 (quoting Stevens Report, 13 FCC Rcd at 11530, para. 60); see also Independent Data Communications Manuf. Ass’n, Inc., Memorandum Opinion and Order, 10 FCC Rcd 13717, 13723, paras. 42, 44-45 (Com. Car. Bur. 1995) (rejecting the argument that AT&T’s bundling of enhanced protocol conversion with basic frame relay service renders the whole service an enhanced service).

1082 Brand X, 545 U.S. at 998.

1083 See supra Section IV.C.2.


1085 See, e.g., Andrew S. Tanenbaum & David J. Wetherall, Computer Networks, 29 (Prentice-Hall, 5th ed. 2011) (“The purpose of each layer is to offer certain services to the higher layers while shielding those layers from the details of how the offered services are actually implemented. In a sense, each layer is a kind of virtual machine, offering certain services to the layer above it.”).

1086 See, e.g., OTI Comments at 27-28.
using Wi-Fi hotspots offered by premises operators. Further, many consumers purchase content that can be accessed over any of a number of different transmission paths and devices over the Internet— for example, video over a fixed broadband connection to a flat-screen television, or over a Wi-Fi router connected to a fixed broadband connection to a tablet, or over a mobile broadband network to a smartphone.

380. In addition, countless third parties are now embedding electronics, software, sensors, and other forms of connectivity into a wide variety of everyday devices, such as wearables, appliances, thermostats, and parking meters that rely on Internet connectivity to provide value to the American consumer, including through mHealth, Smart Grid, connected education, and other initiatives. The growth of the Internet of Things is yet another clear indication that devices and services that consumers use with today’s Internet are not inextricably intertwined with the underlying transmission component.

381. Finally, we observe that the Commission itself recognized in 2005 that the “link” between the transmission element of broadband Internet access service and the information service was not inextricable. Specifically, the 2005 Wireline Broadband Classification Order granted wireline broadband providers the option of offering the transmission component of broadband Internet access as a distinct common carrier service under Title II on a permissive basis, and a large number of rural carriers have exercised this option for nearly a decade. As NTCA explains, “[t]he fact that the Commission recognized as far back as 2005 that the transmission component could be separated out, and the fact that it has been separated out and offered separately on a tariffed basis by a large number of carriers undercuts any argument” that the transmission service and the services that ride atop that service are inextricably intertwined. Further, the 2007 Wireless Broadband Classification Order permitted providers of mobile broadband Internet access service to offer the “transmission component [of wireless broadband Internet access service] as a telecommunications service.

d. Opponents’ Remaining Challenges Are Insubstantial

382. Some commenters contend that our ruling is contrary to a Congressional intent for keeping the Internet unregulated. We are not, however, regulating the Internet, per se, or any Internet applications or content. Rather, our reclassification of broadband Internet access service involves only the transmission component of Internet access service. As the D.C. Circuit has explained, “Congress did not choose between” competing “market-based” and “common-carrier, equal access” philosophies for broadband regulation; rather, “the FCC possesses significant, albeit not unfettered, authority and discretion to settle on the best regulatory or deregulatory approach to broadband—a statutory reality that
assumes great importance when parties implore courts to overrule FCC decisions on this topic.”¹⁰⁹⁴ We recognize that the Commission’s previous classification decisions concluded that classifying broadband Internet access service as an information service would “establish a minimal regulatory environment” that would promote the Commission’s goal of “ubiquitous availability of broadband to all Americans.”¹⁰⁹⁵ We do not today abandon that goal but instead seek to promote it through a “light-touch” regulatory framework for broadband Internet access services under Title II. As noted earlier, there will be no rate regulation, no unbundling of last-mile facilities, no tariffing, and a carefully tailored application of only those Title II provisions found to directly further the public interest in an open Internet.¹⁰⁹⁶

383. Several commenters argue that we should rely exclusively on industry self-regulation to promote the policies discussed above.¹⁰⁹⁷ While we applaud voluntary industry initiatives, we find the self-regulation option to be lacking in a number of respects. First, for the reasons discussed in our forbearance analysis in Section IV, we find that applying the few provisions in Title II necessary to implement the policy objectives identified above is in the public interest. We conclude that in the absence of credible Commission authority to step in when necessary in the public interest, voluntary measures will prove inadequate. Second, even the best-intentioned voluntary regulation initiatives are more likely to protect consumers when there is an expert agency that can provide a backstop to inadequate industry action that may result from collective action or coordination problems beyond any single firm’s control.¹⁰⁹⁸

384. Other commenters argue that classifying broadband Internet access service as a telecommunications service would impermissibly compel providers of broadband Internet access service to operate as common carriers.¹⁰⁹⁹ This argument misconstrues the nature of our ruling. Our decision to classify broadband Internet access service as a telecommunications service subject to the requirements of Title II derives from the characteristics of this service as it exists and is offered today. We do not “require” that any service “be offered on a common carriage basis,”¹¹⁰⁰ but rather identify an existing service that is appropriately offered on a common carriage basis “by virtue of its functions,”¹¹⁰¹ as explained in detail above. Our classification decision is easily distinguished from the rules struck down in Midwest Video II, as those rules impermissibly attached common carrier obligations to services the Commission plainly lacked statutory authority to regulate in this manner.¹¹⁰² Congress has not spoken directly to the regulatory treatment of broadband Internet access services. Our classification of these services as telecommunications services is a permissible exercise of our delegated authority, one which

¹⁰⁹⁵ *Wireline Broadband Classification Order*, 20 FCC Red at 14855, para. 1; *Wireless Broadband Classification Order*, 22 FCC Red at 5902, para. 2.
¹⁰⁹⁶ See also infra Section IV.C.5 (discussing the effects of our classification decision on investment and innovation in the Internet ecosystem).
¹⁰⁹⁷ See, e.g., CenturyLink Comments at 72 (asserting that because of concerns about the Commission’s legal authority in this area, the Commission should “consider seeking first to address issues via referrals to appropriate technical advisory groups”); Roslyn Layton Comments at 18-19 (asserting that the Commission should eschew new rules and pursue a multi-stakeholder governance model backed by the FTC's antitrust authority); Bright House Comments at 26-27; Comcast Comments at 70; Verizon Comments at 17; Telefonica Internacional USA Comments at 6; TechFreedom & ICLE Legal Comments at 99-100.
¹⁰⁹⁸ See, e.g., Mark Cooper/CFA Comments at 3 (arguing that it is “a mistake to believe that [multi-stakeholder, self-regulatory institutions] would have succeeded without the strong action of the FCC to create and preserve the space of freedom for entrepreneurial experimentation”).
¹¹⁰⁰ Verizon Title II White Paper at 4.
¹¹⁰¹ See *NARUC I*, 525 F.2d at 644.
¹¹⁰² *FCC v. Midwest Video Corp.*, 440 U.S. 689, 705 (1979) (*Midwest Video II*); see also Verizon, 740 F.3d at 651-52 (discussing *Midwest Video II*).
we have adequately justified and defended based on the record before us. Because we have appropriately classified these services as telecommunications services, we do not run afoul of the Act’s provision that a “telecommunications carrier shall be treated as a common carrier under this Act only to the extent that it is engaged in providing telecommunications services.” We thus reject the argument that our ruling impermissibly compels common carriage.

Commenters also argue that the classification of broadband Internet access service as a telecommunications service results in this service being classified as both a telecommunications service and an information service, in violation of Congressional intent. We agree with commenters that these are best construed as mutually exclusive categories, and our classification ruling appropriately keeps them distinct. In classifying broadband Internet access service as a telecommunications service, we conclude that this service is not a functionally integrated information service consisting of a telecommunications component “inextricably intertwined” with information service components. Rather, we conclude, for the reasons explained above, that broadband Internet access service as it is offered and provided today is a distinct offering of telecommunications and that it is not an information service. As further explained above, any functional integration of DNS or caching with broadband Internet access service does not disrupt this classification, as both of those functions fall within the “telecommunications systems management exception” to the definition of an information service. Nor does the mere “packaging” of information services such as email with broadband Internet access service convert the latter into an information service. Our classification of broadband Internet access service therefore does not create any definitional inconsistency.

We also reject the argument that the classification of broadband Internet access service as an information service is implicit in the definition of “interactive computer service” set forth in section 230 of the Communications Act, a provision focused on the blocking and screening of offensive material. We find it unlikely that Congress would attempt to settle the regulatory status of broadband Internet access services in such an oblique and indirect manner, especially given the opportunity to do so when it adopted the Telecommunications Act of 1996. At any rate, the definition does not expressly classify broadband Internet access service, as we define that term herein, as an information service. We therefore find no basis in section 230 for reconsidering our judgment that this service is properly understood to be a telecommunications service, for the reasons explained above.

Finally, we disagree with the suggestion that our decision to “reclassify, to forbear, and to adopt rules grounded in Title II” is not a “logical outgrowth” of the 2014 Open Internet NPRM. The approach we adopt today is more than a logical outgrowth of the NPRM; it is one that the NPRM expressly identified as an alternative course of action. It is one on which the Commission sought

---

1104 See AT&T Comments at 41-44; CenturyLink Comments at 41; Verizon Comments at 61-62.
1105 See supra paras. 366-372.
1106 See supra paras. 376-378; see also Brand X, 545 U.S. at 997-98.
1107 See Pai Dissent at 32.
1108 47 U.S.C. § 230(f). (Defining the term to mean “any information service, system, or access software provider that provides or enables computer access by multiple users to a computer server, including specifically a service or system that provides access to the Internet . . .”); see also id. § (a)(2) (referring to “the Internet and other interactive computer services”).
1110 For one thing, the phrase “any information service, system or access software provider”, see id. § (f), may be broader in scope than the term “information service” as defined in section 3 of Act. To read the text otherwise would suggest that Congress intended the liability protections of section 230 to apply narrowly, excluding, for example, local exchange carriers that offered DSL, which as noted above was classified as a telecommunications service until 2005. See supra para. 39.
1111 Pai Dissent at 19.
1112 See Pai Dissent at 20-21 (quoting 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5613-14, paras. 149-50).
comment in almost every section of the NPRM. It is one that several broadband Internet access service providers vigorously opposed in their comments in light of their own reading of the NPRM.

4. Mobile Broadband Internet Access Service is Commercial Mobile Service

388. As outlined above, we conclude that broadband Internet access service, whether provided by fixed or mobile providers, is a telecommunications service. We also find that mobile broadband Internet access service is a commercial mobile service. In any event, however, even if that service falls outside the definition of "commercial mobile service," we find that it is the functional equivalent of a commercial mobile service and, thus, not a private mobile service.

389. Congress adopted the commercial mobile service provisions in the Act with the goal of creating regulatory symmetry among similar mobile services. Section 332(d)(1) of the Communications Act defines "commercial mobile service" as "any mobile service . . . that is provided for profit and makes interconnected service available (A) to the public or (B) to such classes of eligible

1113 Thus, at the very outset, in addition to "the [section 706] blueprint offered by the D.C. Circuit" on which the dissent now seeks to focus, Pai Dissent at 16-19, the Commission made clear that in looking for the "best approach to protecting and promoting Internet openness," it "will seriously consider the use of Title II," "seeks comment on the benefits of both . . . including the benefits of one approach over the other," and "emphasize[s] . . . that the Commission recognizes that both section 706 and Title II are viable solutions and seek[s] comment on their potential use." See, e.g., NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5563, para. 4. See also id. at 5593, 5595-96, paras. 89, 96 (seeking comment on whether to adopt a no-blocking rule "that does not allow for priority agreements with edge providers" and how to do so consistent, inter alia, with Title II), id. at 5600, para. 112 (seeking comment on alternative to standard of commercial reasonableness), id. at 5604, para. 121 (seeking comment on unreasonable discrimination standard, including application of sections 201 and 202), id. at 5612-16, paras. 148-155 (specific questions about applicability of Title II and forbearance approaches, including forbearance as to specific Title II provisions). The NPRM in this proceeding is thus nothing like the NPRM that was at issue in Prometheus. Prometheus Radio Project v. FCC, 652 F.3d 431, 445-46, 450-51 (3rd Cir. 2011). We also note that, under the APA, notice-and-comment rulemaking requirements apply only to the extent that we herein adopt legislative rules. 5 U.S.C. §§ 553(b)(A), 553(d)(2).

1114 See e.g., AT&T Comments at 39-72; Bright House Comments at 20-29; CenturyLink Comments at 36-51; Charter Comments at 13-21; Comcast Comments at 42-67; Cox Comments at 30-31; Frontier Communications Comments at 2-4; Time Warner Comments at 9-23; T-Mobile Comments at 18-24; Verizon Comments at 46-69. And parties on the other side of the issue just as vigorously argued in support of our approach in their comments. See, e.g., Ad Hoc Comments at 2-7; CDT Comments at 8-16; Cogent Comments at 9-12; Common Cause Comments at 13-16; Consumers Union Comments at 10; EFF Comments at 13-17; Etsy Comments at 9; Free Press Comments at 54-90; New America Foundation Comments at 22-27; Public Knowledge Comments at 60-104; WGAW Comments at 28-31. Dissents to the NPRM likewise reflect that this approach was on the table. See 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5653-55 (dissenting Statement of Commissioner Pai) (recognizing "[i]t’s not news that people of good faith disagree" on the right approach, stating that "[s]ome would like to regulate broadband providers as utilities under Title II," and discussing the scope of Title II’s "unjust or unreasonable discrimination" requirement, the consequences of reclassification under Title II, and the alleged regulatory uncertainties posed under either section 706 “or Title II”).

1115 Second Report and Order Implementing Sections 3(n) and 332 of the Communications Act, as Amended by Section 6002(b) of the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1993, GN Docket No. 93-252, Second Report and Order, 9 FCC Rcd 1411, 1413, para. 2 (1994) (Second CMRS Report and Order). In describing the background against which Congress enacted the Omnibus Budget and Reconciliation Act of 1993, the Commission noted that it had traditionally classified mobile services into the categories of public mobile services subject to common carrier regulation and private land mobile services, such as taxi dispatch services, developed to provide service tailored to the needs of particular groups, and not subject to common carrier regulation. Id. at 1414, paras. 3-4. The Commission noted that the series of its decisions in this context created the prospect of direct competition between private land mobile services and similar common carrier services under disparate regulatory regimes, for example, by permitting the predecessor of Nextel to develop an SMR system “comparable or superior to cellular in quality.” Id. at 1415, para. 7. The Commission noted that, in revising Section 332, Congress “replaced traditional regulation of mobile service with an approach that brings all mobile service providers under a comprehensive, consistent, regulatory framework.” Id. at 1417, para. 12.
We find that mobile broadband Internet access service meets this definition. First, we find that mobile broadband Internet access service is a “mobile service” because subscribers access the service through their mobile devices. Next, we find that mobile broadband Internet access service is provided “for profit” because service providers offer it to subscribers with the intent of receiving compensation. We also conclude the mobile broadband Internet access services are widely available to the public, without restriction on who may receive them.

Finally, we conclude that mobile broadband Internet access service is an interconnected service. Section 332(d)(2) states that the term “interconnected service” means “service that is interconnected with the public switched network (as such terms are defined by regulation by the Commission).” The Commission has defined “interconnected service” as a service “that gives subscribers the capability to communicate to or receive communication from all other users on the public switched network.” The Commission has defined the term “public switched network” to mean “[a]ny common carrier switched network, whether by wire or radio, including local exchange carriers, interexchange carriers, and mobile service providers, that use[s] the North American Numbering Plan in connection with the provision of switched services.”

While mobile broadband Internet access service does not use the North American Numbering Plan, we conclude for the reasons set out below that we should update our definition of public switched network pursuant to the authority granted to the Commission in section 332 so that our definition reflects the current network landscape rather than that existing more than 20 years ago. In its Order defining the terms “interconnected” and “public switched network” the Commission concluded that the term “public switched network” should not be defined in a static way, recognizing that the network is continuously growing and changing because of new technology and increasing demand. The purpose of the public switched network, the Commission noted, is “to allow the public to send or receive messages to or from anywhere in the nation.” This quality of “ubiquitous access,” for which the NANP was viewed as a proxy in 1994, was consistent with the key distinction underlying the formulation of the CMRS definition by Congress—differentiating the emerging cellular-based technology for “commercial” SMR service being deployed by Nextel’s predecessor as a mass market service from the traditional “private” SMR dispatch services employed by taxi services and other private fleets.

1117 “Mobile service” is defined under the Commission’s rules to mean “a radio communication service carried on between mobile stations or receivers and land stations, and by mobile stations communicating among themselves . . . .” 47 C.F.R. § 20.3.
1118 The Second CMRS Report and Order defined the statutory phrase “for profit” to include: “any mobile service that is provided with the intent of receiving compensation or monetary gain.” See Second CMRS Report and Order, 9 FCC Rcd at 1427, para. 43.
1119 In the Second CMRS Report and Order, the Commission determined that a service is available “to the public” if it is “offered to the public without restriction in who may receive it.” Id. at 1439, para. 65.
1120 47 U.S.C. § 332(d)(2). The commercial mobile service provisions of the Act are implemented under section 20.3 of the Commission’s rules, which employs the term “commercial mobile radio service” (CMRS).
1121 47 C.F.R. § 20.3.
1122 Id.
1123 Second CMRS Report and Order, 9 FCC Rcd at 1436, para. 59; see also Letter from Michael Calabrese, Dir. Wireless Future Project, New America Open Technology Institute, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 10-127, 14-28, at 8 (filed Jan. 27, 2015) (OTI Jan. 27, 2015 Ex Parte Letter) (arguing that “today there is no networked service more open, interconnected and universally offered than broadband Internet access service, whether fixed or mobile”).
1124 Second CMRS Report and Order, 9 FCC Rcd at 1436, para. 59.
1125 Id. at 1437, para. 60.
1126 See id. at 1413-17, paras. 1-10.
consistent with our authority under the Act, and with the Commission’s previous recognition that the “public switched network” will grow and change over time, we update the definition of public switched network to reflect current technology. Specifically, we revise the definition of “public switched network” to mean “the network that includes any common carrier switched network, whether by wire or radio, including local exchange carriers, interexchange carriers, and mobile service providers, that use[s] the North American Numbering Plan, or public IP addresses, in connection with the provision of switched services.” This definition reflects the emergence and growth of packet switched Internet Protocol-based networks. Revising the definition of public switched network to include networks that use standardized addressing identifiers other than NANP numbers for routing of packets recognizes that today’s broadband Internet access networks use their own unique addressing identifier, IP addresses, to give users a universally recognized format for sending and receiving messages across the country and worldwide.

We find that mobile broadband Internet access service is interconnected with the “public switched network” as we define it today and is therefore an interconnected service.

392. Some commenters contend that the Commission is barred from taking any actions that would change the definition of “public switched network.” CTIA, for example, argues that a revision to the definition of “public switched network” is “beyond the scope of this rulemaking” because the 2014 Open Internet NPRM “only asks whether mobile broadband falls within the definition of CMRS and does not propose any changes to the well-established definitions in section 20.3 of the FCC’s rules.” AT&T similarly argues that the Commission has not provided sufficient public notice. CTIA also argues that, even if there were notice, the Commission could not interpret the definition of “public switched network” to include the Internet, stating that “[w]hile Section 332 directs the Commission to define ‘public switched network’ by regulation, that definition must be consistent with the statutory text and congressional intent. Here, whatever limited discretion the Commission has as to that definition, it cannot be interpreted broadly enough to cover the broadband Internet.” Verizon agrees that the NPRM did not provide notice that the Commission might change its regulations or their interpretation. In addition, Verizon argues that, although the Commission is statutorily authorized to define “public switched network,” the definition must still be consistent with the statutory text and congressional intent. Accordingly, Verizon contends, “no matter how the Commission may redefine the ‘public switched network’ any new definition still would need to be anchored to the public switched telephone networks, which is what Section 332 was designed to address.”

393. Contrary to these arguments, we find that revising the definition of “public switched network”...
network” and classifying mobile broadband Internet access service as a commercial mobile service is a logical outgrowth of the proposals in the 2014 Open Internet NPRM.\textsuperscript{1135} As discussed above, in the \textit{NPRM}, the Commission proposed relying on section 706 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 for legal authority to adopt rules to protect the open Internet but indicated that it would also seriously consider the use of Title II of the Communications Act as a basis for legal authority.\textsuperscript{1136} The Commission sought comment on whether, in the event that it decided to reclassify broadband Internet access service under Title II, mobile broadband Internet access service would fit within the definition of “commercial mobile service” under section 332 of the Act and the Commission’s rules implementing that section.\textsuperscript{1137} In addition, the \textit{NPRM} noted that the Commission’s \textit{Broadband Classification NOI} also asked whether the Commission should revisit its classification of wireless broadband Internet access services, noted that the NOI docket “remains open,” and directed that the record be refreshed in that proceeding “including the inquiries contained herein.”\textsuperscript{1138} In the \textit{Broadband Classification NOI}, the Commission sought comment on “legal issues specific to . . . wireless services that bear on their appropriate classification.”\textsuperscript{1139} More specifically, it asked “which of the three legal frameworks” described therein (which included a Title II approach) “would best support the Commission’s policy goals for wireless broadband.”\textsuperscript{1140} In particular, it asked “[t]o what extent should section 332 of the Act affect our classification of wireless broadband Internet services?”\textsuperscript{1141} In the 2014 Open Internet \textit{NPRM}, the Commission also noted that section 332 requires that wireless services that meet the definition of commercial mobile services be regulated as common carriers under Title II.\textsuperscript{1142} The \textit{NPRM} also asked about the extent to which forbearance should apply, if the Commission were to classify mobile broadband Internet access service as a CMRS service subject to Title II, and noted that the \textit{Broadband Classification NOI} also asked whether the Commission could and should apply section 332(c)(1) as well as section 10 in its forbearance analysis for mobile services.\textsuperscript{1143} The 2014 Open Internet \textit{NPRM} also sought comment on defining mobile broadband Internet access service and on application of Internet openness requirements to mobile broadband services.\textsuperscript{1144}

394. We find that our decision today to classify mobile broadband Internet access service as both a telecommunications service under Title II and CMRS is a logical outgrowth of these discussions and requests for comments. The discussion and questions posed in the 2014 Open Internet \textit{NPRM} gave clear notice that the Commission was considering whether to reclassify mobile broadband Internet access under Title II as a telecommunications service and whether mobile broadband Internet access service would fit within the definition of “commercial mobile service” under the Act and the Commission’s rules, including whether mobile broadband would meet the “interconnected service” component of the commercial mobile service definition. It was “reasonably foreseeable”\textsuperscript{1145} that in answering that question the Commission would explore the scope of that component of the definition. Stated another way, “interested parties should have anticipated that the change [in that definition] was possible, and thus

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{1135} See Crawford v. FCC, 417 F.3d 1289, 1295 (D.C. Cir. 2005) (the rule ultimately adopted may be a “logical outgrowth” of the original proposal).
\item \textsuperscript{1136} 2014 Open Internet \textit{NPRM}, 29 FCC Rcd at 5563, para. 4.
\item \textsuperscript{1137} Id. at 5614, para. 150.
\item \textsuperscript{1138} Id. at 5613, para. 149 n.302. See also 79 Fed. Reg. 37448-01, 37468 (2014); \textit{Wireline Competition Bureau Seeks to Refresh the Record in the 2010 Proceeding on Title II and Other Potential Legal Frameworks for Broadband Internet Access Service}, GN Docket No. 10-127, Public Notice, 29 FCC Rcd 5856 (Wireline Comp. Bur. 2014).
\item \textsuperscript{1139} \textit{Broadband Classification NOI}, 25 FCC Rcd at 7867, para. 2.
\item \textsuperscript{1140} Id. at 7908, para. 102.
\item \textsuperscript{1141} Id. at 7909, para. 104.
\item \textsuperscript{1142} 2014 Open Internet \textit{NPRM}, 29 FCC Rcd at 5613-14, para. 149.
\item \textsuperscript{1143} Id. at 5616, para. 155.
\item \textsuperscript{1144} Id. at 5583-84, 5598, paras. 62, 105.
\item \textsuperscript{1145} \textit{Long Island Care at Home, Ltc. v. Coke}, 551 U.S. 158, 175 (2007).
\end{itemize}
reasonably should have filed their comments on the subject during the notice-and-comment period.” 1146
While we think this proposition is clear from the questions posed by the 2014 Open Internet NPRM, we further note that in this case mobile broadband providers “themselves had no problem understanding the scope of the issues up for consideration; several . . . submitted comments” on the issue. 1147 And, other parties commented that the Commission should update its definition of the term “public switched network.” 1148 Moreover, as referenced above, evidence in the record shows that a number of parties have directly addressed the application of section 332(d) and the Commission’s implementing rules to mobile broadband Internet access and thus have been aware that the Commission was considering taking action to update the definition of “public switched network” and reclassify mobile broadband Internet access as commercial mobile service. 1149

395. We also disagree with arguments that we are barred from updating the definition of public switched network to include networks that use addressing identifiers beyond NANP numbers associated with traditional telephone networks. CTIA, Verizon, and AT&T argue that the history of the legislation that defined “commercial mobile service” indicates that Congress intended the term “public switched network” to mean the “public switched telephone network.” CTIA, for example, argues that when Congress used the term “public switched network” in 1993, “it did so knowing that the Commission and the courts routinely used that term interchangeably with ‘public switched telephone network’” and that “[i]t is axiomatic that, when Congress ‘borrows’ a term of art that has been given meaning by the courts or the relevant agency, it ‘intended [that term] to have its established meaning.’” 1150 It argues also that “the Conference Report accompanying the legislation confirms that, although Congress used the term ‘public switched network,’ it viewed that term as synonymous with ‘the [p]ublic switched telephone network.’” 1151 AT&T notes that Congress “used the term ‘the public switched network’” and that

1146 Agape Church, Inc. v. FCC, 738 F.3d 397, 411 (D.C. Cir. 2013).
1147 National Ass’n of Mfrs. v. EPA, 750 F.3d 921, 926 (D.C. Cir. 2014); see also In re Polar Bear Endangered Species Act Listing, 720 F.3d 354, 363 (D.C. Cir. 2013) (“Indeed, the [appellant] seems to have understood this [effect of the proposal]: it submitted comments” on the issue); CTIA Reply at 44 (arguing that the Commission “cannot upend the statutory scheme simply by ‘updating’ the definition of CMRS to determine that the use of IP addresses renders an offering ‘interconnected,’ as Vonage contends”); Verizon Title II White Paper at 15 (arguing that “no matter how the Commission may redefine the ‘public switched network,’ any new definition still would need to be anchored to public switched phone networks, which is what Section 322 was designed to address”).
1148 Vonage Comments at 41-44; see also Letter from Joshua M. Bobeck, Counsel to Vonage Holdings Group to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28, 10-127, at 2 (filed Jan. 15, 2015) (noting that the Commission “plainly put interested parties on notice that it was considering rules based in Title II and that it would explore alternative construction of the statutory terms applicable to mobile broadband under section 332”); Letter from Michael Calabrese, Dir., Wireless Future Project, New America, Open Technology Institute to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28, 10-127, at 5 (filed Nov. 10, 2014) (arguing that “since the statute does not limit the definition of ‘public switched network’ to one that uses the NANP, an update could add to the rather self-evident notion that in 2014, (unlike 1993) the Internet and its IP addressing system is now the predominant network”).
1151 CTIA Dec. 22, 2014 Ex Parte Letter, Attach. at 8-9; CTIA Feb. 10, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 15 (arguing that Congress demonstrated that “it viewed the terms as interchangeable by describing the legislation as requiring
“Congress’s use of the definite article ‘the’ and the singular ‘network’ makes clear that it was referring to a single ‘public switched network.’”\textsuperscript{1152} The parties also argue that the text of the FirstNet public safety legislation supports their argument because it distinguishes between the “public switched network” and the “public Internet.”\textsuperscript{1153} \textsuperscript{1154} AT&T contends also that the text of section 230 supports its views.\textsuperscript{1154}

396. We agree with other commenters that these arguments do not give sufficient weight to Congressional intent as reflected in the text of the statute itself.\textsuperscript{1155} As noted above, section 332(d)(2) of the Act uses the term “public switched network” rather than “public switched telephone network.” Moreover, as CTIA, Verizon, and AT&T acknowledge, the statute expressly delegates authority to the Commission to define the term “public switched network.” While we agree with CTIA that the delegation of authority does not provide boundless discretion,\textsuperscript{1156} we find that what is clear from the statutory language is not what the definition of “public switched network” was intended to cover but rather that Congress expected the notion to evolve and therefore charged the Commission with the continuing obligation to define it. In short, by defining such terms by reference to the way they “are defined by regulation by the Commission,” Congress expressly delegated this policy judgment to the Commission.\textsuperscript{1157} As noted above, in defining the terms “interconnected service” and “public switched network,” the Commission concluded that the term “public switched network” should not be defined in a static way and recognized that the network is continuously growing and changing because of new technology and increasing demand. The Commission expressly rejected calls in 1994 to define the public switched network as the “public switched telephone network” finding that a broader definition was consistent with Congress’s decision to use the term “public switched network,” rather “than the more technologically based term ‘public switched telephone network.’”\textsuperscript{1158} Today, we build upon this analysis interconnection with the ‘public switched telephone network’ in the Conference Report’”); \textit{see also} AT&T Feb. 2, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 1.\textsuperscript{1152} AT&T Feb. 2, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 2; \textit{see also} CTIA Dec. 22, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter, Attach. at 8.\textsuperscript{1153} CTIA Dec. 22, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter, Attach. at 8; Verizon Dec. 24, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 2.\textsuperscript{1154} \textit{See} 47 U.S.C. §230(b)(2); AT&T Feb. 2, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 2-3.\textsuperscript{1155} \textit{See} e.g., Letter from Harold Feld, Senior Vice Pres., Public Knowledge to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28, 10-127, at 1 (filed Jan. 15, 2015) (arguing that “[i]f the term ‘public switched network’ was so well understood, why did Congress explicitly require that the Commission define it?” (emphasis in original)); OTI Jan. 27, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 5 (arguing that “Congress could have referred specifically to the ‘telephone’ network (or at least used the word ‘telephone’) if it intended to strictly limit the future services that the Commission might designate as CMRS-but instead it cast the provision more broadly”\textsuperscript{1156}).\textsuperscript{1156} \textit{See} CTIA Feb. 10, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 15.\textsuperscript{1157} Thus, the question here is not one of interpreting certain terms used by Congress as one of the dissenting states (Pai Dissent at 45-51), but rather of the exercise of the discretion explicitly granted by Congress to the Commission to define these terms.\textsuperscript{1158} \textit{Second CMRS Report and Order}, 9 FCC Rcd at 1436, para. 59. Contrary to one of the dissenting statements, (Pai Dissent at 46-47 & n.337), the Commission made clear it was not limiting the term “public switched network” to the traditional network. First, as noted above, it rejected that view in favor of the position of other commenters that “the network should not be defined in a static way,” an interpretation it found more consistent with the determination by Congress not to employ the term “public switched telephone network.” Second, it stated that any switched common carrier service that is interconnected with the traditional local or interexchange switched network would be defined “as part of' the public switched network “for purposes of our definition,” \textit{id}. at 1436-37. Even as early as 1994, the comments on which the Commission relied for its definition, \textit{id}. at 1437, para. 60, made this very point. Comments of Nextel Communications, Inc. at 11 (“In the not-too-distant future, telephony will consist of ‘networks of networks’ linking together landline, fiber, wireless, microwave and satellite systems,” so that the definition should include “any services – whether landline or wireless – offered on a co-carrier basis to enhance or extend the reach and functionalities of traditional local exchange or interexchange facilities”); Comments of Pacific Bell and Nevada Bell at 5 (current definition is “a vestige of telecommunications history” and “needs to be revised,” given “revolution” in the industry in which “new providers and new services appear almost weekly” that are interconnected with the traditional PSN and “are substitutes for components of the PSN”). Comments of other wireless providers, with whom the Commission agreed about avoiding “a static way” of defining the network, \textit{id}. at
and update our definition of “public switched network” to reflect changes in technology. Reflecting the foregoing changes in technology and telecommunications infrastructure, our definition contemplates a single network comprised of all users of public IP addresses and NANP numbers, and not two separate networks as AT&T argues.\textsuperscript{1159} We find that this action is consistent both with the text of the statute and Congressional intent.\textsuperscript{1160}

397. We recognize that, in the 2007 \textit{Wireless Broadband Classification Order}, the Commission previously concluded that section 332 — “as implemented by the Commission’s CMRS rules” — did not contemplate wireless broadband Internet access service “as provided today,”\textsuperscript{1161} citing \textit{the Second CMRS Report and Order’s} finding that “commercial mobile service” must still be interconnected with the local exchange or interexchange switched network as it evolves.\textsuperscript{1162} The Commission also found that mobile broadband Internet access was not an “interconnected service” based on its reading of the Commission’s existing rule, because the service did not provide its users with the capability to reach all other users of the public switched network.\textsuperscript{1163} In addition, in 2011, in its order adopting data roaming requirements, the Commission defined services subject to the data roaming rule as services that are not interconnected with the public switched network.\textsuperscript{1164} However, the 2007 \textit{Wireless

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[\textsuperscript{1159}]AT&T Feb. 2, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 2; see also CTIA Dec. 22, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter, Attach. at 8.
\item[\textsuperscript{1160}]We are not persuaded by AT&T’s arguments that rely, not on the foregoing language or purpose of the 1993 statute at issue, but on subsequent statutes enacted for different purposes in 1996 and 2012. See, e.g., Gutierrez v. Ada, 528 U.S. 250, 257-58 (2000). Quite apart from canons of statutory construction, this argument disregards the signal difference in Section 332(d), which delegates the question of the scope of its terms to the Commission in light of its experience and market developments over time. We note, however, that AT&T’s reliance on the “policy” of the 1996 Act reflected in Section 230 is similar to one that Verizon made but that was not found by the \textit{Verizon} court to be a bar to its conclusion that “section 706 grants the Commission authority to promote broadband deployment by regulating how broadband providers treat edge providers.” \textit{Verizon}, 740 F.3d at 649; see Verizon Br. At 23, 27-28, \textit{Verizon v. FCC}, No. 11-1355 (D.C. Cir. filed Jan. 18, 2013).
\item[\textsuperscript{1161}]\textit{Wireless Broadband Classification Order}, 22 FCC Rcd at 5918, para. 45, n.119.
\item[\textsuperscript{1162}]\textit{Id.} at 5917-18, para. 45.
\item[\textsuperscript{1163}]The Commission defined “commercial mobile data service” which is subject to the data roaming rule as “any mobile data service that is not interconnected with the public switched network.” \textit{See Reexamination of Roaming Obligations of Commercial Mobile Radio Service Providers and Other Providers of Mobile Data Services, WT Docket No. 05-265, Second Report and Order, 26 FCC Rcd 5411, 5412, para. 1 n.1 (2011) (Data Roaming Order)}. We note that if a mobile service is not interconnected to the public switched network (as updated herein) and otherwise meets the definition of “commercial mobile data service” in section 20.3 of the Commission’s rules, it will continue to be subject to the data roaming rules. \textit{See 47 C.F.R.} §§ 20.3, 20.12(e); \textit{see also infra} Section V.C.2.i (discussing applicability of roaming requirements to mobile broadband Internet access services). Opponents of reclassifying mobile broadband Internet access services have argued that the D.C. Circuit’s decisions on data roaming and on the 2010 \textit{Open Internet Order} bar the Commission from reclassifying mobile broadband Internet access as commercial mobile service. \textit{See CTIA Dec. 22, 2014 Ex Parte Letter, Attach. at 4-5} (citing the court’s finding that mobile broadband services were “statutorily immune, perhaps twice over,” from common carrier treatment (citing \textit{Celco P’ship v FCC}, 700 F.3d 534, 538 (D.C. Cir. 2012)). First, we note that the issue of revising the Commission’s definitions was neither raised nor discussed in the data roaming or open Internet decisions. Moreover, contrary to these arguments, we find that the Court’s acceptance of the Commission’s previous decisions based on its existing definitions does not preclude the Commission from revisiting and revising its definitions, as
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
Broadband Classification Order (on which the 2011 Data Roaming Order also relied) was premised both on its view of the service “as provided today” and on “an internal contradiction” that a finding that wireless broadband Internet access was a commercial mobile would have caused with the finding that it was an “information service.” Moreover, in neither instance did the Commission consider whether it should revise the definition of “public switched network,” on which its conclusion in the 2007 Wireless Broadband Classification Order was premised.

Today, we update the definition of “public switched network” to reflect current technology and conclude that mobile broadband Internet access is an interconnected service. First, as outlined above, we find that mobile broadband is an “interconnected service” because it interconnects with “public switched network” as we define it today. We find also that mobile broadband is an interconnected service because it gives its users the capability to send and receive communications from all other users of the Internet. In defining the term “interconnected service” in the Second CMRS Report and Order, the Commission indicated its belief that, by using the term “interconnected service,” Congress intended to focus on whether mobile services “make interconnected service broadly available through their use of the public switched network.” In addition, the Commission noted that Congress’s purpose was to “ensure that a mobile service that gives its customers the capability to communicate or to receive communications from other users of the public switched network should be treated as a common carriage offering.” This was by contrast with the alternative “private mobile service” classification, which by statute includes services not “effectively available to a substantial portion of the public.” Mobile broadband Internet access service fits the former classification as millions of subscribers use it to send and receive communications on their mobile devices every day. In sharp contrast to 2007 when the Commission characterized mobile broadband Internet access services as being in a nascent stage, today the mobile broadband marketplace has evolved such that hundreds of millions of consumers now use mobile broadband to access the Internet. For example, as noted earlier, by November 2014, 73.6 percent of the entire U.S. age 13+ population was communicating with smart phones, a figure which has continued to rise rapidly over the past several years. In addition, the number of mobile connections already exceeds the U.S. population and Cisco forecasts that by 2019, North America will have nearly 90% of its installed base converted to smart devices and connections, and smart traffic will grow to 97% of the total global mobile traffic. Mobile broadband subscribers, who use the same devices to receive

expressly permitted by the language of Section 332. See Brand X, 545 U.S. at 981 (finding that “[a]gency inconsistency is not a basis for declining to analyze the agency’s interpretation under the Chevron framework”).

See Data Roaming Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 5414, para. 6 n.12.

Wireless Broadband Classification Order, 22 FCC Rcd at 5918, para. 45 n.119.

Id. at 5916, para. 41.

Second CMRS Report and Order, 9 FCC Rcd at 1434, para. 54.


voice and data communications, can also send or receive communications to or from anywhere in the nation, whether connected with other mobile broadband subscribers, fixed broadband subscribers, or the hundreds of millions of websites available to them over the Internet. This evidence of the extensive changes that have occurred in the mobile marketplace demonstrates the ubiquity and wide scale use of mobile broadband Internet access service today.

399. Today we update the definition of “public switched network” to reflect current mass market communications network technologies and configurations, and the rapidly growing and virtually universal use of mobile broadband service. It also is more consistent with Congressional intent to recognize as an “interconnected service” today’s broadly available mobile broadband Internet access service, which connects with the Internet and provides its users with the ability to send and receive communications from all other users connected to the Internet, (whether fixed or mobile).  As CTIA recognizes, Congress’s intent in enacting section 332 was to create a symmetrical regulatory framework among similar mobile services that were made available “to the public or . . . to such classes of eligible users as to be effectively available to a substantial portion of the public.” Given the universal access provided today and in the foreseeable future by and to mobile broadband and its present and anticipated future penetration rates in the United States, we find that our decision today classifying mobile broadband Internet access as a commercial mobile service is consistent with Congress’s objective. As noted above, that is a policy judgment that section 332(d) expressly delegated to the Commission, consistent with its broad spectrum management authority under Title III.

400. Moreover, we agree with commenters who argue that mobile broadband Internet access service meets the definition of interconnected service for a wholly independent reason: because—even under our existing definition of “public switched network” adopted in 1994—users have the “capability,” as provided in section 20.3 of our rules, to communicate with NANP numbers using their broadband connection through the use of VoIP applications. Other parties disagree, arguing that, regardless of the attributes of VoIP services that ride over broadband Internet access networks, broadband Internet access service itself does not offer the ability to reach all NANP endpoints. These parties note

---

1174 Mobile broadband is an increasingly important pathway to the Internet, and many households subscribe to both fixed and mobile services as distinct product offerings with contrasting advantages in speed, usage limits, and mobility. See 2015 Broadband Progress Report at para. 120; see also Public Knowledge Comments at 18-19 (arguing that mobile broadband is not a substitute for fixed broadband services, so its increased adoption does not “change the essential points about terminating monopolies”).

1175 See CTIA Feb. 10, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 16 (arguing that “Congress’s intent was not to maximize the application of common carrier requirements” but rather to “ensure that new offerings that were similar to preexisting cellular offerings be treated alike”).


1177 See Cellico P’ship v. FCC, 700 F.3d 534, 541-42 (D.C. Cir. 2012) (citing NBC v. United States, 319 U.S. 190 (1943)). As the Supreme Court recognized in NBC with respect to the Commission’s Title III authority, Congress did not “frustrate the purposes for which the Communications Act of 1934 was brought into being by attempting an itemized catalogue of the specific manifestations of the general problems for the solution of which” it established the Commission, for the purpose of “regulating a field of enterprise the dominant characteristic of which was the rapid pace of its unfolding.” 319 U.S. at 219.

1178 Contrary to the suggestion in the dissent, Pai Dissent at 44, our decision to reclassify mobile broadband Internet access service as CMRS also relies on our section 332(d) authority as described herein, and thus is not based exclusively on our analysis here of VoIP services. See infra para. 401.

also that the Commission itself has previously concluded that mobile broadband Internet access, in and of itself, does not provide the ability to reach all other users of the public switched network.\footnote{1180 See CTIA Dec. 22, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter, Attach. at 11-13; Verizon Dec. 24, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 4; \textit{Wireless Broadband Classification Order}, 22 FCC Rcd at 5917-18, para. 45.}

401. We find that the Commission’s previous determination about the relationship between mobile broadband Internet access and VoIP applications in the context of section 332 no longer accurately reflects the current technological landscape. Today, users on mobile networks can communicate with users on traditional copper based networks and IP based networks, making more and more networks using different technologies interconnected. In addition, mobile subscribers continue to increase their use of smartphones and tablets and the significant growth in the use of mobile broadband Internet access services has spawned a growing mobile application ecosystem.\footnote{1181 See New America, CDT, PK, Dec. 11, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 4-6.} The changes in the marketplace have increasingly blurred the distinction between services using NANP numbers and services using public IP addresses and highlight the convergence between mobile voice and data networks that has occurred since the Commission first addressed the classification of mobile broadband Internet access in 2007. Today, mobile VoIP, as well as over-the-top mobile messaging, is among the increasing number of ways in which users communicate indiscriminately between NANP and IP endpoints on the public switched network.\footnote{1182 See \textit{Facilitating the Deployment of Text-to-911 and Other Next Generation 911 Applications}, Report and Order, 28 FCC Rcd 7556, 7561-62, para. 15 (2013) (‘‘...the rapid proliferation of smartphones and other advanced mobile devices is providing consumers with numerous new options for IP-based Text applications. In fact, Informa estimates that ‘By the end of 2013 ... 41 billion OTT messages will be sent every day ... ‘’).}

In view of these changes in the nature of mobile broadband service offerings, we find that mobile broadband Internet access service today, through the use of VoIP, messaging, and similar applications, effectively gives subscribers the capability to communicate with all NANP endpoints as well as with all users of the Internet.\footnote{1183 In support of arguments regarding interconnection, one of the dissents (Pai Dissent at 51 n.362), cites the inapposite \textit{Time Warner Cable Request for Declaratory Ruling That Competitive Local Exchange Carriers May Obtain Interconnection under Section 251 of the Communications Act of 1934, as Amended, to Provide Wholesale Telecommunications Services to VoIP Providers}, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 22 FCC Rcd 3513, 3520-21, paras. 15-16 (Wireline Comp. Bur. 2007). Our interpretation here of the Commission’s own rule as to what constitutes the “capability” to communicate with NANP endpoints is a completely different question from whether wholesale carriers are entitled to interconnection rights under Section 251 of the Act regardless of the regulatory status of VoIP services provided to end users, which was the issue addressed by the staff in the Time Warner Cable request for a Declaratory Ruling.}

402. We also note that, under the Commission’s definition of “interconnected service” in section 20.3 of the rules, a service is interconnected even if “...the service provides general access to points on the public switched network but also restricts access in certain limited ways.”\footnote{1184 47 C.F.R. § 20.3.} Thus, the Commission’s definition, while requiring that the interconnected service provide the “capability” for access to all other users of the public switched network, also recognizes that services that restrict access to the public switched network, in certain limited ways, should also be viewed as interconnected.\footnote{1185 In adopting the definition of interconnected service in the \textit{Second CMRS Report and Order}, the Commission recognized that interconnected services could be limited and noted that “[i]n defining interconnected service in terms of transmissions to or from ‘anywhere’ on the PSN, we note that it is necessary to qualify the scope of the term ‘anywhere’; if a service that provides general access to points on the PSN also restricts calling in certain limited ways (e.g., calls attempted to be made by the subscriber to ‘900’ telephone numbers are blocked), then it is our intention still to include such a service within the definition of ‘interconnected service’ for purposes of our Part 20 rules.” \textit{Second CMRS Report and Order}, 9 FCC Rcd at 1434-35, para. 55 n.104.} Accordingly, to the extent that there is an argument that, even with an updated definition of public switched network, mobile broadband Internet access still would not meet the definition of interconnected because it would only enable communications with some rather than all users of the public switched
network, i.e., users with NANP numbers, we disagree and find that the Commission’s rules recognize that interconnected services may be limited in certain ways. Our interpretation of the Commission’s rules is consistent with their purpose, which is to ascertain whether the interconnected service is “broadly available.”

It is also most consistent with, and must be informed by, the key section 332(d) guidepost that Congress provided to the Commission in granting it authority to define these terms. This guidepost refers to a service available to “the public” or to such classes of eligible users as to be effectively available “to a substantial portion of the public.” This focus of the inquiry on availability to the public or a substantial portion of it is also consistent with the specific purpose of the statute, which was to create a symmetrical regulatory framework for similar commercial services then being offered to consumers by cellular licenses and by SMR licensees who were using licenses that traditionally had been used to provide wireless service only to limited groups of users (e.g., taxi fleets).

Lastly, because today we classify mobile broadband Internet access service as a telecommunications service, designating it also as commercial mobile service subject to Title II is most consistent with Congressional intent to apply common carrier treatment to telecommunications services. Specifically, as in 2007, but for different reasons in light of our reclassification of the service as a “telecommunications service,” we find that classifying mobile broadband Internet access service as a commercial mobile service is necessary to avoid a statutory contradiction that would result if the Commission were to conclude both that mobile broadband Internet access was a telecommunications service and also that it was not a commercial mobile service. A statutory contradiction would result from such a finding because, while the Act requires that providers of telecommunications services be treated as common carriers, it prohibits common carrier treatment of mobile services that do not meet the definition of commercial mobile service. Finding mobile broadband Internet access service to be commercial mobile service avoids this statutory contradiction and is most consistent with the Act’s intent to apply common carrier treatment to providers of telecommunications services.

Mobile Broadband Internet Access Service Is Not a Private Mobile Service. Our conclusion that mobile broadband Internet access service is a commercial mobile service, through the application of our updated definition of “public switched network,” leads unavoidably to the conclusion that it is not a private mobile service. Indeed, we believe that today’s mobile broadband Internet access service, with hundreds of millions of subscribers and the characteristics discussed above, is not akin to the private mobile service of 1994, such as a private taxi dispatch service, services that offered users access to a discrete and limited set of endpoints. Even, however, if that were not so, there is another reason that mobile broadband Internet access service is not a private mobile service: it is the functional equivalent of a commercial mobile service, even under the previous definition of “public switched

See Second CMRS Report and Order, 9 FCC Rcd at 1434, para. 54; Wireless Broadband Classification Order, 22 FCC Rcd at 5917, para. 44.

See, e.g., CTIA Feb. 10, 2015 Ex Parte Letter, at 16 (“Congress intended to ensure that new offerings that were similar to preexisting cellular offerings be treated alike”). To make this point clear, and in the exercise of our authority to “specif[y] by regulation” what services qualify as CMRS services that make interconnected service available to the public or to such classes of eligible users as to be effectively available to a substantial portion of the public, we have made a conforming change to the definition of Interconnected Service in section 20.3 of the Commission’s rules.

We disagree with CTIA’s argument that section 332 mandates classification of mobile broadband Internet access service as private mobile service. See CTIA Feb. 10, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 16. Section 332 sets forth the definition of commercial mobile service and requires that services meeting the definition of commercial mobile service be treated as common carriers. For the reasons described above, today, we find that mobile broadband Internet access service meets the definition of commercial mobile service.

network.” As with the policy judgments reflected in the other two definitional subsections of section 332(d) and described above, Congress expressly delegated authority to the Commission to determine whether a particular mobile service may be the functional equivalent of a commercial mobile service. Specifically, section 332 of the Act defines “private mobile service” as “any mobile service . . . that is not a commercial mobile service or the functional equivalent of a commercial mobile service, as specified by regulation by the Commission.” We find that mobile broadband Internet access service is functionally equivalent to commercial mobile service because, like commercial mobile service, it is a widely available, for profit mobile service that offers mobile subscribers the capability to send and receive communications on their mobile device to and from the public. Although the services use different addressing identifiers, from an end user’s perspective, both are commercial services that allow users to communicate with the vast majority of the public.

405. CTIA, Verizon, and AT&T argue that mobile broadband Internet access service cannot be considered the functional equivalent of commercial mobile service. First, they argue that the Commission failed to provide notice that it might deem mobile broadband the functional equivalent of CMRS. Next, CTIA argues that “Congress intended the hallmark of CMRS to be the provision of interconnected service through use of the PSTN. No service lacking this essential attribute could amount to a functional equivalent of CMRS.” Verizon argues that “because mobile broadband Internet access service cannot, on its own, be used to place calls to telephone numbers, and CMRS cannot be used to connect with (for example) Google’s search engine or Amazon.com or any of the millions of other sources of online content, these two services are not substitutes, and cannot be deemed functionally equivalent.” AT&T and CTIA argue that mobile broadband Internet access is not a substitute for CMRS and therefore is not the functional equivalent of CMRS. Verizon, CTIA, and AT&T argue that the issue of whether or not mobile VoIP applications or services themselves may be interconnected with the public switched network should have no bearing on the determination of whether mobile broadband Internet access service itself may be viewed as the functional equivalent of commercial mobile service.

406. We disagree with these arguments. First, for the reasons discussed above, we disagree with the parties’ arguments regarding notice. We find that our decision today that mobile broadband Internet access service may be viewed as the functional equivalent of commercial mobile service is a logical outgrowth of the discussions and questions presented in the 2014 Open Internet NPRM. As noted above, our 2014 Open Internet NPRM sought comment on the option of revising the classification of mobile broadband Internet access service and on whether it would fit within the definition of commercial mobile service under section 332 of the Act and the Commission’s rules implementing that section, including section 20.3. Section 20.3 of the Commission’s rules defines commercial mobile radio service as a mobile service that is: “provided for profit, i.e., with the intent of receiving compensation or monetary gain; an interconnected service; and available to the public or to such classes of eligible users as to be effectively available to a substantial portion of the public; or the functional equivalent of such a mobile service . . . .” Interested parties should have reasonably foreseen and in fact were aware that the Commission would analyze the functional equivalence of mobile broadband Internet access service as part of its consideration of whether it should revise the classification of mobile broadband Internet access and whether mobile broadband Internet access would fit within the definition of commercial mobile

1193 Id.
1199 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5614, para. 150.
1200 47 C.F.R. § 20.3.
service under section 332. Indeed, several parties have submitted comments on this question.\textsuperscript{1201}

407. We also disagree with CTIA’s contention that, if a mobile service is not an interconnected service through the use of the public switched telephone network, it may not be considered the functional equivalent of commercial mobile service. This argument would render the functional equivalence language in the statute superfluous by essentially requiring a functionally equivalent service to meet the literal definition of commercial mobile service. We find that Congress included the functional equivalence provision in the statute precisely to address such new developments for services that may not meet the literal definition of commercial mobile service. We also disagree with Verizon that, because mobile broadband subscribers may use their service to communicate with a different and broader range of entities, the two services cannot be functionally equivalent. As noted above, both mobile broadband Internet access service and commercial mobile service provide their users with a service that enables ubiquitous access to the vast majority of the public. The fact that the services may also enable communications in other ways or with different groups does not make them less useful as substitutes for commercial mobile service. Moreover, regardless of whether providers may offer voice and data services separately,\textsuperscript{1202} as discussed above, from both a technical as well as a consumer perspective, there are increasingly fewer distinctions or interoperability issues between these types of services. The marketplace changes that have occurred since the Commission first addressed the classification of mobile broadband Internet access service in 2007 support our finding that mobile broadband Internet access service offered to the mass market must be viewed today as the functional equivalent of commercial mobile service.

408. We recognize that, in the \textit{Second CMRS Report and Order}, the Commission created a petition-based process for parties interested in challenging the classification of a particular service as private mobile service, and indicated that it would consider a variety of factors to determine whether a particular service is the functional equivalent of a CMRS service.\textsuperscript{1203} Specifically, as AT&T and CTIA point out, the Commission said it would consider consumer demand for the service in question to determine whether the service is closely substitutable for a commercial mobile radio service; whether changes in price for the service under examination, or for the comparable commercial mobile radio service, would prompt customers to change from one service to the other; and market research information identifying the targeted market for the service under review.\textsuperscript{1204} Section 20.9 of the Commission’s rules articulates the same standard for parties interested in challenging the classification of a service as a private mobile service.\textsuperscript{1205} While we do not amend section 20.9’s separate provision for a petition process in other contexts, for the reasons stated above related to today’s widespread distribution and use of mobile broadband devices, we are amending section 20.3 to reflect our conclusion that mobile broadband Internet access service is the functional equivalent of CMRS.

5. The Reclassification of Broadband Internet Access Service Will Preserve Investment Incentives

409. In this section, we address potential effects of our classification decision on investment and innovation in the Internet ecosystem. Our classification of broadband Internet access service flows from the marketplace realities in how this service is offered.\textsuperscript{1206} In reaching these conclusions, we also consider whether the resulting regulatory environment produces beneficial conditions for investment and


\textsuperscript{1202} See CTIA Feb. 10, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 18 (also noting that providers typically treat voice minutes differently from data usage and allow users to adjust one without changing the other).

\textsuperscript{1203} \textit{Second CMRS Report and Order}, 9 FCC Rcd at 1447-48, paras. 79-80.

\textsuperscript{1204} \textit{Id.} at 1447-48, para. 80.

\textsuperscript{1205} 47 C.F.R. § 20.9(a)(14)(ii)(B).

\textsuperscript{1206} \textit{See supra} Sections IV.B., IV.C.2.
innovation while also ensuring that we are able to protect consumers and foster competition. We find that
classifying broadband Internet access service as a telecommunications service—but forbearing from
applying all but a few core provisions of Title II—strikes an appropriate balance by combining minimal
regulation with meaningful Commission oversight. This approach is based on the proven model Congress
and the Commission have applied to CMRS, under which investment has flourished.

410. Based on our review of the record, the proven application of the CMRS model, and our
predictive judgment about the future of the ecosystem under our new legal framework, we conclude that
the new framework will not have a negative impact on investment and innovation in the Internet
marketplace as a whole. As is often the case when we confront questions about the long-term effects of
our regulatory choices, the record in this proceeding presents conflicting viewpoints regarding the likely
impact of our decisions on investment. We cannot be certain which viewpoint will prove more accurate,
and no party can quantify with any reasonable degree of accuracy how either a Title I or a Title II
approach may affect future investment.\footnote{See infra paras. 415-416. Moreover, regulation is just one of many factors affecting
investment decisions.\footnote{See, e.g., Free Press Nov. 21, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 5.}}\footnote{See, e.g., Letter from Angie Kronenberg, COMPTEL, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket 14-28,
at 2 (filed Jan. 13, 2015) (COMPTEL Jan. 13, 2015 Ex Parte Letter).} Although we appreciate carriers’ concerns that our reclassification decision
could create investment-chilling regulatory burdens and uncertainty, we believe that any effects are likely
to be short term and will dissipate over time as the marketplace internalizes our Title II approach, as the
record reflects and we discuss further, below. More significantly, to the extent that our decision might in
some cases reduce providers’ investment incentives, we believe any such effects are far outweighed by
positive effects on innovation and investment in other areas of the ecosystem that our core broadband
policies will promote.\footnote{See, e.g., Charter Comments at 13, 15-16; Comcast Comments at 46-50; Verizon Comments at 57; NCTA Dec.
23, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 3-5; ACA Comments at 60-66; Alcatel-Lucent Comments at 2; AT&T Comments at 51-53; CenturyLink Comments at 5-6; Cisco Comments at 27; CTIA Comments at 46-48; Cox Comments at 34-36;
Frontier Comments at 2-4; Qualcomm Comments at 4-7; Letter from Laurence Brett Glass, d/b/a LARIAT to
Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 1 (filed Jan. 9, 2015).} Industry representatives support this judgment, stating that combined
reclassification and forbearance decisions will provide the regulatory predictability needed to spur
continued investment and innovation not only in infrastructure but also in content and applications.\footnote{See, e.g., Sprint Jan. 16, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 1 (“Sprint does not believe that a light touch application of Title II, including appropriate forbearance, would harm the continued investment in, and deployment of, mobile broadband services.”); Letter from Andrew W. Guhr, Counsel for AOL, Inc. to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28 (filed Dec. 5, 2014); COMPTEL Comments at 21-24; Vonage Reply at 32.}

411. Investment Incentives. The 2014 Open Internet NPRM generated spirited debate about
the consequences that classifying broadband Internet access service as a telecommunications service
would have for investment incentives. Opponents of reclassification assert that Title II requirements will
stifle innovation and investment.\footnote{See, e.g., Charter Comments at 13, 15-16; Comcast Comments at 46-50; Verizon Comments at 57; NCTA Dec.
23, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 3-5; ACA Comments at 60-66; Alcatel-Lucent Comments at 2; AT&T Comments at 51-53; CenturyLink Comments at 5-6; Cisco Comments at 27; CTIA Comments at 46-48; Cox Comments at 34-36;
Frontier Comments at 2-4; Qualcomm Comments at 4-7; Letter from Laurence Brett Glass, d/b/a LARIAT to
Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 1 (filed Jan. 9, 2015).} Other commenters vigorously support the opposite position,
asserting that reliance on section 706 authority to support open Internet rules is a course fraught with
prolonged uncertainty that will stifle investment and that has already had detrimental economic effects.\footnote{See, e.g., Charter Comments at 13, 15-16; Comcast Comments at 46-50; Verizon Comments at 57; NCTA Dec.
23, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 3-5; ACA Comments at 60-66; Alcatel-Lucent Comments at 2; AT&T Comments at 51-53; CenturyLink Comments at 5-6; Cisco Comments at 27; CTIA Comments at 46-48; Cox Comments at 34-36;
Frontier Comments at 2-4; Qualcomm Comments at 4-7; Letter from Laurence Brett Glass, d/b/a LARIAT to
Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 1 (filed Jan. 9, 2015).} These and other commenters claim that a cautious regulatory approach based on Title II will provide
much-needed predictability to investors and consumers alike, while ensuring that the Commission has the
statutory authority necessary to protect the open Internet, promote competition, and protect consumers.\footnote{See, e.g., Vonage Comments at 35-36; AARP Comments at 38-42.}

412. The key drivers of investment are demand and competition. Internet traffic is expected to

\footnote{See, e.g., Common Cause Comments at 13-16; WGAW Comments at 28-31; Public Knowledge Reply at 16-22; OTI Reply at 3-11; EFF Comments at 13-15; NASUCA Comments at 4-6; CDT Comments at 15-16; Cogent
Comments at 11.}
grow substantially in the coming years, and the profits associated with satisfying that growth provide a strong incentive for broadband providers to continue to invest in their networks. In addition, continuing advances in technology are lowering the cost of providing Internet access service. The possibility of enhancing profit margins can be expected to induce broadband providers to make the appropriate network investments needed to capture a reduction in costs made possible only through technological advances.

413. Competition not only creates the correct incentives for investment and promotes innovation in the broadband infrastructure needed to support robust and ubiquitous Internet access service, but also spurs innovation and investment at the “edge” of the network, where content and applications are created and deployed. As one commenter explains, “Title II promotes competitive entry in at least two ways.” First, section 224 (from which we do not forbear in the context of broadband Internet access service, as discussed below) “ensures that telecommunications carriers receive access to the poles of local exchange carriers and other utilities at just, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory rates,” an “important investment benefit that will enable those deploying fiber-to-the-home or other competitive networks to deploy more expeditiously and efficiently.” Title II also “offers other benefits at the state level, including access to public rights of way,” which some broadband providers reportedly

---

1214 See, e.g., Cisco Comments at 4-5 (stating that “[g]lobal IP traffic has increased more than fivefold in the past 5 years and will increase threefold over the next 5 years” and that it “expects traffic to grow from 16,607 petabytes of data in 2013 to 40,545 petabytes of data in 2018”); see also AARP Comments at 47-48 & fig. 2 (explaining that “[b]roadband providers have faced nearly exponential year-over-year growth in traffic flows for the entire history of the broadband market,” and that trend is expected to continue).

1215 See, e.g., AARP Comments at 48 (arguing that “[b]ecause of the ongoing growth in traffic, broadband providers have had to continuously upgrade their network’s capacity,” and “broadband providers benefit from the growth in traffic volume associated with video services as it drives end-user demand for higher-priced, higher-speed offerings”); Access Comments at 13 (“The demand for faster and better access to the internet will grow, generating more value for and a stronger incentive to invest in enhanced network capacity.”).

1216 See Free Press Comments at 94-95 n.200 (describing declining costs for cable, LEC, and wireless broadband service providers due to technological and market developments); ACI Reply, Attach., Innovation and National Broadband Policies at 16-32 (discussing technological advancements in cable, wireline, and wireless networks and describing their benefits, including improved capacity and “declining costs and rates”).


1219 Id. at 3; see also 47 U.S.C. § 224.

1220 Ammori Dec. 19, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 3-4; see also Letter from Austin C. Schlick, Director, Communications Law, Google, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 2 (explaining that reclassifying broadband Internet access service as a telecommunications service would extend the statutory right of access to utility infrastructure to all providers of these services, “regardless of what services they otherwise provide”). Conversely, ACA asserts that reclassification would result in increased pole attachment rates for many of its members, which would have the effect of lowering investment incentives both for continued investment in existing facilities and for new deployments. See ACA Comments at 62, 64, 66. We do not agree with ACA’s prediction concerning investment incentives. As we explain further below, we are committed to avoiding an outcome in which entities misinterpret today’s decision as an excuse to increase pole attachment rates of cable operators providing broadband Internet access service. It is not the Commission’s intent to see any increase in the rates for pole attachments paid by cable operators that also provide broadband Internet access service, and we caution utilities against relying on this decision to that end. See infra paras. 482-484. This Order does not itself require any party to increase the pole attachment rates it charges attachers providing broadband Internet access service, and we would consider such outcomes unacceptable as a policy matter. We will be monitoring marketplace developments following this Order and will promptly take further action in that regard if warranted. In any case, such arguments do not persuade us not to reclassify broadband Internet access service, since in reclassifying that service we simply acknowledge the reality of how it is being offered today.
utilize to deploy networks. 1221

Further, contrary to the assertions of opponents of reclassification, sensible regulation and robust investment are not mutually exclusive. 1222 The investment record of incumbent LECs since passage of the 1996 Act calls into question claims that regulation necessarily stifles investment. Indeed, it appears that AT&T, Verizon, and Qwest (now CenturyLink) increased their capital investments as a percentage of revenues immediately after the Commission expanded Title II requirements pursuant to the Telecommunications Act of 1996, 1223 while investment levels decreased after 2001, 1224 during a period when the Commission relieved providers of many unbundling requirements and other regulatory obligations. 1225 And, of course, wireline DSL was regulated as a common-carrier service until 2005—a period in the late ‘90s and the first five years of this century, which saw the highest levels of wireline broadband infrastructure investment to date. 1226 At a minimum, this evidence demonstrates that robust

---


1222 See Sprint Jan. 16, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 1 (“Sprint does not believe that a light touch application of Title II, including appropriate forbearance, would harm the continued investment in, and deployment of, mobile broadband services.”).

1223 See, e.g., Free Press Comments at 102 (arguing that “the average annual investment by telecom carriers was 55 percent higher under the period of Title II’s application than it has been in the years since the FCC removed broadband from Title II”). The 1996 Telecom Act imposed a set of new obligations on incumbent local exchange carriers, including, most importantly, the duty to provide competing carriers access to unbundled network elements at cost-based rates. See 47 U.S.C. §§ 251(c)(3), 252(d)(1). The Commission adopted rules implementing the unbundling requirements in 1996. Implementation of the Local Competition Provisions in the Telecommunications Act of 1996; Interconnection between Local Exchange Carriers and Commercial Mobile Radio Service Providers, CC Docket Nos. 96-98, 95-185, First Report and Order, 11 FCC Rcd 15499 (1996). But see Access Charge Reform, CC Docket No. 96-262, Fifth Report and Order, 14 FCC Rcd 14221 (1999) (Pricing Flexibility Order), aff’d, WorldCom v. FCC, 238 F.3d 449 (D.C. Cir. 2001) (granting carriers pricing flexibility).


investment can and does occur even when new regulations are adopted. Our conclusions are not premised on the assumption that regulation never harms investment, nor do we deny that deregulation often promotes investment; rather, we reject assertions that reclassification will substantially diminish overall broadband investment. This is further supported by examining broadband providers’ investment histories since the announcement of the Broadband Classification NOI in 2010. While the Commission did not utilize reclassification to support its 2010 Open Internet Order, it did not close the docket on the Broadband Classification NOI, indicating that reclassification remained an open question. The record demonstrates that broadband providers continued to invest, at ever increasing levels, in their networks post-2010, after which broadband providers were clearly on notice that the Commission was considering reclassifying broadband Internet access service as a telecommunications service and imposing certain Title II regulations upon them.

415. A number of market analysts concur that dire predictions of disastrous effects on investment are overblown. Although some commenters claim that then-Chairman Genachowski’s May 6, 2010 announcement that the Commission would consider adopting a Title II approach prompted analysts to downgrade the ratings of Internet access service providers and sent stock prices downward, the effect of this announcement on stock prices, if any, is by no means clear. Further, there was no appreciable movement in capital markets following substantial public discussion of the potential use of

\[^{1227}\text{See Vonage Comments at 13-15 (noting “substantial broadband network investments” by AT&T and Verizon following the release of the Internet Policy Statement).}\]

\[^{1228}\text{See, e.g., AT&T Comments at 19 (“[A]nnual investment in U.S. wireless networks grew more than 40 percent between 2009 and 2012, from $21 billion to $30 billion.” (citing “Four Years of Broadband Growth,” Office of Science and Technology Policy & The National Economic Council (June 2013), http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/broadband_report_final.pdf) (Four Years of Broadband Growth); Free State Comments at 7 n.17 ("The telecommunications and cable sector was responsible for $50.5 billion of investment, comprising more than one-third of total capital investments in the U.S. economy last year."); Verizon Comments, Lerner Declaration at 20 (citing Four Years of Broadband Growth at 4-5: “[S]ince President Obama took office in early 2009, nearly $250 billion in private capital has been invested in U.S. wired and wireless broadband networks. In just the last two years, more high-speed fiber cables have been laid in the United States than in any similar period since 2000.”); Free Press Comments at 102, 100 fig. 1 (“The data also show that the implementation of the FCC’s 2010 Open Internet Order was followed by an increase in telco capital investment. From the end of 2011 to the end of 2013 capex by the companies tracked in Figure 1 increased 7 percent (if the cable MSOs are included, the increase is 5 percent). This is noteworthy because the same warnings about the harm Title II would cause to investment were made about the Open Internet rules – predictions that were flat out wrong.").}\]

\[^{1229}\text{See, e.g., Free Press Nov. 21, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 7 n.14 (quoting J.P. Morgan, North American Equity Research, Nov. 11, 2014, Net Neutrality: Prepared for Title II but We Take Less Negative View, “[w]e wouldn’t change any of the fundamental assumptions on cable companies under our coverage under Title II, and shares are likely to rebound over time.”), id. at 7 (quoting Bernstein Research Note, Nov. 17, 2014: “We note that during the three years in which the 2010 rules were in place while Verizon pursued its (unnecessary) litigation there did not appear to be any effect on investment decisions from the resulting litigation uncertainty. Further, the evidence carries produce to support their argument that Title II classification will reduce investment tends to consist of commentary from analysts and network-equipment suppliers, as well as the results of their own discretionary choices. . . .”).}\]

\[^{1230}\text{Free Press explains that following the announcement of the 2010 Broadband Classification NOI, “[m]ost of the ISP stocks barely moved from this announcement. Verizon and AT&T each fell 2 percent. Cable stocks did drop more (on substantially higher volume), but this was primarily due to . . . over-valuation of these stocks following better-than-expected Q1 earnings reports. This was compounded by the broader market concerns stemming from the EU debt crisis.” Free Press Comments at 114. In the months following the announcement the “ILECs, Cable and Wireless companies were outperforming the broader market, and vastly outperforming the edge companies’ stocks. Comcast was the only ISP in negative territory, yet still outperformed the broader market. And its issues were more related to the merger than the [NOI].” Id. at 117-118.}\]
What is clear from this debate is that stock price fluctuations can be caused by many different factors and are susceptible to various interpretations. Accordingly, we find unpersuasive the arguments that Title II classification would have a negative impact on stock value.

416. Tellingly, major infrastructure providers have indicated that they will in fact continue to invest under the framework we adopt, despite suggesting otherwise in their filed comments in this proceeding. For example, Sprint asserts in a letter in this proceeding that “[s]o long as the FCC continues to allow wireless carriers to manage our networks and differentiate our products, Sprint will continue to invest in data networks regardless of whether they are regulated by Title II, Section 706, or some other light touch regulatory regime.” It adds that “Sprint does not believe that a light touch application of Title II, including appropriate forbearance, would harm the continued investment in, and deployment of, mobile broadband services.” Verizon’s chief financial officer, Francis Shammo, told investors in a conference call in response to a question about the effect of “this move to Title II,” that “I mean to be real clear, I mean this does not influence the way we invest. I mean we’re going to continue to invest in our networks and our platforms, both in Wireless and Wireline FiOS and where we need to. So nothing will influence that. I mean if you think about it, look, I mean we were born out of a highly regulated company, so we know how this operates.”


1232 At any moment in time, the price of a stock reflects the market’s valuation of the cash-flow-generating capability of the firm. Because a firm’s cash flow is based on a multitude of factors, it is improper to infer that observed stock price changes reflect the market’s belief that infrastructure investment will decline.


1235 Id. at 1.

1236 Id. at 1.
Today’s Order addressing forbearance from Title II and accompanying rules for BIAS will resolve concerns about uncertainty regarding the application of Title II to these services, which some argue could chill investment. By grounding our regulatory authority on firm statutory footing and defining the scope of our intended regulation, our decision establishes the regulatory predictability needed by all sectors of the Internet industry to facilitate prudent business planning, without imposing undue burdens that might interfere with entrepreneurial opportunities. Moreover, the forbearance we grant today is broad in scope and extends to obligations that might be viewed as characteristic of “utility-style” regulation. In particular, we forbear from imposing last-mile unbundling requirements, a regulatory obligation that several commenters argue has led to depressed investment in the European broadband marketplace. As such, we disagree with commenters who assert that classification of BIAS as a telecommunications service would chill investment due to fears that future Commissions will reverse our forbearance decision, and that forbearance will engender protracted litigation.

Some opponents argue that classifying broadband Internet access services as telecommunications services will necessarily lead to regulation of Internet backbone services, CDNs, and edge services, compounding the suppressive effects on investment and innovation throughout the ecosystem. Our findings today regarding the changed broadband market and services offered are specific to the manner in which these particular broadband Internet access services are offered, marketed, and networks. See Brian Fung, Did Congress, the media and the FCC all misunderstand what Verizon said on net neutrality? Verizon thinks so, Washington Post, Jan. 23, 2014, available at http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/the-switch/wp/2015/01/23/did-congress-the-media-and-the-fcc-all-misunderstand-what-verizon-said-on-net-neutrality-verizon-thinks-so/. See infra Section V. But see NASUCA Comments at 12 (noting that “litigation is inevitable no matter which direction the Commission chooses” and arguing that “[t]he Commission is far more likely to avoid reversal by the courts if it adopts an open Internet regime based on reclassifying broadband as Title II”); CCIA Nov. 19, 2014 Ex Parte Letter (“The group also discussed the inevitable litigation that will ensue no matter what open Internet rules the Commission adopts.”).


See, e.g., Verizon Comments at 68; AT&T Comments at 67-68 (arguing that broadband service providers “would be kept in a constant state of regulatory uncertainty” because forbearance decisions “are not irreversible”); Ericsson Comments at 12 (“[T]he potential for reversals of forbearance decisions based on shifts in political winds and accompanying Commission leadership changes would deter investment in the short and long term.”); Alcatel-Lucent Comments at 13 (“It could take years for the Commission to sort through which Title II requirements should apply to broadband, and the inevitable legal appeals would only prolong a state of regulatory instability.”); ARRIS Comments at 11-12; CTIA Oct. 17, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 5. Other commenters also wrongly suggest that we plan to apply “old world” common carrier rules to Internet access service, conjuring the specter of pervasive and intrusive cost-of-service rate regulation. See, e.g., Consumer Electronics Association Comments at 13; Yoo Dec. 22, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 6; GSM Comments at 10-11.

See, e.g., Ericsson Comments at 12; Alcatel-Lucent Comments at 2; AT&T Comments at 4-5; Verizon Comments at 55; NCTA Dec. 23, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 7; CBIT Reply at 27; Cisco Comments at 27; Letter from John Mayo, Exec. Director, Georgetown Center for Business and Public Policy to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28 (filed Jan. 16, 2015), Attach. Anna-Maria Kovacs, Regulatory Uncertainty: The FCC’s Open Internet Docket, at 6-7 (Jan. 2015).
and function.\textsuperscript{1243} We do not make findings with regard to the other services, offerings, and entities over which commenters raise concern, and in fact explicitly exclude such services from our definition of broadband Internet access services.\textsuperscript{1244}

419. CALinnovates submitted a commissioned White Paper by NERA Economic Consulting, asserting that reclassification will have a strong negative effect on innovation (with associated harms to investment and employment).\textsuperscript{1245} The White Paper asserts that small edge providers will be harmed by reclassification, as Title II provisions “will serve to increase the capital costs for innovators both directly and indirectly as well as to foster the sort of regulatory uncertainty that deters investors from ever investing.”\textsuperscript{1246} We disagree. The White Paper assumes that broadband Internet access services will be subject to the full scope of Title II provisions, and ascribes increased costs to regulatory uncertainty. As discussed below,\textsuperscript{1247} we forbear from application of many of Title II’s provisions to broadband Internet access services, and in doing so, provide the regulatory certainty necessary to continued investment and innovation. We also reject the argument, set forth by the Phoenix Center, that reclassification would require broadband providers “to create, and then tariff, a termination service for Internet content under Section 203 of the Communications Act.”\textsuperscript{1248}

420. US Telecom submitted a study finding that under Title II regulation, wireline broadband providers are likely to invest significantly less than they would absent Title II regulation over the next five years, putting at risk much of the large capital investments that will be needed to meet the expected increases in demand for data service.\textsuperscript{1249} The study contains several substantial analytical flaws which call its conclusions into question. First, the study inaccurately assumes that no wireless services are Title II services.\textsuperscript{1250} In fact, wireless voice service is subject to Title II with forbearance, similar to the approach that we adopt here for BIAS. Second, the empirical models in the study incorrectly leave out factors that are important determinants of the dependent variables. For example, the level of the firm’s demand for wireline services and its predicted rate of growth are left out as factors that clearly should be considered as determinants of wireline capital expenditures in Table 1.\textsuperscript{1251} The statistical models in the paper are thus forced to either over- or under-estimate the role of the variables that are considered in the study, and as a result the predicted level of wireline investment subject to Title II regulation and its predicted rate of growth are not correct. We also agree with Free Press’ argument that the study ignores the reality that once last-mile networks are built, the substantial initial investment has already been outlayed. For example, for the authors to observe that there was less investment in wireline networks than in wireless networks following the 2009 recession merely observes that wireline networks were largely constructed prior to 2009, while mobile wireless data networks were not.\textsuperscript{1252} Further, as Free Press asserts, the study ignores evidence of massive network investments by incumbent LECs in the

\footnotesize{
\textsuperscript{1243} See supra Section IV.C.2.
\textsuperscript{1244} See supra Section IV.C.1.
\textsuperscript{1245} See CALinnovates Reply, Attach. NERA Economic Consulting, Economic Repercussions of Applying Title II to Internet Services at 2 (NERA White Paper).
\textsuperscript{1246} NERA White Paper at 22.
\textsuperscript{1247} See infra Section V.
\textsuperscript{1248} See Digital Policy Institute Reply, Attach. at 4 (George S. Ford and Lawrence J. Spiwak, Phoenix Center Policy Bulletin No. 36, Tariffing Internet Termination: Pricing Implications of Classifying Broadband as a Title II Telecommunications Service (Sept. 2014) (Phoenix Center Policy Bulletin No. 36)) (emphasis omitted).
\textsuperscript{1250} Free Press Nov. 21, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 1.
\textsuperscript{1251} See USTelecom Study at 13, Tbl. 1.
\textsuperscript{1252} Free Press Nov. 21, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 2.
}
Ethernet market, which is regulated under Title II.\textsuperscript{1253} The US Telecom study also did not factor in the potential effect of forbearance on investment decisions. We are thus unpersuaded that this study is determinative regarding the effect that reclassification will have on investment.

421. **CMRS, Enterprise Broadband, and Voluntary Title II.** Our conclusions are further borne out in examining the market for those services that are already subject to Title II. The Commission’s experience with CMRS, to which Title II explicitly applies, demonstrates that application of Title II is not inconsistent with robust investment in a service.\textsuperscript{1254} The sizable investments made by CMRS providers, who operate under a market-based Title II regulatory regime, allow us to predict with ample confidence that our narrowly circumscribed application of Title II to broadband Internet access service will not cripple the regulated industries or deprive consumers of the benefits of continued investment and innovation in network infrastructure and Internet applications.

422. In 1993, Congress established a new regulatory framework for CMRS by giving the Commission the authority to forbear from applying any provision of Title II to CMRS except sections 201, 202, or 208.\textsuperscript{1255} Congress prescribed the standard for forbearance in terms nearly identical to the standard it later adopted for common carriage services in the Telecommunications Act of 1996.\textsuperscript{1256} In 1994, the Commission implemented its new authority by forbearing from applying sections 203, 204, 205, 211, 212, and portions of 214,\textsuperscript{1257} thereby relieving providers of the burdens associated with the filing of tariffs, Commission investigation of new and existing rates, rate prescription and refund orders, regulations governing interlocking directorates, and regulatory control of market entry and exit. CMRS providers remain subject to the remaining provisions in Parts I and II of Title II. Recognizing that the “continued success of the mobile telecommunications industry is significantly linked to the ongoing flow of investment capital into the industry,” the Commission sought to ensure that its policies fostered robust investment, and it chose a regulatory path intended to establish “a stable, predictable regulatory environment that facilitates prudent business planning.”\textsuperscript{1258}

423. Mobile providers have thrived under a market-based Title II regime. During the period between 1993 and the end of 2009, while mobile voice was the primary driver of mobile revenues, wireless subscriber growth grew over 1600 percent, with more than 285 million subscribers at the end of 2009.\textsuperscript{1260} Industry revenues increased from $10.9 billion in 1993 to over $152 billion—a 1300 percent increase.\textsuperscript{1261} Further, between 1993 and 2009, the industry invested more than $271 billion in building

\textsuperscript{1253} Id. at 2-3. Free Press asserts that Verizon “long ago stopped investing in residential fiber,” even while its retail broadband service offerings have been classified as an information service, and AT&T “never bothered to deploy retail fiber-to-the-home services.” Free Press Nov. 14, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 4.

\textsuperscript{1254} See, e.g., WGAW Reply at 34-35.

\textsuperscript{1255} Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993, Pub. L. No. 103-66, § 6002(b), codified at 47 U.S.C. § 332(c). As discussed above, the Act defines CMRS as “any mobile service . . . that is provided for profit and makes interconnected service available (A) to the public or (B) to such classes of eligible users as to be effectively available to a substantial portion of the public.” 47 U.S.C. § 332(d)(1). “Interconnected service” is “service that is interconnected with the public switched network.” 47 U.S.C. § 332(d)(2). This statutory framework, set forth in section 332 of the Communications Act, also preempts State or local government regulation of CMRS rates and entry, but permits State or local regulation of other CMRS terms and conditions. 47 U.S.C. § 332(c)(3).


\textsuperscript{1257} Implementation of Sections 3(n) and 323 of the Communications Act; Regulatory Treatment of Mobile Services, GN Docket No. 93-252, Second Report and Order, 9 FCC Rcd 1411 (1994), corrected, 9 FCC Rcd 2156 (Wireless Forbearance Order), order on reconsideration, 10 FCC Rcd 7824 (1995) (clarifying preemption standard); see also 47 U.S.C. §§ 203, 204, 205, 211, 212, 214.

\textsuperscript{1258} Wireless Forbearance Order, 9 FCC Rcd at 1510-11, para. 272.

\textsuperscript{1259} Id. at 1421, para. 22.


\textsuperscript{1261} Id. at 76.
out their wireless networks, which was in addition to monies spent acquiring spectrum.\textsuperscript{1262} Verizon Wireless, in particular, has invested tens of billions of dollars in deploying mobile wireless services since being subject to the 700 MHz C Block open access rules, which overlap in significant parts with the open Internet rules we adopt today.\textsuperscript{1263} Similarly, during this period, the wireless industry built nearly 235,000 cell sites across the country—more than an 1800 percent increase over the approximately 13,000 sites at the end of 1993.\textsuperscript{1264} Wireless voice service is now available to over 99.9 percent of the U.S. population.\textsuperscript{1265} More than 99.4 percent of subscribers are served by at least two providers, and more than 96 percent are served by at least three providers.\textsuperscript{1266} Finally, the recent AWS auction, conducted under the specter of Title II regulation, generated bids (net of bidding credits) of more than $41 billion—demonstrating that robust investment is not inconsistent with a light-touch Title II regime.\textsuperscript{1267} Fears that our classification decision will lead to excessive regulation of Internet access service should be dispelled by our record of regulating the wireless voice industry for nearly twenty years under Title II.

424. In addition, the key provisions of Title II apply to certain enterprise broadband services. In a series of forbearance orders in 2007 and 2008, the Commission forbore from application of a number of Title II’s provisions to AT&T, Qwest, Embarq, and Frontier.\textsuperscript{1268} Since that time, those services have been subject to sections 201, 202, and 208, as well as certain other provisions that the Commission determined were in the public interest. AT&T has recently called this framework an “unqualified regulatory success story,” and claimed that these services “represent the epicenter of broadband

\textsuperscript{1262} Id. at 97. We note that Verizon argues that wireless investment began increasing around 2003 due to growth in mobile broadband, and disputes the idea that this investment was driven by CMRS voice services. See Letter from William H. Johnson, Vice President and Associate General Counsel, Verizon, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, Federal Communications Commission, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 2-4 (filed Feb. 19, 2015); O’Rielly Dissent at 6 & n.17. However, given that mobile broadband was not classified as a Title I information service until 2007, it is not clear the extent to which increases in investment before then can be attributed to a non-CMRS regulatory environment. Furthermore, voice service has continued to account for a significant portion of revenues. See CTIA, Annual Wireless Industry Survey (2014) at 84; see also Bank of America/Merrill Lynch Global Wireless Matrix 4Q14 at 274 (reporting that data revenues represented only 40.7 percent of total service revenues reported in 2014 in the US). Free Press cites data showing substantial investment growth in the late 1990s (a time of increased demand for voice services) and the late 2000s to present (a period of increased smartphone use). See Letter from Derek Turner, Research Director, Free Press, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, Federal Communications Commission, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 2-4 (filed Feb. 23, 2015). During the latter years, as discussed above, Verizon’s LTE network was subject to openness rules imposed by spectrum licensing conditions. Regardless of which assumptions are made, it is clear that there has been substantial network investment by mobile wireless providers during a significant period of time in which these providers’ services have been subject to Title II regulation or openness requirements. Indeed, the data suggest that network investments have been driven more by overall market conditions, including consumer demand, than by the particular regulatory framework in place. See id. at 3.


\textsuperscript{1264} Id. at 107.

\textsuperscript{1265} Seventeenth Annual Wireless Competition Report, 29 FCC Rcd at 15333, para. 47.

\textsuperscript{1266} Id. at 15334, Chart III.A.1.


investment that the Commission’s national broadband policies seek to promote.”

The record does not evince any evidence that continued “light touch” Title II regulation has hindered investment in these services.

425. We observe that Title II currently applies not just to interconnected mobile voice and data services and to enterprise broadband services, but also the wired broadband offerings of more than 1000 rural local exchange carriers (LECs) that voluntarily offer their DSL and fiber broadband services as common carrier offerings “in order to participate in National Exchange Carrier Association (NECA) tariff pools, which allow small carriers to spread costs and risks amongst themselves,” without harmful effects on investment.\textsuperscript{1270} As NTCA, which represents many of these entities, explained, “[c]ontrary to the dire, and somewhat hyperbolic, predictions of a few, the application of Title II only and strictly to the transport and transmission component underpinning retail broadband service will not cause investment in broadband networks and the services that ride atop them to grind to a halt. To the contrary, a continued lack of clear ‘rules of the road’ is far more likely to have a deleterious effect on investment nationwide by providers large and small.”\textsuperscript{1271} Thus, we disagree with assertions by the American Cable Association that “Title II ‘reclassification’ or partial ‘classification’ of broadband Internet access service would have immediate and disastrous economic consequences for small and medium-sized ISPs.”\textsuperscript{1272}

D. Judicial Estoppel Does Not Apply Here

426. Finally, we reject the argument that we are judicially estopped from finding that broadband Internet access service is a telecommunications service. Judicial estoppel is an equitable doctrine that courts may invoke at their discretion to prevent a party that prevailed on an issue in one case from taking a contrary position in another case.\textsuperscript{1273} Several commenters contend that because the Commission successfully argued before the Supreme Court in \textit{Brand X} that cable modem service is an information service, the Commission is judicially estopped from finding that broadband Internet access service is a telecommunications service.\textsuperscript{1274}

427. We disagree. Although the Supreme Court has not adopted a blanket rule barring estoppel against the government, if it exists at all it is “hen’s teeth rare.”\textsuperscript{1275} Judicial estoppel may be

\textsuperscript{1269} See Marvin Ammori Dec. 19, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 6 (citing AT&T Comments, WC Docket No. 05-25, RM-10593, at 3 (filed Apr. 16, 2013)); see also Free Press Reply at 29.

\textsuperscript{1270} Free Press Comments at 46; see also Free Press Reply at 30; NTCA Comments at 9; \textit{Wireline Broadband Classification Order}, 20 FCC Rcd at 14900-903, paras. 89-95. See \textit{Wireline Broadband Classification Order}, 20 FCC Rcd at 14901, para. 90 (“[P]roviders of wireline broadband Internet access service that offer [broadband Internet access] transmission as a telecommunications service after the effective date of this Order may do so on a permissive detariffing basis.”); \textit{id}. at 14901, n.270 (“For example, Qwest has indicated that it may continue offering a common carrier DSL transmission service to end users (i.e., its current retail ‘DSL+’ transmission service) . . .”). As discussed above, see Section IV.C.1., the broadband Internet access service we define today is itself a transmission service. We disagree with the argument that in classifying BIAS, rather than a transmission “component” of BIAS, we are diverging from prior precedent regarding these DSL services and what the Justices were debating in \textit{Brand X}. See \textit{Pai} Dissent at 40-42. Whether we refer to that function as “access,” “connectivity,” or “transmission,” we have defined BIAS today such that it is the capability to send and receive packets to all or substantially all Internet endpoints. See \textit{supra} Section IV.C.1. Thus, the service we define and classify today is the same transmission service as that discussed in prior Commission orders.

\textsuperscript{1271} NTCA Reply at 10.

\textsuperscript{1272} ACA Comments at 44; see also id. at 62-66; Letter from Brian Gray, Connectivity Manager, Joink, LLC to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 2 (filed Feb. 2, 2015).

\textsuperscript{1273} See \textit{New Hampshire v. Maine}, 532 U.S. 742, 749-50 (2001); \textit{Pegram v. Herdrich}, 530 U.S. 211, 227 n.8 (2000) (explaining that judicial estoppel “generally prevents a party from prevailing in one phase of a case on an argument and then relying on a contradictory argument to prevail in another phase”).

\textsuperscript{1274} See, e.g., US Telecom Comments at 28-31; Alcatel-Lucent Comments at 12.

\textsuperscript{1275} \textit{Costa v. INS}, 233 F.3d 31, 38 (1st Cir. 2000); see also \textit{OPM v. Richmond}, 496 U.S. 414, 422 (1990) (noting that the Supreme Court has reversed every finding of estoppel against the government that it has reviewed); \textit{Heckler v.}
invoked against the government only when “it conducts what ‘appears to be a knowing assault upon the integrity of the judicial system,’” such as when the inconsistent positions are tantamount to a knowing misrepresentation or even fraud upon the court. Judicial estoppel will not be applied when the shift in position “is the result of a change in public policy.”

428. In *Brand X*, the Supreme Court confirmed not only that an administrative agency can change its interpretation of an ambiguous statute, but that it “must consider varying interpretations and the wisdom of its policy on a continuing basis.” Following that directive, we have reexamined the Commission’s prior classification decisions and now conclude that broadband Internet access service is a telecommunications service. This Declaratory Ruling is the result of what we believe to be the better reading of the Communications Act under current factual and legal circumstances; it manifestly is not the product of fraud or other egregious misconduct.

429. Moreover, judicial estoppel does not apply unless a party’s current position is “clearly inconsistent” with its position in an earlier legal proceeding. In the *Brand X* litigation and now, the Commission has consistently maintained the position that the relevant statutory provisions are susceptible to more than one reasonable interpretation. Counsel for the Commission argued in *Brand X* that the Commission reasonably construed ambiguous statutory language in finding that cable modem service is an information service. The Supreme Court agreed and deferred to the Commission’s judgment, but recognized that a contrary interpretation also would be permissible: “[O]ur conclusion that it is reasonable to read the Communications Act to classify cable modem service solely as an ‘information service’ leaves untouched Portland’s holding that the Commission’s interpretation is not the best reading of the statute.” Although we respect the Commission’s prior classification decisions and the policy considerations underlying them, we believe the better view at this time is that broadband Internet access is a telecommunications service as defined in the Act. Because our decision does not result in “the perversion of the judicial process,” judicial estoppel should not be applied here.

E. State and Local Regulation of Broadband Services

430. We reject the argument that “potential state tax implications” counsel against the classification of broadband Internet access service as a telecommunications service. Our classification

---

1276 *United States v. Owens*, 54 F.3d 271, 275 (6th Cir. 1995) (quoting *Reynolds v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue*, 861 F.2d 469, 474 (6th Cir. 1988)).

1277 *Chao v. Roy’s Construction, Inc.*, 517 F.3d 180, 186 n.5 (3d Cir. 2008); see also *United States v. Williams*, 612 F.3d 500, 513-14 (6th Cir. 2010); *Morris Communications, Inc. v. FCC*, 566 F.3d 184, 191 (D.C. Cir. 2009) (equitable estoppel may be applied only if the government “engaged in affirmative misconduct,” such as “misrepresentation or concealment”).

1278 *United States v. Owens*, 54 F.3d at 275; see also *New Hampshire v. Maine*, 532 U.S. at 755.

1279 *Brand X*, 545 U.S. at 981 (quoting *Chevron*, 467 U.S. at 863-64) (emphasis added); see also *Verizon*, 740 F.3d at 636.


1282 *Brand X*, 545 U.S. at 985-86 (emphasis in original).

1283 *New Hampshire v. Maine*, 532 U.S. at 750 (quoting *In re Cassidy*, 892 F.2d 627, 641 (7th Cir. 1990)).

of broadband Internet access service as a telecommunications service appropriately derives from the factual characteristics of these services as they exist and are offered today. At any rate, we observe that the recently reauthorized Internet Tax Freedom Act (ITFA) prohibits states and localities from imposing “[t]axes on Internet access.”1285 This prohibition applies notwithstanding our regulatory classification of broadband Internet access service.1286 Indeed, the legislative history of ITFA emphasizes that Congress drafted its definition of “Internet access” to be independent of the regulatory classification determination in order to “clarify that all transmission components of Internet access, regardless of the regulatory treatment of the underlying platform, are covered under the ITFA’s Internet tax moratorium.”1287

431. Today, we reaffirm the Commission’s longstanding conclusion that broadband Internet access service is jurisdictionally interstate for regulatory purposes.1288 As a general matter, mixed-jurisdiction services are typically subject to dual federal/state jurisdiction, except where it is impossible or impractical to separate the service’s intrastate from interstate components and the state regulation of the intrastate component interferes with valid federal rules or policies.1289 With respect to broadband Internet access services, the Commission has previously found that, “[a]lthough . . . broadband Internet access service traffic may include an intrastate component, . . . broadband Internet access service is properly
considered jurisdictionally interstate for regulatory purposes.” The Commission thus has evaluated possible state regulations of broadband Internet access service to guard against any conflict with federal law. Though we adopt some changes to the legal framework regulating broadband, the Commission has consistently applied this jurisdictional conclusion to broadband Internet access services, and we see no basis in the record to deviate from this established precedent. The “Internet’s inherently global and open architecture” enables edge providers to serve content through a multitude of distributed origination points, making end-to-end jurisdictional analysis extremely difficult—if not impossible—when the services at issue involve the Internet.

432. We also make clear that the states are bound by our forbearance decisions today. Under section 10(e), “[a] State commission may not continue to apply or enforce any provision” from which the Commission has granted forbearance. With respect to universal service, we conclude that the imposition of state-level contributions on broadband providers that do not presently contribute would be inconsistent with our decision at the present time to forbear from mandatory federal USF contributions, and therefore we preempt any state from imposing any new state USF contributions on broadband—at least until the Commission rules on whether to provide for such contributions. We recognize that section 254 expressly contemplates that states will take action to preserve and advance universal service, but as discussed below, our actions in this regard will benefit from further deliberation.

433. Finally, we announce our firm intention to exercise our preemption authority to preclude states from imposing obligations on broadband service that are inconsistent with the carefully tailored regulatory scheme we adopt in this Order. While we establish a comprehensive regulatory framework governing broadband Internet access services nationwide today, situations may nonetheless arise where federal and state actions regarding broadband conflict. The Commission has used preemption to protect federal interests when a state regulation conflicts with federal rules or policies, and we intend to exercise this authority to preempt any state regulations which conflict with this comprehensive regulatory

1290 NARUC Broadband Data Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 5054, para. 8 n.24 (citing GTE Order, 13 FCC Rcd at 22475, para. 16).
1291 See generally, e.g., NARUC Broadband Data Order, 25 FCC Rcd 5051.
1292 See, e.g., Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling, 17 FCC Rcd at 4832, para. 59; Wireless Broadband Classification Order, 22 FCC Rcd at 5911, para. 28; BPL-Enabled Broadband Order, 21 FCC Rcd at 13288, para. 11.
1293 See, e.g., Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling, 17 FCC Rcd at 4832, para. 59 (using the end-to-end analysis to determine that cable modem Internet access service is jurisdictionally interstate); GTE Order, 13 FCC Rcd 22466 (finding GTE’s ADSL service to be properly tariffed as an interstate service).
1295 47 U.S.C. § 254(f). Preemptive delay of state and local regulations is appropriate when the Commission determines that such action best serves federal communications policies. See, e.g., New York State Comm’n on Cable Television v. FCC, 669 F.2d 58, 66 (2d Cir. 1982) (affirming delay of state regulation to comport with Commission policy) (citing Brookland Cable TV, Inc. v. Kelly, 573 F.2d 765 (2d Cir.) cert denied, 441 U.S. 904 (1978); NARUC 1, 525 F.2d at 646). We note that we are not aware of any current state assessment of broadband providers for state universal service funds, as we understand that those carriers that have chosen voluntarily to offer Internet transmission as a Title II service classify such revenues as 100 percent interstate.
1296 See infra Section V.C.1.d.
1297 See infra Section V.
1298 We note also that we do not believe that the classification decision made herein would serve as justification for a state or local franchising authority to require a party with a franchise to operate a “cable system” (as defined in Section 602 of the Act) to obtain an additional or modified franchise in connection with the provision of broadband Internet access service, or to pay any new franchising fees in connection with the provision of such services. See, e.g., Letter from Matthew A. Brill, Counsel for NCTA, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC at 3 (filed Feb. 4, 2015) (“[I]t would be inappropriate for franchising authorities to require additional franchises, fees, or concessions for the provision of broadband Internet access service by a provider that already has a franchise, either through service regulation or claimed regulation of broadband equipment that adds no appreciable burden to the rights of way.”).
scheme or other federal law. For example, should a state elect to restrict entry into the broadband market through certification requirements or regulate the rates of broadband Internet access service through tariffs or otherwise, we expect that we would preempt such state regulations as in conflict with our regulations. While we necessarily proceed on a case-by-case basis in light of the fact specific nature of particular preemption inquiries, we will act promptly, whenever necessary, to prevent state regulations that would conflict with the federal regulatory framework or otherwise frustrate federal broadband policies.

V. ORDER: FORBEARANCE FOR BROADBAND INTERNET ACCESS SERVICES

434. Having classified broadband Internet access service as a telecommunications service, we now consider whether the Commission should grant forbearance as to any of the resulting requirements of the Act or Commission rules. As proposed in the 2014 Open Internet NPRM, we do not forbear from sections 201, 202, and 208, along with key enforcement authority under the Act, both as a basis of authority for adopting open Internet rules as well as for the additional protections those provisions directly provide. As discussed below, we also do not forbear from certain provisions in the context of broadband Internet access service to protect customer privacy, advance access for persons with disabilities, and foster network deployment. Because we believe that those protections and our open Internet rules collectively will strike the right balance at this time of minimizing the burdens on broadband providers while still adequately protecting the public, particularly given the objectives of section 706 of the 1996 Act, we otherwise grant substantial forbearance.

A. Forbearance Framework

435. Section 10 provides that the Commission “shall” forbear from applying any regulation or provision of the Communications Act to telecommunications carriers or telecommunications services if the Commission determines that:

(1) enforcement of such regulation or provision is not necessary to ensure that the charges, practices, classifications, or regulations by, for, or in connection with that telecommunications carrier or telecommunications service are just and reasonable and are not unjustly or unreasonably discriminatory;

(2) enforcement of such regulation or provision is not necessary for the protection of consumers; and

(3) forbearance from applying such provision or regulation is consistent with the public interest.1300

See, e.g., Computer & Commc’ns Indus. Ass’n v. FCC, 693 F.2d 198, 214 (D.C. Cir. 1982) (“Courts have consistently held that when state regulation of intrastate equipment or facilities would interfere with achievement of a federal regulatory goal, the Commission’s jurisdiction is paramount and conflicting state regulations must necessarily yield to the federal regulatory scheme.”); see also, e.g., Minnesota Pub. Utilities Comm’n v. FCC, 483 F.3d 570, 580 (8th Cir. 2007) (“Competition and deregulation are valid federal interests the FCC may protect through preemption of state regulation.”); Pub. Util. Comm’n of Texas v. FCC, 886 F.2d 1325, 1334 (D.C. Cir. 1989); Nat’l Ass’n of Regulatory Util. Comm’rs v. FCC, 737 F.2d 1095, 1114 (D.C. Cir. 1984).

1300 47 U.S.C. § 160(a). “In making the determination under subsection (a)(3) [that forbearance is in the public interest,] the Commission shall consider whether forbearance from enforcing the provision or regulation will promote competitive market conditions, including the extent to which such forbearance will enhance competition among providers of telecommunications services. If the Commission determines that such forbearance will promote competition among providers of telecommunications services, that determination may be the basis for a Commission finding that forbearance is in the public interest.” Id. § 160(b). In addition, “[a] State commission may not continue to apply or enforce any provision” from which the Commission has granted forbearance under section 10. 47 U.S.C. § 160(c). For the same reasons set forth herein with respect to the forbearance granted under our section 10(a) analysis, forbearance from those same provisions and regulations in the case of the mobile broadband Internet access
436. The Commission previously has considered whether a current need exists for a rule in evaluating whether a rule is “necessary” under the first two prongs of the three-part section 10 forbearance test.\(^{1301}\) In particular, the current need analysis assists in interpreting the word “necessary” in sections 10(a)(1) and 10(a)(2). For those portions of our forbearance analysis that do require us to assess whether a rule is necessary, the D.C. Circuit concluded that “it is reasonable to construe ‘necessary’ as referring to the existence of a strong connection between what the agency has done by way of regulation and what the agency permissibly sought to achieve with the disputed regulation.”\(^{1302}\) In contrast, section 10(a)(3) requires the Commission to consider whether forbearance is consistent with the public interest, an inquiry that also may include other considerations.\(^{1303}\)

437. Also central to our analysis, section 706 of the 1996 Act “explicitly directs the FCC to ‘utiliz[e]’ forbearance to ‘encourage the deployment on a reasonable and timely basis of advanced telecommunications capability to all Americans.’”\(^{1304}\) In its most recent Broadband Progress Report, the Commission found “that broadband is not being deployed to all Americans in a reasonable and timely fashion.”\(^{1305}\) This, in turn, triggers a duty under section 706 for the Commission to “take immediate action to accelerate deployment.”\(^{1306}\) Within the statutory framework that Congress established, the Commission “possesses significant, albeit not unfettered, authority and discretion to settle on the best regulatory or deregulatory approach to broadband.”\(^{1307}\)

438. This proceeding is unlike typical forbearance proceedings in that, often, a petitioner files a petition seeking relief pursuant to section 10(c).\(^{1308}\) In such proceedings, “the petitioner bears the burden of proof—that is, of providing convincing analysis and evidence to support its petition for forbearance.”\(^{1309}\) However, under section 10, the Commission also may forbear on its own motion.\(^{1310}\) Because the Commission is forbearing on its own motion, it is not governed by its procedural rules insofar as they apply, by their terms, to section 10(c) petitions for forbearance.\(^{1311}\) Further, the fact that

---

\(^{1301}\) Petition of AT&T Inc. for Forbearance under 47 U.S.C. § 160 from Enforcement of Certain of the Commission’s Cost Assignment Rules, WC Docket Nos. 07-21, 05-342, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 23 FCC Rcd 7302, 7314, para. 20 (2008) (AT&T Cost Assignment Forbearance Order) (concluding that a rule is not “necessary” under section 10(a)(1) where there is not a current need, and citing Cellular Telecommunications & Internet Ass’n v. FCC, 330 F.3d 502, 512 (D.C. Cir. 2003), which was interpreting the term “necessary” in the context of section 10(a)(2)).

\(^{1302}\) AT&T Cost Assignment Forbearance Order, 23 FCC Rcd at 7314, para. 20 (citing Cellular Telecommunications & Internet Ass’n v. FCC, 330 F.3d 502, 512 (2003) (evaluating the Commission’s interpretation of section 10(a)(2) under Chevron step 2)).

\(^{1303}\) See AT&T Cost Assignment Forbearance Order, 23 FCC Rcd at 7321, para. 32 (forbearing “because there is no current, federal need for the [rules in question] in these circumstances, and the section 10 criteria otherwise are met”) (emphasis added).

\(^{1304}\) EarthLink v. FCC, 462 F.3d 1, 8-9 (D.C. Cir. 2006) (alteration in original).

\(^{1305}\) 2015 Broadband Progress Report at para. 4.

\(^{1306}\) Id. at para. 12.

\(^{1307}\) Ad Hoc Telecommunications Users Committee v. FCC, 572 F.3d 903, 906-07 (D.C. Cir. 2009).

\(^{1308}\) 47 U.S.C. § 160(c).

\(^{1309}\) Petition to Establish Procedural Requirements to Govern Proceedings for Forbearance Under Section 10 of the Communications Act, as Amended, WC Docket No. 07-267, Report and Order, 24 FCC Rcd 9543, 9554–55, para. 20 (2009) (Forbearance Procedures Order). This burden of proof “encompasses both the burden of production and the burden of persuasion.” Id. at 9556, para. 21. Thus, in addition to stating a prima facie case in support of forbearance, “the petitioner’s evidence and analysis must withstand the evidence and analysis propounded by those opposing the petition for forbearance.” Id.


\(^{1311}\) 47 C.F.R. §§ 1.53-1.59. We thus also reject criticisms of possible forbearance based on arguments that the 2014 Open Internet NPRM would not satisfy those rules. See, e.g., Letter from Earl Comstock, et al. Counsel for Full Service Network and TruConnect, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 6-10, 14 (filed
the Commission may adopt a rule placing the burden on a party filing a section 10(c) petition for forbearance in implementing an ambiguous statutory provision in section 10 of the Act,\textsuperscript{1312} does not require the Commission to assume that burden where it forbears on its own motion, and we reject suggestions to the contrary.\textsuperscript{1313} Because the Commission is not responding to a petition under section 10(c), we conduct our forbearance analysis under the general reasoned decision making requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act, without the burden of proof requirements that section 10(c) petitioners face. We conclude that the analysis below readily satisfies both the standards of section 10\textsuperscript{1314} and the reasoned decision making requirements of the APA\textsuperscript{1315} and thus reject claims that broad forbearance accompanying classification decisions necessarily would be arbitrary and capricious.\textsuperscript{1316}

439. We reject arguments suggesting that persuasive evidence of competition is a necessary prerequisite to granting forbearance under section 10 even if the section 10 criteria otherwise are met.\textsuperscript{1317} For example, the Commission has in the past granted forbearance from particular provisions of the Act or regulations where it found the application of other requirements (rather than marketplace competition) adequate to satisfy the section 10(a) criteria,\textsuperscript{1318} and nothing in the language of section 10 precludes the

---

\textsuperscript{1311} See, e.g., Verizon v. FCC, 770 F.3d 961, 967 (D.C. Cir. 2014); Qwest v. FCC, 689 F.3d 1214, 1226 (10th Cir. 2012).

\textsuperscript{1312} See, e.g., Full Service Network/TruConnect Feb. 3, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 8 n.23.

\textsuperscript{1313} We conclude that the section 10 analytical framework described above comports with the statutory requirements, and is largely consistent with alternative formulations suggested by others. See, e.g., Letter from Lawrence J. Spiwak, President, Phoenix Center for Advanced Legal and Economic Public Policy Studies, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, Attach. 3 at 134-37 (filed Feb. 18, 2015). To the extent that such comments could be read to suggest different analyses in any respects, we reject them as not required by section 10, as we interpret it above.

\textsuperscript{1314} As discussed below, we also find that, in proceeding via notice and comment rulemaking here, the Commission provided adequate notice of forbearance. See infra Section V.D.


\textsuperscript{1316} See, e.g., AT&T Comments at 67; TechFreedom Comments at 37; Time Warner Cable Comments at 18; CBIT Reply at 41-43; Full Service Network/TruConnect Feb. 3, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 16 & n.61.

\textsuperscript{1317} See, e.g., Petition of USTelecom for Forbearance Under 47 U.S.C. § 160(c) from Enforcement of Certain Legacy Telecommunications Regulations, WC Docket No. 12-61, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 28 FCC Rcd 7627, 7675-76, paras. 107-08 (2013) (USTelecom Forbearance Long Order) (granting forbearance from certain cost assignment rules where conditions imposed on the forbearance and other still-applicable rules and requirements were adequate to meet the Commission’s needs); id. at 7668, paras. 86-87 (granting forbearance from property record requirements where the Commission’s needs could be met through compliance plans put in place as conditions of forbearance); id at 7672, para. 98 (forbearing from requirements that interexchange carriers keep certain information in hard copy conditioned on that information being available on the carrier’s website); id. at 7675, para. 104-06 (granting forbearance from certain reporting requirements in light of other still-applicable regulatory requirements and conditions on forbearance); id. at 7678-79, paras. 113-15 (forbearing from other reporting requirements where the information at issue still would be filed or otherwise available in light of other still-applicable regulatory requirements and conditions on forbearance); id. at 7691-92, paras. 142-48 (forbearing from separate affiliate requirements given other still-applicable regulatory requirements and conditions on forbearance); id. at 7705, para. 175 (forbearing from rules governing recording of conversations with the telephone company in light of other, still-applicable legal requirements); Review of Foreign Ownership Policies for Common
Commission from proceeding on that basis where warranted.\textsuperscript{1319} Thus, although, in appropriate circumstances, persuasive evidence of competition can be a sufficient basis to grant forbearance, it is not inherently necessary to a grant of forbearance under section 10. The \textit{Qwest Phoenix Order}, cited by some commenters in this regard, is not to the contrary. Unlike here, the Commission in the \textit{Qwest Phoenix Order} was addressing a petition where the rationale for forbearance was premised on the state of competition.\textsuperscript{1320} This proceeding does not involve a similar request for relief, and, indeed, the \textit{Qwest Phoenix Order} itself specifically observed that “a different analysis may apply when the Commission addresses advanced services, like broadband services,” where the Commission, among other things, “must take into consideration the direction of section 706.”\textsuperscript{1321} For similar reasons we reject as inconsistent with the text of section 10 and our associated precedent the argument that forbearance only is appropriate when the grant of forbearance will itself spur conduct that mitigates the need for the forborne-from requirements.\textsuperscript{1322}

\textit{Carrier and Aeronautical Radio Licensees}, IB Docket No. 11-133, First Report and Order, 27 FCC Rcd 9832, 9841, para. 20 (2012) (incorporating section 310(b)(4) requirements in order to satisfy section 10(a)(3) forbearance standard for section 310(b)(3) in certain cases); \textit{Petition for Forbearance of Iowa Telecommunications Services, Inc. d/b/a/ Iowa Telecom Pursuant to 47 U.S.C. § 160(c) from the Deadline for Price Cap Carriers to Elect Interstate Access Rates Based on The CALLS Order or a Forward Looking Cost Study}, CC Docket No. 01-331, Order, 17 FCC Rcd 24319, 24325-26, paras. 18-19 (2002) (granting forbearance from an interstate switched access rate regulation to allow rates to be re-set at a forward-looking cost level in light of the protections of the forward-looking cost approach to setting the rate and other, still-applicable legal requirements); \textit{Petition for Forbearance from Application of the Communications Act of 1934, as Amended, to Previously Authorized Services}, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 12 FCC Rcd 8408, 8411-12, paras. 9-10 (Common Car. Bur. 1997) (granting forbearance from section 203 for purposes of providing a refund in light of other, still-applicable legal requirements). See also, e.g., \textit{Implementation of Sections 3(n) and 332 of the Communications Act, Regulatory Treatment of Mobile Servs.}, GN Docket No. 93-252, Second Report and Order, 9 FCC Rcd 1411. 1479, para. 176 (granting forbearance under section 332(c)(1)(A) from section 205 in light of other, still-applicable enforcement provisions) (\textit{CMRS Title II Forbearance Order}). We reiterate that although the Commission has discretion to grant forbearance where other protections that include conditions on forbearance are adequate, in the case of section 10(c) petitions for forbearance the Commission is “under no statutory obligation to evaluate [a] Petition other than as pled.” \textit{Petition of Qwest Corporation for Forbearance Pursuant to 47 U.S.C. § 160(c) in the Omaha Metropolitan Statistical Area}, WC Docket No. 04-223, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 20 FCC Rcd 19415, 19445, para. 61 n.161 (2005).\textsuperscript{1319} Section 10(b) does direct the Commission to consider whether forbearance will promote competitive market conditions as part of the public interest analysis under section 10(a)(3). 47 U.S.C. § 160(b). However, while a finding that forbearance will promote competitive market conditions may provide sufficient grounds to find forbearance in the public interest under section 10(a)(3), see id., nothing in the text of section 10 makes such a finding a necessary prerequisite for forbearance where the Commission can make the required findings under section 10(a) for other reasons. See generally 47 U.S.C. § 160. For similar reasons we reject the suggestion that more geographically granular data or information or an otherwise more nuanced analysis are needed with respect to some or all of the forbearance granted in this Order. See, e.g., Full Service Network/TruConnect Feb. 3, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 14-16. The record and our analysis supports forbearance from applying the statutory provisions and Commission regulations to the extent described below based on considerations that we find to be common nationwide, and as discussed in our analysis of the record below, we do not find persuasive evidence or arguments to the contrary in the record as to any narrower geographic area(s) or as to particular provisions or regulations. See generally infra Section V.C.\textsuperscript{1320} \textit{Petition of Qwest Corporation for Forbearance Pursuant to 47 U.S.C. § 160(c) in the Phoenix, Arizona Metropolitan Statistical Area}, WC Docket No. 09-135, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 25 FCC Rcd 8622, 8622, para. 1 (2010) (\textit{Qwest Phoenix Order}). Insofar as the Commission likewise was responding to arguments that competition was sufficient to warrant forbearance when acting on other forbearance petitions, this distinguishes those decisions, as well. Likewise, to the extent that the Commission has found competition to be a sufficient basis to grant forbearance on its own motion in the past, that does not dictate that it only can grant forbearance under such circumstances. Rather, the Commission grants forbearance where it finds that the section 10(a) criteria are met.\textsuperscript{1321} \textit{Id. at} 8644-45, para. 39. \textsuperscript{1322} See, e.g., Hurwitz Comments at 11.
B. Maintaining the Customer Safeguards Critical to Protecting and Preserving the Open Internet

440. As discussed below, we find sections 201 and 202 of the Act, along with section 208 and certain fundamental Title II enforcement authority, necessary to ensure just and reasonable conduct by broadband providers and necessary to protect consumers under sections 10(a)(1) and (a)(2). We also find that forbearance from these provisions would not be in the public interest under section 10(a)(3), and therefore do not grant forbearance from those provisions and associated enforcement procedural rules with respect to the broadband Internet access service at issue here.

1. Authority to Protect Consumers and Promote Competition: Sections 201 and 202

441. The Commission has found that sections 201 and 202 “lie at the heart of consumer protection under the Act,” and we find here that forbearance from those provisions would not be in the public interest under section 10(a)(3). The Commission has never previously forborne from applying these “bedrock consumer protection obligations,” and we generally do not find forbearance warranted here. This conclusion is consistent with the views of many commenters that any service classified as a telecommunications service should remain subject to those provisions. However, particularly in light of the protections the open Internet rules provide and the ability to employ sections 201 and 202 in case-by-case adjudications, we are otherwise persuaded to forbear from applying sections 201 and 202 of the Act in a manner that would enable the adoption of ex ante rate regulation of broadband Internet access service in the future, as discussed below.

442. For one, sections 201 and 202 help enable us to preserve and protect Internet openness broadly, and applying those provisions benefits the public broadly by helping foster innovation and competition at the edge, thereby promoting broadband infrastructure investment nationwide. As explained above, the open Internet rules adopted in this Order reflect more specific protections against unjust or unreasonable rates or practices for or in connection with broadband Internet access service. These benefits—which can extend beyond the specific dealings between a given broadband provider and a given customer—persuade us that forbearance from sections 201 and 202 here is not in the public interest.

443. Retaining these provisions, moreover, is in the public interest because it provides the

---


1324 PCIA Forbearance Order, 13 FCC Rcd at 16865, para. 15.


1326 To be clear, this ex ante rate regulation forbearance does not extend to inmate calling services and therefore has no effect on our ability to address rates for inmate calling services under section 276. See infra para. 521.

1327 Thus, in this respect, our decision to apply the provisions actually will promote competitive market conditions at the edge. See 47 U.S.C. § 160(b) (directing the Commission, in “making the determination under subsection (a)(3) of this section, [to] consider whether forbearance from enforcing the provision or regulation will promote competitive market conditions, including the extent to which such forbearance will enhance competition among providers of telecommunications services”).

1328 See supra Section III.B.1.

1329 See supra Section III.
Commission direct statutory authority to protect Internet openness and promote fair competition while allowing the Commission to adopt a tailored approach and forbear from most other requirements. As discussed below, this includes forbearance from the pre-existing ex ante rate regulations and other Commission rules implementing sections 201 and 202. As another example, this authority supports our forbearance from other interconnection requirements in the Act. Such considerations provide additional grounds for our conclusion that section 10(a)(3) is not satisfied as to forbearance from sections 201 and 202 of the Act with respect to broadband Internet access service.

444. We also conclude that it would not be in the public interest to forbear from applying sections 201 and 202 given concerns that limited competition could, absent the backstop provided by that authority, result in harmful effects. Among other things, broadband providers are in a position to be gatekeepers to the end-user customers of their broadband Internet access service. In addition, although there is some amount of competition for broadband Internet access service, it is limited in key respects. While harmful practices by broadband providers—whether in general or as to particular customers—conceivably could motivate an end user to select a different provider of broadband Internet access service, the record does not provide convincing evidence of the nature or extent of such effects in particular. To the contrary, for example, data show that the majority of Americans face a choice of only two providers of fixed broadband for service at speeds of 3 Mbps/768 kbps to 10 Mbps/768 kbps, and no choice at all (zero or one service provider) for service at 25/3 Mbps. We also find significant costs associated with switching service that further limit the potential benefits of any competition that would otherwise exist. These collectively persuade us that we cannot simply conclude, as a general matter, that there is extensive competition sufficient to constrain providers’ conduct here. Moreover, as the Commission found in the CMRS context, competition would “not necessarily protect all consumers from all unfair practices. The market may fail to deter providers from unreasonably denying service to, or discriminating against, customers whom they may view as less desirable.”

1330 See infra Section V.C.3. We thus reject the arguments of some commenters against the application of these provisions insofar as they assume that such additional regulatory requirements also will apply in the first instance. See, e.g., TIA Comments at 16 (“47 C.F.R. is filled with detailed mandates (e.g., Part 64) implementing Section 201 or other statutory provisions from which the Commission would either have to forbear – or not. Imposition of those most basic of all common carrier statutory obligations undoubtedly would lead to protracted debates over the application of specific rules and the lawfulness of existing broadband ISP service rates, terms, and business practices.”).

1331 See infra Section V.C.2.e.

1332 See supra Section III.B.

1333 Commenters citing generalized information about the extent of switching among broadband providers does not address the specific concerns that we identify here about consumers’ likelihood and ability to switch broadband providers based on particular practices by those providers, nor on the likelihood that any such switching would deter the harmful conduct. See, e.g., USTelecom Comments at 11-13; Verizon Reply at 45-46.

1334 2015 Broadband Progress Report, Chart 2; see also, e.g., CCIA Reply at 2.

1335 See supra Section III.B.

similar to the Commission’s conclusion in the CMRS context, even in a competitive market certain conditions could create incentives and opportunities for service providers to engage in discriminatory and unfair practices. Furthermore, no matter how many options end users have in selecting a provider of Internet access service, or how readily they could switch providers, an edge provider only can reach a particular end user through his or her broadband provider. We thus reject suggestions that market forces will be sufficient to ensure that providers of broadband Internet access service do not act in a manner contrary to the public interest.

Against this backdrop we are unpersuaded by arguments seeking forbearance from sections 201 and 202 based on generalized arguments about marketplace developments, such as network investment or changes in performance or price per megabit, in the recent past. However, counterarguments in the record, longer-term trends, and our experience in the CMRS context where sections 201 and 202 have applied, leave us unpersuaded that the inapplicability of sections 201 and 202 were a prerequisite for any such marketplace developments. We are similarly unpersuaded by arguments comparing the U.S. broadband marketplace with those in Europe, given, among other things, the differences between the regulatory approach there and the regulatory framework that results from this Order. We thus find those arguments for forbearance sufficiently speculative and subject to

\[\text{Carrier Study Area, WC Docket No. 06-109, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 22 FCC Rcd 16304, 16360, para. 128 (2007); Petition of SBC Communications, Inc. for Forbearance from the Application of Title II Common Carrier Regulation to IP Platform Services, WC Docket No. 04-29, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 20 FCC Rcd 9361, 9367-68, para. 17 (2005) (SBC IP Platform Services Forbearance Order), pet. for review granted on other grounds sub nom. AT&T Inc. v. FCC, 452 F.3d 830 (D.C. Cir. 2006).}\]

\[\text{PCIA Forbearance Order, 13 FCC Rcd at 16868, para. 23.}\]

\[\text{For the same reasons discussed above, we are not persuaded to reach a different forbearance decision based on asserted levels of competition faced by small- or mid-sized broadband providers. See, e.g., Letter from Barbara S. Esbin, Counsel for ACA, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 10-11 (filed Jan. 12, 2015) (ACA Jan. 12, 2015 Ex Parte Letter).}\]

\[\text{See, e.g., Ad Hoc Comments at 7 (“Competitive conditions vary, not only geographically but also structurally. Thus, a subscriber selecting its Internet access service provider may have competitive alternatives that make forbearance from regulation of that transaction necessary and beneficial. But businesses trying to communicate with that subscriber after the choice is made to have no competitive alternatives.””).}\]

\[\text{See, e.g., Americans for Tax Reform and Digital Liberty Comments at 5 (“Title II regulation of the competitive broadband industry would abruptly decelerate the speed of Internet innovation to the speed of government . . . .”); CEA Comments at 13 (“Reclassification would be an excessive ‘solution’ out of proportion to the perceived problem, especially given that any discriminatory behaviors very likely would be mitigated by a competitive market.”); CenturyLink Comments at 48-49 (“[O]ne would expect to find the forces of competition protecting consumer interests, as providers work to capture and retain customers by responding to customer needs.”); Ericsson Comments at 11 (arguing that the provision of Internet service is “a vibrant, competitive industry” and arguing further that applying “[s]ections 201 and 202 of the Act to broadband Internet access would stifle investment and innovation”).}\]


\[\text{See, e.g., supra Section IV.C.5.}\]

\[\text{See, e.g., Comcast Dec. 24, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 5-6; NCTA Dec. 24, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 20.}\]

\[\text{See, e.g., Charles Accquard, Executive Director, NASUCA, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, Attach. at 5 (filed Sept. 22, 2014) (noting the “distinction between the US and European regulatory treatment of broadband . . . . that incumbent providers make access to elements of their broadband infrastructures available on an unbundled basis for use by rival providers”); see also Letter from Derek Turner, Research Director, Free Press to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket Nos. 14-28, 10-127 at 4 (filed Feb. 19, 2015) (Free Press Feb. 19, 2015 Ex Parte Letter) (“For 2011–2012, total fixed and mobile capital intensity (capital expenditures as a percentage of revenues) was 12.2 percent in the E.U. countries reporting data, versus 14.1 percent in the U.S. Among the 23 E.U. countries with complete data, 13 reported higher capital intensities than the U.S. did during this two-year period.”)(internal citation omitted).}\]
debate that they do not overcome our public interest analysis above.

446. For these same reasons, we are not persuaded that application of sections 201 and 202 is not necessary to ensure just, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory conduct by broadband providers and for the protection of consumers under sections 10(a)(1) and (a)(2). As discussed above, applying these provisions enables us to protect customers of broadband Internet access service from potentially harmful conduct by broadband providers both by providing a basis for our open Internet rules and for the important statutory backstop they provide regarding broadband provider practices more generally.

447. We also observe that our forbearance decision as to sections 201 and 202 for broadband Internet access service is informed by the CMRS experience, where Congress specifically recognized the importance of sections 201 and 202 (along with section 208) in excluding those provisions from possible forbearance under section 332(c)(1)(A). Application of sections 201 and 202 has not frustrated investment in the wireless marketplace, nor has it led to ex ante regulation of rates charged to consumers for wireless voice service. Indeed, we find that the successful application of this legal framework in the CMRS context responds to the concerns of some commenters about the potential burdens, or uncertainty, resulting from the application of sections 201 and 202, which they contend could create disincentives for investment even standing alone and apart from ex ante rules. Moreover, within their scope, our open Internet rules reflect our interpretation of how sections 201 and 202 apply, providing further guidance and addressing possible concerns about uncertainty regarding the application of sections 201 and 202. Beyond that, we are not persuaded that concerns about the burdens or uncertainty associated with sections 201 and 202 counsel in favor of a contrary public interest finding under section 10(a)(3), particularly given the very generalized concerns commenters raised.

448. Although some have argued that section 706 of the 1996 Act provides sufficient authority to adopt open Internet protections, and we do, in fact, conclude that section 706 provides additional support here, we nonetheless conclude that the application of sections 201 and 202 is appropriate to remove any ambiguity regarding our authority to enforce strong, clear open Internet rules. Further, comments focused exclusively on section 706 authority neglect the direct role that sections 201 and 202

1345 47 U.S.C. § 332(c)(1)(A) (specifying that although Title II applies to CMRS, the Commission may forbear from enforcing any provision of the title other than sections 201, 202, and 208).
1346 See, e.g., Alcatel-Lucent Comments at 15; ACA Comments at 63-64; AT&T Comments at 64–65; Ericsson Comments at 11; TIA Comments at 16; NCTA Reply at 15; Verizon Reply at 51-52; Comcast Dec. 23, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 18-19; NCTA Dec. 24, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 18; Letter from William H. Johnson, Vice President & Associate General Counsel, Verizon, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28 at 3-7 (filed Jan. 26, 2015) (Verizon Jan. 26, 2015 Ex Parte Letter); Letter from Barbara S. Esbin, Counsel for ACA, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28 at 5 (filed Feb. 2, 2015). While Verizon attempts to distinguish the CMRS experience by claiming that, unlike voice service, “broadband has never been subject to Title II,” Verizon Jan. 26, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 5, this is both factually incorrect for the reasons described above, see supra Sections IV.A, IV.C.5, nor does it meaningfully address the fact that the CMRS marketplace has seen substantial growth and investment under the regulatory framework that the Commission did apply.
1347 See supra Section III.F.4.
1348 In any case, the three prongs of section 10(a) are conjunctive and the Commission could properly deny a petition for failure to meet any one prong. Cellular Telecommns. & Internet Ass'n v. FCC, 330 F.3d 502, 509 (D.C. Cir. 2003). Here, and as to the enforcement provisions below, we find none of the prongs satisfied.
1349 See, e.g., AT&T Comments at 3; Comcast Comments at 42-43; Georgetown Center for Business and Public Policy Comments at 4; NCTA Reply at 24-30; WISPA Reply at 27.
1350 For example, although we find that we have authority under section 706 of the 1996 Act to implement appropriate enforcement mechanisms, our reliance on sections 201 and 202 as additional sources of authority (coupled with the enforcement provisions from which we do not forbear, as discussed below), eliminates possible arguments to the contrary. See, e.g., Comstock Reply at 22 (noting that the Commission’s forfeiture “regulations at 47 C.F.R. 1.80 (2013) list the violations of specific Acts to which forfeitures apply and section 706 of the Telecommunications Act is not one of them”).
will play in the overall regulatory framework we adopt, with respect to practices for or in connection with broadband Internet access service that are not directly governed by our rules.

449. We are persuaded, in part, by arguments that we should forbear from sections 201 and/or 202 outside the open Internet context, although we reject calls to entirely forbear from applying sections 201 and 202 outside that context or that we otherwise adopt a more granular decision regarding forbearance from provisions in sections 201 and/or 202. While open Internet considerations have led the Commission to revisit its prior decisions, our ultimate classification decision here simply acknowledges the reality of how these services are being offered today. Having classified BIAS as a telecommunications service, we exercise our forbearance authority to establish a tailored Title II regulatory framework that adequately protects consumers, ensures just and reasonable broadband provider conduct, and furthers the public interest—consistent with our goals of more, better, and open broadband. In addition, insofar as commenters cite the same arguments about past network investment or changes in performance or price per megabit in the recent past that we discussed above, we again find them sufficiently speculative and subject to debate that they do not overcome our forbearance analysis for sections 201 and 202 above. Moreover, as we noted above, our decision not to forbear from applying sections 201 and 202 not only enables our open Internet regulatory framework but supports our grant of broad forbearance from other provisions and regulations, as discussed below. In particular, as discussed below, we find that our sections 201 and 202 authority provides a more flexible framework better suited to this marketplace than many of the alternative regulations that otherwise would apply.

450. Nor do commenters adequately explain how forbearance could be tailored in these ways, at least in the context of case-by-case adjudication. For broadband providers’ interconnection practices, which are not covered by the open Internet rules we adopt today, we expressly rely on the backstop of sections 201 and 202 for case-by-case decision making. We also rely on both sections 201 and 202 for conduct that is covered by the open Internet rules adopted here. Those rules reflect the Commission’s interpretation of how sections 201 and 202 apply in that context, and thus the requirements of section 201 and 202 are coextensive as to broadband Internet access service covered by those rules. Commenters do not indicate, nor does the record otherwise reveal, an administrable way for the Commission to grant the requested partial forbearance while still pursuing such case-by-case decisions in the future. Further, while section 706 of the 1996 Act would remain, as well, we find that sections 201 and 202 provide a more

---

1352 See, e.g., NCTA Jan. 14, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 5 (proposing that the Commission forbear from section 201(b) either in its entirety or outside the open Internet context); NCTA Dec. 24, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 18-19 (citing a proposal from Congresswoman Eshoo to forbear from all of Title II other than section 202(a)); Letter from Kathryn A. Zachem, Senior Vice President, Regulatory and State Legislative Affairs, Comcast, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 1-2 (filed Feb. 11, 2015) (seeking forbearance from applying the prohibition on unjust and unreasonable “charges” under section 201(b)).
1353 While the Commission can proceed incrementally, see, e.g., NCTA v. Brand X, 545 U.S. 967, 1002 (2005), the agency also has a “continuing obligation to practice reasoned decisionmaking” that includes revisiting prior decisions to the extent warranted. Aeronautical Radio v. FCC, 928 F.2d 428 (D.C. Cir. 1991).
1354 See supra Section IV. We thus reject claims that we somehow are using forbearance to increase regulation. See, e.g., Letter from CTIA to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28 at 10-11 (filed Feb. 10, 2015); Letter from Timothy M. Boucher, Associate General Counsel, CenturyLink, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 3-4 (filed Feb. 4, 2015). Rather, we are using it to tailor the regulatory regime otherwise applicable to these telecommunications services.
1356 See supra para.445.
1357 See infra Sections V.C.2, V.C.3.
1358 See infra Section V.C.2.e (relying in part on the applicability of section 201(a), in particular, as part of the justification for forbearance from other interconnection requirements).
1359 See supra Section III.D.2.
certain foundation for evaluating providers’ conduct and pursuing enforcement if warranted in relevant circumstances arising in the future.\footnote{See supra Section III.F.4.} We thus are not persuaded that even these more limited proposals for forbearance from provisions in sections 201 and/or 202 as applied on a case-by-case basis would be in the public interest under section 10(a)(3).

451. Although we conclude that the section 10 criteria are not met with respect to the full scope of forbearance that these commenters seek, because we do not and cannot envision adopting new \textit{ex ante} rate regulation of broadband Internet access service in the future, we forbear from applying sections 201 and 202 to broadband services to that extent. As described above, our approach here is informed by the success of the CMRS framework, which has not, in practice, involved \textit{ex ante} rate regulation. In addition, as courts have recognized, when exercising its section 10 forbearance authority “\textit{[g]uided by section 706,” the Commission permissibly may “decide[...] to balance the future benefits” of encouraging broadband deployment “against [the] short term impact” from a grant of forbearance.\footnote{EarthLink, 462 F.3d at 9.} Under the totality of the circumstances here, including the protections of our open Internet rules—which focus on what we identify and the most significant problems likely to arise regarding these broadband services—and our ability to address issues \textit{ex post} under sections 201 and 202 we do not find \textit{ex ante} rate regulations necessary for purposes of section 10(a)(1) and (a)(2). Further, guided by section 706, and reflecting the tailored regulatory approach we adopt in this item,\footnote{Our decision to proceed in a tailored manner is discussed in greater detail below. See infra paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a.} we find it in the public interest to forbear from applying sections 201 and 202 insofar as they would support the adoption of \textit{ex ante} rate regulations for broadband Internet access service in the future.

452. To the extent some commenters express concern about future rules that the Commission might adopt based on this section 201 and 202 authority,\footnote{See, e.g., Ericsson Comments at 11 (expressing concern about the risks of long-term rate regulation and other uncertainties caused by the application of Sections 201 and 202); NCTA Reply at 15 (citing a “dizzying array” of requirements that the Commission has adopted in the past pursuant to its authority under sections 201 and 202).} we cannot, and do not, envision going beyond our open Internet rules to adopt \textit{ex ante} rate regulations based on that section 201 and 202 authority in this context. Consequently, we forbear from sections 201 and 202 in that respect, as discussed above. In this Order, we decide only that forbearance from sections 201 and 202 of the Act to broadband Internet access service is not warranted under section 10 to the extent described above. Indeed, we find here that the application of sections 201 and 202 of the Act enable us to forbear from other requirements, including pre-existing tariffing requirements and Commission rules governing rate regulation, which we find are not warranted here.\footnote{See infra Sections V.C.2, V.C.3.} Thus, any pre-existing rate regulations adopted by the Commission under its Title II authority—including any regulations adopted under sections 201 and 202—will not be imposed on broadband Internet access service as a result of this Order. Finally, while other types of rules also potentially could be adopted based on section 201 and 202 authority, any Commission rules adopted in the future would remain subject to judicial review under the APA.\footnote{In this regard, commenters advocating forbearance from sections 201 and 202 to guard against new rules that the Commission might adopt pursuant to that authority do not meaningfully explain what incremental benefit that would achieve given that any future Commission proceeding would be required to adopt such rules in any case. See, e.g., Comcast Dec. 24, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 18; Letter from Matthew A. Brill, Counsel for NCTA, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 5-6 (filed Jan. 14, 2015) (NCTA Jan. 15, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter).}

2. Enforcement

453. We also retain certain fundamental Title II enforcement provisions, as well as the Commission’s rules governing section 208 complaint proceedings. In particular, we decline to forbear from applying section 208 of the Act and the associated procedural rules, which provide a complaint

\footnote{See supra Section III.F.4.}
process for enforcement of applicable provisions of the Act or any Commission rules.\textsuperscript{1366} Section 208 permits “[a]ny person, any body politic, or municipal organization, or State commission, complaining of anything done or omitted to be done by any common carrier subject to this chapter in contravention of the provisions thereof” to file a complaint with the Commission and seek redress.\textsuperscript{1367} We also retain additional statutory provisions that we find necessary to ensuring a meaningful enforcement process. In particular, we decline to forbear from sections 206, 207, and 209 as a necessary adjunct to the section 208 complaint process. As the Commission has held previously, forbearing from sections 206, 207, and 209 “would eviscerate the protections of Section 208” because “[w]ithout the possibility of obtaining redress through collection of damages, the complaint remedy is virtually meaningless.”\textsuperscript{1368} We similarly do not forbear from sections 216 and 217, which “merely extend the Title II obligations of [carriers] to their trustees, successors in interest, and agents. The sections were intended to ensure that a common carrier could not evade complying with the Act by acting through others over whom it has control or by selling its business.”\textsuperscript{1369} Thus, we decline to forbear from enforcing these key Title II enforcement provisions with respect to broadband Internet access service.

454. We find that forbearance from these key enforcement provisions and the associated procedural rules does not satisfy any of the section 10(a) criteria. As discussed above, we decline to forbear from enforcement of sections 201 and 202 as they apply to broadband Internet access service.\textsuperscript{1370} To make application of these provisions meaningful, the possibility of enforcement needs to be available. Consequently, insofar as we find above that sections 201 and 202 are necessary to guard against unjust, unreasonable, or unjustly or unreasonably discriminatory conduct by broadband providers and to protect consumers, that presumes the viability of enforcement. For these same reasons, forbearance from these key Title II enforcement provisions would not be in the public interest. Thus, our conclusion that section 10(a) is not met as to these key Title II enforcement provisions builds on our prior conclusion to that effect as to sections 201 and 202.\textsuperscript{1371}

455. In the event that a carrier violates its common carrier duties, the section 208 complaint process would permit challenges to a carrier’s conduct, and many commenters advocate for section 208 to apply.\textsuperscript{1372} The Commission’s procedural rules establish mechanisms to carry out that enforcement function in a manner that is well-established and clear for all parties involved. The Commission has never previously forborne from section 208.\textsuperscript{1373} Indeed, we find it instructive that in the CMRS context Congress specifically precluded the Commission from using section 332 to forbear from section 208.\textsuperscript{1374}

\textsuperscript{1366} 47 U.S.C. § 208; see, e.g., 47 C.F.R. §§ 1.701-.736 (informal and formal complaints regarding common carriers), 8.12-.17 (rules for formal complaints alleging violation of open Internet rules).

\textsuperscript{1367} 47 U.S.C. § 208.

\textsuperscript{1368} \textit{Implementation of Sections 3(n) and 332 of the Communications Act, Regulatory Treatment of Mobile Servs., Second Report and Order}, 9 FCC Rcd 1411, 1482, para. 16 (1994) (CMRS Title II Forbearance Order). See also, e.g., \textit{Full Service Network/TruConnect Feb. 3, 2015 Ex Parte Letter} at 21 (discussing sections 206 and 207). Allowing for the recovery of damages does not mean that an award of damages necessarily would be appropriate in all, or even most, cases. The Commission has discretion to deny an award of damages and grant only prospective injunctive-type relief where a case raises novel issues on which the Commission has not previously spoken, or where the measurement of damages would be speculative. The Commission also has authority to adopt rules and procedures that are narrowly tailored to address the circumstances under which damages would be available in particular types of cases.

\textsuperscript{1369} \textit{Wireless Forbearance Order}, 9 FCC Rcd at 1482, para. 186.

\textsuperscript{1370} See supra Section V.B.1.

\textsuperscript{1371} Consistent with our analysis above, see supra para.448, although section 706 of the 1996 Act would remain, these Title II enforcement provisions provide a more certain foundation for pursuing enforcement if warranted in relevant circumstances arising in the future. See supra Section III.F.4.

\textsuperscript{1372} See, e.g., AARP Comments at 42; CDT Comments at 15; COMPTTEL Comments at 22-23; Mozilla Comments at 13; Free Press Reply at 26-27; Sidecar Technologies Reply at 6.

\textsuperscript{1373} \textit{2010 Broadband Classification NOI}, 25 FCC Rcd at 7898, para. 75

\textsuperscript{1374} 47 U.S.C. § 332(c)(1).
Commenters also observe the important interrelationship between section 208 and sections 206, 207, 209, 216, and 217,\textsuperscript{1375} which the Commission itself has recognized in the past, as discussed above.\textsuperscript{1376} In addition, to forbear from sections 216 and 217 would create a loophole in our ability to evenly enforce the Act, which would imperil our ability to protect consumers and to protect against unjust or unreasonable conduct, and would be contrary to the public interest. The prospect that carriers may be forced to defend their practices before the Commission supports the strong public interest in ensuring the reasonableness and non-discriminatory nature of those actions, protecting consumers, and advancing our overall public interest objectives.\textsuperscript{1377} While some commenters express fears of “threats of abusive litigation” or other burdens arising from the application of these provision,\textsuperscript{1378} other commenters correctly note the speculative nature of those arguments given the lack of evidence of such actions where those provisions historically have applied (including in the CMRS context).\textsuperscript{1379} In hearing section 207 claims, courts have historically been careful to consider the Commission’s views as a matter of primary jurisdiction on the reasonableness of a practice under section 201(b), both in general and before awarding damages under section 207. In a number of cases, courts have held that there is no entitlement to damages under section 207 for a claim under section 201(b) unless the Commission has already determined that a particular practice is “unreasonable.”\textsuperscript{1380} We endorse that approach here. At a minimum, we believe that courts reviewing BIAS practices under section 207 in the first instance should recognize the Commission’s

\textsuperscript{1375} See, e.g., Public Knowledge et al. Comments at 93.

\textsuperscript{1376} Because we conclude that forbearance is not warranted under the section 10(a) criteria, we need not, and do not, reach the question of the scope to forbear from provisions such as 206 and 207. \textit{Compare, e.g., Letter from Matthew A. Brill, Counsel for NCTA, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 2-4 (filed Feb. 20, 2015) (NCTA Feb. 20, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter) (arguing that we have authority under section 10 to fully forbear from sections 206 and 207) with, e.g., Public Knowledge Comments at 93 (questioning whether we have authority to forbear from section 207).}

\textsuperscript{1377} For the reasons discussed above, we thus reject the assertions of some commenters that enforcement is unduly burdensome. \textit{See, e.g., ACA Comments at 63-64 (expressing concern about unspecified “[i]ncreased legal expenses and time associated with case-by-case adjudication of rates, terms, conditions of service under Section 208”). In particular, we are not persuaded that such concerns outweigh the overarching interest advanced by the enforceability of sections 201 and 202. Nothing in the record demonstrates that our need for enforcement differs among broadband providers based on their size, and we thus are not persuaded that a different conclusion in our forbearance analysis should be reached in the case of small broadband providers, for example. \textit{See, e.g., ACA Jan. 12, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 11; Letter from Gregory A. Friedman, Owner, AireBeam, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28 at 2 (filed Jan. 30, 2015) (AireBeam Jan. 30, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter).}

\textsuperscript{1378} \textit{See, e.g., NCTA Feb. 20, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 6.}

\textsuperscript{1379} \textit{See, e.g., Letter from Harold Feld, Senior Vice President, Public Knowledge, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28 at 2-3 (filed Feb. 20, 2015).}

\textsuperscript{1380} \textit{See, e.g., North Cty. Commc’ns Corp. v. California Catalog & Tech., 594 F.3d 1149, 1158 (9th Cir. 2010) (North County) (“[G]iven the broad language of” section 201(b), “it is within the Commission’s purview to determine whether a particular practice constitutes a violation for which there is a private right to compensation.”); Hoffman v. Rashid, 388 Fed. Appx. 121, 123 (3d Cir. 2010) (adopting the same position in a \textit{per curiam} opinion that summarily affirmed the district court’s judgment); Iris Wireless LLC v. Syniverse Tech., 2014 WL 4436021, *3 (M.D. Fla. Sept. 8, 2014) (“a court should not ‘fill in the analytical gap’ where the Commission has not made a determination regarding whether a company’s action violates section 201(b)”)(quoting North County, 594 F.3d at 1158); see also id. (“if the Court were to make a declaratory ruling” on an issue that the Commission had not yet addressed, “it would ‘put interpretation of a finely-tuned regulatory scheme squarely in the hands of private parties and some 700 federal district judges, instead of in the hands of the Commission’”) (quoting North County, 594 F.3d at 1158); Havens v. Mobex Network Servs., LLC, 2011 WL 6826104, *9 (D.N.J. Dec. 22, 2011) (in dismissing a claim that “it is a violation of section 201(b) for a party to ‘warehouse’ toll free numbers without identified subscribers,” the court reasoned that because previous Commission orders “do not address the precise type of conduct at issue in this case,” the court could not “risk disturbing the delicate regulatory framework that the Commission is tasked with maintaining”).}
primary jurisdiction in a context such as this.\textsuperscript{1381} The doctrine of primary jurisdiction is particularly important here, because the broadband Internet ecosystem is highly dynamic and the Commission has carefully designed a regulatory framework for BIAS to protect Internet openness and other important communications network values without deterring broadband investment and innovation. As a result, for all of the foregoing reasons, we conclude that none of the section 10(a) criteria are met as to forbearance from these fundamental Title II enforcement provisions and the associated Commission procedural rules with respect to the broadband Internet access service.

C. Forbearance Analysis Specific to Broadband Internet Access Service

456. As discussed elsewhere, with respect to broadband Internet access service we find that the standard for forbearance is not met with respect to the following limited provisions:

a) sections 201, 202, and 208, along with the related enforcement provisions of sections 206, 207, 209, 216, and 217, and the associated complaint procedures; and the Commission’s implementing regulations (but, to be clear, the Commission forbears from all ratemaking regulations adopted under sections 201 and 202);\textsuperscript{1382}

b) section 222, which establishes core customer privacy protections;

c) section 224 and the Commission’s implementing regulations, which grant certain benefits that will foster network deployment by providing telecommunications carriers with regulated access to poles, ducts, conduits, and rights-of-way;

d) sections 225, 255, and 251(a)(2), and the Commission’s implementing regulations, which collectively advance access for persons with disabilities; except that the Commission forbears from the requirement that providers of broadband Internet access service contribute to the Telecommunications Relay Service (TRS) Fund at this time. These provisions and regulations support the provision of TRS and require providers of broadband Internet access service, as telecommunications carriers, to ensure that the service is accessible to and usable by individuals with disabilities, if readily achievable; and

e) section 254, the interrelated requirements of section 214(c), and the Commission’s implementing regulations to strengthen the Commission’s ability to support broadband, supporting the Commission’s ongoing efforts to support broadband deployment and adoption; the Commission forbears from immediate contributions requirements, however, in light of the ongoing Commission proceeding.\textsuperscript{1383}

\textsuperscript{1381} In re Long Distance Telecomm. Litigation, 831 F.2d 627, 631 (6th Cir. 1987) (“claims based on section 201(b) of the Communications Act are within the primary jurisdiction of the FCC,” and an assessment of whether “defendants engaged in unreasonable practices . . . is a determination that Congress has placed squarely in the hands of the [FCC]”) (internal quotation marks omitted); Free Conferencing Corp. v. T-Mobile US, Inc., 2014 WL 7404600, *7 (C.D. Cal. Dec. 30, 2014) (because “re-routing calls to rural LECs is an evolving area of law,” and because it “is important to ‘protect[ ] the integrity of the FCC’s evolving regulatory scheme,’” the court decided “not to meddle” in this area until the Commission had ruled on the question) (quoting United States v. General Dynamics Corp., 828 F.2d 1356, 1362 (9th Cir. 1987)); James v. Global Tel*Link Corp., 2014 WL 4425818, **6-7 (D.N.J. Sept. 8, 2014) (“where the question is whether an act is reasonable” under section 201(b), “primary jurisdiction should be applied”; the reasonableness of defendants’ charges and practices in providing inmate calling services “implicates technical and policy questions that the FCC has the special expertise to decide in the first instance”) (internal quotation marks omitted); Demmick v. Celcello P’ship, 2011 WL 1253733, *6 (D.N.J. March 29, 2011) (“courts have consistently found that reasonableness determinations under [section] 201(b) lie within the primary jurisdiction of the FCC, because they involve policy considerations within the agency’s discretion and particular field of expertise”).

\textsuperscript{1382} See supra Section V.B.1.

\textsuperscript{1383} See infra Section V.C.1.
457. We naturally also do not forbear from applying open Internet rules and section 706 of the 1996 Act itself. For convenience, we collectively refer to these provisions and regulations for purposes of this Order as the “core broadband Internet access service requirements.”

458. Beyond those core broadband Internet access service requirements we grant extensive forbearance as permitted by our authority under section 10 of the Act. As described in greater detail below, it is our predictive judgment that the statutory and regulatory requirements that remain are sufficient to ensure just, reasonable, and not unjustly or unreasonably discriminatory conduct by providers of broadband Internet access service and to protect consumers with respect to broadband Internet access service. Those same considerations, plus the overlay of section 706 of the 1996 Act and our desire to proceed incrementally when considering what new requirements that should apply here, likewise persuade us that this forbearance is in the public interest.

459. Our forbearance decision in this subsection focuses on addressing consequences arising from the classification decision in this Order regarding broadband Internet access service. Thus, we do not forbear with respect to requirements to the extent that they already applied prior to this Order without regard to the classification of broadband Internet access service. For example, as discussed in greater detail below, this includes things like certain requirements of the Twenty-First Century Communications and Video Accessibility Act of 2010 (CVAA), as well as things like liability-limitation provisions that do not vary in application based on the classification of broadband Internet access service. Similarly, to the extent that provisions or regulations apply to an entity by virtue of other services it provides besides broadband Internet access service, the forbearance in this Order does not extend to that context.

1384 See supra Section III.
1385 The 2014 Open Internet NPRM here did not contemplate possible forbearance from the open Internet rules themselves, and thus they are beyond the scope of regulations addressed by this forbearance decision. In any case, the very reasons that persuade us to adopt the rules in the Order likewise demonstrate that forbearance from those rules would not satisfy the section 10(a) criteria here.
1386 See infra Section V.C.1.b.
1387 See infra Section V.C.3.
1388 This Order does not alter any additional or broader forbearance previously granted that already might encompass broadband Internet access service in certain circumstances, for example, insofar as broadband Internet access service, when provided by mobile providers, is a CMRS service. As one example, the Commission has granted some forbearance from section 310(d) for certain wireless licensees that meet the definition of “telecommunications carrier,” see generally Federal Communications Bar Association's Petition for Forbearance from Section 310(d) of the Communications Act, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 13 FCC Rcd 6293 (1998) (FCBA Forbearance Order), but section 310(d) is not itself framed in terms of “common carriers” or “telecommunications carriers” or providers of “CMRS” or the like, nor is it framed in terms of “common carrier services,” “telecommunications services,” “CMRS services” or the like. To the extent that such forbearance thus goes beyond the forbearance for wireless providers granted in this Order, this Order does not narrow or otherwise modify that pre-existing grant of forbearance. For clarity, we observe, however, that the broadband Internet access service covered by our open Internet rules is beyond the scope of a petition for forbearance from Verizon regarding certain broadband services that was deemed granted by operation of law on March 19, 2006. See Verizon Telephone Companies' Petition for Forbearance from Title II and Computer Inquiry Rules with Respect to their Broadband Services Is Granted by Operation of Law, WC Docket No. 04-440, News Release (rel. Mar. 20, 2006). While Verizon’s initial petition sought broad relief from “all” broadband services, in its February 7, 2006, amendment to its petition, Verizon provided a “List of Broadband Services for Which Verizon Is Seeking Forbearance,” which did not encompass a broadband Internet access service of the sort at issue here. Letter from Edward Shakin, Vice President and Associate General Counsel, Verizon, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, WC Docket No. 04-440, Attach. 1 (filed Feb. 7, 2006) (Verizon Feb. 7, 2006 Forbearance Ex Parte Letter). Indeed, the Commission previously has distinguished between the enterprise broadband services for which Verizon was deemed granted relief by operation of law and broadband Internet access service. Compare Petition of ACS of Anchorage, Inc. Pursuant to Section 10 of the Communications Act of 1934, As Amended (47 U.S.C. § 160(c)), For Forbearance From Certain Dominant
460. In addition, prior to this Order some incumbent local exchange carriers or other common carriers chose to offer Internet transmission services as telecommunications services subject to the full range of Title II requirements.\textsuperscript{1389} Our forbearance with respect to broadband Internet access service does not encompass such services. As a result, such providers remain subject to the rights and obligations that arise under Title II and the Commission’s rules by virtue of their elective provision of such services,\textsuperscript{1390} along with the rules adopted to preserve and protect the open Internet to the extent that those services fall within the scope of those rules.\textsuperscript{1391}

1. Provisions that Protect Customer Privacy, Advance Access For Persons with Disabilities, and Foster Network Deployment

461. We generally grant extensive forbearance from the provisions and requirements that newly apply by virtue of our classification of broadband Internet access service. However, the record persuades us that we should not forbear with respect to certain key provisions that protect customer privacy, advance access for persons with disabilities, and foster network deployment.

   a. Customer Privacy (Section 222)

462. As supported by a number of commenters, we decline to forbear from applying section

\textsuperscript{1389} We note that the Commission did adopt permissive detariffing for such services. \textit{Wireline Broadband Classification Order}, 20 FCC Rcd at 14900-03, paras. 89-95. \textit{See also}, e.g., Letter from Michael R. Romano, Senior Vice President—Policy, NTCA, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 2 (filed Feb. 9, 2015) (“as part of any statements with respect to classification of broadband in the order, NTCA urged the Commission to ensure that small rural telcos such as those within NTCA’s membership can continue to avail themselves of the option to tariff broadband-capable transmission services that underpin retail broadband Internet access services.”).

\textsuperscript{1390} See, \textit{e.g.}, \textit{Wireline Broadband Classification Order}, 20 FCC Rcd at 14927-29, paras. 139-44 (discussing the application of section 254(k) and related cost-allocation rules); \textit{id}. at paras. 126-27 (“Thus, competitive LECs will continue to have the same access to UNEs, including DS0s and DS1s, to which they are otherwise entitled under our rules, regardless of the statutory classification of service the incumbent LECs provide over those facilities. So long as a competitive LEC is offering an ‘eligible’ telecommunications service – i.e., not exclusively long distance or mobile wireless services – it may obtain that element as a UNE.”). For example, if a rate-of-return incumbent LEC (or other provider) voluntarily offers Internet transmission outside the forbearance framework adopted in this Order, it remains subject to the pre-existing Title II rights and obligations, including those from which we forbear in this Order.

\textsuperscript{1391} If such a provider wants to change to offer Internet access services pursuant to the construct adopted in this Order, it should notify the Wireline Competition Bureau 60 days prior to implementing such a change.
222 of the Act in the case of broadband Internet access service.\textsuperscript{1392} We do, however, find the section 10(a) criteria met to forbear at this time from applying our implementing rules, pending the adoption of rules to govern broadband Internet access service in a separate rulemaking proceeding. Section 222 of the Act governs telecommunications carriers’ protection and use of information obtained from their customers or other carriers, and calibrates the protection of such information based on its sensitivity. Congress provided protections for proprietary information, according the category of customer proprietary network information (CPNI)\textsuperscript{1393} the greatest level of protection. Section 222 imposes a duty on every telecommunications carrier to protect the confidentiality of its customers’ private information.\textsuperscript{1394} Section 222 also imposes restrictions on carriers’ ability to use, disclose, or permit access to customers’ CPNI without their consent.\textsuperscript{1395}

463. We find that forbearance from the application of section 222 with respect to broadband Internet access service is not in the public interest under section 10(a)(3), and that section 222 remains necessary for the protection of consumers under section 10(a)(2).\textsuperscript{1396} The Commission has long supported protecting the privacy of users of advanced services, and retaining this provision thus is consistent with the general policy approach.\textsuperscript{1397} The Commission has emphasized that “[c]onsumers’ privacy needs are

\textsuperscript{1392} See, e.g., CDT Comments at 16; NMR Comments at 25; Rural Broadband Policy Group Comments at 8-9; Public Knowledge Dec. 19, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 19; Free Press Nov. 21, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 1; Full Service Network/TruConnect Feb. 3, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 21.

\textsuperscript{1393} CPNI is defined as “(A) information that relates to the quantity, technical configuration, type, destination, location, and amount of use of a telecommunications service subscribed to by any customer of a telecommunications carrier, and that is made available to the carrier by the customer solely by virtue of the carrier-customer relationship; and (B) information contained in the bills pertaining to telephone exchange service or telephone toll service received by a customer of a carrier.” 47 U.S.C. § 222(h)(1).

\textsuperscript{1394} 47 U.S.C. § 222(a); \textit{Implementation of the Telecommunications Act of 1996: Telecommunications Carriers’ Use of Customer Proprietary Network Information and Other Customer Information}, CC Docket No. 96-115, Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 22 FCC Rcd 6927, 6959, para. 64 (2007); Declaratory Ruling, 28 FCC Rcd 9609 (2013). We take this mandate seriously. For example, the Commission recently took enforcement action under section 222 (and section 201(b)) against two telecommunications companies that stored customers’ personal information, including social security numbers, on unprotected, unencrypted Internet servers publicly accessible using a basic Internet search. This unacceptably exposed these consumers to the risk of identity theft and other harms. \textit{See TerraCom, Inc. and YourTel America, Inc. Apparent Liability for Forfeiture}, File No.: EB-TCD-13-00009175, Notice of Apparent Liability, FCC 14-173, paras. 31-41 (rel. Oct. 24, 2014). \textit{See also}, e.g., Letter from Erik Stallman, Director, Open Internet Project, CDT, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28 at 3-4 (filed Feb. 4, 2015) (CDT Feb. 4, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter).

\textsuperscript{1395} See 47 U.S.C. § 222(c)(1) (permitting a carrier, except as required by law or with the customer’s consent, to use, disclose, or permit access to individually identifiable CPNI only “in its provision of (A) the telecommunications service from which such information is derived, or (B) services necessary to, or used in, the provision of such telecommunications service, including the publishing of directories.”). The Commission has made clear that “to the extent a telecommunications carrier that is a provider of electronic communication services or remote computing services is compelled by 18 U.S.C. § 2258A to disclose CPNI in a report to the CyberTipline, that carrier would not be in violation of its privacy duties under section 222 of the Communications Act.” \textit{Implementation of the Telecommunications Act of 1996: Telecommunications Carriers’ Use Of Customer Proprietary Network Information and Other Customer Information}, CC Docket No. 96-115, Declaratory Ruling, 25 FCC Rcd 14335, 14336-37, para. 5 (Wireline Comp. Bur. 2010). \textit{See also} \textit{Implementation of the Telecommunications Act of 1996: Telecommunications Carriers’ Use of Customer Proprietary Network Information and Other Customer Information}, CC Docket No. 96-115, Declaratory Ruling, 21 FCC Rcd 9990 (2006) (addressing the predecessor disclosure provision). That interpretation of section 222 remains true as to broadband Internet access service.

\textsuperscript{1396} 47 U.S.C. § 160(a)(2), (3).

\textsuperscript{1397} For example, the Commission has noted that “long before Congress enacted section 222 of the Act, the Commission had recognized the need for privacy requirements associated with the provision of enhanced services and had adopted CPNI-related requirements in conjunction with other Computer Inquiry obligations.” \textit{Wireline Broadband Classification Order}, 20 FCC Rcd at 14931, para. 149 & n.447 (seeking comment on privacy protections).
no less important when consumers communicate over and use broadband Internet access than when they rely on [telephone] services. As broadband Internet access service users access and distribute information online, the information is sent through their broadband provider. Broadband providers serve as a necessary conduit for information passing between an Internet user and Internet sites or other Internet users, and are in a position to obtain vast amounts of personal and proprietary information about their customers. Absent appropriate privacy protections, use or disclosure of that information could be at odds with those customers’ interests.

464. We find that if consumers have concerns about the privacy of their personal information, such concerns may restrain them from making full use of broadband Internet access services and the Internet, thereby lowering the likelihood of broadband adoption and decreasing consumer demand. As the Commission has found previously, the protection of customers’ personal information may spur consumer demand for those services, in turn “driving demand for broadband connections, and consequently encouraging more broadband investment and deployment” consistent with the goals of the 1996 Act. Notably, commenters opposing the application of section 222 to broadband Internet access service make general arguments about the associated burdens, but do not include a meaningful analysis of why the section 10(a) criteria are met (or why relief otherwise should be granted) nor why the concerns they identify—even assuming arguendo that they were borne out by evidence beyond that currently in the record—should outweigh the privacy concerns identified here. We therefore conclude that the application and enforcement of section 222 to broadband Internet access services is in the public interest, and necessary for the protection of consumers.

465. We also reject arguments that section 706 itself provides adequate protections such that

---

1398 Id. at 14930, para. 148 (“For example, a consumer may have questions about whether a broadband Internet access service provider will treat his or her account and usage information as confidential, or whether the provider reserves the right to use account information for marketing and other purposes.”).

1399 See, e.g., Access Comments at 7 (stating that broadband providers have the technological capacity to exercise monitoring and control of their customers’ use of the Internet using techniques such as deep packet inspection).


1401 Implementation of the Telecommunications Act of 1996: Telecommunications Carriers’ Use of Customer Proprietary Network Information and Other Customer Information; IP-Enabled Services, CC Docket No. 96-115, WC Docket No. 04-36, Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 22 FCC Rcd 6927, 6957, para. 59 (2007); see also National Broadband Plan at 55 (explaining that without privacy protections, new innovation and investment in broadband applications and content may be held back, and these applications and content, in turn, are likely the most effective means to advance many of Congress’s goals for broadband).

1402 See, e.g., MediaFreedom Comments at 2; TIA Comments at 17; ADTRAN Reply at 17-18; Letter from Robert W. Quinn, Jr., Senior Vice President, Federal Regulatory and Chief Privacy Officer, AT&T, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28 at 5 (filed May 9, 2014). Consequently, we reject those arguments.

1403 See 47 U.S.C. § 160(a)(2); see also, e.g., Free Press Comments at 83, n.180; Public Knowledge Reply at 20-22. Some commenters contend that the Commission should forbear from all of Title II based on generalized arguments about the marketplace, such as past network investment or changes in performance or price per megabit in the recent past. See, e.g., ACA Jan. 12, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 10-11; Comcast Dec. 24, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 4-6; NCTA Dec. 23, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 19-20. We are not persuaded that those arguments justify a different outcome here, both for the reasons discussed previously, see supra Section V.B.1, and because commenters do not meaningfully explain how these arguments impact the section 10 analysis here, given that the need to protect consumer privacy is not self-evidently linked to such marketplace considerations. Nothing in the record suggests that concerns about consumer privacy are limited to broadband providers of a particular size, and we thus are not persuaded that a different conclusion in our forbearance analysis should be reached in the case of small broadband providers, for example. See, e.g., ACA Jan. 12, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 11; AireBeam Jan. 30, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 2.
forbearance from section 222 is warranted.\footnote{See, e.g., ACA Jan. 12, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 11; NCTA Jan. 14, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 3-4.} While section 706 of the 1996 Act would continue to apply even if we granted forbearance here, we find that section 222 provides a more certain foundation for evaluating providers’ conduct and pursuing enforcement if warranted in relevant circumstances arising in the future.\footnote{See, e.g., supra Section III.F.4.} Among other things, while the concerns discussed in the preceding paragraph have a nexus with the standards of sections 706(a) and (b), as discussed earlier in this section, the public interest in protecting customer privacy is not limited to the universe of concerns encompassed by section 706.

466. We recognize that some commenters, while expressing concern about consumer privacy, nonetheless suggest that the Commission conceivably need not immediately apply section 222 and its implementing rules, pending further proceedings.\footnote{See, e.g., CDT Comments at 17; Letter from Marvin Ammori and Julie Samuels, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 1-2 n.1 (filed Dec. 30, 2014). While CDT references the questions regarding the application of section 222 and our implementing rules raised in the 2010 Broadband Classification NOI, CDT Comments at 16 (citing 2010 Broadband Classification NOI, 25 FCC Rcd at 7900-01, para. 82), that NOI cited reasons why the Commission might immediately apply section 222 and the Commission’s implementing rules if it reclassified broadband Internet access service as well as reasons why it might defer the application of those requirements. We thus find that the 2010 NOI does not itself counsel one way or the other, and in light of the record here, we decline to defer the application of section 222.} We are persuaded by those arguments, but only as to the Commission’s rules. With respect to the application of section 222 of the Act itself, as discussed above, with respect to broadband Internet access service the record here persuades us that the section 10(a) forbearance criteria are not met to justify such relief. Indeed, even as to services that historically have been subject to section 222, questions about the application of those privacy requirements can arise and must be dealt with by the Commission as technology evolves,\footnote{See, e.g., Implementation of the Telecommunications Act of 1996: Telecommunications Carriers’ Use of Customer Proprietary Network Information and Other Customer Information, CC Docket No. 96-115, Declaratory Ruling, 28 FCC Rcd 9609 (2013) (Wireless Device Privacy Declaratory Ruling) (“address[ing] the real privacy and security risks that consumers face when telecommunications carriers use their control of customers’ mobile devices to collect information about their customers’ use of the network”). We also note in this regard that the Commission cannot impose a penalty in the absence of “fair notice of what is prohibited.” FCC v. Fox Television Stations, 132 S. Ct. 2307, 2317 (2012).} and the record here does not demonstrate specific concerns suggesting that Commission clarification of statutory terms as needed would be inadequate in this context.\footnote{See, e.g., CDT Comments at 17 (asserting, without explanation, that a rulemaking might be needed to “address exactly how Section 222 should apply in the Internet connectivity context, including how to define ‘customer proprietary network information’ (CPNI) for this purpose”); Verizon Jan. 26, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 7-8 (arguing that it is unclear what certain requirements of section 222 would mean in the context of broadband Internet access service).}

467. We, however, persuaded that the section 10(a) criteria are met for us to grant forbearance from applying our rules implementing section 222 insofar as they would be triggered by the classification of broadband Internet access service here. Beyond the core broadband Internet access service requirements, we apply section 222 of the Act, which itself directly provides important privacy
Further, on this record, we are not persuaded that the Commission’s current rules implementing section 222 necessarily would be well suited to broadband Internet access service. The Commission fundamentally modified these rules in various ways subsequent to decisions classifying broadband Internet access service as an information service, and certain of those rules appear more focused on concerns that have been associated with voice service. For example, the current rules have requirements with respect to “call detail information,” defined as “[a]ny information that pertains to the transmission of specific telephone calls, including, for outbound calls, the number called, and the time, location, or duration of any call and, for inbound calls, the number from which the call was placed, and the time, location, or duration of any call.” More generally, the existing CPNI rules do not address many of the types of sensitive information to which a provider of broadband Internet access service is likely to have access, such as (to cite just one example) customers’ web browsing history. Insofar as rules focused on addressing problems in the voice service context are among the central underpinnings of our CPNI rules, we find the better course to be forbearance from applying all of our CPNI rules at this time. As courts have recognized, when exercising its section 10 forbearance authority “‘guided by section 706,’” the Commission permissibly may “decide[] to balance the future benefits” of encouraging broadband deployment “against [the] short term impact” from a grant of forbearance. In light of the record here and given that the core broadband Internet access requirements and section 222 itself will apply, and guided by section 706, we find that applying our current rules implementing sections 222—which, in critical respects, appear to be focused on addressing problems that historically arise regarding voice service—is not necessary to ensure just and reasonable rates and practice or for the protection of consumers under sections 10(a)(1) and (a)(2) and that forbearance is in the public interest under section 10(a)(3). We emphasize, however, that forbearance from our existing CPNI rules in the context of broadband Internet access services does not in any way diminish the applicability of these rules to services previously found to be within their scope.

b. Disability Access Provisions (Sections 225, 255, 251(a)(2))

We agree with commenters that we should apply section 225 and the Commission’s implementing rules—rather than forbear for broadband Internet access service—because of the need to ensure meaningful access to all Americans, except to the extent provided below with respect to contributions to the Interstate TRS Fund. Section 225 mandates the availability of interstate and intrastate

---


1410 The Commission adopted significant reforms to its rules implementing section 222 in 2007. Implementation of the Telecommunications Act of 1996: Telecommunications Carriers’ Use of Customer Proprietary Network Information and Other Customer Information; IP-Enabled Services, CC Docket No. 96-115, WC Docket No. 04-36, Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 22 FCC Rcd 6927 (2007). In doing so, the Commission was, in significant part, focused on dealing with problems of “pretexting,” which involved “data brokers . . . obtain[ing] private and personal information, including what calls were made to and/or from a particular telephone number and the duration of such calls.” Id. at 6928-29, para. 2; see also id. at 6928, para. 1 n.1 (noting Congress’ criminalization of pretexting activity in 18 U.S.C. § 1039, which focuses on “phone” records).

1411 47 C.F.R. §§ 64.2003, 64.2010.

1412 EarthLink, 462 F.3d at 9.

1413 Our decision to proceed in a tailored manner is discussed in greater detail below. See infra paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a.

1414 See, e.g., Wireless Device Privacy Declaratory Ruling, 28 FCC Rcd 9609 (addressing how section 222 of the Act, and the Commission’s implementing rules, apply to information relating to telecommunications service and interconnected VoIP service that fits the statutory definition of CPNI when such information is collected by the customer’s device, provided the collection is undertaken at the mobile wireless carrier’s direction and the carrier or its designee has access to or control over the information).

1415 See, e.g., Public Knowledge Comments at 95; Rural Broadband Policy Group Comments at 8; Telecommunications for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing Comments at 8-13.
TRS to the extent possible and in the most efficient manner to individuals in the United States who are deaf, hard of hearing, deaf-blind, and who have speech disabilities. The Act directs that TRS provide the ability for such individuals to engage in communication with other individuals, in a manner that is “functionally equivalent to the ability of a hearing individual who does not have a speech disability to communicate using voice communication services.” To achieve this, the Commission has required all interstate service providers (other than one-way paging services) to provide TRS. People who are blind, hard of hearing, deaf-blind, and who have speech disabilities increasingly rely upon Internet-based video communications, both to communicate directly (point-to-point) with other persons who are deaf or hard of hearing who use sign language and through video relay service (VRS) with individuals who do not use the same mode of communication that they do. In doing so, they rely on high definition two-party or multiple-party video conferencing that necessitates a broadband connection. As technologies advance, section 225 maintains our ability to ensure that individuals who are deaf, hard of hearing, deaf-blind, and who have speech disabilities can engage in service that is functionally equivalent to the ability of a hearing individual who do not have speech disabilities to use voice communication services.

Limits imposed on bandwidth use through network management practices that might otherwise appear neutral, could have an adverse effect on iTRS users who use sign language to communicate by degrading the underlying service carrying their video communications. The result could potentially deny these individuals functionally equivalent communications service. Additionally, if VRS and other iTRS users are limited in their ability to use Internet service or have to pay extra for iTRS and point-to-point services, this could cause discrimination against them because for many such individuals, TRS is the only form of communication that affords service that is functionally equivalent to what voice users have over the telephone. Moreover, limiting their bandwidth capacity could compromise their ability to obtain access to emergency services via VRS and other forms of iTRS, which is required by the Commission’s rules implementing section 225.

469. While we base the open Internet rules adopted here solely on section 706 of the 1996 Act and other provisions of the Act besides section 225—and thus do not adopt any new section 225-based

1419 VRS is a form of TRS that allows people who are blind, hard of hearing, deaf-blind, and who have speech disabilities who use sign language to communicate with voice telephone users through a CA using video transmissions over the Internet. See 47 C.F.R. § 64.601(a)(40).
1420 See generally Telecommunications Relay Services and Speech-to-Speech Services for Individuals with Hearing and Speech Disabilities; E911 Requirements for IP-Enabled Service Providers, CG Docket No. 03-123, WC Docket No. 05-196, Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 23 FCC Rcd 11591 (2008) (First Internet-Based TRS Order); Second Report and Order and Order on Reconsideration, 24 FCC Rcd 791 (2008) (Second Internet-Based TRS Order). In addition, these populations rely on other forms of Internet-based TRS (iTRS), including Internet Protocol Relay Service (IP Relay) and Internet Protocol Captioned Telephone Service (IP CTS). IP Relay is a “telecommunications relay service that permits an individual with a hearing or a speech disability to communicate in text using an Internet Protocol-enabled device via the Internet, rather than using a text telephone (TTY) and the public switched telephone network.” 47 C.F.R. § 64.601(a)(17). IP CTS is a “telecommunications relay service that permits an individual who can speak but who has difficulty hearing over the telephone to use a telephone and an Internet Protocol-enabled device via the Internet to simultaneously listen to the other party and read captions of what the other party is saying.” 47 C.F.R. § 64.601(a)(16).
1423 See 47 C.F.R. § 64.605.
rules in this Order—largely preserving this provision is important not only to the extent that it might be used in the future as the basis for new rules adopting additional protections but also to avoid any inadvertent uncertainty regarding Internet-based TRS providers’ obligations under existing rules. To be compensated from the federal TRS fund, providers must provide service in compliance with section 225 and the Commission’s TRS rules and orders. As discussed in the prior paragraph, however, a number of TRS services are carried via users’ broadband Internet access services. Forbearing from applying section 225 and our TRS service requirements would risk creating loopholes in the protections otherwise afforded users of iTRS services or even just uncertainty that might result in degradation of iTRS. More specifically, if we forbear from applying these provisions, we run the risk of allowing actions taken by Internet access service providers to come into conflict with the overarching goal of section 225, i.e., ensuring that the communication services made available through TRS are functionally equivalent, that is, mirror as closely as possible the voice communication services available to the general public. Enforcement of this functional equivalency mandate will protect against such degradation of service. In sum, with the exception of TRS contribution requirements discussed below, we find that the enforcement of section 225 is necessary for the protection of consumers under section 10(a)(2), and that forbearance would not be in the public interest under section 10(a)(3).

Notwithstanding the foregoing, for now we do forbear in part from the application of TRS contribution obligations that otherwise would newly apply to broadband Internet access service. Section 225(d)(3)(B) and our implementing rules require federal TRS contributions for interstate telecommunications services, which now would uniformly include broadband Internet access service by virtue of the classification decision in this order. Applying new TRS contribution requirements on broadband Internet access potentially could spread the base of contributions to the TRS Fund, having the benefit of adding to the stability of the TRS Fund. Nevertheless, before taking any steps that would depart from the status quo in this regard, the Commission would like to assess the need for such additional funding, and the appropriate contribution level, given the totality of concerns implicated in this context. As courts have recognized, when exercising its section 10 forbearance authority “[g]uided by section 706,” the Commission permissibly may “decide[] to balance the future benefits” of encouraging broadband deployment “against [the] short term impact” from a grant of forbearance. Our decision, guided by section 706, to tailor the regulations applied to broadband Internet access service thus tips the balance in favor of the finding that applying new TRS fund contribution requirements at this time is not necessary to ensure just, reasonable and nondiscriminatory conduct by the provider of broadband Internet access service or for the protection of consumers under sections 10(a)(1) and (a)(2) and that forbearance is in the public interest under section 10(a)(3). The competing considerations here make this a closer call under our section 10(a) analysis, however, and thus we limit our action only to forbearing from applying section 225(d)(3)(B) and our implementing rules insofar as they would immediately require new TRS contributions from broadband Internet access services but not insofar as they authorize the Commission to require such contributions should the Commission elect to do so in a rulemaking in the future. In particular, we find it in the public interest to limit our forbearance in this manner to enable us to act even more nimbly in the future should we need to do so based on future developments.

---

1426 EarthLink, 462 F.3d at 9.
1427 Our decision to proceed in a tailored manner is discussed in greater detail below. See infra paras.495-496; Section V.C.2.a.
1428 As noted below, we do not forbear from the obligation of carriers that have chosen voluntarily to offer broadband as a Title II service to contribute to the Interstate TRS Fund.
471. Nothing in our forbearance from TRS Fund contribution requirements for broadband Internet access service is intended to encompass, however, situations where incumbent local exchange carriers or other common carriers voluntarily choose to offer Internet transmission services as telecommunications services subject to the full scope of Title II requirements for such services. As a result, such providers remain subject to the Interstate TRS Fund contribution obligations that arise under section 225 and the Commission’s rules by virtue of their elective provision of such services until such time as the Commission further addresses such contributions in the future.

472. Consistent with some commenters’ proposals, with respect to broadband Internet access service we also do not forbear from applying sections 255 and the associated rules, which require telecommunications service providers and equipment manufacturers to make their services and equipment accessible to individuals with disabilities, unless not readily achievable. We also do not find the statutory forbearance test met for related protections afforded under section 251(a)(2) and our implementing rules, which precludes the installation of “network features, functions, or capabilities that do not comply with the guidelines and standards established pursuant to section 255.” We therefore do not forbear from this provision and our associated rules. In prior proceedings, the Commission has emphasized its commitment to implementing the important policy goals of section 255 in the Internet service context.

Evidence cited in the National Broadband Plan also demonstrated that, while broadband adoption has grown steadily, it “lags considerably” among certain groups, including individuals with disabilities. Adoption of Internet access services by persons with disabilities can enable these individuals to achieve greater productivity, independence, and integration into society in a variety of ways. These capabilities, however, are not available to persons with disabilities if they face

---

1430 See, e.g., Public Knowledge Comments at 95; Rural Broadband Policy Group Comments at 8; Telecommunications for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing Comments at 8-13; The Advanced Communications Law & Policy Institute at New York Law School Reply, Attach. 8; Letter from Teresa Favuzzi, Executive Director, California Foundation of Independent Living Centers, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28 at 3 (filed Dec. 17, 2014) (CFILC Dec. 17, 2014 Ex Parte Letter).


1433 See, e.g., Inquiry Concerning the Deployment of Advanced Telecommunications Capability to All Americans in a Reasonable and Timely Fashion, and Possible Steps to Accelerate Such Deployment Pursuant to Section 706 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, CC Docket No. 98-146, Report, 14 FCC Rcd 2398, 2437-38, paras. 75-77 (1999) (“First Broadband Deployment Report”) (“We caution, however, that the promise of advanced telecommunications capability for people with disabilities will not be realized unless inherent barriers in telecommunications products and services are removed, and accessible equipment and services are widely available through mainstream markets. . . . [W]e are committed to taking advantage of any opportunities to encourage the deployment of advanced telecommunications service to people with disabilities. Plans for the deployment of advanced services should also address the needs of persons with disabilities.”); Wireline Broadband Classification Order, 20 FCC Rcd at 14919-22, paras. 121-24 (“[T]he Commission will remain vigilant in monitoring the development of wireline broadband Internet access service and its effects on the important policy goals of section 255. As noted above, we will exercise our Title I ancillary jurisdiction to ensure achievement of important policy goals of section 255 and also section 225 of the Act.”).

1434 National Broadband Plan at 21; id. at 169 (stating, “Devices often are not designed to be accessible for people with disabilities.”). See also, e.g., CFILC Dec. 17, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 1-2.

barriers to Internet service usage, such as inaccessible hardware, software, or services.\textsuperscript{1436} We anticipate that increased adoption of services and technologies accessible to individuals with disabilities will, in turn, spur further availability of such capabilities, and of Internet access services more generally.\textsuperscript{1437}

473. Our forbearance analysis regarding sections 255, 251(a)(2), and our implementing rules also is informed by the incremental nature of the requirements imposed.\textsuperscript{1438} In particular, the Twenty-First Century Communications and Video Accessibility Act of 2010 (CVAA),\textsuperscript{1439} expanding beyond the then-existing application of section 255,\textsuperscript{1440} adopted new section 716 of the Act, which requires that providers of advanced communications services (ACS) and manufacturers of equipment used for ACS make their services and products accessible to people with disabilities, unless it is not achievable to do so. These mandates already apply according to their terms in the context of broadband Internet access service.\textsuperscript{1441} The CVAA also adopted a requirement, in section 718, that ensures access to Internet browsers in wireless phones for people who are blind and visually impaired.\textsuperscript{1442} In addition, the CVAA directs the Commission to enact regulations to prescribe, among other things, that networks used to provide ACS “may not impair or impede the accessibility of information content when accessibility has been incorporated into that content for transmission through . . . networks used to provide [ACS].”\textsuperscript{1443} Finally, new section 717 creates new enforcement and recordkeeping requirements applicable to sections 255, 716, and 718.\textsuperscript{1444} Thus, a variety of accessibility requirements already have applied in the context of broadband Internet access service under the CVAA.

474. We are persuaded by the record of concerns about accessibility in the context of broadband Internet access service that we should not rest solely on the protections of the CVAA, however. But we do clarify the interplay of those provisions. At the time of section 255’s adoption in the 1996 Act, Congress stated its intent to “foster the design, development, and inclusion of new features in communications technologies that permit more ready accessibility of communications technology by individuals with disabilities . . . as preparation for the future given that a growing number of Americans

\begin{footnotes}
\item[1436] See, e.g., CFILC Dec. 17, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 1-2; OBI Working Paper No. 2 at 4-5. Broadband can also provide increased access to online education classes and digital books and will offer real time interoperable voice, video and text capabilities for E911. See, e.g., CFILC Dec. 17, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 2; OBI Working Paper No. 2 at 5. In addition, as commenters note, “society as a whole” can “benefit[] when people with disabilities have access to [broadband Internet access] services in a manner equivalent to the non-disabled population.” CFILC Dec. 17, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 1.
\item[1437] \textit{Cf.} Inquiry Concerning the Deployment of Advanced Telecommunications Capability to All Americans in a Reasonable and Timely Fashion, and Possible Steps to Accelerate Such Deployment Pursuant to Section 706 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, GN Docket No. 07-45, 23 FCC Rcd 9615, 9643-44, para. 57 (2008) (\textit{Fifth Broadband Deployment Report}) (through actions to extend the requirements of sections 225 and 255, “the Commission availed broadband offerings to more Americans, which in turn increased broadband deployment demand”).
\item[1440] 47 U.S.C. § 617(f) (“The requirements of this section shall not apply to any equipment or services, including interconnected VoIP service, that are subject to the requirements of section 255 of this title on the day before October 8, 2010. Such services and equipment shall remain subject to the requirements of section 255 of this title.”).
\item[1441] Implementation of Sections 716 and 717 of the Communications Act of 1934, as Enacted by the Twenty-First Century Communications and Video Accessibility Act of 2010 et al., CG Docket No. 10-213 et al., Second Report and Order, 28 FCC Rcd 5957, 5960-61, para. 7 (2013).
\item[1442] 47 U.S.C. §§ 617, 619. ACS means: “(A) interconnected VoIP service; (B) non-interconnected VoIP service; (C) electronic messaging service; and (D) interoperable video conferencing service.” 47 U.S.C. § 153(1).
\item[1443] 47 U.S.C. § 617(e)(1)(B); see also 47 C.F.R. § 14.20(c).
\item[1444] 47 U.S.C. § 618.
\end{footnotes}
have disabilities.” More recently, Congress adopted the CVAA after recognizing that since it added section 255 to the Communications Act, “Internet-based and digital technologies . . . driven by growth in broadband . . . are now pervasive, offering innovative and exciting ways to communicate and share information.” Congress thus clearly had Internet-based communications technologies in mind when enacting the accessibility provisions of sections 716 and 717-718, and in providing important protections with respect to ACS. Thus, insofar as there is any conflict between the requirements of sections 255, 251(a)(2), and our implementing rules, on the one hand, and sections 716-718 and our implementing rules on the other hand, we interpret the latter requirements as controlling. On the other hand, insofar as sections 255, 251(a)(2), and our implementing rules impose different requirements that are reconcilable with the CVAA, we find it appropriate to apply those additional protections in the context of broadband Internet access service for the reasons described above. Thus, for example, outside the self-described scope of the CVAA, providers of broadband Internet access services must ensure that network services and equipment do not impair or impede accessibility pursuant to the sections 255/251(a)(2) framework. In particular, we find that these provisions and regulations are necessary for the protection of consumers and forbearance would not be in the public interest.

1447 A general canon of interpretation is that where two statutory provisions conflict, the specific governs the general—but we need not and do not decide the question of whether the provisions enacted by the CVAA are more specific here because we are persuaded by the legislative history of those provisions that, insofar as there is a conflict, the provisions of the CVAA should be controlling in any case. See, e.g., Ohio Power Co. v. FERC, 744 F.2d 162, 167-68 & n.7 (D.C. Cir. 1984) (concluding that “assuming arguendo that section 20 and 23 [of the agreement at issue] are in conflict, it remains unclear which section provides the more specific command,” and ultimately finding FERC’s “examination of the apparently contradicting sections thorough and its interpretation reconciling their terms entirely reasonable”).
1448 See, e.g., Detwiler v. Pena, 38 F.3d 591, 594 (D.C. Cir. 1994) (“[W]hen two statutes are capable of co-existence, it is the duty of the courts, absent a clearly expressed congressional intention to the contrary, to regard each as effective.”) (quoting Morton v. Mancari, 417 U.S. 535, 551 (1974)) (alteration in original). We recognize that the Commission previously has held that “[s]ection 2(a) of the CVAA exempts entities, such as Internet service providers, from liability for violations of Section 716 when they are acting only to transmit covered services or to provide an information location tool. Thus, service providers that merely provide access to an electronic messaging service, such as a broadband platform that provides an end user with access to a web-based e-mail service, are excluded from the accessibility requirements of Section 716.” Implementation of Sections 716 and 717 of the Communications Act of 1934, as Enacted by the Twenty-First Century Communications and Video Accessibility Act of 2010 et al., CG Docket No. 10-213 et al., Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 26 FCC Rcd 14557, 14576, para. 45 (2011). Our decision here is not at odds with Congress’ approach to such services under the CVAA, however, because we also have found that “relative to Section 255, Section 716 requires a higher standard of achievement for covered entities.” Implementation of Sections 716 and 717 of the Communications Act of 1934, as Enacted by the Twenty-First Century Communications and Video Accessibility Act of 2010 et al., CG Docket No. 10-213 et al., Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 26 FCC Rcd 3139, 3136-37, para. 5 (2011). Thus, under our decision here, broadband Internet access service will remain excluded from the “higher standard of achievement” required by the CVAA to the extent provided by that law, and instead will be subject to the lower standard imposed under section 255 in those cases where the CVAA does not apply.
1449 See 47 C.F.R. § 6.9. Because this section requires pass through of telecommunications in an accessible format, and 47 C.F.R. § 14.20(c) requires pass through of ACS in an accessible format, the two sections work in tandem with each other, and forbearance from sections 255 and 251(a)(2) would therefore result in a diminution of accessibility.
1450 We recognize that section 716 provides that “[t]he requirements of this section shall not apply to any equipment or services, including interconnected VoIP service, that are subject to the requirements of section 255 of this title on the day before October 8, 2010. Such services and equipment shall remain subject to the requirements of section 255 of this title.” 47 U.S.C. § 617(f). We do not read that as requiring that section 716 must necessarily be mutually exclusive with section 255, however. Had Congress wished to achieve that result, it easily instead could have stated
475. We reject the cursory or generalized arguments of some commenters that we need not apply these protections, or that we might defer doing so, pending further proceedings. For the reasons discussed above, with respect to broadband Internet access service the record here persuades us that the application of these provisions is necessary for the protection of consumers under section 10(a)(2) and that forbearance is not in the public interest under section 10(a)(3). Nor are we otherwise persuaded to stay or waive our implementing rules based on this record. Commenters opposing the application of these protections with respect to broadband Internet access service either with no limit on time, or specifically in the near term, make general arguments about the associated burdens. However, they do not include a meaningful analysis of why the section 10(a) criteria are met (or why relief otherwise should be granted) nor why the concerns they identify—even assuming arguendo that they were borne out by evidence beyond that currently in the record—should outweigh the disability access concerns identified here.\footnote{See, e.g., MediaFreedom Comments at 2; TIA Comments at 17. See also, e.g., Letter from COMPTEL, CCIA, Engine and IFBA, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28 at 1-2 n.1 (filed Dec. 30, 2014) (noting the possibility of deferral). Some commenters contend that the Commission should forbear from all of Title II based on generalized arguments about the marketplace, such as past network investment or changes in performance or price per megabit in the recent past. See, e.g., ACA Jan. 12, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 10-11; Comcast Dec. 24, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 4-6; NCTA Dec. 23, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 19-20. We are not persuaded that those arguments justify a different outcome as to any of the disability access provisions or requirements at issue in this section, both for the reasons discussed previously, \textit{see supra} Section V.B.1, and because commenters do not meaningfully explain how these arguments impact the section 10 analysis here, given that the need to protect disability access is not self-evidently linked to such marketplace considerations. Nothing in the record suggests that concerns about disability access are limited to broadband providers of a particular size, and we thus are not persuaded that a different conclusion in our forbearance analysis should be reached in the case of small broadband providers, for example. See, e.g., ACA Jan. 12, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 11; AireBeam Jan. 30, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 2.}

476. We also reject arguments that section 706 itself provides adequate protections such that forbearance from the disability access provisions of sections 225, 255 and 251(a)(2) and associated regulations is warranted.\footnote{See, e.g., ACA Jan. 12, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 11; NCTA Jan. 14, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 3-4.} While section 706 of the 1996 Act would continue to apply even if we granted forbearance here, consistent with our conclusions in other sections, we find that these disability access provisions provide a more certain foundation for evaluating providers’ conduct and pursuing enforcement if warranted in relevant circumstances arising in the future.\footnote{See, e.g., \textit{supra} Section III.F.4. We also note, for example, that this approach obviates the need to determine whether or to what extent these disability access provisions are more specific than section 706 of the 1996 Act in relevant respects, and thus could be seen as exclusively governing over the provisions of section 706 of the 1996 Act as to some set of disability access issues. \textit{Cf. Bloate v. U.S.}, 559 U.S. 196, 208 (2010) (“[g]eneral language of a statutory provision, although broad enough to include it, will not be held to apply to a matter specifically dealt with in another part of the same enactment’’) (citation omitted). The approach we take avoids this potential uncertainty, and we thus need not and do not address this question.} Among other things, while our interest in ensuring disability access often may have a nexus with the standards of sections 706(a) and (b), the record does not reveal that the public interest in ensuring access for persons with disabilities is limited just to the universe of concerns encompassed by section 706.

477. In addition to the provisions discussed above, section 710 of the Act addresses hearing

that “the requirements of this section shall not apply to any equipment or services . . . that are subject to the requirements of section 255” (or vice versa) and left it at that. By also including the limiting language “that are subject to the requirements of section 255 of this title on the day before October 8, 2010,” we believe the statute reasonably is interpreted as leaving open the option that services that become subject to section 255 thereafter also could be subject to both the requirements of section 255 and the requirements of the CVAA. Indeed, although broadband Internet access previously was classified as an information service and thus not subject to section 255 on October 8, 2010, at the time the CVAA was enacted the Commission had initiated the 2010 NOI to consider whether to reclassify that service as a telecommunications service, which would, at that time, become subject to section 255 as a default matter.
aid compatibility. Given the important additional protections for persons with disabilities enabled by this provision, we anticipate addressing the applicability of mobile wireless hearing aid compatibility requirements to mobile broadband Internet access service devices in the pending rulemaking proceeding.

**c. Access to Poles, Ducts, Conduit and Rights-of-Way (Section 224)**

Consistent with the recommendations of certain broadband provider commenters, because we find that the section 10(a) criteria are not met, we decline to forbear from applying section 224 and the Commission’s associated rules with respect to broadband Internet access service. Section 224 of the Act governs the Commission’s regulation of pole attachments. The Commission has recognized repeatedly the importance of pole attachments to the deployment of communications networks, and we thus conclude that applying these provisions will help ensure just and reasonable rates for broadband Internet access service by continuing pole access and thereby limiting the input costs that broadband providers otherwise would need to incur. Leveling the pole attachment playing field for new entrants that offer solely broadband services also removes barriers to deployment and fosters additional broadband competition. For similar reasons we find that applying these provisions will protect consumers and advance the public interest under sections 10(a)(2) and (a)(3).

---

1455 For reasons similar to those discussed in the text above regarding other disability access provisions, we do not find it in the public interest to grant forbearance from section 710 of the Act, nor do we find such forbearance otherwise warranted under the section 10(a) criteria. 47 U.S.C. § 160(a).
1456 See, e.g., Request For Updated Information and Comment On Wireless Hearing Aid Compatibility Regulations, WT Docket Nos. 07-250, 10-254, Public Notice, 29 FCC Rcd 13969 (Wireless Telecom. Bureau, Consumer & Gov’t Affairs Bureau 2014) (discussing pending proceeding and seeking updated comment). We note that the Commission’s existing implementing rules do not immediately impose the Commission’s hearing aid compatibility requirements implementing section 710 of the Act on mobile wireless broadband providers by virtue of the classification decisions in this Order. We note, however, that certain obligations in the Commission’s rules implementing section 255 addressing interference with hearing technologies and the effective wireless coupling to hearing aids, see e.g., 47 C.F.R. §§ 6.3(a)(2)(viii), (ix); 6.5; 7.1(a)(2)(viii), (ix); 7.5, may be appropriately imposed on such providers by virtue of this Order, given our decision not to forbear from application of section 255 and its implementing regulations.
1457 See, e.g., Comcast Dec. 24, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 25 n.107; NCTA Dec. 23, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 21. See also, e.g., Letter from Marvin Ammori and Julie Samuels, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28 at 1 (filed Nov. 12, 2014) (“Title II forbearance should be implemented in such a way so as to encourage continued deployment and investment in networks by for example preserving pole attachment rights.”); Letter from Austin C. Schlick, Director, Communications Law, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28 at 3-4 (filed Dec. 30, 2014) (Google Dec. 30, 2014 Ex Parte Letter).
1460 Some commenters contend that the Commission should forbear from all of Title II based on generalized arguments about the marketplace, such as past network investment or changes in performance or price per megabit in the recent past. See, e.g., ACA Jan. 12, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 10-11; Comcast Dec. 24, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 4-6; NCTA Dec. 23, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 19-20. We are not persuaded that those arguments justify a different outcome regarding section 224 and our associated rules, both for the reasons discussed previously, see supra Section V.B.1, and because commenters do not meaningfully explain how these arguments impact the section 10 analysis here, given that the need for regulated access to access to poles, ducts, conduit, and rights-of-way is not self-evidently linked to such marketplace considerations. Nor does the record reveal that concerns about adequate access to poles, ducts, conduit and rights-of-way are limited to broadband providers of a particular size, and we thus are not
479. Further, in significant part, section 224 imposes obligations on utilities, as owners of poles, ducts, conduits, or rights-of-way, to ensure that cable operators and telecommunications carriers obtain access to poles on just, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory rates, terms and conditions. The definition of a utility, however, includes entities other than telecommunications carriers, and pole attachments themselves are not “telecommunications services.” Section 10 allows the Commission to forbear from statutory requirements and implementing regulations as applied to “a telecommunications carrier or telecommunications service,” or class thereof, if the statutory criteria are satisfied. To the extent that section 224 imposes obligations on entities other than telecommunications carriers, it is not within the Commission’s authority to forbear from this provision and our implementing rules under section 10.

480. Moreover, even if the Commission could forbear from the entirety of section 224 notwithstanding the concerns with such forbearance noted above, it is doubtful that this approach would leave us with authority to regulate the rates for attachments used for broadband Internet access service. In particular, such forbearance seemingly would eliminate any requirements governing pole owners’ rates for access to poles by telecommunications carriers or cable operators. Such an outcome would not serve the public interest.

481. We also are not persuaded that we could forbear exclusively from the telecom rate formula in section 224(e), and then adopt a lower rate—such as the cable rate—pursuant to section 224(b). In particular, applying the ‘specific governs the general’ canon of statutory interpretation, the Supreme Court interpreted the rate formulas in sections 224(d) and (e) as controlling, within their self-described scope, over the Commission’s general authority to ensure just and reasonable rates for pole attachments under section 224(b). We question whether forbearing from applying section 224(e) would actually alter the scope of our authority under section 224(b), or if instead rates for carriers’ telecommunications service attachments would remain governed by the (now forborne-from) section 224(e), leaving a void as to regulation of rates for such attachments. Further, attempting to use an approach like this to regulate pole rental rates more stringently to achieve lower rates, the Commission seemingly would be using forbearance to increase regulation. Given the deregulatory purposes underlying the adoption of section 10, we do not believe that the use of forbearance in that manner would be in the public interest.

482. Although we are not persuaded that forbearance would be appropriate to address these concerns, we are committed to avoiding an outcome in which entities misinterpret today’s decision as an excuse to increase pole attachment rates of cable operators providing broadband Internet access service. To be clear, it is not the Commission’s intent to see any increase in the rates for pole

persuaded that these concerns would differ in the case of small broadband providers, for example. See, e.g., ACA Jan. 12, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 11; AireBeam Jan. 30, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 2.

1461 47 U.S.C. § 224(a)-(e).

1462 See 47 U.S.C. § 224(a)(1) (defining a utility as “any person who is a local exchange carrier or an electric, gas, water, steam, or other public utility, and who owns or controls poles, ducts, conduits, or rights-of-way used, in whole or in part, for any wire communications. . . .”); see also 47 U.S.C. § 224(a)(5) (“For purposes of this section, the term ‘telecommunications carrier’ (as defined in section 153 of this title) does not include any incumbent local exchange carrier as defined in section 251(h) of this title.”).

1463 47 U.S.C. § 160(a) (“[T]he Commission shall forbear from applying any regulation or any provision of this chapter to a telecommunications carrier or telecommunications service . . . .”).


attachments paid by cable operators that also provide broadband Internet access service, and we caution
utilities against relying on this decision to that end. This Order does not itself require any party to
increase the pole attachment rates it charges attachers providing broadband Internet access service, and
we would consider such outcomes unacceptable as a policy matter.

483. We note in this regard that in the 2011 Pole Attachment Order, the Commission
undertook comprehensive reform of pole attachment rules—including by revising the telecommunications
rate formula for pole attachments in a way that “generally will recover the same portion of pole costs as
the current cable rate.” As NCTA, COMPTEL and tw telecom observed following that Order, the
Commission’s “expressed intent of providing rate parity between telecommunications providers and cable
operators by amending the telecommunications formula to produce rates comparable to the cable
formula—thereby removing the threat of potential rate increases associated with new services and
reducing the incentives for pole owners to dispute the legal classification of communications services—
will provide much-needed regulatory certainty that will permit broadband providers to extend their
networks to unserved communities while fairly compensating pole owners.” However, these parties
also expressed concern that the particular illustration used by the Commission in the rule text could be
construed as suggesting that the new formula includes only instances where there are three and five
attaching entities, rather than providing the “corresponding cost adjustments scaled to other entity
counts.” We are concerned by any potential undermining of the gains the Commission achieved by
revising the pole attachment rates paid by telecommunications carriers. We accordingly will be
monitoring marketplace developments following this Order and can and will promptly take further action
in that regard if warranted.

484. To the extent that there is a potential for an increase in pole attachment rates for cable
operators that also provide broadband Internet access service, we are highly concerned about its effect on
the positive investment incentives that arise from new providers’ access to pole infrastructure. We are
encouraged by entry into the marketplace of parties that offer broadband Internet access service, and we
believe that providing these new parties with access to pole infrastructure under section 224 would
outweigh any hypothetical rise in pole attachment rates for some incumbent cable operators in some
circumstances—particularly in light of our expressed intent to take prompt action if necessary to
address the application of the Commission’s pole rental rate formulas in a way that removes any doubt
concerning the advancement of the goals intended by our 2011 reforms. Moreover, subsumed within our
finding that today’s decision does not justify any increase in pole attachment rates is an emphatic

forth two separate formulas to determine the maximum rates for pole attachments—one applies to pole attachments
used by providers of telecommunications services (the telecom rate formula), and the other to pole attachments used
“solely to provide cable service” (the cable rate formula). 47 U.S.C. §§ 224(d), (e). In recognition of these
differences, Congress provided that rates under the telecom rate formula would be phased in over a five-year period,
47 U.S.C. § 224(e)(4), although the Commission has sought to minimize the disparity in rates. See generally 2011
Pole Attachment Order. To the extent that commenters express concern about possible rate changes following our
reclassification of broadband Internet access under that statutory and regulatory framework, see ACA Jan. 20, 2015
Ex Parte Letter at 2-3; NCTA Dec. 23, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 21 n.107, we are not persuaded on this record that
forbearance would be a viable way to address them, for the reasons discussed below. Nor do such arguments
persuade us not to reclassify broadband Internet access service, since in reclassifying that service we simply
acknowledge the reality of how it is being offered today. See supra Section IV.

1467 2011 Pole Attachment Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 5244, para. 8.
1468 Petition for Reconsideration or Clarification of the National Cable & Telecommunications Association,
COMPTEL and tw telecom Inc., WC Docket No. 07-245, GN Docket No. 09-51 at 2 (filed June 8, 2011),
1469 Id. at 6.
conclusion that no utility could impose any increase retroactively.  

485. We also reject arguments that section 706 itself provides adequate protections such that forbearance from the pole access provisions of section 224 and related regulations is warranted. While section 706 of the 1996 Act would continue to apply even if we granted forbearance here, consistent with our conclusions in other sections, we find that section 224 and our implementing regulations provide a more certain foundation for evaluating providers’ conduct and pursuing enforcement if warranted in relevant circumstances arising in the future.  

d. Universal Service Provisions (Sections 254, 214(e))  

486. We find the statutory test is met to grant certain forbearance under section 10(a) from applying sections 254(d), (g), and (k), as discussed below, but we otherwise will apply section 254, section 214(e) and our implementing rules with respect to broadband Internet access service, as recommended by a number of commenters. Section 254, the statutory foundation of our universal service programs, requires the Commission to promote universal service goals, including “[a]ccess to advanced telecommunications and information services . . . in all regions of the Nation.” Section 214(e) provides the framework for determining which carriers are eligible to participate in universal service programs. Even prior to the classification of broadband Internet access service adopted here, the Commission already supported broadband services to schools, libraries, and health care providers and supported broadband-capable networks in high-cost areas. Broadband Internet access service was, and is, a key focus of those universal service policies, and classification today simply provides another statutory justification in support of these policies going forward. Under our broader section 10(a)(3) public interest analysis, the historical focus of our universal service policies on advancing end-users’ access to broadband Internet access service persuades us to give much less weight to arguments that we should proceed incrementally in this context. In particular, the Commission already has provided support for deployment of broadband-capable networks and imposed associated public interest obligations requiring the provision of broadband Internet access service. In connection with the Lifeline program, for instance, the Commission has established the goal of “ensuring the availability of broadband service for low-income Americans.” We therefore conclude that these universal service policy-making provisions


1473 See, e.g., supra Section III.F.4. We also note, for example, that this approach obviates the need to determine whether or to what extent section 224’s pole access provisions are more specific than section 706 of the 1996 Act in relevant respects, and thus could be seen as exclusively governing over the provisions of section 706 of the 1996 Act as to some set of pole access issues. Cf. Bloate v. U.S., 559 U.S. 196, 208 (2010) (“[g]eneral language of a statutory provision, although broad enough to include it, will not be held to apply to a matter specifically dealt with in another part of the same enactment”) (citation omitted). The approach we take avoids this potential uncertainty, and we thus need not and do not address this question.  

1474 See, e.g., NMR Comments at 25-26; Public Knowledge et al. Comments at 95; Rural Broadband Policy Group Comments at 8-9; Telecommunications for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing Comments at 13; Ammori Dec. 19, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 5.  


1476 47 U.S.C. § 214(e). More specifically, an entity must be designated an eligible telecommunications carrier (ETC) under section 214(e) in order to get high-cost or Lifeline support, but the same constraint does not apply with respect to receipt of support under the E-rate or Rural Health Care programs. See 47 C.F.R. § 54.201(a).  


1478 Lifeline and Link Up Reform and Modernization; Lifeline and Linkup; Federal-State Joint Board on Universal Service; Advancing Broadband Availability Through Digital Literacy Training, WC Docket Nos. 12-23, 11-42, 03-
of section 254, and the interrelated requirements of section 214(e), give us greater flexibility in pursuing those policies, and outweighs any limited incremental effects (if any) on broadband providers in this context.\textsuperscript{1479} Because forbearance would not be in the public interest under section 10(a)(3), we apply these provisions of section 254 and 214(e) and our implementing rules with respect to broadband Internet access service.

487. We also reject arguments that section 706 itself provides adequate protections such that forbearance from the provisions of sections 254 and 214(e) discussed above is warranted.\textsuperscript{1480} While section 706 of the 1996 Act would continue to apply even if we granted forbearance here, we find that these provisions provide a more certain foundation for implementing our universal service policies and enforcing our associated rules, consistent with our conclusions in other sections.\textsuperscript{1481} Among other things, while our interest in ensuring universal service often may have a nexus with the standards of sections 706(a) and (b), the record does not reveal that the public interest in ensuring universal access is limited just to the universe of concerns encompassed by section 706.

488. Notwithstanding the foregoing, for now we do forbear in part from the first sentence of section 254(d) and our associated rules insofar as they would immediately require new universal service contributions associated with broadband Internet access service. The first sentence of section 254(d) authorizes the Commission to impose universal service contributions requirements on telecommunications carriers—and, indeed, goes even further to require “[e]very telecommunications carrier that provides interstate telecommunications services” to contribute.\textsuperscript{1482} Under that provision and

\textsuperscript{1479} We note that commenters opposing the application of section 254 as a whole (or those provisions of section 254 from which we do not forbear below) or arguing that such action could be deferred pending future proceedings, appear to make only generalized, non-specific arguments, which we do not find sufficient to overcome our analysis above. See, e.g., TIA Comments at 17; ADTRAN Reply at 17-18. See also, e.g., Letter from COMPTEL, CCIA, Engine and IFBA, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28 at 1-2 n.1 (filed Dec. 30, 2014) (noting the possibility of deferral). In addition, some commenters contend that the Commission should forbear from all of Title II based on generalized arguments about the marketplace, such as past network investment or changes in performance or price per megabit in the recent past. See, e.g., ACA Jan. 12, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 10-11; Comcast Dec. 24, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 4-6; NCTA Dec. 23, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 19-20.

\textsuperscript{1480} We are not persuaded that those arguments justify a different outcome regarding section 254, both for the reasons discussed previously, see supra Section V.B.1, and because commenters do not meaningfully explain how these arguments impact the section 10 analysis here, given that, even taken at face value, arguments based on such marketplace considerations do not purport to sufficiently address the policy concerns underlying section 254 and our universal service programs. Nothing in the record suggests that we should tailor our advancement of universal service policies to broadband providers of a particular size, and we thus are not persuaded that a different conclusion in our forbearance analysis should be reached in the case of small broadband providers, for example. See, e.g., ACA Jan. 12, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 11; AireBeam Jan. 30, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 2.

\textsuperscript{1481} See, e.g., supra Section III.F.4. See also, e.g., Connect America Fund et al., WC Docket No. 10-90 et al., Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 26 FCC Rcd 4554, 4579, para. 67 (2011) (seeking comment on whether a universal service mechanism based exclusively on section 706 of the 1996 Act would raise issues under federal appropriations laws). We also note, for example, that this approach obviates the need to determine whether or to what extent these universal service provisions are more specific than section 706 of the 1996 Act in relevant respects, and thus could be seen as exclusively governing over the provisions of section 706 of the 1996 Act as to some set of universal issues. \textit{Cf. Bloate v. U.S.}, 559 U.S. 196, 208 (2010) ("'[g]eneral language of a statutory provision, although broad enough to include it, will not be held to apply to a matter specifically dealt with in another part of the same enactment’") (citation omitted). The approach we take avoids this potential uncertainty, and we thus need not and do not address this question.

\textsuperscript{1482} 47 U.S.C. § 254(d) ("Every telecommunications carrier that provides interstate telecommunications services shall contribute, on an equitable and nondiscriminatory basis, to the specific, predictable, and sufficient mechanisms established by the Commission to preserve and advance universal service."). In implementing that statutory
our implementing rules, providers are required to make federal universal service support contributions for interstate telecommunications services, which now would include broadband Internet access service by virtue of the classification decision in this order.\footnote{483}

489. Consistent with our analysis of TRS contributions above, we note that on one hand, newly applying universal service contribution requirements on broadband Internet access service potentially could spread the base of contributions to the universal service fund, providing at least some benefit to customers of other services that contribute, and potentially also to the stability of the universal service fund through the broadening of the contribution base. We note, however, that the Commission has sought comment on a wide range of issues regarding how contributions should be assessed, including whether to continue to assess contributions based on revenues or to adopt alternative methodologies for determining contribution obligations.\footnote{484} We therefore conclude that limited forbearance is warranted at the present time in order to allow the Commission to consider the issues presented based on a full record in that docket.\footnote{485}

490. As reiterated in our discussion of TRS contributions above, courts have recognized\footnote{490} when exercising its section 10 forbearance authority “[g]uided by section 706,” the Commission permissibly may “decide[] to balance the future benefits” of encouraging broadband deployment “against [the] short term impact” from a grant of forbearance.\footnote{486} Our decision, guided by section 706, to tailor the regulations applied to broadband Internet access service thus tips the balance in favor of the finding that applying new universal service fund contribution requirements at this time is not necessary to ensure just and reasonable rates and practices or for the protection of consumers under sections 10(a)(1) and (a)(2), and that forbearance is in the public interest under section 10(a)(3) while the Commission completes its pending rulemaking regarding contributions reform.\footnote{487} The competing considerations here make this a

---

\footnote{483}{Id.; 47 C.F.R. § 54.706(c).}

\footnote{484}{\textit{Universal Service Contribution Methodology: A National Broadband Plan For Our Future}, WC Docket No. 06-122, GN Docket No. 09-51, Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 27 FCC Rcd 5357 (2012). Moreover, the Commission has referred the question of how the Commission should modify the universal service contribution methodology to the Federal-State Joint Board on Universal Service (Joint Board) and requested a recommended decision by April 7, 2015. \textit{Federal State Joint Board on Universal Service: Universal Service Contribution Methodology: A National Broadband Plan For Our Future}, WC Docket Nos. 96-45, 06-122, GN Docket No. 09-51, Order, 29 FCC Rcd 9784 (2014). We recognize that a short extension of that deadline for the Joint Board to make its recommendation to the Commission may be necessary in light of the action we take today. Our action in this Order thus will not “short circuit” the rulemaking concerning contributions issues as some commenters fear. NTCA Jan. 8, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 2; see also, e.g., Letter from Andrew M. Brown, Counsel, Ad Hoc, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 3 (filed Jan. 30, 2015).}

\footnote{485}{As noted below, we do not forbear from the mandatory obligation of carriers that have chosen voluntarily to offer broadband as a Title II service to contribute to the federal universal service fund. Because we do nothing today to disturb the status quo with respect to current contributions obligations for the reasons explained above, and there will be a future opportunity to consider these issues in the contributions docket, we find that certain arguments raised in the record today are better taken up in that proceeding. See, e.g., Letter from Michael R. Romano, Senior Vice President—Policy, NTCA, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 3 (filed Jan. 8, 2015) (NTCA Jan. 8, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter); Letter from Michael R. Romano, Senior Vice President—Policy, NTCA, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 3 (filed Jan. 13, 2015) (NTCA Jan. 13, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter); COMPTTEL Comments at 22-23.}

\footnote{486}{EarthLink, 462 F.3d at 9.}

\footnote{487}{While some commenters cite regulatory parity as a reason not to forbear from universal service contribution requirements, they do not explain how such concerns are implicated insofar as every provider’s broadband Internet access service is subject to this same forbearance from universal service contribution requirements. See, e.g., COMPTTEL Comments at 22-23. In any event, those arguments are better addressed in the contributions rulemaking docket based on the full record developed therein.}
closer call under our section 10(a) analysis, however, and thus as in the TRS contribution context, we limit our action only to forbearing from applying the first sentence of section 254(d) and our implementing rules insofar as they would immediately require new universal service contributions for broadband Internet access services sold to end users but not insofar as they authorize the Commission to require such contributions in a rulemaking in the future. Therefore, while broadband Internet access services will not be subject to new universal service contributions at this time, our action today is not intended to prejudice or limit how the Commission may proceed in the future.

491. Nothing in our forbearance with respect to the first sentence of section 254(d) for broadband Internet access service is intended to encompass, however, situations where incumbent local exchange carriers or other common carriers voluntarily choose to offer Internet transmission services as telecommunications services subject to the full scope of Title II requirements for such services. As a result, such providers remain subject to the mandatory contribution obligations that arise under section 254(d) and the Commission’s rules by virtue of their elective provision of such services until such time as the Commission further addresses contributions reform in the pending proceeding.

492. We also forbear from applying sections 254(g) and (k) and our associated rules. Section 254(g) requires “that the rates charged by providers of interexchange telecommunications services to subscribers in rural and high cost areas shall be no higher than the rates charged by each such provider to its subscribers in urban areas.” Section 254(k) prohibits the use of revenues from a non-competitive service to subsidize a service that is subject to competition. Commenters’ arguments to apply provisions of section 254 appear focused on the provisions dealt with above—i.e., provisions providing for support of broadband networks or services or addressing universal service contributions—and do not appear to focus at all on why we should not forbear from applying the requirements of sections 254(g) and (k) and our implementing rules. In particular, consistent with the more detailed discussion in our analysis below, we are not persuaded that applying these provisions is necessary for purposes of sections 10(a)(1) and (a)(2), particularly given the availability of the core broadband Internet access service requirements.

Likewise, under the tailored regulatory approach we find warranted here, informed by our responsibilities under section 706, we conclude that forbearance from enforcing sections 254(g) and

---

1488 See supra para. 470. See also infra paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a.
1489 While a recent court case, seemingly in dicta, suggested that forbearance is informal rulemaking, the Commission has not expressly resolved that question. Compare Verizon v. FCC, 770 F.3d 961, 966-67 (D.C. Cir. 2014) with, e.g., Petition To Establish Procedural Requirements To Govern Proceedings For Forbearance Under Section 10 Of The Communications Act Of 1934, As Amended, WC Docket No. 07-267, Report and Order, 24 FCC Rcd 9543, 9554, para. 19 n.72, para. 20 (2009). We need not and do not address that broader question here because in this case the Commission has, in fact, proceeded via rulemaking.
1490 Because our action today precludes for the time being federal universal service contribution assessments on broadband Internet access services that are not currently assessed, we conclude that any state requirements to contribute to state universal service support mechanisms that might be imposed on such broadband Internet access services would be inconsistent with federal policy and therefore are preempted by section 254(f)—at least until such time that the Commission rules on whether to require federal universal service contributions by providers of broadband Internet access service. 47 U.S.C. § 254(f) (“A State may adopt regulations not inconsistent with the Commission's rules to preserve and advance universal service.”). We note that we are not aware of any current state contribution obligation for broadband Internet access service; our understanding is that broadband providers that voluntarily offer Internet transmission as a Title II service treat 100 percent of those revenues as interstate. We recognize that section 254 expressly contemplates that states will take action to preserve and advance universal service, and our actions in this regard will benefit from further deliberation. See 47 U.S.C. §§ 254(b)(5), 254(f); Letter from James Ramsey, General Counsel, NARUC, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 1-2 (filed Jan. 30, 2015).
1491 47 U.S.C. § 254(g).
1493 See infra paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a.
(k) is in the public interest under section 10(a)(3).\textsuperscript{1494} We thus forbear from applying these provisions insofar as they would be newly triggered by the classification of broadband Internet access service in this Order. Nothing in our forbearance with respect to section 254(k) for broadband Internet access service is intended to encompass, however, situations where incumbent local exchange carriers or other common carriers voluntarily choose to offer Internet transmission services as telecommunications services subject to the full scope of Title II requirements such services. As a result, such providers remain subject to the obligations that arise under section 254(k) and the Commission’s rules by virtue of their elective provision of such services.\textsuperscript{1495}

2. Broad Forbearance From 27 Title II Provisions For Broadband Internet Access Service

493. Beyond those core broadband Internet access service requirements we grant extensive forbearance as permitted by our authority under section 10 of the Act based on our predictive judgment regarding the adequacy of other protections where needed, coupled with the role of section 706 of the 1996 Act and our desire to tailor the requirements that should apply here, likewise persuade us that this forbearance is in the public interest. The analyses and forbearance decisions regarding broadband Internet access service reflect the broad support in the record for expansive forbearance.\textsuperscript{1496} With respect

\textsuperscript{1494} See infra paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a.
\textsuperscript{1495} See, e.g., Wireline Broadband Classification Order, 20 FCC Rcd at 14927-29, paras. 139-44 (discussing the application of section 254(k) and related cost-allocation rules). For example, if a rate-of-return incumbent LEC (or other provider) voluntarily offers Internet transmission outside the forbearance framework adopted in this Order, it remains subject to the pre-existing Title II rights and obligations, including those from which we forbear in this Order.
\textsuperscript{1496} See, e.g., AARP Comments at 42 (“Other than Sections 201, 202, and 208, the Commission should forbear from other Title II provisions as it reclassifies. The reclassification will resolve the problems identified by the D.C. Circuit, and allow the Commission to reestablish certainty regarding edge providers’ ability to access their users and customers, and consumers’ ability to access the legal content and services of their choice.”); Consumer Watchdog Comments at 5 (“Because the Communications Act was approved before the existence of the Internet, some provisions of Title II are no longer applicable. The Commission can easily ‘forbear’ from implementing those provisions that are no longer relevant.”); Consumers Union Comments at 11 (“The Commission can narrow the framework to best suit the particular needs of broadband service using its forbearance power under Section 10 of the Communications Act. . . . [It thus can] maintain[] a light regulatory touch appropriate for broadband.”); EFF Comments at 16-17 (“[R]egulations regarding such things as ‘tariff filing, price regulation, and other features of monopoly telephone regulation could be taken off the table from the start. Ultimately, the end result would most likely be ‘Title II light,’ not the burdensome regulatory structure carriers decry.”’); WGAW Comments at 31 (“In the case of broadband Internet access providers, the Commission need not impose the whole gamut of Title II authority. Instead, it can employ a light regulatory touch by tailoring rules under Title II to the specific characteristics of Internet distribution.”); Sidecar Technologies Reply at 6 (“[T]he FCC should not assert outdated, unneeded authorities found in Title II and should immediately forbear from much of Title II of the Act. Specifically, we encourage the FCC not to forbear from sections 201, 202, and 208 . . . .”); Vonage Reply at 32 (“Rather than debate each individual section of Title II in its forbearance analysis, the Commission could limit its Title II authority to those provisions necessary to adopt and enforce Open Internet rules and forbear from applying all other provisions and rules under Title II that do not bear on the Open Internet rules originally codified in 2010’’); Letter from Markham C. Erickson, Counsel for Netflix, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28 at 1-2 (filed Dec. 5, 2014) (“To generate open Internet rules, the Commission can and should forbear from the vast majority of Title II provisions.”); Internet Association Jan. 6, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 2 (“Most of the provisions of Title II, including regulating retail rates, do not appear necessary to further any of these [section 10] goals in the Internet context.”); Letter from Barbara van Schewick, Professor of Law and (by courtesy) Electrical Engineering, Stanford Law School, \textit{et al.}, to Hon. Tom Wheeler, Chairman, FCC, \textit{et al.}, GN Docket No. 14-28, Attach. at 7 (filed Feb. 2, 2015) (“[W]e would expect and encourage the FCC to regulate with a light touch under Title II through application of its forbearance authority.”); Letter from Hon. Catherine Sandoval, Commissioner, California Public Utilities Commission, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, Attach. 4 at 17 (filed Feb. 4, 2015) (“[R]ecommend[ing] that the FCC adopt rules to protect and promote the Open Internet consistent with both
to proposals to retain particular statutory provisions or requirements, we are not persuaded by the record here that forbearance is not justified for the reasons discussed below.

494. As a threshold matter, we reject arguments from certain commenters that include bare assertions that we should not forbear as to particular provisions or regulations without any meaningful supporting analysis or discussion under the section 10(a) framework. To the extent that these commenters argue for a narrower result than the forbearance we grant here, such conclusory arguments do not undercut our finding that the section 10(a) criteria are met as to the forbearance granted here with respect to broadband Internet access service. For similar reasons we reject arguments that the Commission should “exempt from forbearance... Section 228... provid[ing] customers with protections from abusive practices by pay-per-call service providers” insofar as they do not explain how such a provision meaningfully would apply in the context of broadband Internet access service or why the section 10(a) criteria are not met in that context. As a result, these arguments do not call into question our section 10(a) findings below in the context of the broadband Internet access service. With respect to proposals to retain other statutory provisions, we conclude that commenters fail to demonstrate at this time that other, applicable requirements or protections are inadequate, for the reasons discussed below.

495. For each of the remaining statutory and regulatory obligations triggered by our classification decision, the realities of the near-term past under the prior “information service” classification inform our section 10(a) analysis. Although that practical baseline is not itself dispositive of the appropriate regulatory treatment of broadband Internet access service, the record reveals numerous concerns about the burdens—or, at a minimum, regulatory uncertainty—that would be fostered by a sudden, substantial expansion of the actual or potential regulatory requirements and obligations relative to the status quo from the near-term past. It is within the agency’s discretion to proceed

Section 706 of the Telecommunications Act and Title II of the Communications Act with forbearance and a light regulatory touch.”.

1497 See, e.g., i2 Coalition Comments at 40 (asserting simply that “references to §§ 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 208, 209, 211, 215, 218, 219, 220, 251 and 252 should be added” to the authority provision of the codified open Internet rules); Tumblr Reply at 9-10 (“We propose, with significant deference to the FCC’s expertise in telecommunications law, that the FCC could arguably forbear from all provisions of Title II except for the following fifteen sections: Sections 201, 202, and 208 (guaranteeing net neutrality), 206, 207, 209, and 216 (holding broadband providers accountable for violations), 222 (protecting privacy), 251(a) and 256 (promoting interconnection), and 214(e), 225, 254, 255, and 257 (promoting access to the network). . . . [A] small and limited amount of government regulation is necessary to promote and protect a competitive and lightly regulated marketplace.”); Letter from John M. Simpson, Privacy Project Director, Consumer Watchdog, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 2 (filed Jan. 26, 2015) (listing a number of statutory provisions and simply noting the title of the provision).

1498 Rural Broadband Policy Group Comments at 8-9.

1499 See, e.g., CTIA Comments at 47 (citing concerns about “prescriptive rate regulation, tariffing requirements, depreciation mandates, expansive entry and exit regulation, resale and interconnection obligations, a host of reporting requirements’’); CenturyLink Comments at 37-40 (identifying various provisions that it contends only make sense as applied to voice service); Charter Comments at 13 (arguing that application of Title II could “creat[e] a prolonged period of legal uncertainty”); Technology Policy Institute Comments at 30 (application of Title II “would signify a sharp departure from the status quo”); WISPA Reply at 23-24 (arguing that particular requirements would be burdensome and that application of Title II potentially could lead to “prolonged uncertainty”). We are not persuaded by arguments that a tailored regulatory approach like that adopted here inherently would be inferior to the adoption of a more regulatory approach in this Order. See, e.g., Full Service Network/TruConnect Feb. 3, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 22-29. Rather, we base our decision to adopt such a tailored approach based both on our own analysis of the overall record regarding investment incentives (which can involve multifaceted considerations), see supra Section IV.C.5, and the wisdom we see in exercising our discretion to proceed incrementally, as discussed in greater detail below.
incrementally,\textsuperscript{1500} and we find that adopting an incremental approach here—by virtue of the forbearance granted here—guards against any unanticipated and undesired detrimental effects on broadband deployment that could arise.\textsuperscript{1501} We note in this regard that when exercising its section 10 forbearance authority “[g]uided by section 706,” the Commission permissibly may “decide[] to balance the future benefits” of encouraging broadband deployment “against [the] short term impact” from a grant of forbearance.\textsuperscript{1502} Under the section 10(a) analysis, we are particularly persuaded to give greater weight at this time to the likely benefits of proceeding incrementally given the speculative or otherwise limited nature of the arguments in the current record regarding the possible near-term harms from forbearance of the scope adopted here.\textsuperscript{1503}

496. We further conclude that our analytical approach as to all the provisions and regulations from which we forbear in this Order is consistent with section 10(a).\textsuperscript{1504} Under section 10(a)(1), we consider here whether particular provisions and regulations are “necessary” to ensure “just and reasonable” conduct by broadband Internet access service providers.\textsuperscript{1505} Interpreting those ambiguous terms,\textsuperscript{1506} we conclude that we reasonably can account for policy trade-offs that can arise under particular regulatory approaches.\textsuperscript{1507} For one, we find it reasonable in the broadband Internet access service context for our interpretation and application of section 10(a)(1) to be informed by section 706 of the 1996
Act.\textsuperscript{1508} As discussed above,\textsuperscript{1509} section 706 of the 1996 Act “explicitly directs the FCC to ‘utiliz[e]’ forbearance to ‘encourage the deployment on a reasonable and timely basis of advanced telecommunications capability to all Americans,’”\textsuperscript{1510} and our recent negative section 706(b) determination triggers a duty under section 706 for the Commission to “take immediate action to accelerate deployment.”\textsuperscript{1511} As discussed in greater detail below,\textsuperscript{1512} a tailored regulatory approach avoids disincentives for broadband deployment, which we weigh in considering what outcomes are just and reasonable—and whether the forborne-from provisions are necessary to ensure just and reasonable conduct—under our section 10(a)(1) analyses in this item. Furthermore, our forbearance in this Order, informed by recent experience and the record in this proceeding, reflects the recognition that, beyond the specific bright-line rules adopted above,\textsuperscript{1513} particular conduct by a broadband Internet access service provider can have mixed consequences, rendering case-by-case evaluation superior to bright-line rules.\textsuperscript{1514} Consequently, based on those considerations, it is our predictive judgment that, outside the bright line rules applied under this Order, just and reasonable conduct by broadband providers is better ensured under section 10(a)(1) by the case-by-case regulatory approach we adopt—which enables us to account for the countervailing policy implications of given conduct—rather than any of the more bright-line requirements that would have flowed from the provisions and regulations from which we forbear.\textsuperscript{1515} These same considerations underlie our section 10(a)(2) analyses, as well, since advancing broadband deployment and ensuring appropriately nuanced evaluations of the consequences of broadband provider conduct better protects consumers.\textsuperscript{1516} Likewise, these same policy considerations are central to the conclusion that the forbearance granted in this Order, against the backdrop of the protections that remain, best advance the public interest under section 10(a)(3).\textsuperscript{1517}

\textbf{a. Tariffing (Sections 203, 204)}

497. We find the section 10(a) criteria met and forbear from applying section 203 of the Act insofar as it newly applies to providers by virtue of our classification of broadband Internet access service. That provision requires common carriers to file a schedule of rates and charges for interstate

\textsuperscript{1508} Given the characteristics specific to broadband Internet access service that we find on the record here—including, among other things, protections from the newly-adopted open Internet rules and the overlay of section 706—we limit our forbearance from the relevant provisions and regulations to the context of broadband Internet access service. Outside that context, they will continue to apply as they have previously, unaffected by this Order. We thus reject claims that the actions or analysis here effectively treat forborne-from provisions or regulations as surplusage or that we are somehow ignoring significant portions of the Act. \textit{See} Pai Dissent at 61, 64; O’Rielly Dissent at 14-15.

\textsuperscript{1509} \textit{See supra} Section V.A.

\textsuperscript{1510} \textit{EarthLink v. FCC}, 462 F.3d at 8-9 (alteration in original).

\textsuperscript{1511} \textit{2015 Broadband Progress Report} at para. 12.

\textsuperscript{1512} \textit{See infra} Section V.C.2.a.

\textsuperscript{1513} \textit{See supra} Section III.C.1; \textit{see also supra} Section III.C.3.

\textsuperscript{1514} \textit{See generally supra} Sections III.C.2, III.D.2, III.E.

\textsuperscript{1515} As explained above, we conclude that while competition can be a sufficient basis to grant forbearance, it is not inherently necessary in order to find section 10 satisfied. \textit{See supra} Section V.A. Given our assessment of the advantages of the regulatory framework applied under this Order, we also reject suggestions that, where the Commission does not rely on sufficient competition to justify forbearance, alternative \textit{ex ante} regulations would always be necessary to ensure just and reasonable conduct and otherwise provide a basis for finding the section 10(a) criteria to be met. \textit{See} Pai Dissent at 57-65. Further, while the Final Regulatory Flexibility Analysis estimates a large possible universe of broadband Internet access service providers, we do not find a basis to conclude that they all—or a sufficiently significant number of them—are likely to be simultaneously subject to complaints to render the case-by-case approach unworkable or inferior to additional bright line rules, and thus reject concerns to the contrary. \textit{See} Pai Dissent at 63.

\textsuperscript{1516} 47 U.S.C. § 160(a)(2).

\textsuperscript{1517} 47 U.S.C. § 160(a)(3).
common carrier services.\textsuperscript{1518} As a threshold matter, we find broad support in the record for expansive forbearance, as discussed above.\textsuperscript{1519} Moreover, as advocated by some commenters,\textsuperscript{1520} it is our predictive judgment that other protections that remain in place are adequate to guard against unjust and unreasonable and unjustly and unreasonably discriminatory rates and practices in accordance with section 10(a)(1) and to protect consumers under section 10(a)(2). We likewise conclude that those other protections reflect the appropriate calibration of regulation of broadband Internet access service at this time, such that forbearance is in the public interest under section 10(a)(3).

498. As discussed below, sections 201 and 202 of the Act and our open Internet rules are designed to preserve and protect Internet openness, prohibiting unjust and unreasonable and unjustly or unreasonably discriminatory conduct by providers of broadband Internet access service for or in connection with broadband Internet access service and protecting the retail mass market customers of broadband Internet access service.\textsuperscript{1521} In particular, under our open Internet rules and the application of sections 201 and 202, we establish both \textit{ex ante} legal requirements and a framework for case-by-case evaluations governing broadband providers’ actions. In calibrating the legal framework in that manner, we consider, among other things, the operation of the marketplace in conjunction with open Internet protections.\textsuperscript{1522} It is our predictive judgment that these protections will be adequate to protect the interests of consumers—including the interest in just, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory conduct—that might otherwise be threatened by the actions of broadband providers. Importantly, broadband providers also are subject to complaints and Commission enforcement in the event that they violate sections 201 or 202 of the Act, the open Internet rules, or other elements of the core broadband Internet access requirements.\textsuperscript{1523} We thus find on the record here that section 203’s requirements are not necessary to ensure just and reasonable and not unjustly and unreasonably discriminatory rates and practices under section 10(a)(1) nor for the protection of consumers under 10(a)(2).

499. The predictive judgment underlying our section 10 analysis is informed by recent experience. Historically, tariffing requirements were not applied to broadband Internet access service under our prior “information service” classification.\textsuperscript{1524} This provides us a practical reference point as part of our overall evaluation of the types of concerns that are likely to arise in this context, underlying our predictive judgment regarding the sufficiency of the rules and requirements that remain.\textsuperscript{1525} Consequently, providers will not be subject to \textit{ex ante} rate regulation nor any requirement of advanced Commission approval of rates and practices as otherwise would have been imposed under section 203.

500. We also find that the forbearance for broadband Internet access service satisfies sections 10(a)(1) and (a)(2) and is consistent with the public interest under section 10(a)(3) in light of the

\textsuperscript{1518} 47 U.S.C. § 203.
\textsuperscript{1519} See \textit{supra} para. 493. See also, e.g., CDT Feb. 4, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 3 (“There is no need to apply the tariffing requirements in Sections 203 and 204 to broadband service providers . . . .”).
\textsuperscript{1520} See, e.g., Vonage Reply at 32 (“Other than the lack of meaningful Open Internet protections, the status quo for regulating the provision of broadband internet access remains suitable and need not be disturbed.”); AOL July 21, 2014 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 2 (“The FCC would have the authority to forbear totally from Title II rules, so long as the continued existence of effective Section 706 rules makes Title II unnecessary to protect consumers.”).
\textsuperscript{1521} See \textit{supra} Section III.
\textsuperscript{1522} See, e.g., \textit{supra} Sections III.B.2.a, III.C.2, III.D.2.
\textsuperscript{1523} See \textit{supra} Section III.E. See also \textit{supra} paras. 495-496.
\textsuperscript{1525} See \textit{supra} Section III.B.2. See also, e.g., CDT Comments at 15 (“Broadband providers have not been subject to the provisions of Title II, so there is ample real world experience with how the broadband marketplace functions without, for example, subscriber price regulation and tariff-filing requirements. The Commission could reasonably conclude that actual experience demonstrates that the enforcement of such requirements against broadband providers is ‘not necessary’ to ensure reasonable charges and practices or to protect consumers.”).
objectives of section 706. In addition to our specific conclusions above, we find more broadly that forbearing from section 203 is consistent with the overall approach that we conclude strikes the right regulatory balance for broadband Internet access service at this time. In particular, given the overlay of section 706 of the 1996 Act, we conclude that the better approach at this time is to focus on applying the core broadband Internet access service requirements rather than seeking to apply the additional provisions and regulations triggered by the classification of broadband Internet access service from which we forbear. As explained above, section 706 of the 1996 Act “explicitly directs the FCC to ‘utiliz[e]’ forbearance to ‘encourage the deployment on a reasonable and timely basis of advanced telecommunications capability to all Americans.’” The D. C. Circuit has further held that the Commission “possesses significant, albeit not unfettered, authority and discretion to settle on the best regulatory or deregulatory approach to broadband.” We find that the scope of forbearance adopted in this order strikes the right balance at this time between, on the one hand, providing the regulatory protections clearly required by the evidence and our analysis to, among other things, guard the virtuous cycle of Internet innovation and investment and, on the other hand, avoiding additional regulations that do not appear required at this time and that risk needlessly detracting from providers’ broadband investments.

501. Additionally, section 10(b) requires the Commission, as part of its public interest analysis, to analyze the impact forbearance would have on competitive market conditions. Although there is some evidence of competition for broadband Internet access service, it appears to be limited in key respects, and the record also does not provide a strong basis for concluding that the forbearance granted in this Order is likely to directly impact the competitiveness of the marketplace for broadband Internet access services. We note that the forbearance we grant is part of an overall regulatory approach designed to promote infrastructure investment in significant part by preserving and promoting innovation and competition at the edge of the network. Thus, even if the grant of forbearance does not directly promote competitive market conditions, it does so indirectly by enabling us to strike the right balance at this time in our overall regulatory approach. Our regulatory approach, viewed broadly, thus does advance competition in important ways. Ultimately, however, while we consider the section 10(b) criteria in our section 10(a)(3) public interest evaluations with respect to broadband Internet access service, and should be understood as incorporated there.

502. We thus are not persuaded by other commenters arguing that the Commission’s ability to forbear from section 203 depends on findings of sufficient competition. As explained above, persuasive evidence of competition is not the sole possible grounds for granting forbearance. As also explained above, we conclude at this time that the Open Internet rules and other elements of the core broadband Internet access service requirements meet our identified needs in this specific context. The Commission also has recognized previously that tariffing imposes administrative costs. We also consider our objective of striking the right balance of a regulatory and deregulatory approach, consistent

---

1526 In addition to the analysis of sections 10(a)(1) and (a)(2) factors above, see also supra paras. 495-496.
1527 EarthLink v. FCC, 462 F.3d at 8-9.
1529 See supra Section III.B.2.
1530 See supra Section III.B.1.
1531 These same section 10(b) findings likewise apply in the case of our other section 10(a)(3) public interest evaluations with respect to broadband Internet access service, and should be understood as incorporated there.
1533 See supra Section V.A.
1534 Wireless Forbearance Order, 9 FCC Red at 1478-79, para. 175.
with section 706 of the 1996 Act.\textsuperscript{1535} Collectively, these persuade us not to depart from the section 10(a) analysis above, irrespective of the state of competition.

503. Nor are we persuaded by commenters’ specific arguments that tariffs filed under section 203 provide “the necessary information to distinguish between providers” and thus should not be subject to forbearance for broadband Internet access service.\textsuperscript{1536} As certain of these commenters themselves note, such objectives might be met in other ways.\textsuperscript{1537} To the extent that disclosures regarding relevant broadband provider practices are needed, our Open Internet transparency rule is designed to serve those ends.\textsuperscript{1538} Commenters do not meaningfully explain why the transparency rule is inadequate, and thus their arguments do not persuade us to depart from our section 10(a) findings above in the case of section 203.

504. We likewise reject the proposals of other commenters that we structure our forbearance from section 203 to permissively, rather than mandatorily, detariff broadband Internet access service.\textsuperscript{1539} As a threshold matter, we note that, as discussed above,\textsuperscript{1540} our forbearance with respect to broadband Internet access services does not encompass incumbent local exchange carriers or other common carriers that offer Internet transmission services as telecommunications services subject to the full range of Title II requirements under the pre-existing legal framework, which does provide for permissive detariffing.\textsuperscript{1541} Under the framework adopted in this Order, however, we are not persuaded that our open Internet rules provide for readily administrable evaluation of the justness and reasonableness of tariff filings. Nor does the record reveal that we can rely on competitive constraints to help ensure the justness and reasonableness of tariff filings. Furthermore, as the Commission previously has recognized, permitting voluntary tariff filings can raise a number of public interest concerns, and consistent with those findings, we mandatorily detariff broadband Internet access service for purposes of the regulatory framework adopted in this Order.\textsuperscript{1542}

\textsuperscript{1535} See supra para.500. Indeed, even when forbearing from section 203 in the CMRS context, the Commission not only relied in part on the presence of competition, but also that continued application of sections 201, 202, and 208 “provide[s] an important protection in the event there is a market failure,” and “tariffing imposes administrative costs and can themselves be a barrier to competition in some circumstances.” Wireless Forbearance Order, 9 FCC Rcd at 1478-79, para. 175. Those are in accord with key elements of our conclusions here.

\textsuperscript{1536} See id. at 94; see also, e.g., Ammori Dec. 19, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 7 (“[Tariffing] is not needed to ensure nondiscrimination or reasonable practices as the open Internet rules and complaints (regarding edge providers) and limited competition (regarding consumers) should cover it.”).

\textsuperscript{1537} See id. at 94; see also, e.g., Public Knowledge Comments at 85.

\textsuperscript{1538} NTCA Comments at 13 n.29 (citing Wireline Broadband Classification Order, 20 FCC Rcd at 14900-03, paras. 89-95); Letter from Michael R. Romano, Senior Vice President-Policy, NTCA, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 2-3 (filed Nov. 19, 2014) (NTCA Nov. 19, 2014 Ex Parte Letter).

\textsuperscript{1539} See supra para. 460.

\textsuperscript{1540} See supra para. 460.

\textsuperscript{1541} Wireline Broadband Classification Order, 20 FCC Rcd at 14900-03, paras. 89-95. Cf. NTCA Nov. 19, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 3 n.3 (arguing for an approach that would enable “RLECs [to] continue to have the option of offering broadband transmission services under tariff, as they do today”).

505. Some commenters also advocate that the Commission retain section 204. Section 204 provides for Commission investigation of a carrier’s rates and practices newly filed with the Commission, and to order refunds, if warranted. For the reasons described above, however, we forbear from sections 203’s tariffing requirements for broadband Internet access service, and adopt mandatory detariffing. Given that decision, commenters do not indicate what purpose section 204 still would serve, and we thus do not depart in this context from our overarching section 10(a) forbearance analysis above.

b. Enforcement-Related Provisions (Sections 205, 212)

506. We find forbearance from applying certain enforcement-related provisions of Title II beyond the core Title II enforcement authority discussed above warranted under section 10(a), and we reject arguments to the contrary. Section 205 provides for Commission investigation of existing rates and practices and to prescribe rates and practices if it determines that the carrier’s rates or practices do not comply with the Communications Act. The Commission previously has forborne from enforcing section 205 where it sought to adopt a tailored, limited regulatory environment and where, notwithstanding that forbearance, given the continued application of sections 201 and 202 and other complaint processes. For similar reasons here, we find at this time that the core Title II enforcement authority, along with the ability to pursue claims in court, as discussed below, provide adequate enforcement options and the statutory forbearance test is met for section 205. Consistent with our analysis above, it thus is our predictive judgment that these provisions are not necessary to ensure just, reasonable and nondiscriminatory conduct by providers of broadband Internet access service or to protect consumers under sections 10(a)(1) and (a)(2). In addition, as above, under the tailored regulatory approach we find warranted here, informed by our responsibilities under section 706, we conclude that forbearance is in the public interest under section 10(a)(3). We thus reject claims that forbearance from section 205, insofar as it is triggered by our classification of broadband Internet access service, is not warranted.

507. We also forbear from applying section 212 to the extent that it newly applies by virtue of our classification of broadband Internet access service. Section 212 empowers the Commission to monitor interlocking directorates, i.e., the involvement of directors or officers holding such positions in more than one common carrier. In the CMRS context, the Commission granted forbearance from section 212 on the grounds that forbearance would reduce regulatory burdens without adversely affecting rates in the CMRS market. The Commission noted that section 212 was originally placed in the Communications Act to prevent interlocking officers from engaging in anticompetitive practices, such as

---

1543 See, e.g., Public Knowledge Comments at 92-94.
1544 47 U.S.C. § 204.
1545 Public Knowledge Comments at 92-94.
1547 Wireless Forbearance Order, 9 FCC Rcd at 1479, para. 176.
1548 See supra paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a.
1549 See supra paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a.
1550 Public Knowledge Comments at 93. Although Public Knowledge et al. cite marketplace differences between CMRS and broadband Internet access service, they do not explain why those differences necessitate a narrower forbearance decision in this context—particularly since we do not rely on the state of competition as a rationale for our forbearance decision—whether as to section 205, or as to the other provisions discussed there (sections 204, 211, 212). Id. at 93-94.
price fixing. The Commission found, however, that protections of section 201(b),\textsuperscript{1553} \textsuperscript{221},\textsuperscript{1554} and antitrust laws\textsuperscript{1555} were sufficient to protect consumers against the potential harms from interlocking directorates. Forbearance also reduced an unnecessary regulatory cost imposed on carriers. The Commission later extended this forbearance to dominant carriers and carriers not yet found to be non-dominant, repealing part 62 of its rules and granting forbearance from the provisions of section 212.\textsuperscript{1556} Commenters have not explained why we should not find the protections of section 201(b) and antitrust law adequate here, as well.\textsuperscript{1557} It likewise is our predictive judgment that other protections will adequately ensure just, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory conduct by providers of broadband Internet access service and protect consumers here, and thus conclude that the application of section 212 is not necessary for purposes of sections 10(a)(1) or (a)(2).\textsuperscript{1558} Moreover, as above, under the tailored regulatory approach we find warranted here, informed by our responsibilities under section 706, we conclude that forbearance is in the public interest under section 10(a)(3).\textsuperscript{1559}

c. Information Collection and Reporting Provisions (Sections 211, 213, 215, 218-20)

508. In addition, although some commenters advocate that the Commission retain provisions of the Act that provide “discretionary powers to compel production of useful information or the filing of regular reports,” we find the section 10(a) factors met and grant forbearance.\textsuperscript{1560} However, the cited provisions principally are used by the Commission to implement its traditional rate-making authority over common carriers.\textsuperscript{1561} Here, we do not apply tariffs or ex ante rate regulation of broadband Internet access service of the sort for which these requirements would be needed. Indeed, we cannot and do not envision adopting such requirements in the future. Thus, we do not find it necessary or in the public interest to apply these provisions simply in anticipation of such an exceedingly unlikely scenario. Moreover, as particularly relevant here, section 706 of the 1996 Act, along with other statutory

\textsuperscript{1553} See id. at 1485, paras. 197 n.389.
\textsuperscript{1554} The Commission noted that section 221 provided protections against interlocking directorates, but section 221(a) was repealed in the Telecommunications Act of 1996. This section gave the Commission the power to review proposed consolidations and mergers of telephone companies. While section 221(a) allowed the Commission to bolster its analysis to forbear from section 212 in the \textit{Wireless Forbearance Order}, the protections against interlocking directorates provided by section 201(b) and 15 U.S.C. § 19 provide sufficient protection to forbear from section 212 for broadband Internet access services.
\textsuperscript{1555} See \textit{Wireless Forbearance Order}, 9 FCC Rcd at 1485, paras. 197 n.390 (citing the Clayton Act’s protections governing interlocking directorates).
\textsuperscript{1557} Public Knowledge asserts that forbearance will not promote competition, Public Knowledge Comments at 93, but that does not resolve the section 10(a) analysis. See supra Section V.A (discussing the role of competition in the section 10(a) forbearance analysis).
\textsuperscript{1558} See supra paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a.
\textsuperscript{1559} See supra paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a.
\textsuperscript{1561} Specifically, section 211 allows the Commission to require common carriers to file contracts section; 213 authorizes the Commission to make a valuation of all or of any part of the property owned or used by any carrier; section 215 gives the Commission the authority to examine carrier activities and transactions likely to limit the carrier’s ability to render adequate service to the public, or to affect rates; section 218 authorizes the Commission to inquire into the management of the business of the carrier; section 219, \textit{inter alia}, authorizes the Commission to require annual financial and other reports from carriers; and section 220 gives the Commission the discretion to prescribe the forms of accounts, records, and memoranda to be kept by carriers and also includes depreciation prescription provisions. 47 U.S.C. §§ 211, 213, 215, 218-20. We note that certain of these requirements might not, by their terms, apply to the broadband subscriber Internet service. For example, aspects of section 215 and 220 appear specific to telephone service. Because we find forbearance warranted under the section 10 criteria, we need not resolve the possible application of these provisions more precisely.
provisions, give the Commission authority to collect necessary information.\footnote{We recognize that the Commission generally did not forbear from these requirements in the CMRS context, noting the minimal regulatory burdens they imposed on such providers, and observing that reservation of this Commission authority would allow further consideration of possible information collection requirements, given that “the cellular market is not yet fully competitive.” As explained above, in this context, however, we find forbearance to be the more prudent course, and therefore in the public interest under section 10(a)(3), given both our intention of tailoring the regulations applicable to broadband Internet access service given our responsibility under section 706 to encourage deployment. Because we also do not find the information collection and reporting provisions raised by commenters to be necessary at this time within the meaning of sections 10(a)(1) and (a)(2), we forbear from applying these provisions insofar as they otherwise newly would apply by virtue of our classification of broadband Internet access service.} We recognize that the Commission generally did not forbear from these requirements in the CMRS context, noting the minimal regulatory burdens they imposed on such providers, and observing that reservation of this Commission authority would allow further consideration of possible information collection requirements, given that “the cellular market is not yet fully competitive.” As explained above, in this context, however, we find forbearance to be the more prudent course, and therefore in the public interest under section 10(a)(3), given both our intention of tailoring the regulations applicable to broadband Internet access service given our responsibility under section 706 to encourage deployment. Because we also do not find the information collection and reporting provisions raised by commenters to be necessary at this time within the meaning of sections 10(a)(1) and (a)(2), we forbear from applying these provisions insofar as they otherwise newly would apply by virtue of our classification of broadband Internet access service.

\subsection*{d. Discontinuance, Transfer of Control, and Network Reliability Approval (Section 214)\footnote{We also find section 10(a) met for purposes of forbearing from applying section 214 discontinuance approval requirements. We reject the arguments of some commenters that we should not forbear, which focus in particular on concerns about discontinuances in rural areas or areas with only one provider. As a threshold matter, our universal service rules are designed to advance the deployment of broadband networks, including in rural and high-cost areas. Notably, this includes certain public interest obligations on the part of high-cost universal service support recipients to offer broadband Internet access service. Consequently, these provide important protections, especially in rural areas or areas that might only have one provider. Further, the conduct standards in our open Internet}}
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\footnote{We also find section 10(a) met for purposes of forbearing from applying section 214 discontinuance approval requirements. We reject the arguments of some commenters that we should not forbear, which focus in particular on concerns about discontinuances in rural areas or areas with only one provider. As a threshold matter, our universal service rules are designed to advance the deployment of broadband networks, including in rural and high-cost areas. Notably, this includes certain public interest obligations on the part of high-cost universal service support recipients to offer broadband Internet access service. Consequently, these provide important protections, especially in rural areas or areas that might only have one provider. Further, the conduct standards in our open Internet}{\footnote{We also find section 10(a) met for purposes of forbearing from applying section 214 discontinuance approval requirements. We reject the arguments of some commenters that we should not forbear, which focus in particular on concerns about discontinuances in rural areas or areas with only one provider. As a threshold matter, our universal service rules are designed to advance the deployment of broadband networks, including in rural and high-cost areas. Notably, this includes certain public interest obligations on the part of high-cost universal service support recipients to offer broadband Internet access service. Consequently, these provide important protections, especially in rural areas or areas that might only have one provider. Further, the conduct standards in our open Internet}}
rules provide important protections against reduction or impairment of broadband Internet access service short of the complete cessation of providing that service. Thus, while we agree with commenters regarding the importance of broadband Internet access service, including in rural areas or areas served by only one provider, the generalized arguments of those commenters do not explain why the protections described above, in conjunction with the core broadband Internet access service requirements more broadly, are not likely to be sufficient to guard against unjust or unreasonable conduct by providers of broadband Internet access service or to protect consumers.

510. Moreover, the Commission has recognized in the past that section 214 discontinuance requirements impose some costs, although the significance of those costs is greater where (unlike here) the marketplace for the relevant service is competitive.\[1571] Further, as discussed above, we find the most prudent regulatory approach at this time is to proceed incrementally when adding regulations beyond what had been the prior status quo.\[1572] Given those considerations, and against the backdrop of other protections here, as discussed above, commenters have not persuaded us that applying section 214 discontinuance requirements with respect to broadband Internet access service is necessary within the meaning of sections 10(a)(1) and (a)(2) or that forbearance would not be in the public interest under section 10(a)(3).\[1573] We thus forbear from applying section 214 discontinuance requirements to the extent that they would be triggered by our classification of broadband Internet access service here.

511. We also reject arguments against forbearance from applying section 214 to enable the Commission to engage in merger review.\[1574] As these commenters recognize, prior to this Order the Commission already has commonly reviewed acquisitions of or mergers among entities that provide broadband services.\[1575] Although these comments speculate about a future time when communications services have evolved in such a way that the Commission would lack some other basis for its review, the record here does not demonstrate that it is sufficiently imminent to warrant deviating from our section 10 analysis regarding section 214 above. Notably, today we apply the core broadband Internet access service requirements that provide important constraints on broadband providers’ conduct and protections for consumers. Thus, similar to our analysis above, it is our predictive judgment that other protections will be sufficient to ensure just, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory conduct by providers of broadband Internet access service and to protect consumers for purposes of sections 10(a)(1) and (a)(2).\[1576] Given our objective to proceed in a tailored manner, we likewise find it in the public interest to forbear from applying section 214 with respect to broadband Internet access service so as that provision would
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\[1571\] See, e.g., Wireless Forbearance Order, 9 FCC Rcd at 1481, para. 182.

\[1572\] See supra paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a. The overlay of section 706 of the 1996 Act here, including how it informs our decision to proceed incrementally, distinguishes this from the Commission’s prior evaluation of relief from Title II for CMRS. See infra Section V.D. Consequently, although we look to the precedent from the CMRS context—as we do other forbearance precedent—to the extent that it is instructive, the mere fact that we declined to forbear from applying a provision in the CMRS context does not demonstrate that we should continue to apply it here as some suggest. See, e.g., Letter from Matthew F. Wood, Policy Director, Free Press, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 1 n.1 (filed Nov. 21, 2014) (Free Press Nov. 21, 2014 Ex Parte Letter) (citing Free Press Comments, GN Docket No. 10-127, at 72 (filed July 15, 2010) (citing prior decisions in the CMRS voice service context as a reason to reach the same conclusions in the broadband context regarding the application of sections 214, 251, and 256 of the Act)).

\[1574\] See supra paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a.

\[1575\] See, e.g., Free Press Nov. 21, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 1 n.3 (filed Nov. 21, 2014) (citing Free Press Comments, GN Docket No. 10-127, at 70-71 (filed July 15, 2010) (advocating that the Commission not forbear from applying section 214 insofar as it requires Commission approval of transfers of control)).

\[1576\] Id. For example, the Commission reviews all applications for transfer or assignment of a wireless license, including licenses used to provide broadband services, pursuant to Section 310(d) of the Act to determine whether the applicants have demonstrated that the proposed transfer or assignment will serve the public interest, convenience, and necessity. As this review is not triggered by reclassification, nothing in this Order limits or otherwise affects our review under Section 310.

\[1576\] See supra paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a.
require Commission approval of transfers of control involving that service.\footnote{1577}

512. We also grant forbearance with respect to section 214(d), under which the Commission may require a common carrier “to provide itself with adequate facilities for the expeditious and efficient performance of its service.”\footnote{1578} The duty to maintain “adequate facilities” includes “undertak[ing] improvements in facilities and expansion of services to meet public demand.”\footnote{1579} In practice, we expect that the exercise of this duty here would overlap significantly with the sorts of behaviors we would expect providers to have marketplace incentives to engage in voluntarily as part of the “virtuous cycle.”\footnote{1580} Beyond that, comments contending that the Commission should not forbear as to that provision do not explain why the core broadband Internet access service requirements do not provide adequate protection at this time. Thus, as under our analysis above, it is our predictive judgment that other protections will be sufficient to ensure just, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory conduct by providers of broadband Internet access service and to protect consumers for purposes of sections 10(a)(1) and (a)(2).\footnote{1581} Likewise, informed by section 706 we have an objective of tailoring the regulatory approach here, and thus find forbearance warranted under section 10(a)(3) insofar as section 214(d) would apply by virtue of our classification of broadband Internet access service.\footnote{1582}

\textbf{e. Interconnection and Market-opening Provisions (Sections 251, 252, 256)}

513. At this time, we conclude that the availability of other protections adequately address commenters’ concerns about forbearance from the interconnection\footnote{1583} provisions under the section

\footnote{1577 See supra paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a.}

\footnote{1578 47 U.S.C. § 214(d). See Free Press Nov. 21, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 1 n.3 (citing Free Press Comments, GN Docket No. 10-127 at 71-72 (filed July 15, 2010) (advocating that the Commission not forbear from applying section 214(d))).}

\footnote{1579 RCA Communications, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 44 FCC 613, 618 (1956).}

\footnote{1580 Thus, even if our open Internet rules do not directly address this issue, by helping promote the virtuous cycle more generally, they also will help ensure that broadband providers have marketplace incentives to behave in this manner.}

\footnote{1581 See supra paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a.}

\footnote{1582 See supra paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a.}

\footnote{1583 Although commenters appear to use the term “interconnection” to mean a potentially wide range of different things, for purposes of this section we use that term solely in the manner it is used and defined for purpose of these provisions. 47 U.S.C. §§ 251, 252, 256. See also 47 C.F.R. § 51.5 (defining “interconnection” for purposes of the Commission’s implementation of the section 251/252 framework).}
251/252 framework\textsuperscript{1584} and under section 256.\textsuperscript{1585} We thus forbear from applying those provisions to the extent that they are triggered by the classification of broadband Internet access service in this Order. The Commission retains authority under sections 201, 202 and the open Internet rules to address interconnection issues should they arise, including through evaluating whether broadband providers’ conduct is just and reasonable on a case-by-case basis.\textsuperscript{1586} We therefore conclude that these remaining legal protections that apply with respect to providers of broadband Internet access service will enable us to act if needed to ensure that a broadband provider does not unreasonably refuse to provide service or interconnect.\textsuperscript{1587} Further, we find that applying the legal structure adopted in this Order better enables us to achieve a tailored framework than requiring compliance with interconnection under section 251, in that

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item[1584] As discussed above, however, we do not forbear from applying section 251(a)(2) with respect to broadband Internet access service, and that provision thus is outside the scope of the discussion here. \textit{See supra} Section V.C.1.
\item[1585] \textit{See, e.g.,} COMPTEL Comments at 22-23; Mozilla Comments at 13; Public Knowledge Comments at 85, 88-90; Rural Broadband Policy Group Comments at 8-9; Tumblr Reply at 9-10; Letter from Blake E. Reid, Counsel for TDI, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 3 (filed Nov. 17, 2014); Full Service Network/TrueConnect Feb. 3, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 17. Section 251 of the Act sets forth interconnection obligations (along with other requirements designed to promote competition). 47 U.S.C. § 251. Section 252 establishes certain procedures for negotiating, arbitrating, and approving interconnection agreements implementing the requirements of section 251. 47 U.S.C. § 252. As a result of the forbearance granted from section 251 below, section 252 thus is inapplicable, insofar it is simply a tool for implementing the section 251 obligations. Although we do not forbear from applying section 251(a)(2) with respect to broadband Internet access service, we note that the Commission previously has held that the procedures of section 252 are not applicable in matters simply involving section 251(a). \textit{See, e.g.,} CoreComm Communications, Inc., and Z-Tel Communications, Inc. v. SBC Communications, Inc. \textit{et al.,} File No. EB-01-MD-017, Order on Reconsideration, 19 FCC Rcd 8447, 8454-55, para. 18 (2004) (vacated on other grounds) (asserting that “[n]either the general interconnection obligation of section 251(a) nor the interconnection obligation arising under section 332 is implemented through the negotiation and arbitration scheme of section 252”); Qwest Communications International Inc. Petition for Declaratory Ruling on the Scope of the Duty to File and Obtain Prior Approval of Negotiated Contractual Arrangements under Section 252(a)(1), WC Docket No. 02-89, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 17 FCC Rcd 19337, 19341, n.26 (2002) (stating that “only those agreements that contain an ongoing obligation relating to section 251(b) or (c) must be filed” with the state commission pursuant to section 252(a)(1)”). To the extent that the Commission nonetheless could be seen as newly applying section 252 with respect to broadband Internet access service as a result of our classification decision here, we find the section 10 criteria met to grant forbearance from that provision for the same reasons discussed with respect to section 251 in the text above. Section 256 promotes coordinated public telecommunications network planning and interconnectivity and allows Commission oversight of such activities. 47 U.S.C. § 256.
\item[1586] 47 U.S.C. § 201; \textit{supra} Sections III.C.2, III.D.2. Indeed, one commenter, while asking that the Commission decline to forbear from sections 251(a) and 256, concedes that other provisions might meet the Commission’s needs in this context. Mozilla Comments at 13 (advocating that “the Commission should strongly consider retaining section 251(a) and 256, in order to provide an unsailable legal basis for oversight of interconnection and peering practices, even though these sections may not be strictly necessary so long as sections 201 and 202 are effective”). \textit{See also}, \textit{e.g.,} CDT Feb. 4, 2015 \textit{Ex Parte} Letter at 5 (“The propriety of forbearance from interconnection obligations in Section 251 turns on whether the Commission can rely on Section 201 and 202 to ensure that interconnection agreements and practices are consistent with an open Internet.”).
\item[1587] \textit{See} 47 U.S.C. § 201; \textit{Access Charge Reform, Reform of Access Charges Imposed by Competitive Local Exchange Carriers}, CC Docket No. 96-262, Eighth Report and Order and Fifth Order on Reconsideration, 19 FCC Rcd 9108, 9137-38, paras. 59-61 (2004); \textit{People’s Telephone Cooperative v. Southwestern Bell Tel. Co., et al.,} Memorandum Opinion and Order, 62 FCC 2d 113, 116, para. 7 (1976); \textit{Bell System Tariff Offerings of Local Distribution Facilities For Use By Other Common Carriers; and Letter of Chief, Common Carrier Bureau, Dated October 19, 1973, to Laurence E. Harris, Vice President, MCI Telecommunications Corp.,} Decision, 46 FCC 2d 413, 418-19, paras. 7-8 (1974); \textit{see also supra} Section III.D.2. Our finding of significant overlap between the authority retained by the Commission under section 201 and the interconnection requirements of section 251 is reinforced by Congress’ inclusion of section 251(g) and (i), which, notwithstanding the requirements of section 251, preserve the Commission’s pre-1996 Act interconnection requirements as well as its ongoing authority under section 201. \textit{See} 47 U.S.C. § 251(g), (i).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
the application of that framework leaves more to the Commission’s discretion, rather than being subject to mandatory regulation under section 251.1588 Because we retain our authority to apply and enforce these other protections, we reject commenters’ suggestion that the section 10(a) forbearance criteria are not met as to sections 251 and 256.1589 Rather, consistent with our analysis for other provisions, we find that other protections render application of these provisions unnecessary for purposes of sections 10(a)(1) and (a)(2) and the forbearance reflects our tailored regulatory approach, informed by section 706, and thus is in the public interest under section 10(a)(3).1590

514. We also reject arguments suggesting that we should not forbear from applying sections 251(b) and (c) with respect to broadband Internet access service.1591 For example, sections 251(b)(1), (4), and (5) impose obligations on LECs regarding resale, access to rights-of-way, and reciprocal compensation.1592 Section 251(c)(e) subjects incumbent LECs to unbundling, resale, collocation, and other competition policy obligations.1593 While we recognize the important competition policy goals that spurred Congress’ adoption of these requirements in the 1996 Act, we are persuaded to forbear from applying these provisions under the circumstances here. In particular, we find the interests of customers of broadband Internet access service, under section 10(a)(1) and (a)(2), and the public interest more generally, under section 10(a)(3) is best served by an overall regulatory framework that includes forbearance from these provisions, which balances the need for appropriate Commission oversight with the goal of tailoring its regulatory requirements.1594 The Commission previously has

1588 47 U.S.C. 251(c)(2); see Implementation of the Local Competition Provisions in the Telecommunications Act of 1996; Interconnection between Local Exchange Carriers and Commercial Mobile Radio Service Providers, CC Docket Nos. 96-98, 95-185, First Report and Order, 11 FCC Rcd 15499, 15594, para. 184 (1996) (Local Competition Order) (finding that section 251(c)(2) requires that an incumbent must provide interconnection for purposes of transmitting and routing telephone exchange traffic or exchange access traffic or both). Because we forbear from this requirement, we need not, and do not, resolve whether broadband Internet access service could constitute “telephone exchange service” or “exchange access,” nor whether any particular non-broadband provider seeking to interconnect and exchange traffic with the broadband provider is a carrier.

1589 This is particularly true as to section 256, which does not provide the Commission any additional authority that it does not otherwise have. 47 U.S.C. § 256(c); Comcast v. FCC, 600 F.3d 642, 659 (D.C. Cir. 2010).

1590 See, e.g., supra paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a.


1592 47 U.S.C. §§ 251(b)(1) (resale); 251(b)(4) (access to rights-of-way); 251(b)(5) (reciprocal compensation). In addition, sections 251(b)(2) and (b)(3) deal with telephone numbering issues, but commenters do not explain how the use of telephone numbers bears on the provision of broadband Internet access service. 47 U.S.C. §§ 251(b)(2), (b)(3).

1593 47 U.S.C. §§ 251(c)(1) (duty to negotiate in good faith); 251(c)(3) (unbundling); 251(c)(4) (resale); 251(c)(5) (notice of network changes); 251(c)(6) (collocation). We note that the Commission has determined that section 251(c) has been fully implemented throughout the United States. See Petition of Qwest Corporation for Forbearance Pursuant to 47 U.S.C. § 160(c) in the Omaha Metropolitan Statistical Area, WC Docket No. 04-223, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 20 FCC Rcd 19415, 19440–42, paras. 53–56 (2005) (Qwest Omaha Forbearance Order), aff’d, Qwest Corp. v. FCC, 482 F.3d 471 (D.C. Cir. 2007). We reject claims that section 251(c) has not been fully implemented “[b]ecause the Commission has never applied section 251(c) to the provision of broadband Internet access service” as at odds with that precedent. See, e.g., Full Service Network/TruConnect Feb. 3, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 28-29. The Commission has adopted rules implementing section 251(c), and the fact that the manner in which those rules apply might vary with the classification of a particular service (or changes in that classification) does not alter that fact. See, e.g., Qwest Corp. v. FCC, 482 F.3d at 477 (affirming the Commission’s interpretation “that § 251(c) had been fully implemented ‘because the Commission has issued rules implementing section 251(c) and those rules have gone into effect’”) (citation omitted). Therefore, the prohibition in section 10(d) of the Act against forbearing from section 251(c) prior to such a determination is not applicable.

1594 See supra paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a.
sought to balance the advancement of competition policy with the duty to encourage advanced services deployment pursuant to section 706. Moreover, to the extent that entities otherwise are LECs or incumbent LECs, the forbearance granted in this decision does not eliminate any previously-applicable requirements of sections 251(b) and (c) and our implementing rules. In addition, the Commission retains authority to address unjust or unreasonable conduct through its section 201 and 202 authority. Thus, we do not find the competition policy requirements of sections 251 and 259 and the implementing rules necessary within the meaning of section 10(a)(1) or (2), and conclude that forbearance would be in the public interest under section 10(a)(3). As a result, we forbear from those requirements in the context of broadband Internet access service to the extent that those provisions newly apply by virtue of our classification of that service here.

f. Subscriber Changes (Section 258)

515. We also are persuaded, under the section 10(a) framework, to forbear from applying section 258’s prohibition on unauthorized carrier changes, and we reject suggestions to the contrary by some commenters. In the voice service context, that provision, and the Commission’s implementing rules, provide important protections given the ability of a new provider to effectuate a carrier change not only without the consent of the customer but also without direct involvement of the customer’s existing

---


1596 As discussed below, see infra Section V.D., we evaluate forbearance assuming arguendo that provisions apply.

1597 See, e.g., Public Knowledge Comments at 85. We evaluate forbearance from section 258 by assuming arguendo that it applies. See infra Section V.D. Because we conclude that forbearance is warranted even with that assumption, we need not, and do not, decide whether broadband Internet access service is “telephone exchange service” or “telephone toll service” within the meaning of section 258(a).
carrier. While unauthorized carrier change problems theoretically might arise even outside such a context, the record here does not reveal whether or how, in practice, unauthorized changes in broadband Internet access service providers could occur. As a result, on this record we are not persuaded what objective would be served by application of this provision at all, particularly given the protections provided by the core broadband Internet access service requirements. As under our analysis of other provisions, we conclude that application of section 258 is not necessary for purposes of sections 10(a)(1) and (a)(2) and that forbearance is in the public interest. Therefore, insofar as our classification of broadband Internet access service would newly give rise to the application of section 258, we forbear from applying section 258 to that service.

### g. Other Title II Provisions

516. Beyond the provisions already addressed above, we also forbear from applying those additional Title II provisions that could give rise to new requirements by virtue of our classification of broadband Internet access service to the extent of our section 10 authority. We find it notable that no commenters raised significant concerns about forbearing from these requirements, which reinforces our analysis below.

517. For one, we conclude the three-party statutory test under section 10(a) is met to forbear from applying certain provisions concerning BOCs in sections 271-276 of the Act to the extent that they would impose new requirements arising from the classification of broadband Internet access service in this Order. Sections 271, 272, 274, and 275 establish requirements and safeguards regarding the provision of interLATA services, electronic publishing, and alarm monitoring services by the Bell Operating Companies (BOCs) and their affiliates. Section 273 addresses the manufacturing, provision, and procurement of telecommunications equipment and customer premises equipment (CPE) by the BOCs and their affiliates, the establishment and implementation of technical standards for telecommunications equipment and CPE, and joint network planning and design, among other matters. Section 276 addresses the provision of “payphone service,” and in particular establishes nondiscrimination standards applicable to BOC provision of payphone service.

518. With one exception (discussed below), we conclude that the application of any newly-triggered provisions of sections 271 through 276 to broadband Internet access service is not necessary within the meaning of section 10(a)(1) or (2), and that forbearance from these requirements is consistent with the public interest under section 10(a)(3). Many of the provisions in these sections have no current

---


1599 See supra paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a.

1600 See supra para. 494.

1601 47 U.S.C. §§ 271-72, 274-75. The Commission has determined that section 271 has been fully implemented throughout the United States. Petition for Forbearance of the Verizon Telephone Companies Pursuant to 47 U.S.C. § 160(c), WC Docket No. 01-338, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 19 FCC Rcd 21496, 21503, para. 15 (2004) (Section 271 Broadband Forbearance Order), aff’d sub nom. EarthLink, Inc. v. FCC, 462 F.3d 1 (D.C. Cir. 2006). Therefore, the prohibition in section 10(d) of the Act against forbearing from section 271 prior to such a determination is not applicable.


effect.\textsuperscript{1604} Other provisions in these sections impose continuing obligations that are at most tangentially related to the provision of broadband Internet access service.\textsuperscript{1605} Forbearance from any application of these provisions with respect to broadband Internet access service insofar as they are newly triggered by our classification of that service will not meaningfully affect the charges, practices, classifications, or regulations for or in connection with that service, consumer protection, or the public interest.\textsuperscript{1606}

519. Forbearance for certain other provisions not meaningfully addressed by commenters also follows from our analysis of certain provisions that commenters did raise or that are discussed in greater detail elsewhere. First, as described elsewhere, we forbear from all \textit{ex ante} rate regulations, tariffing and related recordkeeping and reporting requirements insofar as they would arise from our classification of broadband Internet access service.\textsuperscript{1607} Second, we likewise forbear from unbundling and network access requirements that would newly apply based on the classification decision in this Order.\textsuperscript{1608} It is our predictive judgment that other protections—notably the core broadband Internet access service requirements—will be adequate to ensure just, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory conduct by providers of broadband Internet access service and to protect consumers for purposes of sections 10(a)(1) and

\textsuperscript{1604} See, e.g., 47 U.S.C. \textsection 271(d)(1)-(4) (setting forth procedural requirements regarding BOC applications for authorization to provide in-region, interLATA services); 47 U.S.C. \textsection 274(g)(2) (specifying that the provisions of section 274 shall not apply to conduct occurring more than four years after the enactment of the 1996 Act); 47 U.S.C. \textsection 274(a) (prohibiting BOC entry into the provision of alarm monitoring services for five years from the enactment of the 1996 Act); compare 47 U.S.C. \textsection 272(f) (providing for the sunset of the provisions of section 272, other than section 272(e), absent a Commission rule or order extending the period in which those provisions remain in effect) with Sunset of the BOC Separate Affiliate and Related Requirements; 2000 Biennial Regulatory Review Separate Affiliate Requirements of Section 64.1903 of the Commission's Rules; Petition of AT&T Inc. for Forbearance Under 47 U.S.C. \textsection 160(c) with Regard to Certain Dominant Carrier Regulations for In-Region, Interexchange Services, WC Docket No. 02-112, 06-120, CC Docket No. 00-175, Report and Order and Memorandum Opinion and Order, 22 FCC Rcd 16440, 16479-83 , paras. 79–86 (2007) (Section 272 Sunset Order) (declining to extend the section 272 safeguards with regard to interLATA telecommunications services); Request for Extension of the Sunset Date of the Structural, Nondiscrimination, and Other Behavioral Safeguards Governing Bell Operating Company Provision of In-Region, InterLATA Information Services, CC Docket No. 96-149, Order, 15 FCC Rcd 3267 (2000) (Information Services Sunset Order) (denying request to extend the section 272 safeguards with regard to interLATA information services).

\textsuperscript{1605} See, e.g., 47 U.S.C. \textsection 273(c) (requiring each BOC to “maintain and file with the Commission full and complete information with respect to the protocols and technical requirements for connection with and use of its telephone exchange service facilities”); 47 U.S.C. \textsection 273(d)(3) (setting forth procedures for establishing industry-wide standards for telecommunications equipment and CPE).

\textsuperscript{1606} See also supra paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a. Consistent with our general approach to forbearance here, which seeks to address new requirements that could be triggered by our classification of broadband Internet access service, we do not forbear with respect to provisions to the extent that they already applied prior to this Order. For example, section 271(c) establishes substantive standards that a BOC was required to meet in order to obtain authorization to provide interLATA services in an in-region state, and which it and must continue to meet in order to retain that authorization. 47 U.S.C. \textsection 271(c); see 47 U.S.C. \textsection 271(d)(6) (authorizing various Commission actions in the event the Commission determines that a BOC has ceased to meet the conditions for authorization to provide in-region, interLATA services). In addition, section 271(c)(2)(B)(iii), requires that a BOC provide nondiscriminatory access to poles, ducts, conduits, and rights-of-way in accordance with the requirements of section 224 of the Act, does not depend upon the classification of BOCs' broadband Internet access service. In combination with section 271(d)(6), this provision provides the Commission with an additional mechanism to enforce section 224 against the BOCs. We also do not forbear from section 271(d)(6) to the extent that it provides for enforcement of the provisions we do not forbear from here. In addition, while the BOC-specific provisions of section 276 theoretically could be newly implicated insofar as the reclassification of broadband Internet access service might result in some entities newly being treated as a BOC, the bulk of section 276 appears independent of the classification of broadband Internet access service and we thus do not forbear as to those provisions.

\textsuperscript{1607} See supra Sections V.C.2.a, V.C.2.c., V.C.3.

\textsuperscript{1608} See supra Section V.C.2.e.
Further, informed by our responsibilities under section 706, we adopt an incremental regulatory approach that we find strikes the appropriate public interest balance under section 10(a)(3). For these same reasons, we forbear from section 221’s property records classification and valuation provisions, which would be used in the sort of ex ante rate regulation that we do not find warranted for broadband Internet access service. Likewise, just as we forbear from broader unbundling obligations, that same analysis persuades us to forbear from applying section 259’s infrastructure sharing and notification requirements.

520. We also grant forbearance from other miscellaneous provisions to the extent that they would newly apply as a result of our classification insofar as they do not appear necessary or even relevant for broadband Internet access service of broadband Internet access service. For one, section 226, the Telephone Operator Consumer Services Improvement Act (“TOCSIA”), protects consumers making interstate operator services calls from pay telephones, and other public telephones, against unreasonably high rates and anti-competitive practices. Section 227(c)(3) provides for carriers to have certain notification obligations as it relates to the requirements of the Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA), and section 227(e) restricts the provision of inaccurate caller identification information associated with any telecommunications service. Section 228 regulates the offering of pay-per-call services and requires carriers, inter alia, to maintain lists of information providers to whom they assign a telephone number, to provide a short description of the services the information providers offer, and a statement of the cost per minute or the total cost for each service. Section 260 regulates local exchange carrier practices with respect to the provision of telemessaging services. It is not clear how these provisions would be relevant to broadband Internet access service, and commenters to not provide meaningful arguments in that regard. Thus, for that reason, as well as the continued availability of the core broadband Internet access service requirements, we find enforcement of these provisions, to the extent they would newly apply by virtue of our classification of broadband Internet access service, is not necessary to ensure that the charges, practices, classifications, or regulations by, for, or in connection with broadband providers are just and reasonable and are not unjustly or unreasonably discriminatory under section 10(a)(1). Enforcement also is not necessary for the protection of consumers under section 10(a)(2), and forbearance from applying these provisions is consistent with the public interest under section 10(a)(3), particularly given our conclusion, informed by section 706, that it is appropriate to

---

1609 See supra paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a.
1610 See supra paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a.
1611 47 U.S.C. § 221.
1614 S. Rep. No. 439, 101st Cong., 2d Sess. at 1 (1990). “Operator services” include collect or person-to-person calls, calls billed to a third number, and calls billed to a calling card or credit card. These services may be provided by an automated device as well as by a live operator. Id.
1615 47 U.S.C. § 227(c)(3)(B), (C), (L). Because we are forbearing from these substantive requirements, we note that, as a consequence, there will not be a private right of action granted under section 227(c)(5) based on alleged violations of those forborne-from requirements in the context of broadband Internet access service. We note that while the universe of “calls” covered by section 227(b)(1)(A)(iii) is prerecorded or autodialed calls to “a paging service, cellular telephone service, specialized mobile radio service, or other radio common carrier service, or any service for which the called party is charged for the call” even with the reclassification of mobile BIAS we do not interpret there to be any new or expanded restrictions arising from that provision because the relevant calls also would need to be specifically to a “telephone number” assigned to the relevant service. 47 U.S.C. § 227(b)(1)(A)(iii). As a result, there also would not be any private right of action under section 227(b)(3) that is newly triggered by the decisions in this Order. 47 U.S.C. § 227(b)(3).
521. We also note that the provisions of section 276 underlying the Commission’s regulation of inmate calling services (ICS) and the ICS rules themselves do not appear to vary depending on whether broadband Internet access service is an “information service” or “telecommunications service.” We note, however, that The D.C. Prisoners’ Legal Services Project, Inc., et al. (the ICS Petitioners) express concern that forbearance under this order could be misconstrued as a limitation on the Commission’s authority with respect to any advanced ICS services (such as video visitation) that may replace or supplement traditional ICS telephone calls. It is not our intent to limit in any way the Commission’s ability to address ICS, particularly given the Commission’s finding in 2013 that the ICS market “is failing to protect the inmates and families who pay [ICS] charges.” We therefore find that forbearance would fail to meet the statutory test of section 10 of the Act, in that the protections of section 276 remain necessary to protect consumers and serve the public interest. Accordingly, out of an abundance of caution we make clear that we are not forbearing from applying section 276 to the extent applicable to ICS, as well as the ICS rules.

h. Truth-in-Billing Rules

522. We also find the section 10(a) criteria met and forbear from applying our truth-in-billing rules insofar as they are triggered by our classification of broadband Internet access service here. The core broadband Internet access requirements, including the requirement of just and reasonable conduct under section 201(b), will provide important protections in this context even without specific rules. Moreover, even advocates of such protections observe that this “may require further examination by the Commission,” and do not actually propose that the current truth-in-billing rules immediately apply in practice, instead recommending that the Commission “temporarily stay these rules [and] implement interim provisions.” They do not explain what such interim provisions should be, however, and as we explain below we are not persuaded that a stay or time-limited forbearance provides advantages relative to the approach we adopt here. Consequently, as in our analysis above, we are not persuaded that our truth-in-billing rules are necessary for purposes of sections 10(a)(1) and (a)(2), particularly given the availability of the core broadband Internet access service requirements. Likewise, as above, under the tailored regulatory approach we find warranted here, informed by our responsibilities under section 706,

---

1621 See, e.g., Rates for Interstate Inmate Calling Services, WC Docket No. 12-375, Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 28 FCC Rcd 14107, 14115, para. 14 (2013) (ICS Order) (“Section 276 directs the Commission to ‘establish a per call compensation plan to ensure that all payphone service providers’—which the statute defines to include providers of ICS—‘are fairly compensated for each and every completed intrastate and interstate call.’ . . . Section 276 makes no mention of the technology used to provide payphone service and makes no reference to ‘common carrier’ or ‘telecommunications service’ definitions.”) (internal citations omitted) et seq. pts. for stay granted in part sub nom. Securus Techs. v. FCC, No. 13-1280 (D.C. Cir. Jan. 13, 2014); 47 C.F.R. §§ 64.6000.
1623 See ICS Order, 28 FCC Rcd at 14109-10, para. 3.
1625 The Commission has previously noted the availability of section 201(b)’s protections outside the scope of the truth-in-billing rules. See, e.g., Empowering Consumers To Prevent and Detect Billing For Unauthorized Charges (“Cramming”): Consumer Information and Disclosure; Truth-in-Billing and Billing Format, CG Docket Nos. 11-116, 09-158; CC Docket No. 98-170, Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 27 FCC Rcd 4436, 4455, para. 47 (2012) (“remind[ing] CMRS carriers that,” in addition to “those Truth-in-Billing rules that already apply to them” they “remain subject to section 201(b), . . .and to the Commission's enforcement authority”).
1627 See infra Section V.D.
1628 See supra paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a.
we conclude that forbearance is in the public interest under section 10(a)(3).\footnote{1629 See \textit{supra} paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a.}

\begin{itemize}
\item[i.] \textbf{Roaming-Related Provisions and Regulations}
\end{itemize}

523. We find section 10(a) met for purposes of granting certain conditional forbearance from roaming regulations. We recognize that the reclassification decisions elsewhere in this Order potentially alter the scope of an MBIAS provider’s roaming obligations. The Commission has previously established two different regimes to govern the roaming obligations of commercial mobile providers. The first regime, established in 2007 pursuant to authority under sections 201 and 202 of the Act, imposes obligations to provide automatic roaming on CMRS carriers that “offer real-time, two-way switched voice or data service that is interconnected with the public switched network and utilizes an in-network switching facility.”\footnote{1630 See \textit{supra} paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a.} Such carriers were required, on reasonable request, to provide automatic roaming on reasonable and not unreasonably discriminatory terms and conditions.\footnote{1631 See 47 C.F.R. \S\S 20.12(a)(2), (d).}

524. Because this regime did not extend to data services that were not at that time classified as CMRS,\footnote{1632 See Reexamination of Roaming Obligations of Commercial Mobile Radio Service Providers, WT Docket No. 05-265, Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 22 FCC Rcd 15817, 15837-38, para. 56 (2007).} the Commission adopted another roaming regime in 2011 under its Title III authority, applicable to “commercial mobile data services,” which were defined to include all those commercial mobile services that are not interconnected with the public switched network, including (under the definition of “public switched network” applicable at that time) MBIAS.\footnote{1633 See Reexamination of Roaming Obligations of Commercial Mobile Radio Service Providers and Other Providers of Mobile Data Services, WT Docket No. 05-265, Second Report and Order, 26 FCC Rcd 5411, 5411-12, paras. 1, 2 (2011); 47 C.F.R. \S\S 20.3, 20.12(a)(3), 20.12(d).} Under this data roaming provision, covered service providers were required to offer roaming arrangements to other such providers on commercially reasonable terms and conditions, subject to certain specified limits.\footnote{1634 See 47 C.F.R. \S 20.12(e).}

525. Our determination herein to reclassify MBIAS as CMRS potentially affects the roaming obligations of MBIAS providers in two ways. First, absent any action by the Commission to preserve data roaming obligations, the determination that MBIAS is an interconnected service would result in providers of MBIAS no longer being subject to the data roaming rule, which as noted above, applies only to non-interconnected services. Second, the determination that MBIAS is CMRS potentially subjects MBIAS providers to the terms of the CMRS roaming rules.

526. We decide to retain for MBIAS, at this time, the roaming obligations that applied prior to reclassification of that service, consistent with our intent to proceed incrementally with regard to regulatory changes for MBIAS, and in the absence of significant comment in the instant record regarding the specific roaming requirements that should apply to MBIAS after reclassification. We therefore forbear from the application of the CMRS roaming rule, section 20.12(d), to MBIAS providers, conditioned on such providers continuing to be subject to the obligations, process, and remedies under the data roaming rule codified in section 20.12(e). That condition, coupled with the core broadband Internet access service requirements that remain, persuade us that the forborne-from rules are not necessary at this time for purposes of sections 10(a)(1) and (a)(2) and that such conditional forbearance is in the public interest under section 10(a)(3).\footnote{1635 We commit, however, to commence in the near term a separate proceeding to revisit the data roaming obligations of MBIAS providers in light of our reclassification decisions today. Such a proceeding will permit us to make an informed decision, based on a complete and focused record, on the proper scope of MBIAS providers’ roaming obligations after reclassification.} We commit, however, to commence in the near term a separate proceeding to revisit the data roaming obligations of MBIAS providers in light of our reclassification decisions today. Such a proceeding will permit us to make an informed decision, based on a complete and focused record, on the proper scope of MBIAS providers’ roaming obligations after reclassification.
Pending the outcome of that reexamination, MBIAS providers covered by our conditional forbearance continue to be subject to the obligations under the data roaming rule, and we will take any action necessary to enforce those obligations. To ensure, however, that providers have certainty regarding their roaming obligations pending the outcome of the roaming proceeding, we further provide that determinations adopted in that proceeding will apply only prospectively, i.e. only to conduct occurring after the effective date of any rule changes. The data roaming rule, rather than the automatic roaming rule or Title II, will govern conduct prior to any such changes.

j. **Terminal Equipment Rules**

527. We also determine under section 10(a) to forbear from applying certain terminal equipment rules to the extent that they would newly apply by virtue of the classification of broadband Internet access service.\(^{1636}\) Notably, our open Internet rules themselves prevent broadband Internet access service providers from restricting the use of non-harmful devices,\(^{1637}\) subject to reasonable network management.\(^{1638}\) Consequently, as in our analysis above, we are not persuaded that the application of terminal equipment rules, insofar as they would newly apply to broadband Internet access service providers by virtue of our classification decision here, are necessary for purposes of sections 10(a)(1) and (a)(2), particularly given the availability of the core broadband Internet access service requirements, and in particular our bright-line rules.\(^{1639}\) Likewise, as above, under the tailored regulatory approach we find warranted here, informed by our responsibilities under section 706, we conclude that forbearance is in the public interest under section 10(a)(3).\(^{1640}\)

3. **Other Provisions and Regulations**

528. Having discussed in detail here and above the analyses that persuade us to grant broad forbearance from Title II provisions to the extent of our section 10 authority, we conclude that the same analysis justifies forbearance from other provisions and regulations insofar as they would be triggered by the classification of broadband Internet access service in this Order. In particular, beyond the Title II provisions and certain implementing rules discussed above, the classification of broadband Internet access service could give rise to obligations related to broadband providers’ provision of that service under Title III, Title VI and Commission rules.

---

\(^{1636}\) Full Service Network/TruConnect Feb. 3, 2015 *Ex Parte* Letter at 21. While Full Service Network/TruConnect refer generally to our “Part 68” rules, that Part also includes our hearing aid compatibility rules, and as described above, the Commission’s existing hearing aid compatibility rules do not immediately impose new hearing aid compatibility requirements on mobile wireless broadband providers by virtue of the classification decisions in this Order, and we do not forbear from applying those rules or section 710 of the Act. *See supra* Section V.C.1.b. Section 710 of the Act and our hearing aid compatibility rules thus are not encompassed by the discussion here.\(^{1637}\)

\(^{1637}\) *See supra* Section III.C.1.

\(^{1638}\) *See supra* Section III.D.4. Insofar as any Part 68 rules subject to forbearance here also permitted carriers to take steps to protect their networks, we expect that such steps also would constitute reasonable network management under our open Internet rules.\(^{1639}\)

\(^{1639}\) *See supra* paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a.

\(^{1640}\) *See supra* paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a.
First, certain provisions of Titles III and VI\(^{1641}\) and Commission rules\(^{1642}\) associated with those Titles or the provisions of Title II from which we forbear may apply by their terms to *providers* classified in particular ways.\(^{1643}\) As to this first category of requirements, and except as to the core broadband Internet access service requirements, we forbear from any such provisions and regulations to the full extent of our authority under section 10, but only insofar as a broadband provider falls within those categories or provider classifications by virtue of its provision of broadband Internet access service, but not insofar as those entities fall within those categories of classifications by virtue of other services they provide.

Second, certain provisions of Titles III and VI and Commission rules associated with those Titles or the provisions of Title II from which we forbear may apply by their terms to *services* classified in particular ways.\(^{1644}\) Regarding this second category of requirements (to the extent not already covered by the first category, above), and except as to the core broadband Internet access service requirements, we forbear from any such provisions and regulations to the full extent of our authority under section 10 specifically with respect to broadband Internet access service, but do not forbear from these requirements as to any other services (if any) that broadband providers offer that are subject to these requirements.

Third, while commenters do not appear to have identified such rules, there potentially could be other Commission rules for which our underlying authority derives from provisions of the Act all of which we forbear from under the first two categories of requirements identified above, or under our Title II forbearance discussed above, but which are not already subject to that identified scope of forbearance. To the extent not already identified in the first two categories of requirements above, and except as to

---

\(^{1641}\) The Commission has forborne from provision of Title II and from Commission rules on many instances in the past. However, nothing in the language of section 10 categorically limits the scope of Commission forbearance only to the provisions of Title II, see generally 47 U.S.C. § 160, and although it has been less common for the Commission to forbear from provisions of Title III and VI, it has done so at times. See, e.g., *FCBA Forbearance Order*, 13 FCC Rcd 6293 (granting certain forbearance from section 310(d) under section 10 of the Act); *Petition for Declaratory Ruling to Clarify 47 U.S.C. § 572 in the Context of Transactions Between Competitive Local Exchange Carriers and Cable Operators; Conditional Petition for Forbearance From Section 652 of the Communications Act for Transactions Between Competitive Local Exchange Carriers and Cable Operators*, 27 FCC Rcd 11532 (2012) (granting certain forbearance from section 652 under section 10 of the Act).

\(^{1642}\) For clarity, we note that by “rules” we mean both codified and uncodified rules. In addition, by “associated” Commission rules, we mean rules implementing requirements or substantive Commission jurisdiction under provisions in Title II, III, and/or VI of the Act from which we forbear.

\(^{1643}\) The Order’s classification of broadband Internet access service could trigger requirements that apply by their terms to “common carriers,” “telecommunications carriers,” “providers” of common carrier or telecommunications services, or “providers” of CMRS or commercial mobile services. Similarly, other provisions of the Act and Commission rules may impose requirements on entities predicated on the entities’ classification as a “common carrier,” “telecommunications carrier,” “provider” of common carrier or telecommunications service, or “provider” of CMRS or commercial mobile service without being framed in those terms. As illustrative examples, see, e.g., 47 C.F.R. § 61.3(ss) (defining a “tariff” as “[s]chedules of rates and regulations filed by common carriers”); 47 C.F.R. § 64.2101 (“covered provider” defined to include, for example, “a local exchange carrier as defined in § 64.4001(e), an interexchange carrier as defined in § 64.4001(d), a provider of commercial mobile radio service as defined in § 20.3 of this chapter . . .”).

\(^{1644}\) The classification of broadband Internet access service as a telecommunications service and, in the mobile context, also CMRS service under the Communications Act, thus could trigger any requirements that apply by their terms to “common carrier services,” “telecommunications services,” or “CMRS” or “commercial mobile” services. Similarly, other provisions of the Act and Commission rules may impose requirements on services predicated on a service’s classification as a “common carrier service,” “telecommunications service,” “CMRS” or “commercial mobile” service without being framed in those terms. As an illustrative example, see, e.g., 47 C.F.R. § 64.708(i) (“operator services” are defined as certain interstate telecommunications services).
the core broadband Internet access service requirements, we forbear to the full extent of our authority under section 10 from rules based entirely on our authority under provisions we forbear from under the first and second categories above (or for which the forborne-from provisions provide essential authority) insofar as the rules newly apply as a result of the classification of broadband Internet access service.

- Fourth, we include within the scope of our broad forbearance for broadband Internet access service any pre-existing rules with the primary focus of implementing the requirements and substantive Commission jurisdiction in sections 201 and/or 202, including forbearing from pre-existing pricing, accounting, billing and recordkeeping rules. As with the rules identified under the first and second categories above, we do not forbear insofar as a provider is subject to these rules by virtue of some other service it provides.

- Fifth, the classification of broadband Internet access service as a telecommunications service could trigger certain contributions to support mechanisms or fee payment requirements under the Act and Commission rules, including some beyond those encompassed by the categories above. Insofar as any provisions or regulations not already covered above would immediately require the payment of contributions or fees by virtue of the classification of broadband Internet access service (rather than merely providing Commission authority to assess such contributions or fees) they are included within the scope of our forbearance. As under the first and second categories above, we do not forbear insofar as a provider is subject to these contribution or fee payments by virtue of some other service it provides.

Just as we found in our analysis of Title II provisions, it is our predictive judgment that other protections—notably the core broadband Internet access service requirements—will be adequate to ensure just, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory conduct by providers of broadband Internet access service and to protect consumers for purposes of sections 10(a)(1) and (a)(2). Further, informed by our responsibilities under section 706, we adopt an incremental regulatory approach that we find strikes the appropriate public interest balance under section 10(a)(3). These collectively persuade us that forbearance for the additional categories of provisions and regulations above is justified to the extent of our section 10 authority.

We further make clear that our approach to forbearance in this Order, which excludes certain categories of provisions and regulations, effectively addresses the concerns of a number of commenters regarding the scope of our forbearance. First, we forbear here only to the extent of our authority under section 10 of the Act. Section 10 provides that “the Commission shall forbear from applying any regulation or any provision of this chapter to a telecommunications carrier or telecommunications service, or class of telecommunications carriers or telecommunications services” if certain conditions are met. Certain provisions or regulations do not fall within the categories of provisions of the Act or Commission regulations encompassed by that language because they are not applied to telecommunications carriers or telecommunications services, and we consequently do not

---

1645 This forbearance would not include rules implementing our substantive jurisdiction under provisions of the Act from which we do not forbear that merely cite or rely on sections 201 or 202 in some incidental way, such as by, for example, relying on the rulemaking authority provided in section 201(b). Consistent with our discussions above, this category also does not include our open Internet rules.


1647 See generally supra Section V.C.2; see also, e.g., supra paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a.

1648 To the extent that any questions arise as to specific provisions or regulations in the future, we can address those as needed at that time. We note in this regard that the Commission cannot impose a penalty for conduct in the absence of “fair notice of what is prohibited.” FCC v. Fox Television Stations, 132 S. Ct. 2307, 2317 (2012).

forbear as to those provisions or regulations.  

530. Second, we do not forbear from provisions or regulations that are not newly triggered by the classification of broadband Internet access service. The 2014 Open Internet NPRM sought comment on possible forbearance premised on addressing the consequences that flowed from any classification decisions it might adopt. Although some commenters include sweeping requests that we forbear from all of Title II or the like, in practice, they, too, appear focused on the consequences of classification decisions. Nor do we find on the record here that the section 10 criteria met with respect to such forbearance, and in particular do not find it in the public interest, in the context of this item, to forbear with respect to requirements that already applied to broadband Internet access service and providers of that service prior to this Order. Rather, broadband providers remain free to seek relief from such provisions or regulations through appropriate filings with the Commissions.

531. A number of commenters’ arguments are addressed on one or more of these grounds. For example, as to the first set of exclusions, we note that section 257 imposes certain obligations on the Commission without creating enforceable obligations that the Commission would apply to telecommunications carriers or telecommunications services, so we do not forbear from applying those provisions. For the same reasons, we do not forbear with respect to provisions insofar as they merely reserve state authority.

532. We further note, for example, that the immunity from liability in section 230(c) applies to providers or users of an “interactive computer service,” and its application does not vary based on the classification of broadband Internet access service here. Consequently, it is not covered by the scope of forbearance in this order. We also note that the restrictions on obscene and illicit content in sections

---

1650 See, e.g., Forbearance from Applying Provisions of the Communications Act To Wireless Telecommunications Carriers, WT Docket No. 98-100, First Report and Order, 15 FCC Rcd 17414, 17427, para. 28 (2000) (holding that “the three-prong [section 10] forbearance test is inapplicable to UTC’s request because the Commission lacks forbearance authority over non-common carriers such as UTC,” where UTC had sought modification of Commission rules “to allow private microwave licensees to act as providers to other carriers”); FCBA Forbearance Order, 13 FCC Rcd at 6299, para. 9 (“licensees governed by these rule parts who do not meet the definition of ‘telecommunications carrier’ (e.g., public safety and private microwave licensees) are beyond the scope of our section 10 forbearance authority, and therefore are not subject to the revised procedures established by this Order”).

1651 See, e.g., 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5612-13, 5615-16 paras. 148, 153.

1652 See, e.g., NCTA Jan. 15, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 3 (arguing against “applying Title II to increase regulatory burdens on broadband providers”); Comcast Dec. 24, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 13 (arguing that if the Commission reclassifies broadband Internet access service, “it should mitigate the associated” effect “as much as possible by coupling Title II reclassification with broad forbearance from all Title II restrictions and obligations”).

1653 See, e.g., 47 C.F.R. §§ 1.3, 1.53-1.59, 1.401.

1654 In addition to those discussed below, these considerations explain, for example, why we do not grant forbearance with respect to sections 303(b), 303(r) and 316, upon which we rely for authority for our open Internet rules. See supra Section III.F.3.


1656 See, e.g., Public Knowledge Comments at 95.

1657 See, e.g., NARUC Comments at 14-15 (discussing, for example, state authority to perform ETC designations in section 214(e)(2) and reservations of certain state authority under section 253); Massachusetts DTE Comments at 8 n.4 (incorporating by reference Massachusetts DTE Reply, GN Docket No. 10-127 (filed Apr. 12, 2010) (also discussing, for example, reservation of state pole attachment authority under section 224(c) and the reservation of state authority in section 261)).


1659 See, e.g., NCTA Dec. 23, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 21 (arguing that the Commission should not forbear with respect to “immunity from publisher-related liability” under section 230, which “has nothing to do with common-carrier regulation”).
223 and 231(to the extent enforced)—as well as the associated limitations on liability—in many cases, do not vary with the classification decisions in this Order, and thus likewise are not encompassed by the forbearance in this Order. To the extent that certain of these provisions would benefit broadband providers and could instead be viewed as provisions that are newly applied to broadband providers by virtue of the classification decisions in this Order, it would better promote broadband deployment, and thus better serve the public interest, if we continue to apply those provisions. We thus find that such forbearance would not be in the public interest under section 10(a)(3).

533. Some commenters also advocate that the Commission not forbear from applying “the provisions of the Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act under Section 229.” Section 229(a)–(d) direct the Commission to adopt rules implementing the requirements of CALEA and authorize the Commission to investigate and enforce those rules. Section 229(e) enables providers to recover certain costs of CALEA compliance. Section 229 is not, by its terms, limited to “telecommunications services” as defined by the Communication Act, and CALEA obligations already apply to broadband Internet access service. Thus, in carrying out section 229, the Commission’s role already extended to broadband Internet service, and all telecommunications carriers subject to CALEA

---

1660 We note that many of the relevant provisions in these sections stem from the Child Online Protection Act (COPA), which federal courts have enjoined from being enforced. COPA amended the Communications Act by adding sections 230(d) and 231 and amending parts of sections 223(h)(2) and 230(d)–(f). See Child Online Protection Act, Pub. L. No. 105-277, §§ 1401–05, 112 Stat. 2681-736–2681-741 (1998). After COPA reached the Supreme Court twice, a federal court held that COPA is unconstitutional and placed a permanent injunction against its enforcement. The decision was affirmed on appeal, and petition for writ of certiorari has been denied. See ACLU v. Reno, 31 F. Supp.2d 473 (E.D. Pa. 1999) (enjoining the enforcement of the Act), aff’d, 217 F.3d 162 (3rd Cir. 2000), vacated and remanded, Ashcroft v. ACLU, 535 U.S. 564 (2002) (finding that the Act’s reference to contemporary community standards on its own does not render it unconstitutional and the 3rd Circuit must consider additional matters), aff’d, ACLU v. Ashcroft, 322 F.3d 240 (3rd Cir. 2003), aff’d and remanded, Ashcroft v. ACLU, 542 U.S. 656 (2004) (instructing that the district court should update the factual record and take into account current, applicable technologies); ACLU v. Gonzales, 478 F. Supp.2d 775 (E.D. Pa 2007) (entering a permanent injunction against enforcement of the Act after holding that it is facially unconstitutional), aff’d, ACLU v. Mukasey, 534 F.3d 181 (3rd Cir. 2008), cert. denied, 129 S. Ct. 1032 (2009). The Communications Decency Act (CDA) (Pub. L. No. 104-104, §§ 501–02, 110 Stat. 56, 133–36), which amended section 223 of the Communications Act, has also been overturned in part, by the Supreme Court. See Reno v. ACLU, 521 U.S. 844 (1997). However, the constitutionally offensive parts of the CDA were amended by the PROTECT Act, which is still good law. See Prosecutorial Remedies and Tools against the Exploitation of Children Today (PROTECT) Act, Pub. L. No. 108-21, § 603, 117 Stat. 650, 687 (2003).

1661 47 U.S.C. §§ 223, 231. As a narrow exception to this general conclusion, section 223(c)(1) conceivably could be newly applied to broadband providers by virtue of the classification decisions in this Order. 47 U.S.C. § 223(c)(1). No commenter meaningfully argues that the Commission should apply this provision to broadband providers, and that fact, coupled with the other protections that remain, persuade us that, insofar as the Commission would apply this provision, such application is not necessary for purposes of sections 10(a)(1) and (a)(2). Likewise, consistent with the tailored regulatory approach adopted in this Order, we find it in the public interest under section 10(a)(3) to forbear insofar as the Commission otherwise would newly apply that provision to a broadband provider as a result of this Order.

1662 As examples of such provisions in Title II, see, e.g., 47 U.S.C. § 223 (provisions limiting or establishing defenses for liability under that section), 47 U.S.C. § 231(provisions limiting or establishing defenses for liability under that section), 47 U.S.C. § 253 (authorizing preemption of state or local requirements restricting the provision of telecommunications services).


1664 COMPTEL Comments at 22-23.

1665 47 U.S.C. § 229(a)-(d).


are already required to comply with all Commission rules adopted pursuant to section 229.\footnote{See \textit{Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act}, ET Docket No. 04-295, RM-10865, Second Report and Order and Memorandum Opinion and Order, 21 FCC Rcd 5360, 5394-95, para. 75 (2006) (\textit{2006 CALEA Order}); see also \textit{Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act}, CC Docket No. 97-213, Report and Order, 14 FCC Rcd 4151, 4159, para. 20 (1999) ("[W]e find that the regulations we prescribe herein apply to all telecommunications carriers as that term is defined in section 102(8) of CALEA."). While the Commission previously has suggested that section 229(b) applies only to common carriers under the Communications Act, see \textit{2006 CALEA Order}, 21 FCC Rcd at 5389, para. 66, the Commission has consistently applied CALEA’s definition to all of its CALEA rules.} Declining to forbear from applying section 229 and our associated rules is consistent with the overall approach, discussed above, of focusing on addressing newly-arising requirements flowing from our classification decision, and thus is in the public interest. Given that CALEA’s statutory obligations will apply regardless of any forbearance granted by the Commission under the Communications Act,\footnote{Under section 10, the Commission can forbear from applying certain provisions of the Communications Act when the relevant section 10(a) criteria are met, but CALEA is not itself part of the Communications Act.} and given the lack of any substantial argument in the record in favor of forbearance from section 229, we conclude that maintaining the Commission’s existing rulemaking and oversight role as established by section 229 better advances the public interest. As services and technologies evolve over time, CALEA implementation will need to evolve as well. Section 229 establishes a rulemaking and oversight role for the Commission that helps enable those future changes. If we were to forbear from section 229 (assuming \textit{arguendo} that we could find the forbearance standard to be satisfied), we thus would frustrate the ability of CALEA implementation to evolve with technology, an outcome that we find fundamentally inconsistent with the continued applicability of CALEA itself and therefore with the public interest.

534. We also do not forbear from certain rules governing the wireless licensing process. First, our rules require applicants for licenses under our flexible use rules to designate the regulatory status of proposed services (i.e., common carrier, non-common carrier, or both) in the initial license application, and make subsequent amendment to the designation, as necessary.\footnote{See 47 C.F.R. §§ 22.1110, 27.10.} With regard to these rules, we find that forbearance of the regulatory status designation would result in inaccurate license information and therefore is not warranted. In particular, we conclude that such forbearance would be contrary to the public interest under section 10(a)(3).

535. Second, sections 1.933 and 1.939 of our rules, 47 C.F.R. §§ 1.933, 1.939, implementing sections 309(b) and (d)(1) of the Act, 47 U.S.C. § 309(b), (d)(1), set out processes for license applications for authorization, major modification, major amendment, substantial assignment, or transfer. Applications that involve, in whole or in part, licenses to be used for “Wireless Telecommunications Services,” as defined in section 1.907 of our rules, are subject to a public notice process providing opportunity for petitions to deny, but applications that involve only “Private Wireless Services,” as defined in section 1.907 of our rules are not subject to that process.

536. With regard to these rules, we find that reclassification is unlikely to trigger a different process under these rules, for two reasons. We note that mobile BIAS today is being provided using licenses that are governed under our flexible use rules (\textit{i.e.}, under Parts 20, 22, 24, 26, and 27) and that are being used as well to provide services, such as mobile voice, already provided as CMRS.\footnote{See 47 C.F.R. § 1.907.} Thus, these applications have been subject to these provisions because they have also been used to provide CMRS services. To the extent applicants seek licenses for reclassified service under other parts, such as Part 101, or are otherwise not covered by the above reasoning, we find that forbearance from these procedures is not warranted, as the public notice process requirements are important to ensure that common carrier licensing serves the public interest. Accordingly, we do not find forbearance from applying these rules in the public interest under section 10(a)(3), and thus we do not forbear from
D. Potential Objections to Our General Approach to Forbearance For Broadband Internet Access Service

537. While we address above specific arguments against forbearance as to particular provisions or requirements, we note that we also reject certain overarching concerns about our forbearance decision here. For one, we grant substantial forbearance in this item, rather than deferring such forbearance decisions to future proceedings.\(^\text{1672}\) We are able to conclude on this record that the section 10(a) criteria are met with respect to the forbearance we grant, and taking such action here enables us to strike the right regulatory and deregulatory balance regarding broadband Internet access service, as discussed above. Under these circumstances we reject arguments that we should defer forbearance to future proceedings.\(^\text{1673}\) Likewise, given our finding that the section 10(a) criteria are met for the forbearance adopted here, we reject generalized arguments that the scope of forbearance here should be the same as that historically granted in the CMRS context.\(^\text{1674}\) We conclude that such overarching claims do not address distinguishing factors here, including our decision that it is in the public interest to proceed incrementally given the regulatory experience of the near-term past coupled with the Commission’s responsibilities under section 706 of the 1996 Act, as discussed above.\(^\text{1675}\) Further, because we grant substantial forbearance in this Order rather than deferring those issues to a future proceeding, we also reject concerns that the process of obtaining forbearance will be burdensome or uncertain, insofar as they are based on a presumption that such relief only would be granted via subsequent proceedings.\(^\text{1676}\)

538. Nor are we persuaded by arguments that the adoption of interim rules or the stay of all but certain rules should be used in lieu of forbearance, since those arguments do not explain in meaningful detail what specific interim rules would be adopted or the scope of what rules would be excluded from any stay, nor how, absent forbearance, interim rules or a stay by the Commission could address requirements imposed by the Act, rather than merely by Commission regulation.\(^\text{1677}\) To the extent that commenters’ arguments instead advocate that forbearance should be interim or time-limited,\(^\text{1678}\) under today’s approach, we retain adequate authority to modify our regulatory approach in the future, should circumstances warrant. We thus are not persuaded that there is any material, incremental advantage or benefit to adopting forbearance on an interim or time-limited basis.

539. We also reject claims that the Commission cannot grant forbearance here because it did

---

\(^{1672}\) See, e.g., EFF Comments at 16-17 (The Commission’s “forbearance analysis should specifically address all relevant Title II obligations, so as to avoid an explosion of forbearance petitions.”).

\(^{1673}\) See, e.g., Public Knowledge et al. Comments at 95-97; Vimeo Reply at 15 n.46. Bare assertions that the record here is inadequate to justify forbearance from certain provisions from which we forbear above similarly are too conclusory to warrant deferring a decision to a future proceeding. See, e.g., Letter from Mark Cooper, Director of Research, Consumer Federation of America, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 1-2 (filed Jan. 7, 2015).


\(^{1675}\) See generally supra paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a.

\(^{1676}\) See, e.g., ITIF Comments at 11; Mercatus Center Reply at 12; Net Competition Reply at 3. The posture here is distinguishable from the circumstances underlying the Brand X case, where a court had classified cable modem service as a telecommunications service without simultaneous forbearance of the sort we adopt here, and thus we reject arguments seeking to rely on court filings there. See, e.g., Cox Reply at 10 & n.36 (quoting Petition for a Writ of Certiorari by U.S. Dept. of Justice and FCC, FCC v. Brand X Internet Servs., No. 04-281, at 25-26 (Aug. 27, 2004) (among other things, stating “[f]orbearance proceedings would be time-consuming and hotly contested . . . ”)); Comcast Reply at 14-15 (similar).


\(^{1678}\) See, e.g., Public Knowledge Dec. 19, 2014 Ex Parte Letter at 22.
not provide adequate notice and an opportunity for comment. We need not and do not address here whether forbearance is, in all cases, informal rulemaking, because in this instance we have, in fact, proceeded via rulemaking and provided sufficient notice and an opportunity to comment in that regard.\textsuperscript{1680} Section 553(b) and (c) of the APA requires agencies to give public notice of a proposed rulemaking that includes “either the terms or substance of the proposed rule or a description of the subjects and issues involved” and to give interested parties an opportunity to submit comments on the proposal.\textsuperscript{1681} The notice “need not specify every precise proposal which [the agency] may ultimately adopt as a rule”; it need only “be sufficient to fairly apprise interested parties of the issues involved.” Moreover, the APA’s notice requirements are satisfied where the final rule is a “logical outgrowth” of the actions proposed.\textsuperscript{1683} As long as parties should have anticipated that the rule ultimately adopted was possible, it is considered a “logical outgrowth” of the original proposal, and there is no violation of the APA’s notice requirements.\textsuperscript{1684}

\textsuperscript{1679} See, e.g., Letter from Daniel Berninger, founder, VCXC, et al., to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, GN Docket No. 14-28, at 5 (filed Jan. 22, 2015); Full Service Network/TruConnect Feb. 3, 2015 Ex Parte Letter at 6-11. As discussed above, we also reject other asserted APA violations. \textsuperscript{See supra Section V.A.}

\textsuperscript{1680} As noted above, a recent court case, seemingly in dicta, suggested that forbearance is informal rulemaking, while the Commission has not expressly resolved that question. \textit{Compare Verizon v. FCC}, 770 F.3d 961, 966-67 (D.C. Cir. 2014) with, e.g., \textit{Petition To Establish Procedural Requirements To Govern Proceedings For Forbearance Under Section 10 Of The Communications Act Of 1934, As Amended}, WC Docket No. 07-267, Report and Order, 24 FCC Rcd 9543, 9554, para. 19 n.72, para. 20 (2009). We need not and do not address that broader question here.

\textsuperscript{1681} 5 U.S.C. §§ 553(b)-(c).

\textsuperscript{1682} \textit{Nuvio Corp. v. FCC}, 473 F.3d 302, 310 (D.C. Cir. 2006) (citing \textit{Action for Children’s Television v. FCC}, 564 F.2d 458, 470 (D.C. Cir. 1977) (internal quotation marks and citations omitted)).

\textsuperscript{1683} \textit{See PSC of DC v. FCC}, 906 F.2d 713, 717 (D.C. Cir. 1990).

\textsuperscript{1684} \textit{See Northeast Maryland Waste Disposal Authority v. EPA}, 358 F.3d 936, 951-52 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (discussing APA notice requirements and the “logical outgrowth” test). The Commission has acknowledged this standard in the past, even if using slightly different wording to the same effect. \textit{See, e.g., Rural Call Completion}, WC Docket No. 13-39, Order on Reconsideration, 29 FCC Rcd 14026, 14036, para. 26 (2014) (“As long as parties could have anticipated that the rule ultimately adopted was possible, it is considered a ‘logical outgrowth’ of the original proposal, and there is no violation of the APA’s notice requirements.”).
540. Those notice standards are satisfied with respect to the forbearance adopted here. The 2014 Open Internet NPRM observed:

If the Commission were to reclassify broadband Internet access service as described above or classify a separate broadband service provided to edge providers as a “telecommunications service,” such a service would then be subject to all of the requirements of the Act and Commission rules that would flow from the classification of a service as a telecommunications service or a common carrier service.\textsuperscript{1685}

Citing section 10 of the Act, the Commission then sought comment “on the extent to which forbearance from certain provisions of the Act or our rules would be justified” should the Commission adopt such an approach “in order to strike the right balance between minimizing the regulatory burden on providers and ensuring that the public interest is served.”\textsuperscript{1686} “For mobile broadband services,” the Commission also sought “comment on the extent to which forbearance should apply, if the Commission were to classify mobile broadband Internet access service as a CMRS service subject to Title II.”\textsuperscript{1687} Collectively, the Commission thus provided notice of possible forbearance as to any provision of the Act or Commission rules triggered by the classification of broadband Internet access service of the sort we adopt in this Order.\textsuperscript{1688} The forbearance we grant here from applying certain provisions and regulations newly triggered by our classification decisions in order to strike the right regulatory balance for broadband Internet access services consistent with the objective of preserving and protecting Internet openness is squarely within that scope of notice provided by the 2014 Open Internet NPRM.

541. We also view as misguided complaints about the potential for our forbearance decisions to be challenged in court or reversed in the future by the Commission.\textsuperscript{1689} Having concluded that broadband Internet access service is a telecommunications service,\textsuperscript{1690} certain legal consequences under the Act flow from that by default. We grant in this order the substantial forbearance from those provision and other Commission regulations to the extent that we find warranted at this time under the section 10

\textsuperscript{1685} 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5615-16, para. 153.
\textsuperscript{1686} Id. The Commission further sought comment on “which provisions should be exempt from forbearance and which should receive it” based on whether such action would “protect and promote Internet openness.” Id. at 5616, para. 154. These are the factors that the Commission did, in fact, use in evaluating the section 10(a) criteria and deciding whether and how much forbearance to grant here. See generally supra Sections V.A-C. We thus disagree with the dissent’s suggestion that the notice provided by the Commission was inadequate in this regard. See Pai Dissent at 27-28.
\textsuperscript{1687} Id. at 5616, para. 155.
\textsuperscript{1688} See also, e.g., id. at 5612-13, para. 148 (“For either of these [classification] possibilities, we seek comment on whether and how the Commission should exercise its authority under section 10 (or section 332(c)(1) for mobile services) to forbear from specific obligations under the Act and Commission rules that would flow from the classification of a service as telecommunications service.”). Within that scope, the Commission also sought more detailed comment on specific aspects of the possible forbearance it might adopt, discussing similar questions raised in the 2010 Broadband Classification NOI, particular statutory provisions from which the Commission might not forbear, and particular approaches the Commission might use to evaluating forbearance. Id. at 5616, para. 154. Moreover, as discussed in the preceding sections above, the 2014 Open Internet NPRM yielded a robust record regarding forbearance.
\textsuperscript{1689} See, e.g., AT&T Comments at 67; Cox Comments at 35-36; Ericsson Comments at 11- 12; Comcast Reply at 14-17; Cox Reply at 10-11.
\textsuperscript{1690} See supra Section IV.
framework. We thereby provide broadband providers significant regulatory certainty.\textsuperscript{1691} We thus are not persuaded to alter our approach to forbearance based on these arguments.

542. We recognize that in our approach to forbearance for broadband Internet access service above, we are not first exhaustively determining provision-by-provision and regulation-by-regulation whether and how particular provisions and rules apply to this service. The Commission has broad discretion whether to issue a declaratory ruling, which is what would be entailed by such an undertaking.\textsuperscript{1692} We exercise our discretion not to do so here, except to the limited extent necessary to address arguments in the record regarding specific requirements.\textsuperscript{1693} For one, the Commission need not resolve whether or how a provision or regulation applies before evaluating the section 10(a) criteria—rather, it can conduct that evaluation and, if warranted, grant forbearance within the scope of its section 10 authority assuming \textit{arguendo} that the provisions or regulations apply.\textsuperscript{1694} In addition, as discussed in greater detail above, the Commission is proceeding incrementally here.\textsuperscript{1695} As the D.C. Circuit has recognized, within the statutory framework that Congress established, the Commission “possesses significant, albeit not unfettered, authority and discretion to settle on the best regulatory or deregulatory approach to broadband.”\textsuperscript{1696} Thus, to achieve the balance of regulatory and deregulatory policies adopted here for broadband Internet access service, we need not—and thus do not—first resolve potentially complex and/or disputed interpretations and applications of the Act and Commission rules that could create precedent with unanticipated consequences for other services beyond the scope of this proceeding, and which would not alter the ultimate regulatory outcome in this Order in any event.\textsuperscript{1697}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{1691} Perfect regulatory certainty would not be feasible under any classification. For example, even just as to rules adopted under section 706 of the 1996 Act parties theoretically could raise judicial challenges as to the adequacy of the Commission’s rules in meeting the objectives of section 706 and a future Commission likewise might elect to modify those rules.
\item \textsuperscript{1692} See \textit{Yale Broadcasting Co. v. FCC}, 478 F.2d 594, 602 (D.C. Cir. 1973); 5 U.S.C. § 554(e); 47 C.F.R. § 1.2(a).
\item \textsuperscript{1693} See, e.g., \textit{Vonage Reply at 32 (“Rather than debate each individual section of Title II in its forbearance analysis, the Commission could limit its Title II authority to those provisions necessary to adopt and enforce Open Internet rules and forbear from applying all other provisions and rules under Title II that do not bear on the Open Internet rules originally codified in 2010.”}).
\item \textsuperscript{1694} See, e.g., \textit{AT&T v. FCC}, 452 F.3d 830, 836-37 (D.C. Cir. 2006) (“the Commission may not refuse to consider a petition’s merits solely because the petition seeks forbearance from uncertain or hypothetical regulatory obligations”); \textit{Broadband Classification NOI}, 25 FCC Red at 7896, para. 70 n.187 (“Section 10 allows the Commission to consider forbearance from requirements that do not currently apply or may not apply even in the absence of forbearance.”); \textit{Feature Group IP Petition for Forbearance From Section 251(g) of the Communications Act and Sections 51.701(b)(1) and 69.5(b) of the Commission's Rules}, WC Docket No. 07-256, Order on Reconsideration, 25 FCC Red 8867, 8874, para. 12 & n.43 (2010) (rejecting arguments that the Commission should have clarified whether certain requirements applied before addressing a forbearance request, and further rejecting the claim that this approach was in consistent with \textit{AT&T v. FCC}, explaining instead that “[i]n \textit{AT&T v. FCC}, the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit faulted the Commission for failing to conduct the statutory analysis required by section 10 of the Act,” while “[h]ere, by contrast, the Commission conducted the requisite analysis and concluded that the statutory forbearance criteria were not met”); \textit{Feature Group IP Petition for Forbearance From Section 251(g) of the Communications Act and Sections 51.701(b)(1) and 69.5(b) of the Commission's Rules}, WC Docket No. 07-256, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 24 FCC Red 1571, 1574, para. 6 (2009) (“For the purposes of conducting our analysis of this petition, we assume, \textit{arguendo}, that the foundation of Feature Group IP’s petition is valid. That is, we assume that section 251(g), the exception clause in section 51.701(b)(1), and section 69.5(b) of the Commission’s rules apply to voice-embedded Internet communications, with the effect that at least in some circumstances, LECs may receive access charges.”).
\item \textsuperscript{1695} See supra paras. 495-496; Section V.C.2.a.
\item \textsuperscript{1696} \textit{Ad Hoc}, 572 F.3d at 906-07.
\item \textsuperscript{1697} As noted earlier in this paragraph, we assume \textit{arguendo} that these provisions apply and nonetheless find forbearance warranted as discussed above.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
VI. CONSTITUTIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

543. The actions we take today are fully consistent with the Constitution. Some commenters contend that the open Internet rules burden broadband providers’ First Amendment rights and effect uncompensated takings of private property under the Fifth Amendment. We examine these arguments below and find them unfounded.

A. First Amendment

1. Free Speech Rights

544. The rules we adopt today do not curtail broadband providers’ free speech rights. When engaged in broadband Internet access services, broadband providers are not speakers, but rather serve as conduits for the speech of others. The manner in which broadband providers operate their networks does not rise to the level of speech protected by the First Amendment. As telecommunications services, broadband Internet access services, by definition, involve transmission of network users’ speech without change in form or content, so open Internet rules do not implicate providers’ free speech rights. And even if broadband providers were considered speakers with respect to these services, the rules we adopt today are tailored to an important government interest—protecting and promoting the open Internet and the virtuous cycle of broadband deployment—so as to ensure they would survive intermediate scrutiny.

545. This is not to say that we are indifferent to matters of free speech on the Internet. To the contrary, our rules serve First Amendment interests of the highest order, promoting “the widest possible dissemination of information from diverse and antagonistic sources” and “assuring that the public has access to a multiplicity of information sources” by preserving an open Internet.1698 We merely acknowledge that the free speech interests we advance today do not inhere in broadband providers with respect to their provision of broadband Internet access services.

546. Some commenters contend that because broadband providers distribute their own and third-party content to customers, rules that govern the transmission of Internet content over broadband networks violate their free speech rights.1699 CenturyLink and others compare the operation of broadband Internet access service to “requiring a cable operator to carry all broadcast stations,” and contend that the rules adopted today “displace access service providers’ editorial control over their networks” which would otherwise constitute protected speech under the First Amendment.1700 Other commenters respond that broadband providers are not engaged in speech when providing broadband Internet access services, so they are not entitled to First Amendment protections in their operation of these services.1701 Consistent with our determination in the 2010 Open Internet Order,1702 we find that when broadband providers offer broadband Internet access services, they act as conduits for the speech of others, not as speakers themselves.

547. Claiming free speech protections under the First Amendment necessarily involves demonstrating status as a speaker—absent speech, such rights do not attach. In determining the limits of the First Amendment’s protections for courses of conduct, the Supreme Court has “extended First Amendment protections only to conduct that is inherently expressive.”1703 To determine whether an

---

1699 CenturyLink Comments at 61–64; Verizon Comments at 67; Free State Reply at 20.
1700 CenturyLink Comments at 63–64; see also Verizon Comments at 67. CenturyLink also argues that broadband Internet access service is comparable to requiring a “parade organizer to admit all applicants on a lottery basis” and “a newspaper to carry replies to its editorials.” CenturyLink Comments at 64.
1701 CDT Comments at 28–30; Barbara Cherry Reply at 21.
1702 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17982, para. 141.
1703 Rumsfeld v. Forum for Academic & Institutional Rights, Inc., 547 U.S. 47, 66 (2006); see also United States v. O’Brien, 391 U.S. 367, 376 (1968) (“We cannot accept the view that an apparently limitless variety of conduct can be labeled ‘speech’ whenever the person engaging in the conduct intends thereby to express an idea.”).
actor’s conduct possesses “sufficient communicative elements to bring the First Amendment into play,” the Supreme Court has asked whether “[a]n intent to convey a particularized message was present and [whether] the likelihood was great that the message would be understood by those who viewed it.”

548. Broadband providers’ conduct with respect to broadband Internet access services does not satisfy this test, and analogies to other forms of media are unavailing. CenturyLink and others compare their provision of broadband service to the operation of a cable television system, and point out that the Supreme Court has determined that cable programmers and cable operators engage in editorial discretion protected by the First Amendment. As a factual matter, broadband Internet access services are nothing like the cable service at issue in Turner I. In finding that cable programmers and cable operators are entitled to First Amendment protection, the Turner I court began with the uncontested assertion that “cable programmers and operators engage in and transmit speech, and they are entitled to the protection of the speech and press provisions of the First Amendment.” The court went on to explain that “cable programmers and operators see[k] to communicate messages on a wide variety of topics and in a wide variety of formats” through “original programming or by exercising editorial discretion over which stations or programs to include in its repertoire.” Cable operators thus engage in protected speech when they both engage in and transmit speech with the intent to convey a message either through their own programming directly or through contracting with other programmers for placement in a cable package.

549. Broadband providers, however, display no such intent to convey a message in their provision of broadband Internet access services—they do not engage in speech themselves but serve as a conduit for the speech of others. The record reflects that broadband providers exercise little control over the content which users access on the Internet. Broadband providers represent that their services allow Internet end users to access all or substantially all content on the Internet, without alteration, blocking, or editorial intervention. End users, in turn, expect that they can obtain access to all content available on the Internet, without the editorial intervention of their broadband provider. While these characteristics certainly involve transmission of others’ speech, the accessed speech is not edited or controlled by the broadband provider but is directed by the end user. In providing these services, then, broadband

---

1705 CenturyLink Comments at 62–64; Verizon Comments at 67.
1706 Turner I, 512 U.S. at 636.
1707 Id. at 636 (alteration in original) (citation omitted). Likewise, while a newspaper publisher chooses which material to publish, broadband providers facilitate access to all or substantially all Internet endpoints. See Miami Herald Publishing Co. v. Tornillo, 418 U.S. 241, 257 (1974) (“A newspaper is more than a passive receptacle or conduit for news, comment, and advertising. The choice of material to go into a newspaper, and the decisions made as to limitations on the size and content of the paper, . . . constitute the exercise of editorial control and judgment.” (quoting New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 279 (1964)). In contrast, broadband Internet access services more closely resemble the “conduit for news, comment, and advertising” from which the Court distinguishes newspaper publishing. See id. at 258.
1708 Verizon Comments at 3; CenturyLink Comments at 15; Charter Comments at 31.
1709 See, e.g., Verizon Comments at 2 (“Verizon has committed to its customers to provide them Internet access that let them go where they want and do what they want online, using their choice of compatible applications and devices. Other broadband providers have similarly committed to supporting the open Internet.”).
1710 See, e.g., CTIA Comments at 28 (“Mobile broadband customers fully expect access to all lawful content and applications, and providers have strong incentives to meet these expectations. . . .”).
1711 To be sure, broadband providers engage in some reasonable network management designed to protect their networks from malicious content and to relieve congestion, but these practices bear little resemblance to the editorial discretion exercised by cable operators in choosing programming for their systems. In the same way, broadband providers do not operate their networks in ways that are analogous to parade organizers or “modern day printing presses” as Verizon contends. Verizon Comments at 67. Comparisons to the “right of reply” statutes at issue in Miami Herald Publ’g Co. v. Tornillo, 418 U.S. 241, 257 (1974) are similarly misplaced. There, Florida’s “right of
providers serve as mere conduits for the messages of others, not as agents exercising editorial discretion subject to First Amendment protections.\textsuperscript{1712} Moreover, broadband is not subject to the same limited carriage decisions that characterize cable systems—the Internet was designed as a decentralized “network of networks” which is capable of delivering an unlimited variety of content, as chosen by the end user. In contrast, the Turner I court emphasized that the rules under consideration in that case regulated cable speech by “reduce[ing] the number of channels over which cable operators exercise unfettered control” and “render[ing] it more difficult for cable programmers to compete for carriage on the limited channels remaining.”\textsuperscript{1713} Neither of these deprivations of editorial discretion translates to the Internet as a content platform. The arrival of one speaker to the network does not reduce access to competing speakers; nor are broadband providers limited by our rules in the direct exercise of their free speech rights. Lacking the exercise of editorial control and an intent to convey a particularized message, we find that our rules regulate the unexpressive transmission of others’ speech over broadband Internet access services, not the speech of broadband providers. As our rules merely affect what broadband providers “must do . . . not what they may or may not say,” the provision of broadband Internet access services falls outside the protections of the First Amendment outlined by the court in Turner I.\textsuperscript{1714}

551. Our conclusion that broadband Internet access service providers act as conduits rather than speakers holds true regardless of how they are classified under the Act.\textsuperscript{1715} But we think this is particularly evident given our classification of broadband Internet access services as telecommunications services subject to Title II. The Act defines “telecommunications” as the “transmission, between or among points specified by the user, of information of the user’s choosing, without change in the form or content of the information as sent and received.”\textsuperscript{1716} The Act also provides for common carrier treatment of any provider to the extent it is engaged in providing telecommunications services.\textsuperscript{1717} In the communications context, common carriage requires that end users “communicate or transmit intelligence of their own design and choosing.”\textsuperscript{1718} In Section IV, we have found that broadband Internet access

\textsuperscript{1712} See Stuart Minor Benjamin, Transmitting, Editing, and Communicating: Determining What “The Freedom Of Speech” Encompasses, 60 Duke L.J. 1673, 1685 (2011) (describing how the transportation of First Amendment-protected materials “from one user to another” does not transform the delivery company into a speaker for First Amendment purposes).

\textsuperscript{1713} Turner I, 512 U.S. at 637.

\textsuperscript{1714} Rumsfeld v. Forum for Academic & Institutional Rights, Inc. 547 U.S. 47, 64 (2006) (FAIR). We further conclude that broadband providers’ conduct is not sufficiently expressive to warrant First Amendment protection, as the provision of broadband Internet access services is not “inherently expressive,” but would require significant explanatory speech to acquire any characteristics of speech. See id. at 65-66. We recognize that in two cases, federal district courts have concluded that the provision of broadband service is “speech” protected by the First Amendment. In Itasca, the district court reasoned that broadband providers were analogous to cable and satellite television companies, which are protected by the First Amendment. Ill. Bell Tel. Co. v. Vill. Of Itasca, 503 F. Supp. 2d 928, 947–49 (N.D. Ill 2007). And in Broward County, the district court determined that the transmission function provided by broadband Internet access services could not be separated from the content of the speech being transmitted. Comcast Cablevision of Broward Cnty., Inc. v. Broward Cnty., 124 F. Supp. 2d 685, 691–92 (S.D. Fla. 2000). For the reasons stated, we disagree with the reasoning of those decisions.

\textsuperscript{1715} See 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Red at 17982, para. 141.

\textsuperscript{1716} 47 U.S.C. § 153(43).

\textsuperscript{1717} 47 U.S.C. § 153(44).

\textsuperscript{1718} Midwest Video II, 440 U.S. at 701 (“A common-carrier service in the communications context is one that ‘makes a public offering to provide, for hire, facilities by wire or radio whereby all members of the public who choose to employ such facilities may communicate or transmit intelligence of their own design and choosing . . . .’”) (quoting reply” law unconstitutionally burdened the paper’s “exercise of editorial control and judgment,” made all the more salient by the requirement that political candidates receive “equal space” in a fairly limited medium. Id. at 243. Broadband Internet access services are not similarly limited—access to one edge provider does not displace another.
services fall within the definitions of “telecommunications” and “telecommunications services” subject to
Title II common carrier regulation. By definition, then, the provision of telecommunications service
does not involve the exercise of editorial control or judgment.

We also take note that, in other contexts, broadband providers have claimed immunity
from copyright violations and other liability for material distributed on their networks because they lack
control over what end users transmit and receive. Broadband providers are not subject to subpoena in
a copyright infringement case because as a provider it “act[s] as a mere conduit for the transmission of
information sent by others.” Acknowledging the unexpressive nature of their transmission function,
Congress has also exempted broadband providers from defamation liability arising from content provided
by other information content providers on the Internet. Given the technical characteristics of
broadband as a medium and the representations of broadband providers with respect to their services, we
find it implausible that broadband providers could be understood to being conveying a particularized
message in the provision of broadband Internet access service.

Even if open Internet rules were construed to implicate broadband providers’ rights as
speakers, our rules would not violate the First Amendment because they would be considered content-
neutral regulations which easily satisfy intermediate scrutiny. In determining whether a regulation is
content-based or content-neutral, the “principal inquiry . . . is whether the government adopted a
regulation of speech because of [agreement or] disagreement with the message it conveys.” The open
Internet rules adopted today apply independent of content or viewpoint. Instead, they are triggered by a
broadband provider offering broadband Internet access services. The rules are structured to operate in

---

See supra Section IV.

We also note that the requirement under Computer II that facilities-based providers of “enhanced services”
separate out and offer on a common carrier basis the “basic service” transmission component underlying their
enhanced services, a requirement reflected in the 1996 Act’s distinction between “telecommunications services” and
“information services” was never held to raise First Amendment concerns. See Turner I, 512 U.S. at 684 (assuming
that Congress could have imposed common carrier obligations on cable operators without raising First Amendment
concerns) (O’Connor, J., dissenting). The Supreme Court has acknowledged the distinction between common
carriers and entities with robust First Amendment rights in numerous contexts. See, e.g., FCC v. League of Women
to exercise the widest journalistic freedom consistent with their public [duties].’”); Denver Area Educ. Telecoms.
Consortium v. FCC, 518 U.S. 727, 739 (1996) (plurality opinion) (distinguishing between common carriers’ and
editors’ rights under the First Amendment); Midwest Video II, 440 at 709 n.19 (1979) (ruling on other grounds, but
acknowledging that First Amendment issues implicated in compelling cable operators to provide common carriage
of public-originated transmissions are “not frivolous”).

See 17 U.S.C. § 512(a) (a “service provider shall not be liable . . . for infringement by copyright reason of the
provider’s transmitting, routing, or providing connections for” material distributed by others on its network); see
also Verizon Online Terms of Service 12(5),

no responsibility for the accuracy, integrity, quality completeness, usefulness or value of any Content, advice or
opinions contained in any emails, message boards, chat rooms or community services, Verizon Web Sites or in any
other public services or social networks, and that Verizon does not endorse any advice or opinion contained therein,
whether or not Verizon provides such service(s). Verizon does not monitor or control such services, although we
reserve the right to do so.”) (last visited Feb. 2, 2015).

Recording Indus. Ass’n of Am. v. Verizon Internet Servs., Inc., 351 F.3d 1229, 1237 (D.C. Cir. 2003); see also
Charter Communications, Inc., 393 F.3d 771, 777 (8th Cir. 2005) (no subpoena because broadband provider is
“limited to acting as a conduit”).

47 U.S.C. § 230(c)(1) (“[N]o provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated as the publisher or
speaker of any information provided by another information content provider.”).

such a way that no speaker’s message is either favored or disfavored, i.e. content neutral.

554. A content-neutral regulation will survive intermediate scrutiny if “it furthers an important or substantial government interest . . . unrelated to the suppression of free expression,” and if “the means chosen” to achieve that interest “do not burden substantially more speech than is necessary.” The government interests underlying this Order are clear and numerous. Congress has expressly tasked the Commission with “encourag[ing] the deployment on a reasonable and timely basis of advanced telecommunications capability to all Americans,” and has elsewhere explained that it is the policy of the United States to “promote the continued development of the Internet and other interactive computer services and other interactive media.” Additionally, the Verizon court accepted the Commission’s finding that “Internet openness fosters the edge-provider innovation that drives [the] ‘virtuous cycle.’” As discussed above, this Order pursues these government interests by preserving an open Internet to encourage competition and remove impediments to infrastructure investment, while enabling consumer choice, end-user control, free expression, and the freedom to innovate without permission.

555. Indeed, rather than burdening free speech, the rules we adopt today ensure that the Internet promotes speech by ensuring a level playing field for a wide variety of speakers who might otherwise be disadvantaged. As Turner I affirmed “assuring that the public has access to a multiplicity of information sources is a governmental purpose of the highest order, for it promotes values central to the First Amendment.” Based on clear legislative interest in furthering broadband deployment and the paramount government interest in assuring that the public has access to a multiplicity of information sources, these interests clearly qualify as substantial under intermediate scrutiny.

556. Additionally, the rules here are sufficiently tailored to accomplish these government interests. The effect on speech imposed by these rules is minimal. The rules do not “burden substantially more speech than necessary” because they do not burden any identifiable speech—the rules we adopt today apply only to broadband providers’ conduct with regard to their broadband Internet access services. Providers remain free to engage in the full panoply of protected speech afforded to any other speaker. They are free to offer “edited” services and engage in expressive conduct through the provision of other data services, as well.

557. Verizon also contends that the open Internet rules are impermissible under Citizens United because they result in differential treatment of providers of broadband service and other connected IP services. Our rules governing the practices of broadband providers differ markedly from the statutory restrictions on political speech at issue in Citizens United. Our rules do not impact core political speech, where the “First Amendment has its fullest and most urgent application.” By contrast, the open Internet rules apply only to the provision of broadband services in a commercial context, so reliance

\[\text{\textsuperscript{1725}}\] Id. at 662 (internal quotation marks omitted).
\[\text{\textsuperscript{1726}}\] 47 U.S.C. § 1302(a).
\[\text{\textsuperscript{1728}}\] Verizon, 740 F.3d at 644.
\[\text{\textsuperscript{1729}}\] Turner I, 512 U.S. at 663. The Turner I Court continued: “Indeed, it has long been a basic tenet of national communications policy that the widest possible dissemination of information from diverse and antagonistic sources is essential to the welfare of the public.” Id. (internal quotation marks omitted). See also FCC v. Nat’l Citizens Comm’n for Broad., 436 U.S. 775, 795 (1978) (NCCB) (quoting Associated Press v. United States, 326 U.S. 1, 20 (1945)).
\[\text{\textsuperscript{1730}}\] Verizon Comments at 67.
on the strict scrutiny standards applied in Citizens United is inapt. As described above, intermediate scrutiny under Turner I would be the controlling standard of review if broadband providers were found to be speakers. If a court were to find differential treatment under our rules, though, they would be justified under Turner I because speaker-based distinctions can be deemed permissible so long as they are “justified by some special characteristic of the particular medium being regulated.” The ability and incentive of broadband providers to impose artificial scarcity and pick winners and losers in the provision of their last-mile broadband services is just such a special characteristic justifying differential treatment.

558. In sum, the rules we adopt today do not unconstitutionally burden any of the First Amendment rights held by broadband providers. Broadband providers are conduits, not speakers, with respect to broadband Internet access services. Even if they were engaged in speech with respect to these services, the rules we adopt today are tailored to the important government interest in maintaining an open Internet as a platform for expression, among other things.

2. Compelled Disclosure

559. The disclosure requirements adopted as a part of our transparency rule also fall well within the confines of the First Amendment. As explained above, these required disclosures serve important government purposes, ensuring that end users and edge providers have accurate and accessible information about broadband providers’ services. This information is central both to preventing consumer deception and to the operation of the virtuous cycle of innovation, consumer demand, and broadband deployment.

560. CenturyLink contends that the disclosure requirements under the transparency rule violate the First Amendment by compelling speech without a reasonable basis. They argue that the Commission has not established a potential problem which these disclosures are necessary to remedy and that this is fatal to the rules under the First Amendment. This argument misapprehends both the factual justification for the transparency rules and the constitutional legal standard against which any disclosure requirements would be evaluated by the courts.

561. The Supreme Court has made plain in Zauderer v. Office of Disciplinary Counsel of Supreme Court of Ohio that the government has broad discretion in requiring the disclosure of information to prevent consumer deception and ensure complete information in the marketplace. Under Zauderer’s rational basis test, mandatory factual disclosures will be sustained “as long as

---

1732 See Time Warner Cable, Inc. v. FCC, 729 F.3d 137, 159-60 (2d Cir. 2013) (“In the absence of clearer direction from the Supreme Court, we will not ourselves assume that Citizens United implicitly reversed Turner I to compel strict scrutiny of all speaker-based preferences, even outside the political speech context.”).
1733 See supra para. 548.
1734 Turner I, 512 U.S. at 660–61 (quoting Minneapolis Star & Tribune Co. v. Minn. Comm’r of Revenue, 460 U.S. 575, 585 (1983)).
1735 See Verizon, 740 F.3d at 646 (finding that “[t]he Commission also convincingly detailed how broadband providers’ position in the market gives them the economic power to restrict edge-provider traffic and charge for the services they furnish edge providers”); cf. BellSouth Corp. v. FCC, 144 F.3d 58, 69 (1998) (applying intermediate scrutiny to differential treatment of Bell Operating Companies under 47 U.S.C. § 274 with regard to electronic publishing owing to special characteristics).
1736 CenturyLink Comments at 59–61.
disclosure requirements are reasonably related to the State’s interest in preventing deception to consumers.” As the Court observed, “the First Amendment interests implicated by disclosure requirements are substantially weaker than those at stake when speech is actually suppressed.” The D.C. Circuit recently reaffirmed these principles in American Meat Institute v. United States Department of Agriculture, an en banc decision in which the Court joined the First and Second Circuit Courts of Appeals in recognizing that other government interests beyond preventing consumer deception may be invoked to sustain a disclosure mandate under Zauderer.

562. The transparency rule clearly passes muster under these precedents. Preventing consumer deception in the broadband Internet access services market lies at the heart of the transparency rule we adopt today. The Commission has found that broadband providers have the incentive and ability to engage in harmful practices, as discussed above in Section III.B.2. In the 2010 Open Internet Order, we found that “disclosure ensures that end users can make informed choices regarding the purchase and use of broadband service.” Since the original transparency rule was promulgated, the Commission has received hundreds of complaints regarding advertised rates, slow or congested services, data caps, and other potentially deceptive practices. Similarly, the enhancements to the transparency rule which we adopt today are designed to prevent confusion to all consumers of the broadband providers’ services—end-users and edge providers alike. Tailored disclosures promise to provide a metric against which these customers can judge whether their broadband connections satisfy the speeds, bandwidth, and other terms advertised by broadband providers.

563. Further buttressing these disclosure requirements are numerous other government interests permitted under American Meat Institute. As acknowledged by the D.C. Circuit in Verizon, broadband providers have both the economic incentive and the technical ability to interfere with third-party edge providers’ services by imposing discriminatory restrictions on access and priority. The disclosures we require under today’s transparency rule serve to curb those incentives by shedding light on the business practices of broadband providers. Accurate information about broadband provider practices encourages the competition, innovation, and high-quality services that drive consumer demand and broadband investment and deployment. Tailored disclosures further amplify these positive effects by ensuring that edge providers have critical network information necessary to develop innovative new applications and services and that end users have confidence in the broadband providers’ network management and business practices. In sum, the other government interests supporting the rules in addition to preventing consumer deception—preserving an open Internet to encourage competition and

1738 Zauderer, 471 U.S. at 651.
1739 Id. at 652 n.14.
1740 Id. at 651.
1741 American Meat Institute v. US Dept. of Agriculture, 760 F.3d 18, 22 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (“All told, Zauderer’s characterization of the speaker’s interest in opposing forced disclosure of [factual] information as ‘minimal’ seems inherently applicable beyond the problem of deception, as other circuits have found.”) (citing N.Y. State Rest. Ass’n v. N.Y. City Bd. Of Health, 556 F.3d 114, 133 (2d Cir. 2009); Pharm. Care Mgmt. Ass’n v. Rowe, 429 F.3d 294, 310 (1st Cir. 2005) (Torruella, J.); id. at 316 (Boudin, C.J. & Dyk, J.); id. at 297–98 (per curiam) (explaining that the opinion of the Chief Judge Boudin and Judge Dyk is controlling on the First Amendment issue); Nat’l Elec. Mfrs. Ass’n v. Sorrell, 272 F.3d 104, 113-15 (2d Cir. 2001)).
1742 See supra Section III.B.2.
1743 2010 Open Internet Order, 25 FCC Rcd at 17936, para. 53.
1744 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5586, para. 69.
1745 Verizon, 740 F.3d at 644–45.
1746 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5585, para 66 (“‘Sunlight,’ as Justice Brandeis has explained, ‘is . . . the best of disinfectants.’”) (citing L. Brandeis, Other People’s Money, Chapter 5 (National Home Library Foundation ed. 1933), http://www.law.louisville.edu/library/collections/brandeis/node/196.
1747 2014 Open Internet NPRM, 29 FCC Rcd at 5585, para. 66.
1748 Id. at 5580, para. 53.
remove impediments to infrastructure investment, while enabling consumer choice, end-user control, free expression, and the freedom to innovate without permission—are substantial and justify our transparency requirements.

B. Fifth Amendment Takings

564. The open Internet rules also present no cognizable claims under the Fifth Amendment’s Takings Clause. Today’s decision simply identifies as common carriage the services that broadband Internet access service providers already offer in a manner that carries with it certain statutory duties. Regulatory enforcement of those duties has never been held to raise takings concerns. Correspondingly, our rules do not rise to the level of a per se taking because they do not grant third parties a right to physical occupation of the broadband providers’ property. Finally, they do not constitute a regulatory taking because they actually enhance the value of broadband networks by protecting the virtuous cycle that drives innovation, user adoption, and infrastructure investment.

565. As an initial matter, we note that our reclassification of broadband Internet access service does not result from compelling the common carriage offering of those services, contrary to the claims of some broadband providers. Rather, our decision simply identifies as common carriage the services that broadband Internet access service providers already voluntarily offer in a manner that, under the Communications Act, carries with it certain statutory duties, which have never been held to raise takings concerns. Today’s Order recognizes that broadband Internet access service is a telecommunications service under Title II of the Act. While certain common carriage obligations attach to recognition of this fact, those requirements operate by virtue of the statutory structure we interpret, not in service to a discretionary “policy goal the Commission seeks to advance.” Such statutory obligations have never before posed takings issues, and we conclude that today’s Order, likewise, does not violate the Fifth Amendment.

566. Verizon specifically contends that without either a finding of monopoly power or a restriction on government entry, “compelled common carriage would constitute a government taking.” They cite approvingly Judge Wilkey’s observation in NARUC I that “early common carriage regulations were ‘challenged as deprivations of property without due process.’” However, Judge Wilkey continues in the next sentence to explain that Congress has regularly imposed common carrier obligations without a showing of monopoly power or entry restrictions. Verizon’s suggestion, when extended to its logical conclusion, would necessitate rendering unconstitutional any common carriage obligations outside of true government-sponsored monopolies. The courts have taken a much narrower view of both the characteristics necessary for common carrier status and the effect of that status on takings claims.

1749 See, e.g., Verizon Title II White Paper at 1-5.
1750 See generally supra Section IV.
1751 Southwestern Bell Telephone Co. v. FCC, 19 F.3d 1475, 1481 (D.C. Cir. 1994) (citing NARUC I, 525 F.2d at 644 (“Further, we reject those parts of the Orders which imply an unfettered discretion in the Commission to confer or not confer common carrier status on a given entity, depending on the regulatory goals it seeks to achieve.”)).
1752 Verizon Comments at 66; Verizon White Paper at 4 n.3.
1753 Verizon Comments at 66 n.183 (citing NARUC v. FCC, 525 F.2d 630, 640 (1976) (NARUC I)).
1754 NARUC I, 525 F.2d at 641 (“Subsequently, legislation has been upheld imposing stringent regulations of various types on entities found to be affected with a public character, even where nothing approaching monopoly power exists. In such cases as the Motor Carrier Act of 1935, relatively competitive carrying industries have been subjected to entry, rate and equipment regulations on the basis of the quasi-public character of the activities involved.”).
1755 See Verizon, 740 F.3d at 651 (“[T]he primary sine qua non of common carrier status is a quasi-public character, which arises out of the undertaking to carry for all people indifferently.”) (internal quotation marks omitted) (citing Nat’l Assoc. of Reg. Utility Commissioners v. FCC, 533 F.2d 601, 608 (1976) (NARUC II)).
Correspondingly, we conclude that today’s classifications, without a showing of monopoly power do not constitute takings under the Fifth Amendment.

1. Per Se Takings

Some commenters argue that our rules would effect a per se taking by granting third parties a perpetual easement onto broadband providers’ facilities, a form of physical occupation. These arguments mischaracterize the nature of the rules we adopt today and misapply Fifth Amendment jurisprudence. To qualify as a per se taking, the challenged government action must authorize a permanent physical occupation of private property. This rule, however, is “very narrow” and it does not “question the equally substantial authority upholding a State’s broad power to impose appropriate restrictions upon an owner’s use of his property.” The Supreme Court has advised that a per se taking is “relatively rare and easily identified” and “presents relatively few problems of proof.”

Under this formulation, today’s Order does not impose a per se taking on broadband providers. Regulation of the transmissions travelling over a broadband providers’ property differs substantially from physical occupations which are the hallmark of per se takings, such as the installation of cable equipment at issue in Loretto v. Teleprompter CATV Corp. We do not require the permanent installation of any third-party equipment at broadband providers’ network facilities, or deprive broadband providers of existing property interests in their networks—a broadband provider retains complete control over its property. Our rules merely regulate the use of a broadband Internet access provider’s network—they are neither physical nor permanent occupations of private property. Courts have repeatedly declined to extend per se takings analysis to rules regulating the transmission of

---

1756 See NARUC I, 525 F.2d at 641 (citing American Trucking Ass’ns, Inc. v. United States, 101 F.Supp. 710 (N.D. Ala. 1951) (upholding Motor Carrier Act of 1935 applying common carriage status to trucking industry against constitutional challenge under the Fifth Amendment, though significant competition existed)); see also Sam L. Majors Jewelers v. ABX, Inc., 117 F.3d 922, 928-29 (5th Cir. 1997) (preserving federal cause of action against air carriers as common carriers after deregulation of airline industry).

1757 CenturyLink Comments at 64–70; TechFreedom Comments at 93–94; Verizon Comments at 66–67; Verizon Reply at 48.

1758 Loretto v. Teleprompter Manhattan CATV Corp., 458 U.S. 419, 441 (1982) (holding that a New York law requiring landlords to permit a cable company to install cables on their leased buildings required just compensation because it effected a “permanent physical occupation” of their private property). The government may also commit a per se taking by completely depriving an owner of all economically beneficial use of her property. Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Council, 505 U.S. 1003, 1019 (1992). However, the record does not reflect a concern among commenters that our actions today deprive broadband providers of all economically beneficial use of their property—nor do we find one merited—so we limit our discussion to the permanent physical occupation variety of per se takings.

1759 Loretto, 458 U.S. at 441.


1761 Loretto, 458 U.S. at 437.

1762 See generally id.


1764 The Supreme Court has further cabined this per se takings rule by noting that some permanent incursions onto private property could be acceptable if the property owner owned the installation and retained discretion in how to deploy it. Loretto, 458, U.S. at 441, n.19 (hypothesizing that the New York statute in question could have required landlords “to provide cable installation if a tenant so desires” if the landlord owned the installation). Were our rules found to impose a permanent physical occupation on broadband providers’ networks, broadband services seem to fall squarely within this exception. Broadband Internet access services are characterized as distinctly user-directed. Further, providers retain discretion in the deployment of their facilities and are free to manage traffic through reasonable network management. See supra Section III.D.4.
communications traffic over a provider’s facilities, and we believe that these decisions comport with the Supreme Court’s perspective that permanent physical occupation of property is a narrow category of takings jurisprudence and is “easily identifiable” when it does occur.

Moreover, to the extent that broadband providers voluntarily open their networks to end users and edge providers, reasonable regulation of the use of their property poses no takings issue. When owners voluntarily invite others onto their property—through contract or otherwise—the courts will not find that a permanent physical occupation has occurred. So long as property owners remain free to avoid physical incursions on their property by discontinuing the services to which it has been dedicated, reasonable conduct regulations can be imposed on the use of such properties without raising per se takings concerns. In point of fact, broadband providers regularly invite third parties to transmit signals through their physical facilities by contracting with end users to provide broadband Internet access service and promising access to all or substantially all Internet endpoints. Our rules do not compel broadband providers to offer this service—instead our rules simply regulate broadband providers’ conduct with respect to traffic which currently freely flows over their facilities. Thus, to the extent that broadband providers allow any customer to transmit or receive information over its network, the imposition of reasonable conduct rules on the provision of broadband Internet access services does not constitute a per se taking. Furthermore, even if the rules did impose a type of physical occupation on the facilities of broadband providers, such an imposition is not an unconstitutional taking because broadband providers are compensated for the traffic passing over their networks.

2. Regulatory Takings

Nor do the rules we adopt today constitute a regulatory taking. Outside of per se takings cases, courts analyze putative government takings through “essentially ad hoc, factual inquiries” into a variety of unweighted factors such as the “economic impact of the regulation,” the degree of interference with “investment-backed expectations,” and “the character of the government action.” Directing analysis of these factors is a common touchstone—whether the regulatory actions taken are “functionally equivalent to the classic taking in which government directly appropriates private property or ousts the owner from his domain.” Open Internet rules do not implicate such a deprivation of value or control over the networks of broadband providers, and so pose no regulatory takings issues.

The economic impact of the rules we adopt today is limited because, in most
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1765 See Cablevision Sys. Corp. v. FCC, 570 F.3d 83, 98 (2d Cir. 2009) (upholding Commission’s finding that a must-carry obligation did not constitute a physical occupation because “the transmission of WRNN’s signal does not involve a physical occupation of Cablevision’s equipment or property”); Qwest v. United States, 48 Fed. Cl. 672, 693-94 (Fed. Cl. 2001); see also Loretto, 458 U.S. at 435, n.12 (“The permanence and absolute exclusivity of a physical occupation distinguish it from temporary limitations on the right to exclude . . . [which] are subject to a more complex balancing process to determine whether they are a taking.”).


1767 See Loretto, 458 U.S. at 440 (“So long as these regulations do not require the landlord to suffer the physical occupation of a portion of his building by a third party, they will be analyzed under the multifactor inquiry generally applicable to nonpossessory governmental activity.”).


1769 See, e.g., Verizon Comments at 2.

1770 With respect to the rules governing the broadband Internet access service, broadband providers are compensated through the imposition of subscription fees on their end users.

1771 See Verizon Comments at 67; CenturyLink Comments at 70–71.


circumstances, the Internet operates in an open manner today. Indeed, rather than reducing the value of broadband provider property, today’s rules likely serve to enhance the value of broadband networks by promoting innovation on the edge of the network, thereby driving consumer demand for broadband Internet access and increasing the networks’ value. Further, today’s Order does not so burden broadband providers’ discretion in managing and deploying their networks to effectively “oust” them from ownership and control of their networks. While we have adopted a set of bright-line rules today for some practices, broadband providers are still afforded a great deal of discretion to enter into individualized arrangements with respect to the provision of broadband Internet access services under the no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard. The limited scope of the open Internet rules also injects flexibility into our regulatory framework and provides sufficient property protections to take our rules outside the ambit of the Fifth Amendment.

572. Likewise, any investment backed expectations of broadband providers in prior regulatory regimes are minimal. As a general matter, property owners cannot expect that existing legal requirements regarding their property will remain entirely unchanged. The Commission has long regulated Internet access services, and there is no doubt that broadband Internet “falls comfortably within the Commission’s jurisdiction.” Indeed, with respect to broadband Internet access service, claims by broadband providers that our previous regulatory treatment of broadband engendered reliance interests runs counter to the plain language of the 2002 Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling and the 2005 Wireline Broadband Classification Order, both of which contained notices of proposed rulemaking seeking comment on the retention of Title II-like regulation of those services. Also, because we do not propose to regulate ex ante broadband providers’ ability to set market rates for the broadband Internet
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1774 Charter Comments at 3; BrightHouse Comments at 25-26; Verizon Comments at 3.
1775 See Verizon, 740 F.3d at 649 (affirming the Commission’s finding that “the strength of the effect on broadband investment that it anticipated from edge-provider innovation, which would benefit both from the preservation of the ‘virtuous circle of innovation’ created by the Internet’s openness and the increased certainty in that openness engendered by the Commission’s rules”).
1776 See supra Section III.D (excluding from the scope of the open Internet rules reasonable network management, Internet traffic exchange, and other data services outside the definitions of broadband Internet access services).
1779 Verizon, 740 F.3d at 629-630 (discussing the historical progression of our regulation of Internet access) (citing Computer II, 77 F.C.C. 2d 384, 387, paras. 5-7). See also Comcast, 600 F.3d at 646-47.
1780 See, e.g., Letter from Kathryn Zachem, Senior Vice President, Comcast, to Marlene H. Dortch, Federal Communications Commission, WC Docket No. 14-28, 10-127, at 7 (filed Nov. 4, 2014); Verizon Title II White Paper at 12.
1781 See Cable Modem Declaratory Ruling, 17 FCC Red at 4841-45 (seeking comment on the extent to which the Commission should regulate cable modem service, including whether the Commission should require cable operators to offer “open access”); Wireline Broadband Classification Order, 20 FCC Red at 14929-14935, paras. 145-159 (seeking comment on, among other things, the need for geographic rate averaging, and consumer protections regarding CPNI, against slamming, against sudden discontinuance of service). See supra para. 360 (discussing reliance interests in classification of BIAS).
access services they offer, there is no reason to believe that our ruling will deprive broadband providers of the just compensation that is a full answer to any takings claim.

573. In characterizing our proposed rules as a regulatory taking, CenturyLink looks to Kaiser Aetna, a case in which the government sought to establish public access rights to a private marina by classifying it as “navigable waters of the United States.” As described above, we think that analogies to real property incursions are inapplicable to the provision of broadband Internet access services. In any event, the facts of Kaiser bear little resemblance to the rights and interests implicated by broadband networks. Unlike the small, privately held marina which was not open to the public in Kaiser Aetna, broadband Internet access service involves access to substantially all Internet endpoints. While the marina in Kaiser Aetna maintained a small fee-paying membership, broadband Internet access services are offered directly to the public at large, as we recognize in their classification as telecommunications services. In sum, open Internet rules do not so burden broadband provider’s control and ownership of their networks as to rise to the level of a regulatory taking in violation of the Fifth Amendment. The economic impact of our rules is minimal and our classifications do not frustrate any significant reliance interests.

VII. SEVERABILITY

574. We consider the actions we take today to be separate and severable such that in the event any particular action or decision is stayed or determined to be invalid, we would find that the resulting regulatory framework continues to fulfill our goal of preserving and protecting the open Internet and that it shall remain in effect to the fullest extent permitted by law. Though complementary, each of the rules, requirements, classifications, definitions, and other provisions that we establish in this Report and Order on Remand, Declaratory Ruling, and Order operate independently to promote the virtuous cycle, encourage the deployment of broadband on a timely basis, and protect the open Internet.

575. Severability of Open Internet Rules from One Another. The open Internet rules we adopt today each operate independently to protect the open Internet, promote the virtuous cycle, and encourage the deployment of broadband on a timely basis. The Verizon court recognized as much by holding our initial transparency rule severable from the non-discrimination and no blocking rules from the 2010 Open Internet Order. We apply that view to today’s transparency rule, as well as to the no blocking, no throttling, and no paid prioritization rules and the no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage adopted today. While today’s rules put in place a suite of open Internet protections, we find that each of these rules, on its own, serves to protect the open Internet. Each rule protects against different potential harms and thus operates semi-independently from one another. For example, the no-blocking rule protects consumers’ right to access lawful content, applications, and services by constraining broadband providers’ incentive to block competitors’ content. The no throttling rule serves as an independent supplement to this prohibition on blocking by banning the impairment or degradation of lawful content that does not reach the level of blocking. Should the no blocking rule be declared invalid, the no throttling rule would still afford consumers and edge providers significant protection, and thus could independently advance the goals of the open Internet, if not as comprehensively were the no blocking rule still in effect. The same reasoning holds true for the ban on paid prioritization, which protects against particular harms independent of the other bright-line rules. Finally, the no-unreasonable interference/disadvantage standard governs broadband provider conduct generally, providing independent protections against those three harmful practices along with other and new practices that could threaten to harm Internet openness. Were any of these individual rules held invalid, the resulting regulations would

1783 See supra Section III.D.1.
1784 Verizon, 740 F.3d at 659.
1785 See supra Section III.C.1.a.
1786 See supra Section III.C.1.b.
remain valuable tools for protecting the open Internet.

576. Severability of Rules Governing Mobile/Fixed Providers. We have also made clear today our rules apply to both fixed and mobile broadband service. These are two different services, and thus the application of our rules to either service functions independently. Accordingly, we find that should application of our open Internet rules to either fixed or mobile broadband Internet access services be held invalid, the application of those rules to the remaining mobile or fixed services would still fulfill our regulatory purposes and remain intact.

See supra Section III.D.